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PREFACE
 

This Final Report of the National Urban Policy Study (NUPS) presents the 
recommended strategy for urban development in Egypt up to the year 2000. These 
results, a set of integrated and comprehensive urban development policy 
recommendations, are derived from NUPS work since July 1980, undertaken for the 
Advisory Cormnittee for Reconstruction, Minisiry of Development with financial 
assistance from the United States Agency for Internctional Development (USAID). 

This report is one of six final reports produced by NUPS. The other final 
reports ure:
 

I. Egypt: Urban Growth and Urban Data Report 

This report is a compilation of data which was collected d'.ring the course of the 
work with brief descriptive narratives. 

The coverage is broad since the Report is intended to provide professionals, 
both Egyptian and foreign, with basic information ahout urban Egypt and the 
national setting. Major sections are devoted to: 

* 	 National level data on natural features and resources, population, macro-economic 
features, economic sector profiles and national infrastructure networks. 

* 	 Urban settlement data on rank ordering, spatial pattern, urban typology, recent 
expansion (LANDSAT maps), governorate and settlement pr files, and settlement 
project characteristics. 

* 	 Household and housing data including household characteristics, income and 
expenditure estimates, income taxes, 1976 Housing Census Data, land value in 
urban areas, housing production and finance, and the 1979 National Housing 
Plan.
 

* 	 Development, management and administration including the constitutional 
framework, national government structure, public economic units, the Suez Canal 
Authority, decentralization to local government, and an administrative profile of 
the Cairo Government. 

* 	 Legal framework for development including subdivision regulation, building 
regulation, the proposed Planning Law, New Urban Communities, other laws 
affecting land use, preservation of arable land, urban Innd rights and real 
property taxation. 

2. 	 Illustrative Development Project: Tanta 

This report is intended to illustrate for a Delta Urban settlement, Tanta, the 
application of the National Urban Policy recommendations for Delta growth management 
and consolidation of regional service functions. Issues relating to economic and 
physical development of Delta cities and control of urban intrusion in arable land 
are emphasized. 
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3. 	 Illustrative Development Project: Qena/Naga Hamadi
 

This report is intended to illustrate for an 
Upper Egypt urban region, Qena/NagaHamadi, the application of the National Urban Policy recommendations for growthinducement in Upper Egypt in order lo develop a number of decentralized centersslow 	migration to Cairo, develop an to
economic base for future self-sustaining c-,owth,and contribute to income and urban service improvements in Upper Egypt.Reconm-nendations for 	 future economic, physical, and administrative de\Plopmentare 	made to overcome the current constraints on the self-sustaining growthregional economy 	 of ain Upper Egypt. The f-o Illustrative Development Project studieshave been combined into one final report. 

4. 	 The Urban Management Handbook
 

This report is intended primarily for uses at local levels. Its major 
 purposesare 	 to familiarize local officials with the overall NUPS recommendations, providesummaries of special policy and program directions for each regional zone, andpresent guidelines for improved local involvement in planning, programming andimplementation of the Na 1ional Urban Policy. 

5. 	 The National Urban Policy Information System
 

This report is a guide to the 
 library, maps, and data collection developedduring the Study and turned over to the Ministry of Development. Recommendationsare 	 made about insuring future use 	 of the materials collected, fitting theinformation into a broader urban planning information system, and improving on theoverall information base. 

The 	above Final Reports were preceded by a series of occasional working papers onspecial subjects by 	 project staff and consultants and six 	 formal report3 to theACR. The formal reports were: 

I. 	 Status Report on NUPS, October 1980. 

This report provided a progress statement on work to date and establishedanalytic framework for completing the study.	 
the 

2. 	 Working Paper on Standards and Costs, October 1980. 

This report reviewed existing urban development programs in Egypt (such as NewTowns, 15th of May, etc.) and their associated housing and infrastructure standardsand 	 actual or projected costs. This study demonstrated considerable variationstandards, cost recovery mechanisms, in
and 	 per capital costs among developmentprograms. Issues were raised, therefore, related to household affordability forhousing and services and public affordability of the implied subsidy levels. 

3. 	 Working Paper on Characteristics of Alternative Strategies, December 1980. 
This Report reviewed key criteria for establishing the major dimensionsalternative spatial strategies and expe- itions of their 	

of 
performance on important

national development objectives. 
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4. 	 The Interim Action Report, January 1981. 

This report reviewed the basic settlement concepts employed in the choice of 
alternative spatial packages, examined the growth potential and absorption capacity 
of urban areas in Egypt, and provided an initial conparison of four alternative 
settlement patterns to the trend pattern (derived from 1960-1976 growth rates) and 
with each other in terms of major outcomes relative to national objectives. 

5. 	 The First Round Alternatives Report, May 1981. 

This report provided additional information about the four basic alternatives and 
overall resource feasibility and risks. The report discussed investment and its 
financing, spatial allocation of investment under the four alternatives for the 
period 1986-1990, costs of infrastructure to support the alternative distributions 
of job-generating investment and population, and legislative and administrative 
requirements for regulative urban development. 

6. 	 The Second Round Alternative-s Report: Recorrrnendations For the Preferred 
Strategy, September 1981. 

This report examined the overall context for urban policy choice emphasizing 
demographic and economic constraints and opportunities, reviewed the First Round 
Alternatives Report, completed the costing of the alternatives (1986-2000), evaluated 
the alternatives, assessed their legal and administrative implications and presented 
the Recommended Settlement Strategy that NUPS analysis had indicated would provide a 
feasible and beneficial performance in achieving the government's development 
objectives. The Final Report, in this volume, completes the analysis of the 
Preferred Strategy - an integrated spatial and sectoral strategy -- for government 
consideration and possible adoption. 
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INTRODUCTION
 

The Ministry of Development commissioned this work to prepare a National Urban 
Policy for Egypt in July 1980, with financial assistance from the U.S. Agency for 
International Development. The Government of Egypt desired a means of integrating 
spatial and sectotal plans and programs so that national development objectives would 
have the best chance of being realized. 

Such an inteqrative effort utilizing recent development experience and 
information and analysis contained in the large number oi: sectoral and spatial plans 
already prepared would permit a review of their overall compatibility with each 
other, their collective costs measured against available resources and their joint 
impact on achievement of government objectives. 

The Government of Egypt has already established i s broad national development 
objectives: 

• 	 Sustaining a high rate of economic growth. 

• 	 Improving the standard of living of all Egyptians, with emphasis on low income 
groups, through: 

- Creating productive employment opportunities for the rapidly growing 
population. 

- Generating sustained increases in real per capita income. 

- Ensuring that public service and facility gains are equitably shored by the 
Egyptian people. 

• 	 Achieving certain special objectives: 

-	 Encourage-nent of the deconcentration of Cairo. 

- Protection of arable land from urbanization. 

- Demonstration of an expression of modernization and progress. 

The NUPS work fully supports these objectives and has used them to guide the 
assessment of spatial and sectoral options open to the Government. The Preferred 
Strategy presented in this report represents, in the judgment of the NUPS team, the 
best combination of performance levels on these objectives within the estimate of 
available resources, the 20 year time frame to the end of the century, the expected 
urban population of at ieast 37 million to be served and at acceptable levels of risk 
to the government and private investors (both firms and households). 

Specifically, the adoption by the Government of Egypt of the strategy reconmnended 
in this report can be expected to provide the following major benefits at supportable 
costs: 
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* 	 Economic growth and increases in per income atreal capita nearly maximum 
achievable rates.
 

* 	 Creation of the possibility of greater social equity through targeted assistanceat affordable levels and greater availability of resources to utilize in
providing assistance to lower income people now and 	 in the future. 

* 	 Protection of arable land by providing migration options for Delta population
growth and encouragement of growth within metropolitan regions (in satellites, 
new towns and areas outside the existing core areas) and "Special Emphasis
Cities" on non-arable land. This w;!! lead to deconcentration of Cairo andAlexandria core and growth onareas site most 	 desert lands or in present
low-density locations. 

" 	 An implernentable and feasible level of national decentralization of urban growth
away from Cairo to provide a better base ,'or reduction of polarization of thesettlement system (reversing current trends) and provide a basis for further
decentralization in the future.I 

The 	recorrtnended strategy is based upon the review of virtually all current major
spatial and sectoral plans, as well as a very sibstantial number of documents
relating to urban developmeni in Egypt, hundreds of interviews with government andprivate officials and extensive field work concentrated on the 40 largest urban
settlements. 2 The study has developed more than 25 Working Papers, as well as 4
major interim reports leading to the development and testing of " spatial
alternatives prior to selection of the recommended strategy. 

The 	 alternatives and the reconmnended strategy were tested for 	 their likelyimpacts on urban development and aggregate costs based upon a consistent methodology
that permitted settlement and regional variations in economic potential, functions,
densities, existing and required infrastructure (both local and national systems),
and 	 standards to be taken into account and then aggregated to assess national
implications. The methodology used helped ensure that the recorrynendations were
solidly based on more than subjective judgments of where it is "desirable" for peopleto settle within the national settlement system. Thus, the analysis provides basis

for testing 

a

future options as well as the framework for an integrated development

policy. In this sense, it is an action management tool. 

When applied to the current urban agenda in Egypt (the sum of of plans andprojects for cities and regions in the nations), the analysis leads to several
important conclusions which now need to be addressed by government
decision-makers: 

* 	 Even under the optimistic forecast of 7 percent annual real growth in the economy
and a substantial increase in domestic there not be asaving, will sufficient
capital resource pool to implement all of the urban projects and Rlans already
drawn up or contemplated at their present targets and standards. ' 

* 	 The more rapid decentralization of the population across the national spaceattempted, the higher will be the investment costs Der capita and the higher the 
risk 	of a slowdown in the rate of economic growth. 
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* 	 The higher the physical standards adopted in new development or upgrading older 
settlements or neighborhoods, the more likely it becomes that substantial 
segments of the population will receive little or no benefit from the investment 
available in their life time and the less likely it becomes that the government 
can recover enough of its investment to replenish the investment pool in later 
years. 

These three conclusions underline the need to carefully evaluate the risks 
involved in different ways of programming urban investment in achievement of 
Government objectives. Following the present sectoral and spatial plans without 
integration or modification raises four major risks which could adversely effect the 
achievement of the Government's fundamental objectives: 

* 	 Because of the overall high cost, there is a risk that sufficient capital
investment will be to the over and,not mobilized sustain wort< time therefore, 
the full benefits will not be realized. 

* 	 Even if the total capital investment was realized, there is a substantial risk 
that because the standards are so high the population could not afford to utilize 
the services and facilities and the Government could not afford the massive 
subsidies to operate them. 

* 	 Even if the full investments in spatial deconcentration to the free standing new 
cities and remote areas at currently planned levels were realized, there is a
risk thai the population could not be induced to migrate in the massive numbers 
implied, targets which have no precedent in world experience and, therefore, the 
capital assets created will not be productively utilized. 

* 	 The combined effect of the above risks would be a substantial shortfall in the 
rate of future national economic growth which, in turn, would make future 
capital investment resource pools smaller than it could be. 

In our judgment, the recommended strategy makes a very substantial contribution 
to each of Government's objectives at an acceptable level of risk. Furthermore, 
the achievement of the recommended strategy within the 20 year time frame would 
provide a strorg base for sustaind economic development and further C celerated 
decentralization in the years be- J1. 

Thus, the conclusions of NUPS work are a recognition of the government's strong
desire for the continuation of a major development effort in Egypt and a strategy for 
doing so. Recon-inendations for making modifications in some existing plans and 
projects (with regard to location priorities, scrre, timing, standards, and cost 
recovery) are made where necessary to ensurt the feasibility and enhance the
probability of achieving the fundamental objectivez already well established by the 
government. 

That an integrative eff,-rt such as this intensive and comprehensive study of 
National Urban Policy should lead to positive recon-inendat ions for change, should come 
as no surprise. Indeed, it was the likelihood that NUPS work could contribute to 
improvement and integration of current development activities, plans and programs
that occasioned Imie Government of Egypt to commission the work in the first pluce.
In fact, were it not for the substantial experience in development and all of the 
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spatial ard sector plans already undertaken at the Government's initiative, it would 
not have been possible for this study to carry out the rigorous analysis that hasbeen done and offer well-supported suggestions designed to achieve a high level of
performance in achieving Government's objectives. 

What is needed now is government assessment of the plans and projects in light ofthe findings of this study and, hopefully, the adoption of the Preferred Strategy by
Government, in order to take a mid-point correction in the implenentation program tobring it in line with available resources to ensure the 	highest potential achievement
of Government's objectives within the time period. 

Such a review of national mini;try and governorate implementation plans and programs should utilize as criteria for choice, the guidelines which have been
employed in developing the NUPS recommended strategy: 

* 	 Locational efficiency criteria should guide economic investments in order to 
ratesachieve high of economic growth and job creation. 

* 	 Public investment resources should be conserved and inter-personal equity
enhanced by selecting physical standards for housing, infrastructure and
provision of social facilities so that all segments of the population receive
benefits from the investments made and the available resources at costs which are 
more affordable to the people and at subsidy levels affordable to the 
Government. 

* 	 Investment choices should generally favor projects and project scales whichachieve early payoff in benefits to users, thus, redicing the amount of unused or 
underutilized assets. 

• 	 The private sector should be utilized as fully as possible to generate investment
in jobs and housing to reduce the demand on public resources and thereby allowthe public sector to contribute more effectively to those things which the
private sector cannot effectively provide. 

* 	 Priority should be given in deconcentration efforts in the metropolitan regions
of Cairo and Alexandria to relatively close-in satellite settlement areas on
non-arable land selected to take advantage of economies associated with the size
and diversified base of the existing settlement area. 

* 	 Priority settlements for decenirali-:ation away from the Cairo Region should be
few in number arid have relatively high economic growth potential in order to 
ensure that enoufjh investment can be amassed to realize their potential. 

These guidelines were utilized in the 	 detailed recommendations for the NUPSPreferred Strategy. NUPS believes that, if accepted, the Preferred Strategy willprovide the major means to achieve substantial gains toward the ends implied by the
Gov,.rnment's very desirable overall national development objectives. 

It should be emnphasized at the conclusion of this Introduction that while the
specilic recommendations made in this report apply tu urban development strategy,the background analysis was not restricted to narrowly defined urbanissues. Furthermore, the criteriu fo- policy choice suggested above are 
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relevant to broader development policies. Rather, the analysis indicates the 
necessity for serious consideration of these criteria in the choices which need to 
be made for rural development policy and the structuring of a complete national 
development plan. 

The demands on resources which migh be made, for example, in a rural development 
strategy to restructure Egypt's villages, reclaim anew agricultural land, and provide
housing and infrastructure in agro-villages in desert development regions could be 
sufficiently large, unless NUPS criteria of locational efficiency in the choice of 
investment projects and conservation of public investments are applied to frustrate 
the achievement of objectives relating to urban areas specifically or national 
development objectives generally. 

The point is that a shift of focus to a rural analogue to NUPS or the inftegration
of urban and rural development strategies into a national development plan does not 
eiiminate ihe necessity for the kind of choices which NUPS has illustrated. On the 
contrary, it makes the need for such choices even more apparent. The reality of this 
set of observations is illustrated by the analysis in Chapter IV of the current 
development plans for the Sinai, Red Sea Governorate, and Northwest Coast compared to 
NUPS recommendations for these areas; where it is shown that their implementation at 
currently planned Ipvels would jeopardize achievement of needed job and 
infrastructure levels elsewhere in the settlement system. 

A r.ajor point of the NUPS framework and analysis presented in this and previous 
reports i- that it is necessary in contemplating investment for achieving a given
settlement or sectoral objective to consider the consequences of such choices in 
terms of what must be given up elsewhere in order to accomplish that objective (this
is the "opportunity cost" of a particular investment choice). NUPS analysis does not 
demonstrate that any particular in\estment (spatial or sectoral) must nol- 15 
made. What it does show is the importance of considering the total cost consequences
fo the combined set of spatial and sectoral plans, the risks involved in attempting 
to implement all existing sp.'iial and sectoral plans without modification, and that 
the opportunity costs associaied with non-integrated spatial and sectoral strategies 
are likely to be large in terms of reduced chances to reach high performance levels 
on the Government's national development objectives. 

As NIUPS reports and presentations have frequently emphasized, it is not possible 
to develop a spatial or sectoral strategy that will simultaneously achieve the 
highest possible level of accomplishment of all of the Government's national 
development objectives. The necessity to make difficult choices is inherent in the 
enuncirt'ion of multiple objectives. What a particular spatial or sectoral strategy 
is likely to achieve is a mixed level of accomplishment on the set of 
objectives. This report provides our best estimate of n feasible and highly
beneficial policy set, taking such benefits on partially competing objectives and the 
costs and risks of various alternatives into account. 
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NOTES 

INTRODUCTION 

1 "Polarization" is used to indicate the degree of primacy which exists in the 
Egyptian settlement system. This polarization of settlements has led to the rapid
growth of the primate settlements of Greater Cairo, and to a lesser extent,
Alexandria to the point where by 1976 (the last census) they were the only
settlements with populations greater than one million. The next largest
settlements had populations which were less than 500,000. 

2 There are about 300 settlements which are classified administratively as 
"urban." The NUPS 'ream focused its attention on the 40 largest settlements
which had 1976 census populations greater than 50,000 or were of special interest
such as the industrial settlement of Naga Hamadi and certain settlement areas in
the Remote Area (also called Frontier) governorates. 

3 The NUPS Team projected a 7 percent growth rate in the economy which is
consistent with official expectations as an optimistic means of forecasting the
total resources which might be available to the economy for investment in urbansettlements. NUPS also prepared a less favorable 5.5 percent growth rate. In
the analysis which fo'lows the potential urban "total resource pool" includes allrequired investment to achieve a 7 percent growth rate except agricultural and
petroleum investment. Investment requirements for agro-industry and other
agriculturallyrelated industry are included in the "total resource pool." 
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CHAPTER I 
OVERVIEW OF THE RECOMMENDED STRATEGY FOR 

THE NATIONAL URBAN POLICY 

I. MAJOR ELEMENTS IN THE RECOMMENDED STRATEGY 

NUPS recommends that the Governmenl of Egypt adopt a national urhan policy which 
integrates spatial and sectoral policies, builds on the strengths of the Egyptian 
economy, is tailored to Egyptian circumstances and has a rerisonably high chance of 
leading to improvements in income and the quality of life for Egyptian citizens. 

After carefui review of the alternatives, the major strategic elements of such a 
new urban policy are clear. NUPS recorrnends the adoption of a phased, selective 
decentralization to the Suez Canal Zone (with a major emphasis on Suez) and to Upper 
Egypt (with a priority emphasis on Qena/Naga Hamadi, Aswan and Assiut). I It is 
recommended, also, that these priorities be coupled with metropolitan deconcentration 
plans to accommodate substantial growth in the Cairo and Alexandria metropolitan
regions, a growth management approach to the Delta and find innovative methods to 
overcome development constraints and an approach to increase the habitability of the 
remote areas. 

It is both beneficial to Egypt and necessary for feasibility for the government 
to adopt a spatial (or settlement) strategy that emphasizes efficiency by placing
primary emphasis on urban locations which will contribute substantially to national 
economic growth, and an additional emphasis on a selective effort to ahieve wider 
geographic distribution of economic activity and population than has been true in the 
past. 

In order to ensure the feasibility of the recommended settlement strategy, 
sectoral policies should be adopted which have the primary purpose of reducing
requirements for unrecovered public investment and the additional purpose of 
spreading the benefits of public investment more quickly to a larger jeg-ent of the 
low income population. 

The Ministry of Development can play a major role in seeking approval of the 
selected urban policy throughout the government, as well as a crucial role in its 
implementation through its planning, research and development operations. 

A. Basic Dimensions (See Figures I-I through 1-3) 

The basic dimensions of the recommended strategy are these: 

I. 	 The exploitation of strong economic advantages of the Cairo and Alexandria 
metropolitan regions to absorb a maior portion of the expected growth ir urban 
population while deconcentrating the core areas of these cities through
development of fringe close-in satellites and New Towns desert orareas, 	 on low 
productivity land. (Plans for Cairo Region year 2000 population of 16 to 16.5 
million including 10th ol Ramadan, 6th of October, 15th of May, and Sadat City
and for Alexandria Region year 2000 population of 5 to 5.5 million including New 
Ameriyah.) 



BASIC DIMENSIONS OF SPATIAL RECOMMENDATIONS 
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LOWER EGYPT SETTLEMENT HIERARCHY
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2. 	 A concentrated effort to support growth possibilities of the Suez Canal Zone with 
a focus on Suez Cily (year 2000 population targets of 750,000 to 850,000 in
Suez, 400,000 to 500,000 in Ismailia and 550,000 to 650,000 in Port Said). 

3. 	 A strategy for managing the expected spontaneous growth in Delta cities which 
aims to hold growth substantially below trend rates to limit unnecessary
intrusions on arable land while providing addiinHnat ,. -- 3."i.m-cnt (.pi-,
emphasis on Tanta and Mansoura with year 2000 population targets of 525,000 
to 575,000 and 500,006 to 550,000, respeclively). 

4. 	 An effort to induce additional growth in an initially limited number of Upper
Egypt cities to develop both an economic basis and a knowledge base for more
decentralization in later time periods than the planning horizon of this study
(special emnphasis on Assiut, Qena/Naga Hamcdi and Aswan with year 2000 population
targets of 550,000-600,000; 325,000-400,000; and 400,000-450,000, 
respectively. 

5. 	 An approach to the settlement problems of the remote areas to find innovative 
ways to utilize emerging technologies and establish implemnenting institutions to 
increase the attraction of these areas for human settlement (major urban 
population increases are not anticipated, the year 2000 population targets for
the existing main settlements are 400 thousand, a slight increase over trend 
growth). 

6. 	 A program to maintain infrastructure and services in other urban places. 

7. 	 The choice of standards for housing and infrastructure service levels that are 
affrrdable by a wider range of the population and mechanisms that will increase 
the proportion of public cost recovery. 

8. 	 Increased emphasis on the industrial sector in economic planning, encouragement
of private investment to conserve public funds support for small-scale industry,
and integration of spatial and sectoral planning through selective use of direct 
investments, tax nid non-tax localion instruments. 

Major elements of the reasoning behind these recorrnendations are reported in the 
NUPS Interiri Action Report, the Working Paper on First Round Alternatives, and the 
series of "Occasional Working Papers" prepared by tl Study Tea. Chapters II, II' . 

and IV, V and VI of this report provide information on the basis for the
recorrrnendations, spatial elements and sectoral elements of the strategy, 
respectively. 

A schematic sunmnary of major factors affecting urban policy choices, principles
for policy choice and recommendations is provided in Figure 1-4. 

The benefits of adopting the basic policy directions indicated above -- an 
efficiency-oriented settlement strategy with some decentralization and a strategy of 
conserving public investments -- derive from their probable positive effects on 
encouragement of economic growth (thus, an increase in the potential resource pool
for future investment and efforts to improve the equity position of the worst-off 
elements of the population) and the reduction of pressure on public resources. These 
pressures currently limit Government flexibility, increase the risks of having 
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insufficient resources to complete desirable projects and lead to popular
expectations about whit the Government can do that are difficult to achieve in 
practice. 

B. 	 Spatial Elements of the Preferred Strategy 

I. 	 Cairo Metropolitan Region (See Chapter Ill, Section I for detailed discussion.) 

The twin concerns of adverse effects of concentration of population in the core 
areas of Cairo and polarization of the Egyptian settlement system resulting in the 
primacy of the Cairo reglion must be addressed in any serious national urban policy
for Egypt. The nain weapons recommended by NUPS to begin the nesessarily slow 
process of reversing the trend of substantial migratoin to the Cairo Region are: 

* 	 A major effort to improve Alexandria's position as the chief urban competitor in 
Cairo. 

* 	 An enhanced effort and renewed commitment to develop Suez as a major
urban region and Suez City as a major center. 

" 	 A concentrated decentralization effort in up to three South Upper Egypt "Special 
Emphasis" cities. 

The major weapons recommended by NUPS to accelerate the deconcentration of the 
'ore of Cairo while the Region continues to gain population to over 16 million by 
year 2000 are:
 

* 	 Preparation of sites in desert fringe areas as alternative locations for low 
income people in crowded Cairo ki.ms to shift '(he axis of development from a 
north-south direction to an east-west direction. 

" 	 Acceleration of development at higher densities in current low density portions 
of the region. 

* 	 The development of a larger number of small non-contiguous settlements on the 
periphery but closer to the current built-up areas than 10th of Ramadan and Sadat 
City, such as El Obour and 6th of October. 

* 	 C,)nsideration of modifying developmernt plans for 10th of Ramadan and Sadat City 
to permit resources to be allocated for the alternative developments above and, 
,hrough their development, to ma!<e location in 10th of Ramadan and, subsequently,
Sadat City more attractive for business and residence in the future. The kinds 
of modificaton include reduced standards, higher densities, and greater cost 
recovery.
 

It is essential to emphasize, also, the many positive ieusons for recommending
substantial growth in the Cairo and Ale>andria Region. Cairo and Alexandria are the 
most dynamic elements of the settlement system, attracting private investment in 
industry, services and housing, and contributing extensively to national economic 
growth relative to both their size and other places. They combine the advantages of 
primate cities cited by Harry Richardson: 
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"The economic advantages of primate cities in developing countries 
are considerable: higher returns on investment than in other 
locations; economies of concentralion in urban service provision in 
capital poor economies; transportation advantoges; communication 
economies; the dominant source of innovation and managerial 
expertise and the diffusion center for developmental impulses and 
for economic, technical and social change. lhe finding that in a 
study of 46 developing countries there was strong positive 
association between aggregate growth pyrformance and increasing 
primacy (Mera. 1973) deserves emphasis." 

NUPS recommendations support the direction of current governmeht policy favoring 
core deconcentration. However, we recommend that priority be given to close-in 
satellites, peripheral areas on desert lana, and infill in less dense kiirns 
while slowing the investment in free-standing new towns as presently planned, until 
their comparative economic advantage improves. 

The New Towns Policy of Egypt was commendably conceived as a means of ordering 
and deconcentrating settlement patterns and economic activities in Egypi away from 
the centers of Cairo and Alexandria. This policy was also seen as a means of 
encouraging further urban growth on desert land away from prime agricultural land. 
However, the rapid development of new urban centers cannot be easily achieved as 
world experience shows, and success will necessarily be subject to the grad&ual
creation of economic activities and jobs. 

The establishment of large centers of over 100,000 population is most difficult 
unless they are very closely linked with existing large cities. Location near 
existing employment or raw materials is critical. The larger free-standing new towns 
of 10th of Ramadan, Sadat City and New Ameriyah City lose a considerable part of this 
advantage by being sited too far from the existing built-up area. They would require 
major large institutions, such as substantial numbers of government offices, to 
create the initial critical mass necessary for success and a much longer period than 
presently planned to meet their target populations. 

The smaller satellite cities of 6th of October, El Obour City, and 15th of May 
City are in much better locations with regard to the above criteria. However, the 
standards and costs for investment in infrastructure, con-rnunity facilities and 
housing in current New Town designs are such as to impose very heavy strain upon the 
Egyptian economy and to cause many other required infrastructure investments to be 
foregone. The estimated cost for the completion of Sadat City, 10th of Ramadan City, 
15th of May City, and 6th of October City would represent about 16 percent of the 
total infrastructure investment allocated for the entire Cairo Region over the next 
20 years based on the NUPg Preferred Strategy estimate. This huge investment would 
only serve 4.9 percent of the projected population of the Region in the year 2000 if 
the NUPS population goals of the New Towns, shown in Chapters III and V, are 
reached. 

The investment strain could be reduced by increased density and land use 
efficiency. Significant reductions in standards for infrastructure, community 
facilities, and public housing are required as well as improved cost recovery through 
the sale of land. In addition, the present scope of the New Fawns is so large that 
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they will put great strain on managerial and organizational abilities, both for 
construction and for the development control required if their planned design are to 
be maintained. 

Perhaps, most importantly, the present New Towns Policy is o very high risk 
strategy. The scale and the costs, combined with the lack of a convincing economic 
and industrial development strategy, make the free-standing towns an enormous gamble.
The satellite towns under construction have a better chance of success but still are 
costly compared to urban expansion projects, such as Nasr City. 

If the current New ComLinities program is continued, it should be approached
incrementally. Each stage of a project shouild be evaluated and show some signs of 
success before moving on to the next stage. Standards should be reduced and 
residential densities increased. Satellite towns should be given priority over the 
free-standing towns. the risk of loss will be reduced andIn that way, the New Towns 
Policy may lead to positive long-ter'-m results. 

2. Alexandria Metropolitan Region (See Chapter III, Section I-C) 

NUPS recommended strategy for accelerated growth in Alexandria calls for the 
allocation of a large portion (18.7 percent) of industrial investment to expand
Alexandria's already considerable economic base. Its expanded industrial base is 
expected lo accelerate growth in other sectors which together will provide a 
substantial attraction to potential migrants from the Delta and elsewhere in 
competition with Cairo. In Alexandria, as in Cairo, the recomniended development 
strategy within the region is core deconcentration through the development of 
secondary sub-centers, such as Ameriyah, Moharram Bey, and ldku plus additional 
fringe development in Dekheila and Ageny. Adrlitional infill and vertical 
development shoulJ be encouraged within urban boundaries in the ki.inr, of Bab 
Sharky, Sidi Gaber, Ramleh, and Montazah. Tihe considerations cited above for 
New Towns apply to N\Iew Ameriyuh. 

3. SuezCanal Zone (See Chapter IV, Section I) 

The Study Team has concluded that the current Suez Master Plan provides a good
basis for future developments to in, jor metropolitan size with some modifications 
regarding proposed direction o,' - o, th, land use, and development standards. Our 
analysis indicates the desirability u, modifying standarus for both residential and 
industrial development. Recent industrial and population expansion encouragingare 
signs that population targets can be reached. 

It is anticipated that major growth in Suez would contribute to urbanization 
possib:lities elsewhere in the Canal region, plus provide an urban anchor to smaller 
settlements in the Sinai and Red Sea coast. 

4. -TheDeltaZone (See Chapter IV, Section I11) 

NUPS recormended strategy ernphasizes the special growth management
problems of the Delta -- a zone which has been seriously neglected in planning
and overt urban policy design. Siqnificant choices need to be made in the very 
near future regarding urbanization of the Delta. The ovurwhelming size of Cairo 
and its associated service and managemnent problems have diverted attention from 
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the relatively uncontrolled growth of Delta cities and the substantial build-up of 
the corridors of Cairo-Benha; Tanta-Damanhour, Kafr F- Dawar-Alexandria. The 
whole set of urban and rural development issues, indusitrialization and 
agricul tural growth, and orderly use of both urban and arable land find 

Apression in the Delta. It is not an ex,qggeration to say that the ability 
to manag urban and rural gw e1fectively in the Delta may be the key to 
the long-term development path of Egypt. 

The major elements of our proposed growth management strategy for the 
Delta are: 

" 	 .Encouragement of migration from the Delta (where most growth is necessarily on 
arable ;and) to the major metropolitan regions of Cairo and Alexandria and the 
growing region of the Suez Canal (where growth is possible on desert land rather 
than on high productivity agricultural lard, if properly managed.) 

* 	 Consolidation of regional service center functions (such as major medical 
facilities, warehousing, service facilities for agricultural equipment) in two to 
three Delta cities, rather than their duplication in all governorate capitcls and 
other relatively larq- cities.
 

* 	 Formal recognition of the entire Delta (isa region for regioral planning purposes
and the develnpment of an integrated economic and physical development plan for 
the region. 

* 	 Irrnediate development of information and analysis (of the kind provided in NUPS 
Illustrative Development Projects for Tanta and Qena/Naga Hamadi) to support 
near-term physical developmient anid land use planning. 3 

* 	 Establishment of a formal, publicly recognized, procedure for defining and 
adjusting city boundaries. 

* 	 A moralorium on all industrial, institutional and housing projects outside 
existing city boundaries; until any such projects have been de termined to be 
consistent with both national urban policy and the oroposed integrated econotric 
and physical regiona; p!cn. 

* 	 Initiation of a requirement that proposals for sectoral projocls, which are the 
responsibility of national ministries (e.g., Transportation, Industry, and 
Health) be reviewed for consistency with the regional plan before 
implementat ion. 

* 	 Initiation of a requ iremnent lhat all proposed industrial projects for the Delta 
be examined to determine the possibility of their heing located out side the Delta 
without serious loss of profitai~ility relative to a Delta localion. 

5. 	 Upper Eqypt (See Chapter IV, Section I) 

The general policy which we recommend for Upper FEglypt is to focus industrial and 
employrrieni growth efforts on three appropriately spaced regional centers to encourage
urban decentralization to the Upper Nile Valley without severe loss of national 
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economic growth. The development strategy proposed for these places is to develop 
from the existing urban base of Aswan, Qena/Naga Hamadi and As-iut on non-arable 
land. The basic industrial strategy is to build on existing industry and local 
natural resources to broaden inter-industry linkages and( to develop industries to 
produce goods locally for the growinq reqionol market so that import from abroad or 
from other industrial centers to the region are reduced. A considerfble part of this 
growth will necessarily relate to agricul tore -- either as a market for industrial 
goods or as a supplier of raw materials. 

It is expected lha]. at It-ast over the next 10-15 years, surhst antiol indcements 
will need to be offered to potential private firms and subsidies to ptublic firms in 
order to establish (I hroat enomih economtic hase to stipport both .-ihstn tial regional 
urban populations in the fittim- (1n1 lin okges to firther (levelopent of the Sojthern 
Red Sea coastal ir ea and] the Western V)esort. 

6. Reinote Area Development (qee Chapter IW, ,ertion IV) 

The National Urban Policy Stud y recognizes the ncoionl iimporIonce of initiating 
a positive program in the fiinai, Red Sea (ove r no rte, Wes tern Desert and 
Northwest Coastal nreas bit has r'onchlad edl thai the Iffriott Ar ein: shotlId not be 
induced to play ( rajor rolo in cco i odalinq ftlire mirhn popti ation ,vw ti 
year 2000.!I (-pportunilies for ,Ieveloptaf'nt orn, limited, resoaitr,-uH (notlhlv woter) 
are scarce atnd invesOnent costs or,, ,,hsto tiailly hilht'r than, other potetialm in 
sites for decentr-llizltion. !-owever, tiis do's not H,.in ttit tia F, tin Arens 
should be iqnored -- sot)a( invw sto 'n ,it!fi xlnme -it ,nos in tF.,,,. will lead 
to greater potentiial for fultire e :pi nsiotn aold help r solwy . 'frItI, il i fititwi u, 
which may he faced by l-qyJ (as (I Vw,[1, irI 1w n(. ' t ( 'Iat t,". 

The strateqy for dev-l opruwnt in the ! etnoII, Arr t.i nf , sIl F',t o. bfr)ii, t1)Ivoff 
investt ent opportlnities on ti projct-hv-projic h1i5sis rol ,r IF a l ti1 rtgionill 
development profgramis (fit ony cost) to rec cwl si ze, hle pra F,,teloniItd tour(i'I p aIIatliOn1 
objectives. ~'t P; )rloseuS a ge(nera-l inve slttical allocaition wvhich wouild purtit rrnt 
infrastrtucture stand(ards to be ttodhrmtIv upgqraded oral otto! liii A itw,-Ittrent for 
industry ornd servic(s to re(stIll in li(h(r-timn-trettld pohlmlliiti (gr ' t in these (iru is 
over the planninq peri(d (i I I Ii '.f O.j Hf' I ,11) Iitt, Ilt,,I , l.,,itt tIe,re' l ,.'' 
economically efficient). 

Rectiuse of their cttr runt develop aunt cm t im;tint,, thFfF ':,vI At I! It,1,I iitintS 
in which it is desirabl Io coisidr inot roll, fI <m ,f liv,hi' Fa,,,' i v,l iw, 
projects (p r Iiciiorly those it li/inq new tchl 1lo( ios ) t iff l ,.'i F1 t!w ;' i i l 
long-terra constraints nd n (,tdsfor ogn,(it,,r (ill ' inst'H,. ti Al ii I wi Iofficietl( v ' 
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quite expensive relative to growth elswhere in the settlement system. For theseareas to absorb less than three-quarters of I percent of the urban population
inrrease between 1985 and 2000 would require almost four times that 	share of national
investment in job creation, housing, intra-urban infrastructure as w.i2 as, addi-"tionsto regional water, power, transportation and telecommunications investmeni. While itis recognized that existing planning proposals for the Northwest Coast, the Red Sea,the Sinai, and the Western Desert suggest larger population targets (andsubstantially higher costs), it is suggested by NUPS that these need to be reviewed
in the context of investment requirements for the whole urban system and likely
aggregate resource availability for implementing urb-mn policy. 

C. 	 Sectoral Elements of the Preferred Strate 

I. Industrial Policy_ (See Chapter V, Section I) 

Throughout the work of the National Urban Policy Study, the importance ofemnployment as the prime determinant of population location has been emphasized.
Further, it is clear thai anong employment sectors, it is the industrial sector whichmust provide the basis for employment in other sectors to expand productively in 
urban centers. 

Our basic recoirunendations for 	 toward flowpublic policy industry from these 
propositions. They are: 

* 	 Investrn- it should be channelled toward increasing the relative share of
manufacturing in Gross Domestic Product and employment. 

* 	 Inducements, incentives and taxes should be structured to support spatial and
sectoral objectives of national urban policy. This entails making discriminatinguse 	 of tax abatements, subsidies, and 	 penalty taxes. Discrimination should beexercised with respect to both the number of places where positive inducements 
are offered and the sectoral activities which ore eligible. 

" 	 Non-tax incentives should be used, also, in support of spatial objectives. Threesuch incertives ore provision of sjitable serviced sites, trnining labor andof
provision of credit facilities in more urban areas available to sniall firms. 

* 	 For the tax and the non-tax incentives alike, it is crucial that they not be
overextended geographically. Ry restricting them to designated cities
applying them differentially they will rnoc likely produce the 	

and 
desired results,

while a non-restricted approach will eliminate the locational effects and 
unnecessarily drain the public budget. 

* 	 Encouragement should continue to be given to private investment in industry, both
to encourage entrepreneurship and to conserve on the amount of public investment 
funds required. 

* 	 Continuing efforts should be 	 made to enhance the productivity of public 
enierpr ises. 

" 	 Encouragements should continue for agricultural policy changes that lead to theeconomic enhuncement of the agricultural sector; both to provide additi nal 
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agricultural inputs to industry and to increase the demand for products of 
domestic industry servicing agricultural needs. 

0 	 Consideration should be given to developing a tax on new industrial activities 
within the core area of Cairo, in order to encourage location in more desirable 
sites within the metropolitan region and to compensate for at least part of the 
net additions to service and disamenity costs caused by location of industrial 
firms in core Cairo. 

2. 	 Intra-Urban Infrastructure Policy (See Chapter V, Section I) 

NUPS bcsim- recomrendations for shelter and intra-urban infrastructure are: 

* 	 The standards of intra-urban infrastructure, thus, investment levels, should be 
set to achieve national spatial objectives. That is, certain places receiving
special emphasis should be targeted to receive higher levels of investment and 
standards of intra-urban infrastructure than others. However, in determining the 
standards which will be targeted for special emphasis places, the overall impact
of providing these standards should be measured against the ability of government
to provide more basic levels of services in other places. Standards in some 
places should not be set so high that it makes provision of infrastructure in 
other urbon places impossible, or that the higher standards create investment 
requirements which ultimately cannot be achieved. 

* 	 Much of the burden of providing intra-urban infrastructure should be shifted from 
the public sector to the private sector through appropriate choices of standards 
which allow direct investment by the private sector, where possible, or greater
levels of cost recovery where direct investment is not possible or desirable. 

* 	 In non-special emphasis areas of the u.'ban settlement system, government
investment priorities should be on the provision of social infrastructure, i.e.,
education, health, etc., nnd on provision of basic levels of physical
infrastructure such as potable water systems to ensure that the quality of life 
in all urban settlements is improved and that greater inter-regional equity can 
be achieved. 

* 	 Following from the second recommendation, i.e., shifting the burden of 
infrastructure investment from the public to private sectors, except in special 
cases (which will be discussed later) all investment in housing should be made by
the private sector. During the past six years, the private/informal sector in 
Greater Cairo has achieved an annual growth rate in dwelling units of 5.3 
percent. Similar, though less dramatic, increases in the housing stock have 
occurred in other settlements as well. Therefore, due to this demonstrated 
private capacity, the need for public sector direct investment in housing is much 
less than for other components of infrastructure. 

* 	 Due to the private sector capacity for providing houising, the role of public
sector agencies, which have been traditionally charged with providing housing,
should be re-examined and modified so that they facilitate private/informal
sector activities in desirable locations through provision of serviced land. 
These same agencies should serve as a mechanism for attracting private/informal
sector resources into formal banking activities which could then serve as a 
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mechanism for regulating the flow of financial resources into different 
components of intra-urban infrastructure while still providing adequate rates of 
return to individual investors. 

• 	 The major emphasis of public sector direct investment in intra-urban 
infrastructure, therefore, should be on providing basic levels of physical and
social infrastructure which are necessary to encourage industrial expansion and 
to support private sector investment in other components of infrastructure. 
These investments should be timed and phased in such a manner to ensure that both 
private sector housing and industrial investment go into desirable locations 
consistent with national urban policy objectives. For example, early investment 
in physical infrastructure in nearby, fringe desert locations of Greater Cairo 
should be made to shift the axis of development from a north-south direction to 
an east-west direction. 

settlements aim more efficient 	 and* 	 Urban should at use of land infrastructure 
investment t.-ough achieving greater gross densities. We have recon-rnended as a 
target that settlement gross densities (the densities measured by the 
settlement's population within its boundaries) be within the range of 300 .ersons 
per hectare and that general standards of public land consumption for all uses 
(excluding public sector industrial and like developments) be roughly 30 percent 
of the settlement area for new development. 

* Although NUPS reconmends that standards of intra-urban infrastructure should be 
set to Gchieve greater cost recovery, as a result of inter-regional inequities il 
the settlement system and intra-urban inequities, some subsidies of intra-urban 
infrastructure costs likely be necessary provide all urban areasare to to 	 with 
basic standards of living. However, these should be limited to reducing
inequities and should be targeted to groups receiving only basic levels of 
infrastructure services. Furthermore, these subsidies should be limited in
duration so that as household incomes increase, the level of subsidies are 
reduced. 

* 	 Finally, due to their size, investment in intra-urban infrastructure in Greater 
Cairo, and to a lesser extent Alexandria, should be carefully monitored to 
ensure that standards are fixed at affordable levels to reduce overall 
subsidy requirements and to aim at producing surplus savings which can be 
used to finance investment in other areas. 

3. 	 Inter-Urban Infrastructure Policy (See Chapter VI) 

Our 	 basic recomnmendations for inter-urban infrastructure are: 

* 	 Power 

Due to the very large investments involved and the long construction periods, the 
feasibility of initiating a nuclear energy program over continued investment in 
conventional technologies should carefully weigh the possible impact of economic 
pricing of energy on demand for electrical power. Even if a nuclear energy 
program were started, economic pricing of electrical energy could reduce demand 
by encouraging consumers to be more efficient in energy use and, thus, reduce 
total investment requirements. For example, a 10 percent annual growth in 
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electricity tariffs could reduce protected electricity demand by up to 35 
percent and a reduction in investmunt requirements for total generation using 
nuclear technologies on the order of 46 percent, over a 20 year period compared 
to a retention of existing relative prices. This reduction in demand would 
result in a total investment requirement for new conventional power plants 
which would be roughly L.E. 8 billion less than nuclear energy power (assuming 
of course, that the location and type of demand r:mfnain constant for both). 

In selected areas of the country where spatial priorities exist, such as the 
Upper Egypt settlements proposed for special emphasis, a policy of granting 
incentives to industries in the form of reduced electricity tariffs resulting 
from relatively lower generating costs of hydroelectric power should continue to 
be considered. However, such a policy should be coupled with more economic 
pricing of electrical power in other regions to compensate the electricity sector 
for any revenue losses resulting from such incentives. 
Transport 

The bulk of future investment in inter-urban transpor; should be aimed at 
improving the performance of existing transport infrastructure, particularly The 
rail network. Major modifications of the existing inter-urban network are not 
required by NUPS recomnilendat ions, although NUPS proposals will cause changes in 
passenger and freight movernents between different parts of the network. When 
the development of new capacity in inter-urban transport networks is being 
studied, this capacity development should support natioral urban policy 
objectives. For example, continued expansion of the capacity of the 
Cairo-Alexandria Agricultural Road through the Delta should be carefully 
studied in terms of its likely impact on continued, uncon-,rolled expansion of 
urban settlements in thl Delta and the increased difficulties in ehanincq the 
trends of urban expansion of Grealer Cairo and Alexandria, e.g., chunginy ihe 
physical growth of Greater Cairo frcn a north-south to an east-west direction 
would be greatly impeded by continued expansion of the Delta Road which would 
encourage further growth in a northerly direction. 

Telecommnunications 

Expansion of the telecommunications network should be linked with encouragement 
of public and private sector consumers to invest in new technologies which 
provide efficient service but reduce overall demand for plant and 
equipment. Such policy would improve the current standards of 
telecc-nunicat* -, 4.7 times, but would result in a reduction of capital 
requirements - expansion of the system of L.F. 8 billion (over the 1986-2000 
period) less than if the standards proposed by the telecommunications sector 
study were followed, i.e., a national telephone density of 8.65 lines per 100 
population vs. 5.5 lines per 100 population if an improved technology were 
ulilized. 5 Further, continued moves should be made b,,, the telecommunications 
sector towards economic pricing which would allow more of the sector's capital 
requirements to be financed interrationally. 
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II. THE CONJTEXT FOR POLICY CHOICE
 

Several aspects of the current population and economic picture contributestrongly to the NUPS conclusion that it is extremely important for the Government of
Egypt to develop and implement an integrated set of urban settlement and sectoral
strategies over the next two decades with an emphasis on efficiency in the settlement 
system and conservation of public investment in sectoral policies. 

A. Population 

First, the magnitude of the urban population to be settled and served is large
and is expected to grow rapidly. The natural rate of population increase remains
high as the decline in fertility rates anticipated in many population forecasts has 
not yet appeared. Consequently, the resident population total of 67.5 in year 2000
adopted by NUPS as a reasonable medium estimate for planning purposes, may turn out 
to be on the low side. It is highly unlikely that the population will be lower than 
this estimate. 

Secondly, tho resident population depends on the rate of migration to othercountries, for given rates of natural increase. Although it is very difficult to
anticipate the future push and pull factors which will determine this rate of
migration, there ore indications that the demand for Egyptian labor is declining inother Middle Eastern countries or at least not increasing at rates which have
prevailed in recent years. Consequently, external migration may fall below current 
estimates leading to a higher residential population than anticipated earlier. 

The third aspect of the population issue is the proportion of the resident
population which will settle in urban areas,and rural respectively. The estimate of year 2000 urban population used in NUPS calculations of 37.0 million assumes .1
decline in the rate of population growth in rural areas, but an absolute increase of 
over 7 million. (Figure 1-5). 

The amount of rural to urban migration which will occur between now and year 2000depends upon urban and rural development policies, as well as the rate of natura!
increase. Although the detailed examination of rura! development policies is outside
the scope of our current NUPS work, the team has made an attempt to understand the
effects of major elements of rural development policy and agricultural prospects. 

Efforts are currently being made to shift agricultural policy in directions which
will tend to increase the returns to farmers for their produce. Such changes could
result in generally higher incomes in rural areas. At the some lime, however, the
evidence suggests that aggregate labor requirtcinents in agriculture will increase very
slowly, if at all. 6 Thus, the overall prospect is for improvements in rural 
standards of but need for the ruralliving, continued population to seek non-farm 
employmeni leading to continued high rates rural to urbanof migration. 

The possible option of large increases in non-farm employment in rural villages
and farms is not recomrnended since it poses a direct threat to land used for farming
and fails to take advantage of agglomeration economies afforded by the larger urban areas in rural governorates. These latter advantages support a recommendation of 
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locating a sustantial portion of agriculturally-related industrial and service
activities (which may grow in importance in the economy, if current trends inagricultural policy are maintained) in proximity to the farm areas, but in existing
urban centers. 

The combination of all these factors (continued high birth rates, possiblereductions in the rate of external migration, and continued high rates of rural tourban migration) means that the NUPS assumption of 37 million urban residents by the year 2000 is, if anything, on the low side. 7 Consequently, it is imperative for
those dealing with urban issues to plan for at least this much urban population inestimating urban and inter-urban investment requirements. An expanded and effectivepopulation policy would clearly desirablebe but would have relatively small effects 
on the population by year 2000. 

B. The Economy: A greate Growth and the Resource Pool for Investment 

The recent growth performance of the Fqyptian economy, in agqregate terms, hasbeen excellent. The major sources of growth thein last several years lave been
petroleum revenues, remittances from Fgyptians working outside the country, revenues
from the Suez Canal, and tourism. A recent report prepared for the Ministry of
Economy 8 as well as a recent report from the World Bank, 9 while recognizing thestrength of this growth, caution against assuming that: (I) the recentlyexperienced rates of growth in these sectors will continue in the post-l085 periodor that (2) the growth represents any major improvement in the economic performance
of domestic industry. 

The investment required in the Egyptian economy to generate additional output and
employment remains high by international standards and indicates the need for
productivity improvements existing industry and
in agriculture as ell as continuedefforts to select future industrial projects with a high probability of positive
rates of return and locations for the projects which provide the greatest cost
 
advantages.
 

As shown in earlier reports, these requirements generally favor locations in areas which already have substantial economic bases and are large enough to generate

economies of agglomeration.1 0
 

The NUPS projections of a 7 percent rate of economic growth to the year 2000 assune relative stability in the relationships between inveztment and both output and
employment, although somewith increase in capit,,i/itputs and worker/oUtputrelationships. I1 A discussion of these projections, investment requirements andfinancing is provided in Appendix I-1. theseWhile assumed relationships arepotentially achievable, they will not hold automatically -- a concerted effort toimprove productivity in existing industries and agriculture and to select newinvestments with technical characteristics and requiremerts which are aligned with 
Egypt's factor endowments will be required. 

A further aspect of the economic situation which requires specific attention is
the generation of resources available for investment. The investment levels requiredto generate an average annual growth rate of 7 percent are much larger than can befinanced from domestic theresaving unless is a dramatic change in recent patterns.
As shown in the NUPS Working Paper on First Round Alternatives: 
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"The fraction of output growth which was saved in 1978 and 
1979 fell far short of that anticipated in the Development 
Plan. In other words, an increase in national income of the 
pound led to an increase in saving of only four to five piasters 
in 1978 and 1979. If this pattern were to persist, the 
investment targets would become hopelessly out of reach. 
Investment projects would have to be abandoned, employment 
growth would sloy down and self-sustained economic growth 
would not occur." 

There are three basic sources of investible, resources ovailable to Egypt: 
(I) foreign savings, (2) public domestic savings, and (3) private domestic savings. 
Although foreign resources have been available in the recent past to help permit the 
very substantial investment program to be followed, it is reasonably clear that major
improvements will need to be made in domestic public and private saving for the 
longer-term maintenance of investment at desired levels. 

It is worth repeating here the comment from the Ministry of Planning's Egypt's
Development Strategy, Economic Management and Growth Objectives, 198C0-184, 
cited in our earlier report: 

"The domestic savings target will require special efforts, 
because it calls for significant change in the existing pattern 
of saving. Government current expenditure will clearly have 
to be rationalized and 1he public sector enterprises and 
organizations will have to eliminate their deficits and generate 
sizeable profits. The need to increase domestic resource 
generation cannot be exaggerated because it is becoming clear 
that at the present time it is the shortage of domestic 
resources that is slowirng dov n the implementation of projects 
and inhibiting the utilization of the project aid that tasl lready 
been committed by donor countries and orqan i7ations." 

Public saving is defined as the difference between government revenue and current 
expenditure. In the years 1976 and 1979, current expenditures exceeded government 
revenue resulting in negative public savings. In 1977 and 1978, public saving was 
positive but covered a relatively small portion of public investment (18 percent in 
1977 and 10 percent in 1978). The Government deficit (the differences between public
investment and public saving) rose from L.F. 1.265 billion for 1976 to L.E. 2.637 
billion for 1979. The public saving issue remains one of finding ways to increase 
revenues without stifling private investment and to reduce current expenditures or 
the unrecovered portions of public investment. 

The conclusions from these considerations about public saving and investment are 
that the Government should select public enterprise investments that will yield 
relatively high revenues, en phasize urban locations with clear economic advantaqes
and that the Government should select housing and infrastructure policies that result 
in higher rates of cost recovery per pound of investment than are now achieved. 
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The rneans for achieving the first result are careful evaluation of the economic 
consequences of the types and locations of public enterprise investments, whereefficiency criteria should dominate selection. An efficiency orientation in thesettlement strategy such as that recommended here will help achieve the secondresult. The means for achieving the last result are careful selection of affordablestandards for housing and infrastructure programs and tile initiation of cost-recovery
mechanisms from the users of public investnents. 

Domestic private savings are influenced both by the possibility of directinvestment of funds not used for current consumption and the availability offinancial instruments (e.g., savings accounts and investment certificates) whichyield a positive return. There is, for example, strong privote interest in theinformal housing sector which already is producing the major share of new housing.Its encouragement on sites the Government finds desirable -- i.e., because it isnon-arable land or because 
on

its location could contribute to desired changes indirection of growth of expanding cities -- could further 
the 

relieve tie Government ofrequirements for unrecovered public investment in housing. Policies which encourage
private entrepreneurs in other lines of productive activity would. also increase tleprivate share of the investment pool. Substantial increases in private use offinancial instruments are unlikely unless the return is not only positive but greaterthan the rate of inflation -- otherwise funds are channelled into the purchase of 
consumer goods rather than into saving. 

C. Srn mary 

This review of the overall context within which national urban policy choicesmust be made shows that high rates of growth in the national population, relativelylittle n,-rease in the population absorption capacity of agricultural areas, and apossible slow-;own in the rate of external migration all point to a substantial
increase in the urban population. This in turn, leads to the conclusion that therewill be very high levels of demund for jobs, housing, and infrastructure services inurban areas. Satisfying these demands will require the selection of job-generating
investments (-oth by type and location) with a high probability of positive economicreturn (and, therefore, their continuing provision of employment opportunities). Itwill require, also, increasing the contribution of citizens to investment (as in the
informal housing sector) and their contribution to the costs tile government incursfor housing and services through ensuring that the standards of provided housing andservices are affordable and that users pay for a larger share of the services 
received. 

The review of the overall economic picture emphasizes the need to generate higher
levels of domestic public and private saving, both to ensure that there aresufficient local resources to make full use of foreian assistance and that theoverall resource pool is large enough to finance purely domestic investments. 

The NUPS team recognizes that necessary generate anthe actions to adequate
resource pool and meet the requirements of an expanding popu!ction must involve more
than the Ministry of Development. The Ministries of Fhinnce, Econony, Planning,Industry, as well as the ministries operating infrastructure programs to serve urban areas, and governors must clearly be involved. However his review suggests apotentially highly influential role for the Ministry of Development, through its 
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adoption of a preferred strategy for national urban policy, in setting the stage for 
complmentary actionsy_--he-r ministries. This can a (ITspa-[
priorities for urban development that contribute to an efficiency-oriented settlement 
strategy and sectora policies consistent with a strategy of conservin gpblic
investment -- that is the prosion of housing and other infrastructure ataffordable star inital per cap n accompneducing outlays -ed-yincreased
 
efforts at higher levels of cost-recovery from those served , pu licinvestment
 
ncreasinA_ the return 
flow of reinvestable funds-..-Tese actions ylern-s-Ivesw 

not ensure th" successful irnplentation of a n-ional urban -y-..Tieopertions

of the insr-of--Finance lng@ 1 Indus ri d major pagtial infrastructure
ministrie-su- as Transportation,--]-ie7- a-- - s-r'cTiflue, ce
 
whethe sai eleme-nts -of.i.t 
 st- a tegy--caT-e-ac - -w-hT-n-- Tb
 
investment levels.
 

III. BENEFITS AND COSTS OF THE PREFERRED STRATEGY 

A. Benefits 

If the Government of Egypt adopts the Preferred Strategy, NLJPS analysis indicates 
that substantial benefits would accrue to the and the Egyptiancountry people,
relative to other alternatives open to the government at feasible costs. Not only is
the Preferred Strategy beneficial relative to other future options explored in
considerable detail in this study; but it would represent, also, a substantial 
improvement over a policy based upon extrapolation of past trends. A particularly
striking example of this is that the Preferred Strategy could lead to a savings of 
over 30,000 feddans of arable land in the Delta compared to the likely land loss 
calculated from an extrapolation of past trends. 

This section of the report is devoted to a description of the major benefits 
associated with implementation of the Preferred Strateqy and an illustration of the 
strategy's benefits relative to its costs. The benefit/cost advantages of the 
Preferred Strategy relative to other options explored also.are 

It must be emphasized at the start that benefit estimation is not an exact
science and, further, that the achievement of the possible benefits within the 
indicated costs depends enornously on the way the policy is administered as well as 
on future circumstances which are not possible to predict now. Nevertheless, the
previous analysis of a wide range of spatial and sectoral policy possibilities
permits a reasonable (iount of confidence in descrihing benefits that are possible 
to achieve. 

Figures 1-6 through 1-8 display a number of the most important performance
characteristics of the Preferred Strategy that contribute to benefit assessment. 
These may be sunrnarized as follows: 

The Strateqy performs very well or, ecnnornic criteria, leading to high rates of 
economic growth of output and e4nployment at costs which are both within reach,
given the resource puol, and lower than most other alternatives explored. NUPS 
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The complication arises because past industrial investment patterns and 	 the 
desirable location of Delta cities relative to resources and the major markets of 
Cairo and Alexondria make further industrial investment in the Delta econoirlicully
attractive. If investment proportional to strict economic advantage is made in the 
Delta, future rates of urban population growth will be high. Consequently, since
virtually all Delta cities recessarily expand onto arable land when horizontal growth 
occurs, growth entails sane loss of agricultural land. 

This comnbitiation of circumstances has led the NUPS Teini to the conclusion that 
industry should not be located in the Delta in cases where it can be feasibly located 
elsewhere with a reasonable rate of return. Cairo, Alexandria, Suez and the "Speciil
Emphasis" cities are expected to provide feasible alternatives, where growth can be 
managed on non-arable land, for many of the investments thait would otherwise be made 
in the Delta. While it is recognized that this recommendation entails a loss of 
economic efficiency in locating investment, the availabilily of alternative locations 
(not 	 very distant frcxn the Delta, in the case of the first three) suggests that the 
loss 	 would not necessarily be substantial. This reconnendation, however would not 
be a supportable recommendation unless location of indstry__in the metropolitan
reqj9ions of Cairo and Alexandria and the Suez Canal area were encouraged. It would be 
economically infeasible to locate oil the industry which otherwise might be 
profitnble in the Delta in Upper Egypt and outlying desert regions. An attempt to do 
so would substantially raise costs and required Government subsidies and would 
probably result in a net loss of of investment in the country. 

The sectoral recomn;nendulions for industry, housing and infrastructure derive 
primarily from the application of the second criterion -- conservation of public 
resources. Sectoral emphasis on industry and encouragement of private investment in 
industry is intended to induce investment in other economic activities and, by
encouraginq the private sector to mal<e these invesiments, conserve public 
resources. Similarly, NUPS housing recomrnendations are for recognition and 
encouraqeme, of private investment and careful targeting of 	 residual public
investment in this sector to units at affordable standards in order, first, to reduce 
required public outlays; second, to increase cost recovery of any public housing
investments which are made; and third, to reach more people more quickly with viable 
housing options. Associated infrastructure recoinnendations for both within city and 
regional infrastructure call for affordable standards, systen expansion to neet 
identified demands, and increased cost recovery from service beneficiaries, where 
appropriate. 

In summary, the application of these criteria to the national policy choices 
recorrraended by MLJPS and detailed in this report are expected to provide the following
economic and social benefits: 

* 	 Economic growth and increases in per capita income at nearly max,-num achievable 
rates. 

* 	 Creation of the possibility for improved inter-personal equity through targeted
assistunce at affordable levels and greater availability of resources to 
utilize in providing assistanice to lower income people. 

* 	 Preservation of arable land by providing migration options for Delta population
growth and encouragement of growth w* Win metropolitan regions and "Special
Emphasis Cities" on non-arable or low productivity lands. 
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.	 A feasible level of decentralization away from Cairo to provide a better base for
future reduction of polarization of the settlement system in Cairo than currently
exists and contribute to income growth in relatively low income ofthe areas 
Upper Egypt. 

The 	analysis of benefits associated with specific performance characteristics of
the Preferred Strategy and the overall sociui and economic benefits, enumeratedabove, is supported by a comparative evaluation of the Preferred Strategy
and Second Round Alternatives. Figure 1-9 shows g:'aphically how the Preferred
Strategy scores relative to other alternatives on social, economic, risk, managementand implementation criteric used Ja assess the relative benefits of alternatives in
the "Working Paper on Second Round Alternatives."14 

Overall, the Preferred Strategy can be expected to perform slightly better than
the other alternatives on social effectiveness criteria, only slightly less well than
the best alternative (Alterralive A) on the other criteria. The Preferred Strategycan be expected to perform consistently better than Alternatives B 1, B2 and C on most
criteria. The slight loss in economic performance, somewhat higher risk, and extra
managerial and implementation load compared to Alternative A, were consideredby NUPS to be justified by the earlier start on interregional decentralization, he
effort to develop a major metropolitan center on the Suez Coral, and an innovative
effort to improve the Remote Area potential for additional settlement. 

Thus, the Preferred Strategy is, as any realistic urban policy recommendations 
must be, a balanced approach to achieving high performance on a number of partiallycompeting objectives. In some cases, as shown, individual objectives mighl be better
achieved under different alternatives. For example, it is -robable that a spatial
and sectoral strategy of concentrating investment and, tFerefore, population inplaces with already established economic potential would cenerate more national
economic growth than the Preferred Strategy. However, it would result in a
substantially greater loss of arable land in the Delta and 	 do less in creating aviable decentralization and improved interregional equity than the Preferred 
Strategy. The Preferred Strategy represents NUPS best estimate of a feasible andbeneficial policy set, taking benefits on competing objectives and the costs and
risks of various alternatives into accuunt. 

B. 	 Preferred Stratey Settlement Distribution and Costs 

The 	Preferred Strategy results in the year 2000 urban population distribution by
zone shown in Table I-I. For 	 comparative purposes, the distribution which wouldresult from a continuation of 1960-1976 urban growth trends is also shown. The 	most
significant diffferences from the trends are the substantial expansion of growth in
Alexandria, the equally substantial reduction of growth in the Delta, and the abovetrend growth for both Upper Egypt and the core settlements of the Remote Areas. The
recommended strategy for the Cairo Region is continued growth, but increased use of
peripheral areas and close-in settlements on desert land. 

These population estimates are derived from first estimating the 	 mining,
manufacturing, construction and 	 service jobs associated with direct job investments
and then the populations likely to be associated the resulting jobwith 

increases. The allocations of such direct investment are shown in Table 1-2 by zone
and 	 by time period. Detailed allocations by settlement are shown in Table I-A.2 in 
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TABLE I-1
 

URBAN POPULATION DISTRIBUTION 1
 

SETTLEMENT PREFERRED ANNUAL 

STRATEGY POPULATION POPULATION 

2000 POPULATION GROWTH RATE TREND GROWTH RATE 
(000's) (1985-2000) 2000 POPULATION (1985-2000) 

Cairo Metrolopitan Region 16,500 3.60 16,368 3.54
 

Alexandria Metropolitan Region 5,500 4.03 4,495 2.64
 

Canal 2,089 4.48 
 2,2892 4.62
 

Delta 6,952 2.23 8,014 3.20
 

North Upper Egypt 1,811 2.53 1,830 2.60
 

South Upper Egypt 3,748 
 3.69 	 3,629 3.47
 

Remote Areas: 400 3.16 375 2.71
 

Sinai, Red Sea Coast,
 

Western Desert,
 

Northwest Coast
 

TOTAL 	 37,000 3.37 37,000 3.37
 

1 Urban Population Is for the resident population for all areas classified as "urban" In the
 
1976 Census, excluding the population In the occupied portion of the Sinai In 1976 and
 
expatriate workers. This classification generally Included all settlements with 1976 popu-


T
lations greater than 20,000. arget populations for Individual settlements over 50,000 are
 

shown In Appendix I-A.I.
 

2 	 Trend population for the Suez Canal at 1960-1976 rates not reliable Indication due to war
 

evacuation. Figure given Is master plan target population.
 

SOURCE: NUPS Estimates.
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TABLE I-2
 
PREFERRED STRATEGY - DIRECT INVESTMENT COSTS, ZONE TOTALS 1 

(L.E. MILLIONS) 

ZONE 1986 - 1990 1991 - 1995 1996 - 2000 1986 
TOTAL 

- 2000 
AMOUNT PERCENTAGE AMOUNT PERCENTAGE AMOUNT PERCENTAGE AMOUNT PERCENTAGE 

Cairo 4,572 52.7 6,906 53.1 11,892 53.0 23,370 53.0 

Alexandria 1,538 
 17.7 2,409 18.6 4,296 
 19.2 8,243 18.7
 

Delta 830 
 9.6 1,112 8.6 1,761 7.9 
 3,703 8.4
 

North Upper Egypt 280 3.2 364 2.8 588 2.6 
 1,232 2.8
 

South Upper Egypt 684 7.9 975 
 7.5 1,595 7.1 3,254 7.4
 

Canal 
 672 7.7 1,061 8.2 1,971 8.8 
 3,704 8.4
 

Remote 113 1.3 
 157 1.2 318 1.4 588 
 1.3
 

TOTAL 
 8,689 100 12,984 100 22,421 100 44,094 100
 

Direct Investment costs are for gross Investment 
Inmining, manufa. 'Ing, construction, and
 
services Industries. 
 They are, therefore, job creation and contribution Investments.
 

SOURCE: NUPS Estimates.
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Appendix I-A. Key features of the allocation are shown in Table 1-3, including
employment change supported by the investment and estimated average cost per
job. 

Associated infrastructure costs have been estimated to support the Preferred 
Strategy population distributions. These estimates and their basis are reported
fully in Chapter V and its associated appendices and are summarized he,'e in Tables 
1-4 	 and 1-5. Two estimates of intra-urban infrastructure were made. The first
is based primarily upon existing standards for individual elements, such as water, 
sewer, etc. The :econd set of estimates is based upon modified standards designed
to increase affordability and, therefore, cost recovery by the Government for
public outlays. Direct investment costs for job creation are shown, also, on these 
tables. This is fo!!owed by Table 1-6 which provides cost estimates, plus
descriptions of asrumptions by type of settlements. 

Inter-urban infrastructure costs have been added to these totals. Such costs
have 	been estimated for power, transportation, telecomnunications, and bulk water, as 
reported in detail in Chapter VI. A high and low estimate of these costs have been 
made. The high estimate includes the :osts of nuclecr power stations to meet 
estimated demand, while the low estimate include costs of non-nuclear means of 
meeting estimated demand. 

All 	 of these costs are shown in Table 1-4. Taken togetler, they yield four
alternative cost scenarios for the Preferred Strategy shown in Table 1-7. These 
are: 

* 	 Direct job investment plus high estimates for both intra-urban and inter-urban 
infrastructure. (Cost Scenario I) 

0 	 Direct job investment, plus high estimate tor inter-urban and low estimate for 
inter-urban infrastructure. (Cost Scenario 2) 

* 	 Direct job investment, plus low estimate for intra-urban and high estimate for 
inter-urban infrastrucure. (Cost Scenario 3) 

* 	 Direct job investment, plus low estimates for both intra- and inter-urban 
infrastructure. (Cosi Scenario 4) 

The Preferred Strategy is a relatively low cost strategy compared to all the
alternatives presented in earlier reports. It is only slightly more expensive (on
the same basis) than the least-cost alternative (Alternative A). 15 Figure 1-10 shows 
the importance of seeking efficiency in the settlement system and in seeking
afiordable standards. Although the Preferred Strategy is relatively low-cost, only
the cost scenario with modified standards and the low inter-urban infrastructure 
option (Cost Scenario 4) falls within the investment pool required to maintain a 
7 percent growth rate in the economy. 

Achievement of these investment targets will require very substantial foreign
savings. The amount of investment shown to be covered by domestic saving assumes 
that 13 piasters out of each additional pound of Gross Domestic Product will be 
saved. This amount is well above the most recent trend, but is plausible to achieve,
if private savings are encouraged and investment opportunities are open to domestic 
savers. The foreign saving requirement, as shown earlier, is still going to be 
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TABLE 1-3
 
KEY FEATURES OF THE PREFERRED STRATEGY
 

2000 POPULATION 

ZONE (000) 


Cairo 16,500 


Alexandria 5,500 


Delta 4,470 


North Upper Egypt 990 


South Upper Egypt 2,030 


Canal 2,000 


Remote 
 400 


TOTAL 31,890 


1986-2000 AVERAGE 
EMPLOYMENT COST TOTAL COST SHARE OF 

CHANGE PER JOB (L.E. INVESTMENT POPULATION 
(000) (L.E.) MILLION) (%) INCREASE 

3,653 6,397 23,370 53.0 53.9 

1,327 6,216 8,243 18.7 19.5 

597 6,203 3,703 8.4 8.9 

172 7,163 1,232 2.8 2.5 

436 7,463 3,254 7.4 6.4 

523 7,082 3,704 8.4 7.6 

81 7,2591 588 1.3 1.2 

6,789 6,495 44,094 100 100 

These figures are considerably below the average costs per job In the Northwest Coast Plan, the
 
Red Sea Governorate Regional Plan and the Sinai 
Development Study. They could only be 
 kept at
 
these low levels by financing only high payoff projects. 
 The costs per job in the Sinai, Red Sea
 
Governorate and Northwest Coast Plans are 57,032; 93,700; and 26,700, respectively.
 

SOURCE: NUPS Estimates.
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TABLE 1-4
 
SUMMARY OF URBAN DEVELOPMENT COSTS BY ZONE
 

PERIOD 
METROPOLITAN AREAS 
CAIRO ALEXANDRIA 

CANAL DELTA 
(L.E. MILLIONS) 

NORTH UPPER SOUTH UPPER 
EGYPT EGYPT 

REMOTE 

AREAS 
TOTAL 

1986-1990 Industr, 4,572 1,538 672 830 280 684 113 8,689 

1991-1995 

Intra-Urban Infrastructure 
Estlmctel 

Estimate2 

TOTAL Estimate1 

Estlmate2 

1;,dustry 

4,699 

3,446 

9,271 

8,018 

6,906 

2,422 

1,781 

3,960 

3,319 

2,409 

1,237 

1,024 

1,909 

1,696 

1,061 

1,967 

2,094 

2,797 

2,924 

1,112 

682 

585 

962 

865 

364 

697 

642 

1,381 

1,326 

975 

455 

507 

568 

620 

157 

12,159 

10,078 

20,898 

18,768 

12,984 

1996-2000 

Intra-Urban Infrastructure 
EstImatel 

Estlmate2 

TOTAL Estimate1 

EstImate 2 

Industry 

4,954 

3,880 

12,124 
10,786 

11,892 

2,104 

2,027 

4,513 
4,436 

4,296 

1,250 

1,015 

2,311 
2,076 

1,971 

1,709 

1,547 

2,821 
2,659 

1,761 

579 

516 

943 
880 

588 

665 

602 

1,640 
1,577 

1,585 

366 

435 

523 
592 

318 

11,892 
10,023 

24,875 
23,006 

22,421 

Intra-Urban Infrastructure 
EstImatel 

Estimatel 

TOTAL Estlmate I 

EstImate1 

5,533 

4,402 

17,831 

16,294 

2,363 

2,355 

6,659 

6,651 

1,466 

1,089 

3,437 

3,060 

1,681 

1,824 

3,442 

3,585 

641 

544 

1,229 

1,132 

724 

647 

2,309 

2,232 

379 

464 

697 

782 

13,219 

11,324 

35,630 

33,736 

TOTAL (1986-2000)
Estlmate I 

Estlmate2 
39,252 

35,098 

15,132 

14,406 

7,657 

6,832 

9,060 

9,168 

3,134 

2,877 

5,330 

5,135 

1,788 

1,994 

81,353 

75,510 

Master plan standards net of telecommunications.
 

Modlfled standards.
 

SOURCE: NUPS projections.
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TABLE 1-5 
SUMMARY OF DEVELOPMENT COSTS WITH SPECIAL PRIORITIES IDENTIFIED 

0 

PERIOD CAIRO ALEXANDRIA SPECIAL 

EMPHASIS 

OTHER 

CANAL 

DELTA 

REGIONAL OTHERS 

CENTERS 

NORTH UPPE 

EGYPT 

SOUTH UPPER 

EGYPT 

REMOTE 

AREAS 

TOTAL 

1986-1990 Industry 4,572 1,538 888 340 299 531 280 128 113 8,689 

Intra-Urban 
Estimate

1 

EstImate2 

Infrastructure 

4,699 

3,446 

2,422 

1,781 

956 

700 

766 

733 

889 

798 

1,078 

1,296 

682 

585 

211 

233 

455 

507 

12,159 

10,078 

TOTAL EstImate
1 

EstImate2 

9,271 

8,018 

3,960 

3,319 

1,844 

1,588 

1,106 

1,073 

1,188 

1,097 

1,609 

1,827 

962 

865 

339 

361 

568 

620 

20,898 

18,768 

1991-1995 Industry 6,906 2,409 1,386 474 431 681 364 176 157 12,984 

Intra-Urban Infrastructure 
Estimatel 

EstImate 
2 

5,218 

3,880 

2,104 

2,027 

1,084 

749 

664 

67; 

856 

460 

852 

1,087 

579 

516 

167 

197 

366 

435 

11,892 

10,023 

TOTAL EstImate
1 

EstImate 2 

12,124 

10,786 

4,513 

4,436 

2,470 

2,135 

1,138 

1,145 

1,287 

891 

1,533 

1,768 

943 

880 

343 

373 

523 

592 

24,875 

23,006 

1996-2000 Industry 11,892 4,296 2,532 781 685 1,076 588 243 318 22,421 

Intra-Urban 

Estimatel 

Estimate 2 

Infrastructure 

5,965 

4,402 

2,363 

2,355 

1,353 

906 

678 

634 

887 

772 

794 

1,052 

641 

544 

160 

196 

379 

464 

13,219 

11,324 

TOTAL EstImate
1 

EstImate
2 

17,857 

16,294 

6,659 

6,651 

3,885 

3,438 

1,459 

1,415 

1,572 

1,457 

1,870 

2,128 

1,229 

1,132 

403 

439 

697 

782 

35,650 

33,736 

TOTAL (1986-2000) 
Estimate1 

EstImate
2 

39,252 

35,098 

15,132 

14,400 

8,199 

7,161 

3,703 

3,633 

4,047 

3,445 

5,012 

5,723 

3,134 

2,877 

1,085 

1,173 

1,788 

1,994 

81,353 

75,510 

1 Master plan standards net of telecommunications.
 

2 Modified standards.
 

SOURCE: NUPS projections.
 



SUMMARY OF INTRA-URBAN TABLE 1-6INFRASTRUCTURE COSTS OF PREFERRED STRATEGY 1986-2000 

SETTLDENT ZONE 

1. Greater CairrEst a6tat 

1986-

TOTAL COSTS 
(L.E.4I LLIONS) 

1990 

PERCAPITA COSTS 
(L.E.) 

1991 

TOTAL COSTS 
(L.E.MI LLIONS) 

1995 

PER CAPITA 
(L.E.) 

1996 
COSTS TOTALCOSTS

(L.EoMI LLIONS) 

'000 

PER CAPITA 
(LE.) 

1986-2000 
COSTS TOTAL COSTS(L.E.61ILLION)DECITO 

Estimate I 

Estimate 11 

4,700 

3 446 

404 

2 96 

5.218 

3,881 

376 

280 

5.905 

4,402 

562 

267 

15,883 

11,729 

E ITI provides water and smerage at mester plan Standard, proposedtransport at per capita cost levels Indicative of final phase subav plans
and proposed expansion of tr w,system. Housing t erage costs q ual 

125 percent of National Housing cin Stendjrds. 

II. Ale-xandria 
Estimate I 
Estimate II 

2,422 
1,781 

651 
479 

2,104 
2,027 

464 
447 

2.363 
2.355 

430 
428 

6,890 
6,162 

_Estimate ll provides water and sewerage at master plan levels, expandedpublic bus transport provides year 2000 standard of 10 buses/10,00
0 .Housing at standards affordable to median Income groups. Under favorableaffordability assumptions, sof surplus household savings should be gonerated. 

Emphasis an Infill In Alexandria Metropolitan Region results In largerequirement for now infrastructure. Both Estimate I end II use water and 

i. SpeciLalEphasis 
Estimate I 
Estimate II 

956 

670 
676 

496 
1.084 

749 
602 

416 
i,353 

906 
588 
394 

3.392 
2.355 

swerage mater plan standards. Estimate II has lower costs since housingstandards are at levels affordable to middle Income groups, however publictransport costs are higher than Estlite I. 

Emphasis on major growth In Suez and other Special Emphasls SettlementsIncreases requirements for now Infrastructure. Suez water and aewerage at 

Estimate I 
Estimate II 

766 
733 

899 
860 

664 
671 

670 
677 

678 
634 

589 
551 

2,108 
2.037 

Master Plan for bolh estimates. Estimate I social Infrastructure at SadatCIty Waster Plan levels. Estlite If at Suez Master Plan levels. Estimate Iother special emphasis settlements have housing and social Infrastructureat levels similar to Greater Cairo. Estimate 11 other anclal emphasissettlements have reduced provisions of physical and social Infrastructure;Housing standards affordable to median household groups. 
Standards similar to Special Emphasis Settlements, but higher regional constructlon costs Increases per capita costs. In both estlmtes, water and se-

Estlmata I 
Estimate II 

19,67 
2.094 

532 
567 

1,709 
1,547 

339 

307 
1,681 

1,78 
35 

412 
5,356 

5,466 

werage have been maintained at mater plan levels. Housing and socialInfrastructure costs have been reduced In Estlmate I1. 

Estimate I provides relatively high standards In Tanta end Mnsoura toemphasize regional service functions. Other settlements have standards 

maintaining existing standards. Estimate II provides higher standards InMansoura and Incentives to Delta cities encouraging vertical redevelopint.For Inter-regional equity reasons, standards of health care have beenIncreased over Estimate I since existing funding will not maintain existingstandards. 
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SETTLEWENT ZONE 
 1986 

TOTAL COSTS 
( L.E.MI LL10NS) 

Vi. North UpperE pt-onSHigher 
Estimate I 682 
Estimate II 585 


VII. Sotkpe op-o
Estimate i pce21 ah 
Estimate it 233 


Vill. Remote Areas
Estimate i 455 

Estimate il 
 508 


Estimate I 12.l60 


Estimate 1i 
 10,078 


SOURCE: NUPS projections. 

TABLE 1-6 (Continued)SUMMARY OF INTRA-URBAN INFRASTRUCTURE COSTS OF 

1990 
 1991 
PER CAPITA COSTS 

1995 1996 2000TOTAL COSTS(L.F.) PER CAPITA COSTS(L.E.NI LLi0NS) TOTAL COSTS(L.E. 1 PER CAPITA COSTS(L.E.MI LLIONS) (LE.) 

890 519 
 754 641763 736516 593 
 593 
 549 

sis 444 167 
 352
490 160
197 303
374 196 
 337 

1,569 
 325 
 1,121

1,748 379 
 1,128
434 
 1,294 
 464 
 1,160 


532 
 11,892 
 444 13,220 
 415
441 
 10,023 
 371 
 11.324 
 355.1 


PREFERRED STRATEGY 1986-2000 

9
 
1 86-200o
 

TOTAL COSTS 
(L.E.MI LLI0N 

ESRPTO
 

standards 

1,903 

have been provided In Governorate capitalstes In both estima
due to region serving functions. However
1.645 In Estimate II, housing hasbeen reduced to more affordable levels and social Infrastructure costs 
have been reduced. 
 Due to high regional construction costs, per capita

costs remlaInhigh.
 

538 Governor-ate capitalsto provide Inter-regional equityat same standards as Northstandards of
626 
 healthUpper haveEgypt.beenIn E.ti'nate11over Estimate I. IncreasedMost other standards at 
levels 
which maintain 
 existing
 

Infrastructure standards.
 

1.200 Estimate 
I has standards 
at national 
urban 
average standards.
1,405 housing, health and other social 
Estimate 11
 

provides somewhat higher per capita costs due to Increases In standards of
Infrastructure. 
Higher per capita costs
 

also result from higher regional construction costs. 
Both estimates provide standards aimed at
37,271 implementing
of National Urban Policy. sptil priorities
Hoever, although It has 
tower costs,31,426 
 Estimate II alms at greater inter-regional eauity through 
Increased finan
cing of social Infrastructure costs 
In non-speclal emphasis aras,. 
It
also alms at greater private sector 
participation through non-affordable
 
housing.
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TABLE 1-7
PREFERRED STRATEGY TOTAL COSTS UNDER DIFFERENT COSTS SCENARIOS 

COST SCENARIO COST CATEGORY 


I 
 Direct Job Investment 


Intra-Urban Infrastructure
 
(High Estimate) 


Inter-Urban Infrastructure
 
(High Estimate) 


TOTAL 


2 
 Direct Job Investment 


Intra-Urban Infrastructure
 
(High Estimate) 


Intra-Urban Infrastructure
 

(Low Estimate) 


TOTAL 


3 Direct Job Investment 


Intra-Urban Infrastructure
 
(Low Estimate) 


Intra-Urban Infrastructure
 
(High Estimate) 


TOTAL 


4 Direct Job Investment 


Intra-Urban Infrastructure
 

(Low Estimate) 


Intra-Urban Infrastructure
 

(Low Estimate) 


TOTAL 


SOURCE: NUPS projections.
 

1986-1990 


(L.E.MiIiIon) 


8,689 


12,159 


12,922 


33,770 


8,689 


12,159 


5,071 


25,919 


8,689 


10,078 


12,922 


31,689 


8,689 


10,078 


5,071 


23,838 


1991-1995 


(L.E.MilIlon) 


12,984 


11,892 


16,316 


41,192 


12,984 


11,892 


8,891 


33,767 


12,984 


10,023 


16,316 


39,323 


12,984 


10,023 


8,891 


31,898 


1996-2000 TOTAL 
(L.E.MIIon) (L.E.MIIIion) 

22,421 44,094 

13,215 37,270 

23,167 52,405 

58,807 133,769 

22,421 44,094 

13,219 37,270 

11,702 25,464 

47,342 107,028 

22,421 44,094 

11,324 31,425 

23,167 52,405 

56,912 127,014 

22,421 44,094 

11,324 31,425 

11,702 25,464 

45,447 101,183 
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INVESTMENT, SAVING AND COST PACKAGES 

L.E. BILLIONS 

70 

KEY 

60 -

2 

EXCESS REQUIEMLINT 

OVER TOTAL POOL 

50 

SURPLUS 
POOL 

IN TOTAL 

4INVESTMENT REQUIRING 

FOREIGN SAVING WITH 
DEFICIT PACKAGES 

40 2 rD 

30 

2 

3 

4 

7/'/' INVESTMENT REQUIRING 
FOREIGN SAVING 
SURPLUS PACKAGES 

INVESTMENT COVERED 

BY DOMESTIC SAVING 

4 
COST PACKAGES 

20 1 EXISTING STANDARDS 
PLUS HIGH INTERURBAN 
OPTION 

10 

2 

3 

REDUCED STANDARDS 
PLUS HIGH INTER-URBAN 
OPTION 

EXISTING STANDARDS 
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substantial. Foreign savings are even more difficult to achieve at levels suggested
by the most expensive of the Preferred Strategy cost scenarios. It should he clear 
that even more expensive set:lement options than the Preferred ,qtrctefgy -- such as 
NUPS Alternatives RI, B2 and C, the latter of which increased population tlrqjets in 
remote areas and many secondary cities and was about 30 percent more expensive tlan
the Preferred Strategy -- would require such exceptionally large (imouint s of 
domestic and that he very high riskforeiqn savings they would choices. 

Overall, the Preferred Strategy with substantial efficiency in the settlement 
system and affordable standards promnises suhstantial benefits as shown earlier and is
feasible if affordable standards are adopted, cost recovery is increased to replenish
the resource pool in later periods and industrial prc'.iects with a relatively high 
rate of return are adopted. 

C. Aggregate Fcononic Blenefit/Cost -stinat e: 

Any attempt to quantitatively estimate aggregate benefits of all kinds and costs 
of alternative national urban policies should be treated with caution. This is true
for many reasons, including the difficulty of treating benefits on multiple criteria
(such as both social, distributional and econinic) as if they were confnensurjrable
(i.e, subject to a cor non set of neasrurements); tHat different people weiqh benefits 
and costs of various types differently; and that the incidence of K,,nefits and costs
(i.e, who receives the benefits and who pays the costs) is often (it least (is
important as their overall magnitudes. That is why the overall benefits described 
above were not aggregated into a sinql- beefilt measure. 

Given these caveats, however, an imnportant but limited set of cemrnensujrable
economic benefits and costs can be calculated to illustrate aqqreqate economic 
benefits and costs associat (j.d with the Preferred Strategy -Ind other
alternatives. Table I-8 presents such a delailed calclation and cornpar ison of the 
Preferred Strategy, Alternative A and Alternltive C. Tih princiry purpose of these 
calculations is to demonstrate the direction of effects on net benefits of moving
from relatively regionally concentrated strategies to an intorreginnally dispersed 
strategy. Thus, the excct rfag]nitude of the colcltat ed benefit strearns is not cis
important as tie relationship between the strea;ms (issociate t with ilifferent 
strategies.
 

This analysis ,naikes use of the well-known positive relationship between city size 
and output or income. In 1973, Koichi Mera showed that for lit developinq corn tries,
increased primacy (that is, increased concentration of urban poptilation in the major
metropolitan center) had a high positive correlation with increonsed economic qrowth
in input. 16 More recently, he had reviewed empirical stdies of the relationship
between city size and outpu t, which (ire fot md (itso, to be positively
correlated. i7He fitted their data to an equalion of the following forrm: 

Per Capita Income Benefit - A (Wopiflation f)i/(.) I . 

The parameter "13" was estinicted to r(Il(J{e from 0.01j to 0.20, ctepending on the
definition of income or oultpui used. To qive an indication of the incone benefits of 
different spatial alterriatives in this study, Mera's sujqgesteld f.,suctional form was
used: "A" was estinated from aggregate d(to on projected non-agriculttPral output at
about L.E. 980 for 1992-93 (in constant 1979 prices); and value of 0.1 wns irsed for 
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TABLE 1-8 
COMPARISON OF BENEFIT AND COSTS 

(Large Urban Areas Over 50,000 Plus Remote Areas) 

Ave-'ee O84-2(00( Intrr-Urhrn Direat 
Annual Totnal Growth Cost-Infra- Investment 1--t Averee 

1986-2000 
Population 
Chone 
(Thousands) 

Benefit 
Capita 
(L.F.) 

1nco0,enMan 
[,enefits 
IL.F. 
Miillons) 

'ueme 
Cost ( 
(L.•. 
Millons

1 

strt,cI ire. 
Il/))Plus (/C 
(L.F. 
Millions 

_ab 
Creation 
L.F• 
Millns) 

Irban 
Bnefi ts 
(L.F. 

i/llions 

Annual Ir-t 
Benefits 
Per Capita 
(L.E.) 

t et Benefits Net of Inter-
Urban Infrastructure Costs* 
Total Per Capita 

(L.i.Millions) (L.E. Millions) 

Preferred Strategy 

Cairo Reina 793 '264 12a,758 18 ?1 .37 0 83,394 818 98,687 521
Alexandrio Re ion 2.158 . 130 1.69 9,353 I.'62 P.243 23.571 639 
Canal ?9 916 13.311 856 .504 3,714 5,103 35! 
Delta 1.123 8t(3 14.531 7,0 3,703 3.7(5 224
!46,4 f3 

tIrth IIpr Egypt 32? 842 
 :.068 191, 2,506 !.232 330 67
 
South Upper Egypt 809 859 10.419 657 2.515 3,254 4.650 
 383 

o,9 4e 753 1.682 235 1.70 588 -610 -273 

Totals 12.623 1.132 214,418 8.787 50.121 44.094 120,203 L535 

Atternotive A 

Cairo Re:ion 6,712 i263 12i,183 4.777 20,-5( 23,909 82,81 R 823 100,725 540 
Alexandria ,e-ion 2,736 1.133 46,508 2,1195 12.03? 9.217 25.252
Cana' 546 899 7.360 307 

615 
2.7?, 1,902 2.659 325 

Delta 1.888 865 24.439 1,110 9.552 6.354 8.583 303 
tiorthUpper gvpt 181 835 2.267 71 1.746 682 -161 -59 
South Upper Egypt 355 834 i.,4.3 ISO .593 1.309 1.541 289 
Pemote 19 F54 243 25 797 165 -719 -2.523 

Totals 12.437 I. i 39 212.493 8.S35 48.982 43.538 1 19.973 643 

Alter'ative C 

Cairo Reg ion 5.293 1.256 99.736 3.212 16,441 18.22 64,873 817 54,119 291Alexandria Raaion 1.358 1.1 14 22.695 596 6.438 4.104 12.153 597 
Canal 1,133 919 15,619 1,331 9.76 4.326 1,617 95
Delta 1,539 856 19.755 P12 11.436 5.230 3.089 134 
rJorth Upper ED1pt 731 858 9407 739 6,580 2.9 12 -85 -8 
South Upper Egypt 1.299 858 16.728 1.338 6,303 5.152 5.273 
Pemot_ 1,0i9 952 I4.987 5,009 

271 
16.961, 6,070 -8,047 -511 

Totals 12,402 1,069 198.927 13,037 73.838 46.216 78.869 423 

r lotes: 

Cal -monI: From r JlIPS estimates of zone popu!ation in 7000 minus 19835population.
Columr,2: Calculated on basis of 1992-3 ppulation, by settlement, usirq the relot:onship Income Per Cap;to a (popultlion) vh .rea 976.97, 

Population in Millions. 
Column 3: Calculated as Column 2 times Column I times IS years.
Colimn 4: alcu!alted as diffckence between average cost per job times change in jobs at settlement growth rates specified in the strategy and average cost 

at zero growth times change in jobs.
Column 5: Sum of growth manragement cost and intra-urban infrastructure cost. 
Colmn 6: Total direct investment cost in jotcreation. 
Colu-r 7: Column 3 minus the sum of Columns 5 and 6. 
Column 8: Co!culated as Column 7 divided by Column I times 15 years. 

The inclusion of inter-regional infrastructure posts reduces total benefits shown in Columns 7 and 8 to the figures shown. 

SOURCE: rjUPS Calculations. 



"B" since this represented the appropriate value for the above outputdefinitions as shown in Mera's study. 18 

Column 2 of Table 1-8 shows the calculations for the Preferred Strategy,Alternative A and Alternative C. Because the pardmeters were not directly estimatedfrom Egyptian data, a sensitivity analysis was performed and is shown in Table1-9. This shows that while the magnitude of the benefits vary considerably withparameter choice, the relative values display a consistent pattern with Alternative Aproviding the highest per capita gains, the Preferred Strategy slightly lower gains,and both doing considerably better than Alternative C. 

Commensurable costs are calculated for growth management costs (increased costsper average job as a result of increasing rates of assumed growth -- which take intoaccount diseconomies and disamenities), direct investment costs in plant andequipment, intra-urban infrastructure and interregional infrastructurerequirements. This analysis shows that the Preferred
benefits, but slightly greater 

Strategy has comparable
costs than Alternative A. This is due to the greaterdegree of emphasis in the Preferred Strategy on efforts to decentralize urbanpopulation than in Alternative A. Similarly, both the benefits are higher and thecosts lower in the Prefer-red Strategy than in Alternative C, which suggestssubstantially greater decentralization than the Preferred Strategy. Thesecomparisons nre shown in table form below. (Table 1-10) 

These figures are supportiv of the focused decentralization effort in thePreferred Strategy, but demonstrate their economic net benefit loss relative toAlternative A. At the same time, the comparison of the preferred strategy withAlternative C demonstrates the risk of very substantial loss of net benefitsassociated with attempting too much decentrali7-3tion over the next 20 years. 

D. Performance Indicators of the Preferred Strategy 

Although it is not possible to compare all the performance characteristics ofthe Preferred Strategy using a single performance measure, Figures I-I.A and Bprovide important performance indicators associated with adoption andimplementation of the Preferred Strategy. The performance characteristicsinclude economic, physical, urban services, housing and regional services
measures. Table 1-8 highlights a particularly important characteristic -- arableland saving in the Delta -- which is achievable under the integrated set ofactivities which comprise NUPS Delta Growth Management Strategy as discussed 
above.
 

IV. PRIORITIES, UNCERTAINTY AND RISK 

As indicated in the preceding section, the Preferred Strategy can be expected toprovide substantial social and economic benefits at a supportable cost, if the amountof investment can be maintained to produce a 7 percent growth rate per year anddevelopment standards and costs are carefully monitored and controlled. 
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TABLE 1-9 
ESTIMATED PER CAPITA INCOME BENEFITS 

WITH DIFFERENT PARAMETERS 

Alternative Values Parameter "B" 

.025 .05 .10* .15 

Preferred = 519 538 589 624 

500 Alt. A = 520 540 583 629 

Alt. C = 511 523 547 572 

778 807 869 935 
750 799 810 874 944 

767 784 821 858 

1,014 1,052 1,132 1,219 

976.97* 1,015 1,055 1,139 1,230 

999 1,022 1,069 1,118 

1,297 1,346 1,448 1,559 

1250 1,299 1,350 1,457 1,573 

1,278 1,308 1,368 1,430 

Parameters used In Table 1-8. 

SOURCE: NUPS analysis. 
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TABLE 1-10 
SUMMARY OF COST/BENEFIT 

Intra-Urban Annual 


Average Net Benefits 

Per Capita 


As Percont 

SETTLEMENT 
 Total of P;-eferred 

ALTERNATIVE 
 (L.E.) (%) 


Preferred Strategy 
 635 100 


Alternat!ve A 
 643 
 101 


Alternatice C 
 423 
 67 


SOURCE: NUPS analysis.
 

ANALYSIS 

Annual Average Net
 
Benefits with Inter-


Urban Infrastructure
 
Included 

As Percent 
Total of Preferred 

(t..E.) (%) 

521 100 

540 
 104
 

291 
 56
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However, as NUPS has emphasized and some reviewers of the NUPS Draft Final 
Report had noted, the urban development agenda recommended in the Preferred 
Strategy is still large relative to the total resource pool for all investment 
(about 80 percent of total investment at 7 percent growth rate) and would require 
over 95 percent of the non-agricultural, non-petroleum resource pool. Thus, 
even under the conparatively favorable scenario presented inthe NUPS Final Report, 
there are reasons to be concerned about the effects of shortfalls in overall 
investment, the portion which can be financed by domestic saving, and needed 
foregn saving, as well as unanticipated demands for investmen+ funds or 
insufficient control of investment spending. 

Obviously, this implies that there is no real alternative to a substantial effort 
by the Government to develop a means to gather information on investment plans and 
costs of on-going programs so that overall development experience is carefully
monitored. This should be done whether or not the NUPS Preferred Strategy for 
implementing urban policy is adopted in order to ensure that spatial and sectoral 
investments are not overtly contradictory and that corrective action can be taken if 
shortfalls occur or changed circumstances require significant shifts in priorities. 

In addition to control of investment planning and monitoring, it is recommended 
that the Government work out a consolidated sense of priorities within its urban and 
rural development initiatives. In terms of NUPS urban policy recorr-nendations, the 
analysis suggests that the highest priority be given to the set of recormmended 
actions in the Canal Cities, Alexandria and Cairo where most of the new urban 
population are likely to be located and where development could make the greatest 
contribution to slowing urban growth in Delta cities. Slowing growth in Delta cities 
is the single most important action tu be taken to preserve high quality agricultural 
land. 

A higher degree of decentralization to Upper Egypt and the Remote Areas is a 
desirable, long-term objective (as iNUPS has emphasized) and should be pursued over 
the next 20 years as recommended in the Preferred Strategy, if sufficient resources 
are available. However, shoulk overall shortfalls develop or unanticipated demands 
require other uses of scarce investmnent resources, investment should be curtailed in 
these areas before curtailing investment in the priority areas suggested above. The 
time of any curtailment required can be effectively used to develop an inventory of 
high-payoff economic projects, lists of most needed physical development needs, and 
development plans for these areas to be implemented as or when funds become 
available. 

From a sectoral perspective, particularly for inter-regional i..rastructure 
networks, priority should be given to maintenance and upgrading of existing systems 
over new additions to the networks -- especially if the latter require very large 
initial capitao expenditures, e.g., nuclear power -- should sectoral investment plans 
need to be curtailed. 

Sectorally also, priority should be given to providing service to more people 
more quickly through further modifications of standards than those recommended by 
NUPS if shortages of investment funds develop. An approach of this kind could reduce 
outlays, increase affordability, permit higher levels of cost recovery from users of 
public services, and reduce subsidy levels. 
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The analysis done by NLJPS suggests that an attempt to simultaneously pursue 
massive decentralization efforts to the Sinai, Gulf of Suez and the Northwest Coast, 
such as suggested in existing plans, completion of the New Cities without 
modification of their plans, and to a multiple growth center strategy for Upper Egypt 
would not only over-extend the investment requirements beyond a feasible level if 
growth continues, but also increase ihe likelihood of a substantial reduction in the 
rate of economic growth and a corresponding decline in the available esource 
pool. 

Consequently, it is NUPS conclusion that, while the recommended Preferred 
Strategy promises to make a substantial contribution to each of the Government's 
development objectives, following the present sectoral and spatial plans without 
integration or modification raises (as indicated in the Introduction) four major 
risks which could adversely effect the achievement of the Government's fundamental 
objectives: 

* 	 Because of the overall high costs, there is a risk that sufficient capital 
investment will not be mobilized to sustain the work over time and, therefore, 
the full benefits will not be realized. 

* 	 Even if the total capital investment was realized, there is a subsiantial risk 
that because the standards are so high, the population could not afford to 
utilize the services and facilities and the Government cculd not afford the 
massive subsidies to operate them. 

* 	 Even if the full investments in spatial deconcentration to the free standing new 
cities and remote areas were realized, there is a risk that the population could 
not be induced to migrate in the massive numbers implied -- targets which have 
no precedent in world experience -- and therefore, the capital assets created 
will not be productively utilized. 

" 	 The combined effect of the above risks would be a substantial shortfall in the 
rate of future national economic growth, which in turn would make the future 
capital investment resource pool smaller than it could be. 
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NOTES
 

CHAPTER I
 

OVERVIEW OF RECOMMENDED STRATEGY FOR NATIONAL URBAN POLICY
 

1 The planning horizon for this study is the year 2000. The expectation is that 
succcessful decentralization to these special emphasis cities between now
and the year 2000 will provide a basis for additional decentralization efforts in 
the post-2000 period. 

2 Harry Richardson, "City and National Spatial Strategies in Developing-
Countries," World Bank Working Paper, No. 252, p. 13. 

3 See NUPS reports "An Illustrative Development Project for Qena/Naga Hamadi" 
and "An Illustrative Development Project for Tanta." 

4 The Remote Areas consist of the Governorates of Matruh, Red Sea, North and
South Sinai and the New Valley. See also R. L. Meier Occassional Paper "Urban
Settlement in the Remote Areas of Egypt: the Role of New Technologies." 
August 1981. 

3 This reduced requirement for national telephone density standards also 
results from use of a middle projection of per capita GDP relationships totelephone dersities. Both this reduced demand projection and improvement in
telecommunications technologies assumption are further discussed in Chapter VI. 

6 See TV. Weidemann's Occasional Working Papers, "The Agricultural Resource 
Baoe: Status & Expectations," December 1980, "Newand Directions in
Agricultural Policy: Relations to Industrial and Urban Development," 
August 1981. 

7 H. W. Richard suggests that an urban population of at least 41 million by the 
year 2000 may be more likely. See Occasional Working Paper, "From First Round 
Alternatives to a Preferred Strategy: Suggestions & Comments," p. 8. 

8 See Ministry of Economy, A.R.E. Economies Studies Units, Recent Development 
in the EgyptianEconomy, January 1981. 

See World Bank, Arab Republic of Egypt. Domestic Resource Mobilization andGrowth Prospects for the 1980's, Report No. 3123-EGT, December 1980. 

10 See, in particular, the discussion of the analytical framework in the Status
Report, p. 6-8 in "Working Paper on Characteristicsof Alternative Strategies,"
and p. 54-58 in the Interim Action Report. 
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11 More specifically, we assumed slight increases in the capital per worker in 
all industries (that is, increased incremental capital/output ratios) and 
resulting increases in output per worker between 1980 and 2000 of about 2.7 
percent year over al! sectors. 

12 Page 12 of NUPS Working Paper on First Round Alternatives. 

13 Ministry of Planning, Egypt's Development Strategy, Economic Management 
and Growth Objectives, 1980-84, p. 13. It has been suggested by some reviewers 
that a growth rate as high as 9 percent a year may be achieved. While such 
higher growth rates would clearly be desirable, the expected difficulties in 
generating sufficient savings to finance investment to achieve a 7 percent
growth rate suggest that it would be very risky to base public policy (and
public investment plans) on such a high growth rate. 

14 See Working Paper on Second Round Alternatives, pp. 39-49 and pp. D-I 
through D-7. The averages are the sum of scores assigned to each alternative 
by NUPS professional staff divided by their number. Thus, these particular
evaluations represent informed judgments rather than scientific derivations. 

15 In work leading to this final report, four basic settlement alternatives 
were developed and costed (Alternatives A, B1, B2 and C). The cost of the 
alternatives are shown in Appendix I-B. 

16 Koichi Mera, Economic Development and Cultural Change, "On the Urban 
Agglomeration and Economic Efficiency," 1973, Vol. 21. 

17 Koichi Mera, "City Size Distribution arid Income Distribution in Space," 
in Regional Science Journal, 1981, pp. 105-120. See p. 113 and 106, in 
particular. 

18 It would have been preferable to estimate these parameters directly from 
Egyptian urban data but the Study Team was unable to locate appropriate data. 
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CHAPTER II 

THE ANALYTICAL BASIS FOR THE RECOMMENDED STRATEGY 

The central purposes of this study is the design of a feasible strategy fornational urban policy to regulate urban growth and establish requirements andpriorities for investment in urban areas to the year 2000. The major elements ofNUPS recommended strategy have been summarized in Chapter I and are described in 
greater detail in Chapters Ill-VII. 

It would be inappropriate to attempt to summarize all of the material containedin prior reports in this Final Report. Rather, this chapter is provided as a meansof emphasizing elements of the work which are most essential for understanding the
basis for our national urban policy recommendations. 

The Study Team has been guided throughout the study by the view that the adoptionof a feasible und successful national urban policy by the Government of Egypt could
make a substantial contribution to the well-being of the Egyptian people during aperiod of rapid development and increasing urbanization of the population. Feasibleand successful policies, however, must be based on sound principles and validinferences from the facts about Egypt. This review of earlier work will concentrate,
therefore, on the principles we have employed and the analysis we have done to ensure that the recommendations are worthy of government support. 

I. KEY PRINCIPLES FOR NATIONAL URBAN STRATEGIES AND POLICIES 

FOR THEIR IMPLEMENTATION 

The NUPS Team understands national urban policy as an important clement in thenation's development policy but not the whole of it. Urban policy is primarily
concerned with elements of public policy which affect the settlement system. Thesettlement system is the spatial and functional distribution of economic activity,population and service facilities or activities in the country. National urban
policies are those national policies which operate through interventions in the
settlement ystem to achieve national objectives such as economic growth,

interpersonal equity, and inter-regiohal equity.
 

There are many factors (other than explicit urban policy) which can influence thesettlement system in positive or negative ways. That is, there are many causal
influences operating on the system of which public actions and policies are only apart. Nevertheless, the outcomes of interest in developing improved policies are thepositive or negative effects on the achievement of national goals, regardless of
whose actions cause them. 

As a result of the study of national settlement systems and urban policips in many countries, it is clear that many of the most important influences of government 
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on the settlement system are policies and practices of the government that are not 
necessarily thought of as urban policies. A policy of rapid industrialization, for 
example, produces increased urbanization and concentration of population in major 
urban centers, whether or not it is intended to do so. Expansion of public sector 
activities results in increases in public sector employment which, in turn, fosters 
growth in major governmental centers relative to other locations. Subsidies designed 
to alleviate problems of low income people in high cost urban areas increase the rate 
of migration to such urban areas. Capital subsidies designed to induce additional 
industrial investment may lead to use of more capital and less labor than is 
desirable in maintaininq urban employment as well as provision of assistance to firms 
that would have made the investment anyway. 

Policies which have these kinds of effects are often called implicit urban 
policies to distinguish them from policies explicitly chosen to have specific desired 
effects on the settlement system. In urban policy formulation, it is desirable to 
consider as many of these kinds of policies as possible. Consequently, this study 
has explored policy issues that go well beyond the specific mandate of the Ministry 
of Development in the attempt to define a sound urban policy. 

Three such issues are of extreme importance. First, a spatial policy of 
redistributing urban population to specific locations chosen by the government cannot 
succeed unless spatial policy and planning is integrated with industrial policy in 
general and industrial location policy in particular. The location and magnitude 
of the employment base is the major factor influencing the location of population in 
Egypt as elsewhere. If -patial -policy- and industrial location policy diverge 
significantlyspatial objectivs will not be achieved. At the same time, spatial 
planners must take account of ihe factors which make some industrial locations better 
than others setting spatial objectives. The efficient location of industry is 
not possible everywhere. The choice of spatial targets for population expansion in 
economically unattractive locations will result in industries which fail, thus, 
wasting resources, or which require continuous cost subsidy to keep in operation, 
thus, utilizing funds thIt could be more effectively used elsewhere. 

Consequently, the integration of spatial planning with industrial policy 
(especially location policy) is essential to: (I) increase the likelihood of 
achieving spatial targets, and (2) reduce wastage of public investment and hold 
program costs within reasonable bounds. 

The second key issue is the need for integration of spatial policy with sectoral 
policies for housing and infrastructure. In the housing and infrastructure sectors, 
public expenditure is substantial and Government policies have a pervasive influence. 
The amount of public expenditure depends upon the levels of service provided (service 
standards), the amount of the public outlays which is recovered from recipients of 
the services, and the number of places receiving housing and infrastructure 
allocations. 

The provision of high levels of public services at relatively low cost to 
recipients in particular locations can obviously provide an incentive for businesses 
and people to locate there. If housing and infrastructure policies are intended to 
be used as instruments for changing the population distribution across cities, rather 
than solely to meet service demands wherever they are, it is essential to have 
differential (rather than uniform) standards and cost recovery mechanisms in 
different places. 
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Ministries responsible for specific infrastructure or service sectors do not 
necessarily take account of the incenlive effects of the levels of services provided, 
standards and cost recovery mechanisms used. Consequently, policies in these sectors 
can, and frequently do, operate at cross-purposes with spatial objectives. 

As is true in spatial choices for industry location, it is essential for those 
determining spatial priorities to assess the implications of their choices on the 
total requirements placed upon sectoral ministries. If the number of places 
nuggested for spatial emphasis is large, or in places with non-existant or 
substantially deficient housing or infrastructure, the ablity of the sectoral 
ministries to meet the requirement; within acceptable budgeting limits may be 
seriously impaired. 

The third key issue is the need to ensure that spatial and sectoral policies and 
plans for spending be realistically related in their total requirements and the 
timing of expenditures with the ability of the public sector to mobilize resources. 
Since it is generally the case that the sum of resource requirements for desirable 
programs and projects will exceed the amount of resources it is feasible to make 
available, choices among desirable cctivities must continuously be made. This has 
implications for both resource-raising ministries and resource-using ministries. The 
former ministries require realistic estimates of requirements as an input to 
considerations of monetary and fiscal policies (e.g., interest rate policy, tax 
policy, subsidy and transfer policy, and pricing policies). The latter ministries, 
in addition to being aware of the general constraint, should consider possibilities 
of adopting resource-generating (e.g., cost-recovery mechanisns, assessments of 
profitability of it.dustrial investments) and cost-saving (e.g., choice of standards) 
approaches to spatial and sectorol policies. 

Our analysis shows that it is extremely important for the GOE to adopt two 
general policies to guide all spatial and sectoral choices for national urban 
policy in order to achieve a better balance between resource mobilization and 
resource requirements than is likely if present practices and policies are 
continued: 

* 	 Priority should be given in program choices and spatial locations for investment 
in programs and locations where economic efficiency car be demonstra-ed. 

* 	 Industrial investment policies and sectoral policies for housing and 
infrastructure should be based upon the principle of conserving the amount of 
public investment required. Priority should be given to encouragement of private 
investment in both job creation and housing, development of standords for housing 
and infrastructure tha' are affordable by a broader portion of the urban 
population, and increased efforts to recover public investment outlays from the 
recipients of publicly supported housinq and services. 

While the NUPS Team recognizes the difficulty of correctly anticiputing all the 
public and non-public influences on the settlement system, it is critical to a 
national urban policy (as a minimum) that a major effort be made to link spatial 
priorities with the policies of ministries with responsibility for the major policy 
instruments: job creation investment (or inducement), housing and infrastructure 
investment, standards of service provision and cost recovery. Finally, it is 
necessary to make a serious effort to match the investment and other resource-using 
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plans of the ministries responsible for spatial and sectoral policies with policiesfor mobilizing resources. 

II. SETTLEMENT STRATEGY OPTIONS 

In the search for a suitable urban policy foroptions Egypt, what settlement strategyneed to be considered? As suggested above, settlement strategiesessentially populution redistribution and service 
are 

provision strategies implementedprimarily through shifts in the spatial distribution of employment and investment. 
In looking for appropriate options, a question is whether some kinds of urbanpopulation distributions tend to be better than others in achieving various national 

objectives. 

As indicated in our previous reports, the major national objectives which arelikely to be achieved more or less fully depending upon the settlement and sectoral 
strategy adopted are: 

* Achievement of a high rate of national economic growth. 

* The maintenance of social justice through interpersonal and inter-regional
equity.
 

Reduction of the 
adverse consequences of concentration in the primate city. 
* Protection of arable land to contribute to the production of food and the growthof agriculturally based industry. 

The experience of other countries and the NUPS study of Egypt show that no singlesettlement strategy is simultaneously the best way of achieving such multipleobjectives. At the scrnte time, it is clear that there sufficient regularity in theeffects of types of settlement systems 
is 

for some reliable generalizations to be madeabout what kinds of expectations the Government should have if they promote aparticular type of settlement system. 

The most pronounced of these regularities is the tendency of more concentratedsettlement systems (that is, with relatively large national and regional centers) tobe more efficient generators of economic growth and per cupita income increase thanmore dispersed systems. It follows that more concentrated systems alsopossibility create theof achieving greater inter-personal equity; both because of greateremployment opportunity for low income people resulting from growth and because the"1growth surplus" can be used to provide a greater range of public services andredistributional transfers. 

The other side of the coin is that concentration tends producepolarization of the settlement system in the major 
to increased 

metropolitan regions and mayincrease the disparity between income in these regions and regions which lackeconomic potential. The polarization of the settlement system can result in 
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substantial diseconornies (associated with rapid growth and large size in the 
metropolital region) which reduce the net benefits of concentration. (See Appendix 
Il-A, for a discussion and indicative estimates of such diseconomies.) I 

Inter-regional equity (greater equality or convergence of regional incomes) may 
be better served by a more dispersed settlement system. These benefits (like the 
benefits of a concentrated system) have associated social costs. That is, they are 
likely to be achieved at the social cost of reduced rates of national growth in 
output and per capita income and loss of capability to increase inter-persolal equity 
through reductions in the "growth surplus." It should be noted also, that experience 
with inter-regional dispersal strategies international!y Ihas not resulted in 
substantial contributions to reducticnf, in the qrowth of primate cities. 

These general principles have strong theoretical and empirical support in this 
study and in studies by others of urban systems. The issue was suninorized well by 
IKoichi Mera, after an extensive review of both theoretical and empirical literature 
relating to over 45 countries as follows: 

"The available empirical analyses show that larg_-cities are 
more productive and that the largest cities are likely to be 
particularly more productive relative to others in a less 
developed country. Therefore, a decentralization policy of 
investment and population distribution over the country cannot 
be encouraged...if the national goal is to maximize the growth 
of national products. 

"However, it is known that urbnni7ation generally increases per 
capita income of Vie areas affected. Therefore, if the national 
goal is to achieve a more equitable (listrilution over different 
regions, even at some s crifice tn the (,P growth rate, then a 
policy directed toward dvelopment of tinder-developed reqions 
can be justif ied.112 

The Egyptian Government is strongly corrvnitted to the national objectives of 
achieving a sustained high rate of economic growth and improvements in social equity. 
The commitment to economic growth which is oftn stressed by public officials and 
national development planning is predicated on the maintenance of an annual growth 
rate of GNP in excess of 7 percent a year. That growth rates at this level are 
very difficult to achieve is shown by a recent World Bank finding (1979) that sucl 
high rates were achieved by only 7 of 125 countries over on extended time period 
such as the planning period for this study. While there are many uncertainties 
about whether or not this high level of growth can be maintained, the itrplication 
of a high growth objective for setilement strategies for Egypt is clear. The 
kind of settlement system that would tend to pronote maximum growth is C,regionally 
concentrated system which makes full use of the economic potential of major urban 
settlements, such as the Cairo and Alexandria metropolitan region. 

Does the sarme conclusion follow from the government's conmnitment to social 
equity? Here the answer depends upon whethe- the emphasis is primarily on 
inter-personal equity (convergence of income arid opportunity across individuals) or 
inter-regional equity (convergence of income and opportunity across all regions of 
the country). 
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Considerations of inter-personal equity tend toefficiency-oriented, support a more concentrated,settlement system rather than a dispersed system.Richardson, Harryin his r-cent NUPS Working Paper, 3 wrote: 

"An effiency-oriented settkcment strotegy offers the bestprospects for promoting inter-personal, as opposed to spatial,equity because metropolltan area concentration is relativelymore beneficial to the poor ;han togenerates mcre surpluses 
ThC% rich und because itfor potential direct redistribution.Also efficiency in the allocation of scarce public investmentresources tends to result in a wider distribution of the benefitsof urban infrastructure and pubic services amoiy, groups."
 

For reasons already cited, 
a more dispersed system and strategy is morepromote inter-regional equity than likely toa concentratedconcentrated or system. Hence, whether a morea more dispersed system is to be preferredupon the relative weight policy makers 
on equity grounds depends 

low income 
attach to improving the relative position ofpeople wherever they resideregions. If greater 

or of all the people who reside in laggingweight is attached tourban concentration the former, a strategy of encouragingis likely to serve both nationalgreater weight is attached to the 
growth and equity goals. Iflatter, the simultaneous pursuit of growth andequity goals requires a mixed strategy with less concentrc!tionon economic growth criteria alone and more 

than would be optimal
concentrated than would be optimal oninter-regional equity criteria alone.
 

The NUPS recommended strategy is
economic growth and 
to place primary emphasis on seeking nationalgains in inter-personal equity and less emphasis onachieve convergence of regional income attempting toacross all regionsnext two decades. However, we propose 

of the country over thethat a focused effort be madeUpper Egypt cities in selectedto develop the industrial base for inproving incomes in thisrelatively low incone region.
 

This overall conclusion 
 remains valid in the currentgenerous allowance for context, even after aadditional diseconomies associated with concentrationCairo and Alexandria regions, described 
in the 

ns in Appendix Il-A. 

III. ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED IN DEVELOPING THE 
RECOMMENDED STRATEGY 

Under any alternative, the settlement system of Egyptsomewhere all of the must accorrm)datefuture resident population.upon the assumption that the 
Our analysis has been basedresident population in Egypt will rise to at least67.5 million people by the year 2000. 
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Figure 1-5 showed the year 2000 resident population estimates for rural 
areas, urban areas and trend population estimates for Cairo and Alexandria compared 
to earlier years. As discussed in Chapter I, it is possible that the resident total 
population will be higher than 67.5 million (due to failure of birth rates to decline 
and potential reductions in foreign demand for Egyptian workers). It is possible,
also, that the urban population will increase to more than the estimated 37 million 
since there is little prospect of enough agricultural employment being added to 
provide jobs to support the additional rural p-'ulation. A policy of increasing
rural non-farm employment to take up the slack iz; not recomnended because low 
density industrial development in rural areas woukd be wasteful of arable land and 
because agriculturally-related industry will need to form a major element in urban 
industrialization policy and should be located primarily in urban areas. i6T 
estimate of 37 million urban residents should be treated as a minimum planning 
figure. 

From the perspective of these population growth estimates, urban areas as a whole 
will experience an annual rate of growth of at least 3.5 percent per year. The 
policy problem is how to select spatial locations with enough economic potenlial tomake job creation investment both large enou-g'to prevent high levels-of 
unemployment and profitable enoigh to become larg.-iy self-financing over tTirne--Tf 
sp-a i-c-yis unsuccessful in-ti-Ls regard, tfiere will be too few resources to 
maintain public infrostructure and build new capacity to meet service ihe 
requirements of the urban population. 

NUPS analysis of th. economic co:itexl for urban policy choice recognizes the 
positive features of the recent performance of the economy; but recommends caution in 
assuming either that the high rates of econc 'c growth in the last few years will 
continue or that the growth represents a major ii iorovenent in the performance o the 
domestic economy. The mobilization of sufficient investment resources to maintain 
high output growth, generate sufficient employment opportunities, and provide needed 
services requires urgent attention. The shortage of domestic resources slows down 
implementation of selected projects and limits the ability of the country to fully 
utilize international assistance. 

Thus, the context within which alternative strategies should be considered is one 
of high and increasing demand for urben jobs and services and probable limitations on 
the ability of the Government to mobilize enough domestic resources to satisfy these 
demands fully. In this context our analysis shows that it is essential to select 
stal priorities for urban develop-nent that contribute to an efficiency-oriented
settlement stratety and sectoral policies which are consistent with a strategy of 
conservinQ DILblic investment -- that is, te provision oT -- ous ing and other 
infrastiucture at affordable standar ds(riedu6ing initial outlays per capiTaaccompanied by increased efforts at higher levels of cost-recoveryronthose served 
by public investment (increasing tle return flow of reinvestable funds.) 

IV. SPECIFIC ALTERNATIVES 

In arriving et these conclusions, the implications of four basic alternative 
settlement strategies were explored. These were: 
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* 	 Alternative A: This strategy is designed to select spatial priorities by
emphasizing generation of economic growth at the least cost. Priority is given
to places with established industrial potential. 

" 	 Alternative Bi: This strategy emphasizes inter-regional decentralizciun through
the development of a new major metropolitan area in the Suez region, preferably
in Suez City. 

* 	 Alternative B2 : This strategy emphasizes inter-regional decentralization through
multiple growth centers. 

* 	 Alternative C: This strategy adds an emphasis on urban development in the Remote 
Areas to the multiple growth center approach of B2. 

The recommended strategy, described in Chapter I, was developed from the results
of examining the settlement distributions which result from these strategies; the
estimated costs of developing industrial employment and both inter- andintra-regional infrastructure; and an assessment of the strengths and weaknesses ofeach of the alternatives. Tables sunrnariziig the analytic framework and assessments 
of each of these citernatives are shown in Appendix Il-B. 

The 	populations for the 	40 urban centers with over 50,000 population aggregatedby zone and the implied growth rates from 1985-2000 under the various alternatives 
are shown in Table I1-1. 

The analysis confirms for Egypt the general principle that more dispersed
settlement patterns require substantially greater financial outlays than moreconcentrated systems. Alternative A, the most concentrated strategy, is estimated to
cost approximately 10 percent less than the most concentrated version of BI; about 14percent less than the most dispersed version of 32 ; and about 22 percent less than C,
the most dispersed strategy. These costs are summarized in Table 11-2. Proceduresfor 	estimating the direct investment costs for job cteation are described in Appendix
Il-C. Our analysis of the strengths and weakness of the alternatives on five sets of 
evaluation criteria is summarized in Table 11-3. 

V. 	 SUMMARY OF 	 ANALYSIS LEADING TO THE RECOMMENDED STRATEGY 

The key principles, findings and spatial recommendations cierived from the earlieranalysis are summarized here in order to focus attention on major issues in the 
choice of a national urban policy for Egypt, 

A. 	 Principles 

I. The settlement system is the spatial and functional distribution of economic
activity, population, population se, ving infrastructure in the country. 

2. 	 National urban policies are those national policie- which operate through
interventions in the settlement system to achieve rna'ionul objectives. Changes
in the settlement system are not pruperly viewed -s goals in themselves; rather
they are initiated for other purposes. 
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TABLE II-1 
POPULATION OF THE SETTLEMENT ALTERNATIVES 

ANNUAL 
POPULATION (IN THOUSANDS) GROWTH RATE(%) 

1990 1985 - 1990 

A B 1 B1 B2 B2 C A B1 B I B2 B2 C 

EFFICIEICY EQUITY EFFICIENCY EQUITY EFFICIENCY EQUITY EFFICIENCY EQUITY 

Cairo 11,457 11,066 11,066 11,115 11,115 11,029 3.8 3.1 3.1 3.2 3.2 3.0 
Alexandria 3,809 3,867 3,637 3,440 3,440 3,440 4 6 4.9 3.6 2.5 2.5 2.5 
Delta 3,857 3,728 3,739 3,771 3,767 3,767 2.9 2.2 2.2 2.4 2.4 2.4 
Canal 1,187 1,624 1,624 1,483 1,412 1,382 2.7 9.3 9.3 7.3 6.3 5.8 
North Upper Egypt 716 727 799 879 902 412 1.4 1.7 3.7 5.6 6.2 6.4 
South Upper Egypt 1,322 1,342 1,460 1,613 1.657 1,668 1.6 1.9 3.7 5.7 6.3 6.4 
Remote ?38 239 271 291 308 405 1.0 1.0 3.6 5.1 6.3 12.3 

TOTAL 22,586 22,593 22,596 22,592 22,601 22,603 

1995 1990 - 1995 

Cairo 13,750 12,899 12,899 12,998 12,998 12,862 3.7 3.1 3.1 3.2 3.2 3.1 
Alexandria 4,727 4,640 4,.90 3,890 3,890 3,914 4.4 3.7 2.9 2.5 2.5 2.6 
Delta 4,466 4,250 4,253 4,355 4,347 4,283 3.0 2.7 2.6 2.9 2.9 2.6 
Canal 1,368 2,550 2,550 2.002 ',850 1,761 2.9 9.4 9.4 6.2 5.6 5.0 
North Upper Egypt 780 767 913 1,113 1,167 1,149 1.7 1.1 2.7 4.8 5.3 4.7 
Remote 254 249 311 361 402 724 1.1 0.8 2.8 4.4 5.5 12.3 

TOTAL 26,785 26,781 26,778 26,762 26,781 26,782 

2000 1995 - 2000 

Cairo 16,419 14,999 15,001 15,200 15,200 15,000 3.6 3.1 3.1 3.2 3.2 3.1 
Alexandria 5,778 5,258 4,630 4,400 4,400 4,399 4.1 2.5 2.0 2.5 2.5 2.4 
Delta 5,175 4,864 4,869 5,111 5,113 4,861 3.0 2.7 2.7 3.3 3.3 2.6 
North Upper Egypt 849 795 9,899 1,374 1,456 1,398 1.8 0.8 1.8 4.3 4.5 4.0 
South Upper Egypt 1,581 1.6d2 1,813 2,526 2,639 2,525 1.9 0.8 1.8 4.3 4.4 3.9 
Canal 1,577 3,999 3,999 2,596 2,342 2,165 2.9 9.4 9.4 5.3 4.8 4.2 
Remote 270 253 341 438 502 1,30C 1.2 0.3 1.9 3.9 4.6 12.4 

TOTAL 31,649 31,650 31,652 31,645 31,652 31,648 

SOURCE: NUPS analysis.
 



SUMMARY 


SECTOR 


INDUSTRY 


URBAN INFRASTRUCTURE 


INTER-URBAN INFRASTRUCTURE 


TOTAL 


INDUSTRY 


URBAN INFRASTRUCTURE 

INTER-URBAN INFRASTRUCTURE 


TOTAL 


INDUSTRY 


URBAN INFRASTRUCTURE 


INTER-UFBAN INFRASTRUCTURE 

TOTAL 


INDUSTRY 


URBAN INFRASTRUCTURE 


INTER-URBAN INFRASTRUCTURE 


TOTAL 


A 


8,423 


12,429 


4,883 


25,735 


12,826 


13,200 


6,375 


32,401 


22,247 


14,818 


7,990 


45,055 


43,496 


40,447 


19,248 


103,191 


OF URBAN 


EFFICIENCY
BI 

8,891 


13,728 


5,117 


27,736 


13,493 


16,394 


6,016 


35,903 


23,010 


18,357 


8,285 


49,652 


45,394 


48,479 


19,418 


113,291 


TABLE 11-2 
DEVELOPMENT COSTS 
(L.E. Millions) 

BI EQUITY B2 EFFICIENCY 


1986-1990
 

9,030 9,134 


15,528 14,646 


5,280 5,192 


29,838 28,972 


1991-1995
 

13,598 13,236 


17,129 15,474 

3,877 7,199 


37,604 35,909 


1996-2000
 

23,157 22,268 


19,523 17,469 


8,496 9,044 

51,176 48,781 


1986-2000
 

45,785 44,638 


52,180 47,589 


20,653 21,435 


118,618 113,662 


1986-2000
 

82 EQUITY 


9,929 


16,226 


5,279 


30,784 


13,360 


17,551 


5,949 


36,860 


22,475 


19,675 


9,136 


51,286 


45,074 


53,492 


20,364 


118,930 


NUPS 

C PREFERRED
 

STRATEGY-. 

9,531 8,689
 

17,803 10,078
 

6,071 5,071
 

33,405 23,838
 

13,620 12,984
 

21,884 10,023
 
8,212 8,891
 

43,716 31,898
 

23,051 22,421
 

23,127 '1,324
 

10,468 11,702
 
56,646 45,447
 

46,202 44,094
 

60,441 31,425
 

24,751 25,464
 

131,394 101,182
 

The methodology for estimating direct Investment costs 
In Industry Is described In Appendix II.C.
 

Includes telecommunications In urban Infrastructure other standards similar to Estimate 1.
 

SOURCE: NUPS analysis.
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TABLE 11-3 
EVALUATION SUMMARY 

AVERAGE SCORES AND AVERAGE RANKS 1 

A BI EFFICIENCY 81 EQUITY 82 EFFICIENCY 82 EQUITY C
 

EVALUATION Av. Av. Av. Av. Av. Av.
Av. Av. Av. Av. Av. Av.
 

CRITERION 2 Score Rank Score Rank Score Rank Score Rank Score Rank Score Rank
 

1. 	Social
 

Effectiveness 4.0 3.0 5.1 3.5 4.8 3.3 4.1 2.8 4.4 3.3 5.9 4.8
 

2. 	Economic
 

Efficiency 2.1 1.5 3.1 2.2 4.7 3.4 4.6 3.2 6.7 4.6 8.6 6.0
 

3. 	Managament & 

Implementation 2.2 1.7 4.5 3.5 5.5 4.0 4.1 2.8 5.2 3.6 8.2 5.7 

4. 	Risk 3.2 2.1 4.4 2.4 5.3 3.5 4.8 3.0 6.2 4.2 8.3 5.3
 

5. 	Cost3 - 0.1 - 2.0 - 4.0 - 3.0 - 5.0 - 6.0 

1 	 Numerical values are shown to help provide a sense of the relative differences among alternatives as
 

judged by NUPS professional staff. Judgments of others may differ or Individual criteria may be
 

weighted differently then rhe equal wulghing used to derive the average values. There Is no tech

nical or scientific baslk for adopting particular weighing system. Average scores and average ranks
 

are both shown In this table. In the procedure used an alternative could be assigned a score of I to
 

10, with a score of I best and 10 worst. The numerical values of the scores are a rough guide to not
 

only which alternatives rank highest but how great the differences are among them. The average rank
 

Is simply the sum of the ranks assigned by all evaluation staff divided by their number.
 

2 	 See complete list of sub-criteria under each of these general headings In Appendix 11-H.
 

3 	 These ranks are derived from cost estimates rather than the evaluation procedure described In foot

note 1.
 

SOURCE: NUPS analysis.
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3. Important national objectives which are relevant to the choice of national urban 

policy are: 

" Achievement of a high rate national economic growth.
 
" The maintenance of justice
social through interpersonal and inter-regional

equity. 

* Reduction of the adverse consequences of concentration in the primate city. 
* Protection of arable land to contribute to the production of food and the growthof agriculturally based industry. 

4. Since there are many national purposes or goals, it is not likely that any onesettlement system will be best for purposesall or that a single strategy can 
serve all purposes equally. 

5. Settlement systems tend to develop relatively large concentrations of populationin a few national and regional centers because of the very strong economicadvantages (both nationally and personally) of such aggloneration. Theseconcentrations occur in locations which offer specific advantages; they do notoccur randomly across national space. 
6. It is extremely difficult to make major changes in the settlement system in ashort period of time through governmeni' ar" even, if large expenditures offinancial and other resources are committed i iuch change. 
7. To affect the settlement systen in planned ways, it is absolutely essential forindustrial investment and location policies to be consistent with spatialpriorities, since the availabilif., of jobs is the most important factor indetermining where people live or migrate to. 

B. Findings 

I. More concentrated settlement systems are generally more effective producers ofnational and growth,regional especially duringdevelopment. More dispersed systems 
a period of rapid economic 

are more costly to initiate and maintain interms of both financial costs and real resource costs (such as materials forhousing and infrastructure, personnel and management costs). 
2. Our empirical estimates of alternative spatial strategies presented in the studyconfirms this conclusion for Egypt. Our estimates show that the costs for bothjob creation and infrastructure are likely to be about one and a third times asmuch in a strategy of dispersion as in a strategy which concentrates investment

in plinces with established economic potential. 
3. Analysi of population growth and prospects for expansion of rural employmentleads to the conclusion that urban population will continue to grow at ratesabove the national rate of population growth, resulting in substantial increasesin the demand for urban jobs, housing, ond services. 

It. Continuation of recent high rates of economic growth cannot be taken for granted.Even if high rates are maintained, substantial increases in the portion of the 
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growth allocated to investment (rather than current consumption) will be 
necessary to finance job creation and needed infrastructure investment. Such 
substantial increases are required that it would be unwise to base inflexible 
spending plans on their occurrence. 

5. 	 If domestic saving plus foreign assistance does permit sufficient investment to 
achieve a 7 percent annual rate of economic growth, the total investment pool 
would amount to about 125 Billion L.E. between 1986 and 2000. 4 Our least cost 
estimate for investment in job creation and infrastructure for the 40 largest 
cities and urban population in Remote Areas only is more than four-fifths of this 
total. The cost estimate for the most dispersed strategy is over 5 Billion L.E. 
more than the total pool. 

6. 	 These estimates demonstrate that a feasible national urban policy will require 
the government to now make strategic choices which are hihly selective 
among: 

* 	 The numbers of urban places which will receive priority emphasis -- it is not 
feasible to attempi to simultaneously upgrade all existing urban settlements, 
develop extensive industrial bases in all of the largest cities, substantially
expand urban places in Remote Areas, and build free-standing New Cities as 
currently planned. 

" 	 The standards of housing, infrastructure and community services -- the standards 
of housing and service packages need to be selected to reflect both spatial 
targeting and greater affordability within urban areas. 

" 	 The arnount of cost recovery to be sought from recipients of publicly provided 
services -- subsidies should be reduced by cost recovery mechanisms that are more 
consistent with ability to pay of various income groups than is true of current 
practice. 

7. 	 There is a significant danger that the failure to adopt feasible strategies 
regarding spalial emphases and sectoral policies will result in substantial 
deterioration in the level of services and well-being of the bulk of the 
urban population, result in even more rapid and uncontrolled growth in 
Cairo, and limit rural initiatives as well as waste scarce resources. 

C. 	 Recommendations 

1. 	 The NUPS Team recomrnend, therefore, the adoption of two very important 
general policies to g e spatial and sectoral choices for national 
urban policy: 

* 	 Priority should be given in programs and spatial locations or investment to 
programs and locations where economic efficiency can be demonstraled. 

" 	 Industrial investment policies and sectoral policies for housing and 
infrastructure should be bused upon the principle of conserving the amount of 
public ;nvestment required. Priority should be given to encouragement of private 
investment in both job creation and housing, development of standards for housing 
and infrastructure that are affordable by a broader porlion of the urban 
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population, and increased efforts to recover public investment outlays from the 
recipients of publicly supported housing and 	 services. 

2. 	 Recommended Spatial Emphases 

• 	 We recommend the adoption of a policy of selective decentralization over the 
next 15-20 years to Suez and two to three Upper Egypt areas -- Qena/Naga
Hamadi, Aswan and Assiut - rather than special decentralization efforts 
spread over many places. 

* 	 A major push in Suez city can lead to the development of a large urban competitor
to Cairo and Alexandria, enhance the growth prospects of the Canal region, and
build a base for subsequent growth in Sinai and along the Red Sea Coast. 

* 	 Special emphasis on Qena/Naga Hamadi can take advantage of recent major
investments in industry in Naga Hamadi and enhance future growth prospects in the
Western Desert and the Red Sea Coast. The major difficulty will be generation of a larger economic base to attract population and the construction and maintenance
of the infrastructure to serve them in the Qena/Naga Hamadi corridor. 

* 	 Aswan and Assiut are reasonable choices on locational grounds for specialemphasis -- Aswan as the southern anchor of the settlement system and Assiut 
as key anchor to the development of the middle portion of the Upper Nile
Valley. In these cities, too, ihe development of an expanded economic base 
a reasonable cost is the major concern. 

* 	 The Delta poses a major challenge for urban policy and its integation with rural
policy. The Delta has sufficiently strong economic advantages to attract 
substantial investment in industry. Unless such economic growth is carefully
managed, Delta cities will ineasingly spill-over into high yield agricultural
land. We recommend special emphasis on Tanta and Mansoura as test 	cases for thedevelopment of growth management strategies and increased consolidation of
regional service functions in a few centers to serve smaller urban places,
villages, and farms in the Delta Region. 

* 	 The Alexandria Metropolitan Region should be encouraged to grow (throughincreased industrial and infrastructure investment) as the major urban competitor
to Cairo. This growth should be planned for and managed as a single metropolitan
region although the current urban area is in three separate governorates. The
major policy issue is defining and controlling the directions of growth since
feasible growth directions are on old agricultural land, newly reclaimed land, or
land currently being developed as low density touristic/recreational sites. 
Priority should be given to: 

- infill in peripheral kisms, 

- providing infrastructure services in fringe areas where growth is desired, 
and 

- additional close-in settlements, rather than in New Ameriyah over the next 
ten 	years.
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* 	 Under any feasible spatial alternative, the Cairo Metropolitan Region will 
experience considerable growth; which should be taken into account in spatial and 
sectoral plans. The major policy issues for Cairo are: 

- The selection of locations for new growth, 

- the redirection of growth trends from rapid expansion in a generally 
north-south axis to an eastwest axis, and 

- management of services throughout the urban region. 

The 	 highest priority should be given to: 

- Encouraging more dense development in peripheral, relatively low 
density k isms , 

- provision of serviced fringe sites for low income residential development to 
encourage the deconcentration of highly dense core kisms, 

- development of several close-in settlements (such as 6th of October and El 
Obour) which in addition to well located desert fringe sites, would 
provide areas for new industrial ,nd service sector growth as well as 
new residential sites, and 

- consideration of an extended time frame for further development in 10th of 
Ramadan and Sadat City to permit investment allocations to be directed to 
priority developments cited above in the near future and possible 
restructuring of new city development plans to serve a broader range of 
population than can now be served at affordable service levels. 

During the next 10 to 15 years, only limited and experimental urban development
activities with high economic payoffs or significant learning potential should be 
undertaken in the remote areas until the priority efforts described above 
provide improved development lr!eges to support future urban growth in these 
regions. 
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NOTES 

CHAPTER II 

THE ANALYTICAL BASIS FOR THE RECOMMENDED STRATEGY 

1 See Appendix II-A. 

2 Koichi Mera, "On Urban Agglomeration and Economic Efficiency," Economic 
Development and Change, No. 21, 1973, p. 324. 

3 Harry W. Richardson,"From First Round Alternatives o a Preferred Strategy: 
Suggestions and Comments,"pp. 1-2. 

4 This figure (125 Billion L.E.) includes investment required for the 
agriculture and petroleum sectors. This means that the most dispersed strategy 
is not affordable even if growth is sustained at 7 percent and no investment funds 
are allocated to these two sectors. 
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CHAPTER III
 

MAJOR METROPOLITAN REGICNS AND NEW TOWNS
 



CHAPTER III
 

MAJOR METROPOLITAN DEVELOPMENT
 

During the 	study which has led to this Final Report, the NUPS Team has reviewed 
the possibilities and development problems for all regions of Egypt and, as described 
in the preceding chapter, analyzed the implir'ations of various combinations of 
possible future settlement patterns and sectoral investment patterns. Our overall 
recommendations have been described in Chapter I. 

This chapter provides a more detailed discussion of our spatial and related 
recommendations. Consideration is given first to major metropolitan centers: the 
Cairo and Alexandria metropolitan regions, the New Towns, and the proposed major
metropolitan center at Suez. We next consider recornended special emphasis cities 
for decentralization through growth encouragement. The third section discusses the 
growth management stroaegy for the Delta. The chapter concludes with a discussion of 
the recorrended sz:ategy for Remote Areas. 

I. 	 MAJOR METROFOLITAN DEVELOPMENT: 
The National Context 

A. 	 General 

The National Urban Policy Study has concluded that the major metropolitan regions
of Cairo and Alexandria will and should play an important part in accorrrnodating
Egypt's expected increase in urban population by the year 2000. The reasons for this 
conchsion include: 

* 	 The need which -xists for economic and spatial efficiency in the settlement 
system. Efforts to prevent industrial expansion in major metropolitan regions 
are likely to result in reduced rates of economic growth in the nation. 

* 	 The inertia of the current settlement system is such that it is highly unlikely
that a major reduction in the polarization of urban population can be achieved 
ir, this century. 

* 	 Planning for major metropolitan development will provide a backup mechanism 
for urban development if proposed decentralization efforts fall short of 
their targets. 

" 	 Absorption of migrants from the Delta (and Nile Valley) in the major metropolitan
regions will result in less loss of old cultivated arable lands, if major
metropolitan growth can be directed to desert areas in the metropolitan regions
than if the population remains in the Delta. Furthermore, the opportunities for 
expansion of the major metropolitan areas in desert ureas are sufficient to 
absorb the growth suggested. 
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* 	 Opportunities for improving interpersonal equity among the urban poor, which 
represent a significant share of the urban population, enhanced by the growthare 

of the major urban cenlers.
 

On the other hand, the disadvantages o' major metropolitan growth, in its present
form, are also nurnercu-. The associated problems of congestion, overburdened 
infrastructure, housing nee.s, security anA intra-regional equity are more pronounced
and acute at a large urban scale. Furthermore, the problems associated with
planning, implementation, and management which are already severely felt in Cairo, 
present a strong argument in favor of "naximurn feasible" decentralization of the 
future urban population, such as we have reconended. 

In realistic terms, it is wise to plan for a major increase in population for 
both Cairo and Alexandria Regions. Simply left to current trends, both cities will 
more than double in size by the end of the century. Their natural growth rates 
alone, which account for two-thirds of their annual population increase, will result 
in significantly larger urban populations. Thus, for reasons of economic efficiency,
improved possibilities for increasing interpersonal equity, and the excessive costs 
and 	 risks of major decentralization; populations on the order of magnitude of 16-16.5 
million for Cairo and 5-5.5 million for Alexandria metropolitan regions should be
anticipated. In addition, Suez, though presentl not a major metropolitan region,
could achieve a population on the order of 750-830,000 and possibly reach I million 
by the end of the century. 

As the study team has concluded that the major metropolitan areas will increase 
substantially in size, special assessments regarding urban form and ease of
ad.ninistrnt:- n are required. Concept plans prepared by the National Urban Policy
Study for Cairo and Alexandria, recorinended intra-regional deconcentration in desert 
areas as the most appropriate urban form for the major metropolitan areas. This 
principle has also, in essence, been adopted by the New Commnunities Program. I 

In both the Cairo and Alexandria Concept plans prepared by the National Urban 
Policy Study, a long-term schematic plan for major metropolitan growth was suggested 
as shown in Figure Ill-I. Generally, it consists of "development" corridors along
the western and eastern Delta/desert fringes into which the major metropolitan areas 
can expand. To the northeast, the corridor between Ismailia andlies 	 Cairo
parallel the Cairo/Ismailia desert road. To the northwest, the corridor lies 
between Cairo and Alexandria along the Cairo/Alexandria desert road. In effect,
the Canal cities corridor would play a similar role. In addition to deconcentrated 
metropolitan growth, these corridors should be planned in coordination with 
a rightly controlled growth management of the Delta Zone. 

B. 	 Future Development of the Cairo Region 

I. Introduction 

The development of a feasible and appropriate strategy for the future growth of 
Cairo is a principal element in the proposed National Urban policy. In terms of 
scale alone, the expected population target for the Cairo Region of 16 to 16.5 
million inhabitants will account for a major share of the expected urban population
(43 percent) in the year 2000. This will require careful consideration of the many
development issues which remain to be resolved and the application of a strong
"political will" to carry out an appropriate development strategy. 
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During the National Urban Policy Study, an overview of the kind of growth 
strategy which is deemed appropriate for the Cairo Region was suggested in the Cairo 
Concept Plan. 2 However, the concept plan is viewed as simply a starting point for 
the 	more in-depth and detai!ed analysis and planning which is required. The Concept
Plan was meant to illustrate that the enormous growth of Cairo, which is forecast by
all observors, need not be the disaster many fear. Indeed, through an aggressively
planned, implemented, and managed strategy the tremendous potential contribution of 
Cairo to national economic growth (with efficiency and equity) can be achieved. 

In order to acconodate the population growth expected during the planning
period, order of magnitude estimates for rrnquired industrial and infrastructure 
investment were made as presented in Table Il1-1. The projected investment costs 
were made at five year intervals to reflect differences in costs per job and to take 
into 	account the substantial upgrading of existing industry and infrastructure which 
will 	be required during the initial periods. Costs for two standards of development 
were carried out as indicated in the table. A full description of these standards 
can 	be found in Chapter V. At the second standard of development cpproximately 38 
percent of the total cost of the preferred strategy would be required. On the other 
hand, the Cairo Zone is expected to acconmodate 43 percent of the total urban 
population and 54 percent of the increase in population during the planning period 
(I 986--2000). 

2. 	 Principal Findings Regarding the Existing Situation and Curreni Trendl 

During the course of the preparation of the Cairo Concept Plan a number of
development issues were identified which are summarized as follows: 

a. The present directions of conliquous urban growil, are primarily on the 
north/south axis while current development trends suggest reinforcement of this 
patterr of growth. (Figures lll-2a and lll-2b). 

Substantial growth in these areas as well as on the western Nile Valley has or 
will cause significant loss of some of the most highl/ productive arable land in the 
nation. The reasons for these growth trends nre summarized as follows: 

0 	 The major transport links to Alexandria and Upper Egypt create development
attraction. Various inter-regional and intra-urban transportation investments 
have enhanced this development, while those under consideration (such as the 
widening of the Cairo/Alexandria Agricultural Road and the proposed subway) are 
likely to reinforce These trends and lead to further losses of arable land. 

* 	 Water and sewer network extensions have generally lagged behind urban 
growth. Nevertheless, eventual servicing of these areas, os well as planned 
infrastructure extensions based on current growth trends, will reinforce the 
attractiveness of the north/souTh axis. 

* 	 Past industrial investment within the Cairo Zone has been predominantly in the 
north and south. Furthermore, the current 1980-1984 industrial development 
plan projects 75 percent of the planned investment in arable areas while 
90 percent of the realized investment has been on arable land. 

0 	 Vacant desert areas in proximity to Cairo, which are under the authority of the 
military, rational ministries, governorates or privately owned, are not readily 
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TABLE I11-1
 

CAIRO ZONE
 

SUMMARY OF POPULATION GROWTH AND INVESTMENT REQUIREMENTS 

PER CAPITA INVESTMENT
 
POPULATION 
 INVESTMENT1 (BASED ON POPULATION AT END OF PERIOD)
 

(000) 
 L.E. (000,000) 
 L.E.
 
1985 1990 1995 20001 1986-1990 
 1991-1995 1996-2000 1986-20001 1986-1990 1991-1995 1996-2000 1986-2000
 

9707 11,629 13,879 16,500
 

A. Direct Investment (Industry 
 4,572 6,906 11,892 23,320 393 498 
 721 1,413
 
and Services)
 

B. Intra-Urban Infrasiructure 4,700 
 5,218 5,965 15,883 404 367 362 
 896
 
(Estimate I)
 

C. Intra-Urban Infrastructure 3,446 3,881 
 4,402 11,729 296 280 267 711
 
(Estimate II)
 

D. TOTAL (A + B) 9,272 12,124 17,857 39,203 
 771 847 1,056 2,309
 

E. TOTAL (A + C) 8,018 10,787 16,294 35,049 690 777 968 
 2,124
 

1 See Chapter IV section 
I for details of direct Investment and section 
II for details of Intra-urban Investments.
 

SOURCE: NUPS projections.
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accessible for low and lower middle income households. Consequently, informal or 
illegal housing, which represents the vast majority of new housing construction 
in the zone, has been extensive. LANDSAT iviagery of metropolitan areas for the 
period 1972-1978 (Figure 111-3) notes substantial loas of arable land at the 
urban fringe. 

b. The 1970 Preliminary Master Plan for the Cairo Region provided a good 
conceptual basis for intra-regional deconcentration of Cairo. However, subsequent 
developments have reduced its value ond some aspects rpquire re-evaluation: 

* 	 The notion of constraining urban development by the proposed ring road is not 
likely to work. Growth has already occurred beyond its proposed location and the 
ring road itself would likely encourage further development beyond its 
limits. 

* 	 The Plan's original proposal for satellite cities has been partialhy modified by
development of free-standing new towns relatively far removed from Cairo proper. 
Though these may form a basis for long-term development, they are not likely to 
have much impact on accommodating future urban population by the year 2000. 
Closer-in satellile comnunities are prefercble in the the shorter term. 
c. The multitude if national and local public interests in the Cairo Zone has 

led to an inefficient planning and investment rationale for desirable urban 
development. This is illustrated by: 

* 	 The lack of a planning body for -he entire Zone. 

• 	 The proposed industrial investment portfolio. 

* 	 Current governorate boundaries. 

* 	 Uncontrolled development. 

d. Thouqh there is widespread support of the idea of deconcentraling and 
decongesting central Cairokpast and currently planned development proqrams are 
.liely to have the opposite effect. For example: 

* 	 Planned inter-regional highway entranceways, commitment to flyovers, the 
proposed underground, etc., will reinforce the potential for concentration in the 
center, whereas it would he more appropriate, initially, to makc efforts to 
improve traffic management and restrict use of private vehicles in the central 
areas. 

* 	 The absence of a program to control the rapid growth of private vehicle ownership
and use in the central core and the lack of proper traffic management and 
enforcement are likely to exacerbate congestion problems. 

* 	 The high floor area ratios which presently exist and are underway in central 
urban locations (given the relatively low and fixed area of circulation 
space) will result in continued concentration and possibly irrevocable congestion 
in the central area. 
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0 	 Despite these developments, some advantageous deconcentration of the core has
occurred which should be capitalized on (i.e., Nasr City/Heliopolis; Helwan). 

e. Government initiatives in the provision of highly subsidized housing andpublic services, though desiring to achieve widespread equity, have contributed to 
creating current deficits: 

Lack of sLfficient funds to finance improved service levels and inadequate cost recovery has resulted in deficits and 	 poor levels of service for water supply,
sanitation, and other urban iervices. 

0 	 Though housing starts appear lo be keeping pace with household formation, mostdwelling units are being constructed by the informal sector which has an illegal
status. Therefore, the ability of the government to gain control of this sectorhas 	been limited. Furthermore, existing public housing programs have benefitted
relatively few households and have not adequately addressed thVe pressing needs of 
low income groups. 

3. 	 Objectives for Future Urban Development 

Given the findings of the National Urban Policy Study regarding past and currentdevelopment trends, the following objectives and directives have been established for
coherent spatial development in the Cairo Zone: 

a. Redirect Cair's urban qrowth from an essentially north/south axis to aneast/west r tion on-vacant-esrtareas in proximity to the current built up 
area. This will ren,dre: 

" 	 A full comitment to the preservation of arable land through enforcement ofexisting laws and close cooperation among those locating public sector 
industries, housing and service facilities. 

* 	 The introduction of alternative serviced desert sites for informal type
settlements and a mechanism to facilitate their development. 

* 	 Transportation, industrial, and infrastructure investments in eastern and western
desert locations to induce development. 

* 	 Full support to the satellite cities of El Obour and 6th of October and further
study of additional satellite cities on non-arable land in proximity to the 
built-up area. 

* 	 The introduction of restricted arable and desert areas through the introduction
of dual land uses and possibly the acauisition by the government of development
rights in key areas. 

* Exertion of political will to achieve these objectives. 

b. Pursue the deconcentration of central Cairo through the establishment of
secondiry and tertiary comnercial, financial, industrial and administrative 
centers. This will require: 
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* 	 An assessment of economic activities which can conceivably be displaced from the 
core and the obstacles which must be overcome. 

* 	 Re-examination of the impact of rent control and other legal controls which 
constrain efforts at deconcentration. 

0 	 Development of a package of incentives to achieve deconcentration and/or the 
consideration of disincentives for marginal economic aclivities to remain in 
the central area would at least compensate for the higher costs to local 
government of their remaining in the core. 

* 	 Future expansion of transport network and systems serving the core area should be 
subjected to feasibility studies which would evaluate the impact of such projects 
on the ability to redirect Greater Cairo's growth aJxis, the economic feasibility 
of those projects generating sufficient returns to justify them, and their likely 
contributions to relieving core congestion. 

c. Pro-note an improvement in the general quality of lite and environment. This 
wil; require: 

* 	 Major rehabilitation of the existing housing stock and infrastructure. Reduction 
or avoidance of high residential densities in northern districts as well as the 
old city (while pursuing increased densities in high standard high income 
districts with low densities). 

* 	 Improvement of cost recovery mechanisms for public services and housing schemes 
and greater automony and an improved resource base for local Government. 

0 	 Implementation of policies to deconcentrate and decongest the central core 
area. 

d. The creation of appropriate instruments of governance to guide and control 
an integrated set of spatial, economic, social, and financial prograrns. This will 
require: 

0 	 The establishment of an appropriate structure to control development throughout 

the 	Greater Cairo Zone. 

a 	 The creation of a zonal wide planning agency. 

* 	 The establishment of procedures to integrate levels of Government and the 
individual agencies making investments and/or decisions affecting the zone. 

• 	 Implementation of eff)rts to enhance the resource base for maintenance and 
service delivery. 

4. 	 Strategy for Future Urban Development 

Based on assessments of current growth trends, the overall physical development 
strategy proposed for the Cairo Zone emphasizes deconcentration of the central core 
into a hierarchy of secondary and tertiary centers and expansion onto vacant desert 
areas in proximity to the current built-up area. In the strategy, two major 
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secondary centers are envisaged; the Nasr City/Heliopolis area, and the Helwan/Maadi
corridor. Other sub-centers should also be established in the northeast and 
southwest desert areas. Smaller district and neighborhood centers shou:d also be 
encouraged to develop. 

The strategy also calls for full support to the satellite cities of El Obour, 6th 
of October, 15th of May, and possibly another site in the vicinity of Helwan, (i.e.,
2nd Resid-ntial City). Since the new towns of Sadat City and Tenth of Ramadan do not 
have the comparative locational advantages of the satellite cities, it is recorrnended 
that a reassessment of their potential for major accommnodation of future population
be made at the end of the first phase of construction. Future levels of investment 
in the New Towns should be linked to strong evidence of growth potential based on the 
rate of development of the first stage. 

As planned urban extensioi~s some fringe expansion of the contiguous built-up 
area will ineviTably occur. The,e should be built into the development strategy for 
the region. However, to avoid excessive densities and loss of arable land, large 
areas of serviced desert sites should be developed to meet the locational 
requirements of low income households which tend to reside in informal development 
areas at the urban fringe. Recomnended sites for these developments are found on 
Figures 111-4 and 111-5. 

Given the large vacant and underutilized areas with;n the current built-up area,
such as Fustat and the Maadi/Helwcn corridor, efforts must be made to achieve an 
efficient absorption of population and land use in these areas. Appropriate
standards, costs and procedures should be selected in order to harness the dynamism
of the informal sector. Since the 	 built-up area must expect to absorb additional 
population and service levels are inadequate in many older districts of Cairo,
substantial rehabilitation and upgrading of the existing housing stock is required.
NUPS suggested levels of investment in the Cairo Zone take into account these 
requ'irements at suggested standards. 

The proposed development strategy for the Greater Cairo Zone is primarily one of 
intra-regional deconcentration aimed are reducing core area population growth and
providing mainly new desert locations for future urban growth. However, due to the 
nature of current trends, planned urban extensions and opportunities for infill,
the strategy musf be mixed in nature. It may be summarized as follows: 

* 	 Deconcentration of the central area through the establishment of secondary and 
tertiary centers encouraging core area activities which could feasibly relocate 
to do so, and developing mechGnisns for taxing activities in the core area to 
recover Ihe higher costs of providing urban services to them in the core 
and as an incentive to relocate. 

" 	 Emphasis on the development of the close-in satellite cities for future urban 
expansion in desert areas. 

* 	 Introduction of low income settlements in proximate desert locations to forestall 
development in arable fringe areas. 

* 	 Incorporalion of planned urban extension proiects in desert areas into the 
strategy (i.e., Nasr City extension). 
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" 	 Urban infill at appropriate standards, particularly in the Mi.,r El Kadima/Helwan
corridor, which meet the affordability requirements of target households. 

* Upgrading of existing built-up areas currently having inadequate levels of 
service. 

* 	 Enforcement of legislation for the protection of arable areas to the north and on 
the west bank (north and south of the Giza-Pyramids road). These efforts 
should include the introduction of restrictive land uses and possibly public
development rights. 

* 	 Enforcement of legislation to control development in restricted desert areas such 
as the Pyramids zone on the wes! bank and areas between the present built-up area 
and proposed satellite communities such as the El Khanka sand dunes area 
north of the Cairo-Ismailia Road. 

" 	 Use of investments in transportation, industry, and infrastructire to promote
desert development on an east/west orientation. Alternative inter-regional
entraiceways for inter-regional transport to support this orientation should also 
be developed. (Figures ll-4 and 111-5) Specific attention should be given to 
serving the El Obour and 6th of October development areas. 

The concept of restricted areas is critical lo the achievement of '.the proposed
development strategy. The three types of restrictions envisaged include: 

* 	 Restrictions on the development of arable land: this is a fundamektal test of 
Government's political will to ensure that current laws are enforced \and severe 
penalties assigned to violators. 

" 	 Restrictive land uses: large complementary low density land uses which are 
compatible with alternative uses are envisaged in critical areas which require
protection in either desert or arable areas. Military installations, land 
reclamation areas, experimental farms, large institutional facilities, and 
telecommunications facilities are examples of possible uses consider. d. 

* 	 Possible purchase of public development rights to permit the Government to 
control the utilitization of land for its planned function. 

* 	 Restricted transportation corridors: since transportation corridors stimu!ate 
urbanization, existing entranceways should be re-evaluated in light of their 
development impacts. Those that stimulate growth should be restricted to their 
present capacities or designed to carry only Cairo origin or destined 
traffic. To achieve this, alternative routes which prcmote desirable development 
patterns must be identified. 

* 	 For example the following alternative transportation routes need immediate 
study: -- a route which would provide a by-pass on the west bank for traffic 
from Alexandria destined for Upper Egypt - linkages among the industrial areas 
in Helwan -- the proposed expanded industrial sites near El Obour new 
town -- the existing industrial areas in Shoubra El IKheima (such routes should 
be developed which Gim at reducing cure area congestion and relieve traffic oil 
the Corniche) -- alternative routes for traffic entering Cairo from the Delta 
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(among the options which should be studied are expanded capacity on the existing 
Benho-Cairo segments of the Agricultural Road vs. other routes from Benha to 'he 
l<hankha industrial area and to proposed industrial areas on the West Bank). The 
rapidly growing area north of the Giza-Pyramids Road, shown as protected 
arable land on Figure 111-5, is an example of where such restricted land 
uses mentioned above should be imposed. Although the area is rapidly 
urbanizing, it could provide a green buffer zone between the existing 
built areas of Giza and the new development vhich is proposed on the 
Pyramids Plateau. However, to do so, imrnediate steps need to be taken 
to determine where in this area largely illegal development has occurred, 
making such restriction pointless, and where existing agricultural 
uses can be augmented through appropriate controls. Thus, the entire 
area needs to be planned and suitable uses determined for each 
portion of the site. Such planning should aim at efficiently using 
areas where development has already occurred and encouraging low density 
development in other areas which would protect agricultural land (a 
Government sponsored experimental farm is an example of such a low 
density development which could be used to restrict development 
in the area). 

5. 	 Distribulion of Urban Population 

Based on the proposed development strategy described above, an indicative future 
distribution of population for the year 2000 was developed. The distribution 
represents a mixed strategy of growth options including satellite rniies and new 
towns, urban extension and infill, as well as possible expansion ot other urban areas 
in the zone. 

The distri')ution is primarily that suggested in the Cairo concept plan, however, 
certain modifi- ations have been made for clarity due to further asses-ments. 

In Table 111-2, population distribution with Greater Cairo kisms is presented for 
the year 2000. In Table 111-3, a summary distribution of the enlarged Cairo Zone is 
shown. In the former, the emphasis has been on the redistribution of trend forecast 
populations and densities and the reduction of fringe growth. 3 In general, high 
density and arable fringe growth in northern ki.sms has been reduced and 
redistributed primarily to the east northeast and south. For this purpose, a 
maximum density of 800 persons per hectare was projected in northern kisms, 
while increased densities range between 450-650 persons per hectare. 

In Table 111-3, Greater Cairo kism populations derived from Table 111-2 
and new development areas, including the new corrmunities, are presented. It 
is noteworthy that growth emphasis hais been given to the northeast, east, 
south and southwest. An explanatory note regarding each settlement 
area follows the table. 

The critical elements of the proposed distribution of population in the Cairo 
Zone are the following: 

0 	 The need to reduce densities and fringe growth in northern Cairo kisms. 

* 	 The need to increase densities in low density kism.s which occupy an inordinately 
high area of land tor the population served. 

-9
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TABLE 111-2 
GREATER CAIRO DISTRIBUTION OF POPULATION BY KISM (2000)

1976 FORECAST RESIDENTIAL 2000 Ps RESULTANTKISM/ POPULATION
POPULATION 20E0 POPULATIONR ECREAS 

DIRECTIONP2 FOULATION 
UEA 

FORECAST 22000197D-2000 O4ANGE FRINGE TOTAL ASE
(O00ts) INORPOPULATION(DECREASE)(000's) (HECTARES) (PERSONS/HA) DENSITY(PERSON/IHA) (OOs)INCPEASE .)ECREASE(O00's) GROhrH3(00's) POPULATION(00°1s) (O0°s)

CENTRALL
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Bab el Sharla 60 

110 5190
Mouskl 96107 84158 530 80046 
 58SUBTOTAL 510
228 (9)187 261 46.0Av. 716 (2) 
NOR_ 


46.0 (12)Sharabla793 183.0 (45)
 
Sahel 440 1.802439 8001,105Shoubra 657 441.0

1,682 352.0129 102 800 (92)
Shoubra El Khelea 130 785 

579.4 352.6394 800 86.6SUBTOTAL 1,397 2.0
1,406 1,761 
0 A.11 800 11.8 (25)OTA 397292 793 505.0 

2992 386.0 1000
1,022.8
Av. 1,135 628.8
 
2,004.4 


(25) 

598.4
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142 
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183 159 1.151315 800503Zahoer 446 55.8
1,126 127.2104 800 (14.8)95 


268 

Zeltoun 125 147.01.0760 
 4.760 560
atarla 1.357 356.0
800 41.0
Hellopol Is 

535 1,449 2,034 312.0 
712 95.0
127 (9.0)210Nouzha 690 4480304 180.0102 450278 100.5 
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 371 310.51.593 500 183.53,478 97.0

4,728 
 Av. 736 375.0 273.0 
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Nasr City SUBTOTAL 63 725 1,625 1297
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 209.4 
9 
 869.4
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SOUTHEST324. 


3,245.6 2,048.6
Kasr El Nil 39

DokkI 32 2086157102 204 

Boulak El Oakrcur 

158 
421
375 


322 500 32.0830 29.5
Giza 1,823 
 455 187.5
209 650 85.5
245 355.0

El Ahram 264 288.0
92a 897.0
130 800 575.0
360 33.8
SUBTOTAL 720 28.0 183.2
500
802 (25.8)
1,625 
 3.339 80.0
Av. 487 280.0

WES_T1.7, 150.0
 

1,579.7 
 777.
 
BcIak 


178 
 115
Agouza 153 777
752
147 752
235
SUBTOTAL 494 
 478 115.0
325 (63.01
350 
 647 
 Av. 541 235.0 88.0
NORTEST 350.0 25.0
Rod El Farag 272 
 285 
 3002Imbabe 215 
 1.326
336 800 

SUBTOTAL 752 1.700 113.0
442 172.0608 600 (100.0)1,037 268.01,915 1Av. 0542 2.0 546.0 

TOTAL 13.0 882.06,724 546.014,295 1,054.023,556 446.0Av. 607 2,025.8 1,750.4 1.190.0 13,380.8 6,656.8 

Based on trend forecasts of "Rehabl I Itatlon and Expansion of the Greater Cairo Wastewaterfrom Greater Cairo Waterworks Nester 
SystamR, otherwise areaPlan; rural population 

and Population dataexcluded. 
Expected growth duo to untIll of already urbanized area. 
Shows the population absorption capacity at NUPSproposed density. Klsms with a decrease In population Indicates the dropwhich would result from using NUPS density standards In 2000 population 

SOURCEz NUPS Elaboration. 
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TABLE 111-3
 

SUMMARY OF FUTURE DISTRIBUTION OF POPULATION IN THE CAIRO ZONE
 

(IN THOUSANDS) 

INCREASF 

_976 2000 1976-2000 

CENTRAL
 

I. 	Cairo "kisms" 228 183 (45) 

NORTH
 

2. 	 Cairo "kisrms" 1,406 2,004 598 

NOR l-IEAST 

3. 	 Cairo "kisrms" 1,593 2,891 
 1,298
4. 	 Short term, low income settlement -. 250 250S. 	 I:.1()hotr -- 200 2006. 	 Belbeis -x(tension -- 150 1507, 	 10th of ofmm(Sonn -- I50 ISO 

S19)TOTAL 1,593 3,641 2,04 8 

EAST
 

8. 	 Hsr City and Heliopolis extensions 65 931 869
9. 	 Short term low income settlements -- 250 250 

StuTOrAL 65 1,184 1,119
 

SOUTHEAST 

10. 	 Cairo "kisms" 500 1,139 639
 

SOUTH
 

II. 	 Cairo "kisms' I 
1,197 3,246 2,049

12. 	 Moadi short germ low income settlements -- 175 17513. 	 15th of May -- 2100 20014. 	 2nd Residential City 3 
-- 130 130 

SU BFITOTAL 1,197 3,751 2,554 

SOUTHWEST 

15. Cniro ond Cizo 'kisms" 802 1,580 77816. 	 Southwest extension (consolidation) "" 900 800
17. 	 Short term low income settlements -- 200 20018. 	 6th of Ck toher - 175 175 

SIJ|fT)TA. 802 2,755 1,953 

WEST 

I .	 Cairo and Gia "kisms" 325 350 25
 

NORTHWEST
 

20. 	 Cairo and Gila "kisms" 608 1,054 44621. 	 Nkw settlement area -- 60 60 

SUBTOTAL 608 1,114 546 

22. 	 OTHER URBAN 119 287 168 

23. 	 SADAT CITY 100 100 

TOTAL 
 6,843 16,508 9,665 

"irx'lud
I 	 lto for Somth Cnira "isrn ,'spop, mltin of l lew t, lwrn Community: population - I 10,000. 

2 5th of May year 2000 target poplotioa is I150,OO. An adrlitirnatl 5),000 waS ndtd to incrense low (jross densities 
from 145 to 193 persons per hector, nd to cpilli.e (xi (Irwflrmomentm in ore.. 

3 	 rL plans have ye+t her..infor the prr)posd 2nd i'esdmhniol City. It is tr he located soth of 15th of May City.

However, if this location i,wt felsihlr he to oil e-ntiti is, on tternoti v location in the West Bflnk Desert area,

shown in fig re 111-4,should hi. 7onidere.i.
 

SOURCE: Rehabilitation and Expansion of the Cairo Wastewater System, ANBRIC, 1981; NUPS Analysis.
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EXPLANATORY NOTES TO TABLE 111-3
 

1. 	 Central Cairo "Kisms" are expected to decline in population due to renewal, 
deconcentration, and increased administrative and commercial 
functions. Forecasts are based on those of the AMBRIC study. 
Rehabilitation and expansion of the Cairo Wastewater System, January 
1981.
 

2. 	 Northern Cairo "Kisms" have been maintained at a maximum residentialdensity of 
800 persons/hectare. In addition, 50 percent of trend forecast fringe 
growth has been reduced. (See Table V-14, Cairo Concept Plan, Vol. 11, 
NUPS First Round Alternatives.) 

3. 	 Northeast Cairo "Kisms" have also been maintained at a maximum density of 800 
persons hectare and arable? fringe forecast growth reduced by 50 percent 
op. cit. Cairo Concept Plan). 

4,5. The proposed short-term low income settlement area and El Obour satellite city 
should benefit from constraints on density and arable fringe development 
in northern and northeastern fringe areas. In addition, their growth 
will be enhanced by the existing industrial and population bases in 
Abu Zaabal, El Khanka, etc. As a consequence, very rapid development 
is expected. This will depend, however, on the provision of large areas 
of serviced land for this purpose. 

6. 	 Belbeis Extension is proposed on desert land south of existing Belbeis. Using 
Belbeis' 1976 population of 70,000 as a base, l3elbeis and the new 
extension areas could reach a yec 2000 population of 260,000 at a growth 
rate of 5.6 percent per annum. One hundred and fifty thousand of this 
is assumed to be derived from the central and northern "kisms" of Cairo 
as a result of deconcentration efforts, control of fringe land 
urbanization and earlier success in growth of the El Obour area and, to 
a lesser extent, the 10th of Ramadan. 

7. According to Table 111-3, at its present rate of absorption and an overall 
growth rate of 10 percent per annum, the 10th of Ramuadan will only reach 
a population of about 100,000 by the year 2000. However, if a base 
population of about 35,000 can be reached by 1985, the city could reach 
150,000 by the year 2000 at these growth rates. To do so, however, will 
require public initiative regarding industrial investment, displacement 
of public 	functions based in Cairo, and providing greater opportunities 
for informal sector activities and housing to locate there. Emphasis 
should be on increasing gross densities and construction by both 
the formal and what is now the prn/ate informal sectors. Due to its 
fairly distant location, the 10th of Ramadan is not expected to bene
fit from density reduction and arable fringe growth reduction in 
northern Cairo "ki.sms." 
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8. Nasr City population projections include increased densities in the 
original site and the large planned extension area. Rapid growth is 
anticipated due to the momentum already existing in the area as well 
as its proximity to population and employnient opportunities in the 
core areas, Heliopolis, Nasr City, and the Suez Road. 

9. 	 Near Nasr City two short-term low income settlements areas are suggested with 
populutions on the order of 125,000 each. The first is located south 
of Nasr City, close to the MIukattam Hills and the core area. The second 
suggested site, south of the airport, is justified by its proximity 
to industry and service functions near the airport and ongoing 
settlement there. 

10. 	 Southeastern Cairo "Kisms." Forecast populations in this area have been 
increased to reflect growing pressures on the area from core 
deconcentration and the proximity of jobs in the core area. 
Transportation facilities now in progress will enhance development 
there.
 

11. 	 Southern Cairo "Kisms." Population in southern "kisms" has been increased 
from the AMBRIC forecasts due to the large areas of vacant land, the 
relatively low densities (compared to northern Cairo "kisms"), the high
number of existing jobs in the Maadi-IHelwan corridor, and planned
industrial investment. Thus, ver. rapid growth is expected in the 
future. Part of the growth will result from workers currently residing
in northern high density "kisms" who wish to relocate near their 
jobs in the south. Development in this area should be primarily
of the informal-type directed by government on privately serviced 
land. Development standards should primarily be aimed at workers and 
their levels of income. 

12. Maadi short-term low income settlement is s.iggested to the east of Maadi in an 
area presently occupied by the milita.y. The project will benefit from 
the same growth momentum described in Number 11. It also should be 
aimed at low income households to facilitate deconcentration and 
reduce loss of arable land in fringe areas. 

13. Tae 	 15th of May will also benefit from growth momentum in the flelwan area. 
An additional 50,000 population was odded to the target population to 
inci ease gross densities and capitalize on growth momentum in the 
area.
 

14. 2nd 	 Residential City. No plans have yet been undertaken for this city.
Plans should be made to determine the feasibility of construction 
on the proposed site. If costs of construction are high due to soil 
conditions, the site should be shifted to a desert site on the 
west bank location in south western desert area currently occupied 
by the military. 

15. Southwest Cairo and Giza "Kisms." Trend forecast fringe development in Giza 
"kisms" has been reduced by 50 percent. In addition, higher densities 
are suggested there than those forecast to absorb some of the population 
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from decreased densities in northern "kism" and to account for their 
locational advantages with respect to job opportunities in central 
Cairo and Giza. 

16. 	 The southwestern consolidation or extension area will result as large 
serviced desert areas are opened up for development beyond the 
Pyramids. The area will benefit from constraints on the Giza-Pyramids 
corridor and the growth momentum which already exists. Development in 
this area will also enhance growth potential in the 6th of October 
satellite city. 

17. 	 A short-term low income settlement of 200,000 is proposed north of the 6th of 
October. This population will primarily result from increased access 
to the core area by the new 26th of July extension to the 6th of October, 
job opportunities along the Alexandria road, and constrained development 
in arable fringe areas to the west. Although it is not planned yet,
this area is expected to grow more rapidly than the 6th of October because 
it is closer to industrial areas which have already begun to develop 
alcng the Cairo/Alexandria Desert Road and its proximity to existing
development. It is also expected that this low income settlement will 
serve higher standard development in 6th of October. However, to achieve 
this population, planning of the settlement should aim at providing 
serviced sites for low income developers. 

18. 	 6th of October. Due to the need to create job opportunities, its location, 
and past delays in construction, "he 6th of October is not expected to 
reach its target population of '50,000 by 2000. Based on the initial 
growth rates of 15th of May it will only achieve a population of 80,400 
by the year 2000. However, if a critical mass of population is in place 
of about 50,000 by 1985 it could reach 175,000 by the year 2000 
at a 10 percent annual growth rate. This implies increased industrial 
investment and the provision of serviced sites for development by the 
private sector. Increased access to 6th October by private developers 
may result in even more rapid growth than is shown. However, this 
would requfre rapid industrial growth prior to 1990 to provide an adequate 
employment base. 

19. 	 West Cairo "Kism." Little growth is forecast due to high existing densities 
and the desire to constrain arable land development. To best protect 
arable land west of Agouza, they should be turned into experimental farms 
of the Ministry of Agriculture. 

20. Northwestern Cairo and Giza "Kisms." Northwestern Cairo "kisms" which are 
tied to the existing center are expected to decrease in 
population. However, Imbaba is expected to increase in density 
as constraints are put on it to conserve arable land. Excess fringe
growth is to be reduced by 50 percent which, if possible, should be 
targetted 	to a new settlement area along the Alexandria desert road. 

21. 	 New Satellite City to the Northwest. Due to opportunities for development 
along the Cairo/Alexandriaroad, a new settlement area is recommended to 
capitalize on the attraction between these two cities. However, though 
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the attraction is strong, infrastructure is lacking, as are linkageswith the Delta. However, the construction of new roads to AlexandrLaand the Delta, coupled with a new dual rail line in the area, couldlead to a settlement of 60,000 by the year 2000. Also, as this areaoffers long-term potential for growth, it would be wise to begin
settlement in this area. 

22. Other Urban. In 1976, those urban settlements not included in theagglomeration of Cairo had a population on the order of 119,000. Assumingthat these grow at the rate of the agglomeration, they will attaina population of 287,000 by the year 2000. This growth should occurthrough infill and densifiction to preserve arable land. These small
settlements are shown in Figure 111-4. 

23. Sadat Citv. In Table 111-3, it was suggested that at the current growth ratesof 10th of Ramadan City and Sadat City will reach populations of only83,500 by the year 2000. However, if Sadat City can reach a population of25,000 by the year 1985 and have a sustained growth rate of 10 percentper annum it could reach 100,000 by the year 2000. This will requireattracting migrants from the Delta, displacement of public functions from
Cairo, and significant job creation. 
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* 	 The need to intensely develop the Misr El Kadima/ Helwan corridor on the east 
bank (but protect the western bank from development). 

* 	 The need to shift development from northern fringe areas into the northeastern 
desert areas by providing large serviced sites as an alternative. 

* 	 The need to shift western bank development into the southwestern desert area by
the provision of large serviced sites and the creation of job opportunities. 

* 	 The need to begin development in north western desert areas to provide for long 
term expansion requirements. 

* 	 The need to deconcentrate population and economic activities from the central 
Cairo kisms to outlying areas. Centers should be developed in the northeast, 
Heliopolis/Nasr City, El Obour, southwest consolidation area, and Maadi/Helwan, 
in addition to multiple smaller centers throughout the urlb"r area. 

* 	 Though the new towns and satellite cities are not expected lo reach their year
2000 target populations, an initial base should be established for longer 
term development. 

* 	 Finally, it is essential that most sites currently occupied by the military be 
freed up for urban development. In addition, private and cooperative
developments will need to occur at increased densities and lower 
standards. Also, services should be provided to large areas of desert land for 
development by what is now informal type developers. 

6. 	 Special Considerations 

a. 	 Cairo Industrial Sector 

!n the past, as in the future, the economic base in Cairo Zone will serve as a 
motor for nationol economic development. Its large share and diversified mix of 
economic activities dominates any other zone or region. The concentration of 
manufacturing industries in Cairo can be attributed to the size of its market, the 
ready availability of transportation and supporting services, proximity of other 
firms, the comparative locational odvantage of it with respect to the D-lta and the 
rest of the country, and the wide variety in the city's skill mix.4 

Compared to the national total, Cairo accomnmodates 38 percent of the nation's 
total manufacturing employment, 50 percent of the private manufacturing employment
and about 61 percent of the nation's artisans. By contrast, it has only 20 percent
of public sector manufacturing -- roughly equal to its share of population. More 
than 70 percent of the manufacturing employment in Cairo is in private hands, three 
quarters of which is artisan employment. Thus, small private manufacturing is not 
only cenlered in Cairo, but within the city it is the largest source of industrial 
employment. In 1977, Greater Cairo accommodated 1,251 manufacturing establishments, 
constituting 54.4 percent of the total national establishments and 45.2 percent
of total industrial employment. In addition Cairo accounted for 47.2 percent
of the gross manufacturing output, and 46.2 percent of the total manufacturing

5 wages. 
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TABLE 111-4 

DISTRIBUTION OF CAIRO, GIZA, SHOUBRA EL KHEIMA ACTIVE POPULATION 

BY ECONOMIC SECTORS, 1976 

ACTIVE POPULATION BY SECTOR
 

SHOUBRA 

CAIRO % GIZA 1 % EL KHEIMA % TOTAL % 
SECTORS (000) (000) (000) (000) 

Agriculture 17.4 1.2 21.1 5.7 2.6 2.5 41.1 2.2
 

Mining 5.8 0.4 2.1 0.6 0.5 0.5 8.4 0.4
 

Manufacturing 383.9 26.9 78.3 21.1 49.0 48 511.2 26.9
 

Electricity & Water 15.6 1.1 3.4 0.9 1.1 1.0 20.1 1.1
 

Building & Construction 118.5 8.3 33.7 9.1 8.9 8.7 161.1 8.5
 

Trade 211.2 14.8 52.6 14.1 9.9 9.7 273.7 14.4
 

Finance 29.7 2.1 7.9 2.1 0.8 0.8 38.4 2.0
 

Transportation & Storage 126.3 8.8 28.3 7.6 8.6 8.4 163.2 8.6
 

Services 489.0 34.2 132.6 35.7 17.2 16.8 638.8 33.6
 

All Else 32.3 2.3 11.* 3.2 3.9 3.8 48.0 2.5
 

TOTAL 1,429.7 100.1 371.8 100.1 102.4 100.2 1,904.0 100.2
 

PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL 75.1 19.5 5.4 100.0
 

1 Urban only.
 

SOURCE: CAPMAS, Population Census of 1976.
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TABLE 111-5 
DISTRIBUTION OF MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIAL EMPLOYMENT 

(By Governorate, 1978) 

CAIRO % GIZA % QALYUBIA % 

Food Processing 23,744 11.8 14,230 28.8 5,040 6.1 

robcco 238 0.1 8,373 17.0 - -

Spinning & Weaving 30,517 15.1 8,042 16.3 41,270 49.8 

Ready-Made Clothes 7,018 3.5 24 - - -

Leather & Shoes 5,813 2.9 - - - -

Wood, Cork, Furniture 4,330 2.1 1,057 2.1 578 0.1 

Paper & Paper Products 1,134 0.6 72 0.2 1,363 1.6 

Printing & Publishing 15,040 7.4 45 0.1 - -

Chemicals 12,819 6.3 4,158 9.4 5,946 7.2 

Oil Refinery - - - - 3,368 4.1 

Oil & Coal Products 3,385 1.7 - 204 -

Rubber & Plastic 2,697 1.3 479 1.0 2,501 3.0 

Clay, China, Const. Miterial 14,383 7.1 3,417 6.9 9,929 12.0 

Iron & Steel 22,742 11.3 37 0.1 5,822 7.0 

Metallics 2,362 1.2 - - - -

Metallurgical, Other than 
Machinery 21,687 10.7 3,675 7.4 1,693 2.0 

Non-Elec'rical Machinery 9,715 4.8 2,047 4.1 640 0.1 

Electrical Machinery 6,578 3.3 2,638 5.3 4,513 5.4 

Transportation Equipment 15,452 7.6 1,060 2.1 - -

Fine & Scientific Equipment 304 0.2 52 0.1 -

Miscellaneous 1,928 1.0 - - - -

TOTAL Processing Industries 201,886 - 49,406 - 82,867 -

Mining, Quarrying 189 - - - 1,575 -

Oil Extraction - - - - - -

TOTAL 202,075 100.0 49,406 99.9 82,867 
GRAND 

98.4 TOTAL = 334,348 

SOURCE: 
 Employment figures are complled from the Statistical Indicators of the Planning Regions,
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Active Population -- 1976 

In Table 111-4, the 1976 dstribution of active population by sector for Cciro 
Governorate, Giza Govet norate (urban), and Shoubra El Kheima is presented. The 
large active population in Cairo accounts for about 75 percent of the total 
active population; followed by Ciza, 20 percent; and Shoubra El Kheima, 5 
percent. As a consequence, sector totals for the three areas as a whole are 
generally influenced by those of the Cairo Governorate. 

The most dominant sectors for all three areas are: Manufacturing, 26.9 percent; 
Trade, 14.4 percent; and Services, 33.6 percent of the total active 
population. In Giza and Shoubra El Kheirna, 21.2 and 48 percent, respectively, 
of the active population is in the manufacturing sector. 

Manufacturing Employment, Distribution, and Value Added 

In Table 111-5 the distribution of manufacturing employment in 1978 for the 
Governorates of Cairo, Giza, and Qalyubia is presented for firms of greater 
than 25 employees. 

It is noteworthy that the Cairo Governorate accounted for 60.4 percent of the 
total manufacturing employment in the three governorates followed by Qalyubia, 
24.8 percent and Giza, 14.8 percent. 

As the table indicates, Cairo Governorate has the most diversified industrial 
employment mix followed by the Governorates of Giza and Qalyubia, 
respectively. The most dominant shares of industrial employment in Cairo were 
food processing, spinning and weaving, iron and steel, and metallurgical 
industries. In Giza, the most dominant sectors of industrial employment included 
food processing followed by tobacco and spinning and weaving. In Qalyubia, on 
the other hand, spinning and weaving is, by far, most dominant followed by 
clay, china, and construction materials. 

According to the census data for 1960 and 19706, Giza Governorate's share of 
industrial employment has been on the increase while that of Qalyubia has 
stabilized and Cairo's share has decreased. (Table 111-6) 

TABLE 111-6 

SHARES OF MANUFACTURING EMPLOYMENT IN GREATER CAIRO 

GOVERNORATE SHARES OF MANUFACTURING EMPLOYMENT 
1960 1976 

Cairo 73.3 % 64.1 % 
Giza 13.8 ', 18.6 % 
Qalyubia 12.9 % 13.1 % 

Source: CAPMAS, Ministry of Planning. Census of 1960 and 1976. 
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However, during this period Cairo Governorate's manufacturing employmentincreased by about 89 percent in absolute terms from about 203,400 jobs to
383,800 jobs. 

Table 111-7 shows the 1976 distribution of employment and value-added in theCairo Governorate for private and public sector industries. 6 In the publicsector, engineering machinery, metallurgical and textile industries account forthe largest shares of employment, On the other hand, while the amount ofvalue-added is greatest for the former two, non-metallics and chemicals precede
textiles. In terms of value-added per worker, non-metallics, chemicals, and!eather industries are the highest, followed textiles andby engineering
machinery. 

With respect to the private sector employment, paper and printing, food
processing and textiles have the largest percentage of employment. In terms ofvalue-added, paper and printing food processing, and chemicals rankhighest. While in terms of value-added per worker, chemicals, paper andprinting, leather, engineering machinery, and oil rank highest. 

Over all, the public sector industries account for nearly 80 percent of theemployment in the manufacturing sector and 84 percent of the value-added: thus,the value-added per worker is also higher than in ie private sector: (488 vs.354). Further, the public sector employment, value-added, and /'alue-added perworker dominates the private sector with the exception of chemicals. 

Industrial Mix and Spcial Location 

The large variety of industries situated in the Cairo Zone is mainly due to itsadvantageous location vis-a-vis market and raw materials in Southern and
Northern Upper Egypt, the relatively high standard of infrastructure,
the concentration of of diverse skilled nnd semi-skilled labor and thepresence of other firms. Generally industries in the Cairo Zone canbe divided into the following categories and location: 

- Basic consumer industries such as clothes, leather and shoes, and wood
and furniture mostly situated within Cairo. 

- Basic intermediate industries, such as printing and publishing, basic
iron and steel products in Helwan and Massara; construction material
such as glass in Cairo; cement and gypsum in Helwan, Tura and Tebbin,
and red brick and metallic industries in Nasr City. 

- Basic capital goods industries such as electric and non-electric
machinery, transport equipment such as vehicles, and carwagons
assembly in Wadi Hof. 

- Consumer-oriented industries mainly situated in the center of 
Cairo. 

In 1976 Greater Cairo's share of consumer goods industries accounted for about144,575 jobs or 35 percent of the national total. Its industries in thiscategory primarily included ready-made clothes and tobocco; most spinning andweaving and agro-based industries are located in the Delta and Alexandria. 
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TABLE 111-7
 

CAIRO MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES:
 

EMPLOYMENT AND VALUE-ADDED
 

INDUSTRY 

A. PUBLIC SECTOR
 

Food Processing 


Textiles 


Leather 


Wood & Furniture 


Paper & Printing 


Chemicals 


Oil 


Non-Metallics 


Metallurgical 


Engineering Machinery 


TOTAL 


PERCENT OF TOTAL 


B. PRIVATE SECTOR
 

Food Processing 


Textiles 


Leather 


Wood & Furniture 


Paper & Printing 


Chemlcals 


Oil 


Non-Metallics 


Metallurgical 


Engineering Machinery 


TOTAL 


PERCENT OF TOTAL 


EMPLOYMENT 

(WCRKERS) % 

11,760 


26,117 


1,375 


2,228 


636 


11,733 


6,469 


10,177 


32,320 


46,473 


149,348 


79.6 


6,902 


809 


980 


1,306 


11,671 


2,065 


653 


2,320 


426 


5,216 


38,348 


20.4 


7.9 


17.5 


0.9 


1.5 


0.5 


7.9 


4.3 


6.8 


21.6 


31.1 


100.0 


18.0 


17.8 


2.6 


3.4 


30.4 


5.4 


1.7 


6.0 


1.1 


13.6 


100.0 


VALUE 

(L.E. 

6,046 


7,688 


781 


486 


146 


9,796 


2,804 


9,180 


11,928 


24,060 


72,915 


84.3
 

1,839 


1,385 


408 


207 


5,563 


1,815 


196 


455 


124 


1,576 


13,568 


15.7
 

ADDED 

'00s) % 

8.3 


10.5 


1.1 


0.7 


M2 


13.4 


3.8 


12.6 


16.4 


33.0 


100.0 


13.6 


10.2 


3.0 


1.5 


41.0 


13.4 


1.4 


3.4 


0.9 


11.6 


100.0 


VALUE ADDED
 

PER WORKER
 

514
 

294
 

568
 

218
 

210
 

835
 

433
 

902
 

369
 

518
 

488
 

266
 

203
 

416
 

158
 

477
 

879
 

300
 

196
 

291
 

302
 

354
 

NOTE: Data covers establishments employing 25 or more workers.
 

SOURCE: CAPMAS, Census for Industrial Production, Second Quarter of 1977.
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Basic intermediate industries in Greater Cairo account for about 145,230 jobs or 
67 percent of the national total. Furthermore, there is a high concentration of
basic capital goods industries which accounts for about 42,850 jobs, 75 percent
of the national total. 

In general, the consumer oriented industries are found to be heavily concentrated 
in the city core while most of the intermediate and capital goods industries are 
located primarily to the south of Mandi, Massara and Helwan. More than 70 
percent of the manufacturinq employing more than 25 workers in Cairo is private,
of which three-fourths is artisanal. These activities are concentrated in the 
core area and are th " largest source of industrial emplovnent. 7 

In Giza, industries are primarily capital intensive, It is in an advantageous
location as an agricultural governorate with easy access to Cairo's market,
infrastructure and diverse services. Thus, as noted previously, Giza's 
industrial employment in firms employing 25 workers or more has increased by 174 
percent between 1960 and 1976. 

Qalyubia shares many of the advantages of Giza vis-a-vis Cairo including a strong
infrastructure base between Cairo, the Delta, and Alexandria. Though textiles 
account for about half of the employment, another third is in intermediate goods
production such as iron and steel, and petroleum. 

The clustering of manufacturing industries in a few sites enhances productivity,
permits the transition of technology, reduces transportation costs, and increases 
social returns on investment. 

Within the Greater Cairo Zone, industries are relatively specialized and 
concentrated by sector. These include: 

CAIRO GOVERNORATE 

Core Area 	 Consumer industrics such as clothing, leather 
and shoes, wood and furniture, construction 
malerials. 

Helwan Basic intermediate goods such as iron and steel, 
Massara cement, construction materials. 

Tura and Tebbin Metal industries sch(as vehicles, walon and car 
Wadi Hof assembly. 

Na'ir City 	 Construction maferials. 

GIZA GOVERNORATE 

Giza Center Tobacco. 

Sakkiet Meki Chemicals, construclion materials, metals. 

Giza South Food processirg (stngar refinery, confec
t ionar ies). 
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GIZA GOVERNORATE 

(Cont inued) 

Imbaba Textiles and chemicals. 

Alexandria Desert Rd. Equipment and maintenance. 

OALYUBIA 

Shoubra El Kheima Textiles, basic metals. 

Mostorod Food processing and construction materials, 
rubber and plastics. 

Abu Zaabal Chemicals. 

Ismailia Road Food processing and chemicals. 

Alexandria Agricultural Textiles and wood industries. 
Road 

0 Industrial Investment 

Generally industrial investment planning in Egypt has favored Cairo and 
Alexandria. However, since 1975 Cairo's planned share of national industrial 
investment has been steadily decreasing: 50 percent, 1975; 45.4 percent, 1980; 
and 31.2 percent, 1980-84 (excluding new cities). 

The 1980-84 industrial investment plan for Cairo, Qalyubia, and Giza is presented 
in Table 111-8. Not unlike past trends, most of the investment in food 
processing is planned for Giza; spinning and weaving and chemicals in Qalyubia, 
and basic metals and metal products, chemicals and engineering equipment for 
Cairo. 

In addition, according to the plan, the Cairo Governorate would receive 72.8 
percent of the total investment to the three governorates; the remainder being 
divided about equally between Giza and Qalyubia. Most of the planned allocated 
investment in Cairo Zone was provided to complete projects started before 
1980. Out of a total of 115 projects to be financed, 77 projects were actually 
under way, and 38 projects are entirely new. Twenty-nine of these new projects 
are expected to be built on agricultural land. 

The distribution of investment within Greater Cairo according to the 1980-84 plan 
is illustrated in Figure 111-6, The importance in absolute terms of investment 
to the south (Helwan, El Tebbin, Wadi Htof) is striking. Though the investment is 
relatively well distributed locationally in the region, the Giza corridor, 
north and south will obtain sizeable shares of total investment. Also, though 
most of the ;nvestment is allocated to rehabilitation and expansion of 
existing industries, NUPS assessments indicate that aLout 74 percent of 
planned investment and 92 percent of allocated investment (to 1979) will 
or did take place on arable ,and.P 
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TABLE 111-8
 

PLANNED INDUSTRIAL INVESTMENTS IN CAIRO, GIZA, AND QALYUBIA, 1980-1984
 

TYPE OF INDUSTRY GIZA QALYUBIA CAIRO TOTAL 
(L.E.'000) % (L.E.00) % (L.E.1O00) % (L.E. '000) % 

Food Processing 194,854 74.0 17,569 6.6 10,511 0.7 222,934 11.4 

Spinning & Weaving 32,609 12.4 
 109,445 41.1 69,689 4.9 
 211,744 10.9
 

Chemicals 1,561 
 0.6 74,399 28.0 151,854 10.7 227,814 11.7
 

Basic Metals 
 - - - 484,897 34.2 484,897 24.9
 

Metal Products 
 -
 - 33,112 12.4 131,835 9.3 164,947 8.5
 

Electricity 23,829 
 9.1 - - 14,686 1.0 38,515 1.9
 
& Electronics
 

Engineering Equipment 10,365 
 3.9 31,781 11.9 556,696 39.2 598,842 30.7
 

TOTAL 263,218 100.0 266,307 100.0 
 1,420,168 100.0 1,949,693 100.0
 

SHARE OF TOTAL 13.5 13.7 72.8 
 100.0
 

SOURCE: Ministry of 
Industry, General Organization for Industrialization, Spatial Allocations of
 
the 1980-84 Industrial Investments, Cairo, October 1980.
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0 Conclusions 

The shifting of industrial employment to Giza, and planned patterns of industrial 
investment to Giza, Oaiyubia, and north and south Cairo generally follows past 
investment trends and will lead to further loss of arable land. 

The diversity u* industry in Cairo and concentration of specialized industry in 
various parts of the Cairo Region provide opportunities for economies of scale 
and external economies which are attractive to investors and are potentially 
advantageous for the economy as a whole., 

The vitality of the private manufacturing and small-scale industrial sectors in 
Cairo demonstrates the powerful influence of Cairo as a market, the relative 
profitability of Cairo, and the possibility of expanding industrial and related 
service industries as Cairo grows. Facilitation of such growth in sites selected 
by the Government could have a strong positive influence on private sector 
investment and reduce requirements for public financing of industry. 

With respect to future industrial location within the Cairo Zone, NUPS has 
concluded that industriul investment in arable areas should be significantly 
reduced. Rather, deconcentrated investment to support the new communities, 
satellite cities, and urban extensions is needed. However, given the high level 
of employment and expected investment in the Helwan area, arable land on the east 
bank of the Nile will be urbanized. Rather, protection of arable land should 
occur on the west bank of the Nile and to the north of Cairo. 

Potential sites for deconcentrated population and industry in the Cairo Zone have 
been indicated by the Cairo Concept Plan. Though more analysis is required, 
current emr-.oyment and investment trends would indicale the following suggested 
general location by industry types: 

INDUSTRY NON-ARABLE LOCATION 

Textiles Northeast, Northwest 

Chemicals & Plastics Northeast, South (Helwan) 

Basic Metals Northeast, Northwest, South 

Consumer Industries East, Southwest 

Construction Materials Northeast, East, Northwest, South 

Metal Goods Production East, Northeast, South 

Food Processing Northeast, Northwest, Southwest 

Electric Machinery Northeast, Northwest, Southwest, East 
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b. Infrastructure in Cairo 

Due to a need to expand Cairo's water supply network to satisfy current and 
future demand, a waterworks master plan was carried out in 1978 to meet immediate 
improvement requirenents for 1982 and a long term program to the year 2000. The 
plans aim at n population of 9.65 million in 1982 and 16 million in the year 2000 of 
which 8.2 and 13.7 million respectively, is expected to be urban. 

In 1976, the average water consumption per capita for Cairo, Giza, and Helwan 
systems was on the order of 232 I/c/d of which domestic use accounted for 135 I/c/d 
or 59 percent of consumption. However, the levels of consumption varied widely 
depending upon the residential areas served: some areas such as Nasr City and 
Heliopolis received 400 I/c/d while low income high density areas received 100 I/c/d 
or less. 

The waterworks master plan aims at correctirq current deficiencies and adding 
sufficient capacity to provide connections to 98 percent of households by the year
2000. In addition, overall v ter consumption is expected to increase to 584 I/c/d 
for the Cairo, Giza, and Helwan systems of which 390 I/c/d or 75 percent is for 
domestic purposes. Due to the projected size of Greater Cairo, and the complexity of 
the system, NUPS intra-urban infrastructure estimates have used the standards and 
costs oi the master plan. 

The existing sewerage network is incapable of accommodating present waste 
requirements and suffers from leakage in numerous locations about the city.
As was done for water supply, a wastewater master plan was prepared
in 1978 in order to begin rehabilitation and expansion of the existing 
system and plan for expansion to the year 2000. 

Population projections for the year 2000 by the Greater Cairo Wustewater Master 
Plan of 17 million are higher than the Waterworks Muster Plan estimates 
but coincide with those of NUPS. The wastewater and waterworks master 
plans, however, also have slightly different project boundaries. 

In 1976, the ratio of water supply to sewage flows was on the order of 1.38 for 
overall consumption and 1.0 for domestic use. On the other hand, the overall ratio 
is expected to drop to 1.25 by 1982 and 1.2 by the year 2000. About 410 I/c/d of 
sewage outflows are expected by the year 2000. NUPS has used these standards for 
estimating future investment requirements. As is pointed out Appendix V-A., there 
are apparently consid- -able economies of scale in both the Greater Cairo Water and 
Wastewater Master Plans. For example, though the standards are higher -- per capita 
costs are lower or similar to those of several of the New Town projects where 
complete new systems are being added. 

As pointed out in the Cairo Concept Plan, both master plans are based on 
population trend projections which would tend to favor development in arable fringe 
areas particularly to the north. (Figure 111-2) The NUPS Preferred Strategy 
suggests that future networks be used to help orient development to desired growth 
areas in the northeast, east, south, and southwest. (Figures 111-4 and 111-5) 

Greater Cairo's public transport system consists of public buses, trolley buses 
and tran services operated by the Cairo Transport Authority, suburban trains 
operated by ihe Heliopolis Metro Compmny and suburban trains operated by 
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the Egyptian State Railways. These public transport facilities are complemented
by privately owned fleets of taxis, private bus fleets operated by large
companies and fleets of touris, buses. Table 111-9 gives the composition of the 
public transport fleet as of 1978. 

All three transport authorities operate at substantial losses due to the low 
fares charged to passengers. In the Heliopolis Metro Company, these losses are made 
up by land sales of the Heliopolis Land Development Agency. The other two public 
transport systems rely on subsidies from the Government ro make up their losses. As 
a result, cash flow difficulties make adequate mainte-nance difficult and, as is shown 
above, large portions of the fleet are non-operational. 

The NUPS cost estimates for intra-urbcn transport are based on two standards for 
Greater Cairo transport. The first assumes that the present standard of public buses 
of about 3 buses/10,000 population will be maintained, but that the plans for 
construction of a subway and regional corrvnuter roads will be implemented at funding
levels suggested by the plans for the first nhase of the subway. The second estimate 
assumes that since 77 percent of Greater Cairo public transport del land is now met by
bus service, that this service will be expanded to o standard of 5 buses! 10,000 by
1990 and after that to 10 buses/10,000. Both of these prograns are discussed in more 
detail in the technical appendix to Chapter V. For such a progran to be effective, 
the future routing of the bus system would have to be rotiunalized so that average
speeds could be increased on the main comluter routes possibly through the 
establishment of bus priority routes. 

A third alternative which is not included in the NUPS intra-urban infrastructure 
cost estimates for Greater Cairo but which is discussed in Appendix V-A would 
be to construct the first stage of the underground (including electrification of the 
El Marg line for futire extension to El Ohour as proposed) and to rely on a 
combination of expanded surface rail trains and buses for other routes. This would 
represent an intermediate solution to Greater Cairo transit problems in that it would 
have lower costs than the fully developed underground. However, to be effective 
existing and future tram and bus routes would have to be studied so that priority 
routes could he established for both, on which higher speeds could be maintained to 
improve serv/ es on high density routes. 

As suggested by .l1)PS Concept Plan for Greater Cairo, full development of 
the underground as it is now envisioned would resuli in further fringe growth
in arahle land areas and increased densities in the heavily populated
northern and northwestern k'rnm P of Greater Cairo. Further, as currently
planned, the system wou ld probably not encourage east-west growth of 
Cairo hut rather reinforce existing north-south trends. N)PS would 
recommend that t)ublic transit systems (and if necessary, underground
systetns) he used tn guide development into desired desert growth areas. 
Where such systems rnust pass through arable land areas (such as any
extensions of the [l Marg line to serve Fl Obour), access to these systems should be 
iirnited areas where the least negative development pressure on arable land would be 
crerited. However in all cases, before determining routes, and for that matter p!ublic
transit modes, careful benefit/cost analysis should be made to determine the cost 
effectiveness of one (lter natiye over another. 

According to the Telecorrvnunications Sector Study, Cairo was planned to have about 
3.1 telephone lines per 100 population by 1980 or roughly 243,000 lines. Under the 
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TABLE 111-9 

GREATER CAIRO'S PUBLIC TRANSPORT FLEET, 1978 

VEHICLES PERCENT OF FLEET PASSENGERS/DAY 
OPERATED OPERATED INDICATIVE 

DAILY DAILY SERVICE LEVEL 
VEHICLE TYPE FLEET SIZE M%) (000's) 

I. 	 Cairo Transport
 

Author Ity
 

Buses 2,938 1,230 42 3,29i
 

Trolley Buses 100 
 73 73 
 113
 

Trams 2 
409 123 30 
 391
 

TOTALS 3,447 1,426 41 3,804
 

II. 	Heliopolis Metro
 

Company
 

Trams2 	
221 N.A. N.A. 108
 

II. 	Egyptian State Railways:
 

Helwan - Bab El Louk Line
 

Throe Car
 
Train Sets 3 22 18 82 230
 

Actual Fleet 	 50 22 44 
 -


.v. 
'gyptlin State Railways:
 

Ramses - El Marg Line
 

3 and 5 Coach
 
Diesel Trains 4 

182/dally N.A. N.A. 
 120
 

Bus 	totals do not 
include 400 ward buses which were not commissioned at the time of the
 

study.
 

2 	 Trams consist of 2-car 
sets for the Cairo Transport Authority and 3-car sets for
 

the Hellopolis Metro Company.
 

The 	actual fleet In 1978 consisted of 50 trains, however, only 22 of those 
were opera
tional. In 1980, funding was allocated for the purchase of 50 new trains, the
 
line operated 18 trains and kept 4 spare train sets.
 

4 	 Ridership on the trains In 1978 was roughly 817 passengers per train for the 3-car sets 
and 1,341 passengers per train for the 5 car trains. In mid 1980, 37 new diesel loco
motives and 130 passonger cars wore added to the line. 

SOURCE: Ronald F. Kirby. 
 Public Transport In Cairo, Report on World Bank MIsclon to Cairo, 
October 30 - November 17, 1978, The Urban Institute, March, 1979. 
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NUPS high estimate of telecommunications investment requirements for the year 2000, 
3.5 million lines would be provided; requiring an investment of L.E. 10.3 billion 
between 1985-2000. However, improvements in technology and modified pricing 
structure could result in reduced demand. Thus, for an investment of L.E. 5.6 
billion a standard of 11.7 lines per 100 population roighl b achieved. 

Like Alexandria, Cairo is served by one of the seven electrical distribution 
companies in Egypt. In 1979, the last year for which disaggregated data were 
available, Cairo received about 34.7 percent of the total power generated in Egypt. 
About 53 percent of Cairo's energy requirements were generated by hydro electric 
power while the remainder w-is produced thermally. Until 1987, most of Cairo's 
increase in demand will be covered by the production of a new thermal plant in 
Shoubra El Kheim. However, after that time, the introduction of nuclear cod/or the 
addition of moie thermal plants will be required. Details of the projections of 
electrical power are shown in Chapter VI. 

C. Alexandria Future Metropolitan Development 

I. Introduction 

In the view of the National Urban Policy Study, the Alexandria Zone has the most 
potential of any urban region in the settlement system to compete for urban migrants 
with the Cairo Zone, and inereby, of reducing polarization of the latter. Thus, it 
is recommended thut the Alexandria Zone receive increased industrial and 
infrastructure investment to encourage its growth. 

Of all the urban centers outside of Cairo, Alexandria has the most diversified 
mix of economic activities, strong locational advantages and a substantial share, 
21.8 percent, of national employment in industry. Thus, it is expected that its local 
economy will respond to investment stimulation and generate additional jobs at a 
lower cost than other smaller urban centers. 

According to estimates by the Study Team, the Alexandria Zone should be induced 
to accommodate a population on the order of 5-5.5 million inhabitants by the year
2000 (an average annual growth rate -,f 3.66 percent between 1985-2000). By 
contrast, the Alexandria Zone's trend population in year 2000 and rate of growth
would be 4.6 million and 2.84 percent per annum, respectively. 

In order to achieve the population growth desied during the planning period, 
order of mugnitude estimates for required industriai and infrastructure investment 
were made as presented in Table Il1-10. The projected investment costs were made 
at five year intervals to reflect differences in costs per job nnd to take into 
account the substantial upgrading of existing industry and in[frastructure which 
will be required during the initial periods. 

This represents approximately 21 percent of the total cost of the Preferred 
Strategy. The Alexandria Zone is expected to accommodate about 15 percent of the 
total urban population and 20 percent of the increase in population during the 
planning period (1986-2000). 
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TABLE 111-10 

ALEXANDRIA ZONE 

SUMMARY OF POPULATION GROWTH AND INVESTMENT REQUIREMENTS 

POPULATION 
 INVESTMENT 
 PER CAPITA INVESTMENT 1
 

(000's) (L.E. MILLIONS) (L.E./CAPITA)
 
1985 1990 1995 20001 1985-1990 1991-1995 1996-2000 1985-20001 1985-1990 1991-1995 1996-2000 .985-2000
 

3042 3720 4532 5500
 

A. Direct Investment (industry) 1,538 2,409 4,296 
 8,243 413.4 531.6 781.1 
 1,498.7
 

B. Intra-Urban Infrastructure 2,422.4 2,104.0 2,363.1 6,889.5 
 651.2 464.2 429.7 1,252.6
 
(Estimate I)
 

C. Intra-Urban Infrastructure 1,780.7 2,027.0 2,354.7 6,162.4 478.7 
 447.3 428.1 1,120.4
 
(Estimate II)
 

0. TOTAL (A + B) 
 3,960.4 4,513 6,659.1 15,132.5 1,064.6 995.8 1,210.8 2,751.3
 

E. TOTAL (A + C) 
 3,318.7 4,436 6,650.7 14,405.4 892.1 978.9 1,209.2 2,619.1
 

1 Based on end period populations.
 

SOURCE: NUPS Projections
 



2. 	 Principal Findings Regarding the Existing Situation and Current Trends 

Physical development issues and opportunities associated with future urban growth
during the planning period were assessed during the course of the study and a 
"Special Report: Alexandria Concept Plan" was produced. The principal findings of
the report are sunymurized below. In general terms, it was found that 	a coordinated 
or metropolitan effort is required to define and control future directions of urban 
growth to avoid excessive loss of old cultivated lands, and to cope with competing
interests for expansion of industry, housing, tourism and land reclamation 
projects. 

a. 	 Directional Growth 

In Figure 111-7, a directional population growth diagram for 1976 (dark shade)
and 2000 (light shade) based on current trends is presented. The diagran illustrates 
cumulative ki..rm or sub-k-r,'m population by directional axis using the kism of 
Attarine as centroid. Until 1976, the major axes of development have been as 
follows: 

* 	 Northeast: Coastal development in the kisrns of Bab Sharky, Sidi Gaber, Ramleh, 
and Montazah. 

" 	 East: Inland arable land development in the kism.s of Sidi C(c:er, Ramleh and 
Montozah. 

* 	 South East: Central fringe development in reclaimed areas from Lake Maryout in 
the ki.srm of Moharram Bey. 

" 	 South and Southwestern: Substantial growth also occurred to the south through
densificaton an] infill in the central core area of Karmouz and ir the 
southwestern coastal kisn.s of Minet El Basal and Dekheila. Giowth 
to the west (the Ras FI Tin peninsula) has occurred at a low level for some time 
due to its saturation. 

Directional growth pressures for the year 2000, based on trend forecasts,
indicate reinforcement of major growth axes to the northeast and east, reduction to
the southeast (du, to the presence of Government reclamation efforts), enhanced 
growth to the south (due to expansion in Ameriyah), and limited growth to the west 
(because of resort development beyond Agamy). 

b. 	 Description of Development Trends 

West to east urban expansion from the old port to Abu Kir is nearly
complete. Thus, substantial inland development in the eastern kisms of Sidi 
GaberRamleh, and Montazah is occurrjg. 

A comparison of 1978 aerial photographs and visual irpressions from site visits 
indicates substantial loss of old cultivated land, although it was not possible to

make an exact estimate. Western development for the purposes of industrial related
 
activities or permanent housing is blocked by existing 
or planned resort development
beyond Agamy. As a consequence, industrial and residential development is occuring

along and south of 
 Lake Maryout in the desert district of Ameriyah. Growth 
there, made feasible by the Alexandria desert road, however, is occuring in an 
unplanned fashion and will eventually be hemmed in by Government agricultural land 
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reclarnation efforts. Significant growth is also occurring in proximity to Kafr F1l 
Dawar along the Cairo/Alexandria agricultural road. Growth there has been 
stimulated by strong locational advantages, transportation linkages, and heavy 
industrial investment within the Beheira Governorate. 

3. Development Issues 

In assessing current and post development trends in the Alexandria Zone, several 
development issues were identified which require attention. These include: 

a. Current governorate boundaries and administrative procedures do not lend 
themselves to proper _plnning and administration oF the zone. 

Due to Alexandria's influence on urban growth outside its governorate boundaries 
(i.e. in Beheira and Matruh), a need exists for coordinated or unified metropolitan
planning and manage-:nt. Whether this can be achieved by the planning region still 
needs io be resolved. 

b. Land use requirenents for industry, housing, tourism and agricultural
reclamation projects were often found to functionally conflict and compete for 
available expansion opportunities. 

A clear definition of the various land use priorities and requirements must be 
established and functional conflicts among uses due to locational choices minimized. 
Clear policy objectives reciarding economic and physical growth policy and lengthening 
of the planning horizon will assist in this regard. 

c. Urban expansion requirements for the year 2000 cannot be entirely satisfied 
in ,ion-arable areas; a choice must be made between the loss of old cultivated land 
and newly reclaimed areas. 

As maximum feasible growth in outer non-arable areas is not judged to be adequate 
to halt growth in arable areas, it is suggested that newly reclaimed fringe areas 
(i.e., Moharrain Bey) which are less fertile and productive than the ol8 cultivated 
lands be urbanized as an alternative. 

Reclaination of L,'4 e Maryout for urban purposes has been proposed as an 
alternative to urban expansion on low productivity reclaimed land by the 
Alexandria Wastewater Master Plan. However, NUPS does not recornnend this 
approach because of the importance of the lake as a source of food (see item 
"e" below), and because the lake is a unique feature in Alexandria's urban 
environment which can be used to regulate urban growth. It also could provide 
alternative sources of recreation and attractive residential areas could be 
constructed around the lake (i.e., near the hydrodome). Nevertheless, if 
reclamation of all or portions of Lake Maryouit is contemplated, a cost benefit 
analysis should be conducted which would weigh the additional costs of filling
the lake, the loss of food and potential tourism/recreational activity against
the benefits of maintaining low productivity newly reclaimed agricultural land. 

d. An assessnent of the net benefit of tourism in the Alexandria Governorate 
needs to be undertaken as it appears to ilmpose an inordinutely hi h burden on the 
local population and may limit future development oppor tunities. 
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A cost benefit analysis is required to determine whether tourism should continue 
to receive high priority vis-a-vis other economic and residential functions. 
However, it is likely that it he better towould encourage beach tourisT on thenorthwest coast while in-governorate tourism :eceives less encouragement. Port Said
should also he (,encoraqed to absorb a shure of Alexandria's urban-heach tourism. 
However, since the scale of seasonal tourism in Alexandria will remain important inthe plannina period, complementary urban functions to fill service gaps during the
"off season" such as congresses, research activities, and winter shouldsports be
promoted. In addition, the net costs of tourism to the city should he carried by the
seasonal population. This does not appear to be the case at the present time. 

e. Alexandria's most proximate and productive sources of food sIpp ding
 

the mnarine en*-ne frswtrlks n qutrl laad(re being je par i zedby current develioprnent trends and characteristics. 

PC "ution, urbanization, and loss of productive areas of food supply need to be
brought under control. A thorough environmental, economic, and social assessment of
food supply sources also needs to be curried out. Protection of these areas requires
strict enforcement of existing laws and severe penalties for violators. However,
alternative development sites for housing, industry, and other urban uses need to be 
identified. If losses must realistically occur, it should he in the least productiveof these areas. Reclamation of freshwater lakes should only be undertaken if thereclaimed areas will denonstrably be a more efficient form of food supply. 

f. Informal housinq -needs to be brought onder control and channelled into more
desirable locations. 

Informal housing in Alexandria is causing substantial loss of arable land in ihe
southeast and east. Furthermore, informal areas have and will prove more difficult
and costly to service due to their irregularity of development. Hence, alternative
sites for informal-type settlements need to be identified (i.e., in Arneriyah,
Moharram Bey, or Idklu) and a means created to channel its development in a more
efficient and coherent fashion. Appropriate development standards and building
regulations are required to meet low income affordability criteria. (See NUPS 
suggested standards, Chapter V). 

g. Transportation and infrastructure projects and investments need to be
assessed not only in terms of future demand but also with respect to their .potential
for develpIent attraction and core concentration. 

Development along the Cairo/Alexandria agricultural and desert roads are
examples of development of this kind. In the case of thle former, significant losses
of agricultural lands between Alexandria and Kafr EI Dawar have occurred. Plans for
introduction or substantial upgrading of these services should be weighed in terms of
their likely development impacts. Care should also be taken to promote coredeconcentration by avoiding unnecessary access to tht core area by traffic not
destined to serve essential core activities. When possible, allernative routes
and infrastructure be to assist inshould devised inducing development in desired
locations. (Alexandria Conce-pt Plan, Figures 111-8 and 111-9). 
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4. 	 Objectives for Future Urban Development 

On the basis of these findings the following objectives for a future development
strategy for Alexandria were developed: 

" 	 Need to preserve and protect high productivity arable land and other sources of
food supply. 

" 	 Need for an efficient utilization of development resources and to maximize cost 
recovery for services rendered. 

* Need for efficient governance; planning, development control, and 
management. 

" 	 Need for improved cooraination of national, regional, and local investment 
decisions and programs. 

" 	 Need to upgrade the quality of life and environment in both exisTing and proposed
developments. 

* 	 Need to promote a development strategy which facilitates deconcentration of the 
core area.
 

5. Strategy for Future Urban Development 

Ar, overall development strategy for the Alexandria Zone must consider growthdynamics in parts of the Beheira and Matruh Governorate as well as AlexandriaGovernorate. It must also take into account development trends regarding infill and
fringe development as well as outlying "growth" areas. 

The recommended strategy for future urban development within theAlexandria Zone favors deconcentration of the future growth of the core area throughthe development of secondary and tertiary sub-centers. This strategy will alsoresult in a net reduction of core area population (o core area year 2000 populationof 	 872,000 vs. 	 a 1976 population of 1,000,000) and the encouragement ofthe relocation of core area activities which can be feasibly moved to otherareas. However, due to the momentum of current trends, substantial infilland fringe expansion will also be necessary. Furthermore, in additionto planned urban growth, adverse development trends (i.e., resulting inthe loss of high-productivity arable land) should be halted or their effectsminimized. The basic elements of the proposed strategy include: 

a. Core deconcentration to Ameriyah, Moharrcgi, Bey, ldku, and New AmeriyahCity. 

These places can absorb a considerable portion of expected growth, but not all.Growth at feasible rates reveals that these areas will accommodate about 66 percentof the expected increase in population. New Ameriyah City, furthermore, is expectedto have the least impact in accommodating the future urban growth due to itslocation (i.e., 40 kilometers from Alexandria) and lack of an initial population 
mass. 
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b. Frinqe development in Dekheila (Aqamy) and Moharram Bey will be required 
to meet growth requirements during the planning period. This will require a 
reassessment of Agamy's role as a resort area and the loss of newly reclaimed arable 
land in Moharram Bey. Both areas offer distinct locational advantages for future 
growth. Somhe fringe growth will also inevitably occur in the more productive arable 
areas of Sidi Gaber, Farnleh and Montazah, but this should be kept to a minimum. The 
proposed development of Sadat City in Montazah, for example, should be 
abandoned.
 

c. Infill and vertical development within urban boundaries should be encouraged 
in the urbanizing kisms of Bob Sharky, Sidi Gaber, Ramleh, and Montazah. Fully 
urbanized more central kisms, on the other hand, should generally be decreased in 
density. (Table Il1-11) 

d. Upgrading of Existing Settlement Areas with Inadequate Levels of 
Services. 

Many of Alexandria's central kisms as well as informal areas such as those 
along the Mahmudiya Canal and near the port area, need to be substantially upgradel 
with higher levels of infrastracture and social services. The ongoing programs for 
water and sanitation will partially cover these deficits. However, specific programs 
aimed at these areas also called for in NUPS infrastructure investment costs allow 
for improvement of these areas. 

e. Protection of arable lands topsoil and restricted desert areas shou!d -
carried out through strict enforcement of laws, demolition, and severe 
penalties. However, alternative sites should be made accessible for urban 
development, since control will not work without alternatives. Other mean, of 
protection include the introduction of restrictive or dual land uses which permit a 
large share of the lands to remain cultivated, ns well as the purchase of 
development rights by the government. Transportation entranceways which cause 
development attraction should not be increased in capacity if alternative routes can 
be found. 

f. Transportation networks industrial investment, and infrastructure services 
should be used as tools to induce development in desired growth areas. An example of 
development attraction is that caused in Ameriyah by the Alexandria desert 
road. 

6. Distribution of Urban Population in the Zone 

Based on the proposed development strategy described above, an indicative future 
distribution of population for the year 2000 was developed. The distribution 
represents a mixed strategy of growth options including densification of 
central kisms, urban extension and infill, outlying satellite cities as well as 
possible expansion of other urban areas (ldku) in the Zone. 

The suggested distribution is primarily a variant of that proposed in the 
Alexandria Concept Plan. Certain modifications have been made Yor the purpose of 
clarity and to increase the population to the level of the preferred strategy (i.e., 
5.5 million inhabitants). 
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TABLE I11-11 

DISTRIBUTION OF POPULATION IN THE ALEXANDRIA ZONE, 1976-2000 

WASTEWATER MASTER PLAN ESTIMATES I 
 NUPS PROPOSALS
 

2000 NEI
1976 2000 
 RESIDENTIAL RESIDENTIAL 
 POPULATION POPULATION
 
POPULATION POPULATION 
 AREAS DENSITY IN 20C0 
 CHANGE FROM 1976
 

(000) (000) 
 HA. PERSONS/Ha (000) (000)
URBANIZED "KISMS"
 

I. CENTRAL
 
Mina of Alexandria 0.5 I 
 0.4 2,500 0.4 
 (.1)

Mlnet El Bassal 228.0 259 
 174.0 1,489 174.0 
 (54.0)

Gomrok 
 143.0 160 105.0 1,524 
 105.0 (38.0)

Labban 
 78.5 90 
 49.0 1,837 
 49.0 (29.5)

Karmouz 
 214.0 250 
 120.0 2,083 
 120.0 (94.0)

Manshla 
 45.0 52 51.0 1,020 51.0 6.0

Attarlne 
 75.0 
 85 130.n 654 
 85.0 10.0
 
Bab Sharky 216.0 288 
 372.0 774 
 288.0 72.0
 

SUB TOTAL A 1,000.0 1,185 1,001.4 
 Av. 1,183 872.4 
 (127.6)
 

WASTEWATER MASTER PLAN
 
ESTIMATES 
 NUPS PROPOSALS
 

ANNUAL 
 ANNUAL NET POPULATION
 
1976 2000 GROWTH RATE I 
 '000 GROWTH RATE INCREASE
 

POPULATION POPULATION 1976 2000 '-OPULATION 1976 2000
- 1976 - 2000
 
(000) (000) 
 (M) (000) 
 % (000)
 

URBANIZING "KISMS",
 

2. WEST
 
Dekhella 
 46 65 
 1.5 400 
 9.A 5,4
 

3. SOUTH
 
Moharram Bey 336 449 
 1.2 1,500 6.40 
 1,164

Amerlyah 
 47 500 10.4 465 
 10.00 418
 

4. EAST
 
Sidi Gaber 135 360 
 4.2 360 
 4.20 225
Ramleh 
 446 700 1.9 
 700 
 1.90 254
 
Montazah 
I (Abu Kir) 222 992 6.5 
 170 8.90 148

Montazah II 
 2883 1,3013 6.5 450 
 1.90 162
 

SUB 1 : B i,320 3,474 Av. 4.11 4,045 4.78 
 2,725
 
TOTAL A + B 2,320 
 4,659
 

5. OTHER
 
New Amerlyah City 
 - 3904 22 
 137 10.006 137

ldku 4 450 8.60 388
 

62 1605 

New Settlement Area 
 - - - 50 N.A. 50 

SUB TOTAL C 
 62 550 
 637 
 575
 

TOTAL A + B + C 2,382 5,209 3.31 5,554 
 3,172.4
 

Please see attached sheets for notes and 
footnotes.
 

SOURCE: NUPS Elaboration. 
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NOTES TO TABLE III-1l 

1 Population forecasts for the year 2000 are those of the Wastewater Master Plan 
Update conducted in 1980-1981. Residential areas for central "kisms" are 
those determined by the Wastewater Master Master Plan conducted in .1978. As 
there is no room for expansion within the urbanized central "Ikisms," these 
areas were used to calculate indicative residential densities for the 
year 2000.
 

2 As the Wastewater Master Plan Update Study did not disaggregate data for Abu Kir 
and the rest of Montazah, 1976 data for Abu Kir, as determined by the Wastewater 
Master Plan Study, has been projected at the same annual rate of growth as the 
whole of Montazah. 

3 Montazah forecasts are those based on the Wastewater Master Plan Update rnaus 
the projected population of Abu Kir as described in Note 2. 

4 The population of New Ameriyah City was projected at 390,000 in year 20 or 2000, 
by year 25 or 2005 it was targeted to have a population of 510,000. 

5 Idku's population of 160,000 for the year 2000 is based on a growth rate of 4 
percent per annum. 

6 New Ameriyah's year 2000 population of 137,000 is based on a year 1985 
population of 25,000 and an annual growth rate of 12 percent between 1985 and 
2000.
 

EXPLANATORY NOTES TO TABLE 111-41 

NOTE: Central, west, south, and east areas do not correspond with di.strict 
designations in the Alexandria Governorate. 

1. 	 Central Urbanized "Kisms:" "Kisms" with High Residential Density. These 
"kisms" have for the most part reached saturation at high residential 
densities exceeding 1,000 persons per hectare. The 1981 Wastewater 
Master Plan Update (WWMP) projected small increases in population by 
the year 2000. NUPS estimates are based on a maximum density of 1,000 
persons per hectare. This implies a deconcentration and redistribution of 
"excess" population in central "kisms" to urbanizing "kisms' and "growth" 
areas. Residential areas used for computing densities are those areas 
identified by the 1978 Wastewater Master Vaster Plan study. The assumption
is that no additional areas will be added for residential development due 
to an increase in storage, commercial, and other functions in central 
areas.
 

2. Urbanizinq "Kism:" those areas which can expand horizontally. 

West: Dekheila 

Deklheila (Agamy) was designated by the Wastewater Update Study to accommodate 
primarily seasonal tourism population. However, NUPS has concluded that the 
area west of the port offers unique opportunities for industrial and 
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residential development. Thus, Dekheila should be given special emphasis for 
these functions rather than tourisn. Seasonal tourism functions, on the other
hand, should be encouraged futher west along the nortl"est coast. An
alternative to substantial residential growth in Agamy would ve to build up the 
area south of Lake Maryout between Ameriyah "kism" and the proposed
international airport. This area is already being subdivided and enjoys access
to the coast as well as the port, the Ameriyah Free Zone, and the proposed
airport. 

3. Southern "Kismrs" 

Moharrain Bay 

Moharram Bey presents special opportunities for development because of its
proximity to the central area, industrial zones along the Mahmudiva Canal and 
Lake Maryout and relatively unlimited possibilities for expansion to the south.
However, as it abutts on agriculturalreclamation areas, the IVWMP Update Study
did not project significant growth there. It is the view of NIU PS, however,
that the loss of less fertile agricultural land in Aloharram Bey is preferrable
to the loss of rich old cultivated lands in 4lontazah (i.e., Sadat City,
Alexandria). This area, furthermore, could be developed as a metropolitan
subcenter to promote deconcentration of the core area. 

Ameriyah 

Ameriyah "kism" due to its location along the DesertAlexand ia Road and
relative proximity to Alexandria sor'h of Lake Maryout is undergoing rapid, but
haphazard development. The Governorate 500,000Alexandria expects
this area by the year 2000 (also projection of the IVWMP 

in 
Study). NUPS

probably conservative estimate of 465,000 is based on a growth rate of
10 percent per annum between 1976 and 2000. However, as the area is
in reality extension south central "ki.sns"an of such as Minet 1l
Bassal and Karmouz, more rapid growth could occur. It is imperative that
swift action be undertaken in order to bring development under control. 
Also, as the area will also soon be hemmed in by agricultural reclamation 
projects, future growth options need to be determined. NUPS suggests
gradual expansion towards the west (in the direction of the airport and
New Ameriyah City). ,17pansion,however, should be qoverned by the prospects
of development in Agamy and New Ameriyah City. Ameriyah, like Moharram 
Bey, should be developed as a metropolitan sub-center. 

4. Eastern "Kisms'" 

According to the WIVMP update projections, which are based on trends, 
most of the increase in population in Alexandria would be accommodated in 
eastern "kisms." However, this will result in loss of old cultivated lands,particularlyin Montazah (Au !ir drain area). The NUPS alternative strateqy
is to emphasize growth only in Abu Kir village -- an area which will not result
in loss of arable land. Other growth should be shifted to Moharram Bey and
Idla (increasingly becoming a workers suburb of the industrial zone along Abu 
Kir Ray). 
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The eastern coastal "kisms" already accommodate a large seasonal population which 
is expected to increase by about 15 percent by the year 2000. NUPS has 
concluded, however, that the role of tourism in Alexandria should be 
deemphasized in favor of northwest coast development and other opportunities 
in Port Said and elsewhere where job qeneration is required. 

5. Other Areas 

New Amerivah City 

New Ameriyah City is not expected to reach its year 2000 population of 500,000 
primarily because of its location, lack of economic linkages to the west, 
expected difficulty in attracting industry, etc. In the lorq term, however,
proximity to the proposed international airport, coastal development in 
Dekheila, and western expansion of Amerivah will enhance its growth prospects.
The NUPS year 2000 population projectionsof 137,000 is based on the assunption 
that a critical mass of 25,000 population can be established by 1985 and a 
subseqitant 12 per ce,;t annual growth rate maintained between 1985 and 2000. 
Alternatively, 50,000 would have to be settled in N,-w Arnerivah City by 1980', 
after which a 10 percent annual growth rate is needed to the year 2000. 

Idli 

Idku experienced a growth rate in excess of 4 percent per, annum between 1960 and 
1976: benefitting from its proximity to Alexandria and industrial development 
along Abu Kir Bay. The Idku area has significant opportunity for horizontal 
expansion in non-arable areas and is within commuting distance by rail and 
road to the Abu Kir industrial area and industrial development in Beheira 
Governoratenear Kafr El Dawar. It could, thus, absorb population growth from 
these areas as constraints are applied in the ratter to preserve arable land. 
It is recommended that incremental developnents of 25,000 population be 
undertaken to test Idkul's growth potantial. \4UPS expects that about 450,000 
could I)baccommodated in this area through indi.'ced growth (8.6 percent per
annum). Feasibility studies are required, however, regardinq soil condition in 
the area and the effects of coastal erosion. 

New Settlement Area 

An area of poor quality soil, reclaimed '"or, Lake .faryout, and south of ;loharram 
Bey (5 k'ilornetcrs) and west of !afr El Dawar (15 kilometers) has been 
identified as a possible future expansion area Aerial photos and field 
visits reveal that crop growth in this area is considerably poorer than in 
surrounding areas. Thus, the area may he better' suited for urban 
development. Furthermore, as a new Cairo/Alexandria road is planned and 
under construction along the Delta/desert fringe, the new settlement area 
could benefit from its location vis-a-vis this route, as well as current 
linkages with Kafr El Dawar (i.e., the new settlement area could be 
alternative location for industrial investment and population growth for 
Kafr Fl Dewar). It is recommended that an initial settlemnent be 
established in this area to test its potential for long term expansion. As 
a number of villages already exist in this location, it should be possible 
to reach a year 2000 populatior of 50,000 in this area. As was the case 
in Idku, expansion should occur in incremental fashion. 
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7. Alternative Strategies 

The distribution of population worked out by NUPS is meant to preserve as tuch
fertile arable land as possible given current development trends, and to promote
deconcentration of the core area. However, the strategy is based on the assumption
that Dekheila will be designated as a permanent population district, that Moharram 
Bey expansion will be possible and that growth in Ameriyah and Idku will be 
successful. 

The best alternative area for substantial development is in Ameriyah south of 
Lake Maryout. This area could be developed as fa. ns the proposed international 
airport. It is also possible, but not likely, that New Arneriyah City will exceed 
NUPS growth expectations. Greater growth in the "new settlement area" south of 
Moharramn 3ey would also be possible if a new Alexandria/Cairo road were to be
completed in the near future. Infill of Lake Maryout is also inossible, though not 
recorv-nended, due to higher construction costs resulting from filling in the Lake, the 
loss of fresh water fish, the loss of potential recreational activities, and the loss 
of urban amenities which could be provided. 

Development control and initiatives should be undertaken in all potential growth 
areas to monitor growth and assess growth potential on a regular basis. Government 
action should be in planning and establishing potential growth areas and providing
needed services and infrastructure. Actual construction should be undertaken for the 
most part by the private sector, though assistance iegarding financing and 
administration is required. It will also be necessary to aclopt appropriate standards 
to reduce development costs and to permit substantial informal-type
development. This strategy should be coupled with efforts to reduce loss of fertile 
arable lands and dire--t investments in transportation, infrastructure and industry to 
desired developnent areas. 

The seasonal population by ki.qm,- in 1976 and as projected by the Wastewater
Update Master Plan Study is presented in lable 111-12. As indicated, most of the 
increase in seasonal pc,ulation is to he accornmodated in Dekheila (Arjrny) which is
currently designated fas a resort area. However, NUPS has concluded that due to 
requirements for expansion of Alexandria in non--arable areas, Dekehila should be 
given preference to permanent residential developynent -ind some industrial expansion
(along Lake Mcryout). Tourism facilities should thus, be located further west along
the northwest coast. 
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TABLE 111-12 

SEASONAL POPULATION PROJECTIONS AND LOCATIONS 

(1976-2000)
 
1976 2000 INCREASE


KISMS (000's) (000's) (000's)
 

Dekheila (Agamy) 25 160 135
 
Bab Sharky 85 106 
 21
 
Sidi Gaber 50 66 16
 
Ramleh 40 
 54 14
 
Montazah 200 214 14
 
Ameriyah 
 - 70 70
 

TOTALS 400 670 270
 

SOURCE: Alexandria Wastewater Master Plan Study, 1981.
 

Expansion of tourism in the eastern ki-snlIS will also force permanent
residential development inland and result in the loss of arable land. Thus, a study
is required to determine whether the economic benefits of increased seasonal tourism 
in Alexandria outweighs its disbenefits. Though NUPS has been unable to det3rmine 
whetiner increased congestion and burdens on infrastructure and housing is offset by
economic returns from tourism, it appears that tourism should rather be encouraged in 
a number of other sites such as Port Said, and the northwest coast (Matruh), where 
economic stimulation is needed. At any rate, it would also appear that the costs of 
seusonal tourism in Alexandria are being predominantly borne by the permanent
population. As a consequence, a policy needs to be established to increase the 
seasonal population's share of these costs. 

8. Industrial Development 

a. Introduction 

Alexandria accounts for more than one-third of the national industrial stock. 
Its mix is widely diversified to include textiles, chemicals, dyes, paper and
printing, metallics, engineering machinery, basic steel, cement, oil refineries and 
food processing. 

By 1977, employment in industrial firms (employing 25 or more workers only)
amounted to 156.1 thousand, representing 21.8 percent of the national total. This 
percentoge is relatively high in comparison with Alexandria's 14.4 percent share in 
the 1976 total national urban population. 

A more accurate measure of Alexandria's irdustrial employment is derived from ihe 
1976 Population Census. The Census reveals that 203.5 thousand, or 33 percent of 
Alexandria total active population (15 years or older) is engaged in mcnufacturing
activities (Table 111-13). Industrial employment is followed by services and trade,
with shares of 25.7 percent and 14.2 percent, respectively. 
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TABLE 111-13
 

DISTRIBUTION OF ALEXANDRIA ACTIVE POPULATION BY 
ECONOMIC SECTORS, 1976 

ACTIVE POPULATION
 
SECTORS 
 IN O00s %
 

Agriculture 
 30.6 5.0
 

Mining 
 2.6 0.4
 

Industry: 
 203.5 32.9
 

Textiles 
 96.2
 
Food Processing 25.5
 

Engineering Machinery 24.3
 

Chemicals & Petroleum 
 21.2
 
Wood & Furniture 11.0
 

Paper & Printing 10.3
 

Basic Metals 
 8.8
 
Non-Motalllcs 
 5.2
 

Other Industries 1.0
 

Electricity A Water 
 8.0 1.3
 

Building & Construction 40.0 
 6.5
 

Trade 
 87.4 14.2
 

Finance 
 8.9 1.4
 

Transportation & Storage 59.5 
 9.6
 

Services 
 158.6 25.7
 

Not Stated 
 17.9 2.9
 

TOTAL 617.0 99.9
 

SOURCE: CAPMAS, Population Census of 1976, Alexandria Volume.
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0 The Relative Imporiance of Public and Private Sectors 

The public sector dominates industrial establishmenls employing 25 or moreworkers (Table 111-14). It accounts for 93.5 percent of their total employment
and 96.4 percent of value-added. Average productivity (as measured in terms of
value-added per worker) is found to he much higher in the public sector ascompared to the private sector. Much of this variation is explained by the very
large and increasing size of the public sector establishments, Governmentcontrols and investment allocations and the relatively higher capital intensity
in the public sector. 

Employment in the private industrial sector is mostly in small-scale (less than25 workers) and informal activities. Based on the 1976 Census, employment in
small scale industries would amount to 57.5 thousand, representing 28.2 
percent of Alexandria's total industrial employment. 

Recent government policies and requlations, especially the "open door" policy and
the liberal investment laws, attracted L.E. 202.4 million in new joint ventures
and private investment projects during the period 1973-81. The share of the
industrial sector amiounted to L.F. 167.5 million, of which textiles and
fertilizers alone accounted for L.F. 114.4 million (Table 111-15). These 
new private investment activities should improve the relative importance
of the private sector's employment, wagmes and productivity. Recent investments
in public industrial enterprises, however, were aimed at upgrading andrenewing the obsolete capital stock of existing industries. These
investments will result in increased labor productivity, but are expected
to have limited impact on the creation of new jobs. 

0 Existing industrial Mix and Spatial Location 

Industries are widely scattered throughout Alexandria's subdistricts.Small-scale industries and free standing factories are found to be inter-nixed 
with residential areas. The large scale establishments are clustered in afew locations with close proximity to transportation, infrastructure, labor
pools, sources of water supply and waste discharge sites. Agglomeration
of these industries noticable south north Mahmudiyais very and of the Canal,
near the port, and close to the Cairo/Alexandria railroad and highways.
Alexandria's principal industrial districts are located in Abu <ir, Smouha,
Siouf, Nouzha, Deklleila, Mex and Ameriyah. Most of these sites are in 
the east and west zones (Table 111-16). 

Textile factories are located in Hadra, Siouf, Nlouzha and Moharram Bey.Supplementary activities such as dying of fabric, printing and manufacturing ofwearing apparel are found adjacent to these sites. The textile industry
accounts for 47 percent of Alexandria's total industrial employment andcontributes 30.9 percent of the industrial sector's value-added. The low laborproductivity is mnainly due to its obsolete capital stock, which is also aserious problem of the textile industry at the national level. A recent World
Bank study revealed that labor productivity in textiles could be raised by 325 
percent from its current level. 

The second most important industrial sub-group is food processing and related
industries. Fruit and vegetable canning is primarily located in Abu Kir and Ras 
El Soda, with proximity to sources of agricultural raw materials. 
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TABLE 111-14
 

ALEXANDRIA MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES: EMPLOYMENT
 

INDUSTRY 


INDUSTRY 


A. PUBLIC SECIOR
 

Food Processing 


Textiles 


Leather 


Wood & Furniture 


Paper & Printing 


Chemicals 


Oil 


Non-Metallics 


Metallurgical 


Enginecrlng Machinery 


TOTAL 


B. PRIVATE SEClOR
 

Food Processing 


Textiles 


Leather 


Wood & Furniture 


Paper & Prl,iing 


Chemicals 


Oil 

Non-Metallics 


Metallurgical 


Engineering Machinery 


TOTAL 


AND VALUE-ADDED 

EMPLOYMENT VALUE ADDED VALUE ADDED 

PER WORKER 

(WORKERS) % (L.E. MILLIONS) (%) (L.E./WORKER) 

24,394 16.7 15,977 24.2 655
 

70,975 48.6 20,777 31., 293
 

3,856 2.6 1,594 2.4 413
 

709 0.5 21.0 0.0 30
 

9,662 6.6 4,664 7.0 183
 

9,656 6.6 6,174 9.3 639
 

4,251 2.9 6,288 9.5 1,479
 

3,276 2.2 1,722 2.6 526
 

8,067 5.5 4,653 7.0 577
 

11,160 7.6 4,269 6.4 382
 

146,006 99.8 66,139 99.9 453
 

1,901 18.8 311 12.6 163
 

2,518 24.9 405 16.5 160
 

206 2.0 21 1.0 102
 

591 5.8 82 3.3 139
 

614 6.1 182 7.5 299
 

1,495 14.8 468 19.0 313
 

594 5.9 128 7.2 300
 

378 3.7 133 5.4 352
 

1,823 18.0 680 27.6 373
 

10,120 100.0 2,462 100.1 243
 

NOTE: Data covers establishments employing 25 or more workers.
 

SOURCE: CAPMAS, Census for Industrial Production, second quarter of 1977.
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TABLE 111-15
 

PRIVATE INVESTMENT IN ALEXANDRIA ECONOMIC BASE 
ACCORDING TO LAW 43 r 

ECONOMIC ACTIVITY TOTAL INVESTMENT % 

(L.E. MILLIONS) 

Agricultural Projects 10.12 5.0 

Housing & Hotel Construction 20.95 10.4 

Transportation 
 2.80 1.4
 

Health Services 
 0.84 0.4
 

Industry: 
 167.50 82.8
 

Textiles 
 74.4
 
Fertilizers 
 40.0
 
Food Products 
 13.2
 
Chemicals 
 12.1
 
Plastics 	& Rubber 
 11.8
 
Metallics & Iron 
 10.9
 
Construction Material 
 2.8
 
Transport Equipment 
 2.1
 
Electric 	Equipment 
 0.2
 

TOTAL 
 202.21 100%
 

NOTE: 	 Thes% data represent the status of Investment as of March 1981.
 

SOUR(E: 	 General Authority for Investment and Free Zones, Alexandria
 

Office.
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Edible oil and cattle feed industries are found adjacent to cotton ginning and
textile sites. Processing of dried vegetables for export are located in Hadra 
and Gabari with easy access to the port. 

Chemical industries are concentrated in a few sites: paper in Moharram Bey and
Abu Kir, pharmaceuticals in Siouf, fertilizers in Dekheila, leather dying in Mexadjacent to the slaughter houses and petroleum refineries in Mex and 
Dekheila. 

In general, the existing locational pattern of industries in Alexndria reveals
that the capital intensive, heavy polluting and land consuming industries (suchas petroleum refineries, chemicals, dying of leather) are located on the city
outskirts. In contrast, small-scale and relatively labor intensive industries
(such as confectionary dairy products, beverages, leather and shoes, ice and cold 
storage, workshops and garages) are scattered throughout the city's residential 
areas. 

* Potential Industrial Development 

In order to help identify potential nreas for industrial development, an 
assessment was made of the industrial inventory prepared by the Alexandria
Wastewater Master Plan. 9 Based on its land use analysis, the built-up central 
areas of Gomrok, Manshia, Labban and Attarine are expected to experience very
limited future industrial development. In contrast, areas to the east along Abu
Kir Bay, to the west in Dekheila, and southwest in Ameriyah will experience very
significant industrial growth. New Ameriyah City to the extreme west also 
appears to have longer-term industrial growth potential. According to the
Wastewater Master Plan, 5970 hectares of land in the Ameriyah andDekheila kitsm. could be developed for industry (1978). (Table 111-17) Based 
or. the on the number of industria; and infrastructure activities that are
currently being constructed or planned, considerable pressure for industrial
expansion in both the west and southwest directions already exists. These 
activities include: 

- The development of an industrial free zone in Ameriyah on an area of 700 ha,
with 36 firms, and employing 1,360 workers. Two of these firms are
industrial enterprises, manufacturing video units and ready-made clothes.
The rest are mainly storage facilities for petroleum products, construction 
materials, vehicles, food products, general commodities and equipment. An
additional 17 projects are currently under construction, of which 9 are
industrial. The new projects are expected to create 720 new jobs.
Moreover, 21 additional projects have been already approved but not yet
started with a potential for 1,545 new jobs. 

- Outside the free zone, other private indusirial projects created under Law
43 have already taken place in Ameriyah adjacent to the Alexandria/Cairo
desert road. These industries produce carpets, prefabricated housing
units, paper producis, soft drinks, houseware items, hollow cement blocks,
and light weight cemeni. It is anticipated that these activities will 
attract other industries, commerce and supporting services. 

- Industrial projects planned to the west of the city include: a cement plant
along the coastal road north of Borg El Arab with a capacity of one million 
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TABLE 111-17 

AREAS OF POTENTIAL INDUSTRIAL GROWTH 

POTENTIAL 

PRESENT INDUSTRIAL AREAS TOTAL
 
DISTRICT AREA 
 IN HA IN HA
 

East
 

Abu KIr 289 256 545
 
Montazah 
 95 482 577
 
Ramleh 146 358 
 504
 

Central
 

Moharram Bey 115 64 
 179
 

Bab Sharky 115 
 233 348
 

West
 

Karmouz 71 
 - 71
 
MInet El Bassal 17 
 - 17
 
Dekheila 83 3,890 3,973
 

South:
 

Amerlyah 19 2,081 2,100
 

TOTAL 
 950 7,364 8,314
 

SOURCE: Camp Dresser & McKee, Inc., Alexandria Wastewater Master
 
Plan Study. Prepared for the Minisiry of Housing and
 
Reconstruction, A.P.E., May 1978.
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tons of cement a year and ultimate employment of 1,200 jobs, a large
chemicals complex west of Al Hamam, and an integrated steel complex inDekheila with an employment potential of i,977 new jobs. These projectswill function as a growth nucleus and thus induce other industries andstimulate construction activities through the provision of steel and cement(thus, minimizing the transportation cost of these materials from other 
parts of the country). 

Several major infrastructure projects are either planned or underconstruction in the western coastal area. Among these projects are the new sea port at Dekheila for the bulk handling of iron ore, the completed SUMEDcrude oil terminal, the future nuclear power plant at Sidi Kerier, and theproposed international airport facility. These projects further valiuare
indications of industrial and urban growlh potential along the western coast 
of Alexandria. 

0 The 1980-1984 Industrial Investment Plan 

The subsectoral and spatial allocations of proposed 1980-1984 industrialinvestments are presented in Table 111-18. The main features of the Plan 
are: 

- Emphasis on improving the efficiency of existing industries through theallocation of investment funds for upgrading capital stock and production
capacity. Target industries include the electric and metallic operations
located in the inner city, food processing and textiles in the easternoutskirts, and chemical industries in the west. These funds are expected toraise productivity, but will have a limited effect on creating additional
jobs or changing the prevailing industrial locational patterns. 

- Expansion of basic industries such as chemicals and steel in the western 
zone. The investment share of the western zone areas of Dekheila, Mex andAmeriyah amounts to 67.8 percent of Alexandria's total proposed investments.(Figure 111-10) These industries possess strong forward linkages which if
implemented, would attract additional industrial and supporting services.The availability of non-arable flat land in this direction will,furthermore, reduce the real cost of industrial expansion. However, landmanagement mechanisms and regulations should be established in order tominimize conflicts between industrial and other urban land uses. 

The implementation of the 1980-1984 Plan beenhas slow. For example,committed industrial investment in Alexandria over the period 1981-82amounis to only L.F. 78.2 million, or 8.9 percent of the total planned
industria, investment. Furthermore, no allocations for the proposedsteel complex in Dekheila have been made. Distribution of industrial
investments committed for 1981-1982 are also shown in Table 111-18. 

0 Policy Recormnendations 

The textile industry is expected to remain Alexandria's largest industry. Thus,special efforts should be directed toward making it substantially more efficientthrough the introduction of modern management techniques, renewal and 
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SUGGESTED INDUSTRIAL 

TABLE 111-18 

INVESTMENT 1980-1984 (L.E. Millions) 

FOOD 

PRODUCTION 

SPINNING, 

WEAVING 

CHEMICALS METALLICS ENGINEERING ELECTRICITY MINING BASIC METALS PLASTICS TOTAL 

East 

Montazah 

Central 

21.0 30.6 73.90 125.5 

Moharram Bey 

Karmouz 

Ramleh 

Sidi Gaber 

Minet El Bassal 

West 

1.8 

5.15 

30.9 

24.8 

1.10 

17.50 

1.85 

4.10 

13.8 

3.3 

10.3 

12.8 

3.7 

18.7 7.3 

47.6 

20.8 

42.1 

42.9 

3.7 

Dekhella 118.3 14.8 418.5 551.6 

Amerlyah 44.5 44.5 

TOTAL PLA14NED 

COMMITTED 1981/82 

27.95 

16.98 

86.3 

22.4 

261.25 

22.95 

27.40 

9.54 

16.5 

-

18.7 

2.5 

22.1 

3.21 

418.5 

-

-

0.3 

878.7 

78.2 

43-

NOTE: 

SOURCE: 

These Investment are for the Ministry of Industry projects. 

General Organization for Industrialization, 1980-84 Development Plan and the Regional 

October 1979. 

Allocation of Its Projects, 

-
Committed from Investmer' Allocations for Alexandria Region, Ministry of Planning, June 1981.
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replacement of machinery, better use of equipment and improved raw material 
conservation. Moreover, the industry's output quality should conform to
international standards. Efforts should be directed toward the expansion of the 
ready-made clothes industry, aiming at both local and foreign markets. However,
export promotion of Egyptian ready-mad-a clothes will necessitate strict and high
quality standards. 

Proposals of new locational sites for expansion of the textile industry outside 
Alexandria should consider, among other factors, the efficient management and
coordination advantages associated with the potential expansion of the 
textile industry in nearby Kafr El Dawar. Because of its very fast growing
textile industry, Kafr El Dawar's share of textile industry investment
in the 1980-1984 Industrial Plan amounted to 145.7 million pounds. This 
figure represents 98.2 percent of the Beheira Governorate's total investment 
in manufacturing. However, further expansion of this industry in Kafr El Dawar
would impinge on arable land. Possible alternative sites include ldku,
Moharram Bey, New Ameriyah City and Sadat City. 

Construction of transport links in a southwesterly direction to the Delta and 
Cairo via the desert road are needed. Also, the existing Alexandria/Marsa Matruh 
railway must be upgraded and extended to areas of potential industrial and urban 
growth south of the coastal road. 

Medium size industrial parks for small-scale and supporting industries (such as 
tool and die making, printing, and packing of materials) should be established in 
order to achieve land management efficiency and minimize requirements for 
industrial expansion along the western coastal arcas. Also, Government should 
use zoning controls and provision of related facilities as c basic tool in
guiding the location of new large-srale industries. These regulations should be 
flexible to ensure the possibility for further expansions. 

Identification and development of vacant land parcels not required for 
residential use in the inner city is required for labor intensive,
non-polluting small-scale industries. The type of industries to be 
introduced will vary, depending on the size of the vacant areas and the 
nature of nearby industries. 

b. Port 

An objective urban strategy for Alexandria should be examined within the context
of the future requirements and developments associated with the port. Development
plans for the port are expected to have a major effect, not only on the local 
economy, but also on the volume of traffic in the port area and along the arteries 
connecting the port with the main roads to Cairo and the Delta. Currently, the port
of Alexandria handles around 68.8 percent of Egypt's conrnodity flows (65.6 percent of 
the exports, and 71.8 percent of the imports). Over the last five years, and due to 
the increosed imports, the port has been experiencing serious congestion problems.
During the first five months of i981, for example, the average waiting time for cargo
ships was between five and six days. 

Based on the main findings of the Egypt National Transportation Study, the Port
of Alexandria will continue to be Egypt's largest port, handling more than two-thirds 
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of overseas commodity flows. The study's projected allocations of comnodity flows 
among Egypt's ports for the year 1987 and the year 2000 are presented in 
Table 111-19. 

The table reveals that commodity flows through the port are expected to increase 
at an annual growth rate ranging between 1.7 and 2.9 percent over the period 1987 to 
the year 2000. However, its share of commodity flows over the period is expected to 
remain relatively constant. 

The National Transportation Study, furthermore, does not expect the port to have 
serious limitations in handling bulk cargo provided that efforts to modernize and 
upgrade the port facilities continue and optimal use is made of its facilities. 

Bulk cirgoes including sulphur, wheat, maize, wood, cotton, coal, animal and
vegetable oils will continue to be handled through the port of Alexandria. The 
study's justifications for the continued handling of these products by the Alexandria 
port is based on: 

* 	 Access of fertilizer plants using sulphur to the port via existing waterways. 

* 	 Existence of a coal wharf with a current capacity of 3-5 million tons per 
year. This capacity far exceeds the projected coal imports of two million tons 
for the year 2000. 

* 	 Current plans to increase the silo capacity of the port to 15,000 tons and future 
handling capacity at the silo berths to 3 million tons annually. 

* 	 Existence of a traditional area near the port for the grading and preparation of 
cotton for export. 

* 	 Existence of a reserved area within the port for the special unloading of 
timber. 

Apart from bulk cargo, the general cargo trade volume for Alexandria is projected 
to range between 11.1 and 17.1 million tons (included in the flows shown in Table 
111-19) by the year 2000. The study states that the combined port facilities of 
Dekheila/Alexandria should have no difficulty in handling this 	 volume if modern 
measures are introduced for handling containerized cargo and considerations are given 
to the devlopment of Dekheila as a commercial port. 

For the last three years, interim actions for the rehabilitation of the port
facilities have been underway. The 1981-1982 investment plan for Alexandria 
commits L.E. 67.7 million or 12.6 percent of governorate investment for 
the upgrading of the port. The funds allocated are shown in Table 111-20. 
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2000 

TABLE 111-19
 

PROJECTED COMMODITY FLOWS BY PORT 1987 AND 

PORTS 1987 
 $ 2000 1 
 YEAR 2000 
 %
 

Low Projection High Projection
 
('000 Tons) (O00 Tone, ('000 Tons)
 

Alexandria 15,496 72.9 22,404 
 68.5 29,496 72.3
 

Port Said 2,950 13.9 4,000 12.2 
 4,500 11.1
 

Suez 1,290 6.1 3,265 iu.O 
 3,575 8.8
 

Safaga 1,517 
 7.1 3,057 9.3 
 3,200 7.8
 

TOTAL 21,253 100.0 32,726 100.0 
 40,771 100.0
 

NOTE: 
 In preparing this analysis of port related export/import flows the
 
Egypt National Trcnsport Study reviewed all 
of the major port studies
 
which had been prepared to date Including the "Port Policy and Damietta
 
Master Plan Studies" (PPDMS). In Its detailed review of 
the PPDMS, the
 
National 'iransport Study found serious analytical shortcomings In the
 
PPDMS Including: Inappropriate methodology for calculating 
Inland
 
transport costs, Inadequate assessments of existing port capacities,
 
unjustified differential 
sea transport costs between Alexandria and
 
Port Said, and unrealistic assumptions about regional varlations In
 
port construction costs (PPDMS assumed that these costs were equal 
In
 
all locations). Therefore, the Egypt National 
Transport Study prepared
 
two projections -f Import/export flows based on 
dIfferent economic
 
assumptions which are 
shown above.
 

These commodity flows Include: 
 wheat, animal/vegetable oils, alumina
 
(Safaga only), cotton, coal, sulphur/pyrltes, cement (Suez only), and
 
ot.'er mlscellaneoJs commodities. Excluded from the table are 
Imports
 
for the Dekhella steel complex.
 

SOURCE: 
 NEDECO, Egypt National Transport Study, Draft Final Report - 1981,
 
Phase II. Annex VII. Prepared for the Transport Plann;ng Authority of
 
the MInlstery of Transport, 1981, Tables 1-5 and 1-7.
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TABLE 111-20 

1981-1982 INVESTMENT IN DAKAHLIA PORT FACILITIES 

L.E. (Millions) Purpose
 

19.0 	 Ease congestion 
12.4 	 Edible oil terminal 
18.5 	 Dekheila port 
7.5 	 Wheat silo
 

10.3 	 Railroad connections
 
between wheat silos
 

TOTAL 67.7
 

SOURCE: Alexandria Region Investment Plan 1981-82
 

c. Incrastructure in 	Alexandria 

Master r lans have been developed for both the water and wastewater systems in 
Alexandria ainrcd at improving the levels of service in existing areas and expanding
the populations served by the systems almost two times. However, the service 
populations for the two different systems are different. In 2000, the water master 
plan projects a service population of 4,570,000, while the sewerage master plan
projects a population similar to NUPS projections, i.e., 5,500,000.10 The 
differences between the two projections are not explained by tourism, which is 
included in both population projections, but result from differ&nces in projected
service areas and locations of outlying populations. Since the city-wide master plan
was not prepared prior to preparation of the water and sewerage master plans, it 
should develop consistent service populations and service areas for both utilities. 
In addition, as the Alexandria Concept Plan indicated, forecasts by these studies 
based on current trends will reinforce development in old cultivated arable areas. 
The Alexandria Concept Plan suggested distribution of population be aimed at 
diverting such growth into desert areas lessor fertile agricultural land. (See
Table Ill-Il) It is assumed that the ongoing Alexandria Master Plan will also 
modify population distribution according to similar objectives. 

The water supply system, which is under the jurisdiction of the Alexandria Water 
Supply Utility, had a service standard of 283 liters/capita/day or a production
capacity of 688,000 cubic meters per day in 1979. This is projected to increase to 
1.7 million cubic meters per day or 373 liters/capita/day by the year 2000. The 
sewerage system had a total flow in 1979 of approximately 520,000 cubic meters (216
liters/capita/day) and is projected to increase to 1.5 million cubic meters by 2000. 
Unlike most other cities in Egypt, Alexandria's sewerage system has a relatively
high ratio of sewerage flows to water consumption (roughly 88 percent of water 
consumption). Only Suez, of the other five major settlements for which water and 
sewerage master plan have been prepared, has a similar ratio of sewage to water 
flows. Although this higher ratio is somewhat explained by the need to design for 
surface runoff in Alexandria, it could also indicate an area wvhere a reduction in 
standards might result in savings of investment. 
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Alexandria, like Greater Cairo, has a transport authority charged with operatinga public bus fleet an(' metro system. As of 1979, the bus fleet had 1,020 registeredpublic buses. However, like the Greater Cairo Transport Authority, up to 30 percentof the fleet can be non-operational due to maintenance requirements. Therefore,
Alexandria has an effective standard of of 2.7 buses perbuses about 10,000population, a higher standard than most other urban settlements in Egypt, bul lessthan demand for bus services. Because of its linear configuration, Alexandria lends
itself to an efficient metro system. 

As poifiie2 out by the Alexandria Concept Plan, future investments intransportation will influence Alexandria's future pattern of growth. Particular careshould be given to avoid development attraction in Montazah ki.sm which will resultin loss of arable land. In addition, though access improvements to the port area areneeded, care should be taken too great to theto avoid access core area which will inturn lead to concentration. The areas where transportation could be used to inducedevelopment include Moharram Bey, Idku, Ameriyah and New Arneriyah City.
Although NUPS intra-urban infrastructure cost estimates are based on expanded busservice, a feasibility study should be conducted to determine Alexandria's futurepublic transport requirements. This study should evaluate proposals for investment 
, different transport modes and the impact different modes and routes will have on 
Aite'ondria's future growili. 

The Telecommunications Sector Study projected that Alexandria wouldroughly 71,700 telephone lines by 1980 or 
have 

a standard of 2.78 telephone lines per 100population. Under the NUPS high estimate of telecommunications investmentrequirements, the total number of telephone lines is projected to increase to 1.2million by 2000 and require a total investment of L.E. 3.2 billion over the 1985-2000period. However, if improved technology were introduced, the lower rate of growth indemand as projected by NUPS occurs. This investment could be reduced to roughly
L.E. 1.7 billion and provide 647,000 telephone lines (roughly 11.8 lines 
per 100 population or 4 times that of the 1980 standard). 

Due to the size of the market, Alexandria is served by one of the sevenelectrical distribution companies in Egypt. In 1979, the last year for whichdisaggregated data is available, this company sold about 9.7 percent of the totalpower generated in Egypt. Presently, Alexandria is served b,, petroleum and natural gas fueled power generating facilities. However, a site along the Mediterranean
Coast has been selected as a potential site for future nuclear generation ofelectrical power. Due to expanded demand for electrical power, if nuclear
generation plants are not constructed, Alexandria will require additional
construction of thermal plants the present capacity will
as not meet the demand of
 
future populations.
 

D. The New Communities Program: Evaluation and Proposals for Change 

I. Introduction 

Egypt has a long history of planned urban development -- a number of its majorcities were once new towns; planned as government or trading centers, including Cairo(Fustat), Alexandria and the Canal cities. In addition, the planning and growth ofCairo over the past l00 years has included the new conrmnunities of Nasr City, GardenCity, Maadi and Heliopolis to order asgrowth; the latter two being planned satellite
cities, separated from the urban mass of Cairo. 
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The present New Towns policy had its beginnings in the work of the Greater Cairo 
Planning Commission during the late 1960's. I I In 1968, that Commission presented a 
Regional Plan which called for the structuring of Cairo's future growth through the 
establishment of four new satellite cities on desert land by the year 1990. These 
new cities were to accommodate 250,000 persons. 12 In a 1973 Working Paper, 
President Anwar El Sadat emphasized the need to create areas for population 
concentration and new economic activities able to equal the pulling power of the 
capital. 3 That paper called for the construction of new cities upon desert land to 
conserve arable land and to accelerate the process of decentralization of urban 
population. In 1975, planning began for both 10th of Ramadan City and Sadat City, 
each expected to ultimately have 500,000 persons by the year 2000. Those two cities 
were seen as an alternative to the contiguous development of Cairo. In 1977, 
planning began for New Ameriyah City which was to have the same size and to serve the 
same function for the city of Alexandria. At the same time, planning was carried out 
for 15th of May City, a satellite city of 150,000 expected population, which 
is to serve c's a residential city for workers in the Helwan industrial area. 

Meanwhile, in early 1979 it was decided to plan a number of new towns as 
satellite cities in the Cairo Metropolitan Area. These cities were planned to be 
smaller than the free-standing cities mentioned above and to be more closely 
integrated with Cairo. In addition to the 15th of May City, three such cities are 
now in some stage of planning or development -- 6th of October City, El Obour 
City and El Amal City. Thus, the emphasis of the Egyptian New Towns Policy 
has evo!ved to one of deconcentrating and ordering the growth of the Cairo 
and Alexandria Metropolitan Areas. Even the free-standing cities can 
be thought of as closely related to one :f these two metropolitan giants. 

In November 1979, Law No. 59 of 1979 established the New Urban Communities 
Authority to be responsible for the creation and management of new urban comnmunities 
developed outside of the boundaries of existing towns and villages. The Board of 
Directors of the New Comnunity Authority was appointed by Presidential Decree (for 
the governmental members) in July 1980, and by the Prime Minister for five expert 
members in January 1981. The Board held its first meetings in August 1981. However, 
construction and planning for the new towns have continued in the interim, based upon 
prior policies. 

As of September 1981, there hiad only been a significant armount of housing 
construction at 15th of May City and 10th of Ramadan City, although a large amount of 
infrastructure works has been completed at Sadat City. 14 Therefore, the New Towns 
program in Egypt is very much in its beginning stages and still capable of being 
modified. 

One well established fact of planning and economic theory is that people follow 
jobs, not vice versa. Thus, a successful growth center or new town must have an 
employment base or a critical mass of population and jobs as a precondition to rapid 
self-sustaining growth. They must provide some attraction that will cause people to 
leave their present homes. Unfortunately, jobs are not easily created, especially in 
places far from existing infrastructure, labor, and potential markets. Plants locate 
only after the provision of adequate infrastructure, and assurance that a critical 
mass of associated economic activities has been reached so that investment is not 
wasted. Twenty years is a short time period for this critical mass to be achieved. 
It is much easier to create jobs in urban places, which already meet industrial 
location requirements. 
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Incremental urban development, cr deconcentration of population in areas close toexisting large cities, has the most chance successof based upon current worldexperience. Ordered deconcentrated development such as satellite cities can overcome some of the disbenefits of largeness per se, yet benefit from theagglomeration effect, of a metropolitan area. However undesirably perceived,major growth of thc primate cities of Cairo and Alexandria cannot be stoppedin the foreseeable future, certainly not in the next 20 years. The NewTowns policy should be reassessed in light of the maximum realistic impactit can make in this regard. Emphasis on closer-in satellite cities isrecommended while attempts are made to create earlyan mass of jobs andpopulation in the free-starding n'ew towns through public investment. 

New communities must also be examined with regard to the spatial reorganizationof the major metropolitan regions appropriate to the specific economy in which theregions are located. In North America and western Europe, metropolitandecentralization has occurred through the growth of a - limit ' number of sub-centers,
specialized in higher order commercial and business functions. Such decentralizationis suited to the economic structur of the economy, as agyic-eration economies arevery important to the growth of those functions. It is also appropriate to household
income levels where widespread automobile ownership provides accessibility over awide area. This form of decentralization is much less appropriate ror Egypt where abetter polycentric metropolitan region would take the form of largea number ofsmaller urban subcenters that are both employment centers (particularly forsmall-scale industry and informal sector activity) and locations for public servicefacilities, rather than a small number of very large centers specializing inlarge-scale industry. 15 The majority of the urban population of Egypt must haveaccess to jobs and services near their places of residence since many people walk to
work and shop. 

2. Evaluation and Proposals 

Due to the limited amount of monies available for investment in the next 20years, it is critical that priorities are set which permit future major metropolitandevelopment to be structured as efficiently as possible. A number of criteria werethus developed to evaluate the success to date in planning and implementing the NewCommunities program, well to how the programas as could be improved. Possiblealternatives to the program were also suggested. These criteria include: 

* Locatio,, 

* Projected size 

* Development costs and standards 

• Target group -affordability 

* Industry and employment attraction 

* Development control 

* Organization and management requirements 
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a. Location 

Experience in other countries has shown that a new urban center must be able to 
reach a critical mass of approximately 50,000 population in order to provide 
sufficient rates of return to spontaneously attract additional ,rivate industry and 
secondary and service jobs without the need for public subsidy. 16 Thus, even a 
planned self-contained community must be close to existing sources of employment or 
be able to attract such employment at the outset. Generally, it is very difficult to 
attract private industry even with substantial incentives. Prerequisites include 
adequate infrastructure, cormrunications and transportation; services which can best 
be obtained in existing settlements such as Ciiro and Alexandria. For a new center 
to be successful, it must offer these types of services. World-wide experience has 
shown that free-standing new towns need other forms of attraction to be successful 
such as a new government capital (Brasilia) or military bases, universities and 
port/trading facilities; but even with these elements the successes have been few 
and c'rowth rates lower than planned. 

The three free-standing new towns of 10th of Ramadan City, Sadat City and New 
Ameriyah City do not have these advantages and are too far away from the center city 
to attract major industrial development activities, without very substantial public 
subsidy, within the next 20 years. All of these new cities are further than 40 
kilometers from the nearest large city center; the distance used as a rule of thumb 
for the French New Towns and by exprience in Great Britain, Scandinavia and the 
United States.[ 7 

Sadat City is in the least desirable location, being 95 kilometers away from 
central Cairo and 75 kilometers away from any present urban development. 10th of 
Ramadan City is slightly better located, 58 kilometers from the center city and 30 
minutes drive from Heliopolis. New Ameriyah is only 40 kilometers from Alexandria, 
however, it is one hour away given transportation conditions. The greatest concern 
for the latter is the lack of potential economic linkages to the site other than with 
Alexandria. 18 In each case, mare reasonable sites could have been selected closer 
to both Cairo and Alexandria, such as those proposed by NUPS concept plans for Cairo 
and Alexandria.19 

The French New Towns, which are similar to the Egyptian New Tows program in 
size, have been carefully planned within 40 kiloneters of Paris on a good road 
system. Yet, they are still experieicing difficulties in attracting industry and 
other employers despite significant incentives. 20  The British New Town Program
has built much smaller centers many of them linked with the London Region; although, 
as shown in Table 111-21, none of them had achieved their targetted population since 
the initiation of construction. 

In Egypt the situation is brighter for the satellite cities of 15th of May,
6th of October and El Obour than for the larger new towns. These cities are 
located along existing development corridors and close enough to Cairo to 
attract industries and a residential population. 15th of May City has the potential 
of attracting workers from industries in Helwan though current costs of 
dwelling units are high. 6th of October is located in a potential development 
area of the Giza Governorate, attractive for both industry and tourism. 
facililies. El Obour City is located near to the Cairo-Ismailia Corridor, 
near the Belbeis Desert Road and close to the El Khankc industrial site 
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TABLE 111-21 

DESIGNATION, POPULATION SIZE, AND OBJECTIVES
 

OF BRITISH NEW TOWNS 1
 

POPULATION (IN THOUSANDS)
 

NAME 


(DATE OF DESIGNATION) 


PHASE ONE: LONDON 


1. Stevenage (1946) 


2. Crawley (1947) 


3. Hemel 	Hempsteed (1947) 


4. Harlow (1947) 


5. Hatfleld (1948) 


6. Welwyn (1948) 


7. BaslPdon (1949) 


8. Bracknell (1949) 


SUB TOTAL 


PHASE ONE: PROVINCES 


9. Aycllffe (1947) 


10. East 	Kilbride (1947) 


11. Peterlee (1948) 


12. Glenrothes (1948) 


13. Cwmbran (1949) 


14. 	Corby (1950) 


SUB TOTAL 


PROPOSED 

AT DESIGNATION 1972 CAPACITY 

7 72 105 

9 68 79 

21 72 80 

5 79 90 

9 29 30 

19 41 50 

25 80 134 

5 38 60 

98 478 628 

0 22 45 

2 66 100 

0 26 30 

1 31 75 

12 42 55 

16 50 83 

31 237 388 

OBJECTIVES
 

Dbantralizatlon/
 

Containmont
 

Overspill
 

Overspll
 

OverspIll
 

Overspll
 

Overspll
 

OverspIll
 

OverspIll
 

Overspll
 

Houslng/Jobs/Oversplll
 

Industrial Housing
 

Oversplll-(Glasgow)
 

HousIng Improvement
 

Industrlal/Houslng/
 

Growth Center
 

Iousing Improvement
 

Industrial Housing
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TABLE 111-2 1 

(Continued) 

POPULATION (IN THOUSANDS)
 

NAME 
 PROPOSED
 
(DATE OF DESIGNATION) AT DESIGNATION 
 1972 CAPACITY OBJECTIVES
 

PHASE TWO: NEW CENTERS HousIng/Regional/Growth 

Centers 

15. Cumbemauld (1955) 3 34 Oversplll - (Glasgow) 

16. SKelmorsdale (1961) 10 34 80 Oversplll - (Liverpool) 

17. Livingston (1962) 2 18 100 Overspll'/Redlstrlbu

tlion 

18. Reddltch (1964) 32 43 90 Oversplll - (Birmingham) 

19. Runcorn (1964) 30 44 90 Redevelopment/Oversplll 

20. Washington (1964) 20 32 80 Growth Center 

21. Irvine (1966) 
 35 
 48 120 Growth Center
 

22. Newton, Wates (1967) 6 6 
 13 
 Growth Center - Rural
 

Migration
 

SUB TOTAL 
 158 259 553
 

PHASE THREE: NEW CITIES 
 Major Alternative Centers
 

23. Milton Keynes (1967) 
 44 47 250 Counter-Magnet
 

24. Pe'erborough (1967) 
 83 89 187 Counter-Magnet/Growth
 

Center
 

25. Northampton (1968) 131 139 260 Counter-Magnet/Growth
 

Center
 

Z6. Warrlngton (1968) 122 130 
 202 Oversplll/Renewal
 

27. Telford (1968) 
 70 82 250 Oversplll/Renewal
 

28. Central Lancashire (1970 250 
 250 500 Counter-Magnet/Renewal
 

SUB TOTAL 
 700 733 1,649
 
TOTAL 
 967 1,686 3,538
 

1 This table Ii frorn L.S. Bourne, Urban Sstems: 
Strategies for Regulation,
 

Oxford Unlverslty Press, 1975, rp. 70 and 71.
 

SOLRCE: Statistics adapted from Townand Country Planning, 40.1, 
January 1972;

158 The Department of the Environment, and Barber (1973).
 



overlooking the Delta and closer to Cairo than 10th of Ramadan. It is,
therefore, more attractive for industrial and residential development. 2 1 However,
El Amal City, located in the Eastern Desert plateau, 55 km from Tahrir Square, 
as noted in the Cairo Concept Plan, is located in an area that is not likely 
to have large-scale development in the near future. 

b. Size 

Cities in Egypt do not tend to grow rapidly unless they enjoy strong locational 
advantages and are directly stimulated by significant national government investment. 
Only Cairo and Alexandria now have populations of over 500,000 persons. Even the 
Canal cities were not able to reach 300,000 population prior to 1967, while 
only in urban Egypt Shoubra El Kheima, Giza, Kafr El Dawar and Aswan have 
maintained very high growth rates over an extended period. However, since 
completion of the High Darn, Aswan's rate of growth has considerably
slowed. (Appendix Il-H.) Of these, Giza alone has maintained a growth
rate of over 10 percent per annum over a period of 15 or more years. Thus, based 
on historical trends in urban Egypt, only urban centers closely connected 
to the two metropolitan areas are likely to grow rapidly in the near 
future. Suez could be a possible exception to this rule if adequate investment 
is maintained. 

Table 111-22 compares likely population sizes for ongoing New Communities in the 
year 2000 (based upon past growth rates of urban centers in Egypi and upon present
construction plans) to the target populations. The table indicates that growth rates 
of from 8-24 percent per annum for the next 20 years would be required to reach year
2000 target populations. 

Even considering a growth rate of I0 percent per annum once a critical population 
mass is achieved until the year 2000 would be highly optimistic in a historical 
perspective. Under this assumption, however, only the 15th of May will reach its 
year 2000 population target of 150,000 while the 10th of Ramadan would reach a 
population on the order of 100,000. The other new communities, on the other hand, 
are only likely to attain populations of about 80,000 by that time. It should be 
pointed out that even these rates of growth will require a significant and sustained 
governmental effort and care sho,.Id be taken to avoid an unduly high level of 
investment if net benefits are not likely to be high. 

c. Development Costs and Standards 

The costs of constructing new towns are significantly greater than the costs 
associated with contiguous urban development. For this reason, with the exception of 
new government capitals such as Brasilia or Islamabad, few such plans have been fully
implemented. Yet, even these cities do not function as true urban centers; they tend 
to be deserted on weekends and during vacation periods. World experience in new 
towns has been poor; unimplemented plans and half-finished infrastructure are common. 
Generally, the amount of investment required over a 20 to 30 year period to complete
the plans for cities on the order of 100,000-150,000 population, such as Colombia,
Maryland in the United States, is more than any private investor and most governments 
can afford. 

The New Comrnunities Authority's estimated cost between 1986-2000 for Sadat 
City, 10th of Ramadan City, 15th of May City, and 6th of October is approximately 
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TABLE 111-22 

NEW COMMUNITY PROJECTED POPULATIONS IN YEAR 2000 
AND IMPLIED RATES OF GROWTH 

YEAR 2000 POPULATION 

IMPLIED ANNUAL 
PROJECTION GROWTH RATE OF 

ASSUMED MAXIMUM AT OPTIMUM NEW COMMUNITY NEW COMMUNITY 
BASE BASE AVERAGE RATE OF HISTORICAL TARGETED POPULATION 

COMMUNITY YEAR POPULATION GROWTH PER ANNUM URBAN TRENDS6 POPULATION TARGETS 

10th of Ramadan City 1983 20,0001 10 % 101,100 500,000 21 % 

Sadat City 1985 20,0002 10 % 83,500 500,000 24 % 

New Amerlyah City 1985 20,0003 I0 % 83,500 390,000 20 % 

6th of October City 1984 17,5004 10 % 80,400 350,000 21 % 

15th of May City 1985 50,0005 150,0007 150,000 8 % 

TOTAL - 127,500 - 498,500 1,890,000 

NOTES: Base population estimates are optimistic and critical If the proposed year 2000 populations are to be 
achieved. 

Year 2000 population projections of the New Communities by 
NUPS In Tables 111-3 & I11-11 are generally
 
higher than these figures as It was assumed that measures will be taken to establish a higher base
 
population through Improved management, marketing and Investment actions.
 

1 Based on occupancy of units now 
being constructed.
 

2 Based on rate of construction of 10th of Ramadan City.
 

3 Based on rate of construction of 10th of Ramadan City.
 

4 Based upon 197;-;^3l rate of construction for 15th of May City.
 

5 
 Based upon occupancy of complete first phase of construction (12,000 units).
 

6 Based on 10 percent growth rates achieved by fastest growing existing settlements.
 

7 This population Is based upon completion of the prcject, 
 assuming 50,000 population In 1985, rather
 
than upon the 10 percent maximum assumption.
 

SOURCE: NIIPS Analysis
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L.E. 3,519 million. (Table 111-23) This figure represents about 22 to 30 
percent of the total capital investment for intra-urban infrastructure allocated 
in NUPS alternatives for the entire Cairo region over the 1986-2000 period. 22 

If the projects were completed successfully, these four centers would serve 
1.5 million persons or, at most, 9 percent of the population of the Cairo region
in the year 2000 and about 22 percent of the increase over the 20 year period.
More likely, the year 2000 population in the new lawns will be no more than 
625,000 persons or 3.8 percent ot the population of the Cairo Region. The 
percentage of total infrastructure costs would then be about 13 percent
of the estimate of the :egion's costs which is within the constraints of 
the likely total NUPS !ivestment pool. Thus, the New Towns would require 
a very large proportio:, of the monies available for urban investment over the 
period, while produciig a minimal return with regard to ordering of population
growth. This fact is indicated already by the !979-1982 Five Year Plan. 

The risks involved in the building of New Towns are consequently enormous. In 
fact, worldwide experience in New Towns has shown that, due to the long period of 
implementation required, few administrations have been able to see a project through 
to completion. Government changes in ministries, staff, and top officials have 
tended to slow the momentum of such projects and stall them midway through the period
of execution. Incomplete New Towns represent a loss in infrastructure investment. 
On the other hand, infrastructure placed just beyond existing urban areas is rarely a 
loss. Given the growth pressures active in Cairo and Alexandria, it is almost 
inconceivable that infrastructure development in proximity to the built-up areas 
would be "unused" for very long. 

If infrastructure is installed too quickly, or if plans change, there can be a 
great amount of assets which ar, frozen without any return on investment. Such 
frozen assets mqy account at any one time for perhaps 10 percent of the total amount 
of investment. 23 This is a gigantic risk since initial investment in free-standing 
new towns is so large. It would be prudent to evaluate development on each of the New 
Towns at the end of their first stage and postpone smaller-scale second stage
development until a significant arno'unt of residences and industries has been 
established in Stage I. 

Development costs can be alleviated somewhat by good financial and management
practices, including: 

* 	 The need for incremental development completing small stages before beginning 

others. 

* 	 The need for better cost recovery. 

* 	 Reduction of infrastructure standards and increases in residential densities to 
reduce per cdpita costs. 

* 	 Increases in land use efficiency. 

* 	 Reduction of corr-nunity facilities, costs and standards. 

* 	 Reduction of cost, and amount of publicly built housing. 
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TABLE 111-23
 

PRESENT AND PROJECTED COSTS FOR NEW CITIES, 1977-2000 
(L.E. MILLIONS) 

EXPENDITURES*
 

(Through 
 STAGE I COSTS* TOTAL COSTS*
 
Fiscal Year (Expected (By Approx.


CITY 
 1981) by 1985) year 2000)
 

1. 10th of Ramadan City 85.0 
 191.0 1,500.0
 

2. Sadat City 
 45.8 450.0 1,500.0
 

3. 6th of October (Giza) 
 - 300.0 1,050.0 

4. 15th of May (Helwan) 120.0 
 190.0 
 600.0
 

TOTAL Cairo-Related New Towns 
250.8 1,131.0 4,650.0
 

TOTAL New Amerlyah City 23.0 
 350.0 1,200.0
 

(Alexandria)
 

CRAND TOTAL 
 213.8 1,481.0 5,850.0
 

Cost generally Include 
Intra-urban Infrastructure and 
some components
 
of Inter-reglonal Infrastructure (noteably power transmlssion links,
 
bulkwater and 
limited road construction).
 

SOURCE: New Urban Communltles Authority, August 
1981.
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In Figures I1-11 and I11-12 per capita investment costs for 1980 derived from 
tender documents for the New Communities of 15th of May, 6th of October, Sadat City
and 10th of Ramadan are presented. The first provides a greater level of investment 
detail by sector while the second clearly shows the individual shares for housing,
infrastructure and services (community facilities). A comparison is also made to 
household per capita affordability at market rates of fina! - ing. The figures are 
meant to serve as a reference for the subsequent analyses. 

• The Need for Incremental Development 

It is very difficult t execute large scale development projects involving
significant units of population and area. The stages of development planned for 
the free-standing new towns are for populations of at least 150,000 each (a
good-sized city in and of itself). The 15th of May is planned for stages of 
50,000 each, still large-scale by international standards. The size of these 
stages is in effect increased by the fact that often work for a second stage is 
begun before demand is shown for the first stage. The most extreme example of 
this practice is in Sadat City where much of the infrastructure and main roads 
have been completed before the completion of even one urban neighborhood. This 
is also the case in the 10th of Ramadan City where an adequate water supply is 
still lacking while implementation continues on other less important elements. 
The costs of hiring a third party to manage subcontractors in 10th of Ramadan 
City, for example, would not be required with proper management and cost control 
of the project. 

It is much easier to complete projects incrementally, both in terms of time and 
resources. One can then determine if the project concept is correct before 
committing more resources. New Town projects should be developed in stages of 
50,000 persons or less. If the jobs have been provided for that critical mass of 
population, then the chances of increasing that population to 150,000-200,000 in 
several decades and from there to the level of 500,000 are significantly 
increased. 

* The Need for Improved Cost Recovery 

To date, very little attention has been given to cost recovery in the new 
towns. High direct or indirect subsidies are apparent in sales policies for 
land, infrastructure and housing. The size of the subsidies is so great as to 
create concern about whether sufficient investment funds can possibly be found to 
see the projects through to completion. In theory, only the 6th of October City
is planned on a self-financing basis, but the level of expected cross subsidy
from land sales appears to be high. (Table 111-24) 

The lowest levels of cost recovery which will be achieved are in 10th of Ramadan 
City. Since all of residential and 75 percent of industrial land in Stage I has 
been sold at low prices, annual government subsidies have represented about 
two-thirds of the annual budget even in the years when the sale of land was the 
highest. 24 

Based upon estimated infrastructure and community facilities costs, the 10th of 
Ramadan per capita expenditures for infrastructure and community facilities in 
Stage I were L.E. 937 and L.E. 1,713, respectively, but total revenue from land 
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TABLE 111-24 

EXPECTED COST RECOVERY BY NEW TOWNS 

PER CAPITA EXPENDITURES PER CAPITA REVENUES1 

INFRASTRUCTURE 
TOTAL CAPITAL TOTAL SURPLUS 

CITY POPULATION 
COMMUNITY 

FACILITIES HOUSING TOTAL LAND 

DWELLING 

UNIT TOTAL 

SURPLUS OR 
(DEFICIT) 

PER CAPITA 

OR 
(DEFICIT) 

L.E. MILLION 

10th of Ramadan City 500,000 
 2,796 1,072 
 3,868 35 
 1,252 1,287 
 (2,581) 
 (1,290)
 

Sadat City 
 500,000 
 2,041 
 349 2,390 222 
 903 1,125 (1,265) (633)
 

6th of October City 350,000 1,472 1,333 
 2,805 4,134 
 1,725 5,859 
 3,054 
 + 1,069
 

15th of May City 150,000 2,026 1,229 
 3,255 N.A. 
 N.A. 1,408 (1,847) 
 (277)
 

The New Ccmunltles Law exempttmost development In the New Towns from taxation, which could otherwise be an
source of alternative
revenue for the New Tnwns Authorities. 
 Further, since cooperatives are expected to play a major role In new
town 
development, the 1981 Cooperatives Law which excludes all 
types of cooperatives from local 
council 
fees removes
another potential source of 
revenue. 
Finally, the New Towns Authorities are too new to have established policies about
user charges, but 
If they adopt policies prevalent 
In other areas, these charges will 
be too low to recover capital
costs. Therefore, under present policies 
It 
Is unlisely that alternative revenue sources can materialize which will

change this 
picture substantially.
 

SOURCE: 
 National Urban Policy Study? "Working Paper on 
Urban Development Standards and Costs" (Cairo, October 
10, 1980)
Table 22, p. 105, as adjusted an updated 
in Annex 2, Table 
1-4, of "New Communitles Report."
 



sales of only L.E. 35 per capita is anticipated. This represents a recovery of 
only about 1.3 percent of the capital invested on the infrastructure and 
community facilities.2 5  Thus, there is an approximate subsidy of 98.7 percent 
on the capital cost of infrastructure and comnmunity facilities in Stage I (a 
subsidy of L.E. 388.1 million). Large interest rate subsidies due to the 
provision of low interest housing loans through cooperatives are not included in 
these estimates. 

The situation would be improved if the Authority adopted the j*iform land 
disposition policy now under consideration. 2 6 Under that policy, the price of 
land is to include the costs of providing physical infrastructure, levelling and 
clearing of the land, and the cost of loans and administration. However, even 
this change will not greatly reduce subsidies since a large percentage of 
investment monies goes for community facilities which are not included in the 
above formula. Almost two-thirds of the total subsidy for infrastructure and 
facilities at the 10th of Ramadan City are for community facilities. Thus, under 
the new policy, the subsidy would be L.F. 156.9 million (65.3 percent) as 
compared to L.E. 388.1 million (98.7 percent). Similar ratios of infrastructure 
cost to community facilities cost exist for Sadat City (overall - 63 percent vs. 
32 percent) and the 15fh of May City (overall - 70 percent vs. 42 percent for 
community facilities).2 7 Thus, overall, the total subsidy for land, 
infrastructure and community facilities would be cut by about one-third with the 
adoption of the new land disposal policy. 

* 	 The Need to Reduce Infrastructure Standards and Increase Residential 
Densities 

Four major ways to significantly improve cost recovery and, thus, reduce the 
tremendous costs of new towns are: 

- Reduction of infrastructure standards 

- Increase in residential density 

- Inc'ease in land use efficiency 

- Reduction of costs of community facilities. 

There are positive reasons for providing a high standard of primary 
infrastructure to new developments since maintenance and repair costs may be 
reduced by doing .,o. However, the combination of very high standards for 
infrastructure and very low residenlial densities produces very high

28
costs. 

The highest cost standard is that of 10th of Ramadan City. Its cost of L.E. 
3,868 per capita for first stage housing and infrastructure, for example, is 3.4 
times that of the Cairo Governorate's Berket Public Housing Project (now called 
El Salaam City) (L.E. 1,141). The costs are 3 times those of the average urban 
standards development (L.E.l,228) proposed for the Greater Cairo Region by the 
NUPS Estimate II of the Preferred Strategy intra-urban costs. 
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* The Need to Increase Land Use Efficiency 

There is a need for increased land use efficiency in each of the New CommunitiesPlans. 2 9 Open space and services combined exceed the area for residential usesby a great margin in all of the new communities with the exception of 6th ofOctober City. In their final development, the three free-standing new towns of10th of Ramadan City, Sadat City and New Ameriyah City will budget more land forservices thcn they do for residential development. The proportion ofallocated for residential uses is very low by 
land 

normal planning standards: 25percent of the total in Sadat City (33 percent of non-industrial land) 27percent of the total in New Arneriyah City (31 percent of non-industrial land); 35percent of the total in the first phase of 10th of Ramadannon-industrial land); 24 percent of the total 
City (46 percent of

in 6'th of October City (30 percentof non-industrial land). The usual planning standard, excluding land forindustrial uses, is 50 to 60 percent of land area devoted to residential uses.NUPS has adopted a standard of 65 percent for all non-public uses for newurban development. 

The ability of the new communities to finance them-selves through land sales iscritical to their success. Thus, the percentage of saleable land must be kept ashigh as possible. A percentage of saleable land in areas not set aside forindustry and tourism of only 30 to 35 percent, as compared to 50 to 60 percent,means a loss of 30 to 50 percent of potential land sale revenues from residents.It might be argued that these losses, generally for purposes of elcborate roadcirculation Systems, becan made up by the sale of industrial land. However,this is risk> since the attractiveness for industry in these sites is notimnediately self-evident. 

*, The Need to Reduce Community Facility, Costs and Standards 

The expected costs of community facilities in the New Communities is exceedinglyhigh and the standards generally are greater than those proposed by the GeneralOrganization for Physical Planning (GOpp). 3 0 Community facility costs havebeen estimated at L.F. 1,713 per capita for 10th of Ramadan City, L.E. 1,423 percapita for Sadat City and L.E. 1,512 per capita for 15th of May City. Thesecosts are about five times the per capita costs of community facilities in theNUPS development proposals for the Cairo Zone (L.F. 300.7 per capita).
 
The high costs and standards of community 
 facilities in the New Communities isfurther emphasized by the fact that they represent almost 50 percent of the totalcost in the three new communities mentioned above. (Figures Il1-11 and 111-12)On the other hand, costs for con-nunity facilities are roughly 38 percent the NUPSdevelopment pickage proposed for Cairo.Greater (Chapter V) 
Some of this difference is understandable; Sadat City and 10th of Ramadan City,being completely self-contained, must provide a higher lvel of cormnunityfacilities than satellite cities or urban extension settlements. Both provideeducational facilities from kindergarden through university, as well as completehealth delivery systems ranging
hospitals. However, 

from health centers through specializedsince these costs are substantially greater than those forinfrastructure alone, they should be reduced through increases in densities andreduction in standards to lower overall per capita development costs. 
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Several steps could be taken to reduce the costs of conirnunity facilities in the 
New Towns. For example, Sadat City social arid administrative facilities are 
provided at a level which are generally not found in similar sized settlements in 
Egypt. (Appendix Table V-A.25) As is shown in Appendix Table V-A.14, these 
costs can be reduced by 70 percent by modifying the structure of facilities 
provided. The social infrastructure standards targetted for C 500,000 service 
population which were adopted from the Suez Master Plan (Appendix Table \/-A. 16) 
are almost 74 percent lower than those provided in the Sadat City Master 
Plan. Similar reductions in education costs are also possible. The NUPS 
proposed educatic i standard represents an increase in per capita spending of 60 
percent over those found in Assiut, but are 71 percent less than those found in 
Sadat City and 93 percent less than those found in 10th of Ramadan (both
comparisons exclude provisions for universities). 

* The Need to Reduce Public Housing Costs and Programs 

The previous discussion has concentrated upon the subsidies inherent in high
standards of infrastructure and corilunity facilities. Yet, there is also a large 
subsidy for housing construction. At the 15th of May City, for example, all of 
the housing will be constructed by the Government and constructio:i will be 
financed by 30 year government loans at 3 percent. Administrative costs will be 
met ihrough a number of sources, generally charging an additional administrative 
fee of V2 of I percent of the total loan amount. As Stage I of 15th of May will 
,consist of 12,000 housing units, each unit sale will, therefore, entail an 
indirect interest subsidy on the difference between 3 percent per annum and the 
present Central Bank interest rate (12 percent per annum). Technically, this 
subsidy will not affect the financial operations of the authority as it will be 
borne by the national Government which provides the financing to the Authority.
However, it must be considered as part of the total subsidy given by the Egyptian 
government to the New Towns Program. Further, such subsidies will prevent the 
Authority from ever becoming a self-sustaining entity. 

The subsidy cost in this case could be reduced orly if there were housing loans 
available from other sources to potential homebuilders or if the interest rate of 
such government loans was increased. The latter is more likely, since no 
private or Government body could afford to give loans at much less than 12 
percem per annum in the present financial climate. 

Even in the latter case, the subsidy would remain considerable and the amount of 
Government investment tied up in housing would be enormous. Generally, it would 
be better for the Government to leave housing construction to lhe more responsive
and efficient small-scale sector. Government policy cculd then concentrate upon 
providing serviced urban land in desert areas, on k.oordinating measures to 
bring jobs to tte new corrnunities, and on increasing the supply and reducing the 
costs of building materials. Thus, the informal-type housing sector should not 
only be allowed in the new conmnunities, but should become the predominant source 
of housing. Future growth must be ordered, but this can be done best through
the planning and location of basic infrastructure and community facilities. 

d. Target GroupAfforduit 

The high costs for housing in the New Conlmunities implies that the types of units 
provided are not affordable by low and middle income families. In fact, as Figures
Il1-11 and i1-12 indicate, -- per capita costs far exceed household 
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affordability. 31 In fact, with respect to dwelling units per se, only 9 of 54dwelling types considered are affordable by households with annual incomes less thanL.E. 1,500 per annum; yet, only 25 percent of the households of Cairo have
annual incomes over L.F. 1,500. 

The satellite cities of 15th of May and 6th of October are even less affordableto median income households than the free-standing New Towns. Not one dwellingunit type at the 15th of May is affordable by such households, even basedon current sales policies rather than full cost recovery. Under full costrecovery, the least expensive unit costs over L.E. 13,000 and is affordableonly to households with annaul incomes of almost L.E. 39000; affordableonly about 5 percent of Cairo's households in the absence of a subsidy of
to 

approximately two-thirds 3 2of the tst. 

e. Industry and Employment Attraction 

Jobs are the most important requirement for the development of an urbancenter. A mass jobscritical of must be in place for rapid development. Yet theprovision of adequate infrastructure is required before industry can be attracted toa new location. A good water supply, a good telecorr-nunicaiions system, adequatepower, and good transportation links are necessary requirements for any new
industrial area. 

It is very difficult to get industry to locate in a new city unless that city haseasy access resourcesto required by that industry. Thus, even the prohibition ofsiting new industry in other locations in Egypt would not necesssarily bring industi-yto the New Towns. Industry needs proximity to labor supply, markets and other firms.Thus, when a critical mass of population has not been reached, the public sector willstill have to take the lead to develop the necessary critical mass. 

Sites for satellite cities, like El Obour whichCity, are located near existingindustry would be less of a gamble for entrepreneurs. However, these cities wouldstill need adequately prepare; industrial zones anchored by plants with large publicsector investment. Sites for small-scale firms with suiIable levels ofinfrastructure and transportation facilities are also necessary to develop a critical
 
mass in a settlement.
 

Marketing of industrial sites (and residential plots plus units) is critical tothe success of new towns and satellite cities. Yet, marketing efforts to date haveput too little emphasis upcn the attraction of small-scale industry, which wouldprovide substantial employmenil in the new city. Greater efforts need to be made toprovide shops for such entrepreneurs in thehofh industrial and cormmercial areas.Financing and housing might serve as an additional inducernent to lure enployers awayfrom the workshops in central Cairo and Alexandria. 

Efforts aimed at attracting large-scale industry must be more aggressiveand effective. As industrial land at 10th
investors are now being turned 

the of Ramadan was all sold, potential
away. The proposed new disposition policy wouldpermit only rental of industrial sites during the period of plant construction.An agreed upon implementation schedule would also be required. If a project'simplementation schedule is not followed, a warningthe would be issued byAuthority and if the violation was not corrected within year,one the 
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land would be taken hack and the sales contract abrogated. Enforcement 
of such provisions is necessary to avoid speculation cnd to assure the necessary 
access of key industries. 

To ensure that industrial sites are effectively utilized, extensive efforts inust 
be made to attract investors. The tax incentives given to new towns are unlikely to 
be enough to offset the uncertainties of locating in a city without a large current 
population. 3 3 The Government can pressure such investors to situate in the New 
Towns through refusal to grant industrial permits for other locations. However, such 
a policy is not likely to be pursued for long, given the desire for large-scale 
industrial development i Egypt, whulever the location. 

Therefore, the government should use public sector companies as the industrial 
base of new towns. However, to attract other industries, New Towns will require a 
solid base of infrastructure, an efficient permit process, and adequate sources of 
necessary raw materials and skilled labor. The problem of skilled construction labor 
has already appeared in the construction of 15th of May City, and will certainly 
continue for the industries locating in new towns. Other general problems with 
modern industrial development in Fgypt also apply to the New Towns. These 
include: absence of markets for gocds, high inflation rates, lack of cc,pital 
for investment, and dependence on multinatonal firms who require hiqh standards 
of infrastructure and are quick to move it not satisfied. Thus, an industrial 
program in the new communities would be difficult to implement even under 
the best of circumstances. 

f. Development Control 

One of the attractions of a new town is its purity: the land has not yet been 
defiled by existing disorganized uses. Thus, it is easier to establish and enfo,'ce 
controls over future development than in development adjacent to existing urban 
areas. Howe,,er, this attraction can be overestimated since development is less 
likely to occur in such isolated places. Unfortunately, if development begins at a 
rapid pace inadequate the srne problems of development control,:,'th manaqement 
are going to occur in the New Towns. 

The underlying problems of administration will surface unless special efforts are 
made at early enforcement. Thus, th, New Urban Ccnmunities Law (LGw No. 59 of 
1979): Article 8, states that the area of 100 meters on either side of public roads 
leading to a new urban community shall be reserved and their use put under the 
control of the New HJrban Communities Authority. That provision is already being 
violated along the main road to New Arneriyah City. Action is not being taken for 
enforcement because the police come under the jurisdiction of the Alexandria 
Governorate, not of the Authority. In addition, it is likely that similar violations 
will occur with regard to the development controls supposedly exercised by the 
Authority over a five-kilom-neter area surrounding the boundaries of other New 
Communities. 

g. Organization and Management tReguirements 

The larger the project, the more organization and managerial skills are required 
for successful execution. Besides cost, a major reason ior the failure of new towns 
programs throughout the world has been the lack of sufficient managerial skills and 
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technical personnel to carry out such projects. Egypt is blessed with alarge number of technically trained persons, despite ongoing out--migration. Theheads of t:.e New Towns projects and their technical staff, for exoimple, are doingan excellert job under very difficult situations with regard to construction,provizion of building materials 
of 

and labor. However, the simultaneous executionall these projects at the scale currently planned creates an enormou.sdrain on the development potential of the country, given the number of otherjobs that need to be done. Other needed works are being neglected and technicalpersonnel diverted to provide infrastructure for only a small percentage ofthe urban population. Such a course may mean that, not only are the New Townslikely not to reach their goals, but major metropolitan areas will be less wellserved than if a more balanced and realistic urban population deconcentrationprogram had been pursued with priority development in smaller centers closerto the built-up area.3 

Law No. 59 of 1979 gives the Authority broad-ranging powers for planning andcontrol of development and management. However, given the scales of the NewCommunities and the size of each phase, problems are already occurring in thecoordination between the new community projects and the governorates. AlexandriaGovernorate, for example, is approving industrial and cooperative housing
applications along the main road to New Arneriyah City. 

Related to the above issue is the question of on-going maintenance of facilitiesin new cities and the local Government administration of such conmunities. Article13 of Law 59 of 1979 gives the New Urban Conr inities Authority the power to act asthe local Gover nment for the new urban coiTniunity until such time as the community isdelivered to the control of the governorate by a Cabinet Decree. With regard to 15th
of May City, the furthest advanced in construction, it is being considered to have
the Stage I area (population of 50,000) transferred to the Cairo Governorate as soonas it is completed, while construction continues on the other stages of the city. 

Experience in other parts of the world has shown that it is probably better forthe Authority to maintain control over the new :ommunity for the entire periodconstruction, despite the administrative burden thus imposed. Only in that way is 
of 
itlikely that uniform development controls can be enforced, including enforcement ofmaintenance of buildings by their owners and of community facilities. The CairoGovernorate presently does not have the necessary personnel to enforce suchprovisions, and thus, is unlikely to make a more active effrt to enforce them in15th of May City. If such controls are not enforced in ihe first stage of theproject, 
 rien they are unlikely to be controlled in its later stages. Itimperaiive thaT the Authority recognizes this reality 
is 

and establishes a specialdivision to carry out the maintenance and utility functions normally carried out bylocal Government during the period when the city is still being constructed.However, such responsibility wil! require a larger staff than is cvailable at 
present.
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NOTES 

CHAPTER III
 

SPATIAL ELEMENTS OF THE RECOMMENDED STRATEGY 

1 As adapted from the 1970 Preliminary Master Plan for Cairo. 

2 NUPS First Round Alternatives, Vol. If,"Cairo Concept Plan", June, 1981. 

3 Trend Forecasts presented in Table Ifl-3 are those developed by the Ambric 
Study, "Rehabilitation and Expansion of the Greater Ca,,o Wastewater System, 
1981." Residential areas in year 2000 were taken from the Greater Cairo 
Waterworks Master Plan prepared by E.S. Parsons and E.G.G. February 1979, which 
projected similar populations by "kism" for the year 2000. 

4 In 1973, the dersity coefficient (i. ., the number of industries in an area as a 
proportion of total industries) of Cairo was 0.95, NUPS Working Paper by M. 
Rahman, ;'Manufacturing Industries in Egypt - Spatial Location and Investment 
Allocations," 1981, p. 12. 

5 Op. cit. 

6 CAPMAS, Industrial Production nsus, 2nd Quarter, 1977, for establishments 
with 25 or more workers. 

7 NUPS "Cairo Concept Plan," 1981, p. 156, as derived from CAPMAS Industrial 
Census. 

8 NUPS "Cairo Concept Plan," 1981, p. 150. 

9 The Alexandria Wastewater Master Plan Update 1981. 

10 No explanation was noted for the differing target population levels. 

11 See "New Towns ard Satellite Cities: A Strategy for Deconcentrationof Urban
Development," NUPS Working Paper by S. Sherrer, October 1981, Annex 
1. Subsequently referred to as New Communities Report. 

12 Similar proposal in the 1956 Cairo Master Plan led to the development of Nasr 
City. 

13 Anwar El Sadat, The October Working Paper(Cairo: Ministry of Information, April 
1974, English Translation) pp. 80-82. 

14 The total expenditures to date at these cities, plus New Ameriya City have been 
about L.E. 274 million, with the expected cost of Stage 1 of the four cities set 
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at about L.E. 741 million and total expected construction cost at L.E. 4800 
million (1978 prices) see New Communities Report, Annex 2. 
15 See extended argument to this effect in H. Richardson's "From The Frst Round
Alternatives to a Preferred Strategy Suggestions ancl Comments," Cairo: National 
Urban Policy Study, August 1981. 

16 James M. Rubenstein, The French New Towns, The John Hopkins University Press,
1978.
 

17 Op. Cit.
 

18 
 West and south of New Ameriya City, the northwest Coast and western Desert show
little prospect for economic growth and urbanization. 
19 See "Cairo Concept Plan," Vol. 2 NUPS First Round Alternatives Report and 
NUPS "Special Report: Alexandria Concept Plan." 

20 For example, the French NVew Towns are all within 40 kilometers of a major urbancenter. However, in that close location they had difficulty achieving theirgoals. There were only 50,000 housing starts in the 5 such towns in the ParisRegion in 1971-75, while the projected planning1,730,000. by the year 2000 wasThe projected populations had been reduced dramatically from aninitial projection of 2,800,00-3,600,000 in these 5 centers. The French 
New Towns. 

This assumes that its original site near to
11 

existing industry and infrastructure
facilities is maintained.
 

22 See New Commnunities Report, Annex 
 4. 

23 See New Communities Report, Annex 4.
 

24 The same mistake was committed at Nasr Cit%15 years earlier. 
 It appears thatthis problem will be rectified in land sales in some of the other New Towns.example, the development authority of Sadat City has not 
For 

yet sold land in eitherresidential or industrial areas (as of late 1981). It inLends to lease the landfor a period of at least 2 years prior to sale to ensure that constructionbegins. However, this mechanism will only partially recover costs as land pricesare not high enough to fully cover costs.
 

For the first stage population of 
 150,000 cotal revenues from land sales wasabout L.E. 5.25 million as compared to infrastructure costs ofand community facilities costs of 
L.E. 136.5 million

L.E. 256.9 million. (See New Communities
Report, Annex 2). 

26 See NUPS New Communities Report, Annex 6. 

27 See National Urban Policy Study, "Working paper on Urban Development Standards 
and Costs" (Cairo: Octobe:" 1980) Table 22, p. 105. 
28 Annex 4 of the NUPS New Communitins TIeport includes a detailed comparison ofinfrastructure "osts for the New Commun;:ies and other urban projects. 
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29 See New Communities Report, Annex 4. 

5,0 See New Communities Report, Annex 4. 

31 The income data presented is ba3ed on the USAID Memorandum which adjusted the 
CAPMAS 1974-75 Urban Income and Expenditure Survey for inflation (househoflds were 
defined as a nuclear family). The 1979 data were in turn increased by 7 percent 
to reflect 1980 incomes. A definition of affordability used in this report is 
given in note 11 to Chapter VI. 

2 See New Communities Report, p. 115. 

32 See New Communities Report, Annex 3. 

34 The size of the new communities is already putting tremendous strain on the 
existing organizational capacity. Supervision of the contractors of 10th of 
Ramadan City has been contracted out at a tremendous cost. 15th of May City is 
having trouble getting sufficient skilled workers to carry out their well 
managcd, but ambitious efforts in stage 1. 
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CHAPTER IV 
SUEZ, SPECIAL EMPHASIS SETTLEMENTS,
 

DELTA GROWTH MANAGEMENT AND REMOTE AREAS
 

I. FUTURE URBAN DEVELOPMENT OF SUEZ 

In the view of the National Urban Policy Study, Government efforts at
decentralization outside the major metropolitan centers of Cairo and Alexandria will 
be most effective in the Canal Region, particularly in Suez. Due to its strong
locational advantages, availability of resources, and expanding industrial base and 
port facilities, Suez has significant prospects for future economic and demographic
growth. 

According to the Suez Master Plan, Suez is targetted to reach a population of one 
million by the year 2000. This would require a sustained 7 percent annual growth
rate, however, which while possibly achievable, may be difficult to manage. I 

Thus, a more conservative population range of between 750,000-850,000 has
been adopted with an implied annual growth rate of ranging between 5.8 to 
6.35 percent per annum. 

In order to achieve significant population growth, many development issues,
particularly regarding urban management, must be resolved. With respect to 
investment required to induce and accommodate the projected growth, order of 
magnitude estimates for industrial and infrastructure investment are presented in 
Table IV-l. The projected investment costs were made at five year intervals to 
reflect differences in cost per job to accoun;- for substantialand upgrading of 
existing infrastructure and industry required during the initial periods. 

Suez's share of the NUPS national urban investment for the entire period
(1986-2000) would be as follows: 

Industry and Services 5.6% 
Infrastructure 
 4.0%
 
Total Investment 4.9%
 

If population targets are reached, Suez would accorrmodate 2.3 percent of the 
projected urban population in the year 2000 and 3.1 percent of the expected urban 
population increase.during the same period. 

A. Physical Findings Reqardinq the Existing Situation and Current Trends 

Physical development issues and opportunities associated with the future growth
of Suez were assessed on the basis of review of the Suez Mastera Plan, discussions
with local authorities and consultants, and review of a recent oublication 
by the IBRD, "A Case Study - The Governorate and the City of Suez." 'L 
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TABLE IV-1 

SUEZ ZONE 

SUMMARY OF POPULATION GROWTH AND 	 INVESTMENT REQUIREMENTS 

POPULATION 
 INVESTMENT 
 PER CAPITA INVESTMENT 1
 

(O0Os) 
 (L.E MILLIONS) 
 (L.E. PER CAPITA)
 

1985 	 1990 1995 
 20001 1986-1990 1991-1995 1996-2000 


312 438 610 
 850
 

A. 	 Direct Investment (Industry 


and Services)
 

B. 	Intra-Urban Infrastructure 


(Standard One)
 

C. Intra-Urban infrastructure 


(Standard Two)
 

D. TOTAL (A + B) 


E. TOTAL (A + C) 


1986-20001 1986-1990 
 1991-1995 1996-2000 


332.0 587.0 1,190.0 2,109.0 
 758.0 962.3 1,400.0 2,481.0
 

470.4 
 585.8 788.7 1,844.9 1,073.9 960.3 
 927.9 2,170.5
 

291.2 344.0 454.8 
 1,090.0 664.9 
 564.0 535.0 1,282.3
 

802.4 
 1,172.8 1,978.7 3,953.9 1,831.9 1,922.6 2,327.9 4,651.5
 

623.2 931.0 
 1,644.8 3,199.0 1,422.9 1,526.3 1,935.0 
 3,763.3
 

Based upon population at the end of each period.
 

SOURCE: NUPS Preferred Strategy, 
 See Table I-A.1 in Appendix I and Tables V-A.30 to V-A.38 In Appendix V.
 

1986-2000 
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I. 	 Directional Growth 

Directional growth has been predominantly along the Cairo/Suez road, in coastal 
areas to the south, and in the direction of Port Tewfik. The most recent
developments include the introduction of a large cooperative housing project west ofthe city and south of the Cairo/Suez Road, port development at Adabiya, and industrial 
development in the southern sector. 

2. 	 Description of Development Trends
 

According to the Suez 
 Master Plan there has been little evidence of plannedgrowth in Suez. Rather, the city has been shaped by a series of physical constraints 
and causal factors. These include: 

* 	 The Bay of Suez to the south. 

* 	 Jebel Ataka to the extreme west. 

* 	 The Suez Canal on the east. 

* 	 The Sweetwater Canal and irrigated areas to the north. 

* 	 Port Tewfik and the causeway to the southeast. 

* 	 The Cairo/Suez Road and railway and their extensions to the north and west
 
respectively.
 

* 	 The oil terminal and refineries (and other industrial development
 
to the southwest taking much of the shoreline).
 

* The Suez Ismailia road and rail to the north. 

e Suez Creek to the northeast. 

As a consequence, most development outside of the old city has occurred to th..
northwest along the Cairo/Suez road, in coastal areas, at 
the 	base of Jebel Ataka to
the 	 southwest, and southeast in the direction of Port Tewfik. (Figures IV-l and 
IV-2) 

Suez City proper is divided into four distinct parts by the Suez/Cairo railway
I : , and 	 a branch to serve industrial areas to the west. These include: 

0 Qalsam to the north. 

* 	 Gharib to the east. 

* 	 New Suez to the south. 

* 	 Arbaeen to the northwest. 

More recent development includes the communities of Faisal, Sabbah, Harafein, and 
the cooperative project along the Cairo/Suez Road to the northwest; the light 
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POTENTIAL DIRECTIONS OF URBAN GROWTH
 

EXISTING SUEZ 

POTENTIAL LAND FOR URBAN DEVELOPMENT 

DIRECTION OF POTENTIAL URBAN GROWTH 0 5 OKM 

!SUEZ CANAL 

MAIN HIGHWAY 

FIGURE IV-1 
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industrial areas along the Ismailia and Nasser roads to the north and west, 
respectively; western expansion of the oil refineries and housing in coastal areas as 
well as the fertilizer plant and other industrial development at the foot of Jebel 
Ataka. 

In 1975, the Suez Master Plan described existing development patterns as 
follows: 

"The pattern of development (in Suez) which has emerged is one 
of distinct residential areas compact, varying in size, age and 
character, aligned alonq either side of the main road to Cairo 
and separated by roads, railways, and canals." 

The 	 moster plan, furthermore, concluded iat the existing structure does not 
provide a clear, workable structure for substantial expansion. In Subsection 5, a 
review of the master plan is made and a concept plan with suggested NUPS 
modifications is proposed. The concept plan, contrary to the Master Plan, gives more 
emphasis to supporting current trends. 

3. Principal Findings and Re-commendations 

e 	 In order to cope with the substantial urbnn growth envisaged in Suez, urban 
administration and management need to be strengthened. Among the problems 
areas: 

Efforts to achieve governmental decentralization at the district level has 
resulted in considerable overlapping of functions within i'he Governorate, 
unclear organization, responsibilities, and inadequate staff; 

Lack of an adequate pay-scale and financial incentives restricts Governorate 
and district government in hiring and promoting qualified staff: this 
results in a lack of initiative. 

Lack of management tools such as budgeting, programming, and cost control 
procedures reduce administrative efficiency. 

Lack of governorate priority to manpower and program emphasis ha " resulted 
in a multitude of staff in bookkeeping and service functions, in-dequate 
professional staff and an unclear investment program. 

Bureaucratic procedures and centralized decision-making at the national 
level inhibit efficient management (i.e., it takes up to one year to 
process a request for plots in the industrial estates). 

Before decentralization at the district level can effectively take place, urban 
managemeni and administration at the governorate level must be strengthened. 
Prioritization of manpower requirements (including increased emphasis on 
professional staff) and a clear organization of Government and staff 
responsibilities need to be established. Recruitment of qualified technical 
staff will require financial incentives including bonuses and fringe benefits 
which compare with those offered in the private sector. Management and technical 
training and a greater delegation of authority are also required. 
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* If Suez is to manage future growth, and decentralization is to be effective,
greater administrative and financial autonomy at the Governorate level is 
required: 

- Until recently the Suez Governorate had to rely on the Central Government
for most of its revenues, making it difficult to efficiently prioritize
projects, take initiative, or effectively respond to immediate problems. 

- Recently, however, the sale of governorate land brought L.E. 7.5 million 
into governorate coffers -- and the mast recent capital budget was on theorder of L.E. 111.5 million. Thus, local initiative should prove more
fruitful in the future. 

- Nevertheless, in other sectors such as industry, recent efforts to enhance
the local tax base have been put dawn at the central Government level. 

Means must be found to increase administrative and financial autonomy throughdecentralized decision making and increases in the local resource base.
Industriaj taxes, improved cost recovery for urban services, and market prices
for the sale of lanJ serviced by the Governorate will help in this regard. 

o Given the requirements for urban expansion onto publicly owned desert land, and
the larqe are.is of vacant land within the urban perimeter, a means must be found 
to facilitate development and control. 

- In the past, the siting of public projects has not optimized resource
efficiencie-: e.g., housing projects have been located beyond
infrastructu~e networks with little regard for efficient land use. 

- Low density, land consumptive uses have not been discouraged. 

- Penalties for undeveloped private land within City boundaries have not been 
sufficiently severe. Thus, possible developmeni economies have not taken 
place and land hoarding has occurred. 3 

- Discontinuous and irregular development in industrial areas has occurred due 
to inadequate surveys and control. 

In order to bring land development und-r control in Suez, a Planning and
Development Department (SPDD) was created in Suez with the assistance of the
UNDP. Its function is to meet expanion requirements through the provision
of serviced public land in accordance with the Master Plan. However, ns the
department is attached to the governorate, it cannot offer employees a pay scale
which exceeds that of the governorate. Thus, they are having grave difficulty in
recruiting qualified staff. This will inevitably reduce the impact of thedepartment. Consequently, if increased financial and other incentives cannot be
provided, it should be detached from the governorate as a semi-autonomous 
authority.4 

0 Assuming means are found to develop an efficient system for land development and
control, greater attenCtion should be given to appropriate standards and 
affordability. 
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In the post-war period, due to reconstruction efforts, the public sector has 
dominated overall development. However, as Suez expands the private 
sector's role can be expected to become more important. 

Government development standards for subdivision and housing construction 
are too high to be affordable by low income households without substantial 
subsidies. 

Scarce Government resources for housing have been utilized for the 
construction of relatively few units at high standards. 

The Suez Governorate Planning and Development Department (SPDD) can play a 
crucial part in providing serviced land for the full spectrum of housing needs 
expected in the future. However, this will require the establishment of adequate
but minimum levels of services to insure affordability. Government housing 
programs, on the other hand should, primarily, be limited to financial assistance 
and demonstration programs. Subsidies should be aimed specifically r, low income 
households. 

0 	 A rationalization of infrastructire services is required in order increase 
efficiency, improve levels of service, and reduce risk: 

- Presen*ly, Suez is dependent upon the Ismailia Canal for provision of water 
for all purposes; yet, increasing and competing demands are being made on 
the canal for irrigation and urban development (i.e., other Canal cities, 
10th of Ramadan, El Obour, etc.). 

- Increases in the capacity of the canal and the provision of a pipeline are 
not expected to significantly increase provision of water to Suez before 
1985. This could jeopardize immediate growth prospects for both Ismailia 
and 	Suez.
 

- Distribution of water is under the authority of the Suez Canal Authority 
(SCA). However, several parallel and competing distribution systems 
(particularly for raw water) have been installed by large enterprises 
resulting in some duplication of service; uncontrolled routing, water usage, 
and competing demands, and lack of coordination. 

- As water is considered a nearly "free commodity" and user charges are not 
adequate to cover service costs, an extensive use of water has occurred; no 
recycling or conservation efforts have been made and the SCA has been unable 
to expand or maintain the system. 

Although plans are underway to increase the capacity of the canal and provide a 
pipeline to Suez (to benefit Sinai and the Red Sea as well) shortages could occur 
in the short term. If this is so, an assessment of priorities must be made 
regarding irrigation and urban development. Also, though plans are underway for 
an improvement and expansion of the water supply system, little has been done to 
improve cost recovery and maintenance capabilities within the system. Higher 
tariffs, reduced standards, and better coordination are required. 

0 	 Basic infrastructure in the urban area requires substantial upgradDjq a 4 reater
 
attention to affordability and cost recovery.
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In 1976, 53.5 percent of all dwelling units in the city were not serviced by
sanitary sewers, 38 percent were without electricity, and 35 percent without 
water. 

The existing sewer system is inadequate to meet current needs. Suffering
from blockages an(- poor maintenance, most sewage is untreated cnd dumped 
ii,,o wuterways. 

Sources of potable water supply are in risk of contamination; the network
suffers from poor maintenance and iarge losses (i.e., 50 percent). 

Industrial and residential pollution of the bay and waterways continues 
unabated.
 

There is currently no systematic collection of solid waste in all 
areas.
 

User charges for water and electricity are insufficient to cover operating,
maintenance and expansion costs. 

Levels of service for tele-ommunications are currently below the level of 
urban services provided -. the national level. 

Plans have been made to upgrade and expand existing water and sewer systems and 
implemnent a solid wasTe disposal facility. However, little specific attention
 
has been given in the past to the most poorly serviced areas and inadequate
attention has been given to cost recovery. Neither the General Organization for
Sanitary Sewerage nor the governorate charges tariffs for sewer services, while
tariffs structures for water and electricity will not currently permit full cost 
recovery for these services. The SPDD suggests that those cosis, however, be 
recovered through land pricing rather than tariffs. 

Affordability analysis by the World Bank suggests the current rehabilitation andexpansion program for water and sewerage would be unaffordable to the majority of 
household without substantial subsidies. 5 It suggests that alternative less
expensive means of sewage disposal besides-- the conventional water based 
system -- should have been considered. However, due to the high water table
inSuez, alternative solutions were ruled out by the Suez Master Plan. 

Plans and equipment are ready to increase the current number of telephone lines
(roughly 2,150 in1980). A capacity of 196,750 iscurrently being planned by the 
year 2000. 

Sectoral improvements in water, sewerage, solid waste disposal, etc., are also 
under way. 
However, no regular program for general environmental upgrading

has been initiated. Clearly, sectoral action must 
be undertaken within
 
an overall plan of required improvements at the governorate level.
 

* Housing policy and investment policies at both the National and local level need 
to be reassessed in order to effectively meet current and future
 
requirements.
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Past Government emphasis on relatively high standard and costly units has 
provided benefits for relatively few at high cost. 

Informal development areas and low incorne districts have generally been 
n !glected. However, expansion of the water and sewerage systems now 
underway will serve these areas. 

Government housing solutions consisting of low density blocks of flats at 
high costs and with inefficient use of public space need to be reassessed 
and alternatives developed. 

In the future, Government housing emphasis should be oi the provision of serviced 
desert land while housing construction is carried out by the private sector. 
Financial and technical assistance for facilitated administrative procedures,
and more selective use of subsidies to benefit low income households are 
required. Major problems such as the >'iortage of building materials and lack 
of development control must also be dealt with. 

4. 	 Objectives For Future Urban Development 

Based on the future i-oe that Suez will play in the implementation of the 
National Urban Policy, the following parameters must be applied: 

The administrative, planning, and implementation capacity must be increased to 
facilitate the rapid expansion of Suez. 

0 	 The installation of industry and other economic activities should be facilitated 
through the provision of serviced sites and streamlined administrative 
procedures.
 

* 	 Residential development, primarily by the private sector should be facilitated 
througii the provision of serviced sites and appropriate standards of 
development. 

9 	 Cost recovery should be rrzaximizcti through sale of serviced land to reduce 
Government subsidies. 

• 	 The natural advantages of the site for residential, indusirial, tourism, 
recreational and land reclamation purposes need to be exploited; 

* 	 Adequate standards of housing, health, and education need to be provided in 
conjunction with job opportunities as an attraction to potential migrants. 

5. 	 Suez Master Plan Development Strategy 

The proposed master plan cites new development inland on a relatively flat area 
extending from the foothills of Jebel Ataka around the existing city and northwards 
alorg the Suez Canjl and agricultural areas. Planned urban expansion on the east 
bank of the Canal and Bay is limited to a few villages to serve land reclamation 
efforts there. Beyond Jebel Ataka to the south, development is also limited to 
settlements involved in mineral extraction and tourism. 
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The urban form adopted by the Suez Master Plan is a directional grid with a 
pimarily northern orientation for long term growth. Though western expansion was 
considered as an alternaiive, it was ruled out due to the rising elevation of the 
terrain, the desire to expand in the direction of the other Canal cities, and because 
of possible pollution from the proposed cement factory to the west. Expansion
opportunities to the south are limited because of Jebel Ataka. 

The directional grid adopted consists of a central spine on a north/south
orientation with parallel and perpendicular secondary routes running east/west. The 
central spine is to provide city and district level transport, conmerce, and service 
activities. Districts of approximately 160,000 inhabitants are located on either 
side of the central spine which is to provide city and district wide commerce, 
transport, and service functions. (Figure IV-3) 

The current major axis of urban growth, the Cairo/Suez Road, is to be
downgraded and an alternative, greater capacity road to the old city and port 
area developed to the south. This road is to link-up with a proposed ring
road which ties into the interregional network to Cairo, Ismailia, the 
Sinai, and Ghardaka. 

The 	main elements of the proposed plan include: 

* 	 The central spine, C!3D, and district centers. 

* 	 Restructuring and rehabilitation of the old city. 

* 	 Residential districts along either side fo the central spine. 

* 	 The principal industrial zone to the west along Jebel Ataka and the 
coastline. 

0 	 Light industrial areas near the fertilizer plant and refineries, at their 
existing location north of the old city, and at the western boundary of the new 
development area. 

* 	 Port development, including a new container port at Adabiya, a general cargo and 
passenger port at Port Ibrahim, and a fishing port near the old city. 

* 	 Recreational facilities outside the urban area at Ain Musa and Ain Sukna and 
inside the urban area at Suez Creek and along the central spine. 

* 	 Agricultural reclamation on the west and east of the Suez Canal. 

The Study Team feels that, while the Suez Master Plan provides a good basis for 
future development, some modifications regarding proposed direction of growth, land 
use, and development standards are appropriate. A separate discussion of suggested
standards for residential and industrial development is found in Appendix IV-C. 

With respect to urban form and land use the following modifications are 
suggested:
 

* 	 The urban area should have two major directions of growth: to ihe west as well 
as to the north. 
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" 	 The Suez/Cairo road should serve as a secondary spine for western commercial 
development as there is currently a considerable level of corrrnerce on the road 
and development is expected to enhance the commercial potential of the proposed 
new CBD. 

* 	 The role of the old city and port area should receive more emphasis and retain 
its function as the principal CBD, at least during most of the planning 
period. 

* 	 The proposed light industrial zone to the west blocks possible western 
development; it should be disaggregated and included in light industrial areas to 
the north and south. 

• 	 The prir.cipal industrial zone should be expanded towards the south with an 
enlarged light rmanufacturing zone. 6 

The Study Team feels that the single corridor for future development to the north 
underestimated the strength of existing trends and the likelihood of considerable 
development attraction along the Suez/Cairo corridor. In addition, the ongoing
improvement of the sewerage netwoik will permit greater reclamation north of Suez 
than anticipated -- through use of the effluent for irrigation purposes. Though the 
northern corridor may remain the primary direction of growth, oportunities for 
western development would render the plan more flexible. 

As the master plan relates, street life is a fundamental and positive quality of 
Egyptian cities. This quality, which exists in the old city of Suez, will require
considerable time to evolve in the new CBD. Therefore, at least in the planning
period, the old city should retain its function as the principal CBD linked to the 
new CBD by a commercial corridor along the Cairo/Suez Road. The auality of life in 
the old city and port area should be considerably upgraded to become a center for 
commerce and leisure. Further, the port area coupled with planned long-term
recreational facilities in Suez Creek should function as a marina, beach and 
recreational area, and thus, add a needed amenity for local tourism and the enlarged 
city. 

According to local authorities, planned industrial areas, both heavy and light, 
are not likely to meet future requirements. For this reason, industrial 
growth corridors to the west and south along Jebel Ataka, and to the north 
parallel to the Canal are suggested because they have relatively unlimited 
physical expansion opportunities. 

The Suez Master Plan and the modified concept plan are illustrated in Figures 
IV-3 and IV-4. The concept plan attempts to retain the fundamental qualities of 
the master plan, yet provide it with greater flexibility and attention to current 
trends. As the current trends imply expansion into desert areas along the Cairo/Sue7 
road, they are not perceived as undesirable. 

Many of the suggested changes or rncKdifications made by NUPS have already been 
noted by the Suez Governorate Planning and Development Department. In 
fact, the SPDD has provided NUPS with a list of current developments that 
will effect the master plan implementation in the future. These are included 
in Appendix III-C. 
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Figure IV-2, illustrates principal parts of the master plan which havebeen implemented as well as constraints which are 	 likely to influence physical
development. These include: 

* 	 Key Elements Implemented 

- Light manufacturing zones in the principal industrial zone, Ismailia Road 
and Nasser Rood. 

- Transit free zone. 

-	 New power station. 

-	 New sewage treatment plant. 

-	 Adabiya manufacturing free zone. 

* 	 Potential Constraints Imposed 

- Military areas to the southwest and northeast (the latter blocking possible
extension of the Ismailia light manufacturing zone). 

-	 The enlarged cooperative housing scheme to the west (does not conform to 
master plan specifications). 

The Suez Planning and Development Department
review of master plan proposals including
bring it in line with current developments. 

recognizes the 
standards and 

need for 
phasing 

a 
to 

6. Special Consideration and Growth Potential 

a. Population Growth Potential 

* 	 General 

Since the 1976 Census, which recorded a Sjez City population on the order of
190,200, the population of Suez has been increasing at a rapid rate. In

mid 1980, according to SPDD estimates, the population was about 288,000 for SuezCity -- representing a growth rato of about !2 percent per annum. If this ratehas continued into 1981, the current population of Suez would be about 317,000.
In fact, the SPDD now expects the 1985 population in Suez to be on the order of480,000 - more than was projected by the master plan. In addition, 1981
employment surveys indicate that there is sufficient basic employment in place tosupport a population of about 400,000. Furthermore, a recent survey of planned
industrial investment indicated thet by mid-1985 Suez industrial investment couldsupport a population of 480,000 (Appendices IV-A and IV-C). In addition, by
1985 a population of 620,000 is conceivable if currently low levels of service
employment were to keep pace with to- basic sector. Other factors which indicate 
a rapid rate of growth include housing starts in the formal and informal sector,
which according to the SPDD have been increasing at a rate of 10 percent per
annum in the past few years. As o consequence of these recent studies, it now 
appears that Suez City has the potential to reach and exceed NUPS population 
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growth estimates. To do so effectively, however, greatly enhanced planning, 
control and implementation capacity is required. 

. Distribution of Population 

The distribution of population for 1985 originu!ly called for by the Suez Master 
Plan has been modified due to current developments and to increase gross 
residential densities from 185 to 300 persons/hectare. This density increase 
will permit about 50 percent more population within a given residential area. 

In addition, though the master plan suggested reductions in density in the old 
city this does not now appear likely. As a result, about 305,000 will be 
accommodated in the old city and recent expansion areas while the new development 
area (illustrated in Figure IV-2) will accommodate about 15,',000 by 1985. 

The regional distribution of population suggested in the Suez Master Plan study 

areas for the year 2000 is presented in Table IV-2. 

b. Industry and Employment 

According to SPDD, growth in industri, I employment is expected to surpass master 
plan projections for 1985. Although Table IV-3 indicates that manufacturing 
employment for 1981 is slightly below master plan estimates, detailed surveys of 
planned industrial invesimnent suggest that by 1985 manufacturing jobs will exceed 
those of the master plan. 

Non-manufacturing employment, according to the SPDD, as a whole, already 
exceeds master plan estimates. Thus, even with an expected decrease in the 
rate of growth of non-manufacturing basic employment by 1985, employment 
as a whole is expected to be about 15 percent greater than projected by the 
master plan. 

Those manufacturing industries expected to have the largest increases in growth 
include the pre-fab factory, the Nasser road light industrial area, the cement 
factory, the free zones and the SCA shipyard. In absolute terms, however, dispersed 
employment, the Nasser Road area, glass, oil, and fertilizer plants are expected to 
account for the largest increases. In the basic non-manufacturing sector, the port, 
fishing, power, and contruction are e':pected to increase most rapidly in percentage 
terms. Construction, the port, and fishing, however, show the Icrgest absolute 
increases. 

According to Table IV-3 there is, thus, no shortage of jobs at the investment 
levels anticipated. However, of all manufacturing jobs anticipated by 1985, less 
than 5,000 or only II percent are in totally new projects. The majority of 
investment, furthermore, is in large scale manufacturing industries and concentrated 
in the public sector. However, substantial foreign investment is also anticipated in 
the Red Sea Free Zone (Ain Sukhna), the second Fertilizer Plant, Miratex, the Glass 
Factory and the Cement Plant. Private investrm2nt in the light manufacturing 
industrial areas is estimated at about L.E. 48,00C per establishment, although no 
comprehensive data is available. 
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TABLE IV-2 

DISTRIBUTION OF URBAN POPULATION, 

YEAR 2000 

SEITLEMENT 


El Sadat 


Agrud 


El Kubrl 


Slnil 


Ras El Adablya 


Amer Village 


SUBTOTAL 


Existing Suez
 

Existing Development 


New Development (Vacant Land' 


SUBTOTAL 


New Areas:
 

Existing Development 


New Development 


SUBTOTAL 


TOTAL 


SOURCE: Suez Master Plan Study, 1976.
 

SUEZ STUDY AREA, 

POPULATION
 

5,000
 

5,000
 

500
 

400
 

350
 

600
 

11,850
 

104,970
 

82,280
 

187,250
 

55,215
 

745,685
 

800,900
 

1,000,000
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TABLE IV-3 

SUEZ GOVERNORATE PLANNING AND 
DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT 

BASIC EMPLOYMENT ESTIMATES: DECEMBER 1981 

PERCENTAGE
 
TYPE OF EMPLOYMENT INCREASE INVESTMENT SOURCE OF
 
INDUSTRY 1980-81 1985 (%) 
 (L.E. MILLIONS) INFORMATION
 

I. 	 Manufacturing
 

Free Zone/Red Sea 
 240 470 96 N.A. SGPDO
 
Free Zone/Adablya 930 
 - N.A. GOFI
 
Oil Industries 
 6,435 8,080 26 46 SOPCO
 
Fertilizer I 3,600 5,170 43 35 
 GOFI
 
Fertilizer II 	 - 1,000 
 - 555 SEMADCO
 
Miratex Textile 1,400 2,050 46 39 MIRATEX
 
Glass - 2,000 
 - 30 ACDIMA
 
Cement 135 400 120
196 USAID
 
Brick Factory - 550 
 -	 9 MOH
 
Pre-Fabricated 120 
 550 358 3.2 MOH
 
Suez Shipyard 795 1,000 26 9.7 
 SGPDD
 
SCA Shipyard 	 560 1,060 90 16 SCA
 
Montubl 	 370 370 N.A. SGPDD
 
Nasser Road 
 375 1,690 351 N.A. PRIVATE
 
Ismalila Road 
 2,030 2,380 17 N.A. PRIVATE
 

Dispersed 6,880 11,870 73
 

2. 	 TOTAL MANUFACTURING 22,940 39,570 72 863
 
(MASTER PLAN ESTIMATE) 24,500 37,500 53
 

Fishing 5,040 7,050 40
 

Quarrying 730 900 23
 
Power 600 915 53 
 50
 

Construction 15,000 20,000 33
 

Canal 1,575 1,730 10
 
Port 1,655 3,650 121
 

Free Zone - Transit 700 850 21
 

3. 	 TOTAL NON-MANUFACTURING 25,300 35,095 39
 

(MASTER PLAN ESTIMATE) 11,500 27,500 139
 

4. 	 TOTAL BASIC 48,240 74,665 55
 

(MASTER PLAN ESTIMATE) 36,000 65,000 81
 

5. 	 IMPLIED'POrULATION 402,000 622,210 54
 

SOURCE: Suez Planning and Development Department.
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c. Administration 

The capacity of the Suez Governorate to administer, implement and control 
future growth in Suez is the key element needing reassessment and support. 
Whether at the more conservative levels of population growth put forward by NUPS 
or at master plan growth levels, this problem needs to be urgently addressed. 
Based upon NUPS findings, opportunities for structured qgrowth and major 
employment increases are largely in place at least until 1985. Of utmost 
importance to facilitating planned and coordinated growth in Suez are: 

* 	 The need to "designate" the master plan by Presidential Decree (as is done 
for British Hew Towns) and similar to status of lands under authority of the 
Suez Canal Authority. In the "designation," the Governorate should be 
identified as the sole controlling authority together with the People's 
Council. 

* 	 A Master Plan Coordination CoTrrnittee must be established with 
representatives from all appropriate agencies to communicate plans, 
proposals, and policies. 

* 	 The cumbersome and conflicting authorities, particularly in local 
government, should he be simplified. The District Authorities, for example, 
are an unnecessary dilution of control and coordination. 

* 	 Finally, the Governorate and Suez Planning and Development Department, in 
particular, should be provided with sufficient and qualified staff to 
undertake their responsibilities. 

To illustrate current problems associated with these recommendations, a list 
of current agencies and authorities with overlapping and often conflicting 
responsibilities is dicussed below: 

* 	 Current Development Responsibilities7 

- The Governor 

Under recent Local Government legislation, the governor has the ability 
to initiate development on any Government owned land. In theory, such 
development should have the prior approval of the People's Council, but 
this is not always sought. In the past, land has been allocated to 
local organizations and institutions, and development approved which 
has not alwuys been consistent with the Master Plan. The governor also 
has the ability to use approvals granted by the People's Council. 

- The Executive Committee of the Governorate 

Composed of senior governorate staff (department heads, etc.) and some 
members of the People's Council. Ihe Executive Ccrrnittee should, in 
theory, approve all development applications which relate to Government 
land and projects prior to submission to the People's Council. 

- Board of Directors of the Economic Housing Fund 

Chaired by .he Governor, the Board has to approve all applications for 
the purchase and/or development of Government-owned land, prior to 
submission to the People's Counci!. 
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- Di3trict Authorities/Councils 

The District "Tanzim" officer is responsible for granting "planning
permission" for private development within his district. The districts
have also approved and/or initiated development on Government-owned
land and have often come into conflict with the governorate and the 
People's Council. 

The Local Peuple's Council 

The People's 'legal owners' of allCouncii is the Government land, andis supposed to approve all development. In practice, much developmenttakes place without their knowledge. The Council has also initiated
developrnenl, approved and vetoed applications without reference to the 
governor or the governorate technical departments. 

Ministries Deprtrnents 

Outpost departments of the Ministries of Housing, Agriculture,
Irrigntion, etc., are in theory, part of and under the control of thegovernorate. However, these departments have initiated development of
Government land without reference to the governorate or the People's
Council. 

Port Authority 

The Port Authority has a historical responsibility for approving allmarine and marine related development on or close to the shore.
responsibility is often exercised 

Ths 
without reference to the governorateor the People's Council. There have been examples of the Port

Authority granting permission for development of land close to the
shore for "non-marine" activities such as residential compounds,
industry, etc. 

Free Zone Autlhority 

The local Free ZonE Authority, a branch of the General Authority forInvestment & Free Zones, is responsible for approving developmentwithin Free Zones. In the past, the General Authority has granted
"private free zone" status to projects which have been developed
withoul reference to the governorate or the People's Council, e.g., Red
Sea Oreanic Contractors at Fin Sukhna. 

Suez Canal Authority 

The Suez Canal Authority has a variety of responsibilities: managing
canal traffic, ship building and repair, dredging, quarryinq, watertreatment and distribution, all types of engineering eonstuction,
e.g., pipe laying, and the development of all kinds of uses within the
designated houndaries of land owned by the Authority. As the latter isquite substantial, considerable development takes place withoutreference to the Governorate or the People's Council. The activities 
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of the Authority often impinge on Government or privately-owred land, 
e.g., dumping dredged material in Suez Creek. The Authority can also 
restrict the use and height of buildings in Port Tewfik to safeguard 
their control of the Canal entrance. 

- Army 

The Third Army units already occupy substantial areas of land zoned for 
housing and industry in the Master Plan. There appears to be no 
control over their activities, nor do they consult the Governorate or 
People's Council about occupying new land close to the city. The army 
reserves the right to qrant approval to all new development, 
particularly new industry, which is located on the edges of the city, 
i.e., in the desert. Their communications and utility networks through 
and close to the city have proved a constraint on the implementation of 
new development, especially utility services -- water and sewer 
pipelines. 

-Utilities and Major Industries 

Until recently major companies and national utility authorities, e.g., 
electricity, felt free to occupy and develop any open land close to the 
city which they required without consulting the Governorate or the 
People's Council. 

-Central Government Authorities 

General authorities, industry, tourism, etc., have the right to refuse 
permission for projects related to their urea of interest. They also 
have, in the past, initiated development without reference to the 
Governorate or People's Council. These problems are diminishing. 

II. SPECIAL EMPHASIS SETTLEMENTS FOR GROWTH ENCOURAGEMENT 

A. General 

Unlike Delta cities, such as Tanta and Mansoura, which have a strong 
potential for economic growth in a setting where any horizontal expansion 
threatens arable land and, therefore, growth must be managed carefully; the 
cities selected for growth emphasis will require inducement to stimulate 
economic growth to support increased populations during the planning period. 
These include the Canal cities of Ismailia and Port Said, and the Upper Egypt 
settlements of Assiut, Qena Naga/Hamadi and Aswan. Each of these settlements 
have been treated individually in the Appendices to this report. (Appendices 
IV-D through IV-G)
 

The city of Suez which has considerable economic potential, is to receive 
special attention as an eventual major urban competitor to Cairo and Alexandria 
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and, as a consequence, has been treated individually in Section I, of thisChapter. However, as growth in Suez is also expected to enhance thedevelopment potential of the other Canal cities, it is mentioned briefly inthis context. 

Upper Egypt presents a ca.egory of settlements, which through increasedregional investment and improvements in the administrative capacityat the local level, could be developed over time into growth centers.Severe development constraints presently exist, however. The industrialbases of the cities of Assuit, Qena and Aswan are limited to eithera single industry or to largely agro-based industries and small-scaleworkshops. Naga Hamadi, with its proximity to a major aluminumpossesses a potentially strong industrial which 
plant,

base could serve as basisfor future diversification. Locational disadvantages vis-a-vis Cairoand the rest of Lower Figypt are exacerbated by the deterioration ofinter-regional transportation networks and poor telecormnunicat ion links.Harsh living conditions are not helped by low service levels for publicinfrastructure and deficiencies in adequate higher standard housing. 

The strategy for growth emphasis in the selected cities is based on phasedand selective decentralization. The strategy focuses on a few settlements whichare expected to contribute most substantially to national economic growth,yet permit a wider geographic distribution of economic activity and populationthan if current trends were allowed to persist. The strategy is basedalso on what can feasibly be achieved wi 4 'iin the planning horizon withoutseverely depleting scarce development resources. 

The diverse nature of the settlements and regions selected for growthinducement will provide a broad foundation of experience and knowledge forfuture decentralization in the post planning period. 

B. The Canal Cities 

Each of the Canal cities has been the subject of a Master Plan Study and hasbenefitted from reconstruction efforts since the end of hostilities in theregion. However, with the possible exception of Suez, the Canal cities have,thus far, fallen short of population growth objectivesdifficulty reaching their respective master plan 
and will have 

population targets bythe year 2000. For example, a special census conducted in Port Said inDecember 1980 indicated that the population was 345,000, or roughly 40,000short of the Port Said Master Plan target for 1980 of 384,000. Partialsurveys of income inlow areas Ismailia also indicate that the rates&f migration may have been less than those projected by the MasterPlan. 8 Thus, in the planning horizon, andeconomic population growthin the Canal cities is not likely to reflect their importance in thesettlement hierarchy. However, over time, their location advan'ageswith respect to the Suez Canal, the increasingly constrained Delta andthe opportunities for furthering fulure development in the the Sinai will
add to their importance. 

Though each of the Canal cities differ significantly in terms of developmentpotenTial, each has special characteristics which qualify it for growth 
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encouragement. Suez will function as a secondary major industrial center and 
trans-shipment point to Africa and Asia.' Port *Said will function 'as a secondary 

,'port free zone and )services center for the northeast Delta. Ismailia, as 
seat 'f 'the Suez Canal Authority and the Canal University, will continue 

as a major service center nd benefit from its close proximity to the Delta 
II":.h 
 S n i...
and central location vis-a-vis the other Canal cities and the Sinai. 

C. Ilori: i''d South Upper Egypt 

In Upper Egypt, 
three settlement areas 
order to concentrate ' 

emphasis is given, it is 

it is recormiended that initially 
receive specidl emphasis for growth 

development resources. To ensure 
recommnended that public investment 

no more than 
encouragement in 

that suffIcient 
in other centers 

be limited to provision of basic services and industrial projects with 
likely highl rates of return.' The selected settlement areas (Qena/Naga 
Hamadi, Assiut, and Aswan) offer unique economic and 'locational advantages 
for growth encouragement. Each of the settlement areas can anchor 
development in their respective regions. A major concern is to establish 
appropriate economic bases at reasonable cost which are complementary 
with policy efforts in other parts of the settlement system. 

The nature, of the selected settlements, furthermore, will provide the basis 
L 	. for a long term strategy of increased decentralization to the region. According 

to Richardson, the role of Upper Egypt is likely to remain modest for some years 
to come due to, its distance from national markets, the need to stress short-run 
economic potential (in other areas) and to cope with investment resource 
constraints; however, in the long-run (Upper Egypt) will play a greater part in 
both economic' development and population absorption. 

The selection of settlements in Upper Egypt was made after a careful 
review of the economic and population absorption capacities nationwide. 
Each of the selected settlement areas ranked higher than other Nile Valley 
settlements in the NUPS matrix of economic 
presented in the Interim Action Report 
settlements likely to be increasingly affected 
Cairo.9 Specifically, the Qena/Naga ,Hamadi 
a nucleus for industrial activity given Its' 
and mineral resources in both the, Red Sea 
the unofficial capital, largest urban, and 
Upper Egypt, also 'enjoys reosonable access to 
Egypt. *As it ' is a' university center and 
potential as a social development pole. To 
industrial prospects. Aswan, located at 
spinal axis, has been the' subject of rregional
with , the construction of 
full1yr successful, Aswan 
unrealized ,potential. Itnd coe h 

emphasis that growth rates 

the High Dam. Though these efforts have not been 

and population growth potential 
with the exception of those 
by the growth of Metropolitan 
corridor offers. potential as 

access to the Port of Safaga 
and ,.Western Desert, Assiut, as 

most central settlement In 
the Western Ueserf and Lower 

a goveraorate capital, it has 
date though, Assiut has limited 
extrepe dthepoint of. the nation's 
development efforts' associated 

is considered by NUPS 
Is anticipated 'that withd e centers 

exceeding recent trends can 

to have' considerable, 
increased conmmunicationsdesignted for special 

be realized. 

ttIt is not anticipated, however, that 
hatall industry types can, or should 

In 
be 

the early 
Induced, 

stages of 
to, locate 

emphasis 
In these 
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centers. Rather, the focus for economic development of these centers shouldbe primurily on domestic import substitution, promotion of agro-basedindustry appropriate to each region, and private investment in small scaleindustry and the informal sector. Naga Hamadi does present opportunitiesfor linked metal product industries and opportunities for feasiblyexploited minera! deposits should also be explored. 

Thus, though large-scale population growth in the selected settlement areasis not anticipated, iT is expected that growth rates exceeding the long termtrend rate of growth for each of the settlements can be achieved. The relativeimpact of the NUPS strategy for selective decentralization in Upper Egypt isevident in Figures I-I through 1-3; Chapter I, which shows the distribution and heirarchyof settlements in 1976 and that projected for the year 2000. 

D. PopuLiation Growth Tarqets 

Table IV-4 indicates the population targets of the Canal Cities from 
master plans and the National Urban Policy Study for the year 2000. 

In general, NUPS estimates for growth in the Canal cities are lower thanmaster plan projections. In Suez, public investment in industry may taperafter 1985 while private investors will initially require an improvement 
off

inbasic services provided in the area. There is also a question of whether localauthorities can conceivably cope with the level of growth anticipated by themaster plan. Port Said and Ismailia lack the industrial potential afforded bySuez. Port Said, in particular, cannot expand horizontally without considerableexpense do to infill requirements.1 0 As a consequence, these settlements arealso unlikely to reach their master plan target populations. 

In Table I1-5, trend projections for the special emphasis cities ofQena/Naga Hamadi, Assiut, and Aswan are presented along with NUPS year 2000population projections. Trend projections are based on growth experiencedratesin the settlements between 1960-1976. NUPS projections are based, on proposedlevels of investment in infrastructure and industry from 1986-2000. 

For Assiut and Qena, the NUPS population projections indicate a markedincrease in population over the trend projections. However, for NagaHamadi and Aswan, trend growth rates exceed NUPS estimates. This is due tothe inordinately hiah rates of shoit-term growth incurred in thesesettlements during ihe construction of the aluminum plant and High Damrespectively. For example, after construt;cm of the High Dam, Aswan grewat a modest annual rate of only 1.2 pe,cent between 1966-1976. Generally,however, the projected populations for all special emphasis cities inUpper Egypt are greater than that which woujd be likely to occur at current
levels of population growth in these areas. 

E. Growth Encouraqement: Required Industrial and Infrastructure Investment 

In order to achieve the population growth desired in the settlement areasidentified for special tnphasis, larger per capita shares of investment will berequired than in settlements not designated for growth encouragement. In TableIV-6, order of magnitude estimates for required industrial and infrastructure 
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TABLE IV-4 

MASTER PLAN AND NUPS POPULATION PROPOSALS 

FOR THE CANAL CITIES (YEAR 2000) 

MASTER IMPLIED NUPS IMPLIED
 

CANAL 1976 PLAN GROWTH PROPOSED GROWTH
 

CITY POPULATION 	 (2000) RATE (2000) RATE
 

TARGET PER POPULATION PER
 

POPULATION ANNUM ANNUM
 

SUEZ 190,200 988,150 7.1% 750-850,000 5.8-6.4%
 

ISMAILIA 147,000 560,000 5.73% 400-500,000 3.1-4.1%
 

PORT SAID 262,600 750,000 4.5% 550-650,000 3.1-3.85%
 

SOURCE: Master Plans and NUPS proposals.
 

TABLE IV-5
 

PROPOSED TARGET POPULATIONS FOR
 

SPECIAL EMPHASIS CITIES IN UPPER EGYPT
 

TREND PROJECTION NUPS 	TARGET PROJECTION
 

Population Impllod Implied
 

Settlement 1976 Growth Rate of
 

Area Population Trend Rate Populdtlon Growth
 

Year Per Year per
 

2000 Annum 2000 Annum
 

Qena/ 93,800 186,000 2.89% 175-225,000 2.6-3.7%
 

Naga Hamadl 19,800 264,000* 11.4% 150-175,000 8.8-9.5%
 

Assiut 213,900 438,000 3.03% 550-60,0000 4.01-4.4%
 

Aswan 144,400 700,000* 6.8% 400-450,000 4.3-4.9%
 

Trend growth rates for Naga Hamadl and Aswan were based on the
 

Intercensal period 1960-1976 and are Inflated due to construction
 

of the aluminum plant and High Dam, respectively.
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TABLE IV-6 
INVESTMENT COSTS FOR SPECIAL EMPHASIS CITIES FOR 

GROWTH ENCOURAGEMENT 

(IN L.E. MILLIONS) 

TOTAL INVESTMENT
 
INTRA-UIBAN3 1985 - 2000
 

SPECIAL INDUSTRY-2 INFRASTRUCTURE INFRASTRUCTURE
 
EMPHASIS 1985 1991 
 1996 1985 1991 1996 Industry Intra-Urban
 
CITIES 
 1990 1995 2000 1990 1995 2000
 

CANAL CITIES
 
Suez I 332 587 1190 291.2 344.0 454.8 2,109 1,090.0
 

Jobs (000) 51 87 158 
 296
 

Ismalila 161 394 329.8
235 310.9 306.0 790 946.7
 
Jobs (000) 24 35 54 
 113
 

Port Said 
 179 239 387 421.8 341.2 328.1 805 1,091.1
 
Jobs (000) 26 35.1 52 
 113
 

UPPER EGYPT
 
Naga Hamadl 67 103 158 44.6 45.3 
 49.9 328 139.8
 

Jobs (000) 9 14 20.9 
 44
 

Qena 81 112 
 189 67.7 59.5 64.2 382 191.4
 
Jobs (000) 11 15.9 25 
 51.9
 

Asslut 
 260 386 669 178.4 195.1 225.9 1,315 599.4
 
Jobs (000) 32 50 83 
 165
 

Aswan 148 326 105.2
198 I11,0 111.6 672 334.8
 
Jobs (000) 21 29 44 
 94.1
 

1 Suez is discussed inChapter IV,Section I.
 

2 Industry and jobs Include mining, manufacturing construction and services.
 

3 Intra-Urban Infrastructure from Estimate 
II standards, Estimate I standards
 
are shown In Table V-24, Chapter V.
 

SOURCE: NUPS Analysis.
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investment in each of the settlements are presented for the period between 1985 
and 2000. The projected investments were made at five year intervals to reflect 
differences in costs per job and to tnke into account the substantial upgrading 
of existing industry and infrastructure which will be necessar! for each of the 
respective settlements in the initial period. Table IV-7 presents the sum of 
investments required for each of the special emphasis cities during the planning 
period as well as their respective shares of overall national investment and 
increase in population. In Appendices IV-D to IV-G, a more complete 
discussion of development issues affecting Port Said, Ismailia, Assiut and Aswan 
has been presented. 

F. 	 Qena/Nega Hamadi 

The Qena/Naga Hamadi settlement area was the subject of a special report 
on "Illustrative Development." The key findings of this study were meant 
to illustrate development issues and recommendations associated with 
iinplementation of the NUPS strategy of selective decentralization. 

The following section focuses, in some detail, on the constraints presently 
confronting the implementation of the NUPS growth encouragement strategy for 
Upper Egypt. Then NUPS recommendations on interventions required to 
successfully carry out this implernention nre described. The underlying ideas 
for both sections draw heavily from the Illustrative Development Project for 
Qena/Naga Hamadi. While this exercise addresses issues and proposes 
recommendations specific to the Qena/Naga Hamadi region, the NUPS team believes 
that this region is sufficiently representative of southern Upper Egypt that 
specific Qena/Naga Hamadi recorrnendations will be relevant to the development of 
other "special emphasis" settlements in Upper Egypt as well. 

I. Specific Constraints on Development in Qena/Naga Hrimadi 

a. Industrial Constraints 

* 	 Large-scale industry in Qena/Naqa Hamadi is currently limited to 
agricultural processing and the recently established aluminum plant near 
Naa Hamadi. Three public sector industries, including the spinning mill in 
Qena, the aluminum plant, and four sugar refineries (Naga Hamadi, Dishna, 
Qous and Armant) employ approximately 21,000 workerg or almost 98 percent of 
total large-scale industrial employment in the region. 

* 	 Small-Scale industry in the region which is dispersed in rural, as well as 
urban areas, suffers from a number of problems. Small-scale industry is 
r -evalent in the manufacture of bricks and tiles, hand weaving, furniture, 
mechanical workshops, and molasses syrup. Small-scale industries suffer 
from the following problems: 

- The shortage of skilled local workers. 

- The lack of credit and financial institutions responsive to local needs. 

- The deficiency in transport and marketing networks. 
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TABLE IV-7
 
SPECIAL EMPHASIS SETTLEMENTS FOR GROWTH ENCOURAGEMENT 

$HARE OF NATIONAL INCREASE IN URBAN POPULATION 

AND OVERALL INVESTMENT 

1985-2000
 

PERCENT 
 PERCENT
 
SPECIAL PROJECTED SHARE OF TOTAL SHARE OF 
 PER CAPITA
 
EMPHASIS 
 YEAR 2000 URBAN INVESTMENT 
 URBAN INVESTMENT
 
SETTLEMENT POPULATION POPULATION 
 1985-2000 INVESTMENT 1985-2003
 

INCREASE1 1985-20002
 

(000) (%) (L.E. MILLIONS) (%) (L.E.)
 

CANAL CITIES
 

- Suez 750-850 
 3.1 3,199.0 4.2 3,764
 

- Ismalila 400-500 
 1.5 1,736.7 2.3 3,473
 

- Port Said 550-650 1.5 1,896.1 2.5 
 2,917
 

UPPER EGYPT
 

- Naga Hamadl 150-175 
 0.5 467.8 0.6 2,673
 

- Qena 175-225 0.7 
 573.4 0.8 
 2,548
 

- Asslut 550-600 1.8 
 1,914.4 2.5 
 3,191
 

- Aswan 400-450 1.5 1,006.9 1.5 2,237
 

1 Total projected change between 
1976 to 2000 In urban population Is 20.9 million.
 

2 Total urban Investment between 1985-2000 
Is L.E. 75,510 millions.
 

3 Per capita Investments based on high population projection.
 

SOURCE: NUPS Analysis.
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The Government regulation of insurance for trainee and full-time 

employees. 

- The social attitudes toward working women. 

The lack of incentives for small-scale industrial trainees who are 
usually offered relatively higher wages for non-skilled work in the 
agricultural sector. 

b. Physical Constraints 

* Planning 

- With few exceptions urban development is occurring in a haphazard 
fashion along major transportation corridors and on the periphery of 
most built-up areas. 

- Planning and development control tools such as maps and aerial photos 
are severely out-of-date or non-existant. 

- Lack of an urban development strategy for future growth is resulting in 
losses of scarce arable land. These losses are particularly unnecessary
due to the opportunity for desert development. 

- Major new industrial and residential development sited on the desert plateau 
near Naga Hamadi is taking place in a self-contained way with little thought 
given to minimizing costs through the intcgr tion of infrastructure 
networks, housing and commercial facilities. A major aluminum smelting 
plant and a power substation have already been constructed and are in 
operation on the desert plateau. In addition, plans exist for a cement 
plant and a new corrrnunity (El Salaam City) to be located in the same general 
area. Each is planned independently as self-contained entities. Presently, 
there exists no mechanism for planning the projects in an integrated fashion 
with a common set of housing and commercial facilities. 

Infrastructure Constraints 

- The central cores of Qena and Haga Hamadi are fully saturated, thus, further 
population absorption is unlikely. 

- New town proposals in Qena and Naga Hamadi are at very high 
standards and out of line with what households can afford to pay. 
(See the NUPS Tanta, Qena Naga Hanadi Illustrative Development 
Projects Report, 1982). 

- The present design process for public housing and infrastructure leaves 
little opportunity to design for local climatic or site conditions or to 
take advantage of local building materials or techniques. 

- Until recently, a major intra- and inter-regional infrastructure has been 
allowed to deteriorate due to inadequate maintenance. Inter-regional 
telecommunications are particularly inadequate. 
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Urban systems for the provision of water and the disposal of sewage and 

solid waste have suffered from a period of neglect. 

0 	 Administrative Constraints 

- There exists no planning framework, and limited capacity at the governorate
level, to assist in the identification, and review, of projects to be 
planned and designed by central Government physical development and 
infrastructure ministries. 

- There exists little capacity at the qovernorate level to effectively 
use the budget as a pr Jgramming and planning tool in order to
establish local council needs and to allocate limited local revenues 
on a predetermined priority basis. 

- There exists a lack of middle level professionals and technicians with 
sufficient urban management skills. 

- The committee headed by the Ministry of Agriculture's governorate
department, in conjunction with the local council engineerina departments,
has had uneven success in preventing the illegal subdivision and 
development of agricultural land for building purposes. 

2. 	 Recommendations Aimed at Faciliting the Implementation of NUPS Growth
 
Encouraqement Strategy for Upper Egypt
 

This section presents the kinds of interventions required to implement the NUPS 
growth encouragement strategy. 

a. Long-Term Industrial Development Possibilities 

Long term industrial growth for 	 Upper Egypt is based on the following 
principles:
 

* 	 Modernization of already existing industries. 

* Expansion of the existing economic base through the attraction of new industries 
with backward ar' forward linkages wherever possible. 

* 	 Establishment of new regional industries on the basis of: (I) natural resources 
already exploited in the region, (2) the existing industrial base, (3) import
substitution industries for the region. Some of the most important possibilities 
include the following industries: 

- Sugar based industries: Alternative uses of sugar cane baggase should be 
investigated. These might include the manufacture of paper pulp and wood 
fibre. This industrial use, in turn, could stimulate further uses such as 
furniture making and printing. 

- Building maierial products: The proposed cement plant could supply
adequate quantities of ce en, for the production of a range of 
concret products includii.g concrete blocks, panels, pipe and 
tiles. 
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Textile products: The existing spinning mill in Qena, in combinution with 
the plans for future expansion, would support the establishment of a weaving 
mill which, in turn, could induce a local ready-made clothing industry. 

Metal products: Production from the aluminum plant could be used to 
establish aluminum-based industries. Such as the manufacture of hollow 
ware, die casting (valves, taps, window catches, locks and hinges), and 
aluminum extrusions (window and door sections). 

Animal feed stuffs: Local expansion of the Food Security program will 
necessitate the increased supply of animal feed stuffs. The availability of 
molasses from the sugar refineries, in combination with other additives, 
could provide increased and improved local production. 

Mining-based products: Mining activities in the area, especially along the 
Qena/Safaga road, could contribute to the manufacture of ceramics, 
pottery and tableware products. 

Agricultural: Agricultural equipment production could include the 
fabrication and assembly of light agricultural implements such as ploughs, 
seed and fertilizer drills, irrigation equipment, cultivators, and hand 
tools. 

Small Scale Industries: A successful industrial development strategy for 
the Qena/Naga Hamadi region should emphasize appropriate large-scale, 
capital intensive industries, as well as small-scale industries to 
generate sufficient employment opportunities. 

Small-scale and service industries are mostly suited for products that serve 
local markets. The NUPS team identified certain small-scale industries that 
would have a potential to grow in the region: 

I) Leather dying and foctwear industries 

2) Carpets and woolen mats 

3) Canning of molasses syrup 

4) Plastic bags, straps and containers 

5) Confectionaries 

6) Fabricated metal products (tin cans, hand and edge tools, enamel 
ware, and nuts and bolts 

The basic advantages of these types of industries are: 

I) Ease of adoption to local market conditions 

2) Relatively high job creation 

3) Ability to provide productive channels for local savings 
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Strengthening the role of the small-scale industry in the region will
initially require Government support. Possibie incentives include: 

I) Subsidization of on-the-job training in order as to compensate for
differences in prevailing wage rates between the agricultor and the 
trainee's stipends. 

2) Modificalions of the existing insurance laws to permit lower insurance 
payments on current employees and waiver of insurance payments for 
trainees for two years, rather than current period.the six month 

3) Allocation of special funds for long-term financing of small-scale 
industries. 

4) Tax exemptions the after an industry's up.for first five years start 

5) Provision of technical assistance to advise and help potential
investors to define the most appropriate financing plan to start 
up a small-scale industry and to select locations with potential
positive rates of return and cost advantages. 

* Finally, in Upper Egypt it is proposed that the establishment of industrial
estates should be considered. The provision of industrial estates could lead to
agglomeration economies, to the minimization of public start-up capital, and tothe control of future industrial growth. Furthermore, immediate steps should be
taken to increase the supply of specific skilled workers. This could beaccomplished through more efficient localthe use of vocational training
facilities and the reorientation of existing training programs to fit local 
needs. 

b. Physical Development Recommendations 

* In its capacity as the physical planning body in the Qena Governorate, theproposed planning unit (see following section) should obtain an up-to-date set of
aerial photos (preferably at a scale of 1:5,000) of all existing and future
development areas. It should oversee the preparation of topographir maps forQena and Naga Hamadi and their surrounding districts. These maps will allow the
planning unit to undertake its proposed physical planning role. The maps willalso serve to map existing infrastructure, undertake accurate site planning, 
etc. 

* Contingent upon the completion of the necessary mapping, and in coordination with
the establishment of the proposed planning unit within the Governorate, the GOPP
should undertake development plans for toQena and Naga Hamadi. In addition
specific sectoral recommendations for the two urban centers, the developmentplans would provide a framework for the planned physical growth of the cities and
their surrounding districK. 

* Given saturation and past deterioration of the central cores of most Upper Egypt
cities, major upgrading is required. An assessment of existing and planned
infrastructure services, such as the new sewerage system for Qena, needs to be
undertaken and a package developed to serve old and new development 
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areas. Means should also be found to upgrade the existing housing stock, 
in addition to finding appropriate housing solutions regarding climate, 
local construction techniques and materials. 

* 	 Implementation of onqoiriy uria proposed programs for upgrading end rehabilitating
existing inter-regional transportation and telecormunicutions netwrks should e
assured through the provision of adequate and timely investment. 

Programs for the upgrading extension or installation of new intra-urban 
infrastructure networks (water supply and sewerage) should continue to receive 

_Priority investment. 

c. Administrative Recommendations 

* 	 Establish Planning Framework to Guide and Control Physical Growth in Qena
Governorate. The following recommendations are intended to estab'ish the 
framework for controlling and guiding physical development in the Qena 
Governorate to the year 2000. 

Major policy, planning and design responsibilities for economic planning
and public finance, physical and industrial dpvelopment and 
infrastructure, manpower and training, etc., should be maintained at the 
central government level. (See Chapter VII of the NUPS Final Report for 
recomrnended policy and planning changes at the national level.) 

Within the Qena Governorcte's Ministry of Development Department, a 
physical planning unit should be established whose scope would be to 
implement planning-related decisions taken by central level ministries 
and authorities. At the same time, the unit formally would represent
local interests in the discussions leading to these centrally taken 
decisions. It would, thus, serve as a conduii which links central 
level physical plans and projects with local needs, customs and 
practices. In this capacity, the unit would: 

- Work closely with the GOPP in the preparation of all physical 
planning for the Governorate. 

- Review all major infrastructure and public building designs 
and site locations. 

- Provide major guidance in the siting and preparation of 
development plans for public sector companies to be located 
in the Governcrate. 

- Review and provide assistance to the local councils in the 
preparation of site plans for public facilities. 

0 	 The unit should also have sufficient social-economic and engineering
capacity to survey existing service levels of physical infrastructure 
and programs, and to identify potential target iroups for future 
programs. It should have sufficient technical capacity to undertake 
pre-feasibility studies for programs ur projects proposed at the local 
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level. More specialized studies would, however, have to be conducted 
at the central level with local inputs. 

Presently, adequate technical staff at the levelgovernorate does not
exist. However, this capacity could be developed by augmenting staff 
already ir, the governorate with staff having more specialized skills 
than are now available. 

The existing and proposed development of the desert plateau south of the city of 
Naga Hamadi poses i particular challenge to central government implementation of
the NUPS straieay- an excellent opportunity exists to examine the potential for
controlling and guiding future growth in desert areas. The Qena/Naga Hamadi 
Illustrat;ve Development Project presents five alternative administrative 
mechanisms, with their respective advantages and disadvantages, for
addressing this particular problem issue. Regardless of which alternative 
administrative strategy is eventually selected, there presently exists a 
statutory measure which establishes a mechanism for introducing integrated
planning into the desert plateau with a maximum of community participation. 

Article 110-111 of Law No. 50 of 1981 concerning amendment of the Law of Local
Government promulgated by the Decree of Law No. 43 of 1979 provides for
establishing industrial zones in governorates which would be byadministered a
service committee reformation. The aluminum industrial zone could possibly be
expanded to include Naga Hamadi, as well as the desert plateau and a service 
committee could then begin discussing the issues of integrated physical
development in the area. In addition, such a committee could collaborate with 
the GOPP and the prorc;:ed planning unit to formulate and develop plans for the 
area. The professionals initially assigr ed to the planning unit could
begin to participate in the discussions at an early date, and as capacity
increases, take a greater leadership role witl.*n the committee. 

Reorientation of Functions of Governorate Economic Planning and Finance 
Offices 

The central Planning and Finance Ministries, in addition to providing guidelines
and special procedures to be used by local Government in developing budgets
(mainly BABs and should to and theI 2), begin assist train Governorate
Planning Office in the preparation of investment budgets (BAB 3). The Ministry
should provide the Governorate Planning Office with rough estimates of the amount 
of capital investment funding to be mode available by each ministry for budgeting
of programs and projects at the local level. The present amount is very limited;
currently in Qena Governorate, most ministries' budgeting takes place in Cairo 
with the local Economic Planning Office simply integrating final sectoral budgets
into a single governorate document. Due to a lack of technical capacity at the
local level, this practice should continue for the foreseeable future. However,
minor changes which will lay the foundation "or future local functional 
responsibility can begin to be made. 

The limited investment resources available for local Government budgeting should
be allocated among competing local Government units on the basis of
pre-determined priorities. It is recommended that the Planning and Finance 
offices work closely with the Governorate rninistrial departments to ensure that 
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locally proposed budgets, albeit limited, reflect the needs of the local units.Discussions should be held with 1he local units in order to prioritize projectand program needs when it is apparent that sufficient resources availableare notto cover all requests. The Economic Planning Office should consult with theproposed Physical Planning Office in order to identify and discover those majorinfrastructure projects ear-marked for the Governorate which do nol go throught he normal governorate budgetary process. addition,In the proposed PhysicalPlanning ljnit will be able to theassist Economic Planning Office in thepreparation of feasibility studies to justify investment in competing capital
projects. 

Improve Technical and Managerial Capacity of Governorate Middle Management
Staff 

Additional skilled manpower, or at a minimum, the maintenance of present staff,will be required to establish the proposed Physir'al Planning Unit within theGovernorate's Ministry of Development Department. The unit should inciudeprofessionals with planning anda orientotion backgrounds in engineering,architecture, sociology and economics. Based the obviouson dedication of thepresent Governorate department heads, most of whom are from Upper Egypt, anaggressive campaign should be organized to recruit the required professionaltalent for the Planning Unit from middle management profession,-js from UpperEgypt, but who are presently working in Government in other areas of Egypt. Thisrecruitment program bemust coupled with an attractive remunerationpackage which would offer 
with 

top civil service grades, a special salary scaleincentive bonuses, andhousing, transportation allowances. 

The new directions indicated for the Governorate's Economic Planning and FinanceOffices required training for certain technical, administrative and financialpersonnel, in order to substantially increase these offices capacity toeffectively begin to use the budget as a planning ar.d programming tool. Nomassive influx of new personnel is envisaged. Perhaps a few key people will haveto be brought in to provide these offices with the new orientation. 

The training program should emphasize management skills which would prepare the
professional staff to undertake the 
 following tasks: 

- Survey functional capacity of all local government units in the 
Governorate. 

- Collection, processing and analysis of baseline data; determine implicationsfor future programming of current service levels of public facilities. 

- Identification of local investment needs servicesand (determined inconjunction with local unit officials and professionals from the Planning
Unit). 

- Prioritization of needs within and between local government units. 

- Rationalize allocation of governorate resources between competing local 
units. 
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- Initiation of up-to-date budgeting, bookkeeping, and auditing techniques. 

As much as possible, the training envisaged should take place on-the-job and
should be linked to similar type training being provided at the central 
Government Ministry of Planning, Finance and Economics. If the proposed
reorientation in the Governorate's Economic Planning and Finance Offices is to be 
achieved, the training program requires sustained technical support at the local 
level. 

0 	 Strengthen the Governorate/Local Council Cap_acity to Prohibit Illegal
Subdivision and Building on Agricultural Land 

The 	 following reconl-nendat ions focus on rationalizing and strengthening local 
Government's procedures for controlling illegal land conversion and building
within existing legal and administrative capacities: 

- Coordinate activities between the Governorate's Agriciltural
Department and the various city councils in the issuance of building
permits. Due to a lock of communication and coordination with the 
Ministry's Governorate Department, the city council Engineering
Departments often issue building permits without the proper authorization 
(i.e., without Ministry of Agriculture approval to build on arable 
land). This practice can be curtailed by requiring that a person
seeking a building permil present written approval from the Governorate's 
Agricultural Departmenl stating that the piece of land in question
has been legally subdivided or that the proposed dwelling will be the 
owner's sole home. The Agricultural Department's present staff is 
adequate to implement -his recommended procedure. It should aid in 
reducing illegal subdivision of small parcels of land, at the same 
time legalizing what is technically illegal building. 

-	 -Strengthen specific enforcement procedures for Laws No. 59 of 1973 and 
1978. The Governor should play an active role in ensuring that local 
courts act quickly when a complaint of illegal subdivision or building
has been issued by the Governorate's Agricultural Department and 
impose the full penalty as called for in the law. If needed, the 
Governorate should be supplied with the necessary equipment to rapidly 
carry out a demolition order. 

G. 	 Development Issues In Special Emphasis Cities 

In addition to the issues identified in the Qena/Naga Hamadi, study which 
are in most cases applicable to each of the special emphasis cities, a list
of key issues regarding the others, based on analysis of these settlements included 
in respective appendices, is presented. 

1. Key Development Issues Common to All Settlements: 

" 	 Emphasis on industrial investment which satisfies local d-mand but can be 
economically efficient in doing so. 

• 	 Need for significantly enhanced planning and development control capacity. 
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" 	 Need for planning tools such as regular aerial photography and mapping. 

* 	 Need for increased administrative and financial autonomy. 

• 	 Need for much improved levels of infrastructure and com unications. 

2. 	 Key Development Issues by Settlement for Special Emphasis Settlements Other than 
Qena/Naga Hamadi 

Port Said 

* 	 Ability to reclaim land from Lc<e Manzala at economical costs is critical toreaching NUPS targt-ts for employment population growth and future standards of 
development. 

* 	 Improved linkages with the northeast Delta are needed. 

* 	 The impact of the proposed port at Damietta on the growth of Port Said (as we'. 
as the rest of the Delta) should be reexamined. 

To date, the 	 Port Said Free Zone has attracted primarily transit relateddevelopment; means must be found to attract or create manufacturing
establishments. 

• 	 Port Said, like the other Canal cities, is dependent on canals for water supply.Expected increases in demand need to be assessed in terms of their likely impact
on the city's development. 

Ismailia 

* 	 Like Port Said, Ismailia's future development will hinge on the availability ofbulk water. Given high expected demands on the Sweetwater Canal for irrigationand 	 urban development, regular assessements of water availability and management 
are 	needed.
 

* 	 lsmailia's propects for grcwth depend on its ability to become a major servicescenter for the Canal Re' ,- the eastern Delta, and its agicultural
hinderland. 

" Success in land reclamation in Ismailia's hinterland will greatly influence the 
city's potential as a regional service center. 

* 	 Imposition of development constraints for .,jht manufacturing in the Delta iscritical to Ismailia's potential in this sk :tor. Agro-industrial potential is
also related to success in I-nd reclamation.
 

Assiut
 

* 	 Assiut City currently has no equadly attractive alternative for urban andindustrial development other than the proposed site of El Shams City. 

• 	 The existing plans for 	 El Shams City, however, will not accommodate asufficiently large population nor 	 employment base. Furthermore, stnndards 
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recormended by the study would drain available resources and benefit a relatively 
small population with respect to overall needs. 

* 	 Assiut City's existing industrial base needs strengthening as it is currently 
dominated by a single large industry. The focus of this industriol development 
should be agro-.based industries. 

* 	 A master plan for the city is urgently required. 

Aswan 

* 	 Aswan's potential as a reqionG: service center and southern anchor for 
development depends largely on development of its region. These include mineral 
extraction, fishing (through improved management), tourism, and industry. 
An industrial focus should be on reducing imports of foodstuffs and full 
economic exploitalion of available mineral water and energy resources. 

* 	 Special attention should be giveo to a full revicw of mineral extraction 
potential to identify economically exploitable resources, appropriate industries 
for the region, communications, and a city master plan. 

Ill. DELTA GROWTH MANAGEMENT 

A. 	 Overview 

NUPS recommended strategy emphasizes the need to address the special growth 
managenent problems of the Delta -- a zone which has been seriously neglected in 
urban planning and overt urban policy design. The overwhelming size of Cairo and its 
associated service and management problems have diverted attention from the 
relatively uncontrolled growth of Delta cities and the substantial build-up of the 
corridors of Cairo/Benha, 'Fonta/Damanhour, Kafr El Dawar/Alexandria. 

During the 1960-76 period, Delta Cities with over 50,000 population in 1976 grew 
more rapidly even than the Cairo Metropolitan Region (3.74 percent a year versus 3.67 
percent a year). If this rate of growth for Delta Cities were to be maintained to 
the year 2000, their population in the year 2000 would be almost two and a half times 
their 1976 population. NUPS growth management strategy for the Delta, on 
the other hand, is designed to hold growth in the urban areas of the Delta to 
about 2.25 percent a year. 

As shown in the NUPS "Interim Action Report," Delta Cities, in general, 
have no horizontal expansion possibilities except on arable land. Thus, 
it is essential to emphasize that the danger of losing prime agricultural 
land is especially severe in the Delta. The problem is am-ly illustrated 
in our special Illustrative Development Project on Tanta which shows that while 
Tanta's population grew by 39.6 thousand between 1972 and 1978, 446.5 feddans 
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of agricultural land became urbanized. That is, for every 1,000 new people
in Tanta, 11.28 feddans were lost. Although it must be interpreted with
caution, available Landsat data for eight Cities showed anDelta average
loss of 10.7 feddans per 1,000 new population, indicating that Tanta's
experience is fairly representative of the Delta generally. Cairo
growth over the same period provides a useful contrast, since everyone
is aware of the urbanization of arable land around Cairo. From data
prepared for the "Long Range Urban Development Scheme for the Greater 
Cairo Region," the urbanized area of Cairo Metropolitan grew by 4,441
hectares during this period. Even if one assumes that all of this
growth was on arable land (which substantially exaggerates arable land loss
around Cairo), the land lost per 1,000 new population was 7.2 feddans or 
considerably less than the loss in the Delta. 

The danger of prime land loss is exacerbated by the fact that the existing
industry base location Delta is they haveand of Cities such that substantial
economic potential and, as is evident by the build-up along the Cairo-Alexandria 
Agricultural Road, are likely to be attractive as locations for industry unless such
location is controlled. A major part of the solution to the Delta growth management
problem, if there is to be one, must lie in encouraging out-migration of people
from the Delta and finding alternative locations for types of industry which
do not require a Deita location. The Cairo and Alexandria metropolitan regions
(including closer-in satellite cities and New Towns), well as Suez,as provide
alternative locations where there are opportunities to encourage growth 
on non-armble land. Thus, NUPS reco-mendations for major metropolitan growth
should be seen as an essential element of a growth management strategy for 
the Delta. 

This element of the strategy, however, needs to be supplemented by other
Delta-specific elements. The NUPS Team sees a need for greater consolidation of
regional service center a-' ivities in two, or at most three, Delta Cities rather than
their duplication in all go'-ernorate capitals and other relatively large cities as a 
neans of managing Delta growth. This is more likely to occur if the entire Delta is
treated as a region for economic and physical development planning, which we also
recommend. Such consolidation would tend to lead to greater scale economies in the
provision of regional services and reduce population pressure in other Delta 
cities. 

Since the Delta has been neglected in national urban planning, there is an 
immediate need to develop for each of the Delta cities the kind of data and analysis
for land use and physical development planning that NUPS has undertaken for Tanta
with the assistance of the Governorate and local planrers. This analysis has
demonstrated the value of a formal, publicly recognized procedure for adjusting city
boundaries when necessary and the establishment of clear criteria for 
such proposals. 

Given the urgency of the problem of arable land conversion, NUPS recommends a
moritorium on all industrial, institutional and housing projects outside city
boundaries. Exceptions should only be allowed if such projects are consistant with
the recommended integrated economic and physical development regional plan.
Industrial projects proposed for the Delta (even within city boundaries) should be
examined to determine if there are alternative sites outside the Delta where they
might be located without severe loss of profitcbility relative to a Delta location. 
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Since Tanta was the subject of the special NUPS Illustrotive Development Project,
the basic recommendations of that study are provided here to demonstrate the specific
issues which need to be addressed in managing the growth of Delta Cities. 

B. Recommendations from NUPS Illustrative Development Strategy in Tanta 

Tanta and its region were selected as a means of illustrating the site-specific
implications of operating within the preferred NUPS spatial framework. The following
recommendal ions, therefore, emphasize this site-specific bias. However, Tanta's 
specific role within an overall Delta Management strategy must also be taken into 
consideration. The NUPS strategy envisages that regional service center functions 
for the Delta will be consolidated in Tanta, and one or two other major urban 
centers. Consolidating these services into two or three urban areas will tend to 
reduce overall expenditures on infrastructure, assist in rationalizing the settlement 
hierarchy, and conserve arable land. 

I. Industrial Development 

The basic issues of Tanta's industrial growth prospects is how to provide a 
sufficient number of new jobs to support population projections to the year 2000 and 
simultaneously minimize loss of arable land. The physical nature of the city imposes 
a constraint on industrial growth or expansion and highlights the necessity to adopt 
an industrial development strategy which limits development in agricultural areas to 
those services and industries which must necessarily be located in Tanta. Any
industries to be located in Tanta should satisfy the following conditions: 

* Be labor intensive 

* Possess strong linkages with the agricultural and service sectors 

* Have relatively low import content and high export potential 

* Use primarily local raw materials and 

* Have low land requirements per worker. 

Based on these criteria, potential industries to be sited in Tanta can be 
classified under two groups: desirable and undesirable. It should be stressed that 
industries listed under the undesirable category are mostly land consuming and would 
serve a national market. These undesirable industries would probably be better 
located in other areas, mainly outside the Delta region. 

DESIRABLE INDUSTRIES 	 UNDESIRABLE INDUSTRIES 

Food Processing Chemicals, Construction Materials
 
Textiles Basic Iron and Steel
 
Ready-Made Clothes 	 Transport Equipment
 

Electrical and Electronic Machinery
 
Light Metallics (except in special cases)
 

Food processing and textiles are Tanta's traditional industries. They possess
strong linkages with the agricultural sector and have low import content and 
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relatively high export potential. Short to medium-term actions should continue to 
strengthen these industries and improve their efficiency through new production 
techniques and skill training. 

The success of any industrial development policy for Tanta requires rhat local 
authorities are able to !- ivide attractive locations for new industries. 
(See following section). The study team realizes the difficulty in locating new 
sites for industrial growth. It is iecornmended that new sites be located 
both within the existing built-up area and in selected peripheral areas. 
Conversion of arable land needs to have strong justification whenever it 
is authorized. Furthermore, the efficient utilizalion of already existing
and fenced warehouses for the open storage of grain and cotton should be 
encouraged. More compact storage facilities would release scarce peripheral
land for industrial or other uses. 

2. 	 Physical Development 

The Tanta Illustrative Development Project proposed an indicative physical
development strategy for the city of Tanta and its surrounding hinterland for the 
period to the year 2000. This development strategy is based on the following 
underlying principles: 

* 	 Only where absolutely necessary will arable land be used for expansion of the 
city's built-up area. 

* 	 The use of arable land, including the provision of urban services at appropriate
density levels, will be done in the most efficient way possible. 

* 	 Urban growth and consolidation should be governed by realistic land use 
planning. 

The principal conclusions reached as a result of the analysis of existing
physical development in Tanta include: 

* 	 Physical development both within and outside existing city boundaries is 
occurring in an uncontrolled and unplanned manner on arable land. 

" 	 A significant amount of the demand for well located peripheral sites on arable 
land comes from public sector users. 

* Tanta would certainly not reach either the irend population or the NUPS year 2000 
projected populations without major encroachment on agricultural land outside the 
city's boundary. 

* 	 Several small, strategically located villages in close proximity to TanI's major
transportation corridors are rapidly expanding their built-up areas on 
agricultural land. 

The 	 following recornendations are made foi Tanta's physical development. 

a. Tanta's Existing City Boundaries Should be Extended to Include Sufficient 
Land to Acconnodate Projected Year 2000 Populations and Specific Rapidly Growing
Villages Located in Close Proximity to Tanta's Present Boundary. 
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The recommended boundary change, in conjunction with specific
physical development directives, will provide for a more rational future 
growth of the Tanta region for the following reasons: 

* 	 Sufficient land area will be provided not only to accornmodate Tanta's projected
population, but also to meet the demand for institutional and industrial uses. 

* 	 Less Agricultural land will be lost due to induced higher density development 
within the expanded planning area. 

* 	 Allocation of scarce financial resources for public services will take place on a 
more efficient basis. 

* 	 The rapidly growing surrounding villages will be integrated within Tanta's 
built-up area in a planned manner. 

b. Guidelines to Orient Tanta's Growth to the Year 2000 Should be Provided in 
Order to Encourage Vertical Densific-tion of Existing Informial Peripheral Areas and 
to Plan for New Urbin Extensions at Densities Which Will Make Efficient Use of .5carte 
Infrastructure Reso'Jrces and Conserve Arable Land. 

c. Speci'ic Development Zones Should be Indentified i0i Order to Accor-nodate 
Tantu's Projec, *J Land Requirements to the Year 20007/ a Planned and Orderly 
Manner.
 

d. The Governorate's Redevelopment Project Shoud 'Address the Key Issues of 
Affordability and Landlord-Tenant Relations. I/ 

e. In Order to Provide the Time Required to !-efine and/or Modify the 
Recommrended NUPS Development Strategy, an lmmed /ote Moratorium Should be 
Instituted on the Issuance of Any Building Permit /(Residential or Industrial) 
for Construction Outside of Tanta's Existing 1942 Bounary. 

The NUPS Team believes that Tanta's future developi/Ient ,hould take place within a 
well-defined planning area that can accorrwmclate growtl/ to the year 2000. The NUPS 
strategy meets this criterion. In order to provide s,/fficient lead-time to prepare 
the development strategy, a moratorium on all develorKnent outside the city limits is 
recommended. The moratorium should have a limited 1uration (say one year) to permit 
time for strategy development, but sufficiently shor/t to force strategic choices to 
be expeditiously made. 

3. 	 Administrative Recormnendations (See also Chhpter VII, Section V.) 

The Gharbia local Government structure has o1ily recently begun to undertake the 
functions required for successful implementation 1f the NUPS Preferred Strategy for 
Tanta. While major policy decisions originate, ar/d should continue to be formulated, 
at the central level in Cairo, the Gharbia Goverriorate has begun to play an increased 
role in the development of projects for physicci infrastructure and public buildings. 
It has begun to take the lead in the physical/planning of the small villages which 
surround Tanta. Furtlermore, the Ministry of .Planning's governorate office, working 
in close coordination with the Delta Regionral Planning Authority, has initialed, 
albeit on a limited scale, planning and h,'Idneting for certain sectoral capital 
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investment projects to be sited in the Goverrorate. Middle and upper level 
professionals and managers are usually from the Delta, with staffing problems not 
being nearly as severe as is ihe case with Qena and Naga Hamadi. One major area of 
concern to the NUPS team is the inability of the combined efforts of the 
Governorale and City Council lo halt illegal development on agricultural land
and to effectively plan for the future growth of Tanta and its surrounding
villages. Certainly, limited local revenues remains a constant problem and 
a severe constraint to implementation of the NUPS strategy. 

The major thrust of the administrative reconmnendations, therefore, focuses on
strengthening specific Governorate functions presently in embryonic stage, inan 
addition to concentrating and prioritizing Governorate and City Council efforts in 
the areas of prohibiting illegal build~ng and use of arabl, land
building. Improvements to the region's administrative structure should further the 
following principles: 

0 	 Provide for a planned and orderly growth for Tartc through the efficient use of 
arable land scarce financial resources for public infrastructure. 

* 	 More fully integrate appropriate Governorate departments within 
the framework decisions which will continue to be taken at the ;iational
level, but whose implementation has spatial and economic implications
for the local level. 

* 	 Reinforce city and village council participation in decisions being taken at the 
governorate level regarding the planning and budgeting of small-scale development 
projects. 

The following points highlighf what are believed to be the most critical
administrative areas where intervention is necessary to implement a growth
management strategy for Tanta to the year 2000. While in most areas the
problem issues identified are specific to the Tanta region, the NUPS team
believes that the reconrmendations are sufficiently general to be applicable
to the other major urban areas in the Della. Specific areas of 
recommendation include: 

0 	 Strengthen and expand the existing governorate physical planrning capacity to 
undertake growth management planning for Tanta anI its hinterland. 

* 	 Include the Delta Regional Planning Authority and the appropriate ministry of
planning governorate offices as necessary participants in major infrastructure 
and 	 industrial location decisions taken at the central Government level. 

* 	 Facilitate and strengthen governorate and city council capacity to implement and 
coordinate a physical development strategy for Tanta to the year 2000. 

C. 	 Re(orrnendations for Mansoura 

A single regional service center in the Delta would probably not be able to 
serve all the needs of the Delta settlements. Therefore, the NUPS Delta 
Growth Management strategy reco~-vnended development of one and possibly two 
other Delta settlements into regional service centers. Due to its existing 
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population base and its location in the northeastern portion of the Delta, 
Mnroura was selected as the second candidate for special emphasis. This 
selection was based on its current population base 257,900 in 1976 or the 
third largest settlement in the Delta after El Mahallu and Tanta, recent 
economic activities, and Mansoura's relatively high population absorption 
capacity within its 1976 settlement boundaries. Based on 1976 census data, 
Mansoura had a gross density of 104 persons per hectare. If the gross densities 
recommended for Tanta in the NUPS Tanta, Qena/Naga Hamadi Illustrative 
Development Projects Report (350 persons per hectare) were used to calculate 
Mansoura's population absorption capacity, an additional 616,000 persons 
could be added to its 1976 population without extending its 1976 boundaries 
onto arable land. 

Like Tanta, Mansoura is also the location of a university serving a broad 
hinderland. Mansoura also has a higher level medical facilities including 
a medical faculty on its university and a university hospital providing 
specialized medical care. When the road between Mansoura and Port Said is 
completed, Mansoura will have good access to ports in Port Said and 
Alexandria. If the proposed port at Damietta is also constructed, it wili 
also serve Mansoura. 

NUPS has proposed a year 2000 population target for Mansoura of 550,000 
and interim 1990-1995 targets of 400,000 and 471,000, respective!y. To 
achieve these population targets, the NUPS Preferred Strategy ailocated 
L.E. 784.0 million over the 1986-2000 pericd for direct investment in urban 
job creation. A further L.E. 946.7 million has been allocated for supporting 
intra-urban infrastructure investment in Mansoura. 

Unlike Tanta, Mansoura has a major sister settlement, Tulkha, across the 
Damietta Branch of the Nile. In 1976, Talkha had a population of 37,800, 
which when combined with Mansoura's population resulted in a total 
metropolitan population of 295,700. Functionally, the two settlercnts interact 
closely. Talkhe has been The site of major industrial investment which 
provides eirnp!,yment for both populations. Mansoura is the capital of Dakahlia 
Governordte and, thus, provides higher level administrative services in 
addition to its other regional functions. 

I. lndustrirl Development 

Mansoura's industrial structure is similar to that of Tanta in that 
employment is heavily concentrated in food processing and textiles. However, 
unlike Tanta, the Mansoura (Talkha) metropolitan area is the site of 
chemical industries, i.e., the Tall<ha Fertilizer Plant. 

Future industrial growth in Mansoura (Talkha) should be centered in the 
Textile, food processing and clothing industries. Since investment has already 
occurred in the chemical industries, further expansion of the Talkha 
Fertilizer Plant may also be acceptable under the NUPS Delta growth management 
strategy. However, such investment should be carefully studied due to its 
likely contribution to arable lnd loss. Furiher, future industrial growth 
should be carefully sited in the Mansoura (Talkha) metropolitan area to 
ensure that future growth occurs in desirable locations. 
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Further, Mansoura (Talkha), is the site of a major electric power generationplant serving the northern Delta. Continued expansion of this plant needs to bestudied in terms of not only electrical power generating efficiency, but also its
impact on undesirable Delta industrial growth. 

2. 	 Physical Development 

A physical develonmlent strategy similar to that developed for Tanta is neededto 	 plan future urban growth for Mansoura, and its sister settlement Talkha across the Damietta branch of the Nile, and nearby surrounding villages. Such astudy should identify core areas suitable for redevelopment, built-up zonescapable of vertical expansion and zones where land-use efficient expansion of
the built area should be permitted. 

3. 	 Administrative Recorrmendations 

It is likely that many of tile administrative recommendations made for Tanta andGharbia Governorate may also be appropriate for Mansoura and Dekheila Governorateswith some site specific modifications. Like the Gharbia Governorate, it is likelythat staff capabilities in Dekheila Governorate are stronger than Upper Egypt,nevertheless, the capacity of governorate and local council staff implement
broader Delta growth management strategies needs to be reviewed. 

to 

D. 	 Surmary 

The 	 NUPS Preferred Strategy addesses a specific set of development issues

when dealing with Delta urban settlements. These include:
 

* 	 Accommodating the projected urban population growth at higher densitieswithin existing settlement boundaries while minimizing and managing future
enrocchment on arable land. 

* 	 Diversifying and expansion of the Delta's already strong economic base 
without encouraging uncontrolled growth. 

" 	 Improving and strengthening the regionnl service functions of the
region's main urban centers. 

The strategy focuses a concerted planning effort in several key citiesTanta, Mansoura, Mahalla -- to develop growth management techniques, to encourage more intensive use of 	 land within the existng built-up area,to 	 rationalize urban extension on to 
and 	

arable land where absolutely necessary,to determine which industries can and should be encouraged to expand 
or start up in these areas. 
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IV. REMOTE AREA DEVELOPMENT 

A. Introduction 

The National Urban Policy Study has concluded that the remote areas consisting 
of the Red Sea, Matnuh, New Valley, and North and South Sinai Governorates 
should not be expected to play a major role in accommodating future urban 
population by the Year 2000.11 Opportunities for development are limited, 
resources (notably water) are scarce and investment costs are substantially 
higher than in other potential sites suitable for decentralization. However, 
the remote areas should not be ignored -- some investment and controlled 
development in these areas may lead to greater future potential for their 
expansion and help resolve critical deficiencies which may be faced by Egypt, 
as a whole, in the next century. 

The strategy for development in the remote areas, thus, should be on high-payoff 
investment opportunities on a project-by project basis rather than full regional 
development programs (at any cost) to reach sizeable target population objectives. 
Nevertheless, NUPS proposes a general investment allocation which would permit 
current infrastructure to be moderately upgraded and enough direct investment for 
industry and services to result in slightly higher-than-trend population growth in 
these areas over the planning period (if projects are developed and implemented which 
are economically efficient). 

Because of their current development constraints, the remote areas are 
locations in which it is desirable to investigate the use of innovative but 
carefully designed and controlled development techniques. These techniques 
may then, in turn, help overcome potential long term development constraints 
and needs for greater efficiency and conservation which will increasingly 
face Egypt as a whole. These include: 

* Water resource management. 

* Alternative communications. 

* Agriculture and energy technologies. 

" Climatically adapted settlement types. 

During the National Urban Policy Study, alternative levels of urban population 
growth in Ihe remote areas -- in the context of an overall settlement 
strategy - were assessed. The range in population considered was between 270,000 to 
1,300,000 by the year 2000. The urban population projection of 400,000 for the year 
2000 which was adopted and costed in the NUPS P-eferred Strategy was based on 
probable new project developments and the need to keep overall costs of 
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urbanization within feasible limits. It was also found, that in the next 
20 years selective decentralization is more likely to be successful in other 
parts of the country (e.g., Southern Upper Egypt and the Canal area) rather 
than the remote areas. 

In Figure IV-5, comparative estimates of development costs per 1,000 population
for the settlement zones of North and South Upper Egypt, Cairo, Alexandria, and the 
Remote Areas are presented. The estimates are based on the range in development 
costs worked out for alternative settlement patterns assessed in the First and 
Second Round Alternatives Reports. 

As Figure IV-5 indicates, the development costs for each new 1,000 population
by the year 2000 in the remote areas is considerably higher than in Upper Egypt
where alternative selective decentralization can also occur. To further illustrate 
what the high development costs in the remote areas mean, a hypothetical example 
is provided: 

If all of the intra-urban and direct investment proposed by
NUPS for the Cairo Metropolitan Region between 1985-2000 
(to serve 16.5 million in 2000) were diverted instead to the 
Remote Areas, this would support a year 2000 population of 
not more than 2.6 million. That is, these funds could support 
in the Remote Areas, only 7 percent of the year 2000 urban 
population versus serving 45 percent in Cairo at the same 
cost. Furthermore, these figures exclude inter-urban 
investments in transportation, bulk water, telecommunica
tions, and power, which would be very high in the Remote 
Areas if substantial urbanization were to occur. 

The preferred future settlement strategy aims, rather, at encouraging
growth in the Special Emphasis Cities of Assiut, Qena/Naga Hamadi, and Aswan 
in Upper Egypt over the planning period of the study. NUPS assessments of these 
settlement areas have indicated that future growth can be accommodated in 
non-arable areas, thus, accomplishing one of the primary objectives of remote 
area development. To achieve selective and sustainable decentralization to 
Upw--r Egypt would, in itself, be a major accomplishment and will require a 
conct -ted and sustained effort. The experience gained, in turn, will be useful 
in ,o-,ger term efforts in the remote areas if technological advancement makes 
substantial development there more feasible. Furthermore, the development of 
the Special Emphasis Cities in Upper Egypt will enhance the development prospects
for both the Red Sea coast and Western Desert. 

B. Urban Population Growth and Investment 

In Table IV-8, projected urban population growth and levels of invest; nent for 
the remote areas are presented. In general, population growth in the remote areas 
over the period 1976-2000, estimated at 4.12 prcent per annum, will exceed 
natural rates of increase which are expected to average about 2.5 percent per 
annum over the planning period. Part of the growth is expected to result from 
former evacuees returning to the Sinai, though some net inmigraticn is possible
in the New Valley and the Red Sea in addition to the Sinai. Exploitation of 
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COMPARATIVE ESTIMATES OF DEVELOPMENT COSTS 
PER 1,000 POPULATION IN ALEXANDRIA, 
UPPER EGYPT AND REMOTE AREA SETTLEMENT ZONES 1 

(In L.E. Millions) 

DEVELOPMENT COST FOR EACH ADDITIONAL 1000 POPULATION (L.E. MILLIONS). 
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TABLE IV-8
NUPS PREFERRED STRATEGY OF REMOTE AREAS PROJECTED URBAN POPULATION GROWTH AND INVES MENT 

URBAN POPULATICN 
 INVESTMENT 1 
1985 - 2000
 

INDUSTRY INTRA-URBAN 
 TOTAL INDUSTRY AND SHARE OF TOTAL
INCREASE SHARE OF ANNUAL TOTAL 
PER CAPITA] INFRASTRUCTURE INTRA-URBAN 
 URBAN INVESTMENT

1976 NATIONAL GROWTH RATE 2
TOTAL 
 ER CAPITA INFRASTRUCTURE
REMOTE AREA 1976 
 2000 2000 INCREASE 1976 - 2000 (L.E. (L.E. TOTAL 
 PER CAPITA
(000) (000) (000) (%) 
 (%) MILLIONS) (L.E.) MILLIONS) 
 (L.E.) (L.E.MILLIONS) (L.E.) (%)
 

2
Matruh 51 90 39 
 0.11 2.39 
 78 3,545 275.1 12,504 353.1 16,050 0.46
 

New Valley
3 

34.4 100 65.6 0.18 
 4.55 99 3,960 277.8 11,112 376.8 15,072 0.50
 

4
Red Sea 56.4 110 53.6 
 0.14 2.82 
 100 3,846 405.2 
 15,585 505.2 
 19,430 0.67
 

Sinai 
 10 100 90 0.24 10.07 311 
 7,585 511.3 12,471 822.3 20,056 1.08
 

8.665
 

TOTAL 151.8 400 248.2 
 0.67 4.12 
 588 5,158 1,468.4 12,890 2,057.4 18,047 2.71
 

1 Investment Is for the period 1936-2000 only.
 

2 Matruh urban population Is for the settlement of Mersa Matruh as classified by the 1976 
census.
 

3 New Volley urban population is for Kharga and Dhakla/Mut according to the 1976 census.
 

4 Red Sea urban population Is for Ras Gharlb, Ghardaka, Safaga and Ooseir as 
shown In the 1976 census.
 

5 Sinai urban populatlon Is based 
on the 1q76 census urban population of El Arlsh. 
 The year 2000 urban population Is based partly on returning
evacuees. 
 The first growth rate (10.01%) 
Is based on 1976 urban population while the second Is based 
on an urban population In 1980 of 19,000.
 

?er capita Investments are based on the 
1986-2000 change In population.
 

I SOURCE: - Red Sea Government Master Plan 1981
 

- Regional Plan for the Coastal Region of the Western Desert 1976
 

- Sinai Development Study, Phase I 1982
 



phosphates and other minerals in the New Valley and Red Sea, as well as a build 
up of the port and industry in Safaga, in particular, will lead to thesedevelopments. Matruh, on the other hand is expected to be largely dependent on
tourism and will have a largely seasonal populatior and workforce. Also,rnough New City may have aAmeriyah (which porulation on the order of
84-137 thousand by the year 2000) is part of Matruh Governorate, it has been
considered as part of Metropolitan Alexandria for the purpose o this report. 

It should be noted that although the projected population increase in theremote areas is less than one percent of the total expected increase in urbanpopulation (14.5 million) between the year 1985 and 2000, the remote areas share
of total job creation and intra-urban investment between 1985-2000 amounts toabout 2.7 percent. This is due to the relatively higher cost of job creation
and infrastructure in these areas. 

C. NUPS and Remot, Area Master Plan Targets 

In Table IV-9, a comparison is made between NUPS and Remote Area Master
Plan projections for population in the year 2000 and projected investment between
1985-2000. Master planL currently do not exist for the New Valley and the
Sinai,1 2 but data from the Red Sea and Matruh master plans and the most 
recent Sinai Development Study data available to the NUPS Team is presented. 

Proposed master plan investmens for Matruh and the Red Sea, as well as the Sinaiproposals, are significantly higher than those proposed by NUPS representand 
higher share of total national investment. Based on the previous findings of NUPS

a 

alternative settlement strategies, an inordinately high share of national
investment such as those proposed by the master plans could lead to deficits
in jobs and infrastructure in other parts of the settlement system. Consequently,
the levels of population growth and investments proposed by NUPS lessarerisky in terms of achieving population targets and avoidance of losses
associated with financing under-utilized investments. 

The mosi recent information available to the NUPS Team on the Sinai,is the current draft recommendation of a preferred strategy for the Sinaiprepared by Dames and Moore. This calls for a projected year 2000 population of
423,000 (an increase of 293,000 over their estimated current population of the
entire Sinai: 130,000). They have estimated the investment costs shown in
Table IV-10 for industry and tourism to reach these targets. 

An additional cost of L.E. 388 million for intra-urban infrastructure isestimated by the study. Thus, total estimated direct job investment andsettlement infrastructure costs are L.E. 3,766 million. thisIf recommendation 
were to be followed, the above costs would equal 4.7-5.0 percent of the total 
amount NUPS recommends for all urban investment in these cost categories andwould serve (if planned population targets are met) only about I peiccent of the 
year 2000 urban population. 

Corresponding information on investments in job creation and infrastructure forthe Red Sea and Matruh are shown in Tables IV-!I and IV-12a and b. 
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TABLE IV-1O
 
SINAI DEVELOPMENT STUDY PROPOSED INDUSTRIAL AND 

TOURISM INVESTMENT AND EMPLOYMENT 

INVESTMENT
 

(L.E. MILLION) EMPLOYMENT COST/JOB
 

Industry
 
Toial 
 3,133 
 30,000 104,433
 

Excluding Refinlng/ 
 617 23,000 26,826
 

Chemicals
 

Tourism 
 245 11,000 22,272
 
Total 
 3,378 41,000 82,390
 

Excluding Refining/ 
 862 52,440 16,437
 

Chemicals
 

SOURCE: Sinai Development Study, Phase 
I. Draft Final Report Vol. I Main Report.
 
Prepared for the Advisory Committee for Reconstruction, Ministry of
 
Development by Dames and Moore's Center for International Development and
 
Technology, AprIl 1982. 
 Pp. 75-15 and 6-7. (Covers the period 1982-2000).
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TABLE IV-11
 

PROJECT INVESTMENTS PROPOSED IN
 

RED SEA GOVERNORATE REGIONAL PLAN
 

Fisheries/aquaculture 


Industry 


Mines 


Oil and Gas 


Tourism 


Sub Total 


Towns 


Energy 


Roads 


Railways 


Airports 

Ports 


Telecommunications 

Agriculture 


Animal Husbandry 


Water Supply 


Sub Total 


Grand Total 


INVESTMENT1 


1981-2005 


(L.E. MILLION)
 

31.4 

2,230.5 


189.94 


N/A
 

166.4 


2,428.3 


2,060
 

160.5
 

268.7
 

10.5
 

13.5
 
22.5
 

9.9
 
179.4
 

24.9
 

271.9
 

3,021.9
 

5,640.1
 

EMPLOYMENT COST/JOB 

1981-2005 

4,1082 7,644 
24,4703 93,7003 

100,0004 1,899 

5,8205 28,591 

34,398 70,5945 

1 From Page 241 of Main Report, Red Sea Governorate Regional
 

Plan, 1980.
 

2 Ibld, pp. 128 and 133.
 

3 Ibld, p. 156.
 

4 Ibid, p. 142, but basis not clear; therefore not Included In
 
total employment or Investment In calculating overall
 

cost/Job.
 

5 Ibld, pp. 167 and 169
 

SOURCE: Red Sea Governorate Regional Plan, 1980.
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EXPLANATORY NOTES TO TABLE IV-11 

1. Population forecasts for the year 2000 are those of the Wastewater 
Master Plan Update conducted in 1980-1981. Residential areasfor
central "kisms" are those determined by the Wastewater Master
Plan conducted in 1978. As there is no room for expansion within 
the urbanized central "kisms", these areas were used to calculate 
indicativeresidentialdensitiesfor the year 2000. 

2. As the Wastewater Master Plan Update Study did not disaggregatedata 
for Ahu Kir and the rest of Montazah, 1976 data for Abu Kir as
determined by the Wastewater Master Plan Study, has been
projected at 	the same annual rate of growth as the whole of 
Montazah. 

3. Montazah forecasts are those based on the Wastewater Master PlanUpdate minus the projected population of Abu Kir as described in 
Note 2. 

4. The population of New A m eriyah City was projected at 390,000 in year 20 
or 2000, by year 25 or 2005 it was targeted to have a populationof 
510,000. 

5. Idku's population of 160,000 for the year 2000 is based on a growth rate of 
4 percent per annu m. 

6. 	 New A meriyah's year 2000 population of 137,000 is based on a year 1985 
population of 25,000 and an annual growth rate of'12 percent
between 1985 	and 2000.
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TABLE IV-12a 

INDUSTRIAL INVESTMENT AND EMPLOYMENT PROJECTIONS OF 

THE REGIONAL PLAN FOR THE 

COASTAL REGION OF THE WESTERN DESERT (MATRUH) 

INVESTMENT COST PER COST PER
 

1980-2000 ADDITIONAL JOB 1976 JOB 19795
 
2
TYPE OF INDUSTRY (L.E.MILLION) EMPLOYMENT COSTS COSTS
 

4
1976 COSTS 1979 COSTS 5 1980-2000 (L.E. 000's)(L.E. 000's)
 

Refinery 	 670 1,019.0 2,400 279.2 424.6
 

Chemical based Industry 600 912.5 7,000 85.7 130.3
 

Light Chemical Industry 21 31.9 2,300 9.1 13.8
 

Building materials 53 80.6 2,250 23.6 35.9
 
Food and beverages 13 19.8 2,000 6.5 9.9
 

Metallectro Industry 100 152.1 15,500 6.5 9.9
 

Clothing and leather 8.3 12.6 4,300 1.9 2.9
 

Woodworking 2.5 3.8 900 2.8 4.3
 

Printing 7 10.7 900 7.8 11.9
 

Sub Total 	 1,474.8 2,243.0 37,550 39.3 59.8
 

Agro-lndustrIes3 
45.3 68.9 5,900 7.7 11.7
 

Tourism 301.5 458.5 24;884 17.1 18.4
 

Sub Total 346.8 527.4 30,784 N.A. N.A.
 

TOTAL 	 1,821.6 2,770.4 68,334 26.7 40.5
 

Notes: In the Regional Plan, services are to accouti for 103,700 Jobs (Table 4.8.02 Main
 

Report), Agro-Industry 5,900 Jobs (Table 3.C.01) and Textiles 2,000 Jobs (Table 7.1 Vol IV).
 

1 From 	Tables 7.1 and 7.2 Vol. IV, Annex 5, Regional [Ilan for the Coastal Zone of the
 

Western Desert, 1976, ILACO.
 

2 Excludes ' les, pub!ic utilities, mining and quarrying, and services.
 

3 The agro-industry Investments and employment are dependent on additional 
agricultural
 

Investments on the order of L.E. 157.8 million not Included the table figures.
 

4 1976 	costs from the Regional Plan.
 

5 1976 	costs updated by 15 percent annually to 1979.
 

SOURCE: 	 Regional Plan for the Coastal Zone of the WesLern Desert, 1976, ILACO; and NUPS
 
Analysis.
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TABLE IV-12b
 
INTRA-URBAN INFRASTRUC'rURE 
 INVESTMENT AS PROJECTED 

BY THE REGIJNAL PLiN FOR THE COASTAL REGION 
OF THE WESTERN DESERT (MATRUH) 

IN\,ESTMIENT 
 SOURCE:
TYPE OF INFRASTRUCTURE I 


1976 1979 
 ALL DATA FROM MAIN REPORT
 

COSI' COSTS 
 VOLUME I
 

- Housing and physical
 
Infrastructure2 


442.90 673.60 
 (Table 3.G.03) 3
 

- Telecommunications and
 
postal services 
 12.20 28.60 
 (Table 3 H.06)
 

- Urban power transmission 
 19.70 30.00 
 (Table 3.1.01)
 

- Sewage systems 
 41.30 62.80 
 (p. 154)
 

- Water supply system 
 51.30 78.00 
 (Table 3.J.03 Urban only)
 

- Health 
 8.80 13.40 (page 155 para. L.25)4
 

- Education 
 22.30 33.90 (page 162 para. L.25)4
 

- Social welfare 
 3.12 4.75 
 (page 164 para. M.05) 4
 

TOTAL 
 601.62 915.05
 

Inter-urban Infrastructure costs excluded, note all 
costs based on high

urban population estimate of 608,000 
In year 2000. The time covered by

the plan was the 1976-2000 period. However, since many of the projects

proposed by the plan 
for early perlods have not occurred total regional
 
costs have been assumed to be phased during the NUPS 
1986-2000 period.
 

2 Includes 
housing, site preparation, local 
water, sewage, road mnd
 
electrIcal 
networks, nublIc buIldIngs, mosques and recreatIon facIlI
ties. Does not 
Include major network facilities nor 
schools, hospitals,
 
or telecommunications.
 

3 
 From Table 3.G.03 Main Report. 74,700 urban units are 
to be provided by
 
the public 
sector and 9,600 by th. private sector 
as no 
cost data was
 
provided for private sector, 
L.E. 3,012 cost of public unit was used 
as
 
proxy. In addition, 
land servicing costs and public buildings added 
as
 
Indicated.
 

As urban costs for health, education, and social welfare were not 
Indi
cated, tht urban population ratio of 
78 percent was applied 
to given
 
values.
 

SOURCE: Regional Plan for 
the Coastal Zone of the 
Western Desert, 1976, ILACO;
 
and NUPS Analysis.
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D. Development Constraints and Potential 

The primary development constraint in the remote areas is the scarcity of water; 
a problem which will be compounded as future demands for bulk water increase in other 
parts of the country and the Nile's carrying capacity is approached. 

Of the remote areas, the Sinai and New Valley currently are not supplied by water 
pipelines from the Nile - and all areas rely on groundwaler which is often brackish 
and saline. The New Valley oases currently have the most plentiful groundwater 
supplies but there are indications that its ground water resources are recharging 
less rapidly than the rate of withdrawal. As a consequence, though NUPS expects that 
sufficient irrigation to support moderate population growth appears feasible, no 
large urban population is expected by the yeat 2000.1l 

A pipeline is under consideration to serve the northern Sinai and a canal was 
proposed to serve Matruh by the Regional Master Plan to supplement the existing 
pipeline. These proposals are intended to permit major urbanization and land 
reclamation for agricultural purposes. Though these proposals are technically
feasible, they are costly and must be considered in terms of the future carrying 
capacity of the Nile and likely net benefits in terms of population served. None 
of the master plans for the Canal Regions, for example, proposed land reclamation 
in the Sinai until after 1990 and noted that further feasibility studies were 
required Further, the Ministry of Irrigation's National Water Master Plan 
recommended that the most favorable cases for large scale land reclamation 
in Sinai using Nile water were for areas close to Ismailia and east of the 
Suez Canal near Suez City. The plan ranked other projects relying on major new 
canals such as the proposed El ';alaam Canal very poorly in comparison to other 
reclamation projects in Egypt planning to use Nile Water. 14 Thus, partially
based on this assessment of Nile water usage, the recornrended strategy of the 
Sinai Development Study proposed modest reclamation programs relatively close to 
existing Nile water sources and well water and rair.'ed reclamation based on new 
irrigation technologies in other areas. 

According to sludies published in 1981 by Haynes and Whittington, the Nile is 
likely to reach its carrying in the 1990's at current leve!s of consumption 
and population growth. 15 Furthermore, the study concluded that ongoing large 
scale projects in the Sudan will only postpone probablf deficits in Egypt for 
about 5 to 10 years. Thus, there is an increasing need to conserve, recycle, 
and manage Egypt's water resources. 

As the remote areas are alreaijy copinq with severe water resource constraints, 
they are an ideal arena for initial efforts to introduce innovative practices in 
water management, pricing, and conservation. It is recommended that water 
authorities be established in the remote areas to maximize the use of available 
resources. The sinai is an appropriate area in which to begin initial efforts 
in allocating and pricing groundwater supplies as rainfall in this area averages 
about 2 million cubic meters annually, but only about one-quarter is said to 
be used.
 

Opportunities to increase water resources through desalination have met with 
limited success in Egypt. There is a plant in Matruh, but it is presently 
functioning at only 25 percent of design capacity dc to management and maintenance 
problems. However, it is conceivable that in the future, natural gas and solar 
energy could be used to operate both large and small prograns in remote areas. Also, 
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as the government is conynitted to developing nuclear energy alternatives, the sitingof these projects in remote areas could used forbe large scale desalination (i.e.,
at Zaafarana).16 

Related to water resources, are possible gains in agriculture to permit urbansettlement. Suitable, notbut necessarily excellent, soi conditions have been foundin parts of each of the remote areas. However, those identified in the Red SeaGovernorate would, in fact, be extensions of the Nile Valley andsettlement there result in greaterrather than on the coast. No soil in the Sinai is classified aboveClass III,suggesting limited reclamation efforts which becan supported byavailable groundwater. 

Given the high levels of water consumption associatedagricultural irrigation techniques, it suggested 
with traditional

is that other more sophisticatedmeans be developed for agricultural production in the renote areas. These include:drip and sprinkler irrigation and, possibly, hydroponics. 

So far, sophisticated methods have metnot with much success in Egypt due tooperation and maintenance requirements. However, carefully designed and controlledprojects using these techniques are possible and success in their use hasdemonstrated beenin the United States and elsewhere. Initial efforts should be keptsmall and carefully organized with sustained training in operation and maintenance.The Matruh region is sugqested as an appropricte region for test projects as lessheat stress may be expected and 
the existing pipeline 

adequate supplies of water can be guaranteed byfor small-scale efforts. The Sinai, may also beappropriate for initial programs.
 

Presently, there does not 
appear to 
remote areas which will lead 

be vast deposits of mineral resources in theto major increases in employmeit during the planningperiod. Furthermore, mining generally provides a relatvely weak base forurbanization. However, full mineral surveys thesefor areas are currentlyeither incomplete or non-existent. The key sector, in prcduction to date, isthe petroleum industry which is predominantly located in Redparts of the the Sea area (inRed Sea and Sinai Governorates).
exists Less imnportnnt exploitationin the western desert (south of the Matruh Region.) Where new finds haverecently been reported. Petroleum production is not labor intern;ive and refineriesand petroleumn related industries have been located primarily in Suez, Cairo,and Alexandria. Finally, through no detailed data on petrolet m explorationand possible new production available theis to qtudy Teami, concern has beenexpressed that existing reserves ny be depleted '-v :ie year 2000.
 

Phosphates 
 exist in large quantities in the t'Jew Vail, y and Red Sea
Governorates and 
 ai new rail facility is being irrIplefented between Abu Tartour andSafaga which will facilitate their exploitation. However, at presentinternational prospects the time,for exportation do not look good; phosphates con be moreeasily exploited in countries such as Morocco and Sauidi Arabia and in the pastyears prices have dropped fewsharply. Thtus, domestic requirements ore the onlyguaranteed mar ket. 

Coal, k-oline, oypsum, rrinqanse and other mineral deposits exist in theSinai, but innot stiffirient quiantities to jupstify basing the long-termstrategy on ruining (ind mineral processing. The Sinai Development Strategy team, 
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however, suggest investing about 10 percent of total industrial investment 
in these activities. In the Red Sea Governorate, most of the mineral deposits
between Qena and Aswan are in proximity to the Nile Valley. Exploitation of 
resources of medium value such as non-ferrous metals and uranium will need 
to depend on shared infrastructure to justify required investments. Due to 
the vastness and topography of the territory and high development costs,
infrastructure should be carefully sited in order to support a broad range
of projects. Low value resources such as gravel, clay, marble, asbestos 
and sulphur will most likely continue to be employed as raw materials 
for regional infrastructure and local industries. No major mineral deposits,
other then low value resources for construction, are known to exist in the 
Matruh region. Little data is available on the New Valley other than that 
regarding phosphates. 17 

Comprehensive surveys and technical and economic feasibility studies are required
to evaluate the potential of mineral exploitation in the remote areas. As pointed 
out earlier, emphasis should be given to high pay-off projects but the nature of 
these developments are not likely to result in major urbanization -- industrial 
processing and related industries will still be more feasible in cities designated
for special emphasis due to their higher levels of infrastructure, availabilit) of 
water and energy, and proximity to labor and markets. 

Major infrastructure projects, including upgrading the Port of Safaga,
construction of the Abu Tartour/Safaga railway line, tunnels to the Sinai, etc., are 
either underway or planned to serve the remote areas and a major international 
airport is planned west of Alexandria in Matruh. In addition, basic improvements to 
existing infrastructure including transportation, water supply, energy,
telecorrnunications and social infrastructure are planned and being implemented. NUPS 
investment proposals are designed to supplement ongoing efforts to moderately upgrade 
these facilities with particular emphasis on social infrastructure. 

The problem of isolation and lack )f communications is most severely felt in the 
remote areas, though all of Fmlpt currently suffers from this problem.
Telecornunications standards proposed by NUPS will increase national urban 
line densilies from I line per 100 population currently to 9 by the year
2000. However, irTrnobile exchanges do not really lend themselves to the remote 
regions due to the likelihood that mineral exploration and exploitation are 
likely to be scattered throughout the vastness of the territories. Radio 
corr nunications, initially (currently governed by the military), and eventually
portable telephones (possibly on the market by 1983-1984) using microwave relays 
and/or con-munications satellites will help in this regard. In addition, radio 
and television broadcasts (eventually closed circuit) could be used effectively
for education and health purposes. The area deemed most suitable for 
experimentation in these fields is the Red Sea Governorate due to ongoing
shipping, trucking and resource exploitation. 

Energy opportunities in the remote areas currently revolve around petroleum and 
natural gas. Coal deposits in the Sinai could fuel a power plant for generating
electricity and solar energv opportunities are being investigated. Large scale 
nuclear power plants are under consideration for the northwest coast and along the 
Gulf of Suez. Wind and waves could be harnessed for productive uses. However, the 
technologies available for mrny of these uses are best suited to small scale 
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applications due to their costs relative to more conventional sources, as shown in 
Table IV-13. 

In the long run, when fuel costs are higher, solar energy (now too expensive for 
widespread practical use) should be feasible for some practical applications. As a 
consequence, the sunny remote areas of Egypt offer distinct opportunities in this 
respect. Small scale operations could meet a variety of needs in remote 
settlements. The most immediate prospects for solar energy experiments appear to be 
in the Matruh and Sinai regions, though the concept is generally applicable to the 
other regions as well. Windmills offer potential for practical energy application on 
a smcll scale. Although windmills were experimented with on the Northwest Coast, 
they fell into disrepair as electrical pumps and the pipeline were installed. 

With the exception of northern coastal areas in Matruh and the Sinai, 
environmental conditions in the remote areas are harsh throughout most of the 
year. Aridity is high and average temperatures are several degrees centigrade higher 
than in Cairo and the Delta. Thus, there is a need for comfort and convenience 
in remote area human settlements if the population is to be stabilized and 
specialized labor is to be attracted. Trends in "mrnodern" structures requiring
large amounts of energy (i.e., air conditioning) for cooling and humidity 
are inanpropriate to these regions. Rather, experimental construction techniques
which meet the specific requirements of their users need to be 
developed. Denonstration projects for housing, public buildings and 
schools using innovative techniques could easily be undertaken as alternatives 
to ongoing methods of construction currently in use and help sway public opinion
and attitudes to change. Projects of this nature are equcIlly applicable 
to each of the remote areas. Architect Hassan Fathy has been internationally 
recognized for years as a proponent of this type of indigenous architecture. 
His work cou!d serve as a departure point for further housing prototypes. 

I. Industry 

Prcposols for industrial development programs have been suggested for the Red 
Sea, the Sinai and Matruh Governorates. The Red Sea Governorate Regional Plan 
notes that the primary constraints for industrial development in the region 
are the lack of water and high costs of supply, the shortage and high costs 
of labor, lack of cheap energy, remoteness of markets and the current military 
status of the zone. It emphasized the availability of resources, port facility
potentials, and linkages with the Nile Valley as its key advantages. Prior to 
the Red Sea plan, a steel plant was suggested for Safaga and the plan suggested 
some spin off industry if the plant is built. However, there does nol appear 
to be a strong economic justification for such a plant; raw materials would 
have to be transported from abroad and steel plants exist or are proposed in 
other locations in Egypt (e.g., Dekheila, Helwan, Sndat City). Furthermore, steel 
industries worldwide are suffering from serious economic difficulties. 

The other principal industries recommended by ihe Red Sea plan include 
fish processing, building materials, chemicals (frori. phosphates), petro-chemicals
(from Suez outputs), and a flour mill. The tourism industry is suggested
for major expansion by the plan; 1,200 beds are proposed by 1985 and 5,700
by the year 2000. The plan aims at both domestic and international markets 
searching for "alternalives" to traditional Nile Valley tourism with emphasis 
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TABLE IV-13
 

COMPARATIVE COSTS OF FUEL PRODUCTION 1980 PRICES
 

PRODUCTION COST GENERATION COST 
S/BARREL OF OIL FUEL TECHNOLOGIES IN CENTS PER ELECTRICITY TECHNOLOGIES 
EQUIVALENT Kwh 

86 and above 

- Corn to ethanol 

- Wood to hlgh-BTU gas 

- Manure to hlgh-BTU gas 

8.1 and above 

- Solar, thermal 

- Wind 

- Ocean thermal energy conversion 

- Solar photovoltalc 

58-85 
- Coal to methanol 
- Uoal gasification, high 

BTU gas 

6.6-8.0 
- Blomass (wood chip fuel) 
- Combined cycle, Integrated coal 

gasification 

31-55 

- Sugar to alcohol 

- Wood to ethanol 

- Coal gasification, medium 

BTIJ gas 

- Coal liquefaction 

- Wood to methanol 

- Light Arablan crude 

4.1-6.5 

- Conventional oil fired plant 

- Breeder reactor 

- Fluidized bed combustion 

30 and under 
- Liquid natural gas 
- OIl sands and shales 

- Natural gas 

- Coal 4.0 and under 

- Hydroelectricity 
- Conventional natural gas fired 

plant 

- Convention coal-fired plant 

- Geothermal, steam 

- Nuclear, light water reactor 

SOURCE: The Economist, December 28, 1981. 
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on beach, fishing, and uiid-rwct.;r activities. However, the special;7ed nature 
of these proposals would prr-kLnby not justify morc than 1,500 new beds by
1990 according to the National plan for tourism. 

The industrial strategy which has been suggested for the Sinai aims at 
satisfying the local regional market, mining and mineral processing, and very
substantial investment in refinery and chemical industries. Table IV-14 shows 
the proposed distribution of investment and employment by sector. 

As indicated earlier, the absolute investment costs per job in this 
strategy are extremely high relative to alternative locations in Egypt.
Furthermoi e, the strategy's success depends on achieving a very high and 
probably overly optimistic participation of foreign investment (65 percent
overall). Though NUPS also reconnends focussing industrcilization on meeting
local demand for industrial products, expected targets snould include only
those industries with sufficienfly high economic returns to attract Egyptian
private, and foreign investors. 

The Master Plan for the northwest Coast (Matruh) noted that the region "is not 
endowed with potential for rapid industrialization." The only industry in place at 
the time was two gypsum plants for the manufacture of plaster. 'he plan recotn-nendea 
chernicals, food and beverages, clothing and leather, rnetal-eleciro industries,
textiles, and mining and quarrying as the principal industries, as well as 
agro-industries based on reclamation efforts. 

A key proposal of the Northwest Coast plan is tourism development. The plan aims 
at both international and domestic markets with emphasis on large and small holiday 
resorts with a capacity ranging between 7,000 and 10,000 beds by the year 2000 
(excluding bungalows and urban facilities). The National Plan for Tourism, however,
noted thai the high costs of infrastructure and construction, the short season 
(six months), and strong competition from other Mediterranean countries will 
likely result in low returns and weak occupancy from the international sector. 
Only about 1,500 beds were deemed feasible by 1990. 

Both plans, on the other hand, stress the potential of the region for domestic 
tourism for which a good deal of attraction has been generated. The National Tourism 
Plan reconmrnends smaller scale investments of the type currently existing at Ras El 
Barr for most of this market. It stresses the short domestic seasonal tourism period
(three months), and limited resources of the domestic market as principal 
constraints. 

The Sinai Development Plan suggests a tourism potential to provide about 119000 
direct jobs in regional beach development at El Arish, warm water beaches in the 
southeast Sinai, and general touristic development at El Tor, St. Catherine, Qantara
and Ras Sudr. The plan recognizes the difficulty of overcoming accessibility
disadvantages and the need to provide very high standards of service. In these 
circumstances, the pay-off from tourism investments can be expected to be slow while 
the tourist market is being penetrated. This suggests caution in expecting Sinai 
tourism to provide the plan's targetted employment of about 30,000 in direct and 
induced jobs related to tourism. 
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TABLE IV-14 

INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITIES
 

PROPOSED FOR SINAI DEVELOPMENT STUDY
 

EMPLOYMENT INVESTMENT 
CATEGORY PERCENT 1981-2000 PERCENT 

1981-2000 OF TOTAL (L.E. 000's) OF TOTAL 

Food beverages, oils 2,470 8.2 51,820 1.6
 

Clothing and accesssorles 13,500 45.0 108,040 3.4
 

Building materials 2,360 7.8 157,400 5.0
 

Durable goods, furniture 1,300 4.3 11,080 0.4
 

Mining, mineral processing 3,620 12.0 288,900 9.2
 

Refinery/chemical 6,790 22.6 2,516,000 80.3
 

TOTAL 30,050 99.9 3,133,240 99.9
 

SOURCE: Sinai Development Study, Phase I, Draft Final Report, Vol. 1: Main
 

Report. Proposed for the Advisory Committee for Reconstruction of the
 

Ministry of Development by Dames & Moore Center for International
 

Development and Technology, April 1982, p. 4-13.
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2. NUPS Preferred Strategy and the SDS Preferred Strategy for the Sinai 

Some discrepancies between the population estimates used by NUPS and the SinaiDevelopment Study (SDS) exist for the Sinai. Unfortunate!y, neither study,nor for that matter CAPMAS, was able to determine the urban and rural populationliving for the Sinai. Now that the disengagement is complete, more accurate 
data will be feasible. 

NUPS in its medium population projections used the 1976 census ol Egypt'sresident population which excluded an estimated 147,000 populatio, livingin then occupied areas of the Sinai from population projections, but includedthe 10,000 urban residents listed CAPMASby in both national and urban nopulationtotals for 1976. The SDS has used ihe Ministry of Social Aflairs estimateof total population for all of the Sinai (both liberated and occupied) in1976 of 157,000 (which included the CAPMAS census figure 10,000of urbanpopulation) in its estimates of population as is shown in Table IV-15. 

TABLE IV-15 
SINAI DEVEOPMENT STUDY 

ESTIMATES OF TOTAL SINAI POPULATION 

Per Iod Population 
 Annua I Remarks
 

Growth
 

Rate
 

(%)
 

1966 78,113 
 -- CAPMAS census of 
1966.
 

1976 157,000 
 7.25 Ministry of Social 
Affairs estimates
 

1980 180,000 
 3.48 Sinai Development Study Phase 
I estimates
 

based on field surveys and discussions
 
with local officials
 

Source: Census of 
1976, Ministry of Social Affairs 
as reported by the Sinai
 
Development Study Phase I, Draft Final 
Report, April 1982, pp. 2-18 and
 
2-19.
 

The 1976 total population estimates for the Sinai of Ministrythe of SocialAffairs must be viewed with some skepticism since they imply a population growthrate between 1966 and 1976 which, in Egypt, was only surpassed by the urbanpopulation growth rate of the Giza Covernorate between 1960 and 1976 7.49 percent.At this rate of growth, there would have had to have beento 3ubstantial inmigrationthe Sinai -- a doubtful hypothesis since during this period the Suez Canalgovernorate was evacuated and, as of 1976, only Ismailia had a total populationwhich exceeded its 1966 population. Nevertheless, the Sinai Development Studyestimates the Sinai's 1981 total population as follows in Table IV-16: 
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TABLE IV-16 

ESTIMATES AREAS WITH 
SINAI 1981 POPULATION 

POPULATIONS GREATER 

THAN 10,000 

El Arish 70,000 

Sheikh Zuwayid 35,000 

Bir El Abd 13,000 

All Other Places 627000 

Total Urban and 
Rural Populations 180,000 

SOURCE: Sinai Development Study, Phase I, Draft Final Report, 
April 1982. 
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The study notes that these populations include Bedouin populations (some of whom are nomadic) estimated to be between 50 to percent of the total70 populations
shown. If the higher percentage is a more accurate estimate of the non-urbanpopulation, then the 1981 urban population of El Arish would be approximately 21,000similar to the NUPS 1985 base projection for major urban settlements in the Sinai of
24,000 (in this case El Arish only). 

Due to the uncertainties about the existing urban and rural populations in theSinai, NUPS wculd strongly reconnend that an immediate census be made to determinethe actual resident population in the Sinai. Such a census should accuratelydistinguish between urban and rural populations would thenand be a more accuratebasis for projections on direct investment in job creation and infrastructure
investment than estimates based on based on partial surveys. 

Although NUPS has not changed total urban population estimates of therecommended spatial allocation of population in its Preferred Strategy, thefollowing procedure illustrates how those modifications could be made if theSDS 1981 population estimates of the Sinai are used to project the 1985 baseyear urban population. Two estimates of Sinai population are shown, thefirst is the urban population in settlements having populations greater than10,000 if 50 percent of the population is resident, while the second showsthe populations if all of the population resident. estimatesis Both excludepopulations living in settlement areas having populations in 1981 less than10,000 as shown by Ihe SDS Phase I estimates because such settlements aregenerally classed as rural by CAPMAS, and such settlements in other parts ofEgypt including the other remote area governorates have been excluded fromurban population projections. These are shown in Table IV-17. The impactof these changes in base population are shown for direct investment costs
in Table IV-18 and for intra-urban infrastructure in Table IV-19. 

The National average direct investment costs per job estimated by NUPS areapproximately L.E. 6,500 in 1979 prices. Consequently, if the urban investments
shown in Table IV-18 were made in an average location in the existing urbansettlement system, rather than the Sinai, the following number of jobs could be 
created:
 

NUPS NUPS 
 NUPS SDS
 
Preferred + + Recommended 
Strategy SOS 
 SDS Strategy
 

Estimate I Estimate II (Urban Population
 

In 2000 of
 

326,700)
 

Potential Jobs
 
Elsewhere 47,800 56,800 
 49,700 68,200
 

Job Loss to rest
 

of Egypt as a
 

result of Sinai
 
Investment 4,800 
 13,800 6,700 
 25,200
 

SOURCE: NUPS estimates.
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TABLE IV-17
 
NUPS PREFERRED STRATEGY POPULATIONS ADJUSTED BY
 

SINAI DEVELOPMENT STUDY POPULATION ESTIMATES
 

ESTIMATE 11 
 ESTIMATE IL2 
YEAR NUPS PREFERRED 
 URBAN 
 URBAN
 

STRATEGY POPULATIONS 
 TOTAL SINAI POPULATION TOTAL 
 SINAI POPULATION
 
SINAI URBAN URBAN TOTAL ANNUAL URBAN TOTAL ANNUAL 

TOTAL TOTAL ANNUAL POPULA- GROWTH POPULA- GROWTH 
URBAN GROWTH TION RATE TION RATE 

RATE 
(000's) (000's) (%) (000's) (000's) (%) 

1 19,132 16 - 19,163 47 -- 19,250 118 -

5 22,500 24 10.67 22,531 53 3.05 22,618 142 4.74 

0 26,600 39 10.02 26,631 68 4.92 26,718 157 2.89 

5 31,400 63 11.07 31,431 91 5.82 31,518 180 2.89 

0 37,010 100 9.68 37,041 
 129 7.07 37,128 218 3.79
 

Shows Sinai urban populations if 50% of population in SDS settl 
 ent areas having ropulations greater
 

than 10,000 In 1981 are resident urban populations.
 

2 Shows Sinai urban populations If 100% of population in SDS settlement areas 
having 1981 population greater
 

than 10,000 are resident urban.
 

SOURCE: NUPS Projections.
 



STABLE 
4t.J
Cn IV-18

ESTI4ATES OF SINAI DIRECT INVESTMENT IN JOB CREATION USING NUPS PREFERRED STRATEGY 

AND SDS POPULATIONS 

1979 NIJPS DATA NJPS SINAI PROJECTIONS
3

USING SDS DATA
 

SINAI DEVELOPMENT 4

SINAI DEVELOPMENT
 

STUDY 2000 

STUDY 2000
 

URBAN 

NUPS PREFERRED SO SOS URBAN
 

OF 
 SDS 
 SOS
STRATEGY 
 ESTIMATE 2 ESTIMATE 112 326,700 
OF
 

ESTIMATE I 
 ESTIMATE If 
 326.700
 

1985
 

1986-1990
 

TOTAL EMPLOYMENT 1990 (000's) 
 13 
 22 
 49 
 5
EMPLOYMENT GROWTH RATE 22 49 
 65
1,056 
 1.026 
 1.054
AVERAGE COST/NEW JOB (L.E.) 1.065 1.027 1.054
6,900 7,729 6,887 
 7,670
TOTAL COSTS: NEW JOBS (L.E. MILLIONS) 18,614 16,017 17,806
41 
 46 
 41 
 115 
 I11 
 96 
 267
 

1991-1995
 

TOTAL EMPLOYMENT-1995 (000's) 
 25 
 34 
 61

EMPLOYMENT GROWTH RATE 

93 34 61 
 93
1 
 1.0816 
 1.038 
 1.074
AVERAGE COST/NEW JOB (L.E.) 1.091 1.045 1.074
6,800 8,194 6,950 6,464
TOTAL COSTS: NEW JOBS 21,120 17,764
(L.E. MILLIONS) 19,836
82 
 98.3 
 83 
 181 
 253 
 213 
 555
 

1996-2000
 

TOTAL EMPLOYMENTS-2000 
(000's) 
 50 
 59 
 114
EMPLOYMENT GROWTH RATE 
86 59 86 114
 

1.1088 
 1.063 
 1.082
AVERAGE COST/NEW JOB (L.E.) 7.500 
1.112 1.071 1.042
8,985 7,589 
 7,008
TOTAL COSTS: 23.634 20,019
NEW JOBS (L.E. MILLIONS) 

225 
17,930
188 
 199 
 147 
 591 
 500 
 377
 

955 809 1,199
 
to establish due to


Employment growth rates are difficult 
 uncertainties about Vh

derived from other remote area 

potential 1985 employment base. As a result NyJos used
urban settlements where more data about population and employment 
an average cost per job


Is available. 
 The sources of 1979 etploynent
Il-C as Is "'e methodology costs are shown In Appendix
used for calculating all 
job creation 
cost; shown In this table.
 

2 The employment base for each 
period was 
derived from population estimates shown 
In Table I11-47) using the relationships between emplov-ent and population orowth
on page 7-8 of the Sinai Development Study Phase shown
I Draft tinal 
Report, Main Volume, since detailed population and ercloyent flures are not 
disaggregated 
In this volume
of the study. Job costs for 1979 
were derived from data 
shown In Appendix Il-C.
 

3 J~b costs were 
derived using the distribution of Industry, tourism and other 
Indirect emp!oynent shown
ent costs shown on page 5-15 of on page 7-3 of the Main Volume of
the same volume for the SOS and the total Invest-
Industry (excluding refineries), and tourism. 
 Since the
job costs, the 1979 service sector costs of 
SOS does not provide estimates of non-tourism service sector
the Ministry of Planning (see Appendix Il-C)
not dIsaggregate urban employment, the El Arlsh figures shown 

were updated and used as a proxy for thse costs. Further, since This volume does
on page 7-3 of the reoo.-t were used as 
a p-oxy for total urban emdIoyent. 
Using this methodology, the
 
1985, L.E. 14,428; 1990, L.E. 14,909; and 1995, L.E. 


following weighted costs per job resulted: 

15.209.
 

4 
 The Sinai Development Study, Phase I, projects total 
2000 urban populations of 326,000. However, Phasing of
not shown urban employnent g.oowth to support this total growth
In the maln volume of the report. Therefore as a Is
proxy for this growth, the relationships between employment and 
population growth for El Arish
7-3 of the SOS Main Volume) was used (shown on page
as a proxy for total 
urban employment. The derivation of 
job costs 
Is shown In footnote 3 above.
 

SOURCE: NUPS Projections.
 



TABLE IV-19 

NUPS HOUSING AND INTRA-URBAN INFRASTRUCTURE COSTS 
USING SDS 1981 URBAN POPULATION BASE 

PERIOD 
 INVESTMENT (L.E. MILLIONS 
- 1979 PRICEo); 2
PERCENT PER CAPITA COSTS 
(L.E.)
 

TOTAL ADJUSTED REHABILI- AVERAGE 
 NEW EXISTING
PHYSICAL HOUSING SOCIAL BASE 
 TOTAL 
 STS
TION S AREAS AREAS
 
INFRASTRUCTURE 
 INFRASTRUCTURE 
 COSTS COSTS (M1
 

1986-1990
 

NUPS PREFERRED STRATEGY 
 9.2 
 6.8 
 5.1 21.1 123.5 13.1 3,167 
 7,100 703
SOS ESTIMATE 13 
 7.8 7.4

3 6.2 21.4 123.3 27.1 1,814 5,995 63C
SOS ESTIMATE II
 12.4 9.2 9.5 
 31.1 194.7 49.9
4 1,240 6,506 684
SOS TOTAL URBAN
 27.9 28.5 
 79.5 451.2
23.1 22.5 2,006 5,820 615
 

1991-1995
 

NUPS PREFERRED STRATEGY 
 9.4 10.4 7.7 
 2,.6 146.8 11.0 2,368 5,682 415
SOS ESTIMATE I 
 9.5 11.0 
 8.8 29.3 154.2 18.7 1,695 5,453 
 424
SOS ESTIMATE II 
 12.0 12.9 
 12.1 37.0 197.8 35.4 1,099 5,552 447
SDS TOTAL URBAN 4 
 26.9 22.5
22.9 72.3 381.1 24.6 1,370 
 5,423 416
 

1996-2000
 

NUPS PREFERRED STRATEGY 
 11.5 17.2 12.5 
 41.2 194.7 10.1 1,947 4,607 316
SDS ESTIMATE I 
 17.8 13.6
14.0 45.4 230.7 14.2 1,788 5,211 
 359
SOS ESTIMATE II 
 19.6 16.9 52.2
4 
15.6 263.4 25.3 1,209 5,176 371
SOS TOTAL URBAN
 22.1 26.2 
 22.6 70.8 
 368.1 29.6 
 1,127 5,318 392
 

1986-2000
 

NUPS PREFERRED STRATEGY 
 30.1 34.4 25.3 
 89.9 465.0
 
SOS ESTIMATE I 
 31.3 36.2 
 28.6 96.1 
 508.2
 
SDS ESTIMATE II 
 40.0 41.7 


4 38.5 120.3 655.9
 
SDS TOTAL URBAN
 72.0 81.6 
 106.7 222.6 
 1,200.4
 

Totals may not add due to rounding.
 

I See Appendix V-A for 
the the data used to generate these costs. All costs are based on NUPS ESTIMATE II costs.
 

2 
 Average per capita costs are calculated by dividing total adjusted 
costs by the end period population, per capita costs 
In nw areas
serve new 
population while existing per capita costs are the costs of rehabilitating existing 
Infrastructure.
 

3 Source Table III, SD,.
 

4 Based on the SDS total 
year 2000 population of 
426,000 and an urban population of 326,700.
 

SOURCE: Sinai Development Study, Phase 
1, Draft Final Report, April, 1982.
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It should be noted that the slightly lower average costs per jobs noted in the 
NUPS population estimate using 100 percent of SDS 1982 reported urban population as a 
base, result from relatively lower employment growth rates and thus lower costs. 

A comparison of the NUPS Preferred Strategy intra-urban infrastructure costs and 
the costs which would result if the SDS higher 1982 population base is used to 
project NUPS costs is shown in Table IV-19. As the table shows, if the Sinai 
has an urban population base in 1982 of 118,000, an additional investment of 
roughly L.E.190 million should be added to the NUPS Preferred Strategy Estimate 
II projection of intra-urban infrastructur2 costs, an increase of roughly
0.0 percent. However, if the SDS total urban population of 326,700 is to be 
achieved, the NUPS Estimate II would increase by L.E.735 million or roughly 
2.3 percent. 
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1 

NOTES 

CHAPTER IV 

SUEZ, SPECIAL EMPHASIS CITIES, OTHER URBAN AREAS, AND REMOTE AREAS 

However, recent assessment by the Suez Governorate planning and Development 
Department (SPDD) indicate that employment growth projections for 1985 will exceed 

boundaries in the 

those of the Muster Plan. 

2 IBRD, National Urban Sector Report, Volume If, "A Case Study - The Governorate 
and the City of Suez," 1980. 

3 There are indications, however, that the private vacant land within city 
was part to war and inheritance practices; many of these 

areas are now being developed. 

4 Land Development Authorities with greaterautonomy have been set up in Port Said 
and Ismailia. 

5 Op. cit. IBRD, p. 49. 

6 As no topographic surveys were available at the time the master plan was 
conducted, the potential areas of the principal industrial zone was underestimated. 
It now appears that the zone can be expanded to the south. 

7 Prepared at NUPS request by the SPDD, December 1981. 

8 Spectrum Training Services, Ltd., "Suez Canal Region -- Human Resources 
Development Study," Socio-Economic Survey, Vol. III. Prepared for the Ministry
of Development & State Ministry of Housing and Land Reclamation and the United 
Nations Development Programme, January 1981. 

It should be noted that surveys in Port Said, Ismalia and Suez were only
conducted in lower income areas of the three settlements. Further, although the 
surveys indicate a much lower rate of population growth than master plan
projections, the populations prepared by the study underestimated the actual 
populations in both Suez and Port Said in 1980 where more intensive surveys or 
special censuses were made. 

9 Beni Suef, for example rai,ked high population growth potential. However,
due to its proximity to Greater Cairo, its future growth is likely to be
dependant on Greater Cairo's growth. Therefore, Beni Suef and similar settlements 
would be less likely to develop into independent growth centers. 

10 Future expanigion must occur on areas reclaimed from Lake Manzala. 

11 The High Dam Lake area has been considered in the scheme for development of 
Aswan. See Special Emphasis Cities for Growth Encouragement Appendix IV-G. 
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12 Both of these regions are currently being studied and development prospects
assessed; but there do not yet exist detailed overall development plans.Furthermore, the plans that exist for these and other places (such as theRed Sea and Northwest Coast) have been done without considering the effects ofproposed expenditures on the ability of the Government to meet otherinvestment objectives. Thus, the implications of high population targets forthese areas on levels of living in other urban areas have not been taken into 
account.
 

13 
 Master Plan for Water Resources Development and Use, UNDP/EGY/73/024, (Cairo:Ministry of Irrigation 1981), as quoted by the Sinai Development Study. Phase I,
Draft Final Report, Vol. 1: Main Report. April 1982. 

14 NUPS Urban Growth and Data Draft Report, water resources analyses, p. 64. 
15 K. E. Haynes and D. Whittington, "International Management of the Nile-Stage
Three," Geographical Review, 71, 1981, 17-32; Guarison, Ilavnes, Whittington,
Yannis, "Energy, Agriculture, and Water: A Multi Objective Planning Analysis,"
Environment and Planning A12, 1980, 369-379. g 
16 In 1968, the Oak Ridge National Laboratory propose,!a theoretical nuclear 
reactor which would produce large quantities of thermal energy in conjunctionwith 1,000-3,000 MW of power. On a coastal desert site, it could produce largequantities of desalinated water at lower costs than any other method. Theyinvestigated a half dozen of the most promising sites in the world; one of themat El Arish, another in the Matruh region. beIn addition, the reactor was to 
part of an agro-industrialcomplex. 

A team of planning students, the University of California at Berkeley,found that the water so produced could assure food for 5-8 million people. Whilethe community involved in the production was expected to reach 250,000 - 400,000
persons. However, the capital cost extrapolated to present prices wouldprobably exceed L.R. 2.5 billion, (See R. Meir, Urban Settlement in the RemoteAreas of Egypt, The Role of New Technologies, NUPS Working7"aiper . 

17 It is possible that the ore at Abu Tartour contains some economically
3xploitable trace minerals. 
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CHAPTER V
 

INDUSTRIAL AND SHELTER POLICY
 



CHAPTER V
 

SECTORAL ISSUES AND RECOMMENDATIONS:
 
INDUSTRIAL AND SHELTER POLICY
 

In the opening chapter, the importance of integrating spatial and sectoral 
strategies in the recommended urban policy was emphasized. It was also 
stressed, that sectoral policies .hould be adopted which have as their purpose
the encouragement of private investment, and the provision of required
services at affordable standards with appropriate cost recovery 
mechanisms. Adoption of sectoral policies, particularly for industrial 
growth and location, and appropriate infrastructure provision, which are 
consistent with spatial targets is the minimum requirement for a national 
urban policy which aims at the long-term redistribution of urban population 
over national space. Affordable standards and improved cost recovery for 
urban services are essential to provide a reasonable assurance that the 
urban policy is feasible-within existing resource constraints and to provide
the best chance of qui:kly of providing needed services to more of the 
population. This chapter discusses sectoral issues and reconmnendations 
for industrial policy, shelter policy and inter-regional infrastructure. 

I. INDUSTRIAL POLICY ISSUES 

A. Overview of the Sectoral Issues 

Industrial policies reflect a national development strategy. Industrial policies 
often come to be identified or characterized by one of their main elements; excrnples 
are import substitution or export promotion, heavy industries or consumer industries, 
capital-intensive or labor intensive. Rarely do they become known by their 
locational content. This is unfortunate because industrial policies and plans
profoundly affect the urban configuration and, in turn, the urban configuration
affects the efficiency of the economic system and the distribution of the benefits of 
economic growth throughout the country. 

Full integration of industrial and settlement policy offers a better approach. 
However, full integration means more than determining that the policies do not work 
at cross purposes. It means that they become mutually reinforcing so that the 
benefits to the economy exceed what would have been expected from the individual 
policies alone. 

What then, are the main elements of an industrial policy that affect or are 
affected by the settlement policy? The most important element is employment growth.
The vitality of any city depends on increasing the number of productive jobs. 
Industry in general, and manufacturing in particular, play the leading roles in urban 
employment growth. Cities in which employment and incomes are rising because of 
industrialization will support a growing and productive service sector. Only in 
special circumstances, such as some tourist cities, can the service sector provide a 
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self-sustaining economic base for a city. From both an economic developmentviewpoint and a settlement polic, viewpoint a high growth rate of employment is 
desirable. 

The location of new employment is, thus, the direct link between industrialpolicy and settlement policy. Cities and regions favored with new industrialinvestments can support larger populations and are more likely to hold on to theirpopulation. Concentrations of investments induce migration flows when the demand forlabor exceeds the local supply. Once established, these migration patterns tend toperpetuate themselves, especially when "push" factors are present in other
locations. 

The spatial element of the industrial policy can be explicit or implicit,intteionalF or jac~cen -uFht nt b-e netra.-lfIF T-T
--- rFe-inforceexisting patterns or alter the economic system of cities. Bertrand Renaud in a WorldBank staff paper on settlement policy, provides support for this view: 

"A realistic understanding of the location of manufacturing
aci; ities is central to the understanding of the growth
of cities and the organization of econonic activities in 
space." ' 

Other elements of the industrial plan affect the settlement strategy more subtly.The operating surplus of public industrial companies and the tax revenue from privatcindustrial comranies contribute to the financial resources available for theGovernment's urban development programs. Investment projects with a long gestationand payback period offer little prospect of an irrumediate contribution to urbandevelopment or other development efforts. The industrial sector should contribute tothe national saving effort through reinvestment of profits and operating surpluses,
through transfers to the Government and 
 through foreign exchange earnings. 

The importance of private sector investment in the industrial plan is likely tohave spatial implications. The Government can influence, but not necessarilydictate, the location of private investments even when these private locationaldecisions are based on market prices which may not reflect social costs.incentives and disincentives for private investment in an industrial policy offer 
The
 

opportunity an
to reduce the spread between private and social costs. The incentivepackage ought to reflect the settlement policy; encouraging expansion in designated
growth areas and limiting expansion in 
 areas where it conflicts with other social
 
objectives.
 

Finally, the existing industrial base imposes limitations on industrial policy
and through it on the settlement 
 policy. Major and dramatic shifts away from theexisting base -- either in type of goods produced or location -- increase thepossibilities of error and waste. Firms, public or private, can economize on theirresources by locating near existing input and output markets. They can move into newproduct areas, hut not without regard to the current availability of raw materialsand intermediate products. New industrial areas and products should, and can,emerge. However, the costs of altering the structural and locational characteristicsof the industrial base quickly may be so high as to endanger the overall development 
program. 
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The question of where it is best to locate new capacity is often answered 
piecemeal, without regard to any locational strategy in the broader context of a 
national settlement policy. We recommT-end integration of the industrial policy and 
the settlement policy so that industrial locational decisions facilitate the 
population movements envisioned in the settlement policy and that the settlement 
policy takes account of the existing industril base and the social and private costs 
involved in its modifications. 

B. 	 Public PolicL Toward lndustry 

Throughout the work of the National Urban Policy Study, the importance of 
employment as the prime determinant of population location has been emphasized. 
Further, it is clear that among employment sectors it is the industrial sector which 
must provide 4)e basis for employment in other urban sectors. Our basic 
recorrendations for public policy toward industry flow from the following 
propositions. 

I. 	 Investment should be channelled toward increasing the relative share of 
manufacturing in Gross Domestic Product and employment. 

2. 	 Inducements, incentives and taxes should be structured to support spatial and 
sectoral objectives of national urban policy. This entails making discriminating 
use of tax abatements, subsidies, and taxes. Discrimination should be exercised 
with respect to both the number of places where positive inducements are offered 
and the sectoral activities which are eligible. 

3. 	 Non-tax incentives should be used, also, in support of spatial objectives. Three 

such incentives are sites, labor and credit. 

a. Sites 

One study of the effects of Law 43 inferred that "the most important problem 
causing delays (in implementation of Law 43 projects) was finding a suitable 
location, with adequate land, infrastructure, telephone and utility." ' 2 Areas into 
which the Government wants to direct investment can be made attractive by 
having serviced sites and a responsive local organization responsible for each 
industrial estate. 

These industrial estates will need to accomrmodate both large and small scale 
firms. The specific site requirements of firms differ, so an estate will need to 
offer a variety of specific site characteristics, such as rnil access, outdoor 
storage areas, etc. The time-phasing of estate availability must strike a bulance 
between the desire to have a variety of sites ready to offer investors and the danger 
of building far ahead of demand and tying up too much capital. 

b. Labor 

The establishment of vocational training centers willing to tailor their programs 
to an employer's needs signifies a pLublic corrmnitment to potential investors. Firrms 
can be deterred by the fear thai the local labor market will not have sufficient 
workers with the appropriate skills. Where labor requirements are peculiar, as in 
the operation of equipment not available in technical institutes, subsidies for 
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company training programs offer an alternative approach. Job Information Centers, 

other lending institutions 

for example, located in selected Delta cities, would 
to inform people looking for work about specific 
designated for growth emphasis. 

be helpful as 
opportunities 

clearinghouses 
in the cities 

c. Credit 

Access to credit is often the binding constraint to small firms since banks and
prefer to avoid the administrative burden of handling a

large volume of relatively small loans. Therefore, credit facilities for these firmsshould be locally available. Whether or not (in interest subsidy is advisable willdepend on how much of a push local entrepreneurs need to start or expand their
operations. The World Bank announced on December 24, 1981, a loan of US$1,120million dollars to the Development Industrial Bank to provide credit to the privatesector. The loan is designed to assist sgnall and medium-scale industries, especially
small ones. 

For the tax and the non-tax incentives alike it is crucial that they not beover-extended geographically. By restricting them to designated cities and applyingthem differentially they will more likely produce the desired results, while anon-restricted approach will eliminate the locational effects and unnecessarily drain 
the public budget. 

4. Private investment in industry should continue to be encouraged. It is extremely
diff-cult to forecast the amount of required direct investment in industry (atotal of L.E. 44.1 billion between 1986-2000) which might be provided by private
investors. The difficulty arises from the absence of detailed data on the 
current shares of public and private investment by location and -by sector and,also, from the sensitivity of private investment to policy choices, real or
perceived instability, regulations and a host of similar factors. 

It is the current policy of the Government of Egypt, however, to encourage
private investment. Such encouragement is consistent with the NUPS
recommendation to find ways to conserve on the amount of public investment funds
required. It is useful, therefore, to have some sense of how much of the L.E.44.1 billion estimated to be needed to generate industrial jobs might come from
private sources (both domestic and foreign). The following data provides a rough
indication of the probable minimum level, based upon NUPS projeclions ofincreased value-added by sector and the 1977 distribution of the private
contribution to sectoral value-added. The assumption made is that th( private
sector share of value-added will be at least as large as it was in 1977 and thatprivate investment will be proportional to its share of the increased value
added. On this basis, private sector investment (given continued government
encouragement of the private sector) would be L.E. 16.4 billion or about 37perceni of the industrial investment. (Table V-I) If only this level of
private sector investment is achieved, public investment in direct job creation 
of about L.E. 28 billion would be required. 

The achievement of private investment at these levels should be possible ifprivate investment is encouraged by industrial policy choices. One extremely
important element i-i the encouragement of private investment, in addition to
other sectoral policies discussed above, is the type f settlement strategy 
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TABLE V-1
 

NUPS PROJECTED PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SHARES
 
IN INDUSTRIAL INVESTMENT
 

PERCENT OF
 

PROJECTED PRIVATE
 

INCREASE SHARE WEIGHTED
 
INDUSTRY 	 VALUE ADDED' 19772 SHARE %
 

Food, Beverage, Tobacco 14.8 52.6 7.8
 

Textiles 	 19.9 18.0 3.6
 

Clothing, Foo:wear, Leather 8.5 86.3 7.3
 

Wood Products 5.3 90.0 4.8
 

Paper and Paper Products 2.9 2.0 0.1
 

Printing and Publishing 5.7 55.0 3.1
 

Chemicals, Coal and Petroleum 9.7 20.0 1.9
 

Rubber and Plastics 2.9 7.0 0.2
 

Non-Metallic Minerals 6.0 25.0 1.5
 

Basic Metals 8.3 8.0 0.7
 

Metal Products 16.0 38.0 6.1
 

TOTAL 	 100.0 - 37.1 

Total Industrial Investment (1986-2000) L.E. 44.1 Billion
 

Estimated Private Share 37.1 Percent
 

Estimated Private Investment L.E. 16.4 Billion
 

Estimated Public Investment L.E. 27.7 Billion
 

SOURCE: NUPS analysis.
 

I NUPS Projections. For absolute Increases see Table V.13.
 

2 	 From Table 1, "Private Sector Industrial Development Strategy", Boston
 

University Consultants, August, 1981.
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adopted. The NUPS recommended strategy recommends substantial grow~h
in Cairo, Alexandria, and Suez regions which have already demonstrated
that they are attractive to private investors. "the adoption of thisstrategy would enhance the prospects of achieving at least the levelsof private sector industrial investment projected above. As has beensuggested earlier, continued movernent of agricultural policy in thedirection of economic enhancement could, also, make a major contributionthrough opening Lip iew lines of activity to the private sector. 

5. 	 Efforts should continue to be made to enhance the 	 productivity of publicenterprise. This subject has been extensively studied ,,nd many i-econmendations 
have been made including: 

* 	 Reduction of numbers of employees. 

• 	 Raised wages and salaries for the reduced work force with tie-ins to demonstrated 
productivity improvements. 

0 	 Economic pricing of inputs and outputs so thc: performance can be judged on 
profitability. 

* 	 Improved project evaluation for proposed new 	 public enterprise investments. 

* 	 Better quality control to improve export potential and consumer willingness to 
purchase domestic goods. 

* 	 Training for industrial managers. 

* 	 The ability to dismiss unproductive employes. 

Current policy is moving in the direction of these changes and this should be 
continued. 

6. 	 Continuation of agricultural policy changes cited above which lead to: 

* 	 Economic enhancement of the agricultural sector. 

* 	 Additional input to agro industry. 

* 	 Expansion of domestic industries to supply agricultural needs. 

* 	 Improved marketing and distribution of agricultural products. 

7. 	 Consideration should be given to developing a tax on new industrial activities
within the core areas of Cairo and Alexandria, in order to encourage location inmore desirable sites within the metropolitan region (e.g., desert fringeareas or 	 new satellite con-nunities) or 	 other cities and to compensatefor 	 at least part of the net additions to service and disamenity costscaused by firms which find it economically attractive to locate in the core in spite of the tax. More detailed study of such a tax is needed than
NUPS could provide before a decision to adopt it could be made. The major
problem with such a tax is to set the rate at a level which does not result 
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in a substantial net loss of investment and output. If the rate is high 
enough to be a major factor in location, it may be sufficiently high to 
discourage the activity altogether. Finally, if such a tax is deemed feasible, 
it should only be imposed in selected locations (i.e., the core areas of 
major metropolitan regions and possibly a few other clearly identified 
areas) to insure that it is effective in controlling industrial location. 

C. The Structure and Location of Industry 

The development of an industrial policy and its integreo.ion with a settlement 
policy requires an understanding of the existing industrial base. The current 
features of the industrial base provide the point of departure for future plans while 
an understanding of the dynamic forces operating on the economy provides guidance on 
how and where public policy must intervene in the economy to achieve social 
objectives. 

Industrialization in Egypt has a long and interesting history and has been well 
researched by a number of scholars. Our analysis has benefitted from these studies 
and does not attempt to duplicate their extensive historical research. We 
concentrate on the structure and trends of Egyptian industry during the past 20 years 
to identify the forces that will either help or hinder achieving the objectives of 
the national urban policy. 

I. The Structure of Industry 

Two broad indicators of the importance of a sector in the national economy are 
the sectoral shares of total employment and gross domestic product. Table V-2 shows 
the percentage distribution of employment among main sectors for various years. 
Three of these sectors have increased their shares over the period shown while only 
one, agriculture, has declined. The sectoral shifts seen in Table V-2 differ from 
the pattern expected in developing economies. The usual pattern is a shift from the 
primary sector (agriculture) to the secondary sector (industry) followed by a shift 
from both of these sectors to the tertiary (service) sector after incomes have risen 
substantially. 

TABLE V-2 

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF EMPLOYMENT, SELECTED YEARS 

Sector 1957/58 1964/65 1975 1979
 

Agriculture 56 52 44 39
 

Industry 11 12 12 13
 

Construction 2 5 5 6
 

Services 31 31 39 41
 

SOURCE: 1957/58 and 1964/65 from Mettwally, Regional Aspects of the
 

UARs Economic Development, p.53.
 

2
1975 and I179 CAPMAS, Statistical Yearbook, July 1980, p. 26.
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The direct employment
in 

shift from the primary sector to the tertiary sectorEgypt is explained by the low levels of industrial investment during thewar years of the late 1960's and early 19 70's and the lack of sufficientemployment opportunities in agriculture. The 
new 

labor force moved into lowproductivity service employment in both the public and privateour judgment, it is essential to increase the sectoral 
sectors. In 

share of industry. 

The modest increase in share ofthe industrial employment nationally, however,understates the change in the employment structure urbanof areas.percent of manufacturing employment was in urban areas. 
In 1970, 72 

By 1975 the urban portion ofmanufacturing employment had increased to percent. wasdecline rural 
80 There an absolutein manufacturing during this period. Consequently, manufacturingemployment growth has been more important for urban areas than the two percentagepoints national increase would indicate. Nevertheless, the general conclusionthat, at least in employment terms, the 

is
industrial sector nothas yet provideddynamic impetus to national development in Egypt that was envisioned for 

the 
it in theearly 1960's or that will be required over the twonext decades. 

A second indicalor of sector importance is the sectoral shares of Gross DomesticProduct. These are shown in Table V-3. Although the trendsaffec'-ed by price changes and other factors (such 
in these data are 

as the closing of the Suez Canal),the gener-al trends reinforce the conclusions based on the employment data. Theagricultural sector is becoming relatively less important as industry expands. Theprevious suggestion of the increase in low productivity servicethe fact that jobs is supported bythe substantial increase in employment share resulted in virtually noincrease in the service sector share of Gross Domestic Product.
 

Expansion of the industrial sector usually an
entails both increase in the leveland a change in the composition of output. ldeas about how the composition ofindustrial output should evolve during the development process subject to morearevariation than ideas about the appropriate evolution of the basic three sectors. 

The composition of output is affected by the local availability of raw materials,the size and income level of the domestic market, the extent of foreign trade,
the industrial 
 policy (explicit or implicit) of the 
and 

country. There atendency for basic goods, 
is generalconsumer 

at income 
food, leather goods and textiles to predominatelow levels, but to become less important as incomes rise todue theirlow income elasticity. Rapid expansion is typical in non-metallic minerals,products, wood rubberproducts, and chemicals and petroleum refining when the industryshare of GDP approaches 25-30 percent. At high levels of income;printing, basic metals, clothing,paper and metal products usually account for most of the
increase in the share 
 of industry. 3
 

To emphasize the special role 
 of manufacturing employment inpattern, the settlementit is useful to distinguish between manufacturing andIndustry.4 Table is a 
the broader category,V-4 disaggregation of industry sector shares for the1975-1979 period. A comparison of Table V-4a and Table V-4b clearly shows the effectof rising petroleum rrices 

ansource of finance for development, 
on the share 

has 
of GDP. 

little direct 
The petroleum 

significance 
sector, important 

in analysis ofurban-based industrial employment (petroleum is relatively cheap to transport so thatrefineries need not be located near production sites and only about I percent of 
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TABLE V-3 

SHARES IN GDP FACTOR COSTS 

(PERCENTAGES OF TOTAL GDP) 

IN 1964/65 PRICES IN 1970 PRICES IN 1975 PRICES IN 1979 PRICES
 

SECTOR 1960/61 1965/66 1970/71 1975 1975 1979 1979
 

Agriculture 31.5 28.1 27.4 24.0 29.0 22.4 22.5
 

Industry1 21.0 21.9 24.1 23.6 21.8 24.9 29.2
 

Construction 2.8 4.5 4.2 3.7 4.8 4.9 5.5
 

Trans portat Ion
 

& Communication 7.3 9.3 5.1 6.9 5.1 8.8 7.5
 

Services 2 37.4 36.2 39.1 41.8 39.3 39.0 35.3
 

TOTAL 100.0 100.0 99.9 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
 

1 Industry Includes manufacturing, mining, petroleum, and electricity.
 

2 Services Include trade and finance, housing, public utilities, and
 

other services.
 

SOURCE: 	 Col. 1-4, IBRD, Economic Management in a Period of Transition, Vol VI,
 

Table 2.4, p. 24.
 

Col. 5-7 IMF, Recent Economic Development. January 1981, Table 1, p. 3.
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TABLE V-4 
SECTOR SHARES OF GDP AT FACTOR COSTS 

(A) AT 1975 PRICES 

1975 

(% of 
Total GDP) 

1976 1977 
(% of (% of 

Total 00P) Total GDP) 

1978 

(% of 
Total GDP) 

1979 

(% of 
Total GDP) 

Manufacturing 
and Mining 17.5 17.2 17.1 16.3 16.7 

Petroleum 2.9 4.8 
 5.9 6.5 6.7
 

Electricity 1.4 1.4 1.5 1.6 
 1.5
 

Industry Total
 

as percent of
 
Total GDP 21.8 23.4 24.5 24.4 
 24.9
 

(B) AT CURRENT PRICES
 

Manufacturing
 
and Mining 17.5 16.1 15.1 14.6 
 12.4
 

Petroleum 2.9 4.0 6.3 
 7.0 16.0
 

Electricity 1.4 1.2 1.1 1.1 


Industry Total
 
as percent of
 
Total GOP 21.8 21.3 22.5 22.7 
 29.3
 

SOURCE: IMF Recent Economic Developments, January 1981.
 

.9 
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total industrial employment is in the capital intensive petroleum sector). Growth in 
the manufacturing sector, a respectable 7.4 percent (in constant prices) in the four 
year period, lagged behind GDP growth (8.7 percent) resulting in a falling share for 
manufacturing. 

In Table V-5, further detail is provided on the structure of the manufacturing 
sector. Food, beverage, and textiles have been, and conlinue to be, the dominant 
elements. The group of industries based on metals and machinery have increased 
noticeably in importance. Machinery production has mainly been in consumer durables 
rather than capital goods. Other sectors that increased in importance are paper, 
leather, non-metallic products (building materials), and chemicals, where the rapid
growth occurred in the 1950's and 1960's. Clearly, the manufacturing sector in Egypt
has been diversifying during the last 20 years. Aided by the import substitution 
policies of the Government, a more diverse group of industries has developed that 
sells primarily in the domestic market. In the remainder of this section the 
location of these established and emerging industries will be described. 

2. The Location of Industry 

The spatial location of industries in Egypt is explored by examining two 
periods: the period prior to 1952, where most industrial production was undertaken 
by private enterprise; and the period after 1952, when the Government started to 
emphasize diversification of the industrial mix and some dispersion of industry over 
national space. 

a. Industrial Location Prior to 1952 

Major developments in establishing Egypt's current industrial base took place 
after 1920, when Misr Bank started to grant loans to private industrial investors. 
Industrial establishments were highly concentrated in Cairo and Alexandria and both 
centers developed a widely diversified industrial mix. Cairo's industrial mix 
included chemicals, printing, construction material, mechanical and ferrous 
engineering and tobacco. The major industrial sites in Cairo were located around the 
city fringes at Shoubra El Kheima, Qalyub, Imbaba, Abou Zaabal, Musturud and Giza. 
Alexandria was mostly known for the dominance of paper, textiles, metallic products
and cement in its industrial mix. Outside these two urban centers, industrial 
activities were limited to textiles, food processing, fertilizers and mining. 
Textile industries were to be found in many locations in the Delta, but highly
concentrated al Mahalla El Kubra and Kafr El Dawar. Food processing was dispersed
also in the Delta, with the sugar industry its major sub~;ector. The !,'sgar industry 
was the only industry in South Upper Egypt. Mining activities were confined to the 
Red Sea and Sinai and fertilizers were located at Suez. During this era, as 
indicated in Table V-6, Greater Cairo and Alexandria acquired 69 percent of total 
capital sum invested in industries. 

b. lndu rial Location 1952-1970 

After the Revolution of 1952, the Government's major efforts were directed toward 
introducing new types of industries and dispersing some industrial activities away
from Cairo and Alexandria. Examining data presented in Table V-7 indicates that 
Cairo and Alexandria, however, received 55.2 percent of total investment allocated 
for the industrial sector between 1952 and 1963. The basic features of the 
government industrial development strategy during this period were: 
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TABLE V-6 
STRUCTURE OF GROSS VALUE-ADDED IN 

MANUFACTURING 1952,1966/67 AND 1977 

1952 1966/67 1-77
 

Food, Beverage 22.4 11.9 
 17.6
 

Tobacco 
 7.4 4.4 
 7.5
 

Textiles 
 33.1 38.1 25.2
 

Clothing 
 1.9 1.2 .8
 

Wood and Products 1.6 1.2 
 1.1
 

Paper and Products 1,3 2.8 2.0
 

Printing and Publishing 2.8 2.1 
 2.1
 

Leather nnd Rubber 
 0.9 1.3 
 2.1
 

Chemicals 
 7.4 12.7 10.6
 

Coal and Petroleum 
 8.6 5.2 
 4.5
 

Non-Metallic Products 
 4.3 4.2 6.4
 

Basic Metals 
 1.6 3.9 4.6
 

Metallic Products 
 1.7 3.3 
 4.9
 

Machinery 
 0.7 4.4 
 6.8
 

Transport Equipment 3.1 2.1 
 3.8
 

Others 
 1.2 1.2 
 -


100.0 100.0 100.0
 

SOURCE: 1952 and 
1966/67 Robert Mabro, The Egyptian Economy 1952-1972,
 

Table 7.2, p. 145.
 

1977 CAPMAS Census of Industries 1977.
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TABLE V-6 
PAID UP CAPITAL BY MAJOR URBAN 	 CENTERS, 

1920-1952 

PAID UP CAPITAL 
URBAN CENTER (IN L.. MILLIONS) PERCENTAGE MAJOR INDUSTRIES 

Greater Cairo 32.5 51.2 Chemicals, text-

Iles, cement, 

Alexandria 11.2 17.6 
metallics. 
Textiles, paper 

Mahalla El Kubra 
& Kafr El Dawar 11.6 18.3 Textiles 

Suez 7.0 11.0 Fertilizer, 
All Others 1.2 1.9 Textiles, sugar 

TOTAL 
 63.5 
 100.0
 

SOURCE: Barbour, K.M., 
The Growth, Locationand Structure of Industry
 
inEgyptPraeger, N.Y., 
1972. pp. 66-67.
 

TABLE V-7 
SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF MAJOR INDUSTRIAL 

INVESTMENT, 1952-63 

INDUSTRIAL
 

INVESTMENT PERCENT OF
 
GOVERNORATE 
 (IN LE. MILLIONS) TOTAL 
 MAJOR INDUSTRIES
 

Greater Cairo* 
 45.69 
 38.7 	 Iron & steel, auto ass.
 

oil refinery
Alexandria 
 19.26 
 16.3 Paper, chemlcals,textlles

Red Sea & 	Suez 18.00 
 15.3 Petroleum, paper
 
Aswan 
 25.60 
 21.7 Fertilizers, sugar,mining

Gharbla 
 1.50 
 1.3 Cottonseed oil, textiles
 
All other 	Gov. 
 7.79 
 6.6 Textiles, food
 

TOTAL 
 117.84 
 99.9
 

Greater Cairo Includes Its Industrial suburbs located In Giza
 

and Qalyubla Governorates.
 

SOURCE: Barbour, op.cit.
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* 	 Location of the new industries that authorities were anxious to introduce in 
Egypt, mainly basic iron and steel, engineering, metallics, transport equipment
in Cairo and its industrial suburbs in Helwan, Giza and Qalyubia. 

0 	 Strengthening Alexandria's already established industries by directing large sums 
of investment toward its textile, chemicals, paper and metallic industries. 

* 	 Dispersing agro-based industries in closer proximity to sources of raw material, 
thus, emphasizing textiles in the Delta area close to cotton farms and sugar 
industries in South Upper Egypt. 

0 	 Establishing a highly capitalized fertilizer industry at Aswan and a 
petrochemical industry at Suez. 

* 	 Extractive industries received most attention in Sinai and the Red Sea areas. 
The share of these remote areas amounted to 14 percent of total industrial 
investment in this period. 

The 	 industrial development strategy of the fifties and early sixties shaped to a 
great extent the present map of industrial Egypt. Emphasis on establishing a strong 
industrial base in Cairo and Alexandria and the initial efforts to create industrial 
growth centers at Suez and Aswan continued during the sixties. As shown in 
Table V-8, the share of these four urban centers in total industrial investment 
during 1960-68 amounted to 78 percent of the national total. Cairo and Alexandria 
were well established as industrial growth poles in that their own industries were 
progressively growing and attracting complementary industries. In contrast, the 
industrial investment in Aswan or Suez, which was more highly specialized, did not 
create this phenomenon. 

TABLE V-8 

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF INDUSTRIAL 
INVESTMENT BY MAJOR AREAS (1960-1968) 

MAJOR URBAN AREAS
 

Greater Cairo 
 36.8
 

Alexandria 
 12.1
 

Suez 
 16.6
 

Aswan 
 12.5
 

All other 22.0
 

TOTAL 
 100.0
 

TOTAL INVESTMENT, (In L.E. Mllilons)580.6
 

SOURCE: Barbour, op.clt, p.74. 
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c. The Era of the Seventies 

During the seventies, most of Egypt's industrial investment was allocated to theupgrading, expansion and renovation of the already established industries. Thus,
there was no new locational strategy that could have created a dispersal of the
industry pattern which was already set during the )60's. As an indication, the
transitional industrial investment plan of 1975 (Table V-9) directed 50.1 percent ofthe investment to the already existing industrial base of Greater Cairo, and half ofGreater Caito's share was allocated for revitalizing its Iron and Steel Complex. 

The decline of Greater Cairo's share in 1980 as compared to 1975, wasattributable to the rehabilitation effort in the Suez Canal and mineral exploitation
in the rermcte areas. Although the Delta share in total investment increased, most of
it was directed toward Gharbia and Beheira. These two governorates received 66.2percent of all the Delta investment and it was mostly allocated for their textile
industries in Mahalla El Kubra and Kafr El Dawar. The major new industrial activity
in the Delta was the newly established fertilizer plant adjacent to Mansoura. 

An additional attempt to diversify and expand the industrial base of South Upper
Egypt away from over dependance on food industries was made by establishing a new
aluminum plant at Naga Hamadi. As a result, the South Upper Egypt share in both 1975and the 1980 investment plans has increased considerably over earlier periods. The 
importance that industrial planners attached to extractive indus'ry in theremote areas and the reconstruction of the Suez Canal industries is shown
in Table V-9. The 1980 plan allocated 6.7 percent for extractive industries
in the New Valley, the Red Sea and Sinai, and almost an equal amount fur the 
Suez Canal Cities. 

TABLE V-9 
PERCENTAGE OF DISTRIBUTION OF 1975 AND 

1980 INDUSTRIAL INVESTMENT 

AREA 
 1975 1980
 

Greater Cairo 
 50.1 41.2
 
Alexandr ia 
 11.3 12.7
 
Delta (Including Qalyubla) 
 15.3 18.6
 
North Upper Egypt 
 0.8 2.0 
South Upper Egypt 16.3 12.2
 
Suez Canal 
 3.1 6.4
 
Remote Areas 
 3.1 6.7
 

TOTAL 
 100% 99.8%
 

TOTAL INVESTMENT IN L.E. MILLIONS 168.76 
 765.4
 

SOURCE: 
 Ministry of Planning, The Transitional Plan of 1974-75.
 

Gordon, Peter, Urbanization In Arab Republic of Egypt, World
 
Bank Working Paper, May 1980.
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d. The Continuation of the Trend Through 1984 

Based on the Ministry of Industry Investment Plan of 1980-84, combined shares of 
Cairo and Alexandria would exhaust more than 50 percent of all the investment pool.
The increase in Alexandria's share is rmnainly due to the allocation of large
investment funds for the construction of an iron and steel complex at Dakahlia, west
of Alexandria. Table V-10 indicates that if the new towns investments are included
in the metropolitan totals, subsectoral investment follows the already established 
industrial locational pattern. All main investment in capital goods industr , s is
planned primarily for the Cairo and Alexandria regions. The most dispersed
investment is that directed toward the already dispersed industries of textiles and 
food processing. 

TABLE V-10 
SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF 1980-1984 

INDUSTRIAL INVESTMENT PLAN 

INVESTMENT
 
AREA (IN L.E. MILLIONS) PERCENTAGE
 

Greater Cairo 1,258.3 
 31.2
 
AlexandrIa 
 922.2 22.9
 
The Delta 575.4 
 14.3
 
North Upper Egypt 61.9 1.5
 
South Upper Egypt 383.3 
 9.5
 
Suez Canal 
 62.5 1.6
 
Remote Areas 
 50.0 1.2
 
New Towns 718.0 17.8
 

TOTAL 4,031.6 100.0
 

SOURCE: Complied from Ministry of Industry, GOFI, The Spatial
 

Location of Industrial Investment, 1980-84, Oct. 1980.
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D. Industrial Growth to the Year 2000 

Integrating the settlement policy and the industrial policy requires an awareness 
of the form that future industrial growth will take after the current five year
plan. Our characterization of industrial growth, presented in this section, is based 
on discussions with and documents of the Ministry of Industry and the experiences of 
other countries that are at comparable levels of economic development. 

The method employed to project the sectoral shares of industrial value added to 
the year 2000 was to determine the "typical" pattern of industrial output of a 
country with GDP and population levels equal to those projected for Egypt by the NUPS 
team and then adjust the projections as necessary in view of Egypt's natural 
resoui (es and long-range industrial plans. 5 

Egyptian industrial planners predict that by the year 2000, the industrial sector 
will contribute 22.5 percent of Gross Domestic Product. Achieving this target
necessitates an increase in the sector's output of an annual growth rate of 9.0 
percent between 1975 and the year 2000, given their projected service sector annual 
growth rate of 10.5 percent and its 2000 GDP share of 40.9 percent. The three 
reasons given for this rapid growth in services are: 

* The raising of the standard of living. 

* The urbanization of about 60 percent of the population. 

* The increased importance of tourism. 

The NUPS projection of the service sector growth rate is about 6 percent per year
between 1985 and 2000. In the judgment of the Study Team there are unlikely to be 
sufficient investment resources to generate an industrial growth rate of 9 percent
and a service growth rate of 10.5 percent. A lower growth rate for services 
increases the relative share of iruustry. In the NUPS projection, the share of 
industry and construction is 32.5 percent in the year 2000 compared to the Ministry 
of Industry Projection of 29.4 percent. (Table V-I 1) 

The major contributors to industrial growth as projected by the Ministry are 
intermediate and capital good industries, especially basic iron, metallics, machinery
and transport equipment. Table V-12 compares the relative importance of employment
and output mix of the major subindustrial groups for 1975 and the year 2000. It is 
evident from the table that Egypt's two largest industries, food and textiles, are 
predicted to gradually lose their relative dominance in Egypt's industrial 
composition despite accounting for 40 percent of the employment growth and 21 percent
of output growth. On the other hand, basic metals, metallics, machinery, and 
transport equipment, as a group, account for 38 percent of employment growth and 60 
percent of output growth. 

The difference between output growth rates and employment growth rates for each 
industry type in Table V-12 is explained by changes in labor productivity (output per
worker). Labor productivity is estimated to increase at annual growth rates of 3.2 
percent and 4.9 percent in basic metals, metallics, machinery, and transport
equipment, respectively. Such growth rates, especially sustained over 25 years,
imply the introduction of heavily capital-intensive production processes. Annual 
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TABLE V-11 
SUB-SECTORAL ALLOCATION OF 1980-1984 

INDUSTRIAL INVESTMENT PLAN 

INVESTMENT 

IN 
INDUSTRY 


Food Processing 


Tobacco 


Textiles 


Leather 


Wood 


Paper 


Chemicals 


Coal Products 


Rubber & Plastic 


Glass 


Iron & Steel 


Metalics 


Electrics &
 
Electronics 


Transport Equip
ment 


TOTAL 


SOURCE: 	 Complied 


Spatial 


October, 


(L.F 
MILLIONS) 


412.4 


157.0 


740.9 


18.9 


16.4 


180.4 


233.2 


0.9 


86.8 


91.0 


868.9 


701.6 


49.9 


473.3 


4,031.6
 

TARGETED 	LOCATIONS
 

Kafr El Sheikh, Schag Qena
 

Greater Cairo (Giza)
 

Alexandria, Gharbla, Beheira
 

Cairo, Alexandria
 

Alexandria
 

Alexandria, Qena, Aswan
 

Greater Cairo, Alexandria
 

Greater Cairo
 

Greater Cairo, Alexandria,
 

Gharbia
 

10th of Ramadan
 

Cairo, Alexandria, Sadat
 

City
 

Greater Cairo
 

Greater Cairo & Alexandria
 

Greater Cairo & Alexandria
 

from Ministry of Industry, GOFI, The
 
Location of Industrial Investment, 1980-84,
 

1980.
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TABLE V-12 

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF MAJOR INDUSTRIES 

EMPLOYMENT AND OUTPUT MIX FOR 1975 AND 2000 

ANNUAL
 

INDUSTRY TYPES EMPLOYMENT OUTPUT GROWTH RATES
 

1975 2000 1975 2000 


(W) (%) (%) (I) 


Mining 1.2 0.5 0.4 0.1 


Ginning 1.8 1.9 0.7 1.2 


Food, Beverage,
 

Tobacco 24.6 15.5 41.3 15.4 


Textiles, Ready
 
Made Clothes 38.9 30.2 22.4 11.5 


Chemicals 10.0 10.9 14.2 11.5 


Non-Metalllcs 3.0 4.3 2.8 2.0 


9asic Metal,
 

Metallics 4.5 13.6 7.8 26.9 


Machinery,
 

Transport Equip. 7.0 18.1 6.3 26.9 


Miscellaneous 6.2 2.1 0.5 0.8 


Military 2.6 2.8 3.5 3.8 


TOTAL 100 % 00 % 100 % 100 %
 

SOURCE: 	 Ministry of Industry, General Organization for 


tion.
 

(W)
 
EMPLOY- OUTPUT
 

MENT
 

2.17 1.9
 

2.2 2.0
 

3.8 4.3
 

4.6 5.7
 

6.0 7.6
 

7.0 6.9
 

10.5 14.9
 

9.8 15.1
 

1.3 10.4
 

6.0 8.9
 

Industrializa
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employment growth rate targets of 10 percent sustained for 25 years in such 
capital-intensive industries is a high risk venture for Egypt. 

The Study Tea-n has incorporated in its own projections of industrial expansion
(shown in Table V-12), a more conservative estimate of output growth in metals andmachinery (10 percent p.a.), while at the same time remaining consistent withstated policy that increases in steel output are an indispensible 

the 
prerequisite for

diversified industrial growth. 

Because of its large and growing population, it is expected that much of Egypt'sadditional industrial output will be sold in domestic markets. This means that
domestic demand takes on more importance in the determination of the composition ofoutput than 'z the case with sall countries that specialize in one or two productsand sell their output primarily in foreign markets. Inter-industry linkuqes andinter-country similarities in the structure of demand in countries with largepopulations, plus the emphasis on input substitution, offer a reasonable assurance
that Egypt's development pattern will not deviate greatly from the pattern of such 
countries. 

The Ministry of Industry projections and the implications of our cross-countryanalysis are combined in Table V-13, which shows the sector shares of total
manufacturing output and the absolute increase in output between 1977 and 2000developed by NUPS. While the absolute value of all the subsectors is expected toincrease, differential growth rates cause the relative shares to change. 

The main points to be drawn from this table are that the tra(itional industriesof food and textiles will generate over one-third of the increase in manufacturing
value-added even though their shares are declining. There will be a large expansion
in metal products especially if the plans to increase steel output to 15 million tonsannually by year 2000 are achieved. Chemicals and construction material(non-metallic minerals), both important sectors in 1977, will contribute 
16 percent of the projected increase. 

All of the caveats usually applied to long term projections apply here. The reason for constructing Table V-13 is to develop guidelines for industrial locationpolicy. It is not presented as an industrial plan or a framework for individualproject identification. It does offer a notion of the types of industries for which
locational decisions will be required and permits, in the Section G, an analysis ofhow these industries might be spatially distriouled to achieve both economic growth
and the desired settlement pattern. 

E. The Special Role of Agriculturally Related Industry 6 

Although the NUPS projections anticipate a declining share for traditionalagricultural processing industries, a large absolute increase is expected.
Furthermore, it is expected that agricultural activities will provide substantial

demand for industrial output in other sectors, particularly since recent developments
in agricultural policy indicate the Government is taking steps toward a new approach
toward agriculture which could lead to its economic intensification. The general

approach being contemplated includes:
 

* Turning the terms of trade more to the favor of agriculture. 
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1 

TABLE V-13
 

SHARES OF SECTORAL CONTRIBUTIONS TO OUTPUT
 

AND ABSOLUTE INCREASE IN MANUFACTURING
 

ABSOLUTE 

INCREASEI
 

Food, Beverage, Tobacco 25.1 15.3 1,411
 

Textiles 25.2 20.1 1,891
 

Clothing, Foot,,are, Leather 1.1 7.6 810
 

Wood Products 1I1 4.8 508
 

Paper & Paper Products 2.0 2.8 277
 

Printing & Publishing 2.1 5.2 541)
 

Chemicals, Coal & Petroleum 15.1 10.5 928
 

Rubber & Plastic 1.8 2.8 280
 

Non-Metallic Minerals 6.4 6.0 570
 

Basic Metals 4.6 B.1 786
 

Metal Products 14.5 16.1 1,522
 

TOTAL !00% 100% 9,523
 

L.E. Million, 1979 prices.
 

SOURCE : NUPS wrojectlons. See Appendix I-B for details. 
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* Decontrolling agriculture and reducing the role of Government in 

certain areas. 

* Increasing levels of investment in agriculture. 

All of the aspects of the new agricultural policy would have positive impacts onurban industrial development. This is because some of the same ureacratic
requirements which hinder the growth nf agriculture also hinder growth ofagriculturally related industry Gnd because most agriculturally related industry
should be located in urban areas, ever, in rural Governments. Additionally,agriculture must intensify production and higher intensity requires industrial 
inputs, services and processing. 

Tentative steps which indicate a changed attitude toward agriculture are thefollowin-. Starting in 1979, prices paid to farmers have been increasing at the same
time t[.:,. levels of input subsidies were being reduced. This is a step towardrationalizing the pricing structure so that farmers will face a pricing system that 
more closely approximates costs and benefits. Allowing input and corrodity prices toseek more realistic levels removes the effective tax on agriculture production. Itis not yet clear how far or how fast policy will proceed in this direction. 

Investments, in the agricultural sector are one of the primary means by which thecontribution of agriculture to gross domestic product can be sustained at a
reasonable level. Intensification of agriculture will come through increased and more efficient use of agricultural inputs produced by industry. Vaue ofagricultural commodities will be increased by industry processing of agricultural
commodities. In the present situatio therefore, industrial development andagricultural development are functionally inked and complementary because many of
the constraints on agriculture are binding on agro-industries and vice versa. Thespatial ramifications of the functional complementarity are that rural developmentstrategy and urban development strategy are complementary through increased income
from agricultural products and increased urban industry in agriculturally-related 
industries. 

Linkages between agricullural inve,,tments and needed or useful industrial outputs
exist with respect to drainage, renovation of irrigation facilities, provision ofagricultural chemicals, machinery and implements, seed production, distribution
systems for inputs, and corrnodity marketing as well as agro-industrial processing.
These linkages can be exploited to expand industrial output and employment
substantially of current policy directions toward economic intensification of 
industry are maintained. 

F. Small Scale Industry 

A program to encourage the private sector in Egypt will need to focusconsiderable attention on small scale industry. In 1966-67, over 99 percent of all
private sector manufacturing establishments employing over 87 percent of private

employees were in the size class of 1-49 employees. The great majority of these were
 
in firms employing 1-9 persons. 

The provision of assistance to small scale firms is notoriously difficult butvalue of small-scale industry in Egypt (because of 
the 

relatively low capital intensity, 
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ability to employ relatively low-skilled workers, and utilize locally available raw 
materials) is indisputable. 

Some progress could be made if current practices which tend to discriminate 
agninst small scale firms were addressed. These include: 

* Fractionalized responsibility for small enterprises among numerous 

ministries. 

* Taxation and duties on imports of capital goods. 

* A 10 percent price margin in favor of the public sector in Government 
purchases.
 

* Lack of sites suitable for small scale firms. 

The World Bank has recomrnended that the tax benefits available to private
domestic companies under Law 86/1974 anid joint venture companies under 
Law 43/1974 as amended by Law 32/1977 be extended to small firms by
removing the requirement that eligible projects are incluled in the national 
p!an. A more appropriate rule would be for benefits to be available to 
small firms if their location supports spatial objectives and are in sectors 
which are planned for expansion. 

The NUPS study has highlighted the potential importance of small firms for 
encouraging industrial growth in Upper Egypt. In the report on Illustrative 
Development Projects for Qena/Naga Hamadi, NUPS concluded that a successful 
industrial development strategy for the Qena/Naga Hamadi corridor should emphasize
not only the large scale, capital intensive industrices, but should also encourage
small scale industries to generate sufficient employment opportunities. 

G. Spatial Recommendations for Industrial Expansion 

In Section D, a growth scenario for Egyptian industry will be suggested. How the
industrial growth might be distributed over the national space, consistent with the 
National Urban Policy, is the theme of this section. Consistency with the Preferred 
Strategy entails meeting four objectives. First, the limited, traditional industrial 
base of Upper Egyot cities should expand, especially in Assiut, Qena/Nagr- Hamdi, and 
Aswan. Second, a major industrial center should be established in Suez to support a 
population of at least 850,000. Third, arable land in the Delta should be preserved
for agricultural uses except in cases where there is a compelling economic reason to 
convert land use to industry. Fourth, industrial growth should be permitted in Cairo 
and Alexandria metropulitan regions in designated locutions to ake advantage of the 
economic efficiency of these two major metropolitan regions. Initially these 
locations should be in the closer-in salellite cities and desert fringe sites
designated for industry. Later in the planning period as these sites develop
emphasis should -be shifted away form the closer-in sites and the present new 
towns should receive development priority. 

All industrial subsectors are rot equally suited to ujch:eve each of these 
objectives. Which type of industry goes to Suez or Upper Egypt, for example, should 
not be a matter of indifference. Some industries will succeed where others fail. 
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Scarce investment resources will be wasted unless care is takei, to ft industry to
the economic space. What characteristics of an industry lead to success or failurein a particular place is a complex matter which often depends on specific projectdesign. Despite there some inthis, is value developing general guidelines forindustrial location that take account of the characteristics of each industry. Table
V-14 displays industrial characteristics that are considered relevant in choosingindustry-type for particular regions. It can be thought of as the "menu" from
which the industrial planner can select industries for specific places. 

Looking at the first two rows of Table V-14 one obtains a picture of thetraditional food and textile sectors. They continuewill to be important, they usedomestic resources and earn foreign exchange. Their average wages are below the
industrial average wage. They are competitive and have multiple links with otherindustries. The iron and steel industry, further down the table, will havein a moresignificant role than its contribution to output growth indicates. The reason isthat its output, expected to be 15 million tons by 2000 -- from 5 steelcomplexes -- is used by the metal products industry. This industry has irrportant
inter-industi y linkages. The poor competitive performance of the iron and steelindustry is a cause for concern, however, since it has a key role envisioned for it
by industrial planners, as described above. 

The currently available industrial subsectors studies do not provide acomprehensive identification of the location of planned industrial expansion.
However, locations of major were Thesome industries identified. Ministry ofIndustry has thealready proposed location of four new steel mills to be establishedat Dakahlia west of Alexandria, Sadat City, the west Nubariya area, and south ofSuez. Currently the first one is under construction. These mills will be designed
to increase output to the 15 million tons of steel targeted by the year 2000. 

As for food industries, new locations are expected to be dispersed in th'- NileValley, adjacent to the sources of the agricultural raw material, following
already existing locational pattern. 

the 
Sugar manufacturing, the main subsector in thefood industry, is proposed for Upper Egypt; The Ministry of Industry proposed theestablishment of a sugar factory at Assiujt by 1990 and similar plant at FReni Suef by1993. If the current plan is followed, new projects for paper and paper products

will be located in the east Delta and South Upper Egypt. 

The fertilizers industry targetted increase outputis to its level at an annual
growth rate of 6.5 percent between 1985 and the year 2000. To achieve this target,new fertilizers plants have been proposed for Alexandria, Suez, the Delta and Aswan 
area. 

I. Industrial Guidelines for Upper Egypt 7 

In the opinion of the Study Team, expansion of the industrial base in Upper Egyptis the most difficult port of the industrial allocation proposed, yet it is vitally
important if the populcaion targets of the Preferred Strategy are to be achieved andsubstantial decentralization is to be possible. The Government will have to take theleading role in this region's industrial expansion. Successful operation of newpublic sector factories would bring the area to the attention of private sectorinvestors. The first round of public investments should be in industries withcharacteristics that are compatible with the current situation in the region. 
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TABLE V-14
 
SECTORIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY
 

1I.') 	 (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 
 (9) (tO) (11) (12) (13)SECTOR CONTRIBUTIO5N TO FOREIGN CO4PONENT OF RATIO 3F RATIO OF LAND DOCESTIC EFFECTIVE LAR AVERAGEOUTPUT 	 EMPLOY- BAC(WARD FORWARDINPUTS OUTPUTS PROCUCTION WAGE REQUIREMENT RESOURCE RATE INTENSITY FIRM LINKAGES LINKAGES
W ERS TO TO INDUS- PER WORKER COST 

GROWTH 	 MENT 
OF SIZE

GROWTH TOTAL EMPLOY- TRIAL PROTECTION 

MENT AVERAGE
(SI (I) CS) (Si i)
 

Food 15 9 It 9 Hiqhly Compet- Discouraged Lou Low 
84 .82 Low 


Very High Very High
 
t~tlve
 

Beverage 

Marginally Protected 
 Very Low Medlum High Low
Included In Food 

CouvetItIve
 

Tobacco 

Marginaily Protected Medl um 
 Medium Low Lo
 

Competitive
 

Spinning & 20 29 
 6 31 88 
 .93 	 Low 
 Marglnally Discouraged Vert High Medium Very High
Weaving Very High
 
Competitive
 

Clothing 	& 
 8 	 It 
 2 16 
 76 .87 Low 
 Marginally Protected 
 High Low
Footeare High Low
 
Competitive
 

Wood, Corch, 5 
 9 41 
 6 86 1.00 Medium Highly Highly Very High
Furniture Low Medium Low
 
Inccnpetltive Protected
 

Paper & 3 
 3 92 High Marginally Protected Very Low 

86 


Medium Medium 
 High
Paper Products 

Competitive
 

45 
 3

PrintingE 6 5 68 1.59 Lo I II
 

Publishing
 

Chemicals 10 6 
 30 4 80 1.20 Medium Marginally Protected 
 Medium Medium 
 lery High High
 

Comcet It ve 
Rubber & 3 2 60 
 0 85 96 Low Not Competitive Protected 
 Low Medium Medium 
 Low
 
Plastic
 

Building 6 5 28 12 87 1.20 High Highly Discouraged Low 
 Low Medium Medium
 
Ccwg~t Itie
 

Materials 


Iron & 8 8 31 2 81 1.21 Medium 
 Highly Protected Medium Medium 
 High
Steel Vay High
 
Intompetltlv
 

Metal Products 16 13 40 
 4 82 1.07 Medium Highly 
 Protected Low 
 High High 
 Medium
 

Competitive
 

I Not Included in study due to 
lack of data.
 

SOURCE: 	 Col. I & 2 NUPS projections. 
3.4.12,13 Ministry of Planning, MIT Cairo University, 1972 Input/Output Table.
 
5. CAPMAS Annual Industrial Census, 1971-72.
 
6,11. CAPMAS Industrial Census, 1977.
 
7. Suez Canal Regional Plan, Working Paper No. 15-ECO, Appendix 2.
 
8-10, Br,tov 
University Consultants, "Comparative Advantage In Egyptian Manufacturing,- August, 1981.
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Notes to Table V-14 

Colunis Description 

1,2 The contributionsto output and employment growtharederivedfrom 
the industrialoutput scenario presented above. They indicate 
the relative importance of each sector In the growth 
process. 

3,4 The ratio of imported inputs to total inputs and the ratio of 
exported output to total output, measures the importance of
forp.gn Lrade in a sector and the need to have access to port
facilities or internationalairports. 

5,6 Ratio of production workers to total employment and ratesof wages 
to industrial average; these two ratios indicate the required
skill level and mix in an industry. Low ratios for the former 
suggest the Industry employs a relatively larger technical and
administrative staff. Higher ratios for the latter suggest
that the jobs demand a higher level of skill than otherwise. 

7 Land requirement per worker is an Important characteristic in 
those areas where arable land may be converted to 
non-agriculturaluses.
 

8 Domestic Resource Cost measures how 
 efficiently, in terms of 
domestic resources, an industry earns or saves foreign 
exchange. 

9 Effective rate of protection Indicates whether the prevailing 
tariff structure favors or discourages an Industry. 

These two statistics suggest how well an industry can compete
in international markets and how the tariff structure affects 
domestic resource allocation. 

10 Labor Intensity measures the relative use labor asof ag,- nst 
capital inputs. 

11 Average firm size suggests the efficient scale of operation of 
firms in an Industry and is an indication of the relative 
prevalence of small scale firms In the industry. 

12,13 Backward andfor wardlinkagesare the market exchangesan Industry 
has, both direct and indirect, with other industries. It 
measures the extent to which an Industry ic "tied into" the 
overall industrial sector. 

218 
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The following industry characteristics are important for industrial location in 

Upper Egypt: 

* 	 Satisfy local demand 

* A low import content
 

" A low requirement for high skilled workers
 

* 	 Multiple linkages with other industries 

* 	 High expected growth in employment 

• 	 Labor intensive 

Industries that have these characteristics are listed in Table V-15. 

TABLE V-15 
INDUSTRIES HAVING CHARACTERISTICS SUITABLE 

FOR UPPER EGYPT 

SATISFY LOCAL DEMAND 
 LOW 	IMPORT CONTEXT LOW AVERAGE WAGE
 

Food 
 Food 
 Food
 
Clothing 
 Textiles 
 Textiles
 
Wood Clothing Clothing
 
Chemicals t 
 BuIlding Materials Paper
 
Building Materials Chemicals 
 Rubber
 

MULTIPLE LINKAGE 
 HIGH EMPLOYMENT GROWTH 
 LABOR 	INTENSIVE
 

Food 
 Textiles 
 Textiles
 
Textiles 
 Clothing Clothing
 
Clothing 
 Metal Products 
 Wood
 
Iron & Steel Food
 
Metal Products Wood
 

Iron & Steel
 

1 Agro-related chemicals only.
 

Source: NUPS analysis based on Table V-14.
 

Indus;;!es with multiple appearances in Table V-15 have the highest probability
of success in Upper Egypt. Those that appear infrequently, or not at all, are more
likely to require subsidization and drain the investment fund rather than add to it.
Thus, industrial investmenis in Upper Egypt should be predominantly in industries 
classified as low risk in Table V-16. 
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TABLE V-16
 

UPPER EGYPT:,ASSESSMENT OF INDUSTRIAL LOCATION 

LOW RISK MEDIUM RISK HIGH RISK
 

Food Chemicals 3 Printing
 

Textiles 1 Metal Products Rubber & Plastic
 

Clothing 
 Iron & Steel
 

Paper 2
 

Wood 2
 

Building Materials
 

1 North Upper Egypt only
 

2 South Upper Egypt
 

3 Fertilizer may be relatively 
low risk In Upper Egypt
 

Source: NUPS analysis based on Table V-14.
 

Expansion of the food industry will require concurrent expansion in the 
production of foodstuffs in the agricultural sector. Paper and wood industries will 
use bagasse, a sugar cane by-product. 

These investmenis should be clustered mainly in the special emphasis cities: 
Assiut, Qena/Naga Hamadi and Aswan, to facilitate economies of scale in the provision
of infrastructure services and to develop the agglarneration economies needed to 
encourage private sector investment and expansion of service industries. 

2. Industrial Guidelines for Suez 8 

At the present time 'here is a sizable industrial base in Suez. As rebuilding of
the city's housing and .:,frastructure proceeds it will attract a larger share of 
private sector investment. Still, achieving the NUPS population target probably will 
require public sector industrial investment. Suez offers sufficient locational 
advantages that a risk assessment similar to the one done for Upper Egypt would not 
be as informative. Instead, industries are crassified as very desirable or 
undesirable. The first and second categories include those industries that are 
linked to the existing industrial base and/or foreign markets. Industries listed as 
undesirable are better suited to go elsewhere although they may succeed in Suez. 
Table V-17 presents our assessments. 
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TABLE V-17 

INDUSTRY SUITABILITY FOR LOCATION IN SUEZ 

VERY DESIRABLE DESIRABLE 
 UNDESIRABLE
 

Chemicals 
 Rubber and Plastic Food
 
Metal Products Clothingl Textiles
 

Iron and Steel Paper Printing & Publishing
 
Building Materials Wood
 

I For export rather than domestic consumption.
 

SOURCE: NUPS analysis based on Table V-14.
 

3. Industrial Guidelines for the Delta 9 

F -evious NUPS reports have stressed the need to preserve arable land, especially
in the Delta where much of the population lives and competinq demands for land are 
greatest. Here the need is to manaqe economic qrowth which is likely to occur 
spontaneously. Industrial investments should take place in the Delta when it is the 
only possible location and the investments improve the productivity of the existing
agricultural or industrial base. This would include food, textiles (only expansion
of existing facilities), and clothing. The emphasis should be on services such as 
warehousing, seed distribution, and .rrigation systen mraintenance. Other industries, 
such as chemicals, should be intrxduced only if they must be in close proximity to 
existing facilities. Table V-18 strvnarizes this reconrnendation. 

TABLE V- 18 

INDUSTRY SUITABILITY FOR THE DELTA 

ACCEPTABLE 
 EXCLUDED
 

Textiles Building Materials
 
Food Paper
 

Clothlrng Chemicalsl
 

Iron & Steel
 
i
 

Metal Products
 

Printing & Publishing
 

Wood
 

Rubber & Plastic
 

May be acceptable In a limited number of cases.
 

SOURCE: NUPS analysis based or Table V-14.
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4. Industrial Guidelines for Cairo/Alexandria 

Cairo and Alexandria, especially the former, are the most attractive locations
for private sector investment. They also receive the majority of public sector 
industrial investment. As in the Delta case, we must identify industries to be 
discouraged from these regions and encouraged to locate elsewhere. The obvious 
choices for such reduction are those industries identified as low risk for Upper
Egypt. Cairo and Alexandria should concentrate on those industries that need what 
Cairo and Alexandria offer: large and skilled labor forces, central positions in the 
national transport network, a large industrial base, and immediate access to the 
commercial and centers. V-19 summarizes thisbanking Table reconnendation. 

TABLE V-19 
INDUSTRY SUITABILITY FOR CAIRO/ALEXANDRIA 

LOCATIONS 

VERY DESIRABLE DESIRABLE 
 UNDESIRABLE
 

Printing & Publishing C!othing Building Materials
 

Metal Products Che:lcaIs Food
 
Wood1 Rubber & Plastic Textiles
 

2
Paper Wood 3
 

3
 
Paper
 

1 Alexandria only. Applies to production processes using Imported
 

timber.
 

2 Alexandria only.
 

3 Cairo only.
 

SOURCE: NUPS analysis based on Table V-14.
 

Because Cairo and Alexandria are attractive locations for industry, the basic 
policy problem is not so much attracting industry as it is to steer its location to 
reinforce core deconcentration, fringe development on desirable (i.e., desert)
sites, employment expansion in peripheral kism,, on desert land (i.e., Nasr City)
and providing an employment base for close-in satellites. 
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Current policy calls fcr a moratorium on industrial investment in Cairo. If 
strictly enforced, this policy creates a serious danger of limiting national economic 
growth and of high rates of unemployment among the metropolitan labor force. As 
suggested above, a better course of action would be to combine positive incentives 
for location in sites which are consistent with the concept plant for metropolitan
growth, even though some of them are in the current built-up area. 

Consideration should be given, also, to devising e s> ,tem of tax penalties for 
locations where it is undesirable to have additional industrial expansion, e.g., the 
core of Cairo. These penalties would be designed to compensate for diseconomies 
produced and to pay for provided services. There are numerous mechanisms 
which might be employed to create such an effective tax penalty. One method 
could be to add a positive increment to real estate taxes in order to insure 
that sorne of the benefits of publicly piovided services are paid for in the 
firm's taxes. Another method would be to develop a discriminiting corporate profit 
or income tax. A third rnzthod would be to allow firm siring to locate in 
undesirable sites to be eligible for none of the business subsidies which are now 
available as inducements under the law. The advantage of potentially adjustable
mechanisms such as these over a moratorium is that they are more likely to be 
enforceable and can be altered to reflect changing circumstances or sectoral and 
spatial priorities. 

The danger of such taxes is that placing a high enough tax rate on a firm to 
influence its locntion may cause the investment not to occur in Egypt anywhere rather 
than to cause it to locate where the Government would prefer. International 
experience suggests that such taxes are worth looking into; so long as it is 
recognized that establishing a rate that captures revenues and steers Iccations 
rerquires very careful analysis and design in order to avoid a substantial national 
cost in lost investment, employment and output. 

5. Sunmary 

In developing guidelines tor industrial location policy, the Study Team has tried 
to implement a valuable observation made by Leo Klaassen: 

"The industriAlization policy must be based on a reconciliation 
of, on the one hand, the industrial structure and the human, 
social and natural resources of the areas, and, on the other 
hand, the locational requirements of the industries to be 

10 attracted to the area.' 

Increased diversification of industry throughout the country offers the hope that 
the benefits of the development process will be shared more widely than would be the 
case if existing patterns continued indefinitely. Set against this is the danger of 
trying to diversify more quickly than is feasible. Failed projects, despite good
intentions, can doom the development plan. Spreading industry throughout the country
should proceed from a recognition of the stiengths and weaknesses of the various 
regions. 

The recommendations of the Study Team is that diversification should start in the 
basic consumer goods industries, food and clothing, and building materials. The 
planned installation of steel mills inAlexandria, West Nubariya and Suez could lead 
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to diversification of the metal products industry. New factories in the textile 
industry should be located outside the Delta, preferably in North Upper Egypt. The 
diversification of intermediate industries; wood, paper, chemicals, rubber and 
plastics should occur where it is consistent with economic efficiency. If these 
recommendations are followed in the next Five Year Industrial Plan, each subsequent
plan will have more scope for industrial diversification. 

II. SHELTER POLICY ISSUES 

A. Housing Policy as a Component of National Urban Policy 

I. Housing Policy Overview 

The development of iKusing and intra-urban infrastructure (infrastructure serving
only the popllation of an urban settlement) policies or shelter policies (as they are 
more popularly called) are usually undertaken to ensure that national policies
regarding inter-personal equity and other specific objectives are met. They are 
developed, also, to ensure that scarce resources, particularly public resources, are 
not wasted and that these resources are directed ir! such a manner that national 
objectives can be met without creating undue strains on other sectors of the national 
economy. Furthermore, as is pointed out in the National Housing Plan of 1979,
housing polic;es must be developed jointly with social and physical infrastructure 
policies. 

It is important for the Government to determine where in the spectrum of 
housing and infrastructure policies public sector intervention is not only necessary
but can achieve the greatest impact. As is illustrated in the National Housing Plan, 
this can be done by identifying target groups whose housing and infrastructure needs 
should be provided by Government and other target groups whose needs can be best met 
by facilitating private sector action (privte sector in this case using a very broad 
definition to include actions now occurring in the informal sector). Once target 
groups have been identified, packages of urban services (housing and infrastructure) 
can be developed to: (1) meet the specific affordability I I or other socio-econnic 
criteria of the target group, or (2) achieve other specific objectives of Government, 
such as the national urban policy specific spatial objectives. Frequently, these 
two income and spatial criteria can be combined in a single set of housing policy 
actions. 

In line with the overall principles articulated by the national urban policy, it 
is our recommendation that specific housing policies follow the following broad 
policy principles: 

0 That the public sector's role in the direct construction of housing be limited to 
two specific objectives: (I) achieving greater inter-personal equity across 
population groups through meeting the housing needs oF disadvantaged groups, and 
(2) achieving the spatial objectives of national urban policy through investments 
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directed to urban places where private sector housing investments are not now 
occurring or are not occurring in a manner consistent with national urban 
policy. 

• 	 The Government's role in all other housing should be to facilitate and encourage
the private sector to fulfill the bulk of the housing requirements remaining. 

The first policy principle, that of the public sector's direct role in housing
construction, is aimed at broadly improving the housing conditions of urban Egyptians
who are suffering from inequities resulting from the present distribution of urban 
services or who might suffer as a result of Government's other spatial objectives.
For example, creating a major countermagnet in the Canal Zone could easily result in 
achieving high standards of housing provision in Suez, but neglect of housing
conditions in settlements not receiving spatial priorities. Therefore, the first 
objective is not restricted to settlements receiving spatial priority, but aims at 
providing for the basic shelter needs of disadvantaged groups throughout the 
settlement system. The second objective on the other hand, aims at developing
specific investment puckages for the Government which are necessary to achieve 
desirable mod-.Vkations in the settlement sysiem. Coupled with these specific
investmenl packagcs ;s the notion that government's role in providing housing is not 
limited to achieving specific spatial objectives, it is also limited to specific time
periods after which the stage will have been set for the private sector to take over 
responsibility for housing producticn. 

The 	second principle of the recommended housing policy recognizes that between 
1966 and 1976, roughly 93 percent of the housing built was constructed by the private
sector (78 percent by the informal sector and 15 percent by the formal private
sector). However, much of this housing was built in undesirable areas such as prime
agricultural land or served very small groups (such as much of the upper income 
formal private construction). Futhermore, vast resources of untapped household 
savings which might have been available to finance urban services did not enter into 
the financial system and, thus, were not available to alleviate some of the existing
inequities. Therefore, Government's major role regarding the private sector should 
be: 

* To encourage the private sector to play an even greater role in the provision of 
housing through appropriate administrative and legal actions. 

* 	 To facilitate greater private sector activities through provision of those urban 
services which the private sector cannot easily provide (such as municipal water 
supply), and, where necessary, inject capital into the system to ensure private 
sector involvement is timely. 

These major housing policy principles suggest major target groups for which
housing standards should be developed to guide Government action: 

" 	 Economically disadvantaged groups. 

" Spatial target groups receiving special priority as components of national 
spatial objectives. 

* Private sector target groups. 
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Although these major target groups are presented as distinct groups, there is
considerable overlap among them. However, as pointed out, while the first two targetgroups require direct investment by Gov,-rnment, and if public sector resources are tobe conserved, private sector target groups will also have to play an increasingly
larger role in providing housing which serves disudvantaged groups and spatial target 
groups.
 

Due to the lack of .eliable data about who the disadvantaged groups are in urban
Egypt, a short-term policy aimed at disadvantaged groups in existing built areas ofurban settlements is recommended to deal with immediatel/ recognizable housing needs,
while a longer term approach which would build on experiences gained during immediateaction programs and would be further developed once more detailed data about housinb,
conditions is obtGined is recormiended to be targetted at more precisely defined 
groups.
 

The recommended short-term policy aims at assisting households living inovercrowded conditions in existing areas. Assistance would be aimed at householdsiiving in dwellings which have occupancy rates (persons per room) which are higher
than average settlement occupancy rates, and/or living in high density kism. 12Since disaggregated ki.,;;u' data is only available for 	 Cairo and Alexandria, ameasurement of the total number of households who should benefit from this progam wasestimated for ooly those two settlements to s v how such programis could be devised.Since the aim 	 of this program is to benefit economically disadvantaged, minimumstandards are recommended for households which would benefit under this program. This progrum is oullined in Appendix V-A. As an initial target until moreprecise data is available, it aims at assisting roughly 80,000 households living inover-crowded conditions and having incomes at the World Bank defined "Urban Poverty"level or hiving annual incomes below the 30th percentile of urban incomes. 

The longer-term housing progran f;- disadvantaged groups would depend on moreprecise definitions of beneficiary households to be developed, once more thorough
housing census data are available. This census data should provide the following
information to policy-makers: 

* 	 Detailed information about household occupancy rates within settlements, at
kism or sub-kism level. 

* 	 Information about the structural ceyiition of housing and the locatio.v of 
deficient stock. 

* 	 Conditions aibout household access to infrastructure, especially water supply,
sanitation and power supply. 

• 	 Estimates of household income. 

* 	 Estimates of household assets including: 

- savings 

- durable goods, etc. 
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2. Description of Spatial Target Groups 

Spatial target groups consist of packages of housing and intra-urban 
infrastructure investments which are necessary for Government to make in particular
urban places to encourage changes in settlement patterns which are desirable 
objectives of the national urhan policy. Besides being spatially located 
investments, standards designed for spatial target groups have the added function of
encouraging particular types of growth patterns. For example, standards develope.
for Delta cities aim at conserving urban land through vertical rather than horizonta 
development. These spatial target groups are as follows: 

a, Metropolitan Area Target Groups 

The definition of the netropolitan area target groups follows definition of the
spatial groups suggested by the Greater Cairo and Alexandria Concept Plans: 

* New Settlement Areas 

These target groups consist primarily of the close-in satellite comunities and
other residential areas that are not now connected with the existing built-areas 
of Greater Cairo o: Alexandria. 

" Infill or Extenson Areas 

These target groups are located adjacent to existing built areas of Greater Cairo
and Alexandria. In addition to new, largely low income population, it is 
expected that infill areas will also be recipients of disadvantaged target groups
who hope to move out of overcrowded kisrms. Two forms of direct public sector 
involvement is recommended for these areas: 

- Provision of serviced land 

- Limited construction of housing for disadvantaged groups. 

" Existing Built Areas 

l1o direct housing construction ay the Government is recommended for these areas. 
Rather, it is recorrmended that efforts be focussed on upgrading and maintenance 
of existing stock and improvements to infrastructure. I., selected areas where 
the building is so deteriorated that rehabilitation is not feasible, some efforts 
on the part of the Government may be necessary to encourage redevelopment, In 
such areas redevelopment zones similar to those proposed for the NUPS 
Tanta Illustrative Development Project should be established to encourage
private sector redevelopment of deteriorated areas. This redevelctprment
should focus on vertical expansion rather than low density horizontal 
expansion. 

b. High Growth Areas (Suez and Other Canal Cities) 

It is expected that housing policies for high growth areas such as Suez will be 
directed towards ensuring that growth in the housing stock keeps pace with employment
growth to maintain the attractiveness of Suez to industrial investors in Suez. Due 
to the current shortage in housing in Suez (See Chapter IV) during early periods of
the development plan, direct public sector investment in housing will be 
necessary. 
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Since the three Canal Governorates are in the process of setting up land 
development agencies which will provide serviced land, investment in housing should 
complement land packages developed by these agencies. In the early stages of Suez's 
development to maintain the investment momentum which is occurring now, it is 
recommended that a broader range of public sector investments in housing be made than 
in other areas. These should include housing for industrial workers, housing for 
professional and managerial staff and should be supplemented with expatriate 
hc'us!ng. 

Although Suez is expected to maintain high growth rates throughout the planning
period, after 1985 public sector direct housing construction should be minimized and 
the private sector encouraged to take over the role of production of housing. This 
should be done through continued investment in servicing of land for sale or 
leasehold ownership and through provision of adequate housing finance. 

c. Urban Areas Selected for Phased Decentralization 

A greater corrrnitment in direct construction of housing by the public sector is 
likely to be necessary to promote ,,ecentralization efforts away from Cairo to Assiut,
Qena/Naga Harnadi and Aswan due to their past relatively slow economic growth.
However, investments in infrastructure (such as housing projects) should be closely
linked with likely growth in employment to avoid under-tutilized infrastructure 
investments. While initial housing investments in all three settlements should be 
aimed at improving existing stock as much of it is deteriorated, all three 
settlements have new town areas or potential areas for urban extensions which 
initially will need public sector investments to ensure their orderly growth.
However, this investment should focus on provision of physical and social 
infrastructure and limited public sector investments in housing. (A more complete
description of these new growth areas is given in Chapter IV.) 

d. Delta Settlements 

Three major sub-target groups have been identified for the Delta urban 
settlements: (I) Regional Service Centers, (2) High Density Settlements, and (3) 
Other Delta Settlements. 

* Regional Service Centers 

The choice of Tanta and Mansouro as having potential for broader regional
functions wa- made due to their existing strong regional service facilities and 
their potenti il for absorbing new urban population within their boundaries. 
Therefore, higher standards of physical and social infrastructure have been 
suggested for these two settlements as a means of promoting the attractiveness of 
their regional functions. Since vertical redevelopment of the core area is an 
important component of additional growth of these settlements, it is recorended 
that Government intervention in housing provide assistance to low income 
households in the form of compensation for their existing dwellings and new 
dwellings in higher density redeveloped areas. Initial subsidies which might be 
required can be recovered through incrcased revenues from property taxes
 
distributed among the new, increased population. As previously mentioned, the 
NUPS Tanta Illustrative Development Final Report proposed establishment of four 
zones in which specific types of urban development would be permitted: 
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-	 Verticle redevelopment zones. 

-	 Zones where additional floors could be added. 

-	 Zones where current development is adequate. 

Built area expansion zones where development at appropriate densities (urban
gross densities of 350 persons/hectare) would be permitted. (NUPS
Tanta and Qena/Naga Hamadi Illustrative Development Projects,
Part 1: Tanta V-D. 1981.) 

* 	 High Density Settlements 

Enforcement of arable land constraints on the 	horizontal growth of Damanhour,Kafr El Dawar and Zagazig, due to their high 1976 gross densities, will bedifficult without concerted strategies of limiting population growth andencouraging only vertical expansion. However, due to the very high grossdensities which would occur if arable land constraints could be imposed, limited new 	settlement areas will have to be identified to complement additional verticGIexpansion of the existing built areas. Thus, the following torget groups have 
been identified: 

-	 Vertical expansion of built areas. No direct public sector construction isreconmmended. Private sector redevelopment of existing areas to %
encouraged through provision of loans for construction of additional florosand replacement of one-and two-story buildings with multi-storybuildings. Limited assistance as was proposed for Regional Service Centers
could be provided to compensate existing residents during redevelopment
phases. 

-	 New settlement areas. Three sets of public sector action are recommended 
to conserve land and public sectorarable loss expenditure: 

I) The new 	 areas should be selected to infill existing built-areas or bedesigned to minimize both land area and loss of prime arable land. 

2) Infrastructure should be designed which is adequate to ensure high
densities. 

3) 	 Due to the high natural growth rates of these settlements, no directpubli sector construction of housing is recommended; rather, assistance
in the form of loans should be given to private sector development
which conforms to high dersity design requirements of these new
settlement areas. All non-conforming development should he strictly
prohibited. 

Other Delta Settlements 

No 	 direct public sector construction of housing, other than housing aimed atdisadvantaged groups, is recommended for 	other Delta settlements rather, public
investment should focus on provision of basic levels of physical and social 
infrastructure. 
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Due to the possibility of high population growth in Delta settlements, special
emphasis should be given to assisting private sector developers in redeveloping 
one- and two-storey buildings into multi-storey buildings. 

e. Non-Special Emphasis Nile Valley Settlements 

Public sector housing investments in non-special emphasis governorate capitals
should aim at, first, disadvantaged groups and, secondly, at ensuring adequate
private sector construction occurs to maintain the existing stock and to accommodate 
future population growth. Like other non-priority Delta Settlements, public sector 
action in Nile Valley settlements should encourage vertical redevelopment of existing
built-areas through providing finance for construction of additional floors and 
renewal of existing buildings. 

Similarly, public investment should focus on provision of infrastructure service 
facilities serving surrounding smaller settlements and rural areas. 

Public sector involvement in other smaller, non-governorate ccpital settlements 
should be limited to ensuring thai adequate levels of infrastructure are available, 
access to higher levcl service facilities in governoraile capitals and regional
service centers is pro',ided, and disadvantaged groups are served. 

f. Rerote Area Settlements 

Due to the lirniied population bases of existing remote area settlements, greater
public sector direct construction of housing will probably be necessary than in other 
settlements. However, due to the higher costs of construction in these settlements 
and the greater risks associated with under-utilized infrastructure investments being
made in renote areas, an approach to housing solutions should be adopted which aims 
ai minimizing inputs imported to the region and which is more climatically suited to 
the region than is housing now under construction. Further, due to the higher costs 
of construction and the need to provide incentives to attract qualified people to 
remote areas, higher subsidies will be necessary than other settlements zones. 

B. Recent Private/Informal Sector Housing Activities 

Because the private/informal sector has been very active in the last few years
and because the private sector can be more effectively used to achieve urban policy
objectives, a review of its recent activities is both relevant and informative. The 
private/informal sector (the two are combined here to denote non-public sector)
production of housing has been dramatic. Census data between 1966 and 1976 indicates 
that dwelling unit production throughout the country than kept pace withmore 
population growth, as the annual urbco population growth rate was 2 9 percent while 
dwelling units increased at an annual growth rate of 3.8 percent. 13 However, during
the period, formal private sector construction amounted to 15 percent of the 
additions to the dwelling unit stock while the informal sector contributed 78 
percent. 14 However, due to the lagging growth of public sector housing (governorate 
plus public sector companies), it was widely perceived litat there was a housing 
crisis in urban Egypt. 

Recent surveys of housing construction in Greater Cairo, Beni Suef and Suez 
indicate that growth rates in the stock have either surpassed those of earlier 
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periods or at least kept pace with population growth rates. In Greater Cairo, an 
annual growth rate in the housing stock of 5.3 percent between 1976 and !981 has
resulted in a vacancy rate of 5.5 percent of the occupied housing stock, while the
units under construction equal 4.3 percent of the occupied stock. In Suez, an urban 
area which has experienced very rapid population growth rates since 1976, the
Planning Department of the Government has conducted surveys of informal dwelling unitconstruction in portions of the city and reports thai growth in a single year'speriod is equal to an annual rate of 6 percent. In Beni Suef? where much slower
population growth rates have been encounered, the annual rate cf growth in the
housing stock has been 2.1 percent vs. its estimated population growth rate of 2.4percent. Nevertheless, vacancies in Beni Suef are estimated at 3.0 percent of the

5
occupied stock. 1

These drcnatic increases in the stock have generally resulted in improvements in
the condition of the housing stock, and in Greater Cairo at least, vertical expansionof the stock. Regarding the latter, a comparison of the average number of floors per
building in new construction and the increase in the number of floors per building of
the total housing stock (existing and new units) suggests that the bulk of thevertical expansion has occurred in existing built-areas and not in newly formed 
areas, since the average number of floors per buildinq in new construction dropped
from 2.45 in 1971-1976 to 2.25 after 1976, while total floors pe[ building in Greater 
Cairo as a whole increased from 2.09 in 1976 to 2.45 in 19 8 1.6 

This increase in densities is desirable if it is accompanied by improvements
infrastructure and in the condition of the housing stock and 

in 
if it occurs indesirGble locations. In Greater Cairo, where statistical deta is available,

improvement in the condition of the stock occurred simultaneously with increases in
densities. During the 1976-1981 period, the number of rooms per household increased
from 2.50 to 3.35, while the number of households having access to water, sewerage
and electricity also improved. 

Much of this growth in the housing stock has occurred due to the efforts of the
informal sector (defined as being illegal since building occurs either without a
building permit and/or on laid which is not legally subdivided). In Greater Cairo,
75 percent of the increase in dwelling units has proceeded without legal
sanctions. 

While the informal housing sector has made valuable contributions to the housing
stock, both in terms of increasing the supply of housing and improving its condition,
much of this growth has not been in desirable locations and has resulted inconversion of arable land ;ndiscriminately to urban uses or further densification of
urban kism. which do not have adequate infrastructure to accomf-nodate increased
densities. This conversion of arable land to urban uses by the informal sector has
occurred primarily due to the access to infrastructure which urban fringe
agricultural land has. These lands already have rudimentary roads and wcter can be
obtained from shallow wells or canals. While it is argued by some that urban uses 
may present a higher use of the land than maintaining agricultural uses, alternativeclose-in desert sites exist, which if serviced with basic infrastructure such as 
water supply, access and electricity, could provide expansion areas for what is now
informal housing activities without conversion of agricultural land. 

The actual value of the investment in housing represented by informal activities
is not available due to the ilegality of the process. However, estimates of t!-,,. 
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value of informal housing in Greater Cairo can be made from survey data of the 
Informal Housing Study. This study estimates that roughly 75 percent of the dwelling
units constructed in 50 census innumeration istricts of Greater Cairo where scanning 
surveys were conducted in 1981 between 1976 and 1981 were informal. i7 Although the 
study is not precise about the division between informal construction in new areas 
and additions to existing buildings, i comparison of the average number of dwelling 
units per building in Greater Cairo as a whole (3.84 dwelling units /building) and 
the average number of dwelling units per building in new areas (2.87 units/building) 
suggests that roughly 66 percent of the construction probably occurred in new areas. 
The study further indicates that the median plot size in its survey areas is 88 
square meters and average dwelling units consist of 3.35 rooms per household (roughly
36 square meters per unit). 18 

An order of magnitude estimate of the total investment made by the informal 
sector in housing construction and land acquisition in urban areas was made using
these parameters plus similar times series data from Beni Suef. This projection 
indicates that the total value invested in land and dwelling units could have reached 
L.E. 2,197 million or roughly L.E. 3,686 per/informal uni, . 19 The actual amount 
invested in dwelling units was in the range of L.F. 2,237 per unit. A surrrnary of the 
estimated investments made by the informal sector in Greater Cairo and other urban 
areas is shown in Table V-20, while back-up tables detailing these calculations are 
shown in the Appendix V-A. 

A comparison of investment levels in formal sector housing with informal sector 
housing is suggested by the standcr Is of housing in the new towns. For example, the 
average investment in dwelling units set of intra-urban infra-structure in the 10th 
of Ramadan is L.E. 4,838, while it is roughly L.E. 6,145 per unit in the 15th of May 
(1979 prices). However, both new towns have dwelling unit standards which are higher
than those of the informal sector; in the 10th of Ramadan the average dwelling unit 
size is 70 square meters, while it is 79 square meters in the 15th of May. 20 

Although the informal sector finances housing through cash payments or savings,
these average unit construction costs (excluding projected land values) are 
affordable to households at the 40th percentile of Greater Cairo incomes at current 
Central Bank lending rates (roughly 12.5 percent) if conventional "level payment" 
mortgages were granted over 30 years with 20 percent downpayments and initially 25 
percent of income were devoted to mortgage payments. 2 1 Further, as is shown in Table 
V-21, rents presently comprise less than 15 percent of household expenditures
throughout Greater Cairo, although in newer construction the average can reach 25 to 
30 percent.
 

Thus, through a combination of rental construction and owner-occupancy, the 
informal sector reaches a broad range of target groups and could continue to do so 
even through more conventional forms of housing finance if such finance were 
available to the informal housing sector. 

This brief assessment of affordability in the informal sector has excluded land 
values because these values have been subject to heavy speculation in recent years
(the average annual growth raie in land prices in Greater Cairo between 1968 and 1981 
has been 25 percent), and because this investment represents a source of finance 
which could be diver fld to more productive uses if alternative lower priced land were 
provided and investment instruments were available to attract the resource. (Table 
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TABLE V-20 
ESTIMATE OF TOTAL 	VALUE OF INFORMAL HOUSING INVESTMENTS IN GREATER CAIRO 

AND OTHER URBAN AREAS (1976-1981) 
GREATER CA:RO 
 TOTAL ESTIMATED VALUE OF INFORMAL
YEAR TOTAL NUMBER NEW UNITS 
 INFORMAL ESTIMATED VALUE OF 
 HOUSING - ALL URBAN AREAS6
 

OF DWELLING ADDED TO 
 SECTOR INFORMAL HOUSING 
 (L.E. MILLIONS)

UNITS STOCK 
 SHARE (L.E. MILLIONS) 
 DWELLING
(000s)l (POOOs) 2 

(000s) 3 

LAND 4 

DWELLING UNITS 5 
TOTALS LAND UNITS TOTAL
 

1976 
1977 

1978 

1979 

1980 

1981 

1,534 
1,615 

1,701 

1,791 

1,886 

1,986 

81 

86 

90 

95 

100 

61 

65 

68 

71 

75 

39 

56 

74 

97 

120 

86 

108 

140 

179 

229 

125 

164 

214 

276 

349 

90 

113 

167 

203 

291 

150 

202 

245 

338 

398 

240 

315 

412 

541 

689 

-TOTALS 452 340 386 742 1,128 864 1,333 2,197 
AVERAGES 
PER DWELLING UNIT (L.E.) 1,135 2,182 3,318 1,449 2,237 3,686 

Totals ma not add dt.e to rounding.
 

1 1976 figbrcs from 1976 Census of 	Housing (CAPMAS).
 

2 Projected 	from 
1976 census data using 5.3 percent annual growth rate from Informal Housing in Egypt sample survey of
 
50 Greater Cairo enumeration districts.
 

Projected to be 75 percent 
of new housing 	construction according to sample surveys 
In Greater Cairo enumeration districts.
 
See Table V-A.39.
 

Estimated from 	free market time series of 
land costs shown In Table V-A.39 and 
assumes that the relationship b8tween
dwelling unit construction 
In new areas and exisiting areas remains constant, I.e., 
66 percent of total additions In new
 
areas.
 

5 From frce market time series of building costs. See Table V-A.39.
 

6 Projected from 
1976 Census of 	Housing and annual growth rates experienced In housing stock in 
urban areas between 1966 and
 
1976. Appendix 	Table 
V-A.40 shows the details of these estimates.
 

SOURCE: NUPS analysis from data sources shown 
.bove.
 



TABLE V-21 

PERCENT OF ANNUAL HOUSEHOLD INCOME 

SPENT ON RENT
 

19812
19791 


GROSS GROSS 
QUARTI LE ANNUAL PERCENT ANNUAL PERCEKT 
INCOME RENT OF INCOME RENT OF INCOME 
GROUP (L.E.) () (L.E.) (%) 

1 	 61 9.5 92 14.0 

2 	 91 9.1 103 10.0
 

3 	 129 8.9 122 8.0
 

4 	 156 6.5 183 8.0
 

Note: 	 These are average rents calculated at the median Income level
 

of aach household Income quartile. Recent movers have
 

experienced much higher rent burdens as a proportion of
 
Income. For example, those who have moved recently, have
 

rents which are 75 percent higher than the median for Cairo
 

renters. For some households, particularly low Income
 
households, these rent burdens can reach 25 to 30 percent of
 

annual Income.
 

SOURCE: 	 I Interpolated from 1979 AID Urban Expenditure Distribution
 

2 Informal Housing In Egypt. Apt Associates for USAID
 

Cairo, 1981 Table 8-5 and 8-8 (Cairo date only).
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V-A.39 and V-A.40 of he Appendix.) As is shown in Table V-20, this resource in all 
urban areas is roughly equal to L.E. 1,449 per informal secor dwelling unit or a total of 
L.E. 864 million. 

C. Household Affordability 

So far, housing policy has been discussed at the national level and has been 
related to spatial target groups. However, since housing is a commodity which is 
consumed by individual households and a household's ability to consume housing is 
related to its access to housinj as measured either by the portion of its income the 
household is willing to devote to housing or its access to financial assistance such 
as housing subsidies, national ;patial target groups need to be linked more closely
with individual household target groups as measured by household incomes and other 
socio-economic cr~teria. 

I. Structure of Household Affordability 

Household affordability in urban Egypt is characterized by three major 
components: 

• Wages and salaries from one or more sources 

* Savings 

• Remittance incor.e from overseas workers. 

Of the three, the most data exists about household incomes as measured by
household expenditures for food, rent, clothing, education, etc. 2 2 Several data 
sources exist about household expenditures and are discussed in the NUPS Urban 
Growth and Urban Data Report; here we present the results of recent household 
surveys in Cairo and Beni Suef and compare them with previous survey results. 
(Table V-22) 

The other two sources of household affordability, household savings and 
remittance income, are more difficult to measure due to lack of precise data sources. 
Savings in particular is hard to measure because it frequently takes the form of 
investments in assets which can be easily liquidated, such as jewelry (usually made 
of gold) or property. Households are also thought to have substantial cash savings
due to the high currency component of the money supply, but again, the distribution 
of this form of savings is unknown. Worker remittance income is hard to measure 
because it is frequently used to finance "Own Exchange Imports" (imports of goods
financed by privately held foreign currencies) and because mucn of it is exchanged
through other than official chcnnels. Due to the higher exchange rates prevailing on 
the free market, the component of worker remittances exchanged outsicde official 
sources has been increasing recently. (Table V-23) 

2. Household Incomes 

All income groups have experienced real increases in income (as measiured by
household expenditures) since 1974, the base year in which CAPMAS conducted its first 
urban household expenditure survey. The most dramatic growth in household incomes 
has occurred in the first and second quartiles of household incomes averaging real 
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TABLE V-22 

ESTIMATED ANNUAL INCOME FOR URBAN HOUSEHOLDS 

BY PERCENTILE INCOME GROUP 

1975-1981 

(L.E. CURRENT PRICES) 

HOUSEHOLD INCOME PERCENTILE GROUPS 

YEAR1 10th 20th 50th 80th 90th CONSUMER PRICE 
2 

INDEX 

1975 100 170 360 800 1,100 100.0 

1976 NA NA NA NA N 110.3 

1977 150 300 520 1,000 !,600 123.5 

1978 230 350 750 1,250 2,000 137.0 

1979 420 620 1,000 1,600 2,200 150.5 

1980 NA NA NA NA NA 184.0 

1981 444 600 1,032 1,880 2,292 

1975-1981 

NOMINAL 

ANNUAL 

GROWT'H 
RATE 1%) 28.2 23.4 19.2 15.3 13.0 13.0 

1981 

INCO4E 

!N 1975 

PRICES(L.E.)241 326 561 1,022 1,246 

1975-1981 

REAL ANNUAL 

GROWDTh RATE 
(W) 15.8 11.5 7.7 4.2 2.1 

SOURCE- 1975 - USAID Estimates. 

1977 - World Bank Estimates. 

1978 - USAID Estimates. 

1979 - USAID Estimates. 

1981 - Informal Housing In Egypt. APT Associates, 

Report, 1981 (Cairo Incomos Only) 

Inc. Draft Final 

2 CAPtAS as quoted by IMIF,A.R.E. Recent Economic Developments,
 
January 1981, p.61.
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TABLEWORKER REMITTANCES AND 
V-23 

PRIVATE SECTOR SAVINGS - TOTAL AMOUNTS AND PER HOUSEHOLD SAVINGS 

YEAR 

1975 

1976 

1977 

1978 

1979 

1980 (Actuals) 
(Annualized) 

Average Annual 

Gro~rth Rate 1%) 
(1976-1980) 

SOURCE: 

TOTAL 
NO. OF 

YOS) 
(MILLIONS) 

7.40 

7.58 

7.55 

7.99 

8.21 

8.43 

TOTAL WORKER 

LREMITTANCES 2 
(LE MILLIONS) 

N.A. 

238.1 

358.2 

644.5 

610.5 

335.0 
570.6 

24.4 

FOTAL 
REMITTANCES/ 

OUSEHOLDS 
(L.E.) 

31.4 

46.8 

80.7 

74.4 

67.7 

21.2 

OWN 
EXCHANGE 

IC LOTS 
(LE MILLIONS)2 

155.7 

265.2 

587.2 

839.2 

579.4 

1,036.8 

60.6 
6 

DWI EXCHANGE 
IMP'ORTS/ 

HOUSEHOLD 
(L.E.) 

20.5 

34.7 

73.5 

102.2 

123.0 

56.5 

TOTAL 
VALUE OF 

REMITT-NCES 
(LE 

'93.8 

623.4 

1,231.7 

1,449.8 

914.4 

1,572.8 

41.1 

TOTAL 
VALUE/ 

HOUSEHOLD 
(L.E.) 

51.9 

81.5 

154.2 

176.5 

186.6 

173.31.7 

TOTAL 
PRIVATE SECTOR 

SAVINGS 

MILLIONS)-(LE MILLIONS) 3 

7259EI 

725. 9 

1,022.0 

1,406.9 

1,903.3 

2,633.9 

,479.9 
3,705.2 

38.4 

TOTAL PRIVATE 
SECTOR SAVINGS/ 

HOUSEHOLD 
(L.E.) 

134.8 

183.9 

238.2 

320.8 

439.5 

34.4 

TOTAL 
CURRENCYIN 
CIRCULATION 

1I55.9 

1 155.9 

1,387.8 

1,749.5 

2,183.3 

2,656.9 

3,150.7 

3,3150.5 

24.3 

3 

TCT.L 
CUIRRENCMPER 
HOUSEHOLD 

L.. 

183.1 

228.7 

273.3 

33.6 

392.7 

21.0 

I NUPS Analysis. 

2 International Monetary Fund, "Development of a Capital Market In Egypt,- Draft Report, January 1981,P. 8, Note 1980Figures are k-nuallzed amounts derived from amounts for first six months of 1980 
3 International Meary Fund, 'Arab Republic of Egypt - Recent Economic Developments- January 1981, Table 45 p. 85.1980 Figures are annualized from data as of September 1980. 
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annual growth rates of 15.0 and 11.5 percent; respectively. Uppe income groups have 
also experienced income increases, but as expenditures are a less reliable measure of
income for these groups, the increases measured by surveys appear less substantial 
than lower quartiles. A summary of the 1974 CAPMAS Household Expenditure Survey,
USAID 1979 Updated Household Income Distribution and the results of the 1981 Informal
Housing in Egypt Study of household expenditures in Greater Cairo and Beni Suef are
presented in Table V-22. Overall, these, surveys indicate that at the median (50th
percentile of household expenditures) household incomes have increased by an annual 
growth rate of 7.7 percent. 

Price subsidies for food, fuel and other consumer goods play an important role in
household incomes in urban Egypt. In an internal memorandum of USAID, it is 
estimated that subsidies for food and fuels comprise as much as 49.5 percent of 
household expenditures at the median and 51.9 percent for lowest income
quartile.2 3 While the intent of these subsidies is to provide a more equitable
distribution of national income, particularly to low income groups, the USAID 
memorandum estimates that fuel subsidies in the form of subsidized prices for
petroleum products 2 4 have had a much greater impact upper income groups thanon 
lower income groups because upper income groups consume greater amounts of fuel due 
to private car ownership and greater electricity consumption. 

Subsidies in-kind such as controlled rents for dwelling units and building
materials subsidies are thought to have a much lesser impact on household incomes
than food and fuel subsidies due to the increasing of illegal key money payments and 
the volume of housing construction occurring in the informal sector which does not 
have access to subsidized building materials. 

Except for the lowest quartiles, rent burdens on household incomes have remained
relatively constant; the median in 1981 was 10 percent of income. However, within 
the lowest income quartile, there are indications that rent burdens have increased
and by 1981 reached a median of 14 percent of income. Rent burdens in the highest
quartiles have also tended to increase somewhat, but still remain low in terms to 
total monthly expenditures averaging about 8 percent of income. (Table V-21) Rent
burdens for recent movers tend to be much higher than more established households. 
For example in Cairo, rents for households who have moved into new units are 75 
percent higher than the median for Cairo renters or roughly 17 percent of income. 
However, since household incomes have experienced real increases since 1975, over 
time this rent burden as a percent of income should reduce as incomes increase. 

3. Household Savings 

Measurement of household savings tends to be more difficult than measurement of
expenditures due to the propensity of households to save in kind outside formal 
banking systems. However, roughly 70 percent of owners of informal housing financed 
the purchase of their units through some form of savings whether it be in banks, In 
currency, gamiya or in the form of assets easily liquidated such as jewelery or 
property. Typically, these units have been about three rooms in size (the mean
for Cairo is 3.35 rooms per household), and have cost between L.E. 1,400 to L.E. 
2,600 (1979 prices). Key money payments, which also represent a measure of savings, 
as in most cases, are greater than annual household expenditures. For example, 53 
percent of the households who moved in the last two years reported that they made key 
money payments. Those payments over the last five yeqrs have averaged L.E. 1,387, or 
135 percent of reported median annual expenditures.2 6 
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This savings capacity among households is further suggested by increases in 
private sector deposits in coTnercial banks. These deposits as an aggregate have 
increased at an annual growth rate of 38 percent between 1975 and 1980. While these 
increases in private sector savings deposits have been coupled with dramatic 
increases in total money supply (reaching 35 percent between September 1979 and 
September 1980),27 they have heen accompanied by a much slower tate in the total 
currency component of money supply (24 percent). (Table V-23) It is important to 
note however, that savings of remittance income is probably being increasingly held 
outside formal sector institutions. While the estimated total value of remittances 
increased at a rate of 41 percent between 1976 and 1980, remittances transmitted 
through formal banking institutions dropped from L.E. 611 million 'n 19/9 to L.E. 571 
million in 1980 and overall grew at a much slower rate between 1976 and 1980 of 24 
percent. 

These national level monetary and remittance statistics were compared with growth 
in the total households to give an indication of the average savings capacity of 
households in Egypt. (Table V-23) While the table does not indicate the distribution 
of savings among houseiold groups nor cmone households indi other privale sector 
entities, it does indicate that by 1980 the combination of private sector 3avings
deposits in conmmnercial banks and currency holdings averaged L.F. 832 per 
household. 

L. 	 Future Growth of Household Income 

Future household income growth is projected by assuming that household disposable 
income (minus worker remittances) (s a percentage of GDP would remain constant at the 
1979 level (58.6 percent) and that the urban median income would equal the national 
average (mean) household disposable income, as was the case in 1979. Thus when 
applied to the l\IUPS population and GDP growth rates, urban household disposable 
income is projected to increase at an annual rate of 3.85 percent between 1980-2000. 
It should be noted that this projection is less than the growth rates experienced
between 1975 and 1981 as are shown in Table V-22, because it excludes worker 
remittances since there is no data about its proportion of household income and 
because household incormes in Table V-22 were deflated using the Consumer Price Index 
which is heavily influenced by subsidies. Because of 1his implied ability to afford 
larger portions of infrastructure costs, this projected growth in incomes was used to 
determine affordability shown in the following section of this report. 
D. 	 Standards, Per Capital Costs and Affordability of Spatial Target Groups of 

Preferred Strategy
 

I. Background
 

The physical standards of housing and intro-urban infrastructure for the spatial
 
target groups were derived with the aim of implementing the spatial objectives of
 
NUPS through:
 

* 	 Providing higher levels of standards in places receiving special emphasis, thus, 
providing incentives for industries to locate in them. 

" 	 Providing lower stindards in other settlements not receiving spatial emphasis but 
which either improve existing deficits and bring service levels of infrastructure 
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to national urban average standards or provide basic levels of urban 
infrastructure,
 

Inter-personal equity considerations have been suggested through ensuring that 
standards in all settlements improve the existing levels of urban services. Higher
levels of subsidies been suggested to levels ofhave provide basic infrastructure in 
places where household incomes are not adequate to fully finance it. Regarding the 
latter, since household incomes may well be lower in settlements not receiving
spatial emphasis while at the same time construction costs may be higher, partially
due to tie lac- of sufficient economic activities to generate economies of scale, 
greater per capiha subsidies may be needed in non-special emphasis settlements even 
though they have not been targetted for higher infrastructure standards. For 
example, even though higher infrastructure standards have been suggested for the 
contiguous area of Greater Cairo than say, in [3eni Suef which has not been largetted
for special emphasis, per capita subsidy requirements in [,eni Suef are estimated to 
be L.E. 1,901 during the 1986-1990 period while they are only L.F. 128 in Greater 
Cairo. Similarly, both Assiut and Qena have been targetted for special emphasis,
however, per capita subsidy requir"nents are higher in Qena than they are in Suez 
(L.E. 636 vs. L.E. 749) due to relatively higher incomes in Suez. 

2. Settlement Gross Densi ies 

The NUPS Interim Aciion Report demonstrated the potential impact of increased 
gross densities on the population absorption capacity of settlements. For 
example, if Delta settlements grew 7,t densities in the 1976 range of Damanhour 
(400 persons per hectare), they could accorrmnodate an additional 1I million 
population or 67 percent of the expected total urban population increase between 
1980 and 2000 without further incursion on arable land beyond 1976 settlement 
boundaries- Increased densities also have a significant i I act on reducing
per capita costs of infrastructure and increasing the revenue generating 
portion of urban areas. 

Thus, throughout the costing of inru-uwban infrostructure in the First and 
Second Round Alternatives and the intro-urban infrastructure costing of the Preferred 
Strategy, settlement gross densities were treated as an independent variable along
with other physical standards in calculation of intra-urban infrastructure costs. 
Delta settlements which have no horizontal expansion possibilities except onto arable 
land were constrained to iheir existing boundaries as presented by 'he 1976 
Census. Since many delta settlements had 1976 gross densities which would permit
infill prior to reaching 300 persom per hectare (the standar, suggested for 
horizontal expansion), this constraint could irriosed with a fair forbe Chance 
success. Settlements with very high densitics are discussed be(low. All other 
settlements with horizontal expansion possibilities were assumed to expand beyond
their 1976 boundaries when their gross densities renched n target standard of 300 
persons per hectare. This gross density target was used because it cr.ows most 
settlements to expand within their settlement boundaries through either infill of
existing built ar"eas or vertical expansion prior in horizontal expansion. It also 
allows fairly efficient land use in developing new urban areas. For oxample, this 
density would average sizes the of square ifa!low plot in range 117 meters 70 
percent of the urban area were devoted to private uses. This potentially represents 
a 33 percent increase in private land consitnption over the informal sector (Greater
Cairo median plot size of 88 square meters. While 70 percent solcable land area was 
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treated as a target for new urban development areas, most urban settlements may not 
achieve saleable private land areas of more than 65 percent of their total areas due 
to physical barriers or unusual configuration. 

While it is not expected that all future settlements will have uniform gross
densities by the year 2000, using the target gross density of 300 persons per hectare 
or tracing through the impact of constraining Delta settlements to their 1976
boundaries illustrates the potential for increasing the efficiencies of the
settlement system through adopting different policies towards physical growth. 

In settlements such as Damanhour, Kafr El Dawar, Zagazig and possibly some of the
other settlements, constraining growth to the 1976 boundaries may not be possible due 
to the very high gross densities which would result, in excess of 600 persons per
hectare. In these settlements, some new settlement areas will have to be designated
to accommodate overflow populations. However, if this is done, adequate densities 
should be maintained to ensure efficient land use. In other settlements with lower 
gross densities, policies of constraining development within settlement boundaries 
have greater chances of success. In them, infill development should aim at overall 
settlement gross densities of 300 persons per hectare to achieve maxinium population
absorption and to minimize the risks of further expansion onto arable land. In the 
Tanta Illustrative Development Project, a second gross density concept was introduced 
to allow expansion of built areas within settlement boundaries. This concept was 
urban gross densities which is defined as the gross densities which include all urban 
uses but exclude protected agricultural land within the Delta. It was recommended 
that these densities should be at least 350 persons per hectare. 

3. 	 Intra-Urban Infrastructure Estimates (See Appendix V-A for a more detailed 
discussion of these estimates.) 

Two sets of standards were used to cost the intra-urban infrastructure of the 
Preferred Strategy. The first is composed of standards which were derived from 
various master plans for water and sewerage, master plans for new toy Is or standards
proposed by development ministries such as health or education standards. These 
standards which are summarized in Table V-24, were used in different combinations to 
cost the different settlement alternatives. This projection of costs was made so
that the Preferred Strategy could be compared with the other settlement alternatives. 
These costs over the three periods total L.E. 37,271 million. 

The second set of standards used to cost the Preferred Strategy aimed at reducing 
per capita expenditure, and thus, the total costs of intra-urban infrastructure. It 
also aims at greater private sector financing of intra-urban infrastructure by
providing housing targetted for median household income groups at standards which are 
equal to the median standards of housinj built in Greater Cairo between 1976 to 1981,
3.35 rooms per household or rougc'ly )6 square meters per unit. (See Appendix
V-A for a further description of o-verage unit sizes.) Since 75 percent
of this housing was built by the privu informal sector largely through
household savings, standards targeted at this level are likely to be affordable 
to median households. The total costs over the 1986-2000 period of the 
Preferred Strategy housing and intra-urban infrastructure at these reduced 
standards are L.E. 31,426 million. 

Table V-25 shows a summary of the major standards used to cost the spatial target 
groups for Estimate II of the Preferred Strategy housing and intra-urban 
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TABLE V-24 
SUMMARY OF MAJOR STANDARDS, PER CAPITA CAPITAL COSTS OF SPATIAL TARGET GROUP PACKAGES AND AFFORDABILITY (1986-1990) 

ESTIMATE I: EXISTING PROPOSALS EXCLUDING TELECOMMUNICATIONS 

(1979 PRICES)

STANDARDS AND COST PARAPETERS 	 0
ADJUSTED PER CAPITA COSTS 
(L.E.) AFFORDABILITY'
 

SPATIAL TARGET 
 HOUSING WATER SEWERAGE TRANSPORT 	 PORTION NOT PER CAPITAOTHER SOCIAL TOTAL
GROUPAND EXAMPLE 	 EXISTING AFFORDABLE BySTANDARD STANDAO STANDARD STANDARD ELUCATION 	
SUBSIDY 

HEALTH INFRASTRICTURE AVERAGE NEW AREAS AREASSETTLEMENTS 	 HOUSEHOLDS NEW AREAS(LE./CAPITA) (I/c/d) (/c/d) (BUSES/10,O00 
} (L.E./CAPITA) (BEDS/,000) (LE./CAPITA) (LE./CAPITA) (LE./CAPITA) (LE./CAPITA) % (L.E./CAPITA) 

I. MAJOR METROPOLITAN AREAS 
Greater Cairo 
 690 584 462 52 81 
 4.5 128 
 404.1 1.809.9 
 125.8 49.7 
 899.3
 

Alexandria 
 690 373 322 3 81 4.5 128 651.2 2,623.5 93.1 
 56.7 1.486.8 

II. 	HIGH GROWTH AREAS
 
Suez 
 1,040 353 
 282 
 3 153 5.36 429 
 1,074 3,062.4 271.1 
 70.4 2,154.9
 

Phased Decentralization
 
Asslut 
 690 300 
 180 
 3 81 4.5 
 128 568.5 1,999.0 180.6
Oena 690 300 	 57.9 1,156.6
180 3 41 4.5 128 
 518.6 2,216.7 147.7
Naga Hamadl 690 300 	 61.9 1,372.7180 3 41 4.5 

Aswan 	

128 449.6 1,902.3 113.8 55.9
690 300 	 1,063.3
180 
 3 41 4.5 128 424.6 1,811.7 156.8 
 66.9 1,212.4
 

Ill. OTHER CANAL CITIES
 
Iseal lIa 
 552 353 282 3 81 4.5 128 986.9 3,22.5
Port Said 552 	 318.7 91.2 2,939.2381 275 
 3 41 4.5 128 838.4 3,876.G 394.3 
 76.6 2,968.1
 

IV. DELTA
 

Regional Service Centers
 
Tanta 
 891 351 
 189 3 
 81 4.5 
 128 654.4 3,019.4 282.2 69.8 
 210.0
 

High Density Settlements

Damanhour 
 391 300 
 165 3 59 0.53 91 23.0 2185.0 2118 44.8 978.5
 

V. OTHER SETTLEMENTS IN UPPER EGYPT AND 
 DELTA
 
Governorate Capitals

Beni Suet 
 552 237 
 142 

128 729.9 3,779.2 311.3 77.8 

3 41 4.5 


2,940.9
 

Other Settlements
 

Bebels 31 167 (00 3 59 05 91 210.6 3,254.1 89.0 72.3 2.351.8
 

Vi. REMOTE AREAS SETTLEMENTS
 
Red Sea (Hurgada' 391 	 5
167 100 
 3 59 
 0.5 91 1,687.1 13,105.1 464.9 93.5 
 12,253.3
 

1 More complete details are Shown 
In Appendix V-A. 

2 Estinmtes Include provisions for subway at the COsts currently being estimated for the first phase line hetween Ramses Station and the Bab El Louk Station and electrification of the El Marg
line plus expansion of the tram way system by 100 kil eoters.
 

Exlstlng level of finance see the section of health provision In Appendix V-A.13.
 

4 Total average per capita costs 
are The total costs of ae infrastructure plus rehabilitation of exlstinq Infrastructure divided by theareas are the costs of providing Infrastructure for new populations, while the per capita costs 	
total end period population. Per capita costs In nee 

In exlstina areas are the costs of rehabilitating and strenqthenlng existing Infrastructure. All COSshave been adjusted by regional construction cost varlatlon Indices. 
 (See Table V-A.22.)
 

Based on the assumptlon that household Incomes remain at the 
1979 level of L.E. 208 per capita (medlanV-29). Affordability was based on the present worth of Incomes rIsInq 	
Incone) and that house savinos remain at the 1979 level of L.E. 457 per capita. (See Tableat 3.85 percent per annum and an annual opportunlty cost of capital of 12 percent over an Invest ent life of 30 years.
 

SCUJRCE: NUPS projections. 
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TABLE V-25 

SUMMARY OF MAJOR STANDARDS, PER CAPITA CAPITAL COSTS OF SPATIAL TARGET GROUP PACKAGES AND AFFORDABLITY (1986-1990) 
ESTIMATE If: MODIFIED STANDARDS 

I.	 AFFORDABILITY WITH 2. AFrORDABILITY WITHOUT 
3 	 3
1


SPATIAL TARGET GROUPS AND STANDARDSAND COST PARAMETERS	 SAVINGS SAVINGS
EXAMPLE SETTLEMENTS 	 OTHER SOCIAL PORTION NOT ER CAPITA PORTION NOT 

GROSS HOUSING WATER SEWERAGE TRANSPORT 2 

STANDARD STANDARD STANDARD EDUCATION AFFORDABLE SUBSIDY IN AFFORDABLE PER CAPITA
DENSITY STANDARD 	 ADJUSTED PER CAPITA COSTSHEALTH INFRASTROCTURI TOTAL 	 SUBSIDY INAVERAGE NEW AREAS EXISTING AREA! BY HOUSEHOLDS NEW AREAS BY HOUSEHOLDS NEW AREAS 

(PERSONS/HA) (LE./CAPITA) (I/c/d) (I/c/d) 
 (BUSES/10,000) (LE./CAITA) (BEDS/100) 
(LE./CAPITA) 
 (LE./CAPITA) (LE./CAPITA) (LE./CAPITA) 
 1S) (LE./CAPITA' 11) (LE./CAPITA) 

I. 	 MAJOR METROPOLITAN AREAS 

Greater Cairo
Contlglous Areas 300 418 
 581 462 
 5.0 81 4.5 128 
 299.6 1.227.8 109.1 10.5 128.7 55.0 675.75 

Ale.andrla

Contiglous Areas 
 187 418 385 
 322 4.0 
 81 4.5 128 
 478.7 1,982.0 143.6 
 44.9 889.0 
 72.5 1,436.0
 

II. 	HIGH GROWTH AREAS

Suez 
 300 418 
 353 282 2.0 41 
 4.5 
 112 659.3 1.733.5 225.5 
 36.7 636.0 68.2 
 1.182.3
 

Phased Decentral Izatlion
 
Assi ut 
 300 418 
 300  1.2 
 81 4.5 43
Oena 	 475.7 1,517.4 193.2
80 	 33.1 502.7 69.2
418 300 180 	 1,048.7
0.2 
 41 4.5 43 
 434.3 1,763.2 143.6
Naga Hmad1 	 42.5 748.5 73.5 1,295.5
300 418 
 300 180 
 1.2 41
Aswan 
 210 418 300 180 1.2 	

4.5 43 381.0 1,488.6 124.5 31.8
41 4.5 43 	 474.0 68.6 1,021.0
361.9 1,395.9 170.2 
 27.3 381.3 
 66.5 927.3
 

Ill. OTHER CANAL CITIES
 
sie )II 245 418 
 353 275
Port 

m 
Said 70 418 	

1.2 81 4.5 43 963.0 3,373.7
381 282 1.2 41 4.5 43 	
474.2 67.5 2.276.2 83.7 2,825.7
778.5 3,258,0 416.3 
 66.3 2,160.5 83.1 
 2.710.5 

IV. 	DELTA
 

Regional ServniceCenters
Tanta 
 179 468 
 351 189 3.0 
 81 5.794 
 128 588.0 2.436.4 297.2 55.0 
 1,339.0 
 77.4 1,885.9 


High Density Settle-ents 
Dawnnhour 
 611 4685 300 165 0.5 41 
 4.00 13 388.9 2.'18.6 233.6 50.5 1,121.2. 75.2 1,668.2 

V. 	 OTHER SETTLEMENTS IN N. & 

S. iPPER EGYPT & DELTA 

Beni uef 168.3 418 
 237 142
Other 	 0.2 41 4.00 7
Sat 	 654.5 2,915.9 344.1Capents	 65.2 1,900.7 84.9 2,449.9 

Belbels 
 206 390 167 
 100 0.1 
 41 2.50 
 3 255.0 3,185.7 137.8 65.6 
 2,008.2 
 82.7 2,635.2
 

Vt. 	REMOTE AREA SETTLEMENTS 
Red 	Sea (Hurada) 
 17 418 167 100 0.3 
 41 4.00 13 
 1,877.9 13,269.3 657.4 
 92.3 12,254.0 
 96.5 14,573.0
 

@More details of standards and per capita cost parenreters are shoen In Appendix V-A to this chapter. 
2 	 Base costs have been adjusted by regional construction Indexes shown Appendix V-4. Total average per capita cost Is the average capitaltotal populatlnon. Per capita costs 

cost of new developtment areas plus rehabilitation of existing areas divided by thein new areas are the costs of providing Infrastructure for new populations, while the per capita costs 
In existing areas are 
the costs of rehabilitating and strengthening 
Infrastructure

In enisting areas.
 

3 	 Affordability Is based on 1979 per capita Incoes projected to a 1985 base and annuity factors calculated using an opportunity costper annum. Savings In the first projection hay3 been projected fron 	
of capital of 12 percent, e prooram life of 30 years, anda 1979 base to a 1985 base at a growth rate of 3.85 percent per 	

Incoees rising at 3.85 percent
annum. The second projection shows affordablllty with no savlngs. Deta!ls of theseformulas are shown I. Appendix 7-A. 

Existing standard mintalned.
 

Shoes provisions 
for vertical redeveloptrent.
 

SOURCE: NUPS projections. 
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infrastructure costs. Like the data presented in Table V-24, Table V-25 shows 
example settlements used to illustrate how these standards were used to cost housing
and intra-urban infrastructure. (These standards and cost parameters are further 
discussed in this chapter and are detailed in the technical appendices to the 
chapter.) Both tables show the impact of these standards on household affordability,
however, three different assumptions are presented in them. In Table V-24, showing 
Estimate I costs, the impact of pursuing a policy of relatively high standards in an 
atmosphere where there is a low growth in household incomes and savings is presented.
In Table V-25, two other affordability and -+andards assumptions are made: the first 
shows a policy of restraint in infrastructure stGndards in order to allow greater
financing of costs by household income and savings which are growing at a more rapid 
rate than the first estimate, while the second projection shows the impact of 
implementing the same standards, but an inability to mobilize household savings.
Details of these three assumptions are further discussed in Section V-ll-D. 

These three assumptions about household income and savings growth were developed 
to illustrate the importance of linking policies about standards with policies which 
stimulate both income and savings growth. For example, if the first scenario occurs, 
its impact on household affordability is much the same as the third where a policy of 
lower standards is being followed, but increases in household savings do not 
materialize. In the first case, up to 50 percent of Greater Cairo infrastructure 
costs must be subsidized, while in the third, 55 percent are not affordable. Thus,
in order to be successful, policies regarding physical standards must be linked with 
policies which aim at improving household affordability through income and savings
growth. Details of these three assumptions are further discussed in Section 
V-II-D. 

The impact of these three assumptions can be traced through in the standards and 
resulting per capita capital costs and subsidy requirements of Greater Cairo. In 
Estimate I, where an attempt was made to incli.'Je the master plan standards being
proposed for infrastructure in Greater Cairo, the total per capita capital costs are 
L.E. 404.1, while subsidy requiremenis for new cons ruction are roughly 50 percent of 
total capital costs. However, in Estimate 11,if a policy of restraint in selection 
of standards aimed at greater private sector financing through increasing household 
incomes and savings is successful, then Greater Cciro's per capita capital costs 
during ihe 1986-1990 period are projected to be L.E. 300, of which only about II 
percent of the cost will not be affordable. However, if policies of attracting
household savings to formal sector banking institutions are not successful and the 
capital costs of Estimate I1 are financed only through household incomes, then total 
subsidy requirements will increase to 55 percent of total investment costs. However,
due to lower cost standards, the per capita subsidy requirements in Estimate II will 
still be less than Estimate 1, L.E. 676 vs. L.E. 899. Complete estimates for the 40 
major urban settlements for these 2 projections are presented in the technical 
appendices to this chapter. 

The total capital costs and capital subsidy requirements of these two estimates 
of housing and intra-urban infrastructure costs for the Preferred Strategy are shown 
in Table V-26. As is shown, over the 1986-2000 period, the first estimate of 
Preferred Strategy intra-urban infra.lructure costs is projected to be almost L.E. 
5.8 billion greater than the second estimate. Similarly, due to different standards 
and assumptions about growth in household incomes and savings, the subsidy
requirements for Estimate I are nlmost three times as great as the second estimate. 
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TABLE V-26 

SUMMARY OF PREFERRED STRATEGY INFRASTRUCTURE CAPITAL COSTS AND SUBSIDY REQUIREMENTS: ESTIMATES I AND II 

SETTLEMENTS WITH 1976 POPULATIONS GREATER THAN50.000 

1986 - 1990 1991 - 1995 1996 - 2000TOTAL PER CAPITA TOTAL PER CAPITA TOTAL 1996 - 2000PER CAPITA TOTAL PER CAPITA TOTAL PER CAPITA TOTAL3 I 2 PER CAPITA TOTAL TOTALCOSTSt COSTS 3
SUBSIDIES SUBSIDIES COSTS COSTS 1 2 3
SUBSIDIES SUBSIDIES COSTS COSTS
SETTLEMENT ZONE SUBSIDIES SUBSIDIES COSTS SUBSIDIES
(LE. MILLION) (LE.) ILE. MILLION) LLE.)
LE. MILLION) (LE.) ILE. MILLION) (LE.) ILE. MILLION) 
 (LE.) (LE. MILLIONS) (LE.) (LE. MILLIONS)
 

ESTIMATE I: 
MASTER PLAN STANDARDS NET OF TELECOM4UNICATIONS
 

I. 

II. 

III. 

IV. 

V. 

Cairo 
Alexandria 

Special EmphasIs 

Other Canal 

Delta 

4,699.5 

2,422.4 

955.5 

766.3 

404.1 

651.2 

676.7 

899.4 

1,728.5 

907.7 

456.5 

327.8 

899.3 

244.0 

323.3 

384.7 

5,218.2 

2,104.0 

1,083.5 

664.3 

376.0 

464.2 

602.0 

670.3 

1,988.2 

785.0 

536.5 

313.2 

883.7 

173.2 

298.1 

316.1 

5,965.9 

2,363.1 

1,353.0 

677.7 

361.5 

429.7 

588.2 

589.3 

2,321.8 

911.7 

125.2 

327.7 

885.8 

165.8 

54.4 

285.0 

15,883.1 

6,889.5 

3,392.0 

2.108.3 

6,038.5 

2,604.4 

1,118.2 

968.7 

VI. 

VII. 

VIII. 

Regional Centers 

Others 

North Upper Egypt 

South Upper Egypt 

Remote Areas 

888.7 

1,078.3 

682.3 

211.4 

455.1 

1,068.2 

376.7 

889.6 

444.1 

1,569.3 

54.1 

287.5 

342.8 

89.5 

325.1 

65.9 

100.4 

446.9 

188.0 

1,121.0 

856.2 

852.4 

579.3 

167.4 

366.3 

880.0 

275.6 

754.5 

351.7 

1,263.1 

452.8 

155.3 

344.3 

54.0 

217.3 

455.4 

50.2 

448.4 

113.4 

749.3 

886.7 

794.0 

641.3 

159.5 

378.9 

788.2 

256.7 

736.3 

303.2 

1,127.6 

475.0 

124.6 

281.8 

43.5 

202.4 

422.2 

40.3 

323.5 

82.7 

655.4 

2,631.6 

2,724.7 

1,902.9 

538.3 

1,200.3 

1,431.9 

567.4 

968.9 

187.0 

744.8 

TOTAL 12,159.5 532.3 4.969.5 217.6 11,891.6 440.4 4,16 h.6 179.5 13,219.6 414.6 4,813.7 150.9 37,270.7 14,629,8 

ESTIMATE I1: MODIFIED STANDARDS
 

I. Cairo 3,445.7 296.3 272.7 
 23.4 3,880.8 279.6 
 31.4 2.3 4,402.2 266.8 - 854.5II. Alexandria 1,780.7 478.7 602.7 
- 51.8 11,728.7 - &50.4162.0 2,027.0 447.3 
 543.9 120.0 2,354.7 428.1
Ill. Special Emphasis 699.9 495.7 268.4 48.8 6,162.4 1,145.0
173.7 123.0 
 749.1 416.2 111.9 
 62.2 906.4 394.1 - 48.2 - 21.0IV. Other Canal 2.355.4 237.4
732.7 860,0 272.0 
 319.2 671.0 677.1


V. 280.3 282.8 634.1 551.4 183.2
Delta 159.3 2,037.8 735.5
 

Regional Centers 798.1 957.0 
 368.4 441.7 460.2 
 437.0 144.9 148.9 
 772.2 686.4 138.8 123.4
Others 1,296.3 2,030.5 652.1
A52.9 299.0 104.5 
 1,087.0 351.4 227.4 
 73.5 1,051.8 314.4 156.5
VI. North Upper Egypt 46.8 3,435.1 682.9
585.2 763.0 
 228.4 297.8 
 516.1 592.5 199.6 229.2 543.6 
 549.1 177.4
VII. South Upper Egypt 233.1 489.7 179.2 1,644.9 605.4
68.7 144.3 197.2 374.9 
 52.1 99.1 195.6 337.2 33.7
VIII. Remote Areas 58.1 625.9 154.5
506.7 1,747.2 349.8 
 1,206.2 434.7 
 1,293.8 244.8 
 738.6 463.8 1,159.5 
 242.4 606.6 1,405.2 837.0
 

TOTAL 10,078.4 441.2 2,635.4 115.4 
 10,023.1 
 371.2 1,836,4 68.0 11,324.4 355.1 297.7 9.3 
 31.425.9 4,769.5
 

1 Total costs are the costs of providing Infrastructure for new population plus rehabilitation of existing Infrastructure. 

2 Per capita costs are found by dividing total costs by the end period population. 

3 Total subsidies are tho portions of total costs not affordable by household Incomes. For Estimate I, household affordability was based on 1979 house-old per capita Incomes remaining constant at L.E. 208 andhousehold savings remaining constant at 
the 1979 level of L.F. 457. For Estimate II, household affordability was based on Incomes rising at a 3.85 percent annual growth rates,
L.E. 251 thus the 1985 base Income Is
per capita, while savings are L.E. 547 per capita. Attm 'C90, It was 
assumed that Incomes would continue to Increase at the same 
per rate but that savings would Increase at a slower rate of 1.93 Percent
annum. Both estimates assume an opportunity cost of 
capItal of 12 percent over an Investment life of 30 years and 20 percent of household Income available to 
finance housing and Intra-urban Infrastructure
 
Investment.
 

SOURCE: NUPS projections.
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However, if household incomes and savings increase as they were projected to do in 
Estimate II, then total capital subsidy requirements for Estimate I can be reduced
from L.E. 14.6 billion to L.E. 10.6 billion, a saving of public resources of L.E. 4 
billion. 

Since only 6 percent of the cumulative revenues of the telecommunications 
authority between 1984 to 2000 are projec-ted to be derived from residential consumers 
by the Telecorrrnunications Sector Study, the costs of telecommunications were excluded 
from intra-urban infrosructure estimates of the Preferred Strategy. 

To allow comparability of the Preferred Strategy at "Master Plan" standards,
since similar standards were used to cost the other settlement alternatives examined,
telecommunications costs have been included in the intra-urban cost comparisons shown
in Chapter II. Total telecorvnunications costs have, however, been shown separately
in Section III (Inter-Urban Infrastructure) of this chapter. 

Both sets of costs shown in Table V-25 and V-26 above exclude telecommunications;
however, a comparative Table V-27 shows the impact of not financing telecom
munications through the household sector on household affordability. 

To further reduce the capital cost requirements of the Preferred Strategy, the 
second projection of intra-urban costs emphasizes provision of urban services crucial 
to proper functioning of urban places, i.e., water supply, sanitation, health,
education, transport, etc., but at more affordable standards, particularly in 
non-special emphasis urban centers where rapid ,'r, ulation growth is not envisioned.
For example, we have recorrrnended improving water supply standards in secondary cities 
to levels which maintain the current national average level of water supply.
However, in special emphasis settlements such as Suez, the present master plan
standards have been maintained. Furthermore, Estimate II aims at greater
inter-regional equity through maintaining education standards shown in Estimate I,
but improving health standards in non-special emphasis settlements. 

Since we have suggested increased densities ns a mechanism for reducing arable 
land loss and more effiriently using urban infrastructure investment, we have
suggested increases in funaong of intra-urban public transport in settlements which 
are expected to have very ru;)id population growth or, as in the case of Greater 
Cairo, currently have over-burdened public transporl systems. in the Greater Cairo 
case, we are suggesting increases in the intra-urban public bus fleet from roughly
3 buses/10,000 to 5 buses/10,OC during the 1985-2000 period; after that, due to the 
projected growth of Greater Cairo, this standard was increased to 10 buses/10,000.
As is shown on Table V-25, public bus fleet increase, have been suggested for other 
special emphasis settlements a. well. 

The Transport Planning Authority of the Ministry of Transport has developed plans
for construction of a subway, the first phase of which will link Ramses Station with 
Bob El Louk Station. This initial eight kilometers is very roughly projected to cost 
L.E. 523 million. This subway line is to be linked with a surface rail line which
will join Ramses Station with El Marg. The electrification of the El Marg line, an
additional 14 kilometers, is estimated to cost an additional L.F. 180 million. 

In addition to the proposed subway construction, the Cairo Transport Authority
also plans to extend the present metro (tram) system by an additional 100 kilometers. 
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TABLE V-27 
SUMMARY OF PER CAPITA COST OF INTRA-URBAN INFRASTRUCTURE AND AFFORDABILITY ESTIMATES OF SPATIAL TARGET GROUPS OF 

MASTER PLAN STANDARDS USED TO COST THE PREFERRED STRATEGY 

ESTIMATE I EXISTING PROPOSALS 

CAPITAL COSTS INCLUDING TELEC49JNICATIONS 
CAPITAL COSTS EXCLUDING TELECOMMUNICATIONS 

'ATIAL TARGET GROUP 

TOTAL 

AVERAGE 

(L.E./CAPITA) 

NEW 

AREAS 

(I .E./CAPITA) 

EXISTING 

AREAS 

(L.E./CAPITA) 

PORTION NOT 

AFPORDABLE BY 

HOUSEHOLDS I 

PER CAPITA 
SUBS IDY IN 

NEW AREAS 

(L.E./CAPITA) 

TOTAL 

AVERAGE 

(L.E./CAPITA) 

NEW 

AREAS 

(L.E./CAPITA) 

EXISTING 

AREAS 

(L.E./CAPITAI 

PORTION NOT 

AFFORDABLE BY 

HOUSEHOLDS I 

PER CAPITA 

SUBSIDY BY 

NEW AREAS (L.E./CAPITA) 

MAJOR METROPOLITAN AREAS 
Greater Cairo 

Alexandr I 

I. HIGH GROWTH AREAS 
Suez 

430.5 

738.8 

1. 180.6 

1,961.9 

2,953.37 

3,359.50 

127.31 

126.07 

300.80 

53.6 

66.7 

73.0 

1,051.3 

1,816.7 

2,452.0 

404.1 

651.2 

1,074 

1,809.9 

2,623.5 

3,062.4 

125.79 

93.1 

271.1 

49.7 

56.7 

70.4 

899.34 

1,486.8 

2,154.9 

Phased DeentralIzation 
Assiut 

Qena 

Naga Hamadl 

Aswan 

I:. OTHER CANAL CITIES 
smailiIa 

Port Said 

I. DELTA 

Regional Service Centers 
Tanta 

658.9 

586.5 

519.7 

485.9 

1,126.3 
942.2 

742.9 

2,308.7 

2,476.1 

2,161.7 

2,066.0 

3,776.5 
4,360.1 

3,417.2 

211.60 

173.60 

139.70 

182.20 

374.10 
442.60 

322.00 

63.6 

66.0 

61.1 

63.6 

79.4 
79.2 

72.4 

1,466.3 

1,632.1 

1,322.7 

1,466.7 

3,493.2 
3,451.6 

2,506.8 

568.5 

518.6 

449.6 

424.6 

9C6.9 
838.4 

654.4 

1,999.0 

2,216.7 

1,902.3 

1,811.7 

322.5 
3,876.6 

3,019.4 

180.6 

147.7 

113.8 

156.8 

318.7 
394.3 

282.2 

57.9 

61.9 

55.9 

66.9 

91.2 
76.6 

69.8 

1,155.6 

1,372.7 

1,063.3 

1,212.4 

2,939.2 
2,968.1 

210.0 

,1 

High Density Settlements 
Damanhour 

OTHER SETTLEMENTS IN NOTH& 
SOUTH IPPER EGYPT & DELTA 

Governorate Capitals
Beni Suef 

374.8 

865.5 

2.723.9 

4,428.80 

265.70 

376.30 

62.3 

81.0 

1,517.4 

3,590.5 

283.0 

729.9 

2,185.0 

3,779.2 

211.8 

311.3 

44.8 

77.8 

978.5 

2,9409 

VA 

1-

Other Settlements 
Belbel. 

REWTE AREA SETTLEMENTS 
Red Sea (Hurghada) 

271.2 

1,900.0 

3,702.30 

14,240.70 

133.80 

578.50 

75.4 

94.1 

2,800.0 

13,388.9 

210.6 

1,687.1 

3,254.1 

13,105.1 

89.0 

464.9 

72.3 

93.5 

2,351.8 

12,253.3 

)URCE: hUPS Analysis. 
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This expansion of the existing metro system is roughly estimated to cost L.E 125 
million. If both of these transport additions were implemented during the 1986-1990 
period and the present standard of buses were increased to 5 buses/10,O00, Greater 
Cairo's transport component of the reduced cost estimate (Estimate II) would increase 
from roughly L.E. 57 to L.E. 354 per capita. This would increase subsidy
requirements under the most favorable assumptions about household savings and incomes 
from L.E. 23 to L.E. 440.28 A third Cairo transport proposal which would 
construct only the first phase of the subway phased over the 1982-1990 period
and provide a greater reliance of surface rail (metro) and buses is described 
in Appendix V-A. This alternative would have transport costs of L.E. 247 per
capita during the 1986-1990 period. Such an alternative would be more likely 
to fit within overall total urban resource pool constraints than would 
Estimate I which would fully construct the underground. 

Education standards have been kept fairly consistent throughout the settlement 
s,/stem to maintain inter-regional equity. The standards suggesled have been derived 
from the current standards of the Alexandria system since these standards are 
relatively high in comparison with other standards. These standards assume that 
urban secondary schools will continue to serve rural hinterlands. Primary and 
preparatory schools standards have been designed to serve only urban populations.
These standards are based on population and enrollment standards of the Ministry of 
Education. Cost standards were derived from dota supplied by the Ministry and 
Governorate of Cairo. The increased per capita costs shown in some settlements 
reflect university education requirements. 

Reductions in health care facilities costs are more difficult due to the rapid
increases in costs of equipment experienced in recent years. Furthermore, since 
rural areas have good access to urban areas throughout most of Egypt, they !re served 
by urban facilities. Thus, reductions in urban standards such as the number of 
hospital beds per 1,000 population also results in reduction in rural standards. 
However, as is pointed out in the Appendices to this chapter, the current level of 
funding for new facilities is inadequate to maintain existing standards. Therefore, 
we have recon-rnended provision of health care facilities in special emphasis
settlements and governorate capitals which would maintain the current urban average
standard. This standard (4.5 beds/I,000) was derived by dividinq the total stock of 
hospilal beds in 1978 (according to Ministry of Health data) by the 1978 urban 
population. However, it is expected that urban facilities will continue to serve 
rural populations. Thus, a national standard of 2.1 beds/l,000 is aimed at in this 
projection. In non-special emphasis settlements, increased funding of health care 
facilities to bring standards to 2.5 beds/I,000 and increased construction of primary 
health care facilities have been suggested. 

Details 
chapter. 

of these estimates are provided in the technical appendices to this 

4. Affordability Projections 

If Egypt is able to sustain the 7 percent GDP growth rates which have been used 
in NUPS economic projections, this high GDP growth rate will have a major impact 
on household affordability in later periods, since as was mentione] earlier,
household disposable income is projected to grow at a real rate of 3.85 percent 
per annum at median household incomes. This growth in disposable household income 
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will mean that households in later periods will be able to finance greater portions
of intra-urban infrastructure costs than they ore able to do now. The second 
major factor of household affordability, savings outside formal sector banking
institutions, also has a major role in financing future investment in intra-urban 
infrastructure. As has been pointed out earlier, this form of savings has 
been responsible for financing the major portion of new housing construction, both
in Greater Cairo and probably in other urban places in Egypi. If properly
channelled into the economy, this resource could also be available to finance 
other portions of intra-urban infrastructure. 

The total capacity of urban households to finance or afford intra-urban 
infrastructure investment is indicated by that portion of total per capita household 
disposable income measured at the median (50th percentile of urban household incomes)
which is available to spend on gross rent. This total capacity is the potential
household resources available to finance intra-urban infrastruiure through any of a 
host of financial mechanisms: rents, taxes, mortgage payments or user charges. For 
the purposes of this assessinent, we have assumed that 20 percent of per capita
household income can be devoted to financing boih housing and intra-urban 
infrastructure. This assumption was based on the corrmnodity weights used to adjust
the urban consumer price index. Housing expenditures were weighted at 15.7 percent
while transport and con-rnunications were weighted at 4.4 percent.L9 This percentage is 
higher Than the average gross rent burden found in the Informal Housing Survey of 
Greater Cairo (10 percent) since total household affordability is being measured 
against the total capital costs of intra-urban infrastructure, not just housing 
costs. Thus, a higher rate is justified. 

However, larger portions of household incomes were not used because household 
incomes must also finance portions of operating costs of intra-urban infrastructure 
in addition to capital costs. 

Since detailed information about informal household savings is not available (the
Informal Housing Survey did not specifically elicit information about the volume of 
informal savings), we have used the average per capita investment in informal sector
housing (excluding land) in 1979 as projected in Table V-20 cis a proxy for household 
savings. This estimate of total accumulated household savings armounts to L.F. 457 
per capita and is similar to informal sector expenditures fo. new dwelling units in 
Beni Suef. Fixing savings at this level roughly means that, under the basic services 
projection of the Preferred Strategy housing and intra-urban infrastructure costs, 
most of the housing costs proposed for the standards packages can be financed by the 
private sector without public sector financing. 

None of the recent income distributions provide much information about regional
variations in h'-usehold income. However, basic variation is likely due to changes in
 
the composition of employment from one region to another. The World Bank 
 in its 
unpublished Urban Sector Report quotes regional variations in annual urban household 
income from L.F 341 in Greater Cairo to L.E. 289 in Upper Egypt based on 1975 CAPMAS 
data. Although i iere have been some changes in industrial location since 1975, it is 
unlikely these changes have been significn.rmt enough to have changed the trends shown 
in the 1975 data. Therefore, this data was used to construct an index of regional
variations in urban household incomes shown in Table V-28. Since the bulk of 
industrial investment has occurred in Greater Cairo, Alexondria, the Delta and the 
Canal Region, only minor variations in regional household incomes are shown by the 
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index. Similarly, since relatively little industrial investment has occurred in 
Upper Egypt, household incomes tend to be lower. 

rABLE V-28 

INDEX OF 	REGIONAL VARIATIONS IN URBAN 
HOUSEHOLD INCOME 

ZONE MEDIAN URBAN REGIONAL INDEX
 
HOUSEHOLD INCOME OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME
 

1975 (L.E.)
 

Greater Cairo 341.1 	 1.000
 

AlexandrIa 	 337.2 
 0.989
 
Lcwer Egypt 340.5 0.997
 

(Including the Canal)
 

Upper Egypt * 289.1 0.847
 

The distribution does not provide data on the urban areas In
 

remote areas. Therefore, the Upper Egypt Index was used for
 
those areas due to the lack of Industrial Investment In those
 

areas.
 

SOURCE: World Bank, National Urban Sector Report, Vol. I, February 1981,
 

p.15. As quoted from the 1975 Labor Force Survey.
 

Thus, using these components of urban per capita household income (household
savings and housing expenditures weighted by regional income variations), the 
proportion of intra-urban infrastructure which is affordable by median household 
incomes was measured by comparing the sum of per capita household savings and the 
present worth of the affordable housing portion of per capita household incomes 
rising at 3.85 percent per annum with the total per capita costs of intra-urban 
infrastructure. An opportunity cost of capital of 12 percent was used in thiese 
affordability calculations since this rate has been the Central Bank discount or 
lending rate for much of 1981 and it also reflects the cost of money from 
international lenders during much of 1981. 

The three sets of offordability projections have been based on different 
assumptions about the impact which household savings and increasing incomes have on 
affordability: 

* A base projection in which household incomes and savings are fixed at the 
level in each period and it is assumed that as new households require
infrastructure their incomes start at the 1979 level but will increase 

1979 
new 

at a 
growth rate of 3.85 percent per annum. 

* A second projection whereby the 1979 base incomes and savings have been increased 
to a 1985, or 1990 or 1995 level depending on the period being reviewed, and then 
incomes are allowed to grow at 3.85 percent per annum. 
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* 	 A third projection in which no household savings is included in the affordability
projection. 

This Iatter projecton in addition to showing the potential impact of household 
savings on financing requirements for intra-urban infrastructure, also shows the
increased public sector financing requirements for intra-urban infrastructure which
will result if there is no household savings. These different assumptions have been 
shown in Tables V-24 through V-26, which the household savings and income 
projections are shown in Table V-29. 

TABLE V-29 

ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT HOUSEHOLD INCOME AND 
SAVINGS GROWTH 

PERIOD HOUSEHOLD INCOMES ACCUMULATED HOUSEHOLD 
PER CAPITA 	 SAVINGS PER CAPITA
 

(L.E.) 	 (L.E.) 

1986-1990
 

Estimate I 208 
 453
 
Estimate II 251 
 547
 

1991-1995
 
Estimate 1 208 
 453 
Estimate II 303 602
 

1996-2000 
Estimate I 208 453 
Estimate II 366 622 

SOURCE: NUPS analysis.
 

Since it is likely that the source of much of the household savings which 
financed informal sector housing between 1976 and 1981 was probably worker 
remittances, a slower rate of growth of savings was used to project household savings
after the 1985-1990 period (half of the projected rate of growth of household incomes 
or 1.93 percent). At this rate of growth, per capita household savings would have
reached L.E. 622 by the 1995-2000 period. To achieve this savings level, the average
private sector savings per household shown in Table V-23 (L.E. 87 per capita) would 
have to grow at a rate of 10.3 percent over the 20 year period. 

5. 	 Affordability in Later Periods 

If, indeed, household incomes do rise at the projected 3.85 percent annual growthrate projected from intropolation from national GDP growth v'te projections,
households will newbe able to afford large shares of the costs of financing
infrastructure. Furthermore, once the large reconstruction efforts which have been 
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phased during the 1986-1990 periods near completion, some settlements, notably 
Greater Cairo, could generate surplus capital resources which could be used to 
improve standards of infrastructure in Greater Cairo and in other settlements. 
However, for this to happen, infrastructure investments in earlier periods need to be 
carefully monitored so that they meet household affordability in those periods. 

To conserve scarce public resources in earlier periods, investment priority
should probably be given to large intra-urban infrastructure2 investments which 
require extensive networks difficult to replace, such as water supply, sanitation, 
and to a lesser extent, electrical power. Standards of this infrastructure should be 
adeqliate to serve future demands of hoth residential and non-residential users. 
Thus, master plan service levels have been maintained for special emphasis
settlements. In other settlements where large scale industrial growth is not 
projected, we have suggested lower standards aimed cit primarily residential and 
commercial users. For other types of intra-urban infrastructure which do not rely on 
construction of elaborate underground networks such as transport (excluding of course 
subways), education, health care, etc., we suggest a more gradual phasing of 
standards which are targetted to match increases in household affordability.
Improvements in these systems can be made in these facilities without disrupting 
other urban functions. 

Regarding the standards of housing, the standar&' proposed for the earlier 
periods appear low as they have been targetted at household affordability levels of 
median household income groups. As was stated earlier, this was done to ensure 
greater private sector participation in provision of housing. Past improvements in 
the standards of housing would seem to indicate that gradual improvements in the 
condition of housing will occur naturally as household incomes improve. Therefore, 
the primary concern of government regarding standards would seem to be to ensure that 
when improvements, particularly expansion of the housing stock, occur that these 
improvement occur in apropriate locations and that they do not result in abandonment 
of existing stock in the core areas of settlemenls. 

6. Impact of New Towns on Greater Cairo's Costs 

The Preferred Strategy housing and intra-urban infrastructure costs 1tave treated 
Greater Cairo's costs as if it were a more or less homogeneous area. However, 
severl new towns and satellite cities have been proposed as future settlements to 
which Greater Cairo's future population growth could be deconcentrated away from the 
core areas. Three of these new settlement areas are presently under construction and 
have been the subject of other NUPS analysis (see NUPS "Urban Development Standards 
and and Costs Report" and NUPS "New Towns and Satellite Cities: A Strategy for 
Deconcentration of Urban Development"). The others, such as the 6th of October and 
El Obour, are in master plan phases or in an initial detailed design stage, while 
those such as the Belbeis Extension and Second Phase of 15th of May are under initial 
planning phases. 

Year 2000 populations for the new towns and satellite cities were projected by 
NUPS in the description of Greater Cairo's future settlement areas shown in 
Chapter II!. The 1986 populations of the new towns and satellite cities were 
projected using estimates from the various new town development authorities about the 
number of housing units either under construction or likely to be completed under 
their current construction programs. The 1990 and 1995 populations were projected 
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from these 1985 base populations by assuming that higher growth rates can be achieved 
during earlier periods of new town growth due to relatively low population bases. 
However, once a critical fmass is achieved (usually giround 50,000 population), it is 
more difficult to sustain very high population growth rates due to the large numbers 
of population which must be added. Therefore, for most settlements after 1990 we 
have projected population growth using lower growth rates. However, due to their
locati. is, El Obour and the two phases of 15th of May populations were generally
projected using higher growth rates since they ore both close to fast growing areas
of Cairo. As a result of emphasis on the closer in satellites, growth in Greater 
Cairo's continguous area is projected at a slower rate that we total Metropolitan 
Region's arowih. These population estimates are shown in Table V-30. 

Two sets of housing and intra-urbnn in frastructure capital cost estimates were 
made for the new towns. lhe first estimale was derived from the per capita tender 
costs and master plan estimated costs for 10th of Ramadan, 6th of October, 15th of 
May and Soda Cily. (Table V-31P 

However, since these per capita costs exclude portions of intra-urban 
infrastructure costs included in the estimates of other settlement costs, the costs 
of intra-urban transport and provisions for other types of physical and social 
infrastructure not covered by these costs were included. IIsing the populations shown 
in Table V-30 and these modified intro-urban costs, the total costs of the new towns 
and satellite cities were estimalted as is shown in Table V-32. The subsidy
requirements shown on the table resuilt from using the high assumptions about
household incomes and savings previously discussed. (Section V-II(-.Ls 

Based on these assumptions by the year 2000 roughly 7 percent of Greater Cairo's 
total population (16 percent of the NUP5 projected Preferred Strategy increase in 
Greater Cairo's population between 1986 and 2000) will he living in one of these new 
settlement areas. However at current expenditure levels of the new towns, hot'sing
and intra-urban infrastructure costs will require 17 percent of the total investment 
allocated for Greater Cairo's total population under l-stimate I of the Preferred 
Strategy intro-urban costs while they will require 23 percent of the iotal investment 
allocated to Greater C'airo's total population under Fstimate II. 

A srcond estimate of the new town's costs was developed to illustrate how total 
costs could be reduced after 1985, hut still provide infrastructure at levels which 
would be attractive to future migrants. However, in preparing this estimate of new 
town costs, the spatial objectives of National Urban Policy must also be recognized.
If these new town standards are too much higher than other locations, then they might
induce even more migration lo the Greater Cairo zone than is desirable. Futher, f 
they are substantially lower than other areas, new town growth rates may be slnwer 
than projected in Table V-30. Therefore, to provide a policy consistent with other 
national policy objectives, we have suggested that later phases of the new towns 
might be developed at standards which are similar to those suggesled by NUPS for
Suez, a settlement selected for special emphasis under the Preferred Strategy. These 
total cost estimates of "Suez Standard" housing and intra-urban infrastructure 
provisions for the new towns are also shown in Table N/-32. In surnmary, these 
standards propose that settlemem densities be increased to 300 persons per hectare 
gross densities (the proposed new town densities range from 76 persons per hectare in 
10th of Ramadan to 145 in 15th of Ma'), that average housing standards be affordable 
to households in the median income bracket, that water and sewerage standards be 
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TABLE V-30
 
NUPS PROJECTIONS OF POPULATION GROWTH OF GREATER CAIRO NEW TOWNS
 

AND SATELLITE CITIES (1986-2000) 

GROWTH GROWTH GROWTH 
1985 RATE 1990 RATE 1995 RATE 2000 

SETTLEMENT POPULATION % POPULATION % POPULATION % POPULATION 

10th of Ramadan 34,560 15% 69,510 10% 111,950 6% 150,000 

El Obour 20,000 20% 49,800 15% 100,200 15% 200,000 

Belbels Exte,-lon 20,000 20% 49,800 12% 87,800 11% 150,000 

6th of October 21,000 20% 52,300 15% 105,200 11% 175,000 

15th of May I 50,000 15% 100,600 10% 162,00 4.3% 200,000 

15th of May II 50,000 10% 81,000 10% 130,000 

Sadat City 20,000 15% 40,000 10% 65,000 9% 100,000 

Total New Settlement 
Areas 165,560 20% 412,010 12% 713,150 9.2% 1,105,000 

Percent of Greater 

Cairo's Population 1.7% 3.7% 5.1 6.7% 

Greater Cairo's Population 
In Contiguous 9,542,000 3.3 11,217,000 3.3 13,E-8,000 3.2 16,500,000 

TOTAL 

GREATER CAIRO 
POPULATION 9,707,000 3.7 11,629,000 3.6 13,878,000 3.5 16,500,000 

SOURCE: NUPS analysis, see also Chapter III. 



TABLE V-31
 
PER CAPITA COSTS OF HOUSING AND INFRASTRUCTURE
 

FOR SELECTED NEW TOWNS
 

NEW SETTLEMENT 	 PER CAPITA 
 SOURCE
 

AREA COST
 

(1979 L.E. PRICES)
 

10th of Ramadan (Final Stage) 3,234 	 At tender cost levels
 

15th of May (Final Stage) 2,903 At tender cost levels
 

Sadat City (Final Stage) 2,091 Tenders and Master Plan
 

See also "New Towns and Satellite Cities: A Strategy for Deconcentration of Urban
 
Development" and "Urban Growth and Urban Data Report" (Part ill).
 

SOURCE: 	 NUPS "New Towns and Satellite Cities: A Strategy for Deconcentratlon of Urban
 

Development." (1981)
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TABLE V-32 

HOUSING AND INTRA-URBAN INFRASTRUCTURE COSTS OF GREATER CAIRO'S NEW TOWNS AND SATELLITE CITIES: NUPS PROJECTIONS 

1986 - 1990 

PER CAITA 

1979 L.E. PRICES 
1941 - 1995 

PER CAPITA TOTAL 
1996 

PER CAPITA 
- 2000 

TOTAL 
TOTAL 1986 - 2000TOTAL 

TOTAL COSTS 

COSTS 

(NEW AREAS) 

TOTAL 

SUBSIDIES 

PER CAPITA 

SUBSIDIES TOTAL COSTS 

COSTS 

(NEW AREAS) 

SUBSIDIES 

(NEW AREAS) 

PER CAPITA 

SUBSIDIES TOTAL COSTS 

COSTS 

NEW AREAS) 

SUBSIDIES 

NEW AREAS 
2 

PER CAPITA 
2 2 

SUBSIDIES 

SETTLEMENT (L.E. MILLIONS) SETTLEMNEW (.E)(LE(L.E. (L.E. MILLIONS) (L.E.) (L.E. MILLIONS) (L.E.) (L.E. MILLIONS) (L.E.) AREAMLLOS)SUBSIDIES 
2 

(L.E. MILLIONS) (L.E. MILLIONS) (L.E. MILLIONS) (L.E.) 
TOTAL COSTS 

2 
NEW AREAS 

(L.E. MILLIONS)(L.E. MILLI( 

ESTIMATE I: NEW TOWNS ANr SATELLITE CITY AT MASTER PLAN STANDARDS 

10th of Ramadan City 136.64 3,774.9 93.5 2,675.80 169.44 3,774.2 106.20 2,504.80 158.84 3,773.30 89.31 2,347.20 464.92 2e9.0( 

El Obour City 

(Sadar City) 

63.27 2,066.3 28.8 967.20 108.11 2,061.8 40.00 793.36 213.10 2,051.70 62.34 624.69 384.50 131.l( 

Belbeis Extension 
(10th of Ramadan City) 115.10 3,770.3 79.6 2,671.20 149.97 3,768.5 95.00 2,500.00 245.97 3,763.30 145.30 2,336.30 511.00 319.9c 

6th of October CI1t 77.64 2,405.2 40.9 1,306.20 132.82 2,397.1 59.90 1,132.20 179.01 2,400.60 67.71 970.07 389.47 168.5C 

15th of May I City 

II CIty 

168.29 

-

3,186.1 

-

105.6 

-

2,087.00 

-
209.70 

105.99 

3,188.8 

3,190.3 

117.63 

59.68 

1,915.40 

1,921.80 

144.14 

167.60 

3,183.80 

3,186.40 

67.00 

86.20 

1,761.70 

1,759.40 

522.13 

273.60 

290.2C 

145.8C 

Sadat City 42.75 2,032.0 18.9 933.73 53.78 2,029.5 18.90 763.34 76.50 2,031.80 21.10 602.54 173.03 58.90 

TOTALS 603.70 367.3 891.50 299.80 497.20 697.20 1,185.2 538.90 487.70 2,718.70 1,403.40 

ESTIMATE II: NEW TOWNS AND SATELLITE CITIES AT REDUCED COSTS - "SUEZ OSTS" 
1 

10th of Ramadan City 47.63 1,293.44 6.79 194.35 59.63 1,291.84 0.99 23.30 57.02 1,292.77 (5.11) (134.27) 164.3 2.70 

El Obour City 39.98 1,294.56 5.82 195.47 68.49 1,290.13 1.09 21.66 134.63 1,280.04 (14.67) (147.01) 243.1 (7.80 

Belbels Exi-islon 39.98 1,294.56 5.83 195.47 52.61 1,292.78 0.92 24.31 86.19 1,287.65 (8.67) (139.40) 178.8 (1.90 

6th of October City 41.98 1.294.24 6.11 195.14 71.86 1,289.60 1.12 21.13 97.06 1,286.08 (9.84) (140.97) (210.9) (2.60 

15th of May I City 

11 City 

68.77 

-
1,290.09 

-
9.66 

-
190.99 

-

86.06 

43.63 

1,287.82 

1,294.30 

1.19 

0.80 

19.35 

25.83 

60.47 

68.88 

1,292.78 

1,290.43 

(5.10) 

(6.69) 

(134.26) 

(156.60) 

215.3 

112.5 

5.80 

(5.90 

Sadat City 27.60 1,296.68 3.99 197.58 34.96 1,295.66 0.67 27.19 49.82 1,293.43 (4.68) (133.61) (112.4) (0.02 

TOTALS 265.90 38.20 92.70 417.20 6.80 9.50 554.10 (54.8) (49.60) 1,237.2 (9.80 

I See Table V-25. 

2 Numbers In parenthesis Indicate surplus or conditions where total household affordability exceeds costs.
 

SOURCE: NUPS projections.
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developed at levels similar to Suez (which has also been planned as an industrial 
town), and that reductions in other costs are also possible. 

If these new towns and satellite cities are not treated as portions of Greater
Cairo's population and their population subtracted out of Greater Cairo's population,
then their total costs under new town master plan estimate of infrastructure costswill increase the Estimate II costs of Greater Cairo's costs by L.E. 1,420 million
from L.E. 11,729 million (as has been shown in other Preferred Strategy estimates) to
L.E. 13,149 million. (Table V-33) Overall, this increase in Greater Cairo's costs
will increase the total Preferred Strategy costs by roughly 5 percent. Inthe las;t
period, the reduced affordability of the new towns will require most of the surplus
savings which might be generated in Greater Cairo and thus will reduce the potentialfor achieving greater inter-regional equity. However, if modified standards can be
developed such as thosf suggested, then, due to the reduction of total intra-urban 
cost requirements, the new towns have a much greater chance for success. 

E. Increasing the Private/Informal Sector Role in Housing 

The greatest impact which the Government can have on the role of the privatesector in housing is to encourage its continued active role by providing access to
non-arable land serv!ced with basic infrastructure and having access to employment
opportunities both large sector and smallin formal industrial and service sector
 
activities.
 

Administratively, this could be accomplished through vastly expanding the targetgroups being served by the existing housing institutions such as the mortgage banks 
or the cooperatives organization. However, their activities have iobe expanded to 
attract the estimated L.E. 2.2 billion which financed informal housing and landpurchased between 1976 and 1981. To do so, we recommended that positive incentives
be used to encouruce greater household savings in any of the existing financial
inslitutions. These should include more attractive interest rates, market rates for
foreign currency transactions, and transferability of savings in non-mortgage bank
institutions to institutions which provide mortguge financing. 

Any of the existing mortgage banking institutions could be expanded to provide
greater lending to private/informal sector housing. However, here we discuss the
General Authority for IHousing and Building Cooperatives (GABHC) because it benefits
from both legislative and financial policies of Government, particularly, easy access 
to non-arable land but like the other housing institutions, has not yet been able to
assist large numbers of households now finding housing through informal sector
activities to its programs. GABHC has also developed a physical development branch
which could act as an implementation agency for other mortgage banks. To expand thetarget groups it serves and enable it to have a broader role in providing urban
services not now provided by informal sector builders, we recommended the 
following: 

I. As an irmmediate action target, public sector employees both in government and
public sector companies and employees of private sector companies ot all income
levels should be provided easy access to cooperative lending activities. For low
income employees, small plots of serviced land, plus building loans, should be
provided; however, if subsidized interest rates ire included in the lending
package, the land should be sold on a leasehold basis with an initial grace 
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TABLE V-33 
COSTS OF GREATER CAIRO HOUSING AND INTRA-URBAN
 

INFRASTRUCTURE WITH AND WITHOUT NEW TOWNS
 

CONTIGUOUS AREAS PLUS 
END PERIOD TOTAL SUBSIDY NEW TO"iNS AS A PROPORTION 

POP1IIATION TOTAL COSTS REQUIRED OF (EATER CAIRO PREFERRFD 
PERIOD .JOOs) (L.E. MILLIONS) (L.E. MILLIONS) STRATEGY COSTS 

I. ESTIMATE I CONTIGUOUS AREAS (WITHOUT NEW TOWNS AND SATELLITE CITIES)
 

1985 9,541.44
 

1986 - 1990 11,217.00 4,189.6 1,455.6 .C9
 
1991 - 1995 13,165.90 4,669.0 1,726.7 0.89
 
1996 - 2000 15,395.00 5,217.3 1,760.5 0.87
 
TOTAL 1986 - 2000 14,075.9 4,942.8 0.89
 

II. ESTIMATE I CONTIGUOUS AREA PLUS NEW TOWNS AND SATELLITE CITIES AT MASTER PLAN STANDARDS
 

1985 9,707.0
 

1986 - 1990 11,629.0 4,793.3 1,822.9 1.02
 
1991 - 1995 13,878.0 5,598.8 2,223.9 1.07
 
1996 - 2000 16,500.0 6,402.5 2,299.4 
 1.07
 
TOTAL 1986 - 2000 16,794.6 6,346.2 1.06
 

III. ESTIMATE I CONTIGUOUS AREA PLUS NEW TOWNS AND SATELLITE CITIES AT "SUEZ STANDARDS"
 

1985 9,707.0
 
1986 - 1990 11,692.0 4,455.5 1,493.8 0.95
 
1991 - 1995 13,878.0 5,086.2 1,733.5 0.97
 
1996 - 2000 16,500.0 5,771.4 1,705.7 
 0.97
 
TOTAL 1986 - 2000 1,513.1 4,933.0 0.96
 

IV. ESTIMATE II CONTIGUOUS AREA (WITHOUT NEW TOWNS AND SATELLITE CITIES)
 

1985 9,542.00
 
1986 - 1990 11,217.00 3,087.6 195.2 
 0.90
 
1991 - 1995 13,165.00 3,476.6 31.8 
 0.90
 
1996 - 2000 15,395.00 3,866.0 (698.5) 0.88
 
TOTAL 1986 - 2000 10,430.2 (471.5) 0.89
 

V. ESTIMATE II CONIlGUOUS AREA PLUS NEW TOWNS AND SATELLITE CITIES AT MASTER PLAN STANDARDS
 

1985 9,707.0
 

1986 - 1990 11,629.0 3,691.3 561.5 
 1.07
 
1991 - 1995 13,878.0 4,406,4 529.0 1.14
 
1996 - 2000 16,500.0 5,051.2 (159.6) 1.15
 
TOTAL 1986 - 2000 13,148.9 931.9 1.12
 

VI. ESTIMATE II CONTIGUOUS AREA PLUS NEW TOWNS AND SATELLITE CITIES AT "SUEZ 
STANDARDS"
 

1985 9,707.0
 
1986 - 1990 11,629.0 3,353.5 233.4 
 0.97
 
1991 - 1995 13,878.0 3,893.8 38.6 1.00
 
1996 - 2000 16,500.0 4,420.1 (753.3) 
 1.00
 

TOTAL 1986 - 2000 11,667.4 (481.3) 0.99
 

SOURCE: See Tables V-31 and V-32.
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period over which lease payments are not required. For all other beneficiaries, 
either market rate loans should be offered or land sold at its market value on a 
leasehold basis. 

2. 	 The GABHC's (and the mortgage banking institutions in general) total lending 
program should be tailored to benefit all income groups and its lending portfolio
should generally reflect a percentile distribution of household incomes. 

3. 	 Since not all income groups have the immediate ability to service mortage loans 
(their incomes may not have stable sources, they might consist of new household 
wno have not yet achieved financial stability, they may be migrants, or have 
other special conditions), portions of GABHC's lending portfolio (possibly as 
much as the current distribution of rental housing in Greater Cairo) should be 
lent to private builders for rental housing. However, when this is done 
commercial rates should be used. Furthermore, to make this type of investment 
attractive to small builders, restrictions on profits accruing from rents should 
be modified to the point where they reflect current market conditions. As an 
interim measure, we sug( st that this return should be at lea:t equal to the 
current Central Bank lending discount rate, or be set one or two points above the 
lending .ates available frcxn cormmercial banks. 

4. 	 When government land is allocated to cooperative societies, under Article 67 of 
law No. 14 of 1981 which permits up to 50 percent reductions in the price of the 
land, portions of the land should be reserved for low income households who for 
various reasons are unable to form cooperative societies, but once development
of middle and upper income neighborhoods has occurred, might be attracted to 
these areas. The intent of this recommendation is to provide serviced land for 
what is now informal housing activities in locations which are ;nore desirable 
from a national policy point of view. By staging low income developments in this 
manner, households would have access to secondary forms of employment. This land 
should be held by the GABHC, who can then lease it to individual households on an 
individual or neighborhood cooperative society basis. If for social reasons, 
interest rate subsidies are still deemed necessar-y, then government land granted 
to the cooperatives should not be sold but shoul6 be leased to households so tht 
GABHC or other lending institutions can realize an income stream to recover part
of the costs of the subsidies. GABHC is presently pursuing this policy on 
projects which it develops, and should expand this policy to all cooperatives
building housing who benefit from interest rate subsidies. 

5. 	 To enable the GABHC to play a broader role in provision of urban services the 
following are recommended: 

* 	 Article 66.2 of law 14 of 1981 which exempts land held by cooperatives from all 
local council fees should be amended to limit this exemption to a period of not 
more than five years. This would allow local Governments a future revenue source 
for provision of urban services. 

* 	 Greater portions of the costs of intra-urban infrastructure, particularly water 
supply, sanitation, circulation, and local electricity distribution, 30 should be 
financed ti.rough mortgage lending. As is the case with all of GABHC's own 
housing projects, we recomrnend that all the capital costs of neighborhood
infrastructure be financed in this manner. Once cooperative loans are granted, 
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the infrastructure portion of these loans should be paid directly to the 
appropriate utility. The constructio'i programs of both the GABHC and the 
intrastructure ,itilities vill have to be coordinated to ensure timely provision
of infrastructure and housing. This coordination is essential if informal 
housing activity is lo be diverted to non-arable land since one of the primary 
locational criteria for informal settlements is access to water, transport and
electricity. A second component of this financing mechanism for infrnstructurte 
is to take advantage of household's willingness and ability to make one-time 
payments for infrastructure due to various forms of ,avings, but due to low 
incomes their inability to sustain large monthly payrments. 

6. 	 Affordab~iity, as described in the introduction of Section II, rather than unit 
size or cost criteria should ')e the bais for access to cuoperative lending 
programs. Since it is frequen;ly difficult for low income households to 
demonstrate ownership of assels, staged lending programs should be tried in which 
initial loans would be made for land purchases only. However, this loan would 
cover the capital costs of installation of neighborhood infrastructure not 
currently being financed through user charges and the capitalized costs of both 
the financing agency and utility providinq infrastructure which is not being 
initially used for low income households, no other charge might be levied if the 
government retains ownership of the land through leasehold sale of the land, 
e.g., a renewable period of 30 years. 

While in an economic sense this may entail some loss of revenue since the land 
could presumably be sold for its full value, this loss should be measured against 
likely further loss of arable land if non-arable is not provided to informal 
settlements, and other urban dis(conomies which might result from continued 
unplanned informa! development. Also, this form of development should be viewed 
as a future revenue source for local Government from which other components of 
intra-urban infrastruclure could be financed. 

The second stage of the program would occur once a basic level of infrastructure 
installation is complete. Then, the property leasor would be required to 
construct a habitable dwelling on the plot within a reasonable period of time., 
not exceedi,,g three years. If required, a second loan for housing construction 
could be consolidated with the original property purchase to finance 
construction. Further, the leasor would be encouraged to build additional rental 
units through other loans. If the proper 'y is riot developed within the three 
year period, and riot being inhabited, tne household would be repaid any 
investment already made, plus a reasonable return on that investment, possibly 
equal to either the interest foregone if the money had been kept in a savings 
account or the increase in value of the land. This payment could be recovered by 
the GABHC by reselling the plot to another household ready to construct 
on it. 

F. 	Housing Finance 

I. 	 General Issues 

The primary issues pertaining lo housing finance are not related so much to the 
adequacy of finance to produce housing as they relate to issues of how best to 
provide greater access to housing finance, the desirability of expanding formal 
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sector housing finance activities and to improving the efficiency of the sector. 
Adequacy of housing finance is not the issue it would appear to be as is evidenced by
thp 	volume of housing construction which is occurring. 

As is shown in Table V-20, the total volume of this financing of housing in the 
informal sector could have reached L.E. 2.2 billion during the 1976-1981 period.
During the same period, public sector financing of housing through the mortgage banks
reached L.E. 202.3 million by September 1980. Although this was a dramatic increa 
in the loan portfolios of the mortgage banks of 300 percent between 1975 to 1980,-' 
it nevertheless represents only about 3 percent of the value of land and housing made 
by the informal sector. 

Given the relative efficiency of the informal sector in providing housing, there 
is some question as to the desirability of expanding formal sector banking activities 
to take over more of that role. The arguments in favor of leaving the informai 
sector financing as it is center around the very dramatic increases in housing stock 
which the informal sector has achieved without formal sector assistance, the relative 
efficiency with which the informal sector relates housing standards to both the 
housing market and household affordability (the informal sector relies only on 
household financial resources, not subsidies from other sectors, therefore, the 
housing which gets built reflects the informal sector's willingness to consume 
housing), and the generally good condition of the informal units which have been 
built. The Cairo data indicate that largely as a result of informal building, room 
occupancy rates (persons per room) have dropped from 2.30 in i60 to 1.87 in 
1981. Furthermore, fairly widespread satisfaction with housing was found. 3 2 

The primary problems with unchecked informal housing development are: 

, 	 There is no control over where development occurs. 

* 	 Beneficiaries of the informal housing process are limited to those who have 
sufficient wealth to enter into the process. 

* 	 There is relatively no market control over the flow of finance into the housing 
.ecior. 

Since informal housing almost always is built on agricultural land where there is 
access to water, uncontrolled informal housing activities will result in a 
conti uation of recent urban growth trends onto arable lands. Fturther, when housing
finance is based on accumulated wealth or savings as is the case with a large part of 
the formal sector activities and all of the informal sector, access to these forms 
of finance is limited. Househoids without large savings are forced out of both 
systems of finance. Although this is less a problem in the informal sector as is 
suggested by the very rapid expansion of housing, nevertheless, the potential for 
inequities in the distribution of housing finance still exists. 

The NUPS affordability projections showed household saving as an aggregate 
resource available to all households. At the rmedian household income level, this was 
projected to average L.F. 457 per capita based on estimates of investment in housing
by the informal sector during 1979. As data is lacking about the distribution of 
savings among various household income groups, particularly informal savings 
resulting from worker remittance income, this assumption may over-estimate house-hold 
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savings in lower income groups. Nevertheless, this aggregate resource, which is 
likely understated, was invested by the informal sector and represents a financial 

structured to financial 

resource which if 
infrastructure. 

properly managed could have financed other types of 

Finally, neither the public sector finance system nor the informal system is 
conserve resources nor necessarily expand housing finance. 

The public sector as it i ,ow Lusitiv.'tedi rtqu:rez ever incrcasitig injections of 
capital f-om the Central Bank to expand its operations due to the heavy subsidies 
involved. Similarly, the financing of informal housing through household savings
which are maintained outside the banking system in currency holdings does not provide 
any mechanism for control of the flow of funds to the sector or expansion of the 
resources represented by those currency holdings. If those household savings were in 
a banking system that had relative flexibility regarding the end use of financial 
resources, the system would serve as a rationing mechanism which would ensure that 
resources would flow into sectors with high rates of return. While som controls on 
the banking ;.,'em might be necessary to ensure that there is adequate access to 
financial resources for the housing sector, such a reconstituted banking sector could 
ensure that both inter-personal equity and spatial objectives could be better met. 
If necessary, limiied use of subsidies could also be used in areas where high rates 
of return cannol be assured. 

Expansion of private savings in the domestic banking system is particularly
difficult to achieve during periods of high inflation when interest rates paid on 
time and savings deposits are less than the rate of inflation or less than those paid 
on foreign currency deposits. This problem is further compounded by the 
private/informal sector's desire to maintain high liquidity due to its historical 
distrust of the banking sector. While there has been some improvement in private 
sector savings in the coimercial banking sector as a proportion of total money supply
due to increases in interest rates paid on local currency deposits, there has been a 
large differential between interest rates paid on foreign currency deposits and, for 
that matter, the Central Bank discount rote. 3 3  Thus, most households still maintain 
savings outside the banking system. 

Equally important to the very slow growth of private sector savings in the 
banking system is the very high rate of return which has been experienced in the 
growth of urban land prices (ranging helween 23-30 percent between 1968-1981 vs. 8 
percent paid on savings deposits). -owever, given the very rapid growth of housing
between 1976-1981 (5.3 percent in Cairo), and the resulting increase in vacant units,
the rate of growth of housing may slow somewhat freeing some of the resources which 
had been going into housing and land specunlation for other uses. 

Although the potential for increasing the house!:old savings component of domestic 
bank resources exists, many of current banking praclices limit access to savings
instruments to large investors. For example, large deposit requirements needed to 
open savings accounts require a household to have substantial informal savir-Is before 
they even have access to the hanking system. 

The requirements for high downpayments prior to obtaining housing firience who
limit households fron using the formal housing finance sector. One of the impacts of 
the loan ceilings which have been placed on cooperative loans has been to reduce the 
percent of financing of cooperative loans. Mainly middle and upper income households 
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have either gone to other lending institutions, such as the Credit Foncier, for 
additional loans or have paid larger cash deposits in order to obtain cooperative
loans. While in one sense this form of lending program has met the affordability 
standards of the groups being served, it is questionable as to whether the initial 
objectives of the program are being met, i.e., to serve lower income households. 
There still ex>- a large disparity between the two groups. The informal sector is 
financing housing at roughly L.F. 2,200 per unit and at that level of expenditure
could do so at current Central Bank lending rates of 12.5 percent. On the other 
hand, the groups being served by the cooperative lending program are receiving units 
which average in costs between L.F. 6,000 to 7,000 and Gre receiving them at 
concessional lending terms (roughly 3.5 percent annual interest). If a household has 
informal savings equal to 50 percent of the cost of a dwelling unit, it is much more 
likely to finance construction through the informal sector by building incrementally 
and completing the unit when additional savings permit. 

2. 	 Improving the Performance of the Formal Housing Finance Sector 

Several measures could be taken to improve access to the formal housing finance 
sector and expand the volume of its nctivities. Some of these changes would require
legislative changes in banking structure and planning legislation while others could 
be accomplished through changes in administrative procedures or internal policy 
changes. Ir all cases, expanding the formal sector's activities would have the 
objective of impr,.ving inter-personal and inter-regional equity of housing finance by
enlarging beneficiary groups, particularly low and middle income households who may 
not have large savings. 

The demands for financing both housing and other infrastructure over the NUPS 
planning period are large and will place severe constraints on public sector 
resources if a larger share of financing housing and infrastructure is not allocated 
to private sector savincqs, either in or outside the informal sector. The primary 
issues at stake regarding housing finance are: 

* 	 To continue the rather narrow focus of formal sector housing finance, but direct 
it more towards achieving equity or spatial objectives of rUPS which cannot be 
financed by the informal sector and then seek to facilitate informal sector 
housing finance through providing infrastructure in desirable locations. 

* 	 To attempt to attract nore of the informal sector's financial resources t,) the 
banking system and broaden the functions of the formal sector banking system to 
allow it a greater role in financing urban development. 

We would argue that both objectives are probably necessary to meet National Urban 
Policy Objectives, and would make the following recon-ewndations aimed at improving 
access to formal sector housing finance, improving the efficiency of housing finance 
generally (both formal and informal systens), and cit the same tine expandinq the 
financial resources which are available for implet-,entinq housing and infrastructure 
requirements of National Urban Policy. 

a. Subdivision and Building Permnits 

As a first step in improving access to formal sector housing finance, the delays 
and costs currently encountered in obtaining subdivision and building permits should 
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be reduced. While it is recognized that building permits and subdivision fees 
represent a source of local Government finance, this resource could be enhanced
through increasing the number of permits granted at more reasonable costs than by
maintaining the current system which entails long delays in obtaining permits. These 
requirements are further discussed in Chapter VII. 

b. Increased Percent of Financing Available 

One of the primary constraints to low and medium income groups in obtaining
forrnal sector housing finance is the requirements for relatively large downpayments 
as a condition of securing mortgage financing. Access to mortgage finance is further
restricted by the practice of granting private sector mortgage loans on the apprais,,d
value of construction rather than rnirket values which further reduced the percent of 
housing finance actuallv being provided.34 

Further, data provided by the GARI-C suqgests that placinq loan ceilings on
cooperative loans has not had the desired effect of increasing the number of low
income beneficiaries to the progran. The average dwelling unit financed under the 
program cost between I_.I.7,000 to 8,000; however, only about 50 percent of those 
costs are financed by cooperative loans. The remainind- portion of dwelling unit 
costs are either financed throgh savings (as rrmuch (is L.F. li,00O per unit) or through
loans fromn other insti ttions. '5 This sitluation Ihas resu lt,d because GAR3HC's loan 
ceilings are based on unit sizes and values resulting from those str 'idards rather
than on th, aotual affordability of low inccxne grotups. 36 A better aechani sm for 
determiinq ho ijsehold afford(bility wotld be to determine affordable loan value of
household incores and savinqs based o (1 trte opportunitv cost of capital. If
subsidies nre deemed necessary to mneet other criteria, then a better basis for
distributing these suibsidies to low incoine or disadvantaged groups is established. 

c. Increisi na... .......... . .of lnst itul ions ,_____ iIkuL ,-lousi.(_. thc. . ...Nlumber. ... r..:&,.idiL ______ 1 ll 

Presentlv, aic-cs,; to housing fin(ince is severely constrained by linim.inq mortgage
fi nacing to (i snirll irnlher of hanks and in;littitions like the GARHC. However, there 
are roughly ')()) hrancheS of comnmerciril al<s which could, if they were allowed to 
engage i 1 riagt: firtivinciriq, si gnifir(tly increase regional access to housing
finance.37 

d. Provision of__ ct-ge iFin ncli q 

The lack oft itinely ;rovision of infrastructure to informal settlements is one of 
the major driAbcks of the inforncl settlement process. Furthermrrore, it is one of
the priniry rieason. for the proliferatiori of informal settlenents on aqricultural
land where there is access to agricutltural or ground water suipplies. Therefore, to
improve the Ior-ational aspects of infornia l set tlenien s, (s well as iiiprove the
environmientail qua lit' of them, it is recotiiiiended that I)ac<aqe firnncing of housing

developmenits b, provid(ed in which finnanicing 
 of the costs of local irfrastructure and

land be offered to low and rmid(lhe incorne ypot)ps. The details of lnis program have
 
been discussed in the previt s 'ec tion.
 

P. I i jit n the Period Over lbo .bsidies (f rnittedi aire 

When stibsidies (ir e 'rnrted, particitlirly interest rote subsidies, it is 
recommended iltht they Ib provided for only initial periods of the life of the 
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mortgage loan. Since it is likely that household incomes will continue to increase 
while a household may not be able to afford servicing a loan initially, later 
increases in re-il income will allow it to afford more of the costs of mortgage 
financing, therefore, subsidies can be reduced. More frequent and more comprehensive
data about household incomes and savings will be necessary to make this program 
successful. Furthermore, it will require careful monitoring to ensure that it does 
not create an undue strain on household incomes even 'f they are increasing. 
However, given the periods when subsidies are beirg granted, unless the lending 
institution has sizeable and very flexible financial resources, it will require 
assistance in servicing the subsidies. Therefore, programs of this nature should be 
limited to very specific target groups such as disadvantaged groups or occupants of 
new settlement areas in which some financial assistance is necessary. 

f. Improved Cost Recovery 

If it is determined for socia-culturul reasons that it is desirable to continue 
subsidizing interest rates for mortgage loans, particularly cooperatives, then 
lending institutions should be allowed to participate in the equity of the project
being financed. It is recommended that this take the form of providing leasehold 
ownership for land in cooperative projects. The financing institution could then 
realize an income stream from leasing the land which could be aimed at covering the 
difference between the institution's lending and borrowing rates. These lease 
payments could eventually relieve the Treasury of the need for subsidizing most 
housing loans. 

Although not part of the formal sector housing finance sector, equally important to 
improving cost recovery is the need to gradually increase user charges for urban 
services such as water supply, sanitation, electricity, etc. As is pointed out in Chapter
VI and in Appendix V-B., these charges are not adequate to finance the salaries and 
operating expense of most public utilities, let alone requirements for expansion of their 
systems. While portions of the capital requirements for expansion of infrastructure can 
be met through mortgage financincl, not all requirements can be. There will still be a 
need for public utilities to finanre trunk infrastructure throuqh other means. 
Therefore, to improve the capability of public utilities to finance needed expansion of 
renewal of infrastructure, greater portions of the financing costs will need to be met 
through gradually increasing user charges. 

g. Finance for Advance Deposits and Renewal 

The Rent Control Law 136 of 1981 allows developers of new rental prooerties to 
take advnnce deposits from potential renters equal to two years rent. This change in 
the rent control law represents a mechanism whereby key money payments which are now 
outside of the formal financial sector due to their illegality can be formalized. 
This form of tenancy should be strengthened to the point where it represents a form 
of collateral which potenrial renters could use to obtain medium term loans from 
financial institutions. 

While providing finance for key money payments to obtain tenancy rights in 
existing buildings is a more complex issue, the ultimate aim of the formal housing 
finance sector should be to include financing for the purchase of tenancy rights, 
both as a mechanism for ensuring that the resources represented by these payments are 
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available to the formal financial sector, and as a means of providing finance for 
renewal of existing built-areas of Egypt's urban places. Finance for renewal of 
structures in existing built-areas is especially critical if vertical redevelopment
of the low density cores of many settlements is to occur. 

While these recommendations have been aimed specifically Jt the housing finance 
sector, the following are aimed more generally at increasing household savings within 
the banking sector: 

* 	 Interest rates on medium and long lerm deposits and savings accounts in local 
currency accounts should be made as attractive as those denominated in foreign
currencies. Further, as recomnended by the International Monetary Fund, this 
increase in interest rates on medium and long term deposits should be copled
with a reduction or removal of taxes on interest paid on those accounts.3 8 

* 	 Consideration should be given to paying free market rates for worker remittance 
income which is deposited into the financial system, especially into time or
saving accounts. Indications are that amount of remittance income flowing
through the financial system is decreasing, although the volurne of remittance 
income is not. 3 9 Therefore, the aim of this measure is to attract more of this 
income to the formal financial sector. 

* 	 Minimum deposit requirements should be reduced substantially. The effect of 
current minimum deposit requirements is to require a household to accumulate 
substantial savings prior to gaining access to the formal sector. 

* 	 Household savings must be more aggressively courted by the banking sector than 
they are now. Although there have been substantial increases in private sector 
t;ine and savings deposits, when compared with the current rate of expansion of
the money supply (reaching 35 percent during 1980), the actual rate of increase 
is far less dranatic. 4 0 Advertising campaigns illustrating the benefits of
having savings accounts should be developed to attract household savings.
Although long term deposits form the backbone of mortgage lending activity, the 
aim of these initial savings prograr-ns should be to attract households to any type
of savings programs. However, emphasis might be placed on medium to longer term 
maturities to provide more stability for the banking system. 

Once people K, e fulfilled their most urgent aspirotions to a plot of land, a
house and basic consumer durable goods, they have a natural incentive to establish a 
stake in, and a continuing source of income for themselves and their families, from 
a dynamic Egyptian industry. Recent indications, however, suggest that the proportion
of expatriate earnings that is not effectively repatriated through the financial 
system has been increasing. The share of these savings utilized for own exchange
imports has expanded much more rapidly than their overall savings, and at least since
1978, remittances through the banking system have increased only modestly. This is 
indicated in Table V-34;. 

h. Sunmary_ of Recomm)endations for Housing and Intra-Urban Infrastructure 

The following is a summary of the major recorrvnendations of the types of actions
which will be necessary to implement the intra-urban infrastructure portions of the 
Preferred Strategy. 
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TABLE V-34 

SAVINGS BY EGYPTIANS WORKING ABROAD 

1976 - JUNE 1980 

REMITTANCES AND OWN EXCHANGES IMPORTS
 

(L.E. MILLIONS)
 

REMITTANCES THROUGH OWN EXCHANGE 

AUTHORIZED BANKS IMPORTS TOTAL 

YEAR VALUE % VALUE % VALUE
 

1976 238.1 60.5 155.7 39.5 393.8
 

1977 358.2 57.5 265.2 42.5 623.4
 

1978 644.5* 52.3 587.2 47.7 1,231.7
 

1979 610.5 42.1 839.3 57.9 1,449.8
 

Jan-June 1978 277.8 51.7 259.8 48.3 537.6
 

Jan-June 1979 278.2 41.1 398.9 58.9 677.1
 

Jan-June 1980 335.0 36.7 579.4 63.3 914.4
 

Revised from preliminary estimates of L.E. 661.6 million.
 

SOURCE: Central Bank of Egypt.
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* 	 The standards of housing and intra-urban infrastructure should be determined 
according to tlie spatial priorities of National .Jrhan Policy. Thus, these 
standards become tools for implementing specific objectives such (is the creation 
of a major urban center in Suez. We have recommended nine nwijor spatial target 
groups for which different sets of standards hove been smirested. 

* 	 Most public sector investment in intira-urban int rusirt'ictire shotild he irniem((it 
increasinq private sector par ticipation in th, s,."investments, either through
direct investment int busin I or throiglh se ectinq standlardts which p'rinit greater 
cost reco,,ery. We have illbstro!ed how careful selectioi of standirds of howiinq 
and 	 intra-tirban infrostrmt ire which are torle tted to hoiisehold (iffordatility can 
reduce total puh i- sect or financiail requireilmints, and in some so tt I'en ts 
(notably Greater C(airo) cuml potentially gjenerate sr - ises in hmisehold Sclvinqs 
which cou ltd e vailal, o finance sheller aeeIs in ot her ares,. 

* 	 When sulbsidies (reqroiled, they should inI dirt cl.d to ,isa lwintaqid iwotvs which 
exist either as ci resjlt of existinq inepqt ities o)r who, hecawie o of )pnt ial 
priorities being grantIed in other areas(I;, have Iower incomeI s andi,thus, 
require assistalnr . Howevor, when thu,:,s, 5(hidtie, n0 , Cor ('d, they 
should be tised to finrn e bas im eve Is of iItr ,Istruwt, iret , if),.r shol 1d 
be I 	imted itin Im, d r (i ion. 

* 	 If publI tic( res()I ct'I (Irer (I 1t, m iidmii /0 in) t! we firIii imr i o iir i-i) ir n 
infrastructur( inv.stiwa nt, lin :r eilt t itlo pl. to h. ruldl to (1tr(icd'Aill hive e 
household savings It fo nml s)tirtor inst t i.,,. 'V, hav, recoririwidu'm th t this 
can be done by "ncom-oiaoinl hmmmstios I i,tir.v inimuce ofs qretr portion 
housing ists tIIro(- I set t ing ,l-taf rIs fit It'v s vhi-h ire (i ffor tlltoto 
households. It (-iii (iIso he dot I i m(h i ii' I1,1)r in ins ti tIions Ino r(t)hon ini 

1ho S(,IiolI s iS for :it ti(rIIIatIractiv(' to , sucI as ptvirnlt ini ,I t rates ic in omne 
ated foreign rid, provi I i .i t', Ih 

attractive to siver. 

denom in( in :Ir r(Ini(, us Ii rus ()I i'!'st t '..' i .ire, 

0 	 The existiq lijsi op institit ions, par t1 i- .kiI %tvi cop'( rativ'm, ,to(l1t (limn (it 
servinq wiv m'hi hro dalr t(iirqpet ro ips. A,; (I ,l l t, th sr, instiil tioi"s rumlid alirmi 
at servinq hot isehol,, who in now ti indii i s irim1 t hrIIr ih iin for', i i(!sector 
processes ty prov idin~i s, r vi,,, I Ian, wvi f1 i - r)lis[fI.,tmrwt i tVisiofs.ii [ 
This land shoitd he locat t in close-in I,'ui r',i ,n i( M - t("('Xi<,iiq,-V( 


so low ii,I s 'nIrI .., 
Further, if a poI icy of provi m sti rI ,of/1int[It(,, t iIItes i ', I',t for ,ou i l 

huilt areas that inc-di hoi! , !fi . ,()rv'' forti., (0 i ! *-\'O 0 
up 

reasons, thol thes. toiis shoiild be grantfI to lo rviemur' hirseiols. everi-t".low 
the developienl ,i(J(.Ic\/ :;uoi rld retain owr nei-ship ,vf n I c to ,r'overtJ li(i (it t,ilpt r 
iore cf the ictmil cosIs (1 developrmrent o pls' pi(vli,,llc,.thr(l 
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NOTES 

CHAPTER V 

SECTORIAL ISSUES AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

1 Bertrand Renaud, National Urbanization Policiesin Developing Countries, IBRD, 
July 1979, p. 82. 

Galeel El Emary Abdel, Study of Law 43 Investment Policies, cited in Paul Clark,
Private Sector Industrial Development Strategy, August 1981, p. 7. One of a set of 
studies of Egypt's industrial development strategy undertaken by Boston University 
consultants for USAID. 

3 These patternsare discernedand analyzed in H. Cheneryand L. Taylor, Development
Patterns: Among Countries and Over Time, Review of Economics and Statistic, 
November, 1968, p. 31. 

4 CAPMAS publications combines manufacturing and mining. This is 
unfortunate since mining, like petroleum extraction, offers no locational 
flexibility. The small number of workers employed in mining, however, mitigates 
the problem. 

5 This procedure was used also by the Suez Canal regional planning team. It is 
found in the statistical study by Chenery and Taylor referred to in Footnote 3. 

6 From Wesley Weidemann, NUPS occasional working paper, "New Directions in 
Agricultural Policy," August 1981. 

7 See also NUPS Illustrative Development Project Report on Qena/Naga 
Hamadi. 

8 See also discussion of Suez in Chapter III. 

9 See also NUPS illustrative development project report on Tanta. 

10 Leo Klaassen, "Methods for Selecting Industries for Depressed Areas," OECD, 
1967, p. 25. 

11 Affordability is defined throughout this section as the amounts of shelter and 
intra-urban infrastructure costs, both initial capital investment costs and long run 
marginal costs (usually operations and maintenance, but the concept can include other 
types of costs such as depreciation) which a household can afford at a true 
opportunity cost for capital. This definition of affordability does not fix 
standards of housing and intra-urban infrastructure at a particula level since 
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difference mixes of standards can be used to achieve the same objective, e.g.,
meeting household affordability. The concept does, however, aim at reachinga mix of
standards, and, thus, costs which households can and are willing to pay for eitherdirectly or through other cost recovery mechanisms. When the costs of housing and
intra-urban infrastructure (since intra-urban infrastructure serves groups greater
than just the household sector, costs generally need to be apportioned according toend users in some fashion) exceed household affordability, some form of long term orshort term assistance (subsidies) is required to make up the difference. These 
subsidies can be used to meet a variety of social and economic objectives as wediscuss in this section. 

12 1976 CAPMAS data was used for this assessment as the 1981 data is not available 
to NUPS. Based on this data roughly 6 percent of Greater Cairo's households are
living in overcrowded "WIsms" and could be defined as being disadvantaged. 

13 1976 and 1966 Census of Housing, CAPMAS. 

14 IBRD, Arab Republic of Egypt, National Urban Sector Report, unpublished draft, 
February, 1981. As quoted from CAPMAS Statistical Indicators and StatisticalYearbook (various issues) and Ministry of Housing statistics, as reported in the
Joint Housing Team, Immediate Action Proposals for Housing in Egypt, Statistical 
Appendix 19. 

15 Informal Housingin Egypt, ABT Associates Inc., for USAID, 1981, p. 12. 

16 Ibid., pp. 13-16. 

17 Ibid., p. 25. 

18 Neither the Informal Housing Survey nor the Housing Census of 1976 estimated the 
area of dwelling units. However, visual inspection by NUPS Team members of informal
dwellings suggests that most room sizes might be in the range of 10.5 square meters;
which, if true, would yield an average unit size of 36 square meters. 

19 Thi- L.E. 2.2 billion is only an order of magnitude estimate of informal housing
activity as reflected in national accounts due to the illegality of the transactions
involved. For example, the National Accounts shov, an investment in housing in 1979
of only L.E. 289 millions (International Monetary Fund, A.R.E. Recent Economic
Development, January 1981, Table 14, p. 54). estimateThis was prepared by
projecting the total number of housing units built in each year and multiplying thoso
costs times estimates of informal sector building costs and land acquisition
prices. 

20 Tenth of Ramadan FirstStage, Final Report, Arab Republic of Egypt, Ministry of 
Development and New Communities, Advisory Committee for Reconstruction, 1978.
10th of Ramadan Development Authority, 15th of May Development Authority. 

21 If non-conventionalmortgages were offered such as variablepayment mortgagesin 
which annual mortgage payments increased at 3 percent per year to reflect the NUPS
projected increase in household disposable income, such units become affordable to
households at the 30th percentile at similar interest rates and lending periods. 
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22 In almost all household income surveys conducted throughout the world in low 
income neighborhoods,households report expenditures higher than their incomes. The 
usual explanations for this variation are that households are reluctant to discuss 
their actual incomes and, thus, under-report them; they have access to multiple
income sources which households do not consider part of their main income, or they
have access to credit sources. However, as the Informal Housing in Egypt report
felt that households were relatively open about their responses to survey questions,
the difference between expenditures and income in Egypt could also be worker 
remittances from other countries. However, the survey did not specifically request 
data about remittances, thus, only conjectures about remittance income can be made 
from the data. 

23 USAID Internal Memorandum, "Egypt's Food and Energy Subsidies," (Cairo, 
1980.) 

24 For example, petroleum products were sold in Egypt in 1979 at L.E. 7.50 per ton 
while the international price was L.E. 122.00. 

25 Informal Housing in Egypt, pp. 108. Cairo data only. 

26 Ibid., p. 160. 
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CHAPTER VI 

INTER-URBAN INFRASTRUCTURE
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Four major components of inter-urban infrastructure requirements have been 
reviewed for the Preferred Strategy: inter-urban transport, bulk electrical power
generation and transmission, telecommunicatinns, and bulk water requirements. 
Of the four, the largest financial requirements are for the power and 
telecomunications components of inter-regional infrastructure. Due to the very 
large capital requirements of these two components, two sets of projections of their 
costs were made to indicate the potential impact on total investment requirements.
These two projections are shown in Table VI-l. 

The variation in these two estimates results from modifications in plant or 
estimates of demand for inter-urban infrastructure. The high estimate for power
results from inclusion of nuclear power plants in the estimates of capital costs. 
The two estimates of telecomrmrunications costs result from different projections of 
telecommunications demand. The first shows investment requirements if demand is 
projected from the telecorrynunications sector study, while the second shows investment 
requirements if demand is reduced through reliance on technology which permits more 
telephones per line and if overall demand requirements are in the range projected by
telephone demand/per capital GDP relationships observed from international cross 
sectional data. 

The two different investment projecti ns have a significant impact on total 
investment as a proportion of GDP as is shown in Table VI-2. 

The overall policy choice is not to develop one sector and leave another 
undeveloped, but rather whether one or more sectors will be emphasized through a 
higher level of spending, rather than each sector receiving a more uniform level of 
development. Coupled with these major policy choices are choices about the degree to 
which the Government will regulate demand for inter-regional infrastructure services 
through pricing mechanisms which increase cost recovery and encourage consumers of 
inter-urban infrastrucr,.re to improve the efficiency of utilization of the services. 
For example, the secticii on power indicntes that national demand for electrical power
could be reduced 35 percent over the plcnning period if there was a move towards 
pricing electrical power at its international market prices. Although the 
telecorrunications sector study does not give disaggregated marginal cost data from 
which the effect of pricing polic'es could be illustrated, it is likely that similar 
possibilities exist there. 

The following four sections discuss individual components of inter-urban 
infrastructure. In each, data for the projections of the investment requirements
of the Preferred Strategy come from either master plans prepared for the 
infrastructure sector or projections of either demand or investment requirements for 
the sector. Where the data permitted, dlternative projections were prepared to 
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TABLE VI-1 
INVESTMENT REQUIREMENTS OF 

INTER-URBAN INFRASTRUCTURE, 1986-2000 

Inter-Urban Infrastructure High Estimate Low Estimate 
Component (L.E.Millions) (L.E.MlIllons) 

Transport 5,931 5,931 
Power 29,828 11,063 
Telecommunications 17,779 9,777 
Bulk Water 29 29 

TOTAL 
 53,565 26,80u
 

Source: NUPS analysis
 

TABLE VI-2 
INVESTMENT REQUIREMENTS FOR 
INTER-URBAN INFRASTRUCTURE 

AS A PROPORTION OF GDP, 1986-2000 

Period 
 Inter-Urban 
 Cumulative 
 Inter-Urban
 
Infrastructure 
 GOP 
 Infrastructure
 

Investment 
 Investment as a
 
Percent of GDP
 

(L.E.Millions) (L.E.Mllllons) 
 (%)
 

Estimate Estimate Estimate Estimate 
1II I II 

1986-1990 13,209 3,350 104,516 12.6 5.1 
1991-1995 16,698 9,269 140,894 11.9 6.5 
1996-2000 23,654 12,131 '90,868 12.4 6.9 

Total 1986-2000 56,565 26,800 435,270 13.2 6.1 

NOTE: Totals may not 
add due to rounding.
 

SOURCE: NUPS GOP projections and 
Inter-urban Infrastructure
 

projections.
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illustrate policy choices. In all four cases, the projected investment requirements 
should be viewed as indicative of the order of magnitude trends which would result 
from following a particular inter-urban investment policy and not the actual costs 
which would be incurred since detailed feasibility studies of individual projects 
would be required to achieve that level of accuracy. However, in preparing more 
detailed feasibility studies of individual projects, an important component of those 
studies should be the likely demand which will be imposed by the preferred strategy. 

II. 	 THE PREFERRED STRATEGY AND INTER-URBAN TRANSPORT 

A. 	 Background 

The identification of the Preferred Settlement Strategy makes it feasible to 
relate that strategy to the transport sector, particularly inter-urban transport. 
What is vital, in terms of the inter-urban transport sector, is that the Preferred 
Strategy represents a relatively low cost solution to urban development in Egypt, and 
thereby tends to rely on the existing transport network rather than requiring the 
need for extensive new capacity. In the context of this finding, the folowv.'ing 
spatial choices are particularly important in ternis of future transport needs: 

* 	 Adoption of a policy of selective decentralization over the next 15 to 20 years
 
to Suez and 3 Upper Egypt settlements: Assiut, the Qena/Naga Hamadi corridor and
 
Aswan.
 

* 	 Major emphasis on Suez as a counter-attraction to Cairo and Alexandria, and as a 
longer term regional strategy, the development of Suez into a base for subsequent 
growth in the Sinai and along the Red Sea coast. 

* 	 A strategy ot managed growth in the Delta aimed at conserving arable land through 
controlled growth of Delta settlements. Tanta and Mansoura are recorrvnended as 
test 	cases.
 

Alexandria should be ecnouraged to grow as a major urban competitor to Ca 
through planned growth within its metropolitan region. 

0 	 Recognition that the Greater Cairo Metropolitan Region will experience 
considerable growth which must he accommodated within both sectoral and spatial 
plans. Of particular relevance to transport policy is the recorrTnendation that 
the 	axis of Greater Cairo's growth be shifted from a north-south direction to an 
east-west direction. 

These recomm-endlations illustrate the inlteractive relationship between urban 
development and inter-urban transport. If followed, they will specify, to a 
considerable ex ent, the nature and location of inter-uJrban transportation demands. 
Trip volumes along particular origin/destination pairs will be largely determined by
these recorrinendations, and obviously the transport sector must he prepared to respond 
once these objectives become national policy. 
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Transportation interacts with urban development by not only responding to the 
spatial demands imposed by an urban development strategy, but also attracting
development to its services and thereby either reinforcing or subverting the selected 
urban strategy. Though these interacting relationships are not always immediately
apparent, they are steady and often inexorable. The linear highway development, the
concentration of development around rail and lightrail stations and highway
interchanges are only two examples out of many of this interaction. Thus, the
transportation implications of the NUPS Preferred Strategy are important not only in 
terms of their effects on transpor tation, but also the potential impact
transportation policies have on the Preferred Strategy. 

B. Current and Futuire Inter-Urban Transport 

Planning for the future inter-urban transport needs of any country is complex.
It is made even more difficult when data collection and availability is still
relatively rudimentary and only in the early development stages themselves. However,
in the developing countries, decisions on investment in transport are often easier
than might be implied by planning studies. Many of the modal systems and networks 
are so run-down relative to needs (especially if economic growth is rapid) that high
yield investment can be found in improving the existing syste0is and networks.
The decision then tends to focus not on whether to invest but into which mode (rail
vs. road) first and how to phase the investmunts in the face of scarce capital 
resources. 

Egypt is no stranger to this condition. Since 1976, there have been Iwo major
national transportation studies with a Draft Final Report having been completed in 
April of 1981. Both studies confirm that there is little lack of investment
opportunity. Though they differ on many issues and priorities, they are in agreement
in their major conclusions: prirnary_nphasis should be _imon npr ovinq existingnetworks -- very few major new corridors were reconinended for development. 

The basic enphasis of these studies has been rehabilitation and improvement in
inter-urban service. Fhis included, in the most recent report by .FDfCO, The Egypt
National Transport Study (April 1981), mxre economic pricing, better modal balance
between rail, bus, truck (n(c taxi, greater use of unit trains for freight,
enforcemet of truck weiqht limits, rehabilitation of the existing highway and rail
networks (the latter given first priority), improved maintenance of the waterways,
and sone capacity expansion on key rafl and highway corridors. Thus, nc major new
corridors have been recorrinended for transport development that would conflict with 
the Preferred Strateqy. Issues of concern ire largely timing and emphasis of one
corridor over another, and what role the sector might play ir, helping to inrplement
the Preferred Strategy. 

C. Review of National Transport Study 

The NE[ D-CO Fqypt National Transport Study (NTS) covers passenger and freight
transportation for rail, highway and water~vyy transport. The NTS provides a 
significant number of invetinent recorvnenclntions phased over the period to the year

2000. Detailed rail investments have been reconrnended to the year 2000 and highway

investments in detail to 1987, and in aggregate terms 
to 2000. Waterway investments 
were reconnen(led in only iggregate terms for the period 1982 to 2000. Ports, 
pipelines rld air invesIinent reconvnendations contained little detail that cotuld be 
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related to the proposed NUPS preferred alternative. These aggregate recorrrnendations 
are shown in Table VI-3. 

TABLE VI-3 
TOTAL TRANSPORT INVESTMENTS 1981 TO 2000 

MILLION L.E. IN 1979 PRICES 

PORTS, PIPELINES 
AMOUNT RAIL HIGHWAY WATER WAY AIR TRANSPORT TOTAL 

L.E. 898.9 6,923.9 169.5 No details available 7,991.3 

Percent 11.3 86.6 2.1 - 100.0 

SOURCE: Egypt National Transport Study; Draft Final Report -1981 Phase 1, Main
 
Report and Annexes V, IV, and VII.
 

Almost 90 percent of the NTS investment is directed to the highway sector.
This is consistent with the dominant role played by the highway sector for both 
passenger and freight transport in Egypt. However, in terms of priorities, the rail 
sector has been identified as the most neglected mode in the transportation sector. 
Beyond the rail sector and selected highway investments, investments in the other
modes are less specifically defined. The investment allocation emphasizes
maintenance and rehabilitation of existing capacity: out of a total investment of 
L.E. 7,991.3 million, L.E. 6,455.5 represents maintenance and fleet requirements or
about 80 percent of the total. The corresponding share for maintenance and fleet
replacement for each mode is about at the same level. The general conclusion is that 
the inter-urban investments recorTnnended in The NTS will not negatively impact the 
preferred strategy t!.rough creating conflicting new corridors and spatial
implications. The more significant interactions will occur in terms of changes in
needs for projected capacity requirements at specific locations (rail and road 
especially) and/or in the timing of the projected requirements. 

D. The Preferred Strategy and Inter-Urban Transport Impacts 

The inter-urban transpor.'ation implications of the NUPS Preferred Strategy are
directly related to the implied differences between the population and employment
distributions of the NEDECO Transport Study and the Preferred Strategy. Two aspects
of transportation will be affected, operating costs and investment requirements, and 
should be considered as follows: 

I. The difference in aggregate operating costs implied by the difference between the 
Preferred Strategy and Phase II NTS distribution of population and employment
results from: 
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" Longer averijqe trip distances between the Phase 11 ITS and the Preferred 
Alternative. 

* 	 Changes in operating costs attributable to shifts in modal use (i.e., from truck 
to rail or vice veras as a result of longer or shorter average trip lengths). 

* 	 The impact of scale effects as the result of differences in level of service 
assumed needed for the remote areas and an associated change in the scale of 
operations. 

2. 	 Increases or decreases or other changes in capital investment requiremenis 
resulting from: 

* 	 The differences in the capacity requirements and the investment cost between the 
Preferred Strategy and the NTS study. 

* 	 Changes in the location of transport investments and the effects of these
 
locational changes on the cost of investment (i.e., lower land cost in rcmote
 
areas in contrast to higher land cost in more densely developed areas).
 

* 	 Changes in the phasinq of investment. An analysis has been undertaken of the 
differences between the NEDECO Phase II NTS and the Preferred Strategy. These 
differences are considered in the discussion of the cost implications of the 
Preferred Alternative. 

E. 	 The Preferred Strategy_and the NEDECO Phase II NTS National Transport Study 

The most direct indicators of differences in the transportation implications of 
the NEDECO Phase 11 NTS and the NUPS Preferred Alternative are the respective
population distributions for the year 2000. These are shown for each of the 40 major
urban locations used by the NUPS study (Table VI-4) and grouped by major 
zones I (Table VI-5). 

The single most signficant difference may be found in the 1976-2000 annual growth 
rates. lhe NEDECO rates tend to be quite uniform for most locations -- reflecting an 
annual rate range of about 3.6 to 3.9 percent. This results largely from the manner 
in which the projections were developed -- on the basis of assumed changes in the 
rural-urban mix. The NUPS projections reflect considerable variations reflecting the 
results of designating urban growth to a specific growth objective and projecting on 
a site-by-site basis. 

The most significant differences between the NUPS Preferred Strategy population
projections and the NTS population projections affecting transport demand are: 

* 	 Emphasis on accepting growth in Cairo but deconcentrating within the region,
results in a NUPS population estimate that is about 1.5 million larger than the 
NTS Phase II low estimates. 

" 	 Given the higher NUPS population estimates for Cairo, growth in Alexandria is 
kep- to about 5.5 million which corresponds closely to the NTS low estimates 
indicating that this would probably be a reasonable base on which to plan urban 
transport systems for Alexandria. 
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TABLE VI-4 

NEDECO AND NUPS POPULATION ESTIMATES FOR MAJOR URBAN AREAS 

1976 AND 2000 

NEDECO ANNUAL NUPS PREFERRED 

1976 NEDECO POPULATION EST. GROWTH NUPS PREFERRED STRATEGY ANNUAL 

URBAN AREA Population YEAR 2000 - IN 000's RATE 76-2000 STRATEGY POP. GROWTH 

(000's) LOW HIGH LOW HIGH 2000 IN 000's 76 - 2000 

a 

GREATER CAIRO 6,711(6,843) 14,990 15,455 3.32 3.45 16,500 3.82
 

ALEXANDRIA 2,319 5,549 6,012 3.70 4.05 5,00 3.66
 

DELTA
 

TANTA 285 660 715 3.56 3.91 575 2,97 

MANSOURA 258 597 647 3.56 3.91 550 3.20 

MAHALLA 293 678 735 3.56 3.91 565 2.77 

ZAGAZIG 203 469 508 3.55 3.90 335 2.11 

DAMANHUR 189 438 474 3.56 3.91 340 2.48 

SHEBIN EL KOM 103 238 258 3.55 3.90 175 2.23 

KAFR EL DAWAR 161 373 404 3.56 3.91 415 4.02 

DAMIETTA 93 222 241 3.69 4.05 190 3.02 

QALYUB 63 137 148 3.29 3.62 120 2.72 

DESSOUK 59 137 148 3.57 3.91 90 1.78 

ABU KEBIR 55 127 138 3.55 3.91 85 1.83 

ZEFTA 50 116 125 3.57 3.89 95 2.71 

BENHA 89 194 210 3.30 3.64 165 2.61 

BELKAS 50 116 125 3.57 3.59 85 2.23 

MIT GHANR 72 117 180 3.57 3.89 120 2.15 

BELBEIS 69 (92) 
a 

213 230 3.56 3.89 110 1.96 

MATARIA 61 141 153 3.55 3.91 105 2.29 

KAFR EL SHEIKH 78 176 191 4.51 4.87 I.0 2.15 

IDKU 67 b b b b 120 2.79 

MENOUF 82 189 205 3.54 3.89 100 2.52 

NORTH UPPER EGYPT
 

FAYOUM 167 388 420 3.57 3.92 355 3.19
 

CENI SUEF 118 274 297 3.57 3.92 220 2.43
 

MINIA 146 340 369 3.59 3.94 284 1.84
 

MALLAWY 74 171 186 3.55 3.92 129 1.39
 

SOUTH UPPER EGYPT
 

ASSIUT 214 495 536 3.56 3.90 600 4.39
 

ASWAN 144 334 361 3.57 3.90 450 4.86
 

SOHAG 102 236 256 3.56 3.91 184 2.49
 

QENA 94 218 236 3.57 3.91 225 3.70
 

LUXOR 93 216 233 3.57 3.90 220 3.65
 

IKHMIM 53 123 133 3.57 3.91 90 2.23
 

GERGA 52 118 128 3.47 3.82 86 2.12
 

NAGA HAMADI 47 109 118 3.57 3.91 175 5.63
 

CANAL
 

PORT SAID 263 745 807 4.43 4.78 650 3.84
 

ISMAILIYA 146 504 546 5.30 5.65 500 5.26
 

SUEZ 194 670 726 5.30 5.65 850 6.35
 

REMOTE
 

MATRUH 52 (c) 119 129 c C 90 2.31
 
a 


NEW VALLEY 56 (18) 78 85 6.30 6.68 100 2.45
 
a 


RED SEA C1 (47) 112 121 3.68 4.02 110 2.44
 

SINAI C c C - - 100 3.60 

TOTAL 13,454(13,470) 31,177 32,989 3.56 3.80 31,890 


a Population based on 1976 Census. Where NUPS and NEDECO used differed data, NEDECO data Is shown with
 

parenthesis (6,843). Differences appear to be due to minor definitions of area, especially Cairo,
 

or unexplained differences In published sources.
 

b Idku not shown In NFDECO population data In Annex I, Appendix 11.5.
 

No entry shown by NEDECO In source cited In b above.
 

SOURCE: NEDECO, Phase Natural Transportation Study, Annex I, Appendix 1.5 and NUPS Projections and Data.
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TABLE VI-5
 

NEDECO AND NUPS POPULATION ESTIMATES
 
FORTY URBAN AREAS BY BROAD REGION - 2000
 

DIFFERENOE; BETWEEN 
ZONE NEDECO POPULATION EST. NUPS PREFERED 
 NTS AN') NUPS
 

YEAR 2000 (IN 0001s) STRATEGY POP. POPULATIOI (0001s)
 
LOW HIGH EST. 2000 (IN 000's) LOW HIGH
 

CAIRO 14,990 15,455 16,500 
 -1,w10 -1,045
 

ALEXANDRIA 
 5,549 6,012 5,500 + 49 + 512
 

DELTA 
 5,388 5,835 4,350 +1,038 +1,485
 

NORTH UPPER EGYPT 173 1,272 990 183 282
+ + 


SOUTH UPPER EGYPT 1,849 2,001 2,030 - 181 29-


CANAL 1,919 2,079 
 2,000 - 81 + 79 

REMOTE 309 
 335 400  91 - 65
 

TOTAL 31,177 32,989 31,770* - 593 +1,219 

Total excludes Idku (120,000)
 

SOURCE: Table V-2, NIS.
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" 	 As a result of a NUPS recommended Delta growth management strategy, it is not 
surprising that the NTS Phase II estimates are about 1.0 to 1.5 million larger
than the NUP; estimates (Table VI-5). A review of the city data in Table VI-4
reveals that most of the NTS estimates are in excess of the corresponding NUPS
estimates. Th,- high NTS estimates are especially high for the cities that have 
been considered by NUPS as possible candidates for expanded regional service
functions, e.g., Tanta and Mansoura. The NTS estimates for these cities exceed 
the NUPS estimates by 132,000. 

* 	 Given the limited urban developme.: effort recommended by NUPS for the Remote 
Areas under the Preferred Strategy, but with some selective experimentation, the 
NUPS totals for these areas are slightly higher than those of the NTS in some 
cases (e.g., New Valley), slightly lower for Mcitruh and the Red Sea. There are 
no comparable IHTS figures for the Sinai. 

* I South Upper Egypt, Assiut, Aswan and (ena/Naga Hamadi have been identified as 
"special emphasis" centers for Upper Egypt. This is reflected in the higher
population estimates by NUPS - except Qe.a (Table VI-14). 

* 	 The Canal Zone reflecis the impact of the NUPS Preferred Strategy. The NTS 
population estimales for Suez are between 120-180,000 lower than the NUPS 
estimates. (Table VI-4) Correspondingly, the NTS estimates for Port Said are
between 95 and l,!;0,000 higher than the NUPS equivalents, reflecting the NUPS 
strategy that complementary growth would occur in Ismailia and Port Said, but at 
lower rates than Suez. (Table VI-4) 

• 	 In North Upper Egvpt, the icentification of "special emphasis" centers for Hpper
Egypt imply more controlled growth rates than suggested by the NTS 
estimates -- all of which are 	higher than the NUPS estimates. 

A great many of the investment recornnendations of the NTS are directed toward
removing "existing bottlenecks." In the highway sector, some 20 percent of the road
sections inventoried by the NTS are operating with restricted to congested flow
conditions. 2 This doe!, not mean that all segments will require major
improvement -- the frequency of the restriction on congestion is an important
consideration. However, it is quite clear that many of 	 these restricted road
sections are located on critical segments of the road network and are likely 1o need 
improvement whatever the urban development strategy. However phasing and selection
of 	 improvements have important impacts on the urban development strategy. The 
development of the Agricultural vs. the Desert Road between Cairo and Alexandria is a
perfectly good illustration. The scope of the improvement in these two alternative 
alignments could profoundly impact the urban development strategy for not only the
suggested Cairo and Alexandria Concept Plans, but any growth imanagement strategy
developed for the Delta. 

It is not possible in the context of this study to undertake a detailed
examination of each and every road segment in terms of the implications for the NUPS 
Preferred Alternntive. However, such a review will be needed if the Preferred 
Strategy (or any national urban policy strategy) is to be implemented. 3 

The NTS recognized the need for more careful feasibility studies, and it is quiteevident that in addition to the direct feasibility considerations recom'nended by NTS,
the national urban policy must also be taken into account.'4 
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A similar situation exists for rail transport. Many recommendations have been
made in the NTS study that would affect the rail share of both passenger and freight
traffic. Although a good deal of the proposed NTS rail investment is designed to
make up the "substantial areas and deficiencies," the importance of passenger traffic
and its impact on land transport warrant an evaluation of the proposed NTS investment 
program in terms of the 	national urban policy. The potential for also contributing
to urban development objectives through suburban rail services already in place is of 
particular importance. 

F. 	 Policy and Program Conclusions 

The important interaction between inter-urban transport and national urban 
development policies suggests the following policy conclusions: 

a 	 The Phase I1 National Transport Study investment recommendations need to be 
re-evaluated in terms of their impact on the selected national urban policy. 

* 	 Such a re-evaluation must not only consider how the Preferred Strategy would
affect tioe transport plan (in terms of investment levels, spatial requirements
and 	 priorities and phasing), but also how transport operations and investments 
can be actively used as a policy mechanism to influence and assist in the
implementation and realization of the national objectives implied by the 
Preferred Alternative. 

* 	 All road investment should be justified on a rate of return, benefit/cost basis. 
Since many of the recommended highway investments require further feasibility
studies, these studies should be required to specifically include consideration
of the impacts on national urban development objectives as an addition to 
standard transport benefit-cost objectives. 

• 	 Careful traffic and related data monitoring should be implemented because there 
are likely to be some significant differences in the location of transport
demands under the proposed Preferred Strategy. However, as noted, consideration
of urban development implications in terms of the strategy must be given a high
priority and strong emphasis. 

* 	 The importance placed by the Phase II NTS on reducing and/or eliminating public
subsidies in inter-urban transports is consistent with the emphasis by NUPS on
efficient (low real resource cost) urban development and public cost recovery. 

* 	 The respective inter-urban modal roles of rail and road transport must be
evaluated in terms of the Preferred Strategy. This links to transport policies
generally with respect to pricing and charges and to which theuser tne extent 

public recovers the full cost of investments.
 

* 	 The priority given to either the Cairo-Alexandria Agricultural Road through the 
Delta or the Desert Road will be an important policy element contributing to the 
success or fiilure r-f the Greater Cairo and Alexandria Concept Plans. The
implications of access control and the degree it is imposed on these two roads
need to be carefully studied to determine the proposed levels of service of these 
two roads and their contributi'.is to national urban policy. The study of a
solution for the Cairo-Alexandria corridor road capacity problems is urgently
required and was recommended by the Phase II NTS. 5 
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However, such a study should take into account the urgent need to shift the axis 
of growth of the two major metropolitan areas away from prime arable land onto
deserl areas. Increases in capacity of the Agricultural Road which do not 
support this objective should be carefully studied to seek alternatives which 
improve inter-regional transport conditions, but which do not stimulate
development in prime agricultural areas. Further, study of the Agriculturcl Road 
access control should take nccount of the need to control development in local 
areas. A prime exanple of areas where the present ,uad configuration is
encouraging unplanned development can be found along practically all of the 
length of the Agricultural Road as it passes through Tanta. Strict access
control and realignment of the road could usefully aid in control of such 
unrestricted development. 

* 	 The priority being assigned to Suez and the likelihood that traffic levels to
Suez cou!d increase more rapidly than projected by the Phase II NTS Study, could 
require road capacity increases between Cairc and Suez at an earlier date than 
indicated by the NTS Study. Similarly, the potential rail connection needs to be 
considered and the 	role of rail evaluated vis-a-vis a road alternative. 

* Under the NUPS Preferred Strategy, the Western Desert region is recommended for
high pay-off development only. This strategy results ir,a population level 
slightly higher than the NTS. Since a proposed improved and expanded Western 
Desert Road might have been only marginally feasible with currently scheduled
development, the Preferred Alternatve Strategy may not make it infeasible. 
Therefore, a detailed study is needed to confirm or reject any feasibility 
hypothesis. 

" 	 It is recorrvnended that a similar feasibility e'.aluation be undertaken for the 
road and rail corridors in Upper Egypt using the changed population focus
described earlier, especially for service to and from the "special emphasis"
centers of Assiut, Aswan and Qena/Naga Hamadi. 

* 	 A conclusion of the NTS Phase II Study is that "the potential of pricing policy
tools has not been exploited in Egypt." This is particularly true of the rail 
sector where rates have not been changed over a period of almost 20 years. The
situation is quite different for highways where no systematic underpricing
exists. In terms of freight, rail recovers only 24 percent (as revenue) of its 
total economic costs (transport and infrastructure) in contrast to 71 percent for 
road; the corresponding percentages for passenqer-transport are 28 percent rail 
and 86 percent for road. 

Despite the relatively good performance of road transport, there remains a
productive opportunity to develop better pricing in the future. "lhe 
recommendations of the NTS regarding pricing are complementary to NUPS 
recornendations about efficient use of public investment and greater cost6 recovery. 

* 	 There are a number of specific road segments identified for added capacity (to
6-8 lanes) that are not warranted on the basis of either population differences 
that would result from the Preferred Strategy or are inconsistent with the
Preferred Strategy because of conflicting objectives. The road segments from
Suez to Cairo is an illustration of the former. The Tanta/Damanhour road segment 
through the Delta is a case of the latter. 
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Six to ten lanes of highway, especially approaching Alexandria, would make a
controlled growth axis difficult. Improvement along the road (as it passes
through the Delta) of 6-8 lane levels of service would irake controlled growth in 
Delta almost impossible. 

A similar situation of added lanes is identified by NTS Phase II study for the
road from Beni Suef to Cairo. Again, such added capacity could subvert any
east-west growth axis for Cairo. Added capacity without strict access control
for this road must be evaluated against development objectives. 

G. Investment and Operating Costs of the Preferred Strategy 

The discussion of transport has so far centered on modifications in the National 
TrGnsport Study which would impact either negatively or positively on implerrentation
of the Preferred Strategy. Some of the recommendations for modifications of the 
transport plans would be required under any national urban policy since an urban 
settlement strategy was not clearly articulated before preparation of the National 
Transport Study. 

The following analysis of the inter-urban transport requirements of the Preferred
Strategy illustrates its order of magnitude costs, and to the point possible without 
conducting a national transport study, the implications which adopting the Preferred 
Strategy might have on inter-urban transportation. The National Urban Policy Study
Tern has utilized the Draft Final Report of the Egypt National Transport Study to
develop these inter-regional investment and operating costs and to provide order of 
magnitude differences in costs between the Preferred Strategy and the National 
Transport Study. 

The total investments recommended by NTS between 1981 and 2000 for rail, highway
and internal waterways are shown in detail in Table VI-6. The NTS investments are 
usually given in their repori as two period totals (1981-1987 and 1987-2000). They
have been distributed on an annual basis as described by NTS for 1981-1987 but by the
NUPS Team for 1987-2000 since NTS did not generally provide such annual totals. 

The total investment costs include fixed and variable maintenance costs, costs of 
new investment, plus rehabilitation and costs of initial investments in vehicle
fleets for the three modes. They do not include, however, operating costs which are
calculated by mode on a passenger-kilomfeter or ton-kilometer basis. 

Table VI-7 shows the distribution of financial costs by mode and between 
passenger and freight for 1979, which do include operating costs. Because of the 
subsidies involved relative to the opportunity cost of materials and labor, there are
substantial differences between financial and economic costs. The economic costs in 
1979, which are equivalent to the financial costs in Table VI-7, are shown in Table 
VI-8. 

It is worth noting that economic costs for transportation are 24.8 percent higher
than financial costs and that economic costs exceed financial costs for 
infrastructure by 37 percent. Overall, economic costs are 25 percent higher than
financial costs. Revenue covers about 66 percent of economic costs under current 
transportation policies and about 83 percent of financial costs. Under current 
practices the railroads are more heavily subsidized than road and water. 
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TABLE VI-6 

TOTAL NTS TRANSPORT INVESTMENTS 1981-2000 

L.E. MILLIONS IN ECONOMIC PRICES 

YEAR RAIL INVESTMENT' HIGHWAY INVESTMENTS 
2 


WATERWAY INVESI,,'NT
3 

PORTS
4
 

EXCLUDES INCLUDES 
 EXCLUDES INCLULES 
 AIR TOTAL
 
ROLLING TOTAL MAINTENANCE MAINTENANCE MAINTENANCE 
 MAINTENANCE TRANSPORT 
 INVESTMENT
 
STOCK ALL 
 AND FLEET AND FLEETa AND FLEET AND FLEET 
 AND MAINTENANCE & FLEET
 
ONLY EXPANSION EXPANSION EXPANSION 
 EXPANSION PIPELINESb INCLUDES EXCLUDES
 

1981 	 13.8 
 32.7 282.5 2.6 8.8 
 305.1 49.1
 
1982 
 15.3 54.4 307.1 2.6 
 8.8 	 331.2 72.3
 
1983 	 21.1 
 51.7 307.5 2.6 8.8 
 337.4 55.4
 
1984 	 (57.0) 
 76.8 55.3 314.6 2.6 8.8 
 400.2 77.7
 
1985 (9.7) 29.0 42.4 
 305.4 2.6 8.8 
 343.2 64.8 
1986 (9.3) 31.3 
 52.1 319.1 2.6 8.8 
 359.2 76.7
 
1987 	 (23.2) 43.1 52.7 32A.,) 2.9 
 9.1 
 376.8 75.5
 
1988 	 (15.6) 43.5 52.0 
 326.4 1.1 
 8.2 
 378.1 81.0
 
1989 	 (17.7) 37.4 
 52.0 329.8 1.1 
 8.2 	 375.4 72.8
 
1990 	 (76.2) 49.9 55.0 
 335.4 1.1 
 8.7 	 393.5 79.8
 
1991 	 (27.6) 
 53.0 58.0 342.0 1.2 
 8.3 	 403.3 83.6
 
1992 (28.9) 46.1 61.0 
 348.4 1.2 
 8.3 	 402.8 79.4
 
1993 	 (74.4) 35.1 64.0 
 356.6 1.2 8.3 
 400.0 70.9
 
1994 	 (32.1) 
 37.8 66.0 362.6 1.2 8.3 
 408.7 72.9
 
1995 45.7) 51.0 70.0 
 370.7 1.2 
 8.3 	 430.0 76.5
 
1996 	 (37.2) 39.9 
 74.0 379.9 1.2 8.3 
 428.1 77.9
 
1997 	 (38.7) 41.4 78.0 
 388.2 1.2 
 8.3 
 437.9 81.9
 
1998 	 (77.8) 75.5 82.0 
 397.7 1.2 8.3 
 481.5 85.9
 
1999 	 (60.7) 63.4 
 86.0 407.3 
 1.2 8.3 
 479.0 89.9
 
2000 	 (93.9) 94.5 90.0 
 417.1 1.2 8.3 
 519.9 91.8
 

TOTALS (625.2) 1,229.3
898.9 	 6,923.9 
 33.8 169.5 	 7,991.3 1,535.8
 

a Includes maintenance that Increases from L.E. 14.0 million 
In 1981 to 49.1 million In 2000; bus Intercity replacement and
 
renewal from L.E. 20.8 million In 1981 to 
L.E. 73 	million In 2000 and L.E. 
215 million per year throughout the period for
 
truck renewal and replacement.
 

b 	 expansion thereafter but no amount given. Of

Pipeline data Indicate no facility expansion 1981-1987 (See Main Report); some 


L.E. 
218.8 million allocated to the transport/distribution component within the petroleum/natural gas sector, about 
L.E. 109
 
million Is not allocated to specific projects (to be specified In the second half of the 1978-1982 Five Year Plan. The
 
remainder (also In the Five Year Plan 2
1978-1982 and not In transport sector) are described In Annex VII p. .
 

SOURCES: 	I Egypt National Transport Study Main Report, p. 69, Annex V Chapter 13.
 

2 Main Report, p. 94, Annex IV, Chapter 9.
 

3 Main Report, p. 71, Annex VI, Chapter 12.
 

4 
 Port and 	airport dbh,eopment are not Included as they were outside the scope of work of the NTS.
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TABLE VI-7 
FINANCIAL COSTS AND DEFICITS OF INTER-URBAN TRANSPORT I 

(1979 L.E. MILLIONS)
 
TOTAL 
 FREIGHT 
 PASSENGERS
 

RAIL ROAD 
 WATER RAIL 
 ROAD WATER RAIL ROAD
 

Financial Costs of Transport1 
 167.2 725.4 13.35 
 55.6 452.6 13.35 111.6 
 272.8
 

Financial Costs of Infrastructure2 
 4.9 44.7 1.9b 1.6 30.9 1.96 
 3.3 13.8
 

Total Financial Costs 
 172.1 770.1 15.31 57.2 
 483.5 15.31 
 114.9 286.6

Revenues 
 59.0 725.4 11.36 
 17.8 452.6 11.36 41.2 
 272.8
 

Total Financial Deficit 
 113.1 44.7 3.95 39.4 30.9 
 3.95 73.7 
 13.8
 

Percent Revenue/Total Financial Cost (%) 34 94 74 31 
 94 74 
 36 95
 

Costs of transportation Include fleet additions and operating costs of vehicles per ton-kilometer or passenger
kilometer for estimated 
loads and passenger movement.
 

2 Cost of 
Infrastructure Include fixed and variable maintenance and rehabilitation of 
network plus new Invest

ments in capacity.
 

SOURCE: Egypt National Transport Study, Main Report, NEDECO, P. 154.
 



TABLE VI-8
 

ECONOMIC COSTS AND BALANCES OF 
 INTER-URBAN TRANSPORT 

(1979 L.E. MILLIONS)
 
TOTAL 
 FREIGHT 
 PASSENGERS
 

RAIL 
 ROAD WATER RAIL ROAD WATER RAIL ROAD
 

Economic Cost of Transport 218.8 891.6 20.19 593.6
73.4 20.19 145.4 298.0
 

Economic Cost of Infrastructure 
 4.9 63.7 2.10 1.6 44.1 2.10 3.3 
 19.6
 

Total Economic Cost 
 223.7 955.3 22.29 637.7
75.0 22.29 148.7 317.6
 

Revenue 
 59.0 725.4 11.36 17.8 458.4 11.36 41.2 272.0
 

"Economlc" Deficit 
 164.7 229.9 10.93 185.3
57.2 10.93 107.5 44.6
 

Percent Revenue/Total Econcmic Cost (%) 26 76 51 24 
 71 51 28 86
 

SOURCE: Egypt National Transport Study, Main Report, NEDECO, p. 154.
 



The NUPS Team used NTS's estimates of unit operating costs and their estimates of 
volumes at origins and destinations to calculate operating costs for both passenger 
movement and freight in year 2000. These figures in L.F. mi!!ions are: 

Freight 2,125 

Passengers I,521 

TOTAL 3,646 

From Table VI-9 total operating costs in L.E. million in 1979 were: 

Freight 522 
Possengers 384 

TOTAL 906 

Since NTS's total recornended investment to year 2000 was L.E. 7,992 million, it 
can be said that, from their parameters, it takes an investment of L.E. 2.19 between 
now and year 2000 to provide _.F. 1.00 of total operating capacity (the ability to 
transport goods and passengers measured in constan 1979 prices) in the year 2000. 
This constant has been used to estimate capital requirements from operating costs for 
the Preferred Strategy. 7 

The NUPS Team used the NTS data to calculate year 2000 per capita ton-kilometer 
and passenger-kilometer costs. These per capita figures are derived from the NTS's 
assumed spatial distribution of population and economic activity, based largely upon 
trend patterns of growth. The national derived freight cost/capita is L.E. 57.05 and 
the passenger cost/capital is L.E. 40.84 (1979 prices.) 

Detailed freight and passenger costs per capita by major settlement were used to 
provide indicative operating cost for the Preferred Strategy by multiplying them by 
NUPS population targets. The indicative operating costs derived using this procedure 
may underestimate the differences in operating costs in regions where NUPS 
populations exceed those of the NTS. Pursuit of a phased decentralization program as 
suggested by NUPS would increase passenger flows, average trip distances, and 
ton-kiloneters of freight beyond operating costs implied by this procedure. 8 The 
implied investment costs for the Preferred Strategy are compared with the National 
Transport Study investment costs in Table VI-9 below. If we assume that operating 
costs grow at a uniform annual rate from 1979-20009 and that investment costs grow at 
rates indicated by the time-phasing of investment in Table VI-6, the annual operating 
and investment costs by NUPS Preferred Strategy are as shown in Table VI-10. 

Inter-regional transportation costs are mainly borne by the users of the various 
transportation networks and the national Government. (Tables VI-7 and VI-8 for data 
on cost recovery through transport sector revenues.) Consequently, the operating and 
investment costs associated with the NUPS Preferred Strategy are summarized for the 
country as a whole rather than being assigned as costs to particular settlement zones 
as was done for intra-urban investment costs. (Table VI-I I) However, to the extent 
that there are unrecovered inter-urban transportation costs anywhere in the 
settlement system, they will result in a reduction in the total investment pool 
available to the urban settlement system as a whole. 
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TABLE VI-9 
OPERATING AND INVESTMENT COSTS OF INTER-URBAN 

TRANSPORT OF THE NUPS PREFERRED STRATEGY 
AND THE EGYPT NATIONAL TRANSPORT STUDY 

EGYPT 
NATIONAL NUPS 
TRANSPORT PREFERRED 

ITEM UNIT STUDY STRATEGY 

OPERATING COSTS
 

Total Operating Costs
 
In Year 2000 (L.E. Millions)1 3,646 3,449
 

Total Operating Costs
 
Per Capita (L.E.)l 97.89 92.60
 

INVESTMENT
 

Investment Costs
 
(1981-2000) (L.E. MIllIons)1 
 7,993 7,554
 

1 1979 L.E. prices.
 

SOURCE: 
 Egypt National Transport Study and NUPS projections
 
based on parameters from the Egypt National Transport
 

Study.
 

III. ELECTRICAL POWER SECTOR 

A. Issues in Electrical Power Sector 

Energy developmert has a crucial role to play in Egypt's future urbanization over
the next 20 years. This challenge is particularly significant in the electrical 
energy sector, a sector which has been assigned a dual role in Egypt by energy
planners: that of overall economic development through fairly heavy reliance on 
electrical energy for industrial expansion and that of increased equity through
expansion of the residential component of total use. As a ofenergy result these 
dual demands, net generation requirements are projected to increase by annualan
growth rate of 9.08 percent, and total investment in electrical power generation,
bulk transmission and distribution are expected to increase as a proportion of GDP 
,._c 
 3.1 percent during the 1980-1985 period to 6.5 percent during the 1995-2000period if a program of investment in nuclear facilities is initiated. 

While this g,'owth rate of electrical energy demand is greater than the projected
growth rate of total corrrnercial energy demand in Egypt (5 percent) it is consistent
with Egypt's historic rate of growth of comrnercial energy. However, with this large
projected growth rate in both commercial energy, and more specifically, electrical 
energy, several major issues emerge relating to development of electrical generating
capacity, efficiency of use energy, energy subsidies andend of implementation of 
spatial policies. 
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TABLE VI-lO 

OPERATING AND INVESTMENT COSTS OF 

INTER-URBAN TRANSPORT 

FOR THE PREFERRED STRATEGY 

(L.E. MILLIONS) 

OPERATING INVESTMENT
 
YEAR COST COST
 

1981 1,030 288
 

1982 1,090 313
 

1983 1,170 319
 

1984 1,247 378
 

1985 1,328 325
 

1986 1,416 340
 

1987 1,509 357
 

1988 1,608 358
 

1989 1,713 355
 

1990 1,826 372
 

1991 1,946 381
 

1992 2,073 380
 

1993 2,210 378
 

1994 2,355 386
 

1995 2,509 406
 

1996 2,674 405
 

1997 2,850 414
 

1998 3,037 456
 

1999 3,236 453
 

2000 3,449 490
 

TOTAL 40,284 7,554
 

SOURCE: NUPS Calculations. 361
 



TABLE VI-11 
SUMMARY OF CUMULATIVE OPERATING AND 

INVESTMENT COSTS FOR INTRA-URBAN TRANSPORT 

(L.E. MILLIONS, 1979 PRICES) 

PREFERRED 
ALTERNATIVE STRATEGY A BI B2 C 

1981-1985 
Operating Cost 5,873 6,108 6,257 6,256 6,372 
Investment Cost 1,623 1,595 1,804 1,801 1,965 
TOTAL 7,496 7,703 8,061 8,057 8,290 

1986-1990 
Operating Cost 8,072 8,254 8,707 8,701 9,035 
Investment Cost 1,782 2,250 1,977 1,976 2,144 
TOTAL 9,854 10,504 10,684 10,677 11,179 

1991-1995 
Operating Cost 11,093 11,154 12,114 12,103 12,830 
Investment Cost 1,931 1,901 2,148 2,146 2,340 
TOTAL 13,024 13,055 14,262 14,249 15,170 

1996-2000 
Operating Cost 15,246 15,072 16,839 16,838 18,215 
Investment Cost 2,218 2,182 2,467 2,464 2,687 
TOTAL 17,464 17,250 19,306 19,302 20,902 

SOURCE: NUPS Calculations. 
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The very large reliance which Egypt's energy planners have placed on electrical 
energy would result in electrical energy consumption exceeding 20 percent of 
total conmnercial energy consumption, which is a ratio about twice the current 
ratio of industrialized countries such as France and the U.S. 10 Given the high 
costs of construction of electrical energy facilities, a more direct use of 
energy might result in considerable savings in energy infrastructure 
investment. 

2. 	 The choice of technology for generating Egypt's future electrical energy 
requirements has an important role in the costs of providing electrical 
energy and in energy resource requirements. Nuclear energy facilities involve 
high capital costs during construction, require longer construction periods than 
conventional technologies, and unless economicully recoverable uranium reserves 
are found, a heavy reliance on foreign inputs. However, once constructed, 
;.uclear facilities can result in higher efficiencies in electrical energy 
ge.,eration and reduced marginal costs. 

3. 	 Although Egypt's electrical demand will increase due to increased population 
pressures and increased commercial and industrial demands, significant energy 
savings are possible through modernization of existing industrial plants to be 
more eficient in energy consumption and through careful choice of industrial 
technology for future industries which efficiently utilize energy. 

4. 	 Egypt's present energy policy results in a significant loss of revenue to the 
electrical energy sector due to petroleLn subsidies. The current pricing 
structure has the effect of subsidizing the largest consumers through higher 
tariffs to small consumers. Given the high import component for new construction 
of the sector, a move towards economic pricing of electrical energy 
could result in reduced demands on public resources and greater conservation 
of use of electrical energy. 

5. 	 The present configuration of the national power grid is largely adequate to meet 
the future settlement pattern recommended by NUPS. However, within that grid, 
investments will have to be made to increase transmission capacity. Due to 
expected relatively small populations projected for the remote areas, it is not 
recornended that major investments in extension of the national grid be 
undertaken to serve them. Rather, alternative technologies aimed at utilizing 
local renewable energy resources, notably solar and wind power, should be 
developed to provide them with electrical energy. 

6. 	 Consideration should be given to using the relatively lower costs of generating 
electrical power in North and South Upper Egypt as incerifves to industrial 
location in those zones. At economic prices, the costs of hydroelectric power 
generation are in the range of 4.02 milliemes/kWh vs. 45.6 milliemes/kWh for 
oil-fired power plants. However in siting future industries in Upper Egypt, 
consideration should be given to total future electrical energy demands as full 
hydroelectric capacity should be reached during the 1985-1990 period. Thus, 
development of very large industrial consumers of electrical energy may result in 
electricity demands v,hich exceed hydroelectric capacity and, thus, necessitate 
construction of thermal plants which may not be justifiable in th,-se locations. 

7. 	 Much greater attention should be paid towards energy conservation in the 
development of both new industrial plant and expansion of conmercial and 
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residential electrical uses. Ccnservation by these consumers can lead to 
reduced demand and, thus, a lessened requirement for new construction of 
generating facilities. Recent experience in the U.S., particularly after the 
fuel price increases in 1973, has shown that conservation efforts can lead to 
reduced demand without reducing either standards of living or economic growth.
The trend in America is now to build much smaller, more efficient power plants
rather than invest in large projects requiring heavy outlays of capital over long
periods of time which when completed, run the risk of being underutilized due to 
changes in demand. 

B. Past Developmentof the Electrical Enercjy_ Sector 

The nationwide electrical power system is composed of major hydroelectric power
generation plants located at Aswan, and 26 petroleum or natural gas-fired thermal 
power generation plants located mainly in the NUPS Greater Cairo, Alexandria, Delta 
and Canal Zones. All of these plants are interlinked by the Unified Power Grid, 
a high and medium voltage grid of transmission lines lin' 1 major load centers with 
power generation sources. In addition t o the power plants interlinked via the 
National Power Grid, smaller thermal power generation plants also exist in the 
Remote Areas and Port Said. 

The generation and bulk distribution of power is the resonsibility of the 
Egyptian Electrical Authority (EEA) which sells power to large industrial users and 
to seven power distribution companies. The distribution companies sell power to 
medium and small consumers. The construction of electrical power facilities is the 
responsibility of EEA (bulk power facilities on a nationwide basis) while the Rural 
Electric Authority (REA) is responsible for planning and constructing power
facilities within urban and rural areas. Nuclear power facility construction is 
under the jurisdiction of the Nuclear Power Plants Authority (NPPA). 

The Unified Power systeii had a total installed capacity of 4,491 megawatts (MW)
in 1979, of which 54 percent was located in the hydroelectric power plants in 
Aswan. During 1979, the sector's total gross generation was 16,803 million kilowatt 
hours (GWh) and gross sales were 14,675 GWH. I I Losses accounted fur the remaining 12 
percent of gross generation. Although the system's total installed capacity was 
4,491 MW, its total available capacity was 3,404 MW due to use of hydro facilities 
for irrigation and power generation, derating of plants due to cge and deterioration 
and system stability limits over the 550 KV transmission network. In 1979, the 
system had a total peak demand capacity of 2,814 MW due to reserve capacity
requirements of 21 percent and a load factor of 67 percent. Administratively, the 
system is divided into five transmission zones by the EEA. These are: 

* Greater Cairo 
* Alexandria 
" Delta or Lower Egypt 
* Canal 
* Upper Egypt. 1 2 

During the period 1969 to 1979, the electrical power sector achieved an annual 
average growth rate in gross generation of 10 percent. The EEA forecasts that gross
generation will increase to approximately 105,000 GWh by the year 2000 at an annual 
average growth rate of 9.1 percent. 13 These aggregate electricity load projections 
are -ased on total demand of five economic v-etors: 
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" Industry 
* Agriculture
 
" Transportation

* Public Utilities
* Residential and other military, government and public sector organizations. 

The basis of these projections was developed by the 1977 Power Sector Studyprepared for the Ministry of Electricity and the International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development. These projections are updated periodically
reflect changes in sectorial demand and 

to 
growth rates in other economic

sectors. 14 Since these aggregate demand forecasts reflect GDP growth rates similar toNUPS projections and were the basis for EEA's least cost investment program (leastcost in that the model EEA uses to determine its program aims at seeking locationsfor new installations which minimize overall investment requirements as well as
operating expense), were to project futurethey used capital and operating costrequirements for the electrical sector in the NUPS alternative settlement strategies
and for the preferred strategy. 15 

The Egyptian electrical system presently has wide regional variations in thegeneration and end consumption of electrical power, as is shown in Table VI-12.
This regional pattern of electrical power distribution results from the location ofmajor power generation facilities in Upper Egypt and major load centers in GreaterCairo and Alexandria necessitating the transmission of power from one tozoneanother. In 1979, roughly 41 percent total power generated was transmitted from power surplus zones to load centers in power deficit zones. 16 

C. Estimates of Electrical Power Demand 

The aggregate demand estimates of power consumption prepared by the Egyptian
Electricity Authority are based on GDP projections similar to those of NUPS,therefore, these aggregate demand estimates were used to project power demand
for the zones connected to Unified Grid thethe Power of Preferred
Strategy. 17 Aggregate demand for zones outside the Unified Power Grid is discussed 
below. 

Zonal power demand was projected for NUPS Preferred Strategy as follows: thechange in total electrical power demand including allowances for losses was
distributed by the percent distribution of the change in the zone's population to thetotal change in urban population. The resulling increase in demand then added towas
existing consumption to get total zonal projected consumption of electrical energy.
During the 1980-1985 period where projections of expansion of demand for the twolarge industrial- users in Upper Egypt are available, their increase in demand wassubtracted from the total projected change in demand, then the remaining change inprojected unified grid demand was distributed among the zones as describedabove. For later periods, any expansion in demand by the two large Upper Egyptconsumers of electrical energy (i.e., the Kima Fertilizer Factory in Aswan and the
Naga Hamadi Aluminium Factory) is assumed to be included in the power demandallocated to Upper Egypt Zones. Table VI-13 shows the composition of EEA'sprojected electrical demand while Table VI-14 shows the NUPS distribution of that
demand among the NUPS settlement zones. 
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TABLE VI-12
 

REGIONAL GENERATION OF THERMAL AND HYDRO POWER BY TRANSMISSION ZONE AND DISTRIBUTION COMPANY - 1979
 

TOTAL 
TRANSMISSION ELECTRICA GENERATOR TYPE Of POWER POWER POWER DISTRIBUTED POWER RECEIVED TOTAL END PERCENT OF END CONSUMP-

ZONE DISTRIBUTION STATION GENERATION -F'-ERATED GENERATED TO OTHER ZONES FROM OTHER ZONES CONSUMPTION IN ZONE TION POWER WHICH IS 
COMPANY PLANT (GWh) IN ZONE ZONE (GWh) ZONE (GWh) (GWH) HYDRO POWER 

(GWh) 

Cairo rTlro West Cairo Thermal 1,314.6 

South Cairo 1,201.1 

North Cairo 529.0 

East Cairo 59.4 

El Tebln I " 208.5 
El Tebin 73.0 Upper Egypt 2,993.2 

Shoubra El 
Khelma 

4 
- 3,385.6 Canal (881.6) Lower Egypt 174.5 5,671.7 52.8 

Alexandria Alexandria 	 El Slouf 325.0
 

Karmouz 197.1
 

El Maz 91.3
 

Abou El 
Matamlr 28.7 - High Dam 820.0 

Kafr El Dawar " 55.8 697.9 - Lower Egypt 425.5 1,943.4 42.2 5 

I 

Lower Egypt Behelra Damanhour 1,083.7 

Delta Talkha Thermal 728.4 Alexandria (425.5) Upper Egypt 985.9 
Talkha Gas 21 C I,S33.7 Cairo (174.5) Canal 445.7 2,665.3 37.0 V-4 

2 

Canal Canal Suez Thermal 357.1
 

Suez Gas 32.2 Lower
 
Ismallia 77.1 466.4 Egypt (445.7) CnIro 881.6 902.3
 

3 

Upper Egypt	 Northern
 

Upper Egypt Asslut -67.2 367.2 Cairo (2,993.2)
 
Southern 
 ii
 
Upper Egypt Naga Hamadl Hydro - Alexandria (820.0) 

Asan Dam 1,639.0 - 92.9 % 0 
High Dam " 7,969.3 9,608.3 Lower 95,176.4 

Eqvpt (985.9)
 

TOTALS 	 16,359.1 (6,726.4) 6,726.4 16,359.1 58.7 %
 

Power stations In Marsa Matruh not 	connected to the Grid are excluded. 

2 Power stations In Port Said, the SI.taland Red Sea not connected to the Grid are excluded. 

3 Power stations In Fayoum, and 	 the Western Desert are not Included. The Naga Ham.adl plant Is not functioning. 

4 Shoubra El Knelma power station will not be commlssloned until 1982. 

5 This total consumption includes major Industrial consumers who purchase power directly from the EEA In addition to the distribution companies. 

SOURCE: "Annual Report: Electricity Statistics.", Egyptian E.actrical Authority (1981).
 



TABLE VI-13 

EGYPTIAN ELECTRICITY AUTHORITY 

ELECTRICITY DEMAND PROJECTIONS 1980-2000 

PROJECTED 

AVERGE ANNUAL 

(GWH) GROWTH RATES 

SECTOR 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 (%) 

INDUSTRIAL 

General 3,936 6,249 8,972 12,588 17,688 7.87 

Large Consumer 6,662 12,794 18,100 26,596 36,746 9.02 

Total 10,598 19,043 27,072 39,184 54,404 8.52 

Percentage uf Sales 65.8 64.0 60.4 59.5 58.9 

RESIDENTIAL/COMMERCIAL 3,900 8,391 14,791 22,654 32,698 11.21 

Percentage ot Sales 24.2 28.2 33.0 34.4 35.4 

AGRICULTURE 700 952 1,165 1,580 2,032 5.47 

Percentage of Sales 4.3 3.2 2.6 2.4 2.2 

GENERAL PURPOSE 564 774 898 1,120 1,386 5.3 

Percentage of Sales 3.5 2.6 2.0 1.7 1.5 

GOVERNMENT BUILDINGS 355 595 896 1,318 1,847 8.73 

Percentage of Sales 2.2 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 

TOTAL SALES 16,117 29,755 44,822 65,856 92,367 9.12 

PERCENTAGE OF SALES 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

LOSSES 2,624 4,057 6,112 8,980 12,596 

NET GENERATION 18,741 33,812 50,934 74,836 104,963 9.08 

SOURCE: Unpublished Statistics of the EEA (1980). 
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1.4: TABLE VI-14 
PREFERRED STRATEGY TOTAL ENDPOWER CONSUMPTION: NON-NUCLEAR OPTION 

PERIOO I TE, UNITS GREATER ALEXANDRIA DELTA 
NORTH AND 

LARGE 
SOUTH UPPER 

G7HERS 
EGYPT 

TOTAL CANAL TOTAL REMOTE GRAND 
CAIRO INDUSTRIES 

UNIFIED AREAS TOTAL 

1980-1985 Zone Population (1985) 

Consumption/Capita 

Total Generation Required 

- Hydroelectric 

- Thermal 

(0005) 

(KWh/Capita) 

(3Wh) 

(Gwh) 

(Gwh) 

9,703 

1,222.4 

11,861 

-

11,861 

3,307 

1,200.8 

3,971 

-

3,971 

4,807 

1,067.2 

5,150 

-

5,130 

-

-

7,209 

7,209 

-

3,441 

1,156.3 

3,910 

3,122 

788 

3,441 

3,231.3 

11,119 

788 

1,013 

1,708.8 

1,731 

10,31-

1,731 

GRID 

22,271 

1,518.2 

33,812 

10.33 

23,481 

229 

850.0 

195 

-

195 

22,500 

1,511.4 

34,007 

10,331 

23,676 

1986-1990 Zone Population (1990) 

Consumptlon/Caplta 

Total Generation Required 

- Hydroelectric 

- Thermal 

(OOs) 

(Kwh/Capita) 

(Gwh) 

(GNP%) 

(G(h) 

11,618 

1,715 

19,925 

--

19,925 

3,929 

1,677.3 

6,590 

6,590 

;,454 

1,440.2 

7,855 

-

7,855 

-

-

7.209 

7,209 

-

4,047 

1,596.7 

6,462 

5,399 

1,063 

4,047 

3.378 

15,671 

12,608 

1,063 

1.289 

2,244.4 

2,893 

-

2,893 

26,337 

1.933.9 

50,934 

12,608 

58,326 

'63 

1,080.0 

284 

-

284 

26,600 

1,925.5 

51,218 

12,608 

38,610 

1991-1995 Zone Population (1995) 

Consumption/Capita 

Total Generation Requlred 

- Hydroelectric 

- Thermal 

(IOOOs) 

(KWh/Caplta) 

(Gah) 

(Gwh) 

(GlIO) 

13,870 

2,251.8 

31,233 

_ 

31,235 

4,654 

2,198.3 

10,231 

10,231 

6,173 

1,857.3 

11,465 

-

11,465 

-

-

7,209 

7,209 

-

4,758 

2,108.4 

10.032 

5,399 

4,633 

4,758 

3,623.6 

17,241 

12,608 

4,633 

1,542 

2,841.7 

4,666 

-

4,666 

31,097 303 

2,400.5 1,340.0 

74,836 406 

12,608 -

62,228 406 

31,400 

2,396.2 

75,242 

12,608 

62,634 

1996-2000 Zone Population (2000) 

Consumption/Capita 

Total S-eneraItlon Required 

- Hydroelectric 

- Thermal 

(0OOs) 

(Kwh/Capla) 

(Gw',) 

(Gwh) 

(Gwh) 

16,500 

2,759.2 

45,522 

45,527 

5,500 

2,696.2 

14,829 

-

14,829 

6,972 

2,267.4 

15,808 

15,808 

-

-

7209 

7209 

-

1,578 

2,597.5 

14,459 

5,39q 

9.090 

5,578 

3,890 

21,698 

12,608 

Q.090 

2,090 

3,397.6 

7,101 

-

7,101 

%,640 

2,864.7 

104,963 

12,608 

92,355 

569 

1,878.0 

693 

-

693 

37.009 

2,854.9 

105,656 

12,608 

95,048 

SOUEE: NUPS analysis. 



D. Capital Costs of New Electrical Power Generation and Transmission 

The capital costs of new power generation plants and t,'ansmission facilities were 
estimated for each five year period using the demand forecasts shown in Table 
VI-14. Generally, it was assumed that the demand for additional capacity would be 
met first by existing zonal plant capacity (especially in the Upper Egypt Zone) to 
reduce transmission losses and, thus, increase system efficiency. However, after
1985, Upper Egypt zonal demand forecasts indicate that there will be no surplus
hydroelectric power in the zone. Therefore, construction of new capacity in other 
zones will be necessary in any event. 18 

Since both the EEA 1980-1987 investment program and the Joint Egypt/United
States Energy Assessment forecast that existing fossil fuels and conventional
technologies will be adequate to meet Egypt's electrical needs to the year 2000, no 
projection of nuclear plant costs was included in the first projection. However, to 
provide a basis for comparison, a second projection wns made in which it was assumed 
that 14 percent of Egypt's generating capacity would be met by nuclear plants by
1990 and additional increments of nuclear generaving capacity added to the network
which by the year 2000 would equal 20 percent of the toTal year 2000 generating
capacity. Since Egypt has had no experience in construction of nuclear facilities, 
costs of nuclear plants were derived from cost comparisions of nuclear and 
non-nuclear plants developed by the "Bechtel Energy Supply Model.' 1 9 (Table
VI-15) These costs were updated to 1979 costs by using the projected rates of
increase in power plant construction of the EEA and assuming that the cost 
relationships shown by the Bechtel Energy Supply Planning Model remain constant. 
The nuclear facilities cost include costs of construction of supporting
infrastructure such as waste disposal facilities, spent fuel reprocessors and i !,l 
fabrication units. Since Egypt's uranium resources have not yet proven to be
economically recoverable, it was assu:-red that nuclear fuels would have to be 
imported, thus no costs were included for mining facilities or uranium enrichment 
plants which, would also be needed to support a nuclear power facility. 

Due to the very long periods required for the construction of nuclear power
plants and the higher risks associated with investing in such projects due to likely
cost over-runs, changes in demand and changes in technologies which make the
original designs obsolete before they are operational, a slow program of construction 
of nuclear capacity is presented. This program envisions completion of the two 900 
MW nuclear plants now being contemplated by 1990 and construction of two additional
900 MW facilities by the year 2000. However, unlike the non-nuclear option in which 
it is assumed additional demand can be met by construction of new plants during the
period, portions of the costs of building two additional 900 MW nuclear plants were 
added into the 1995-2000 period costs to serve future demand after 2000. Finally,
since electrical power demand in Upper Egypt can be met by hydroelectric power
through the planning period, it is assumed that all four nuclear facilities will be 
sited in Lower Egypt in desert sites away from population centers. The end 
consumpten of electrical power under the nuclear generating option are shown in 
Table VI-16. 

Since the Quattarra Depression Project is only expected to provide an additional 
640 MW by the year 2000 (assuming the project is proven economically feasible and
construction begins within the planning period), its construction costs were 
also excluded. It should be noted, however, that 640 MW is equal to roughly one
year's projected demand for additional generating capacity. Therefore, even if 
Implemented substantial investment in other power generating facilities will be 
necessary.20 
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WTABLE V1-15 
r.a COMPARMN OF NUCLEAR AND CONVENTIONAL POWER 

TYPE OF INSTALLED ESTIMATED 
 ESTIMATED 

FACILITY 
 CAPACITY CONSTRUCTION COST COST/INSTALLED 


(MW) (1978 L.E.MILLIONS) MEGAWATT 


(L.E. MILLIONS) 


OIL FIRED 800 
 !62.0 
 0.20 

600 132.2 
 0.22 

450 112.6 
 0.25 


COAL FIRED 
 800 204.9 
 0.26 


600 200.2 
 0.33 


GAS FIRED 
 800 100.4 
 0.13 


600 82.7 
 0.14 


LIGHT WATER
 
REACTOR 
 1200 1,111.0 2 
 0.93 


900 1,007.9 2 1.12 

600 897.0 2 
 1.50 


DAM AND HYDRO-

ELECTRIC 
 200 76.9 
 0.38 


ESTIMATED OPERATING 


COST NET OF FUEL 


(L.E. MILLIONS/YEAR) 


2.6 


2.0 


4.3 


3.5 


3.3 


2.8 


2.2 


8.1 

6.2 


4.3 


0.5 


GENERATING FACILITIES 

TOTAL
 
FUEL COSTS ANNUAL ESTIMATED COSTS/
 

(L.E. MILLIONS/ OPERATING 
 UNIT OF ENERGY
 
YEAR)1 COSTS PRODUCED
 

(L.E.MILLIONS) (MILLIEMES/KWh)
 

138.0 
 140.6 
 29.22
 
104.0 
 106.2 
 29.22
 
78.7 
 82.2 
 29.97
 

138.2 
 141.7 
 29.42
 

104.3 
 107.6 
 29.60
 

136.2 
 140.9 
 29.25
 

104.3 
 106.4 
 29.28
 

43.7 95.7 3 
 12.27
 
32.8 82.9 3 14.17
 

21.8 70.0 3 
 17.95
 

0.5 


Fuel costs are based on 
1978 average costs as presented by Appendix E (p.E-17) af the Energy Assessment or roughly L.E. 53/ton of Petroleum
products. The 1979 costs used 
in the NUPS energy assessment are 
 L.E. 122/ton which accounts for higher operating costs. Nuclear fuel
costs are based on a "thrown-away" fuel 
cycle at an average 1978 cost of US S 0.007/KWh. Comparable 1979 costs are estimated at
 
US S 0.008/KWh.
 

2 Capital 
costs include necessary supporting Infrastructure: a 
light water fuel fabrication unit, spent fuel reprocessors, and high level waste
 
disposal.
 

3 
 Total operating costs Include supporting Infrastructure tor nuclear facilities.
 

SOURCE: Annex 13. Joint Egypt/United States Report Cooperative Energy Assessment, 1979.
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TABLE VI-16
 

mEFERRED STRATEGY TOTAL END POWER CONSUMPTION: NUCLEAR OPTION 

PERIOD 

1980-1985 

ITEM 

Zone Population (1985) 

Consumption/Capit 

Total Generation Required 

- Hydroelectric 

- Thermal 

- Nuclear 

UNITS 

(000s) 

(KWh/Capita) 

GWh 

GWh 

GWh 

GWh 

GREATER 

CAIRO 

9,703 

1,222.4 

11,861 

11,861 

-

ALEXANDRIA 

3,307 

1,200.8 

3,971 

-

3,971 

-

DELTA 

4,807 

1,067.2 

5,130 

-

5,130 

-

NORTH AND 
LARGE 

INDUSTRIES 

n.a. 

n.a. 

7,209 

7,209 

-

SOUTH UPPER EGYPT 
OTHERS TOTAL 

3,441 3,441 

1,136 323.1 

3,910 11,119 

3,122 10,331 

788 788 

- -

CANAL 

1,013 

1,708.8 

1,731 

-

1,731 

-

TOTAL 

UNIFIED 

GRID 

22,271 

1,518.2 

33,812 

10,331 
23,481 

-

REMOTE 

AREAS 

229 

850 

195 

-

195 

-

GRAND 

TOTAL 

22,500 

1,511.4 

34,007 

10,331 

23,676 

-

1986-1990 Zone Population (1990) 

Consumption/Capita 

Total Generation Required 

- Hydroelectric 

- Thermal 

- Nuclear 

(1000s) 

(KWh/Capita) 

GWh 

GWh 

GWh 

L~h 

11,618 

1,715 

19,925 

-

19,925 

-

3,929 

1,677.5 

6,590 

-

6,590 

-

5,454 

1,440.2 

7,855 

-

7,855 

-

n.a. 

n.e. 

7,209 

7,209 

-

4,047 

1,596.7 

6,462 

5,399 

1,063 

-

4,047 

3,378.0 

13,671 

12,608 

1,063 

-

1,289 

2,244.4 

2,893 

-

2,893 

-

26,337 

1,933.9 

5,934 

12,608 

38,324 

-

263 

1,080 

284 

-

284 

-

26,600 

1,925.5 

51,218 

12,F38 

38,610 

-

1991-1995 Zone Population (1995) 

Consumption/Capita 

Total Generation Required 

- Hydroelectric 

- Thermal 

- Nuclear 

(1000s) 

(KWh/Capita) 

GWh 

GWh 

GW* 

GWh 

13,870 

2,251.8 

31,233 

-

25,827 

5,406 

4,654 

2,198.3 

10,231 

-

6,590 

3,641 

6,173 

1,857.3 

11,465 

-

9,700 

1,765 

n.a. 

n.a. 

7,209 

7,209 

-

4,758 

2,108.4 

10,032 

5,399 

4,633 

-

4,758 

3,623.6 

17,241 

12,608 

4,633 

-

1,642 

2,841.7 

4,666 

-

4,666 

-

31,097 

2,406.5 

74,836 

12,608 

51,416 

10,812 

303 

1,340 

406 

-

406 

-

31,400 

2,396.2 

75,242 

12,608 

51,822 

10,812 

1996-2000 Zone Population (2000) 

Consumption/Capita 

Total Generation Required 

- Hydroelectric 

- Thermal 

- Nuclear 

(000s) 

(KWh/Capita) 

GWh 

GWh 

GWh 

GWh 

16,500 

2,759.2 

45,522 

-

34,715 

10,812 

5,500 

2,696.2 

14,829 

-

6,590 

8,239 

6,972 

2,267.4 

15,808 

-

13,235 

2,573 

n.a. 

n.a. 

7,209 

7,2U9 

-

5,578 

2,597.5 

14,489 

5,399 

9,090 

.-

5,578 

3,890.0 

21,698 

12,608 

9,090 

2,C90 

3,397.6 

7,101 

-

7,101 

-

36,640 

2,864.7 

104,963 

12,608 

70,731 

21,624 

400 

1,678 

693 

-

693 

-

37,010 

2,854.9 

105,656 

12,608 

71,424 

21,624 

(, SOURCE: NUPS analysis. 



The base costs for non-nuclear generating plants were derived from the EEA's1980-1987 planned investment program. This program aims at adding 4,213 mega wattsof thermal generating capacity for a tolal capacity of 8,128 MW by 1987. 

Regional variations in construction costs were reflected by multiplying theseaverage costs times a regional index developed from 1980 inpublished statistics ofthe Ministry of Planning showing regional construction outpL. due to the electricalsector and EEA information about plant capacity under construction. Since onlyvery small plants or plant expansion is under construction In the Delta, theAlexandria index was used for Delta construction in the final index. Similarly,since only very small package plants are under construction in the Red SeaGovernorate (20 MW), its index is probably not comparable to the indices of largerconstruction projects in other regions. Therefore, the general Remote Areaconstruction index shown in the Appendices to Chapter V was used to reflect likelyhigher construction costs in remote areas. The index for hydroelectric plant
construction was shown as 1.00, since actual project cost estimates were used forexpansion of hydroelectric facilities in and Upper Egypt (TableAswan in VI-17).Table VI-18 shows the regional distribution of investment in non-nuclear generatingfacilities, while Table VI-19 shows capital investment required for a nuclear energy 
program. 

TABLE VI-17
 
REGIONAL CONSTRUCTION COST INDEX
 

FOR ELECTRICAL POWER GENERATING FACILITIES
 

ZONE 
 ZONAL INDEX WEIGHTED INDEX
 

(L.E. MILLIONS/
 
ADDITIONAL MW)
 

Greater Cairo 
 19.77 
 1.00
 
Alexandria 
 21.94 
 1.1I
 
Delta 
 1.11
 
Canal 
 22.35 1.13
 
Aswan (hydroelectrIc) 
 0.09 
 1.00
 
Assiut (thermal) 46.33 
 2.34
 
Red Sea (Remote Areas) 17.50' 
 4.51
 

Since only a very small package plant is being constructed, It
 
was felt that Its costs were probably not comparable to the
 
costs'of constructing much larger facilities In other regions,
 
therefore, the general Remote Area construction Index was
 
used. (See Appendix V -A, Table V -A.22)
 

SOURCE: 
 1980 unpublished construction statistics from Ninistry of
 
Planning and unpublished EEA data about plans under con
struction.
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TABLE VI-18 

CAPITAL COSTS OF NEW ELECTRICAL POWER GENERATION AND BULK TRANSMISSION BY FIVE YEAR PERIOD AND 
SETTLEMENT ZONE IN NON-NUCLEAR OPTION 

PERIOD UNITS GREATER ALEXANDRIA DELTA NORTH & SOUTH CANAL TOTAL TRANSMISSION TOTAL REMOTE ThANSMISSION GRNAND 
CAIRO IPPER EGYPT UNIFIED GRID GENERATION TOTAL 

1980-1985 

Peak Demand Gh 11,861.0 3,971.0 5,130.0 11,119.0 1,731.0 33,812.0 195.00 

Additional Hydro rAh - - 5,154.6 - 5,154.6 . 

Additional Thermal Gwh 6,189.3 2,027.6 2,464.7 788.0 828.7 12,238.3 21.70 

Total Systeo Capacity (14) 2,008.0 657.0 853.0 1,880.0 281.0 5,679.0 30.20 

Total Base Costs (L.E.M41111ons) 695.4 222.4 271.5 413.9 89.2 1,692.4 274.1 1,966.5 2.15 0.55 1,969.2 

Total Costsl (L.E.NIIIIons) 095.4 246.9 301.4 527.4 100.8 1,871.9 274.1 2,146.0 9.70 0.55 2,156.3 

1986-1990 

Peak Demand GWh 19,925.0 6,590.0 7,855.0 13.671.0 2,893.0 50,934.0 284.00 

Additional Hydro GWh - - 2,277.0 - 2,277.0 

Additional Thermal Gh 8,064.0 2,619.0 2,725.0 275.0 1,162.0 14,845.0 89.00 

Total System Capacity WW 3,411.0 1,102.0 1,318.0 2,322.0 475.0 8,628.0 44.40 

Total Costsl (L.E.IIillons) 911.1 288.9 300.9 171.8 126.0 I.'49.7 268.8 2,067.5 9.15 2.30 2,076.0 

Total (L.E.MIlions) 911.1 320.7 334.0 210.5 142.5 1,918.7 268.8 2,187.' 41.30 2.30 2,231.0 

1991-1995 

Peak Demd Gh 31,233.0 10,231.0 11,465.0 17,241.0 4,666.0 74,836.0 406.00 

Additional Hydro GWh - - - - -

Additional Themal Gwh 11,308.0 3,641.0 3.610.0 3,570.0 1,773,0 23.902.0 122.00 

Total System Capacity Mw 5,398.0 1,727.0 1,940.0 2,942.0 774,0 12,781.0 63.90 

Total Base Cost (L.E.MiIiIons) 1,268.0 404.4 400.9 396.4 193.9 2,663.6 377.9 3,041.5 12.60 3.20 3,057.0 

Total Cost' (L.E.'4IiIIons) 1,268.0 448.9 441.0 927.6 219.1 3,308.6 377.9 3,686.5 56.80 3.20 3,746.5 

1996-2000 

Peak Demand GWh 45,527.0 14,829.0 1.,808.0 21,698.0 7,101.0 104,963.0 693.00 

Additional Hydro Oat - - - - - -

Additional Thermal Ow 14.294.0 4,598.0 4,343.0 4,457.0 2,435.0 30,127.0 287.00 

Total System Capacity Rd 7,933.0 2,523.0 2,693.0 3,721.0 1,189.0 18,059.0 110.40 

Total Base Costs (L.EJ.IlIIons) 1,612.0 762.8 484.2 497.2 268.2 3,624.4 478.7 4,103.1 30.20 7.70 4,141.0 

I 
Total Costs (L.E.oiiilons) 1,612.0 846.7 537.5 1,163.4 303.1 4,462,7 478.7 4,941.4 136.50 7.70 5,085.4 

TOTALS 1980-2000 (L.E.Millions) 4,486.5 1,863.2 1,617.9 2,828.9 765.5 11,561.9 1,399.5 12,961.4 244.10 13.75 13,219.3 

1 Base costs weighted by zonal electrical power facility zonal Index. 

SOURCE: NUPS analysis. 



TABLE VI-19
 

CAPITAL COSTS OF NEW ELECTRICAL POWER GENERATION AND BULK TRANSMISSION BY FIVE YEAR PERIOD AND 

SETTLEMENT ZONE NON-NUCLEAR OPTION 

,tHIOO 
 UNITS GREATER ALEXANDRIA 
2 

DELTA
2 


NORTH & SOUTH CANAL TOTAL UNIFIED TRANSMISSION TOTAL REMOTE AREAS 
 GRAND
 
CAIRU2 
 UPPER EGYPT GRID 
 GENERATION TRANSMISSION TOTAL
 

1980-1985
 

Total Demand GWh 11,861.0 3,971.0 
 5,130.0 11,119.0 1,731.0 33,812.0 
 195.00
 
, Additional Hydro GWh - - - 5,154.6  5,154.6


Additional Thermal 
 G h 6,189.3 2.027.6 2,464.7 788.0 
 828.7 12,298.3 
 21.70
 
Additional Nuclear GWh -  _
 
Total Capaclty MI 2,008.0 
 687.0 853.0 1,880.0 281.0 5,679.0 
 30.20

Base Cost L.E.Milllons 695.4 
 222.4 271.5 413.9 89.2 1,692.4 274.1 2.15 0.55

Total Base Cost L.E.MlIIlons 695.4 246.9 301.4 
 527.4 100.8 1,871.9 274.1 2,146.0 9.70 
 0.55 2,156.3
Nuclear Cost' L.E.Millons 1,017.4 1,017.4 
 - - - 2,034.8 - 2,034.8 - - 2,034.8Total Cost L.E.MlIIIons 1,712.8 1,264.3 
 301.4 527.4 
 100.8 3,906.7 274.1 4,180.8 
 9.70 0.55 4,191.1
 

1986-1990
 

Total Demand GWh 19,925.0 6,590.0 7,855.0 
 13,671.0 2,893.0 50,934.0 
 284.00
 
Additional Hydro GWh 
 -
 - - 2,277.0 - 2,277.0 _

Additional Thermal 
 GWh 8,064.0 2,619.0 2,725.0 275.0 
 1,162.0 14,845.0 
 89.00
 
Addlt;onal Nuclear GWh 
 - -
Total Capacity 4w 3,411.0 1,102.0 1,318.0 2,322.0 475.0 
 8,628.0 
 44.40
 

' Base Cost L.E.Milllons 911.1 288.9 300.9 171.8 
 126.0 1,798.7 268.8 
 9.15 2.30
Total Base Cost L.E.MIIllions 911.1 
 320.7 334.0 210.5 
 142.4 1,918.7 268.8
1 2,187.5 41.30 
 2.30 2,231.1
Nuclear Cost L.E.MlIllons 3,391.4 3,391.4 
 -
 - - 6,782.8  6,782.8  - 6,782.8j--- Total Cost L.E.MIllIons 4,302.5 3,712.1 334.0 
 210.5 142.4 8,701.5 268.8 8,970.3 41.30 
 2.30 9,013.9
 

1991-1995
 

Total Demand G h 31,233.0 10,231.0 11,465.0 17,241.0 
 4,666.0 74,836.0 
 406.00
 
Additional Hydro GWh 
 - - - - -
Additional Thermal 
 GWh 5,902.3 - 1,845.0 3,570.0 1,773.0 
 13,090.0 
 122.00
 
Additional Nuclear GWh 5,406.0 3,641.0 
 1,765.0  - 10,812.0

Total Capacity Mw 5,398.0 1,727.0 1,940.0 2,942.0 774.0 
 12,781.0 
 63.90

Base Cost L.E.Millilons 662.4  202.0 
 396.4 193.9 1,454.7 377.9 1,832.6 
 12.60 3.20 1,848.4
Total Base Cost L.E.MllIons 662.4 
 - 224.2 927.6 
 219.1 2,033.3
1 377.9 2,411.2 56.80 
 3.20 2,471.2
Nuclear Cost L.E.MIllions 3,391.4 2,374.0 
 -
 - - 5,765.4 - 5,765.4 - - 5,765.4
Total Cost L.E.MIllIons 4,053.8 2,374.0 224.2 
 927.6 219.1 7,798.7 377.9 8,176.6 56.80 
 3.20 8,236.6
 

-J
 



TABLE VI-19 (Continued) 

PERIOD 2
UNITS GREATER ALEXANDRIA 
2 

DELTA
 NORTH & SOUTH CANAL 
 TOTAL UNIFIED TRANSMISSION 
 TOTAL REMOTE AREAS GRAND

CAIRO2 
 IPPER EGYPT 
 GRID 
 GENERATION TRANSMISSION TOTAL
 

1996-2000
 

Total Demand 
 GWh 45,527.0 14,829.0 
 15,808.0 21,698.0 
 7,101.0 104,963.0 
 693.0

Additional Hydro GWh  - - - -
Additional Thermal 
 GWh 8,888 
 - 3,535 4,457.0 2,435.0 19,315.0 
 287.0

Additional Nuclear GWh 
 5,406 4,598.0 808.0  - 10,812.0
Total Capacity MW 7,933.0 2,523.0 2,693.0 
 3,721.0 1,189.0 18,059.0 
 110.4
Base Cost (L.E.MIlIlIons) 1,006.3 
 - 392.4 497.2 268.2 2,164.1 478.7
Total Base Cost (L.E.Millons) 1,006.3 

30.2 7.7
 
-
 435.6 1,163.4 303.1
3 2,908.4 
 478.7 3,387.1 136.3
Nuclear Ccst (L.E.MIllIons) 5,704.0 3,330.0 

7.7 3,531.1
 
-
 -
 - 9,034.0 
 - 9,0:.0 
 - - 9,034.0Total Cost (L.E.MiIlons) 6,710.3 3,330.0 435.6 
 1,163.4 303.1 
 11,942.4 478.7 
 12,421.1 136.3 
 7.7 12,565.1
 

Total Costs 1980-2000(L.E.MilIIons)16,779.4 
 10,680.4 1,295.2 
 2,828.9 765.4 
 32 349.3 1,399.5 33,748.8 244.4 
 13.7 34,006.8
 

The nuclear generation costs shown here 
were derived from the Betchel "Energy Planning Model." Since these were 
1978 costs, They were 
 updated by maintaining the same

relationships between thermal gencration costs and nuclear costs shown by 
the model. This results In a cost per mega watt of 
a 900 MW nuclear plant of L.E. 3.7 million.
This figure Is higher 
than costs being quoted for nuclear facilities 

plant costs being 

In Egyyt (L.E. 1.1 million/mega watt for a 900 MW plant), but they are in the ranqe of current nuclear
built In the United States. For example, the Washington (State) Public Power Supply System Is 
presently constructing 5 nuclear power stations 
(light
water reactors) uach of 1,200 MW capacity. Their estimated costs 
In 1931 are projected to be JS $ 4.76 billion per plant or 
about US $ 4.0 million per mega watt
(Engineers News Record of July 23, 
1981. p.26). Texas Utilities Company of Dallas, Texas Is 
presently constructing 
a twin unit 2,300 MW total capacity nuclear power
station which Is projected to have costs of 
US S 3.44 billion by the time of Its cociletion In 1994. When the costs 
of the plant were first estimated in 1972, they were
projected to 
be US $ 779 million. This repreoents an 
annual average growth In costs of 18 percent (En;lneers News Record of November 12, 1981. p.
4
2).
 

2 Location of nuclear facilities: capital 
costs for nuclear facilities were determined 
by estimating the demand for addition electrical 
power by zone and then showing

the costs of meeting that demand by zone. However, we are not suggesting locating nuclear power plants 
In highly populated zones 
where demand originates, I.e., Greater
Cairo, Alexandria and the Delta. It 
Is assumed that demand 
In these zones will be met by nuclear Dower plants located In the desert nearby these zones,
which will but In locations
not endanger populated areas. 
 It may also be feasible to locate nuclear power facilities In other locations such 
as along the Gulf of Suez south of Suez City.

However, these need to be studied on 
a case by case basis.
 

3 The 50 percent of 
the costs of two additional 
900 MW nuclear power facility have been added to the 1996-2000 period 
to meet demand during the 2000-2005 period. This is
 
necessary to due to the very long construction period of 
nuclear facilities.
 

SOURCE: NUPS analysis.
 



Although not a complete projection of cupital costs, a third projection was made 
to show the relative reduction in capital costs of construclion of new power plants 
if greater conservation of electrical energy occurred. (Table VI-20) Since the 
industrial and residential/cornercial consumers account for 94 percent of total 
projected sales by year 2000 (59 percent industrial and 35 percent
residential/cormercial), maximum conservation could occur through pricing policies
which encourage large consumers to reduce their electrical demand through more 
efficient operation of plant and equipment. For example, tile largest consumers of 
electrical power, the Aluminum Plant at Naga Hamadi, the l<ima Fertilizer Plant at 
Aswan and the cement manufacturers could reduce their consumption bv 2,369 GWH 
through installing more modern equipment which uses electricity more 
efficiently.2 1 Residential consumption could be reduced through encouraging greater 
usage of fluorescent lighting and ensuring locally produced electrical equipment has 
energy saving features such as is now required of electrical appliances manufactured 
for consumption by U.S. markets. 

E. Financial and Economic Costs of Electrical Power Generation 

The financial and economic costs of bulk generation and transmission of 
electrical power generation were calculated for both thermal and hydroelectric 
power generation. 2 2 The financial costs of hydroelectric power generation were 
estimated by subtracting the fuel costs of operating thermal plants from EEA's total 
1979 operations budget (BAB I plus BAB 2)23 and dividing the remainder by the 1979 
gross generation. The extra financial costs of operating thermal plants were 
estimated by dividing the financial costs of fuel by the total power ge'nration
of thermal plants. This was added to the average financial operating costs to 
illustrate the additional costs of thermal power generation. 

The "economic costs" of generating electrical power were estimated by costing
petroleum products used in thermal plants at their 1979 international prices. The 
"economic" operating costs of hydroelectric plants are similar to financial costs as 
the primary subsidized inputs to electrical power sector are petroleu(m products. 2 4 

Since the EFA is classed an "economic" entity by the budgetary systems,both
estimates of recurrent financial and economic costs take account of the fixed 
component of power generation costs through provisions in BAB2 for depreciation and 
interest expense. Since Egypt has had no experience in opproting nuclear plants, the 
operating costs shown in Table VI-I5 may underestimate these costs. However, no data 
is available to indicate what these provisions should be in Egypt. The ESPM does, 
however, include provisions for component costs in its estimates. 

The financial and econnic costs of power generation in the remote areas were 
estimated similarly to costs in other regions except that the salary component of 
power generation costs was increased by 00_percent to reflect incentives required to 
attract trained personnel to Remote Areas.25 

As mentioned in the introduction to this section, seven regional power
distribution companies are responsible for selling electrical power to medium and 
small consumers, therefore, their 1979 operating costs (BAB I and BAR 2) were 
added to the operating costs of bulk generation and transmission of electrical 
power. 2 6  In the North and South Upper Egypt Zone, a weighted average distribulion 
cost was estimated for each period due to the large proportion of electrical power 
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00C) 
TABLE VI-20 

SUMMARY TABLE OF ELECTRICAL POWER CAPITAL AND OPERATING COSTS - PREFERRED STRATEGY 

(L.E. 	MILLIONS - 1979 PRICES)
 

TOTAL CAPITAL
CAPITAL COSTS 
 OPERATING COSTS2 
 & OPERATING
 

COSTS
1980-1985 
1986-1990 1991-1995 1996-2000 TOTAL 1980-1985 
1986-1990 1991-1995 1996-2000 TOTAL 1980-2000
 

Non-Nuclear Option 2,156.3 2,231.1 3,746.5 
 5,085.4 13,219.3
 

Financial 

2,036.7 3,565.9 
 5,390.1 7,817.0 18,809.7 32,029.0
 

Economic 

4,914.0 9,714.4 15,354.5 23,177.0 53,159.9 66.379.2
 

Nuclear Option I 
4,191.1 9,013.9 8,236.6 
12,565.1 34,006.7
 

Financial 

2,036.7 3,565.9 5,390.1 7,817.0 
 18,809.7 52,816.4
 

Economic 

4,914.0 9,714.4 14,467.1 20,580.3 49,675.8 83,682.5
 

Due to the very long construction periods of nuclear facilities, capital 
costs have been phased over 10 year periods.
This also means that capital costs will 
have to be Incurred during the 1995-2000 period to serve nuclear requirements

after the year 2000. These requirements add roughly L.E. 6.7 billion 
to the costs of the 1995-2000 period.
 

Since unit financial costs are assumed to be the same 
for both options, only the "economic" cost column shows differences In
 
costs. 
The lower economic costs In the nuclear option result from construction of four nuclear plants.
 

SOURCE: NUPS analysis. See Tables VI-18, 19, 21, 
22.
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TABLE VI-21 
UNIT COSTS OF OPERATING DIFFERENT TYPES 

OF ELECTRICAL POWER FACILITIES 

RECURRENT COST CONSTANTS 

UNITS 	 FINANCIAl. ECONOMIC t
 

I. 	 GENERATION
 

Hydro 	 Milliemes/kWhi 4.021 
 4.02
 
Thermal 	 Milllemes/kWh 6.57 45.532
 

3
Nuclear Millilemes/kWh 6.573 	 14.17
 

II. 	 DISTRIBUTION
 
4
Cairo 	 L.E./GWh 9,670 
 9,670
 

Alexandria 	 L.E./GWh 
 10,670 	 10,670
 
Delta 	 L.E./GWh 12,230 
 12,230
 
Canal 	 L.E./GWh 13,600 
 13,600
 

NORTH AND SOUTH UPPER EGYPT
 
Hydro 	 L.E./GWh 8,047 
 8,047
 
Thermal L.E./GWh 	 13,099 
 13,099
 

Ill. 	 REMOTE
 
5
Generation Milliemes/KWh	 7.37 
 46.33
 

Distribution LE/GWh 	 13,600 
 13,600
 

All prices In 1979 L.E.
 

SOURCES: NUPS Calculations.
 

Hydroelectric generation costs were estimated by subtracting the fuel 
cost component from the
 

total 	1979 EEA budget and dividing that amount by total 1979 generation. This yields the
 
average cost of 
generating electrical power of any type of power generation facility. Thermal
 
costs were estimated by adding the 1979 EEA budgetary provision for by
fuels divided thermal
 
generation to average generating costs.
 

Both financial and economic costs take account of 
fixed and variable costs In their provisions.
 
The EEA being classed by the Egyptian standardized budgetary and accounting system as an
 
"economic" company has provisions In BAB 2 of Its budget for depreciation and Interest expense.
 
Variable costs, to the point that they are measured are Included In beth BAB I (salaries) and
 
BAB 2 (operating expense Including depreciation and Intere~t expens, as well as fuel costs.)
 

2 	 Economic costs for thermal generation plants were calculated using 1979 International prices
 

for petroleum products. This use of "economic costs" may understate the costs of other Inputs
 
which are not priced at their International costs by EEA, but to more fully account for these
 
costs would require a more detailed study of the electrical power sector than NUPS could per

form.
 

Since 	no policy for nuclear generation costs 
 exists, It was mssumed that financial costs of
 
nuclear power generation would be the 
same as financial costs for thermal generation. Economic
 
costs were estimated using costs shown In Table VI-15.
 

Distribution costs were calculated using 1979 budgetary data for the 
seven distribution com
panies and dividing that amount by zone and consumption. In the Upper Egypt Zo,es, thermal
 
costs were calculated using total zone consumption net of the consumption of two large
 
Industrial consumers since they are supplied directly from EEA.
 

5 	 Remote Area generation costs were estimated by Increasing the salary component of unit costs 'v
 
100 percent to reflect Incentives necessary to attract 
skilled workers to these regions. The
 
Suez distribution costs were used to reflect Remote Area distribution costs because both the
 
Sinai and Red Sea Governorates are under the Jurisdiction of Distribution Company, and
the Canal 

because the Canal unit costs are higher than other zones, reflecting higher rists Incurrb5 In
 
attracting skilled workers to Remote Areas.
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which is sold directly to large industrial users in these zones. This weighted 
average was estimated by increasing the salary portion of distribution costs by 100 
percent to reflect regional wage incentives and adding that amount to the operating 
costs of the North and South Upper Egypt distribution companies. Since the 
composition of power consumption changes in each period in North and South Upper
Egypt due to the changes in the relative proportion of the demand of large users 
supplied directly by EEA to the total zone consumption, these average distribution 
costs were calculated for each period. (Tables VI-22 and VI-23) 

Because Egypt has had no experience in operating nuclear power facilities,
estimates of operating costs were derived from a comparison of operating costs of 
different types of power generating facilities estimated by the "Bechtel Energy
Supply Planning Model" (ESPM) foi Use in Egypt. 27 For the purposes of this 
assessment, it was assumed that Egypt wo,'ld purchase nuclear fuels from abroad since 
adequate local fuel sources have not been identified. Thus, only provisions for 
operations of spent fuel reprocessors and nuclear waste disposal sites were included 
in estimates of supporting infrastructure for nuclear faci!ities. Since nuclear 
facilities only become economically feasible when petroleum products are costed at 
their international prices (at subsidized prices, the costs of operating thermal 
facilities using fossil fuels are lower than the costs of operaling nuclear 
facilities, at least to the electricity sector), only estimates of economic costs of 
operations for electrical generating facilities were provided. 

A summary of the capital and operating costs of both non-nuclear and nuclear 
generating plant options are presented in Table VI-21. Back-up tables showing the 
derivation of total operations costs are shown at the end of this section. (Tables
VI-22 and VI-23) It is significant to note that after 1990, when the first two 
nuclear plants come on stream, that they begin to have an impact on reducing the
economic costs of power generation. Due to the large investment which would have 
to be made in non-nuclear generating facilities, this reduction in operating costs 
between 1980 and 2000 is only about 7 percent. However, the capital investment in 
power generating facilities for plants which would be in service during the 1980-2000 
period is almost twice as great in the nuclear power plant options as it is in the 
non-nuclear option. A greater investment in nuclear facilities than the four 900 
megawatt plants shown in the nuclear option would, of course, further reduce 
operating costs, but the capital investment requirements would also increase as 
would the risk of having investment too heavily in unused generating capacity due to 
changes in total power demand. 

It is fairly significant to note that there are large economies of scale in the
operations of nuclear facilities. According to the IFSPM data, a 1,200 MW nuclear 
facility has operations costs which are 32 percent lower than a 600 MW 
facility. However to achieve these savings, capital costs of constructing nuclear 
facilities are 6 to 7 times as expensive per installed rnegawatt as are comparable

sized thermal facilities. (Table VI-15)
 

F. Financing 

The very high capital outlays required to finance expansion of the electrical 
power sector at an annual growth of 9 percent is likely to prove an increasing
economic constraint due to the high import component of power generating facilities 
(63 percent for conventional and 73 percent for nuclear facilities), the large 
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TABLE VI-22
 
CUMULATIVE OPERATING AND MAINTENANCE COSTS OF ELECTRICAL POWER GENERATION,
 

BULK TRANSMISSION AND DISTRIBUTION 
BY FIVE YEAR PERIOD ANO BY SETTLEMENT ZONE - NON-NUCLEAR OPTION-* 

PERIO0 UNITS GREATER CAIRO :,LEXANDRIA DELTA NORTH & SOUTH CANAL TOTAL REMOTE GRAND 

UPPER EGYPT UNIFIED GRID AREAS TOTAL 

1980-1985 
Financial (L.E. MillIons) 693.90 249.20 363.10 575.80 134.30 2,016.30 20.40 2,036.70 
Economic 

- Financial Costs 

(L.E. Millions) 2,047.40 
(Milliemes/KWh) 15.69 

707.10 

16.70 

1,018.40 

18.43 
689.20 

14.02 
393.70 

20.17 

4,855.80 

15.92 
58.20 

20.97 

4,914.00 

15.96 
- Economic (MIIlames/KWh) 46.30 47.37 51.68 16.79 59.13 3E.36 59.93 38.50 

136-1990
 
Financial (L.E. Millions) 1,Nn7.90 461.30 618.60 
 916.40 236.30 3,540.50 25.40 3,565.90

Economic (L.E. Millions) 4,445.50 1,503.90 1,900.60 1,098.90 
 692.80 9,641.70 72.70 9,714.40
 
- Financial (Millimes/KWh) 16.24 17.24 18.80 14.65 20.17 
 16.51 20.97 16.54 
- Economic (Milliames/KWh) 55.20 56.20 57.76 17.56 59.13 44.95 59.93 45.06 

1991-1995
 
Financial (L.E_MI IIIons) 2,105.50 
 734.90 920.10 1,206.60 386.40 5,353.50 36.60 5,390.10
 
Economic (L.E.MIII ions) 7,156.60 2,395.70 2,827.00 1,737.80 
 1,132.70 15,249.80 104.70 15,354.55
 
- Financial (MIlIIemes/KWh) 16.24 17.24 18.80 15.45 20.17 
 16.81 20.97 16.83
 
- Economic (MIIIImes/KWh) 55.20 56.20 57.76 22.25 
 59.13 47.88 59.93 47.95
 

1996-2000
 
Financial (L.E.MiIIions) 3,157.90 1,094.40 1,297.90 1,607.00 601.40 
 7,758.60 58.40 7,817.00
 
Economic (L.E.MlilIons) 10,733.80 3,567.60 3,987.50 2,958.00 
 !,163.20 23.010.10 166.90 23,177.00
 
- Financial (Miii Iemes/KWh) i6.24 17.24 18.80 16.54 20.17 
 17.05 20.97 17.08 
- Economic (MIIIenmes/KWr 55.20 56.20 57.76 30.07 59.13 50.56 59.93 50.62
 

Grand Total Financial Costs 7,265.20 2,539.80 3,199.70 4,305.80 
 1,358.40 18,668.90 140.80 18,809.70
 
(L.E. Millions)
 
Economic Costs (L.E. Millions) 24,383.30 8,174.30 
 9,733.50 6,483.90 3,982.40 52,757.40 402.50 53,159.90
 

* 1979 Prices.
 

SOURCE: N1UPS analysis from Tables VI-14 and Vl-20.
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TABLE VI-23
 
CUMULATIVE OPERATING AND MAINTENANCE COSTS OF ELECTRICAL POWER GENERATION, 

BULK TRANSMISSION AND DISTRIBUTION BY FIVE YEAR PERIOD AND BY 

SETTLEMENT ZONE - NUCLEAR OPTION * 
PERIOD UNITS GREATER CAIRO ALEXANDRIA DELTA NORTH & SOUTH 

UPPER EGYPT 
CANAL TOTAL 

UNIFIED GRID 
REMOTE 
AREAS 

GRAND 

TOTAL 

1980-1985 
Financial (L.E.Millions) 693.90 
Economic (L.E.MIIIions) 2,047.40 
- Financial Costs (Mllliemes/KWh) :5.69 
- Economic (Mililiemes/KWh) 46.30 

249.20 

707.10 

16.70 

47.37 

363.10 

1,018.40 

18.43 

51.68 

575.80 

689.20 

14.02 

16.79 

!34.30 

393.70 

20.17 

59.13 

2,016.30 

4,855.80 

15.92 

38.36 

20.40 

58.20 

20.97 

59.93 

2,036.70 

4,914.00 

15.96 

38.50 

1986-1990 
Financial 

Economic 

- Financial 

- Economic 

(L.E.Millions) 1,307.90 

(L.E.Millions) 4,445.50 

(Mlillemes/KWh) 16.24 
(MIlliemes/KWh) 55.20 

461.30 

1,503.90 

17.24 

56.20 

618.60 

1,900.60 

18.80 

57.76 

916.40 

1,098.90 

14.65 

17.56 

236.30 

692.80 

20.17 

59.13 

3,540.50 

9,641.70 

16.51 

44.95 

25.40 

72.70 

20.97 

59.93 

3,565.90 

9,714.40 

16.54 

45.06 

1991-1995 
Financial 

Economic 

- Financial 

- Economic 

(L.E.Millions) 2,105.50 

(L.E.Millions) 6,717.90 

(Milliemes/KWh) 16.24 

(Milliemes/KWh) 57.82 

734.90 

2,092.20 

17.24 

49.03 

920.10 

2,681.80 

18.80 

54.80 

1,206.60 

1,737.80 

15.45 

22.25 

386.40 

1,132.70 

20.17 

59.13 

5,353.50 

14,362.40 

16.81 

45.10 

36.60 

104.70 

20.97 

59.93 

5,390.10 

14,467.10 

16.83 

45.17 

1996-2000 
Financial 

Economic 

- Financial 

- Economic 

(L.E.Millions) 3,157.90 

(L.E.MilIons) 9,439.30 

(Milliemes/KWh) 16.24 

(Millemes/KWh) 48.54 

1,094.40 

2,610.10 

17.24 

41.12 

1,297.90 

3,642.80 

18.80 

52.77 

1,607.00 

2,958.00 

16.34 

30.07 

601.40 

1,763.20 

20.17 

59.13 

7,758.60 

20,413.40 

17.05 

58.40 7,817.00 

166.90 20,580.30 

20.97 17.08 

59.93 45.23 

Grand Total Financial C-ts 7,265.20 2,539.80 3,199.70 4,305.80 1,358.40 18,668.90 140.80 18,839.70 
(L.E. Millions)
Economic Costs (L.E. Millions) 22,650.10 6,913.30 9,243.60 6,483.90 3,982.40 49,273.30 402.50 49,675.80 

* 1979 L.E. Prices. 

SOURCE: NUPS analysis from Tables Vl-16 and VI-20. 



losses being incurred by the sector through fuel subsidies and financial subsidies to 
large users, and the likely need to finance much of the expansion of the sector 
internationally, possibly at market rates. This situation is likely to be 
exacerbated if the present low levels of tariffs are maintained and an increasing 
share of total power generated is due to nuclear power facilities fueled by even more 
imported inputs than conventional plants and having even higher capital cost 
requirements. Presently, the debt servicing capacity of the sector is severely
limited by low levels of cost recov'-y. The average financial costs of operating
non-nuclear plants, estimated at 7.59 ;illiemes/KWh, do not provide adequate revenues 
to finance interest requirements of c-bt servicing nor do they provide a mechanism 
for internal generation of financial resources within the sector. 

The present low level of cost recovery results from fuel subsidies to the sector 
and subsidies to the largest consumers of electricity. As mentioned, fuel subsidies 
res)'t in a loss to the sector of 22.5 milliemes/KWh generated. As the sector 
becones more dependent on non-hydroelectr;c sources of power generation, this loss 
to the sector wili increase to 33.5 milliemes/<Wh by year 2000. If nuclear power
generating facilities are to play an increasing role in the sector, this loss of 
revenue to the sector will be somewhat minimized due to the greater efficiencies of 
the nuclear power plants, i.e., the loss will be 28.2 milliemes,IKWh by the year
2000. However, the ioss of revernue to 1he sector will be even greater in an economic 
sense as the total foreign financing of nuclear power plants per installed MW is 
greater and there will be a greater reliance on imported inputs. 

The resource demands of the electrical power sector are likely to place undue 
pressures on other sectors, particularly if an increasing role of nuclear facilities 
is introduced to support a 9 pe :!nt growth rate in electricity demand without a 
concerted policy of industrial and t 2sidential/corrrnercial development ahined at energy 
conservation. Except for the periods when the High Dom was uiider construction,
electrical investment has been in the range of 4 to 6 percent of total 
investment. 28 If the 9 percent growth rate in electrical power consumption is 
achieved, total capital coslis are expected to reach 9.1 percent of cumulative 
investment between 1996-2000 for the ron-nuclear option and 22.4 percent for the 
nuclear option. The following paragraphs illustrates how this total investment 
requirement might be minimized uhrough policies coupling energy conservation with 
changes in pricing policies. 

Maintaining the existing revenue base without increasing tariffs and achieving a 
9 percent growlh rate in dernand is likely to result in resource constraints for the 
sector. This situation may be helped somewhat by diverting some electricity
generation to nuclear facilities and selling the petroleum products saved on 
international markets to finance importation of nuclear fuels and foreign debt 
servicing requirements of nuclear facilities. However, this option would require a 
very rapid rate of construction of nuclear facilities which would probably not be 
feasible given the large financial and construction commitments necessary. 

Therefore, it is recorrrnended that a combined policy of energy conservation 
and improvement in the sector's revenue base through increased tariffs be jointly
considered. Initially, since many of the largest consumers of electrical power 
are public sector industries, there may not be as much resistance to encouraging 
greater efficiencies in end consumption while increasing tariff structures for 
large users than if the sector's main consumers were pr;vate sector. The Joint 
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Egypt/United States Energy Assessment gives three examples of methods of electrical 
energy savings: 

0 	 Conversion of cement production to more efficient grinding of clinker and 
greater usage of blended. cements. 

Reduction of anode current density in the aluminum process to improve energy
efficiency from 18,000 KWh/ton to 16,760 KWh/ton. 

• 	 Replace Kima Fertilizer Electrolysis process with Naptha process by year
2000. 

These three industrial conversion processes would result in electrical energysavings in the range of 2,369 GWh. The assessment estimates that similarconservation measures by other industrial users and residential/commercial
consumers could result in a 19 percent reduction in electrical demand by year
2000. 

The 	EEA demand projections which have been used so far have implicit assumptionsof inc, ne elasticities to NUPS GDP growth which range from 1.18 during the 1980-1985period to 1.02 during the 1995-2000 period. However, due to subsidized energy costs
in Egypt, total corrrnercial energy consumption has 	 had higher elasticities between1970-1975. in the range of 1.30. These have resulted in relatively high demandcommercial energy, particularly electricity. Whiie other 	

for 
energy pricing po!Icies

tend to benefit the poor more than the rich (such as subsidies for kerosene),electricity subsidies have less impact on household expenditures of the poor becausethey consume relatively little electricity. Furthermore, the present electricity
tariff structure has the added negative impact of charging smaller consumers morethan large consumers: the very low tariffs charged to the two largest industrial consumers are a case in point. These two factors have led to relatively rapid grcwth
in electrical demand, particularly by large consumers, without complem-ntary
conservation policies. 

Since demand for electrical energy (actually all commercial energy) is relatedclosely to the structure of prices imposed on consumption, relatively drnmatic
reductions in demand can occur when more economic pricing is used both to enforceconservation and to reduce subsidy levels. The projections shown in Table VI-24illustrate the effects on electricity demand if the incom? elasticities experiencedbetwocn 1970-1975 are maintained, bul price changes reflecting recent increases in
world oil prices are imposed (and a price elasticity of -0.30) to modifydemand. 2 Two different growth rates in tariffs ure shown on the table to illustratethe 	 price increases over 20 years necessary to move from the present subsidized
prices to non-subsidized prices by the yeor 2000 (a 10 percent annual growth rate),
and secondly the impact if half that 	growth in ioriffs is achieved. 

These reductions in demand have very significant impacts on reduction of capitalcosts for generation facilities. For example, the rec'uction in demand due to the 5percent growth rate in prices results in a 19 percent reduce'on in tot al demand
between 1980 and 2000. During the 1986-2000 period, this reduction in demandreduces investment reo,.'irements for non-nuclear generating faciliiies fromL.E. 11,063 million to L.E. 8,436, a 24 percent reduction in costs. Similarly,if a program of constructing nuclear facilities were begun, the 1986-2000 capitalrequirements for ihis program reduce by atoLJ! I.F, 7.3 billion to roughly L.E. 22.5billion. This reduces the electrical sector's proportion of total NUPS investment 
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TABLE VI-24 

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ELECTRICAL DEMAND AND 

CHANGES IN PRICING POLICIES 

3

ELECTRICAL DEMAND PROJECTIONS


1980 

NUPS 

GDP 

ESTIMATES 

(L.E. MILLIONS)1 

1,227 

EEA 

ELECTRICAL 

ENERGY 

DEMAND 

(GWH)2 

16,117 

(1) 

5% ANNUAL GROWTH 

IN 

PRICES DEMAND 

(MILLIEMES/KWh) (GWh) 

8.51 16,117 

1985 17,500 29,755 10.86 27,238 

1990 23,400 44,822 13.86 37,473 

1995 31,700 65,856 17.69 52,548 

2000 43,400 92,367 22.58 74,628 

GROWTH RATES 

1980-2000 

(2)
 

10% ANNUAL GROWTH
 

IN 

PRICES DEMAND 

(MILLIEMES/KWh) (GWh) 

8.51 16,117
 

13.71 25,960
 

22.07 33,638
 

35.55 44,479
 

57.25 59,611
 

(%) 7.0 
 9.08 5.00 E1.00 10.00 5.90
 

1 NUPS Interim Action Report, p.95.
 

2 Electrical demand is net of system losses.
 

3 Assumes 
Income elasticites of 1.30 and price elasticities of -0.30.
 

SOURCE: World Bank Development Policy Staff, Prospects for Developing Countries 1978-1985,
 
November 1977, Washington, D.C. as quoted by joint Egypt/United States Report on Egypt/United
 
States Cooperative Energy Assessment. Vol. 1, pp. G 18 - G 23.
 

SOURCE: NUPS Analysis and source quoted above. 



pool for the 1996-2000 period from 9.1 percent forto 7.5 percent the non-nuclcar
option. The 10 percent increase in prices reduces demand by the year 2000 by 35 
percent and results in almost a 40 percent reduction in investment requirement- for
non-nuclear generating facilities (costs reduce from L.E. 11.0 billion to L.E. 6.7billion). Even larger reductions in nuclear generating costs can result, as they
could be reduced by roughly 46 percent to 'bout L.E. 16 billion. However, even with
this reduction in nuclear generating costs, the totnl investment requirements for the
electricity sector would remain high (about 14 percent of the total NUPS cumulalive
investment pool during the 1996-2000 period). A sTY-nary of these projected
reductions in capital costs is presented in Table VI-25. These costs have not beendetailed since they were determined through interpolation from the average unit costs
of both the nL:lear and non-nuclear generating costs. These two illustrations of the
impact wl:ich changes in pricing could have on the sector's investment requirementsdemonstrate the need to more carefully evaluate future demand before embarking onlarge infrastructure projects may in substantial excesswhich resuli capacity. 

TABLE VI-25 

REDUCTIONS IN CAPITAL COSTS FOR 

POWER GENERiiTION 
TO 

DUE TO REDUCTIONS IN DEMAND 

L.E. MILLIONS
 
GENERATING 
 TOTAL
 
OPTION 1986-1990 1991-1995 1996-2000 1986-2000
 

1. Reduction In Tota! L.,nand Through 5 Percent Growth Rate 
In Prices
 

Non-nuclear * 2,685 8,4361,516 4,235 

Nuclear 
 6,123 5,909 10,465 22,497
 

2. Reduction In Total Demand Through a 10 Percent Growth Rate 
In Prices
 

Non-nuclear * 2,6841,136 2,905 6,725
 
Nuclear 4,591 7,172
4,250 16,013
 

Costs were found by dividing total capital costs shown In
 

Table VI-20 for each period by the EEA deoiand shown In
 
Table VI-21 to determine unit costs. 
 These unit costs were
 
then used to calculate the reduced capital requirements for each
 
of the demand calculations shown In Table VI-21.
 

SOURCE: NUPS analysis from Tables VI-20 and VI-21.
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IV. TELECOMMUNICATIONS
 

A. Backgrctind 

Access to good telecommunications facilities is a major factor in the decision 
for economir- activities to locate in one region over another. The availability and 
quality of Tacilities and services influences the desirability of locations both 
economically and in terms of the quality of life enjoyed by its population. Thus, 
due to the poor condition of the telecommunications system, a telecommunications 
sector study was conducted in 1977 cnd 1978 to determine the present condition of the 
system and project future telecommunications requirements. 

The existing telecorrrnunications network in Egypt consists of a basic network of 
automatic switching equipment, art associated network of inter-office junctions within 
the multi-exchange areas of Cairo and Alexandria, and a national trunk network 
operating between the manual and automatic systems. Responsibility for the 
operations and planning of the network is under the jurisdiction of the Arab Republic 
of Egypt Telecomrnunications Organization (ARETO) of the Ministry of Transport, 
Corrmunications and Marine T-ansport. 

The automatic exchange. of the system have a capacity of about 393,260 lines of 
which about 78 percent are o',)erational. The manual exchanges of the Delta and Upper 
Egypt add another 30 percent to the total capacity of the telecommunicetions 
network. These manual ard automatic exchanges vary in size from sma!" manual 
switchboard of a 10 line .-apacity to large multi-office installations consisting of 
35,000 'ines of X-bar autrxnatic switching equipment. All units, regardless of size 
or location, are connected by an exten;Aive network of long distance circuits, 
frequently consisting of open wires, which converge on zone centers linked together 
by VF cable, coaxial cables and microwaves. Most access to the national toll network 
is through seven notional centers in Greater Cairo, Alexandria, Mahalla, Damanhour, 
Mansoura, and Tanta. All international connections to and from Egypt are routed 
through Cairo with coaxial cable connections to Alexandria. 

B. Future Demand for Telecorrrnunications 

The telecomrnunication sector study projected future telephone demand based on 
data derived from relationships between GDP per capita growth and telephone density 
(number of telephones per 100 population) from 64 countries ranging from 
under-developed nations in Africa and Asia to industrialized nations in Europe and 
North America. A summary of this cross sectional data showing localiions of some of 
the 64 countries and their capital cities are presented in Figure VI-I. (The 
regression line shown in the figure has a very high correlation coefficient, 0.97, 
indicating a very close relationship between demand as expressed by telephone 
densities and GDP per capita.) Based on this data, and 1976 population projections 
of total year 2000 populations of 53 million, the telecommunications sector study 
projected an increased demand for telephone lines from roughly 311,000 in 1977 to 
roughly 4.6 million by year 2000 and a total investment program over the 20 year 
period (1980-2000) amounting to L.E. 12 billion (1978 prices). This capital 
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investment program is summarized in Table VI-26. The demand projections for 1980 of 
the sector study estimated that 1980 demand for domestic telephone lines was 
approximately one million lines or roughly three times the number of lines in 
services.
 

The actual number of telephone lines required by the network was determined by
using a ratio of telephones to telephone lines equalling 1.2. This represented a 
significant increase in the quality of service as ARETO estimated there are presently 
a telephone-to-telephone line ratio of 1.6. The sector study justified this dramatic 
increase in the quality of service as necessary because ratios as high as 1.6 are 
rarely encountered in developing nations where technology is not advanced enough to 
provide quality service at high telephone-to-telephone line ratios. Thus, 
maintaining the 1.6 ratio would not result in substantial improvement in the quality 
of service. 

Sub-regional demand for telecomrunic,'ions service was determined by using 
governorate output data for agriculture and industry as a proxy for governorate
GDP. The study projects that business and government telephone usage will continue 
to represent a proportion of demand for telecommunications service (roughly 52 
percent of all lines by the year 2000) due to the high costs to subscribers of the 
service. Only the Greater Cairo exchanges are projected to significantly reverse 
this trend where only 39 percent of the subscribers are expected to be business or 
Government. The sector study projects this reversal in trends due to the likely high
expatriate population of Greater Cairo and likely higher incomes of Egyptian
subscribers. 

C. Projection of Future Demand: NUPS Preferred Strategy 

When the telecommunications sector study projected future telephone demand, it 
based its projections on preliminary 1976 population projections which showed 
dramatic decreases in population growth rates during later periods of the 
century. This resulted in a projected year 2000 population of 53 million, and based 
on GDP per capita -- telephone density relationships, a projected requirement for 
an additional 4 million telephones. More recent demographic projections used by NUPS 
show that these earlier population projections were overly optimistic about the rate 
of decline of population growth rates, and thus the total year 2000 total popu'ufion
is more likely to be in the range of 67 million. Thus, if both NUPS GDP nnd 
population projections based on more recent data hold true, the telecommunications 
sector study probably underestimated total telephone demand in its investment

30program. 

We have upauted the telecorrnunications sector study demand projections using the 
density standards developed by the sector study rather than developing separate 
standards. This was done by calculating the telephone line density for major
settlements using the sector study population estimates. These densities were then 
used to project telephone line demand of ihe population distribution of the Preferred 
Strategy. In 6 similar fashion, the costs of expanding the telecommunication system 
to meet new demands represented by NUPS population projections were projected by
calculating the cost per line for adding new lines shown by the detailed capital
investment program of the sector study. These costs, which were updated to 1979 
prices, were then used to estimate the new capital cost reauircments represented by
the NUPS Preferred Strategy if the sector study telephone line density standards are 
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TABLE VI-26 

PROJECTED CAPITAL INVESTMENT AND 

YEAR 2000 DISTRIBUTION OF TELEPHONE LINES OF 

THE TELECOMMUNICATIONS SECTOR STUDY 

COMMUNICATIONS 
ZONE AND MAJOR 


SETTLEMENT EXCHANGES 


Cairo Zone 


Districts 


Miscellaneous 


Others 


Alexandria Zone 


Districts 


Kafr El Dawar 


Othersl 


Canal Zone 


Ismailla 


Port Said 


Suez 


Other Canal Settlements 


Miscellaneous 


Delta 


Benha 


Damanhour 


Damletta 


Dessouk 


Kafr El Sheikh 


Mansoura 


Mahalla El Kubra 


Mit Chanr 


Tanta 


Zagazlg 


Other Exchanges 


Miscellaneous 


Upper Egypt Zone 


Asslut 


Aswan 


Beni Suef 


Fayoum 


Minla 


Mallawl 


Sohag 


Gorga 


Qena 


Luxr 

1
Other Exchanges


Miscellaneous 


Others
 
2


TOTAL


PROJECTED 
CAPITAL 


INVESTH4ENT 
PROGRAM 

1980 - 2000 


(LE. 1000) 


5,705,053 


4,782,726 


874,750
 

47,577
 

1,950,833 


1,674,315 


18,479 


9,007 


11,333,152 


341,518 


495,489 


361,610 


38,830 


95,705
 

2,124,178 


86,392 


117,770 


83,687 


52,174 


48,681 


154,005 


122,804 


62,827 


241,266 


100,672 


736,641 


317,259
 

1,146,834 


75,767 


73,702 


41,519 


129,283 


83,120 


19,142 


35,574 


11,341 


100,689 


75,403 


253,188
 

148,106
 

12,160,050 


EXISTING 

NUMBER OF 


LINES 1977 


196,629 


196,629 


58,753 


57,966 


607 


180
 

7,019 


575 


4,625 


1,819 


-


31,928 


1,929 


2,722 


1,991 


1,199 


1,198 


5,967 


2,804 


1,972 


5,980 


2,395 


3,671 


15,891 


3,943 


1,704 


1,576 


1,986 


2,406 


896 


1,600 


395 


789 


597 


310,820 


Total per capita cost/urban population - 328.65. 

1 Included In main exchanges estimates. 

2 Totals are those of the telecommunications sector 

COST
 

PER
 
TOTAL NUMBER NEW
 

3
OF LINES LINE
 

(2000) (LE.)
 

2,209,168 2,583
 

2,209,168
 

691,256 2,822
 

684,343
 

6,913
 

481,790 2,764
 

133,040
 

196,750
 

138,990
 

14,010
 

778,330 2,729
 

36,230
 

51,110
 

37,400
 

22,520
 

22,490
 

75,920
 

54,540
 

30,140
 

112,340
 

44,990
 

290,650
 

346,790 3,019
 

31,770
 

28,940
 

16,540
 

49,570
 

32,630
 

9,410
 

16,780
 

5,020
 

34,700
 

28,090
 

4,597,150 2,645,13
 

study.
 

3 Investment program Includes replacement of existing telephone lines, 
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used to project telephone demand. These density standards and cost per additional 
line by settlement are shown in Table VI-27, while the projected costs of the 
Preferred Strategy using these costs is shown in Table VI-28. 

This methodology results in dramatic increases in the quality fo service in most 
settlements. For example, Greater Cairo, which has a 1980 telephone line density of 
approximately 3.2 lines per 100 population is projected to have a density of 21.4 by 
the year 2000. Using this methodology, overall, the national urban telephone line 
density is projected to increase from an urban density of 2.1 lines per 100 
population in 1980 to an urban density of 18.01 by year 2000.31 This density is 
roughly in the range of that of the total population of France. (Figure VI-I) 

This increased telephone line demand results in an increase in the total number 
of telephone lines from the sector study projection of 4.6 million lines to 6.7 
million lines in year 2000. The total costs of maintaining the sector study 
telephone line density standards to serve the increased demand represented by the 
Preferred Strategy are estimated to be L.E. 21.7 billion over the 1980-2000 period, 
or roughly L.E. 5.7 billion greater than those projected by the sector study. 3 2 

Due to the high capital requirements of the investment program for 
telecorrrnunications resulting from projecting demand for the Preferred Strategy at 
telecorrunications sector stuey -Itandards, we have projected a second variant of 
those density standards which ozsumed that improved telecommunications technology 
will allow an increase in the ratio of telephones-to-telephone lines from the 1.2 
ratio proposed by the sector study to 1.35. This would represent a 16.7 percent 
reduction in requirements for telephone lines. This assumption is based on the very 
high ratio of business/goverment to residential lines which is projected to exist by 
the year 2000 which suggests that through improved technology, mare 
business/goverment telephones could be joined together through more efficient 
switching technology. Thus, business/goverment demand could be reduced for 
individual telephone lines without reducing the quality of the service. Our second 
assumption is that telephones will more closely follow the middle level of the demand 
forecast shown on Figure VI-I. This assumption is supported by the projection of 
telephone density bo:ciJ on the GDP per capita relationships resulting from the 64 
nation cross sectional data as is shown in Table VI-29. These two modifications in 
demand result in a reduction of urban telephone line.densities from 18.01 shown in 
Table VI-30 to roughly 9.9 lines per 100 population. Overall, this results in a 
national density standard of roughly 7.4 telephones (5.5 telephone lines) per 100 
population or an increase in the 1980 standard of mare than 450 percent. As is shown 
in Table VI-30, this projection of demand would require roughly 3.7 million new lines 
by the year 2000 an( a capital investment program of L.E. 11.3 billion (1979 prices) 
during the period IF86-2000. 

D. Revenue Requirements of Telecomrrnunications 

The telecommunications sector plan reconnended increases in tariff schedules and 
financing procedures which would allow ARETO an average return on its assets over 
the 1980-2000 period of 12.9 percent and, thus, be Gble to finance its operations 
and capital investment programs through generation of revenues from domestic and 
international subscribers rather than subsidies. The sector plan reconmended rate 
structures be revised occording to a "value of service" concept whereby it is assuLmed 
that ihe availability of the service has a basic value to a customer and that these 
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TABLE VI-27TELECOMMUNICATION SECTOR STUDY PROJECTED TELEPHONE DENSITIES AND UNIT COSTS 
ZONE AND SETTLEMENT 
 NUMBER OF TELEPHONE 
 TELEPHONE DENSITY (LINES/IOO POPULATION) 
 COST PER ADDITIONAL TELEPHONE LINE
LINES 1980 
 1985 1990 
 1995 2000 
 1985 1990
(LE 1000) (LE 1000) (LE 1000) 
 2000

Greater Cairo 

1995 (LE lOOD)

243,230 
 8.7 12.2 16.2
Alexandria 21.4 
 3.17
71,743 2.07 4.55 4.13
9.6 12.2 16.2 
 21.4 
 3.9 
 1.9 4.66 3.74
 

CANAL ZONE
 
Port Said 
 5,844 
 5.16 22.07 29.09
Suez 34.67 
 3.2 2.1
2,149 2.32 3.60
3.29 22.00 33.30
Ismallia 37.10 
 2.9
1,900 2.1 3.24 3.24
4.30 19.17 
 24.69 
 28.74
Other Settlements 3.1 2.2
314 3.21 3.25
3.00 4.00 
 4.50 5.00 
 3.1 2.2 
 3.21 3.25
 

DELTA
 
Tanta 


6,567 
 5.16 12.88 16.18 20.50
Mansourn 
 2.14
5,967 1.1 3.52 3.42
4.97 11.89 13.45 15.42
Mahaila 
 3.7 
 1.6
3,828 2.80 2.47
2.58 5.75 
 7.09 8.85
Zagazig 3.87 1.1
2,689 4.09 2.72
2.85 6.91
Damanhour 8.53 10.67 
 1.9
3,049 2.0 3.61 2.81
3.28 7.71
Kafr El Dawar 9.22 11.18 3.9
607 1.0 4.17 3.01
0.45 0.67 
 0.64
Shebln El Kom 0.60 6.04
2,005 2.0 3.10 3.18
3.03 
 6.49
Damletta 5.49 7.77 3.3 
 1.9
1,991 5.76 3.44
5.51 15.18 20.12 26.99
Benha 

2,082 4.8 1.1 2.68 3.30
 

Kafr El 
5.02 12.28 14.98 18.54
Sheikh 2.6
1,473 2.0 3.18 3.31
3.47 7.54 
 8.42 10.20
MIt Ghamr 2.3
2,666 1.7 2.85 3.21
6.59 13.65 15.23 17.21
Belbels 3.6 1.2 4.01 2.65
590 
 1.82 4.50 
 5.37 6.47
QalIyub 1.9 
 2.0
657 3.61 2.81
1.95 3.99
Idku 5.25 6.86 
 3.3
174 1.9 5.76 3.44
0.55 1.32 
 1.52
Matarla 1.76 
 6.0 2.0
827 3.10 3.18
1.97 3.8 5.0 6.6
Dessouk 3.7 
 1.6
1,566 2.80 2.47
5.59 1?.93 16.45 21.17
Menouf 
 4.6
1,079 2.59 4.12 

1.2 3.52 2.92

4.73 5.48
Abu Kablr 
 3.3 1.9
1,166 5.76 3.44
3.32 5.74 


n.a. 
7.26 1.9 2'0 3.61 2.81
 

Zefta 8.36 

n.a. 
 n.a.
Belkas n.a. n.a, 
 n.a.
1,130 n.a. n.a. n.a.
3.41 5.85 7.17 8.89
Other Urban 
 781 3.7 1,,6 2.80 2.47
3.0 4.0 
 4.5 
 5.00 
 1.9 
 2.0 3.61 2.81
 



NORTH UPPER EGYPT 	 TABLE VI-27 (Continued) 

Beni Suef 1,857 2.59 4.72 5.78 7.63 4.7 1.8 3.08 3.49
 
Fayoum 2,104 3.21 9.24 11.01 14.16 2.7 2.5 
 3.06 3.40
 
Minla 2,658 3.45 7.29 8.84 11.57 2.8 
 1.8 4.40 3.38
 

Mallawl 896 2.23 4.50 5.63 7.57 3.1 1.5 2.61 2.94
 
Other Urban 4,349 2.23 4.50 5.63 7.57 3.1 1.5 2.61 2.94
 

SOUTH UFPER EGYPT
 

Asslut 4,236 
 9.78 11.54 13.75 1-,69 	 3.1 1.7 4.51 3.90
 
Naga Hamadl 398 9.78 11.54 13.75 17.69 5.6 1.7 3.69 3.6
 
Qena 942 S.78 11.54 13.75 17.69 5.6 1.7 3.69 3.6
 
Aswan 1,895 9.78 11.54 13.75 17.69 4.7 1.3 4.87 2.9
 
Sohag 1,704 2.75 5.12 6.09 7.81 
 2.8 1.8 2.56 3.2
 

Luxor 641 1.83 6.20 6.37 7.06 3.6 2.3 2.95. 3.6
 
Ikhmlm 2 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.
 
Gerga 803 2.21 3.26 5.18 7.32 2.1 2.0 2.97 3.7
 
Other Urban 3,545 
 3.0 4.0 4.5 5.0 	 2.8 1.8 2.56 3.2
 

3
 
REMOTE AREAS


Matruh 373 4.0 4.8 7.1 9.4 
 6.3 3.7 3.2 4.7
 
New Valley 373 4.0 4.8 7.1 9.4 6.3 3.7 3.2 4.7
 
Red Sea 373 4.0 4.8 7.1 9.4 6.3 3.7 3.2 4.7
 

Sinai 373 4.0 4.8 7.1 9.4 6.3 3.7 3.2 4.7
 

TOTAL4 	 393,594 7.03 10.55 13.89 "8.01
 

n.a. Not available.
 

I 	 The Telecommunications Sector Study does not provide data on Zefta. Therefore, Mit Ghamr standards were used to projec! Zefta requirements.
 

2 	 Projected from Sohag standards.
 

3 	 Telephone lines existing In Remote Areas were projected from Red Sea Governorate data as the T lecommunlcatlons Sector Study does not pro

vide disaggregated data for other Remote Area governorates or settlements.
 

4 	 The sector study does not glv summary line densities. The densities showr result from dividing the total number of lines (shown In Table
 

VI-28) by NUPS Total urban populations.
 

u'SOURCE: Telephone lines In 1980 and projected Capital Expenditures Program: Main Station Gain Objectives; Telecommunications Sector Study.Volume
 
81. Prepared for the Arab Republic of Egypt Telecommunications Organization by the Continental Telephone International, 1978.
 



TABLE VI-28
 
PREFERRED STRATEGY TELEPHONE DEMAND AND ESTIMATED TOTAL CAPITAL COSTS 

OF NEW INSTALLATIONS AND REHABILITATION: 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS SECTOR STUDYDENSITY "TANDARDS 

TOTAL TELEPHONL DEMAND (1,000 LINES)' TOTAL PROJECTiD CAPITAL COSTS (L.E. MILLIONS) 2 

ZONE AND SETTLEMENT 1985 1990 1995 2000 
1980-

1985 
1986-

1990 
199i-

1995 
1996-

2000 
TOTAL 

1980-2000 

Greater Cairo 
Alexandri 

Total Metropolitan 

844 

317 

1,161 

1,417 

479 

1,896 

2,247 

754 

3,001 

3;531 

1,177 

4,708 

1,905.0 

958.0 

2,863.0 

1,187.0 

307.0 

1,494.0 

3,774.0 

1,280.0 

5,054.0 

5,303.0 

1,582.0 

6,885.0 

12,169.0 

4,127.0 

16,296.0 

CANAL ZONE 
Port Said 

Suez 

Ismallia 

Other Settlements 

Total Canal Zone 

20 

65 

i0 

1 

96 

101 

103 

59 

2 

265 

159 

211 

97 

3 

470 

225 

315 

144 

5 

689 

44.2 

181.0 

26.0 

3.1 

254.3 

170.5 

81.6 

106.4 

2.o 

360.5 

133.8 

349.0 

122.4 

3.1 

608.3 

240.5 

369.0 

152.5 

4.2 

766.2 

589.1 

980.5 

407.3 

12.4 

1,989.3 

DELTA 
Tanta 

Mansoura 

Subtotal 

Mahalla 

Zagazlg 

Damanhour 

Kafr El Dawar 

Shebln El Kom 

Darmletta 

Benha 

Kafr El Shelkh 

Mit Ghamr 

Belbels 

Qalyub 

ldku 

Matarla 

Dessouk 

Menouf 

Abu Kablr 

Zefta 

Belkas 

Other Urban 

20 

18 

38 

10 

7 

8 

1 

4 

7 

6 

3 

6 

2 

2 

0.4 

2 

4 

2 

2 

7 

2 

52 

57 

49 

106 

25 

19 

21 

2 

8 

22 

16 

8 

14 

4 

4 

1 

3 

10 

3 

4 

13 

4 

79 

82 

64 

146 

35 

26 

28 

2 

10 

33 

21 

10 

16 

5 

6 

2 

5 

14 

4 

6 

16 

5 

100 

118 

85 

203 

50 

36 

38 

2 

14 

51 

31 

13 

21 

7 

8 

2 

7 

19 

5 

8 

21 

8 

125 

28.2 

43.0 

71.2 

23.8 

8.6 

19.2 

2.5 

6.4 

23.5 

9.6 

4.4 

11.8 

1.8 

3.1 

1.6 

2.6 

11.1 

2.5 

2.0 

14.4 

3.8 

97.2 

40.5 

50.0 

90.5 

16.8 

24.0 

13.0 

1.8 

7.4 

16.5 

20.6 

8.1 

9.1 

5.2 

4.1 

1.6 

2.8 

7.2 

2.8 

3.9 

7.2 

3.1 

53.2 

88.0 

42.1 

130.1 

41.5 

24.9 

29.7 

0.9 

14.2 

30.9 

14.1 

6.4 

9.9 

4.6 

10.5 

1.2 

4.1 

13.5 

5.3 

6.4 

13.1 

3.8 

77.2 

126.0 

51.4 

177.4 

39.8 

27.1 

30.2 

0.9 

11.3 

59.0 

33,3 

9.3 

12.4 

4.8 

9.4 

1.6 

5.4 

15.3 

4.4 

5.6 

13.2 

5.2 

70.8 

282.7 

186.5 

469.2 

121.9 

84.6 

92.1 

6.1 

39.3 

129.9 

77.6 

28.2 

43.2 

16.4 

27.1 

6.0 

15.0 

47.1 

15.0 

17.9 

47.9 

i5.9 

298.4 

SUB TOTAL 

DELTA TOTAL 

127.4 

165.4 

260 

366 

344 

490 

466 

669 

249.9 

321.1 

208.4 

298.9 

312.2 

442.3 

359 

536.4 

1,129.5 

1,598.7 



TABLE VI-28 (Continued) 

2
1 

TOTAL TELEPHONE DEMAND (1,000 LINES) TOTAL PROJECTED CAPITAL COSTS (L.E. MILLIONS)


ZONE AND SETTLEMENT 1985 1990 1995 2000 IS85 1990 1995 2000 

TOTAL 

1985-2000 

NORTH UPPER EGYPT 

Beni Suef 

Fayoum 

Minia 

Subtotal 

Mallawy 

Other Urban 

Total North Upper Egypt 

4 

7 

7 

18 

2 

14 

34 

8 

24 

16 

48 

5 

30 

83 

11 

34 

22 

67 

7 

42 

116 

17 

50 

33 

100 

10 

63 

173 

10.0 

14.1 

11.3 

35.4 

1.8 

28.4 

65.6 

7.6 

42.9 

17.0 

67.5 

3.9 

25.2 

96.6 

9.6 

28.8 

27.1 

65.5 

4.9 

30.8 

101.2 

19.0 

55.6 

36.5 

111.1 

9.6 

60.2 

180.9 

46.2 

141.9 

91.9 

279.5 

20.2 

144.6 

444.3 

SOUTH UPPER EGYPT 

Asslut 

Naga Hamad I 

32 

21 

46 

30 

68 

45 

106 

71 

85.4 

108.2 

24.2 

16.4 

96.8 

52.9 

150.6 

93.6 

357.1 

271.1 

Aswan 22 33 50 80 95.9 14.1 79.8 86.4 276.1 

Subtotal 

Sohag 

Luxor 

Ikhmlm 

Gerga 

Other drban 

Subtotal 

Total South Upper Egypt 

75 

4 

2 

4 

1 

30 

41 

116 

109 

7 

10 

6 

2 

48 

73 

182 

163 

10 

12 

8 

4 

65 

99 

262 

257 

14 

16 

11 

6 

87 

134 

391 

289.5 

5.2 

6.4 

6.6 

1.4 

74.4 

94.0 

383.5 

54.7 

6.8 

17.0 

2.8 

1.9 

32.8 

61.3 

116.0 

229.5 

6.2 

6.2 

5.1 

5.5 

43.1 

65.1 

295.6 

330.6 

14.5 

13.0 

10.8 

7.6 

67.8 

113.7 

444.3 

904.3 

32.8 

42.6 

25.3 

16.3 

218.1 

335.1 

1,239.4 

REMOTE AREAS 

Matruh 

New Valley 

Red Sea 

Sinai 

Total Remote Areas 

3 

3 

3 

1 

10 

3 

4 

4 

2 

13 

5 

6 

6 

4 

21 

8 

8 

8 

9 

33 

13.4 

14.9 

15.7 

3.9 

47.9 

3.1 

3.3 

3.2 

3.2 

12.8 

6.1 

7.2 

7.1 

8.1 

28.5 

10.6 

12.0 

11.7 

23.3 

57.6 

33.2 

37.4 

37.6 

38.6 

146.8 

GRAND TOTAL 1,582.4 2,805.0 4,360.0 6,663.3 3,935.4 2,378.8 6,529.9 8,870.4 21,714.5 

W, 

1 Assumes average number of telephones/line Is 1.2 and average telephone density 

The 1980 telephone line base Is shown In Table VI-26. 

In 2000 of 18.01 lines/100 urban population. 

2 Total costs Include provisions for trunk network and other telecommunications systems. 

SOURCE: NUPS anelysls based on Table VI-26. 



TABLE VI-29
 

TOTAL TELEPHONE DEMAND
 

NUPS 	 TELEPHONE 
YEAR PER CAPITA TOTAL. DENSITY TOTAL NUMBER 

GDP( 1979 Prices) POPULATION (TELEPHONE/ TELEPHONES 
2(US $)I (MILLIONS) 100 PERSONS) (1000's)
 

1980 381 
 42.1 1.77 
 745
 

1985 
 524 47.7 
 2.82 1,345
 

1990 621 53.8 3.61 1,944
 

1995 751 
 60.3 4.77 2,876
 

2000 919 
 67.7 
 6.40 4,335
 

GROWTH 
RATE 	% 4.5 2.4 6.6 9.2
 

1 	 L.E. per capita GDP coverted to US $ using L.E. 0.70 = US $ 1.00, 

the exchange rate preva" Ing In 1979. 

2 	 Telephone density bc-ed on following formula:
 

LOG Y = 1.46 LOG X - 3.54
 
Where Y = Telephone Density
 

X = GOP/Capita (Expressed In US Dollars)
 

SOURCE: NUPS calcul3tions and Telecommunications Sector Study.
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TABLE VI-30 
PREFERRED STRATEGYTELEPHONE DEMAND AND ESTIMATED TOTAL CAPITAL COSTS OF 

NEW INSTALLATIONS AND REHABILITATION: IMPROVED TECHNOLOGY AND REDUCED DEMAND OPTION 

ZONE AND SETTLEMENT TOTAL PROJECTED TELEPHONE DEMAND (1000 !INES)
1 

TOTAL PROJECTED CAPITAL COSTS
2 

(LE. MILLION) TPtAL 
YEAR: 1985 1990 1995 2000 YEAR: 1980- 1986- 1991- 1996 .986  2000 

Greater Cairo 464 780 1236 1942 700.8 C52.6 2075.9 2916.7 6346.0 
Alexandria 175 264 415 647 401.2 169.1 703.8 870.2 2144.3 

TOTAL METROPOLITAN 639 1044 1651 2589 1102.0 821.7 2779.7 3786,9 8490.3 

CANAL ZONE
 

Port Said 11 55 87 124 15.9 
 93.8 73.6 132.3 315.6
 
Suez 36 57 116 173 96.7 
 44.9 192.0 202.9 536.5
 
Ismallla 6 32 86 79 11.6 58.5 67.3 83.9 221.3
 
Other Settlements I I 2 
 2 1.3 1.1 1.7 2.3 6.4
 

TOTAL CANAL ZONE 54 145 258 378 125.5 198.3 
 334.6 421.4 1079.8
 

DELTA
 
Tanta 
 11 31 45 65 9.2 22.3 48.4 68.3 148.2
 
Mansoura 10 27 
 35 47 13.7 27.5 23.1 28.4 92.7
 

SUB TOTAL 21 58 
 80 112 22.9 49.8 71.5 96.7 840.9
 

Mahalla 5 14 19 28 6.4 3,2 22.8 21.9 60.3
 
Zagazlg 4 11 14 20 2.4 13.2 13.6 14.9 44.1
 
Damanhour 4 12 15 21 
 5.2 7.2 16.4 16.4 45.2
 
Kafr El Dawar 1 1 1 1 0.3 0.8 0.5 0.5 2.1
 
Shebin El Kom 
 2 4 6 7 0.5 4.1 7.8 6.2 18.6
 
Damletta 4 12 
 48 285 8.6 9.1 17.0 32.5 67.2
 
Benha 3 9 11 47 2.8 11.3 7.8 18.3 40.2
 
Kafr El Sheikh 2 
 4 6 7 0.9 4.5 3.5 5.1 14.0
 
Mit Ghamr 3 7 9 II 2.1 5.0 5.5 6.8 19.4
 
Belbels 1 2 3 4 0.5 2.9 2.5 2.6 8.5
 
Qalyub 1 2 3 5 0.7 2.2 5.7 5.2 13.8
 
Idku 0.2 1 1 1 0.4 0.9 0.7 0.9 2.9
 
Matarla 1 2 3 4 0.02 1.5 2.3 3.0 6.8
 
Des:ouk 2 5 8 10 2.8 4.0 7.4 8.4 22.6
 
Menouf 1 2 2 3 0.04 1.4 2.9 2.4 6.7
 
Abu Kablr 1 2 3 4 0.1 2.2 3.5 3.1 8.9 
Zefta 4 7 9 
 12 3.6 4.0 7.2 7.3 22.1 
Belkas 1 2 3 4 0.2 1.7 2.1 2.9 6.9 
Other Urban 29 43 55 69 52.8 29.2 42.4 38.9 163.4 

SUB TOTAL 69.2 142 189 256 80.4 114.4 171.6 19;.3 573.7
 

TOTAL DELTA ZONE 90.2 200 269 48 113.3 164.2 243.1 294.0 814.6
 



TABLE VI-30 (Continued) 

NORTH UPPER EGYPT ZONE 
Beni Suef 
 2 5 
 6 9 
 1.6 4.2 5.3
Fayoum 10.5 21.6
4 13 49 28 5.2 23.6 15.9 30.6
Minla 75.34 9 12 18 2.9 9.3 
 14.9 20.1SUB TOTAL 47.210 27 37 55 
 9.7 37.1 36.1 
 61.2 144.1
 

Maliawl 
 1 3 
 4 5 
 0.8 2.1 2.7 
 5.1
Other Urban 10.7
7 17 23 
 34 
 9.6 13.9 16.9 33.1
TOTAL NORTH UPPER EGYPT 73.5
18 47 64 
 94 
 20.1 53.1 
 55.7 99.4 
 228.3
 

SOUTH UPPER EGYPT

Assiut 
 17 25 
 37 58 
 41.1 13.3 53.3
Naga HamadI 82.9 190.6
11 17 25 
 3q 56.2 
 9.0 29.1 51.5 
 145.8
 
Qena

Aswan 
 12 18 27 
 44 48.7 7.7 
 43.9 47.5
SUB TOTAL 147.8
40.0 60.0 
 89.0 141.0 
 146.0 
 30.0 126.3 181.9 
 A84.2
 

Soh. 2.0 4.0 5.0 8.0 
 0.7 3.8 
 3.4
Luxor 8.0 15.9
1.0 5.0 
 7.0 9.0 -2.5 9.3 3.ikhmim 7.1 22.32.0 3.0 
 4.0 6.0 
 1.5 1.6 
 2.8 5.9
Gerga 11.8
1.0 1.0 2.0 
 3.0 0.1 1.0 
 3.0 4.2
Other Urban 8.3
17.0 27.0 36.0 
 48.0 
 36.5 18.0 
 23.7 37.3
SUB TOTAL 115.5
23.0 40.0 54.0 
 74.0 
 41.0 33.7 
 36.3 62.5 
 173.8
 

TOTAL SOUTH UP:ER EGYPT 
 6.0 100.0 143.0 
 215.0 
 187.3 63.7 
 162.6 244.4 
 658.0
 

REMOTE AREAS
 
Matruh 
 1.0 2.0 3.0 
 4.0 6.3 1.7
New Valley 3.3 5.8 17.12.0 2.0 3.0 5.0 7.2 1.8 4.0 6.6..ed Sea 19.62.0 2.0 3.0 5.0 7.6 1.8 3.9SInai 6.4 19.71.0 1.0 2.0 5.0 1.1 1.8TOTAL RE4OTE AREAS 6.0 7.0 

4.5 12.8 20.2
11.0 19.0 
 22.2 
 7.1 15.7 31.6 
 76.6
 

GRAND TOTAL 
 870.2 1543.0 2396.0 
 3663.0 
 1570.4 1308.1 
 3591.4 4877.7 
 11347.6
 

1 
 Assumes average number of telephones/line is 1.2 and average telephone density In 2000 of 
18.01 Ilnes/100 urban population.
 
The 1980 telephone line base Is shown 
In Table VI-26.
 

2 Total 
costs Include provisions for trunk network and other telecommunications systems.
 

SOURCE: NUPS analysis based on Table VI-26.
 



values vary according to the quality of service being provided. This re!ative value 
method measures telecormunications value along the following principles: 

0 	 The higher the class of service provided the higher the value. Thus, the 
ability to dial calls has a higher value than operator service. 

0 	 The more stations that can be recched without a toll charge, the higher the 
value. Thus, service in large metropolitan areas is more valuable to a customer 
than in a small town. 

* 	 The greater the economic benefit of the service, the higher the value. For 
example, the ability to conduct business over telecomrnuniz:ations networks has 
a higher economic value than residential service used for social con-nunication. 

These relative values of service concepts were built into the telecommunications 
sector reconnendations for changes in tariff structures and are presented be!ow in 
Table VI-31. 

The financial projections result;ng from ihese tariff proposals are shown in 
Table VI-32. In order to maintain a :2.9 percent average reiurn on ARETO assets 
over the period, total revenues must increase over the 1985-2000 period at an annual 
growth rate of 7.1 percent. The bulk of these revenues are projected to come from 
non-residential subscribers for ielecommunicat ions services as the cumulative 
residential revenues amount to cnly 6.3 percent of total cumulative revenues. The 
major sources of these revenues are international revenues and revenues resulting 
from telegraph, telex, and other ron-business non-residential revenue sources. Using 
the revenue per telephone line requirements shown in Table VI-32, the total revenue 
and operating expense requirements of the Preferred Strategy telecommunications 
network were projected for both demand estimates and are shown in Table VI-33. The 
first, e.g., density standards at telecommunication sector study standards, has a 
total financial revenue requirement o'er the 1986-2000 period of L.E. 22.4 billion 
or L.E. 6.7 billion more than the updated estimates of the sector study. If, 
however, reduced demand results through reliance on improved technology and more 
careful pricing, as was shown in the second projection of Preferred Strategy 
telephone demand, cumulative revenue requirements needed to finance expansion of the 
system provide for operaticns expense and allow ARETO an average return on its assets 
of 12.9 percent are projected to be roughly L.E. 12.4 billion. 

V. BULK WATER 

A. 	 Bulk Water Requirements of the Preferred Strategy 

Bulk water (defined as water requirements which must be "imported" from other 
regions via pipelines or canals) requirements were reviewed in three of the 
settlement zones: Greater Cairo, Canal and Remote Areas zones. The analysis was 
limited to these zones because the other zones have access to either ground water or 
surface water (usually in the form of Nile water) within their regional
boundaries. It should be noted that urban uses do not create major demands for 
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TABLE VI-31 

RELATIVE VALUE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES 

TO CUSTOMERS 

(1978 L.E. PRICES)
 
TYPE OF SERVING CENTRAL CFFICE
 

AUTOMATIC
 
MANUAL NON-METRO METRO
 

TYPE OF RELATIVE ANNUAL RELATIVE 
ANNUAL RELATIVE ANNUAL 
CUSTOMER VALUE * RATE * VALUE i RATE * VALUE * RATE * 

Business/Government
 
Individual Line 167 46.75 192 242
53.75 67.75
 
PABX Trunk 250 70.00 
 288 80.65 363 101.65
 

Residential
 

Individual Line 28.00
100 115 32.20 145 40.60
 

Public Service 66 18.50 75 21.30 98 27.45
 

Relative values and annual 
rates are those of the sector study. The
 
relative value Is based on a base of 
100 for the lowest class of service.
 
Rates are based on the base rate for the lowest class of service times the
 
Index resulting from the relative values shown.
 

SOUF'E: Teleconinunicatlons Sector Study. Financial Plan for ARETO. Volume 7,
 
1978.
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TABLE VI-32 

CUMULATIVE REVENUES AND OPERATING EXPENSE: 

ARETO FINANCIAL PROJECTIONS 

(L.E. MILLIONS: 1979 PRICES) 

-PERIOD 	 GROWTH RATE
 

1986-1990 1991-19.5 1996-2000 (1986-2000)

(%) 

1. 	Revenues
 

1.1. 	Domestic Revenues 1,446.8 2,5723 3,818.1 6.7
 

- Residential (194.4) (326o5) (469.1) (6.0)
 
- Business (345.7) (578.2) (830.1) (6.0)
 
- Others I (906.7) (1 667.6) (3,457.1) (9.3)
 

1.2. 	International Revenues2 1,356.2 2,490.0 3,972.0 7.4
 

1.3. 	Total Revenues 2,803.0 5,062.3 7,790.1 7.1
 

2.0. 	Total Operations 809.4 1,666.7 3,268.3 9.8
 
3
 

Expense
 

3.0. 	Net Operating Income 1,993.6 3,395.6 4,521.8 5.0
 

4.u. Total Revenues/Llne 1,309.2 1,633.4 1,738.5 1.9
 
(L.E.)
 

4.1. 	Total Domestic Revenues/Line 657.8 830.0 852.1 1.7
 
(L.E.)
 

5.0. Total Operating Expense/Line 378.5 5,7.9 729.4 4.5
 
(L.E.)
 

6.0 	Net Income Per Line 1,931.2 1,095.6 1,009.1 -4.2
 
(L.E.)
 

1 Include Installation revenues, revenues from telex and telegraph services, toll
 

revenues and excess call revenues.
 

2 Includes International telephone, telex and telegram revenues.
 

3 Excludes depreciation and Interest experie.
 

SOURCE: Telecommunications Sector Study. Financial Plan for ARETO. Volume 7. 1978.
 

Exhibits V1-1-4-5 and NLPS analysis.
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TABLE VI-33
 

CUMULATIVE REVENUE AND OPERATING
 

EXPENSE REQUIREMENTS OF PREFERRED STRATEGY 

(L.E. MILLIONS 1979 PRICES) 

PERIOD TOTAL
 
1986-1990 1991-1995 1996-2000 1986-2C00
 

I. 	PREFERRED STRATEGY AT TELECOMMU-

NICATIONS DENSITY STANDARDS
 

Total Revenues 	 3,672.3 7,119.9 1:,584.6 22,375.8
 
(Domastlc Revenues) 1,845.1 3,618.8 5,677.5 11,141.4
 
(International Revenues) 
 1,827.2 3,501.1 5,907.1 11,234.4
 

Operations Expense 	 1,060.3 2,349.8 
 6,723.6 10,127.7
 

Net Income 
 2,612.0 4,775.1 4,861.0 12,248.1
 

II. PREFERRED STRATEGY AT NUPS
 
DENSITY STANDARDS
 

Total Revenues 2,020.1 3,985.5 6,368.1 12,373.7
 
(Domestic Revenues) 1,015.0 1,988.7 3,121.2 6,124.9
 
(International Revenues) 1,005.1 1,996.8 3,246.9 6,248.8
 

Operating Expense 	 583.2 1,288.7 2,671.8 4,543.7
 

Net 	Income 1,436.9 2,625.1 3,696.3 7,758.8
 

SOURCE: NUPS analysis.
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imported water. Many of the canal and pipeline projects, particularly those proposed 
for the Sinai and the North West Coast, are designed to serve agricultural 
requirements. Thus, the demand for bulkwater in many ureas may be much greater than 
is shown for the NUPS purely urban demand. 

B. Greater Cairo Zone 

In the Greater Cairo Zone, bulk water is required to supply the new towns 
and satellite cities with water as they are outside the service area of the 
Greater Cairo Water Utility. The costs of bulk water supplies have been derived from 
either actual tender cost estimates or master plans. in all cases these expenditures 
have already been made or will be made during the 1980-1985 period. Thus, the 
capital requirements for bulk water supplies in the Zone will not affect vcriations 
in 
req

the total investment costs 
uirements are presented in Ta

of the Preferred Strategy. These 
ble VI-34. 

in.vestment 

C. Canal Settlement Zone 

The bulk water requirements of the Canal Zone settlements are now met by the 
Sweetwater Canal and the Abbassaya Canal. A review of the masterplan requirements 
for the major settlenents of the zone indicates that total projected water demands 
can be met by these exising canals provided that they are adequately 
maintained. 3 3  Since the NUPS Preferred Strategy populations for the major 
settlements in the zone are similar to those of the master plan projections, no 
additional investments for bulk water supplies should be necessary. 

However, since it is the NUPS understanding that the Ministry of Irrigation 
intends to construct a pipeline from the Cairo zone to Suez to serve both the city of 
Suez and the Sinai, its costs were reviewed. Three proposals have been made to the 
Ministry regarding construction of this line. Each of them. has a delivery capacity 
of 700,000 to 800,000 cubic meters per day. However, there are large variations in 
their cost estimates. The lowest, consisting of a concrete pipeline has an 
investment cost of L.E. 93.7 million, while the highest, a steel pipeline, has an 
estimated cost of L.E. 189.3 million. The Ministry also has proposals to dredge the 
Sweetwater Canal to expand its carrying capacity by 800,000 cubic meters per 
day. This cost is in the range of L.E. 27 million. It is the NUPS understanding 
thai the Ministery is engaged in contract negctiations which would lead to 
construction of the steel pipeline to Suez. However, so far, no detailed plans have 
been made to extend the line beyond Suez. 

Throughout the period, maintenance of the canals serving the zone will be 
required to maintain adequate flows. However; as urban uses comprise only a portion 
of the total end use of water -- agricultural and transport users are the largest 
users of bulk water -- costs of maintenance of the canals were not included in total 
bulk water operating cost requirements. Similarly, since up to 88 percent of the 
water to be delivered to Suez by the different pipeline proposals may be designated 
for irrigation purposes, none of the costs of the these proposals was included in 
urban bulk water investment or operating cost requirements. 
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TABLE VI-34
 

BULK WATER INVESTMENT REQUIREMENTS OF THE GREATER CAIRO ZONE
 

INVESTMENT 

1980-1985 
SETTLEMENT (L.E. MILLIONS) REMARKS 

10th of Ramadan 23.2 Pipeline under construction. 

Sadat City N.A. 

El Obour* N.A. 

E1 Amal* N.A.
 

6th of October 17.0 Pipeline under construction served by
 

Greater Cairo Water Utility.
 

15th of May --


TOTAL 40.2
 

N.A. Not Available.
 
* Still in Master Plan preparation stage. 

SOURCE: 	 Data from 10th of Ramadan Development Authority and Master Plan of the
 
6th of October.
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D. Remote Areas 

I. The Western Desert 

Since 1960, there has been active investigation and development of ground water 
resources within the New Valley. As the result of these investigations, the fresh 
water storage within the region has been estimated at 2,300 milliard cubic 
meters. Currently, nearly 250 million cubic meters per year of water is provided
from wells in the oases of Kharga and Dakhla. (See Table VI-37 at the end of this 
section). 

Several studies have been conducted to determine the recharge rate of the 
aquifers and, thus, the feasible time which wells in the oases could be utilized at 
different production rates. Some of the studies indicate feasible production periods 
as short as 50 years. However, other studies are proceeding to determine optimum 
basin management and use rates to ensure much longer life of the resources. 

New Valley urbanization is largely dependent upon stabilizing urban requirements 
with demand for agricultural practices. However, the total populations projected by
the Preferred Strategy could probably be met by ground water resources in the New 
Valley. Therefore, no estimates of bulk water requirements were made. 

2. Sinai 

The main volume of the Draft Final Report of the Sinai Development Study Phase I 
(April 1982) recommends that a total of L.E. 104.8 million (presumably in 1982 
prices, although the report does not state so) be invested in bulk water supplies for 
primarily agricultural, tourism and industrial uses. Roughly L.E. 46.8 million of 
this amount is targeted for the 1982-1985 period and would be spent for a pipeline
between El Qantara and El Arish (L.E. 30.4 millions) and a pipeline between the 
Hamadi Tunnel under the Suez Canal and Abu Rudeis. During the 1986-!990 period it 
allocates an additional L.E. 58 million for the Sinai portion of the Maadi-Suez City 
pipeline costs. According to the study, practically all of the investment in new 
water supplies would be earmarked for agricultural uses if the chemical refinery
complex proposed for the East Suez City area is not developed. If the complex is 
developed, roughly 44 percent of the water produced would be designated for urban 
uses, the bulk of which would be for the refinery complex. 

Alternatively, proposals have been developed for digging canals to supply Nile 
water from the Suez Canal to the north coastal areas of the Sinai (the El Salaam Canal 
and the Sa!hia Canal). In its recommended strategy, the SDS does not support these 
proposals because of the very high capital costs involved and the likely low returns 
to agriculture resulting from high water supply costs. In its recommended strategy,
the study proposes reclamation of sites close to the East Bitter Lakes (Ismailia 
region) and the East Suez area based on imported water. In other areas it proposes 
reclamation based cn a combination of groundwater and rain water, i.e., the Rafah 
Strip, El Arish and El Qaa Plain. 

Since the bulk of these costs, if incurred, will be phases for the 1982-1985 
period and will result in bulk water supplies earmarked for agriculture uses they 
have not been included in NUPS purely urban estimates of water 
requirements. However, if the refinery chemical complex proposed for the East Suez 
area proves feasible, largely due to the agglomeration economies present in Suez City 
on the other side of the Canal, additional bulk water supplies will need to be 
provided to support the complex. 
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3. Red Sea Governorate Bulk Water Requirements 

Most urban development within the Red Sea Governorate is expected to relyentirely on imported water from the Nile via pipelines from Qena as is the case 
now. 34 However, the Red Sea Governorate Regional Plan also recomrmends agroundwater exploration program which may reduce imported water requirements. The
existing pipeline which serves Safaga, Hurgada and Quseir delivers an estimated2,200 m3/day. This capacity is being increased to 8,200 m3/day through construction 
of an additional pipeline from Qena. Two different estimates of the costs of
increasing the capacity of the existing bulk water supplies to the Red Sea
Governorate were reviewed: costs of the Provincial Water Supplies Project and
those of the Red Sea Governorate Regional Master Plan conducted by SATAC. Both have
investment costs for lifting water 700 meters over the Red Sea mountain range
from Qena to Safaga that are similar. The Provincial Water Supply cost is
L.E. 1,375 per m3/day while that of the Red Sea Governorate Master Plan is
L.E. 1,300 per rn3/day for similar sized capacity lines (roughly 10,000
m3/day). These two estimates also have proposals for extending the Qena/Safaga
pipelines to Hurgada and Quseir. Thus, the total costs of serving the urbanpopulations of these three settlements with bulk water are in the range
of L.E. 1,823 per m3/day. These costs were used to project the bulk water
requirements of the Red Sea Governorate for the Preferred Strategy. 

Due to the fuel required and the height over water must bewhich lifted, the
current cost of supplying water to users in the Red Sea Governorate is L.F.0.55/m3. 35 This cost is somewhat lower than that suggested by the Red Sea
Governorate Regional Master Plan. Its projected total recurrent cost requirement for
supplying the Red Sea Governorate with 10,000 m3/day of bulk water between Qena andSafaga is L.E. 0.69. This recurrent cost includes arrrnortization of the capital costs
of constructing the pipeline at financing terms of 10 percent annual interest over 20 
years or L.E. 0.42/m3/day. 

4. Northwest Coast Bulk Water Requirements 

Currently the major settlerients in the Northwest Coast are served with bulk water
supplies from pipelines drawing water from Nile sources. As these supplies are
inadequate to meet present demand, Mersa Matrouh is also served by desalination
plants and water trains from Alexandria. Both the Provincial Water Supplies Project
and the Regional Plan for the Coastal Zone of the Western Desert indicate that 
average daily supplies are in the region (of 4,000 of 4,800 m3/day). However, due to
uncertainties in all types of supplies, actual consumption can vary
considerably. I-or example, the four desalination units at Marsa Matruh are rated at
500 m3/day each, but due to persistent operational problems rarely reach 50 percent
of their rated capacity. 36  Although limited potential exists for development of
ground water and storage of surface water resources, these are not deemed adequate to 
support large urban populations. 37 

The Regional Plan for the Northwest Coast estimated that domestic consumption ofwater in urban areas would increase from 150 liters/capita/day to 250
liters/capita/day by the year 2000. However, in Mersa Matruh, the plan provided for 
a year 2000 standard of 640 liters/capita/day for a service population of roughly
270,000. This standard, which is higher than the projected master plan standard forAlexandria of 373 I/c/d, resulted from plan assumptions about tourism and other 
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industrial demand. The plan proposed two alternative methods of supplying bulk 
water. The first wis primarily through construction of a canal, while the second 
relied on pipelines and desalination plants. 

Two other sources of bulk water supplies were reviewed for the Northwest
Coast. The first was a proposal by the Provincial Water Supplies project to
construct a 32,400 m3/day capacity pipeline from Alexandria at an average cost of
L.E. 1,282/m3/day to serve all urban areas within the Northwest Const. For the Mersa
Matruh portion of the pipelines, an average cost of L.E. 1,129 per m3/day of capacity
would be required to supply the settlement with roughly 32,000 m3/day of bulk water
supplies. The second alternative reviewed was further development of desalination
plants in Mersa Matruh. Although the Northwest Coast Regional Plan also proposed
expansion of desalination plants, the costs of desalination plants for the Red Sea
Governorate Regional Master Plan were used to project costs for desalination costs inthe Northwest Coast since they are more recent (1980 costs vs. 1976 prices of the
Northwest Coast Regional Master Plan). On a capital cost basis, a similar capacity
desalination plant would be somewhat less expensive, a plant with a nominal output of
32,500 m3/day requires a capital investment of L.E. 953 m3/duy. However, a
comparison of recurrent costs of desalination plants and pipelines suggests that 
there may be significant variations in costs. These variations in costs largely
result from the source of electrical power which is available to operate the
desalination plant. For example, if electrical power from petroleum fueled thermal 
plants is used, and ihe costs of electrical power are priced at international pricesnot subsidized prices to reflect the actuel costs of operation of the plant to the 
economy recurrent costs of operating the plant are in the range of L.E. 
0.82/m3/day. (These estimates of recurrent costs are shown in Table VI-35.) 

E. Total Investment and Operations (Recurrent) Costs of Bulk Water Supplies 

The total costs of bulk water requirements of the Red Sea and Northwest Coast
urban settlements were estimated for the Preferred Strategy by projecting total
demand for water by five year period using a consumption standard of 167
liters/capita/day. Since total demand can be met through construction of a single
pipeline in each case with adequate capacity to serve the entire 1986-2000 period, it 
was assumed that these costs would be incurred in the 1986-1990 period. (Table
VI-36) Until that capacity is fully utilized, there would be some surplus capacity
within the pipeline. 38' 

We have not included the costs of desalination plants in the costs of water
supplies for the Northwest Coast due to uncertainties about the nature of the source
of electrical supplies. If indeed, nuclear energy is available, the earliest date
that the Northewest Coast could be supplied with electrical energy from nuclear power
plants would probably be 1990. If Egypt does not initate a nuclear energy program,
there is considerable question as to whether operation of desalination plants vs.
pipelines would be a viable alternative for supplying bulk water to the region. As 
with other settlements, the costs of treatment of bulk water has been included in 
intra-urban infrastructure costs and is not shown here. 
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TABLE VI-35 

COST OF OPERATION OF DESALINATION PLANTS VS. PIPELINES 

DESALINATION PLANT PIPELINE (ALEXANDRIA - MERSA MATRUH 

(35,000 m 3 /d OUTPUT) 32,400 M3 /d OUTPUT) 

1. OUTPUT AND CAPITAL COSTS 

1 3 	 3
 a. Annual Average Output 9,490,000.000 m	 11,826,000.000 m
 

b. Investment Cost (L.E. millions) 31.0 	 33.6
 

2. 	ANNUAL COSTS
 

3 )2 
a. Annual Ammorlzation (LE/m 0.437 	 0.130
 

b. Operations and Maintenance
 
per Year (LE/m 3 ) 0.011 0.050
 

c. Consumables (LE/m 3 )
 

(Thermal Power Sources)
 

Fuel (2.5 plasters/kg) 0.180
 

Electricity (4.5 plasters/kwh) 0.177
 

Chemicals 0.026
 

3 )  
d. TOTAL (LE/m 0.831 	 0.180
 

3. Nuclear Power Sources
 

(Electricity (1.7 plasters/kwh)
 

TOTAL 	 (LE/m 3 ) 0.709
 

Rated at 80 percent of annual output
 

Ammorization at 12 percent annual Interest over 20 years.
 

SOURCE: Red Sea Governorate Regional Plan. Prepared for the Ministry of Development and New Communities by
 
3
SATEC. 1980, P. The pipeline costs shown are based on a proposed 32,400 m /d pipeline costs of
 

unpublished data of the Provincial Water Supply Project (1979 costs). To be comparable a similar
 

sized desallnatlon plant was costed based on data from the Red Sea Governorate Master Plan.
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TABLE VI-36 
BULK WATER REQUIREMENTS OF THE RED SEA AND NORTHWEST COAST 

OF MAJOR URBAN SETTLEMENTS OF THE PREFERRED STRATEGY 
TOTAL 


TOTAL CAPITAL INVESTMENT
 
DEMAqD 


REQUIRED (L.E. MILLIONS)

PERIOD ('000 
m /day) MATRUH 
 RED SEA MATRUH1 RED SEA'
 

1985 expected capacity 4.8 8.2 
 11.5 17.8
 

1986-1995
 
Population (000's) 75.0 
 93.0
 
Total demand 3 
 12.5 
 15.5
 
Deficit (7.7) (7.3)
 

1991-1995
 
Population (000's) 
 82.0 102.0
 
Total Demand 3 


13.7 
 17.0
 
Deficit (8.9) (8.8)
 

1996-2000
 
Population (000's) 90.0 
 110.0
 
Total Demand 3 

15.0 
 18.4
 
Deficit (10.2) (10.2)
 

1 Based on an averace cost of L.E. 
1,193/m 3/d for a pipeline from Nile water sources.
 

2 Based on an average cost of L.E. 
1,823 to distribute water to 
the Red Sea Governorate (roughly L.E. 1,300
for a pipeline from Qena to Safaga and approximately L.E. 767/m 3/d fer 
a line from Safaga to Hurgada and
L.E. 
1,030/w 3/d for a line from Safaga to Quseir). The total investment shown assumes that 30 percent of
demand would be in Safaga by the year 2000 and that the remainder of the demand would be divided equally

between Hurgada and Quseir.
 

3 Rased on a standard of 157 l/c/d.
 

SOURCE:
 



TABLE VI-37 

SUMMARY OF GROUND WATER MODEL STUDIES IN WESTERN DESERT 

Predicted 

Pressure 
Simulated Drop at the 

Extractions End of Simulated Simulated 

Agency/Date Developmenl Plans Time Time 
Area of Study Model Type Reference Method Applied 0106m 3 /year) (m) (years) 

Kharga-Dakhia R-C Analogue Industroproject- R-C Electrical Kharga: 263.17 80 1968 - 2010 
Oases Model Yugoslavia 1968/ Analogy Dakhla: 467.57 56 

(11) 

Western Desert Regional Digital Ezzat, 1976,(12) ECAP Program Recharge to sandstone 1960 - 1970 
Model aquifer system: 

Eastern Desert: 18.92 

Sudan Bonder: 193.7 

Glif EI-Kebir 449.50 

Kharga-Dakhla Oases Semi-datalled Ezzat, 1976,(12) ECAP Program Kharga: 79.49 54 1970 - 2070 
with Abu Tartur Digita. Model i'JKnia: 153.71 1970 
phosphate field extractions 25 

+Abu 

Tartur 30.00 25.8 

Kharga-Dakhla Detailed Digital F.A.O./1976 Integrated IKharga: 156.2 87 i975 - 2025 
Oases Model (13) Finite Dliference I Dckhla: 509.3 30-60 

Abu Tartur: 30.0 34.39 

South Qattara Oases Regional Digital Ezzai at al., ECAP Program Slwa: 143.00 60 1960 - 2010 
Areas(SIwa-Baharla- Model 1977 (14) Baharlya: 182.00 185 
Farafra) Farafra: 364.00 194 

SOURCE: 
 NUPS Working Paper "Water Resources as Related to Urban Development in Egypt to Year 2000." (Jack Scheliga). July
 

1981. p. 110 as quoted from various sources.
 



NOTES
 

CHAPTER VI
 

INTRA-URBAN INN INFRASTRUCTURE "
 

1 NEDECOdataorganizedby "Markas"was converted to the NUPSdistributionin order 
to assure comparobility. There were, however, several differences that could not be 
reconciled (Table VI-4) but no basic conclusions are being altered due to these 
unreconciled differences. 

2 Egypt National Transport Study, Phase II, Draft Final Report -- 1981, Annex 
IV, Table 4.25, page 4.38. 

3 In order to re-evaluate the NTS for these impacts, a complete review would have 
to be undertaken that would involve: (1) identification of NTS or non-NTS road 
segments likely to be affected by either more or less increase in traffic than 
forecast by NTS, (2) for those segments in the NTS inventory, evaluate the effect on 
traffic growth and projected V/C ratios and capacity, (3) appraisal of change in 
investments required (e.g., fewer lanes, widening vs. rehabilitation only, paving, 
etc.), (4) for segments of road not covered by the NTS (but affected by the NUPS 
Preferred Strategy) appraise investment 
estimated costs and economic feasibility). 
of the NUPS effort. 

needs (engineering appraisal of 
Such an effort goes well beyond 

road and 
the scope 

4 Ibid., Chapter 9, pages 9.8 ff. 

5 Ibid., Chapter 10, page 10.2 ff, esp. page 10.4. 

6 The Phase II NTS Study cites three aspects that would need to be consideredfor a 
proposed toll road solution: (1) the semi-urban distributory road system at the 
Cairo and Alexandria ends (largely determining the urban catchment areas of the 
road), (2) the specific alignment alternatives (which will impact, the development of 
the intermediate areas, i.e., the Delta), (3) the number of entry and access points 
(affecting toll collection costs). (See Phase II NTS, Annex IC, par. 7.5, page
7.12.) A key issue not discussed by the NTS is the diversion impact at various toll 
rates and for different types of toll systems (open or closed). Access represents an 
important economic benefit that must be traded off to maintain service levels. In 
addition, degree of access will affect development along the alignment, and clearly 
national urban development objectives would be impacted and must be considered. 

7 These capital costs should be treated as very rough approximations. The NTS data 
on individual elements of the proposed networks were insufficiently detailed for the 
NUPS Team to make a detailed network analysis of the Preferred Strategy. 
Consequently, overall parameters derived from the NTS data are used in these 
estimates. 
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8 The detailed calculations from the NTS origin and destination tables are shown in 
Table VI-10. 

9 This rate is calculated as the rate required to go from NTS's 1979 operating cost 
estimate to the year 2000 operating costs estimate. That is, the annual rate of 
growth in operating costs is different from the NTS cost because of different 
population distributions. 

10 U.S. Department of Energy, Joint Egypt/United States Report on Egypt/United 
Scates Cooperative Enerqv Assessment, Main Report, April 1979. 
11 These power statistics exclude small generation plants not connected to the 

Unified Power Grid, but include Port Said plants. 

12 Power Sector Statistica! Data, 1969-1979, from the Egyptian Electrical 
Authority, April 1980. 

13 Unpublished Statistics of the Egyptian Electricity Authority, "Actual and 
Forecast Sales by Consumer Categories 1978-2000," April 1980. 

14 Sanderson and Porter, Power Sector Survey. Phase 1. Diaqnosti, Report and 
System Planning, prepared for the International Bank for Reconstruction and 
Development and the Ministry of Electricity and Energy, 1977. 

15 The U.S. Department of Energy in conjunction with officials from the Ministry 
of Electricity and Energy, the Ministry of Planning and the Natiunal Planning
Institute conducted an energy assessment of Egypt's present and future energy 
requirements in 1979 (U.S. Department of Energy, Joint Egypt/United States Report on 
Egypt/United States Cooperative Energy Assessment, Executive Surmary, Main 
Report and Appendices, April 1979.) This joint Egyptian/American assessment 
concluded that although the projected growth rate for electricity demand is 
greater than total energy demand (9.91 percent vs. 5.3 percent per year), the total 
for energy, including electrical energy, can be met through conven tional fuels 
using conventional technologies through the year 2000. The assessmert did point
out that Egypt's prcjected reliance on electrical ,tergy is greater than many
developed countries (notably France and the United States). However, they
found EEA's projections consistent with overall energy projections and with 
likely energy demands required by projected GDP growth rates. The EEA 
forecasts used for costing power requirements for the Preferred Strategy vary
somewhat from forecasts used in the energy assessment but do not differ 
substantially from either the Power Sector Survey or with a projection conducted 
by Aoki Consultants (to the EEA) which used assumed and achievable energy/GNP
ratios as a basis for electricity load projections (these are available 
from the EEA). 

16 Although more disaggregatedsettlement level power statisticswere requestedfrom 
the Ministry of Electricity and Power and the EEA, these were not supplied to the 
project. Thus, zonal statistics were used in NUPS projections. These zonal 
statistics conform to the statistics of the EEA transmission zones for which some 
information was provided. 

17 Although income elasticities were not used directly in distribution of power 
consumption because EEA aggregate demand projections were used without 
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modification, it is useful to compare the income elasticities of the projections 
with international projections resulting from current high energy costs. The EEA 
income elasticities range from 1.22 between 1980-1985, 1.13 between 1986-1990, 
1.08 between 1991-1995 and 1.02 to the year 2000. By way of comparision,
international energy projections recommend using elasticities of 1.10 for middle 
income countries (including Egypt) for projections up to 1985, and a range
of elasticities of 1.0 to 1.05 thereafter. (See Workshop on Alternative Energy
Strategies (WAES), Energy: General Prospects 1985-2000, McGraw Hill, N.Y. 
1977.) While the EEA projections are somewhat higher than WAES recommended 
elasticities, in earlier periods they reflect higher elasticities experienced 
in Egypt between 1970-1975, 1.30. 

18 Total 1980 hydroelectric capacity is 1,645 MW. This is projected to increase by 
561 MW by increasing capacity at Aswan and developing smaller plants in other 
locations in Upper Egypt. 

19 The Bechtel Energy Supply Planning Model was developed to estimate power plant 
requirements in the United States. It has since been used project power plantto 
requirements (manpower, construction inputs, capital and operating costs and 
operating inputs) in several developing countries. Details of the model can be found 
in Appendix 13 of the Joint Egypt/United States Energy Assessment. 

20 Power Sector Survey, Arab Republic of Egypt, Phase 1. Diagnostic Report and 
System Planning, prepared by Sanderson and Porter, Inc. for the International Bank 
for Reconstruction and Development and the Ministry of Power and Electricity, 
November 1977. 

21 Op. cit. Joint Egypt/United States Energy Assessment. Annex E. 

22 In a financial sense, the electrical power sect( largely operates without 
subsidies In that the general policy is to charge users the financial costs of power
generation. The EEA's two largest consumers, the Kima Fertilizer P!ant in Aswan and 
the Aluminum complex at Naga Hamadi, however, are exceptions as they are charged
tariffs which are substantially lower than EEA's cost of supply of roughly, 5.07 
milliemes/KWh (55 and 66 percent, respectively.) However, the sector enjoys large
economic subsidies due to the pricing of petroleum products in Egypt well below 
international prices. For example, EEA purchased fuel for operation of thermal 
plants at L.E. 7.50 per ton in 1979 while the international price was L.E. 122 per 
ton at the end of the year. Thus, at internationalprices, the average economic cost 
of power generation In Egypt would have been approximately 21 milliemes/KWh in 
1979. 

23 BAB 1 refers to the first section of the National Budget which covers salaries, 
while BAB 2, the second section, covers intermediate Inputs, maintenance and other 
current expenses.
 

24 Full assessment of the impacts on the economy of hydroelectricpower generation 
and detailed technical appraisal of existing plcnt and operations which woulc be 
required to assess the exact economic costs of hydroelectric power generation would 
require specialized study outside the scope of this study. 

25 Relatively little experience exists about the types and sizes of incentives 
needed to attract labor to remote areas. However, in a recent salary survey of 
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construction companies and petroleum companies operating in the Red Sea, it was
found that these companies offer Egyptian personnel incentives and bonuses amounting
100 perCent of base salaries to compensate their workers for harder working
conditionsfound in the Red Sea Governorate. Discussions with personnel of the Aswan 
High Dam Authority indicate that the combination of hardship incentives, housing and 
travel allowances can increase their salaries by as much as 87 percent over the 
amounts that they would receive if they were located in Cairo. 

26 Since the distribution companies were only established in 1979 and electricity 
statistics for the budget year 1980/1981 are not available, estimates of only one 
period were made. 

27 Appendix 13, Joint Egypt/United States Report on Egypt/United States Cooperative 
Energy Assessment, U.S. Department of Energy, 1979. 

28 World Bank, A.R.E. -- Statistical Appendices, pp. 22, 24, 1978. 

29 World Bank Development Policy Staff, Prospects for Developing Countries 
1978-1985, November 1977, Washingtn, D.C. as quoted by Joint Eqypt/United
States Report on Egypt/United States Cooperative Energy Assessment, Volume 
1, pp. G18-G23. 

30 The earlier telecommunications capital cost estimates of the First and Second 
Round Alternatives were derived by dividing the telephone demand projected by the 
telecommunicationssector study by the year 2000 NUPS urban population. This results
in a telephone line density of 12.43 (124.25 lines per 1,000 urban population as 
presented in the First and Second Round Alternatives) at an average per capita cost
of L.E. 328.65. Through straight line interpo!ation, if these standards were reduced 
to a telephone density of 9.5 lines per 100 urban population (a 1.3 reduction), per
capita costs would be reduced to L.E. 252. These costs were used to project the 
telecommunicationscosts of the Preferred Strategy at standardswhich are comparable
to the standards used to project costs for the other settlement alternatives 
studied. 

31 Since practically all telecommunications facilities are located in urban places, 
we have shown densities in terms of urban populations. However, when the 
telecommunications sector study made its demand projections, it used total population 
even though it also projected that most of that iemand would be located in urban 
places. These resuted in the following telephone densitils: 1980, 1.00 telephone
lines per 100 population and 2000, 8.65 telephone lines per 100 population. 

32 The L.E. 12.1 billion capital investment program shown in Table VI-26 is quoted 
directly from the telecommunications sector study. When this capital Investment 
program is updated to 1979 prices, the program Is estimated to cost L.E. 16.0
 
billion.
 

33 NUPS Working Paper, "Water Resources as Related to Urban Development

In Egypt to Year 2000" (Jack Scheliga), July 1981, pp. 47-49.
 

34 Studies of groundwater resourceswithin the Red Sea Governoratemay reveal other
 
resources of bulk 
water supplies but to date, these have not been conducted. Ras 
Gharib presently is served by groundwater supplies, however, the Governorate 
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indicates that this resource is increasingly becoming a problem as the water is 
becoming saline. Other proposals for pipelines to serve the Red Sea have been 
advanced such as a line from Suez, but detailed feasibility studies of these 
proposals have not been conducted. 

35 Planning Department of the Red Sea Governorate. 

36 Regional Plan for the Coastal Zone of the 14 estern Desert, Final Report, Volume
 
IV, prepared for the Ministry of Housing and Reconstruction by ILACO, August 1976,
 
pp. 1-2 of Annex 9.
 
37 NUPS Working Paper, "Water Resources as Related to Urban Development
 

in Egypt to Year 2000" (Jack Scheliga), 1981, pp. 27-34.
 

38 The capacitiesshown here are not the total water requirements of the northwest 
coast, as rural areas must also be served by imported water. However, as determining
rural populations is outside the scope of NUPS, no estimates of their bulk water 
requirements were made. 
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CHAPTER VII
 
ADMINISTRATION OF THE PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The recommended strategy requires a major administrative effort at national, 
governorate and local level. At the same time, it is designed to pose requirements 
which are feasible, given the political will to adopt and implement a national urban 
policy -- that is, to follow an explicit strategy for managing urban growth in 
Egypt. 

There are, of course, many administrative and legal difficulties which must be 
addressed in order to implement a national urban policy; most important of these 
are: 

" 	 The development of a stronger planning capacity at all levels which will require 
a longer-term planning horizon and greater availability and broader dissemination 
of the data required for effective development planning and administration. 

" 	 Improvement in coordination between ministries which is made difficult by the 
hierarchical nature of the communication system that discourages 
cross-communication between equals at middle-management levels and by the 
proliferation of ministries. 

" 	 Clarification of the authority relationships between national ministries and the 
local government structure in order to effectively implement recent local 
government laws and reduce the need for such frequent amendments that future 
planning is difficult. 

• 	 Definition of effective roles for local government in the budgeting process and 
identification of a source or sources of loca government finance that can form a 
reliable base for local planning and exercise of local responsibility. 

* 	 Improvement in the efficiency of government bureaucracy at all levels, which is 
made difficult by low rates of pay, lack of work incentives, overstaffing,
inability to fire unproductive staff members, and frequent turnover at senior 
government levels. 

* 	 Increased emphasis on implementation rather than legalism which has lead to the 
view that passage of a law solves a problem and a lack of enforcement of 
development control policies at all levels. 

* 	 Improvement in the legal framework for physical planning, much of which would 
be accomplished by the passag2 of the 1581 Physical Planning Law. 

* 	 Development of criteria for differentiation with regard to functions and 
financial resources arriong villages, towns, different sized cities and 
metropolitan areas larger than individual governorates. 
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These basic issues will be discussed and general recornendations made for 

administration of the national urban policy under four 	major headings: 

0 	 The national government structure. 

* 	 The local government structure. 

* 	 The system of land development controls and planning, including protection of 
arable land and industrial location policy. 

* 	 Administratior, of major metropolitan areas and centers for growth management
in the Delta. 

II. THE NATIONAL GOVERNMENT STRUCTURE IN EGYPT 

The 	National Urban Policy Study is not meant as a study of national governmentadministration in Egypt. Thus, it is only concerned with those types of actionsthat would directly effect the implementation of a national urban policy. However,several general of are intypes reforms required addition to changes specificallyrelated to the management of urban development. 

A. 	 Strengthening of the Planning Process and its Implementation at the National Level
Through the Offices of the Deputy Prime Ministers for Economic and FinancialAffairs and the Ministers for Economic and Financial Affairs and the Ministers of
Planning and Economics and Finance or an equivalent office. 

Egypt's present national planning process suffers from a lack of coordinationbetween agencies and a lack of supervision and monitoring of implenentation ofapproved plans. This 	is true despite the permanent ministerial committees formed bythe Council of MinisTers and the regular cabinet meetings which allow the various
Ministers to be aware cf overall public policies. 

With regard to the implementation of national urban development policy, theDeputy Prime Minister for Economic and Financial Affairs and Ministers of Planningand Economics are in a critical position to coordinate economic and physical planningpolicies and supervise their implementation, as well as to integrate the planning andbudgeting functions for both the national and local government levels. 

The 	structure described here was operational until the change in government whichoccurred January 4, 1982. During the previous government, the Deputy Prime Ministerfor Economic and Financial Affairs was also Minister of Economy, Finance andPlanning. Under the governmei,, formed after January 4, 1982, these ministerialportfolios were divided among separate ministers. While ministerial portfolios havechanged, organizationally the pre-January 4, 1982, structure provided a good locationfor assigning the overall responsibility for overoll urban development policyguidance since it was at a enough level tohigh oversee the actions of other

ministries responsible for sectoral development as well as resource planning
and allocation. While 
 it may not be feasible or even desirable to combine theseministries under a single ministerial portfolio, an Office of Urban Policy 
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Affairs should be established under the Prime Minister or a Deputy Prime Minister for 
Economic and Financial Affairs which would have the responsibility for urban policy
development and monitoring. Further to curry oit this responsibility, such an office 
should combine responsibility fo overall economic policy, public resource generation 
and planning either directly as in the previous arrangement or through establishment 
of a coordinating commn-ittee chaired by the Deputy Prime Minister and consisting of 
the Ministers of Economy, Finance and Planning. This office would coordinate closely
with the Ministerial Committee for Economic Affairs as is described below. Such an 
office might be charged with broader development policy affairs, but for the purposes 
of this study we have limited its function to urban policy affairs. 

It is only through the Prime Minister's office that there appears to be 
sufficient authority to insure that civil servants at the respective ministries 
implement decisions made at the levels above them. It is only at thai level that 
there can be effective coordination in planning between the ministries prev; usly
directly under the control of that Deputy Prime Min ter and tlc Ministries of 
Development and Industry, as well as between the latter two ministries 
themselves. 

The Piime Minister now has a secretariat but its officials serve more as a 
record/keeping operction than as a unit for the implementation of cabinet decisions. 
This unit should be strengthened, preferably operating through the Deputy Prime 
Minister mentioned, to perform a real implementation, monitoring and evaluation 
function. Its officials must have sufficient influence with the ministeries to see 
that tasks are implemented and targets met. In addition, the unit should assist the 
ministries, if necessary, and recommnend ways by which specific tasks can be 
implemented. 2 

The office would monitor, on a monthly or quarterly basis, the activities 
of the various Ministries in their development activities. Miles of road completed,
feddans reclaimed, houses built, industrial output achieved, etc., can all be 
measured against targets established. When there is a shortfall on the schedule, the 
Office of the Deputy Prime Minister can be called upon to find out why the projects 
are behind schedule and help speed up the project if that is possible. It would be 
most effective if a similar unit were established in each ministry with development
activities to be responsible for passing on information from the field to the Deputy
Prime Minister's office. In this way, each Ministry would be responsible for 
supervising its own departments in terms of their productivity with regard 
to development activities. 

This office of Urban Policy Affairs in the Deputy Prime Minister's office must 
work closely with the new National Investment Bank, -3 which is resporsible for the 
financing of projects in the state general plan for Economic and Social Development 
and is formally attached to the Ministry of Planning. In effect, the unit would 
perform implementation and monitoring functions for that Bank. 

B. 	 Better Formal Coordination Among Ministries Important to the Effective 
Implementation of a National Urban Policy 

Closely related to the above is the need for bftter coordlaiuion between the 
ministries most directly involved with the effective implementation of a national 
urban policy -- the Ministry of Development and its a'tendant Ministries of Housing 
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and Land Reclamation, the Ministry of Industry, the Ministry of Agriculture
(preservation of arable land). 

At present, the Cabinet is divided into four ministerial committees: for
Economic Affairs, for Production, for Services and for Legislative Affairs. However,
none of these cor-nittees contain all of the actors "equired to curry out an effective 
urban policy. The Ministerial Committee for Services contains the Minister of
Development, the Minister for Education, the Minister for Health, the Minister for
Manpower and the Ministry of Social Affairs and is chaired by the Minster of the 
Interior. The Ministerial Cormitte(. for Economic Affairs is chaired by the Deputy
Prime Minister or Economic and Financial Affairs. It contains the Ministers of
Planning, Economics, Finance, Agriculture, Tourism, Industry and Supply and the 
Governor of th? Central Bank. However, it does not contain the Minister of 
Development nor some of the important service sector ministries. 

An effective urban policy will require that, at a minimum, the Minister of
Development sit upon the Ministerial Committee for Economic Affairs which would
also then be concerned with urban policy. A better approach would be to appoint
another Ministerial Committee or a coordinating committee between the present
Ministerial Committees for Services and for Economic Affairs which would be
specifically concerned with Urban Policy and which would have as members all of the 
Ministers mentioned in the preceding paragraph. 

C. Better Coordination of Policy Planning, Progranrning and Budgeting_ 

The present system of p-Ii-y planning, programming and budgeting has not
functioned well, especially with regard to the spatial implications of a national
urban policy. Investment decisions inregard to industry and housing have not been
made so as to carry out effective policies with regard to priority growth
centers. The budget system has stressed the traditional budget functions of control
and accountability rather than using the budget as an instrument for project
evaluation, program monitoring and resource allocation. Its major emphasis has been
toward objects of expenditures (salaries, office supplies) and organizational
responsibility for expenditures (identifying the appropriate level of accountability
for each type of disbursement), rather than the evaluation of alternative activities. 

What is required is a system that sets priorities for the allocation of
monies for investment while taking into consideration the requirements of location,
especially the siting of basic physical infrastructure (water, sewer, electricity,
roads) and the location of housing and industrial projects. A major step in this
direction would be viewing budgeting as a planning and programming tool. Thus, the 
capital investment budget should be combined with the other two budgets so projects 
are considered as a whole and fitted into the national plan. A proposed procedure is 

Administration reported that almost 2.9 million 

set out in the discussion concerning the Delta Region below. 

D. Reform of Disfunctional Personnel Policies 

The bureaucracy in 
undertrained. In January 

Egypt is 
1980, the 

presently overstaffed, underpaid
Central Agency for Organizational 

and 
and 

persons or 27 percent of the total
employment of Egypt of 10,821,000 was in the public sector (Ministries -- 275,000;
local government -- 1.1 million, general authorities ..- 1 53,000, and public sector 
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companies -- 1.1 million).4 This overstaffing has resulted in duplication of efforts 
and poor work habits which have decreased productivity. 

In addition, the civil service system in Egypt has suffered in recent years from 
successive changes, which have contributed to a state of inability to act 
systematicilly. The most recent Civil Service Law (Law No. 47 of 1978) has devolved 
powers and authorities in personnel affairs to the management of the concerned 
organization or unit. However, neither that unit nor anyone else has power over 
promotion or dismissal of employees. Promotion is closely tied to seniority and 
dismissal is virtually impossible. The problem of supervision and control over 
personnel becomes extremely difficult under such :ircumstances. There exists a 
clear disparity between policies and procedures governing personnel affairs, on the 
one hand, and personnel management in practice, on the other. For example, 
performance appraisal for promotion and participation by workers in personnel 
management are specified in the civil service legislation bul not yet carried 
out in practice. 

Further, the salary schedule is very low and out of touch with 
reality. Therefore, many high level government servants spend a large part of their 
time on outside activities and their government job suffers. There is a significant 
tendency in Egypt to move out of the civil service into private enterpris-, both in 
the country and in the Arab oil-rich countries. This has a good effect on the 
economy as a whole but a negative short-term impact on public administration. Thus, 
there is a clear need to increase salaries, relate promotion to merit and reduce 
over-staffing. 

As a last element, there are two government agencies that are concerned with 
government personnel and training matters - the Central Agency for Organization and 
Administration and the Ministry of Manpower and Training. The Central Agency is 
responsible for the application of the civil service law - particularly job 
classification and training -- while the Ministry is concerned with recruitment and 
p'ncement into the public service and with vocational training. This overlapping of 
functions has meant that college graduates, for example, have often been placed 
withcut regard to the job and the quality of the staff. Consideration should be 
given to the combining of these two agencies. 

In addition, Egypt needs to improve its training programs for public servants. 
In March 1981 the Sadat Academy of Administrative Sciences was established to take 
over the functions of the National Institute of Management Development. Since the 
Academy is located directly in the office of the Prime Minister, it should be an 
ideal institution to train high level civil servants. However, at the moment it 
appears that it will concentrate on offering courses at the undergraduate level in 
hotel administration, banking administration and computer science. These courses are 
necessary, but not as necessary as the training of senior and middle management 
executives in both ge-neral and specialized courses. The Academy program should be 
studied carefully with a view to returning to a structure that separates out courses 
in public administration, local government and higher management. The High 
Executive Training Program of the Central Agency for Organization and Administration 
should be merged with the Academy to centralize such functions and provide increased 
status. An effective training program is essential to the success of any national 
development policy, especially a national urban policy. The Sadat Academy offers a 
chance to make that goal a reality. 
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E. Summary 

Thus, at the national goverment level the effective implementation of a nationalurban policy requires better coordinated policy planning and implementation of theplans that are adopted. Such coordination also requires better coordination betweenplanning, programmin and budgeting to set priorities for investment that arespatially as well as sectorally oriented. In particlar, the general problemsimplernentation require a special unit concerned with implementation and monitoring ofdevelopment projects located in the office of the Prime Minister and theestablishment of a Ministerial Cormittee whose membership includes all of the primaryactors in the urban development process. Finally, the problems of personnelmanagement should be addressed through more emphasis on merit promotion, better pay,better training programs and better coordination among ministries. These policiesmust be implemented if it is to be possible to successfully execute a national urban 
policy. 

Ill. LOCAL GOVERNMENT STRUCTURE IN EGYPT 

The recommendations made above regarding national government structurewould also affect local government in Egypt, especially those regardingpersonnel, and the planning, programming and budgeting process. However, there are a number of other specific points regarding the administration of a national
urban policy by local government that must be mentioned. 

Local government in Egypt is in a period of transition. 5 Both ' aw No. 52 of 1975and Law No. 43 of 1979 provided important new powers to local governments atgovernorate level and below with regard 
the 

to the approval of land disposal, locationsfor residential and industrial projects, control over public utility projects andappointment and control over government employees located at the local levels. Thegovernor has been given tne status of a Minister and that of representative of thePresident within his jurisdiction. However, there are many points upon which it isstill not clear what respective of governor ais the power the and ministerialrepresentative in the governorate. One such issue is discussed below with regard tothe question of the preservation of arable land. 

In addition, effective decentralization of responsibility can only come with
effective financial autonomy either 
through significant sources of revenue that arecollected as well as spent at the local level, or through block grants to the locallevel to be spent as the local government sees fit. Effective decentralization wouldalso require more control of budgets at the local government level than now exists. 

There are five specific areas in which local government should be strengthened ifthey are to carry out their roles of planning, execution and enforcement with regardto land development controls and sectoral developments projects as discussed insection IV below. These changes are required for the implementation of an effectivedecentralization process envisaged theas in Local Government Laws and for theefficient implementation of the national urban policy. These areas are: 
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* 	 Strengthening the power of the governor and strengthening governorate physical 

planning capacity. 

• 	 Increasing participation by the Local Popular Councils. 

* 	 Increasing financial resources at each level of local government, possibly 
through local government block grants. 

* 	 Creating a significant local role in the budgeting process. 

Increasing the attractiveness of government service at the local government 
level. 

Further, the whole system of local government should be reconsidered with regard 
to the needs of specific types of cities, particularly metropolitan areas and growth 
centers. An initial effort in this direction will be made in the final part of this 
chapter. 

A. 	 Strengthening the Power of the Governor 

Law No. 43 of 1979 gave the governor the status of a Minister and of the 
representative of the President within his jurisdiction. He, thus, has 
administrative control over most central ministry personnel in the governorate, 
including the ability to request their transfer. These powers were further specified 
in new Article 27 C, added by amending Law No. 50 of 1981, to allow him to give his 
opinion regarding promotions, demand investigations and impose penalties for 
misconduct, even with regard to promotions, demand investigations and impose
penalties for misconduct, even with regard to national utilities and those 
of a special nature. That law also formalized consultation between ministers 
and governor, and between the Governorate Local Popular Council and the members 
of the People's Assembly and the Shura Council from the governorate to discuss 
the economic development of the governorate. 

However, there is still uncertainty regarding some functions, including the 
question of enforcement of preservation of arable land. As noted in Section IV below 
concerned vith planning and deve', ,.nent controls, enforcement is probaLy best 
carried out at the governorate level .,th policy made by coordination between the 
governor and the concerned national ministries for such urban development functions 
as preservation of arable land, industrial location, the preparation of plans, and 
the provision of basic infrastructure. Subdivision approvals and disposal of 
state-owned land are clearly governorate functions. If the governor is to perform 
these functions, however, the governorate will need additional staffing. It is 
especially important that there be a strong physical planning at the governorate 
level. 

B. 	 Increasing Participation By The Local Popular Councils 

Law No. 52"of 1975 provides for directly elected Local Popular Councils at the 
village, town, rlz,.(district) and governorate levels, replacing indirect election 
through the one party system. In addition, that law provided a better delineation of 
the powers and functions of the Local Popular Councils vis-a-vis the governor, the 
district, and the town and village heads. These provisions were continued under Law 
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No. 43 uf 1979, although the right of council members to question such executives wascut back. (Amending) Law No. 50 of 1981 increased participation by Local Popular
Councils to the extent that they gained new rights to question governors and chairmen
of local units, as well as heads of Executive Departments and Public Agencies. Theyalso were given somewhat expanded powers to approve of disposal of property under
their jurisdiction, to establish boundaries of industrial zones and to approve larger
loans for necessary productive or investment projects. However, the restriction ofelection of ricmbers of these councils solely from party lists is not likely to foster
the independence necessary if policy views are to be presented so as to make
decentralization successful and to implement a successful national urban policy. 

What is required is increasing participation by the iocal councils at the cityand urban quarter level in the formulation of budgets and the expenditure of fundsfor urban services in the area under their jurisdiction. This process of increased
local participation in the budgeting of funds for urban services will have to beclosely coordinated with and monitored by the governorate office of the Ministry ofPlanning. One possibility would be a general block gra,,T of monies the urbanto 
quarter level to be used for maintenance and repair of urban services, suchexpenditures to be decided upon by that local council. In that way, the level ofgovernment concerned with the maintenance of basic urban services would be given thefunding to carry out s,,ch maintenance, as well as small-scale to medium-scale 
development projects. 

C. Increased Financial Resources at Each Level of Local Government: Local 
Government Block Grants 

Decentralization of authority cannot become a reality without decentralization ofbudgeting and of authority to make expenditures. Generally, the latter authorityrequires locally collected or controlled revenues. The 1960 Local Government Law
(Law No. 124 of 1960) provided specific revenue sources at the governorate, district,town and village :evels. However, these sources provide a small part of localbudgets, except in a few specific instances. Most monies continue to be provided inthe form of grants-in-aid from the central government. In addition, most of the
major sources of revenue at the governorate level are joint revenues, shared with thenational government. Thus, all governorates received 50 percent of the specialadd-on tax placed on top of all import and export taxes, the tax on movable
properties (stocks, bonds, etc.), and the and profitsindustrial conmercial tax whilethe other 50 percent of monies collected from those taxes go to the General
Secretariat of Local Government to be allocated for special development projects inall governorates. Eighty percent of the money from these taxes is raised in the fivegovernorates of Cciro, Alexandria, Port Said, Suez and Aswan which increases
inequities with regard to encouraging decentralization of urban population. However,
even with these sources of revenue, Cairo Governorate generates less than 20 percent
of its own budget annually. 

The other major sources of local revenue at the governorate Ihvel are one-quarter
of the land, building and additional taxes and revenues from utilities controlled atthe govecrnorate level. Law No. 52 of 1975 permitted the establishment of accounts
for :ocal services and development to be funded primarily wit[ profits fromdevelopment projects financed by these specia! funds. Law No. 43 of 1979 provided
for the establishment of the special fund for land reclamation (to be financed by
revenue from sale of cultivated or reclaimed land) and the spe,.:Ial fund to finance
economic housing projects. Neither of these funds has yet become significant. 
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At the town and village levels the land tax remains the principal source of local 
revenue (the 75 percent of that tax that does not go to the governorate). The town 
also collects the tax on buildings, the entertainment taxes, the rent tox, and the 
revenues from the rent of state property and from local public utilities. The 
various land, building and rent taxes would yield significant revenue if they were 
not imposed based upon an ar-.ificial assessment value resulting from rent control. 

Each of these levels and the district level may also establish accounts for local 
services and projects. However, the problem of the source of sufficient initial 
monies to make such funds effective has not yet been solved. At the district level 
the only non-governmental revenue source is revenues from district-run utilities and 
from investments. 

It is difficult to recommend specific changes in tax arid fee revenues which would 
piovide significant sources of revenue at the governorate, city and urban quarter 
level. The problem is well-illustrated by the fact that only 5 percent of total 
government revenues in 1978 and 1979 were from local government sources. 6 The 
World Bank has estimated that the national government subsidized 82 percent of the 
budgets of the governorates in 1979. 7 Thus, the magnitude of the situation is such 
that it would seem preferable io consider a form of non-attached block grant subsidy 
to the governorate and perhaps to lower levels of government as well. This subsidy 
could be based upon population, but also upon other available sources of income (the 
add-or taxes) and level of income of the population. Such a subsidy should be a 
specified percentage of the total revenue allocated to the budget. It should be 
increased as iocal revenue increases initially so thai local governments have an 
incentive to improve their revenue collections. A portion of this block grant might 
be required to be used for building up a strong planning and finance staff at the 
local level, with early emphasis on improving revenue collections, if possible. The 
NUPS study has not prepared a dzetailed recorrrnendation in this field but believes that 
this approach fits better with th- hierarchial nature of F-gypt than would a proposal 
to shift tax sources to the local government. 

One possible exception is the real estate tax of which only 50 percent now goes 
to the governorate. However, the amount of such taxes collected will not become 
significant until either rent control is alleviated or a real estate tax based upon 
market value and shared between the owner and tenant is implemented. 

D. The Need for a Significant Local Role in the Budgeting Process 

Closely tied to the lack of local financial sources is the weak role played by 
local governments in the budgeting process. Draft budgets are prepared by the 
executive and approved by the Local Popular Council at the town, village and district 
level. Such budgets are then incorporated into a draft governorate budget which is 
similarly approved. These budgets, however, are based upon rough estimates of what 
each ministry has allocated for each level. Thus, each section of the 
governorate-approved draft budget goes back to its respective ministry and final 
negotiations then take place between the various ministries and the Ministry of 
Finance at which time almost all projects added by the local councils are deleted. 
Final consultation is then held between the Minister of Finance and the concerned 
governor (prior to passage of Law No. 50 of 1981 also with the Minister of Local 
Government and the Council of Governors), with final approval by the People's 
Assembly. The final decision is then communicated by the Ministry of Finance to the 
governorate Department of Finance and so on down the hierarchy. 
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The budgetary process in Egypt, as noted previously, is in a state of transition
toward greater decentralization and it is hoped that the increased authority of thegovernor under Law No. 43 of 1979 and approved by Law No. 50 of 1981 will providemore local control over budgets. What is required, in the long run, for a successfuldecentralization strategy is a more autonomous budget and financing structure inwhich increasing efficiency of goverrrnent expenditures at the local level willprovide more revenues for local use and in which more effective exploitation of localrevenue sources will provide more monies for local projects. The present system offinancing and budgeting does not encourage such efficiency. 

In the short run, consideration should be given to the setting aside of blockgrants to governorates and cities which can be used for whatever purposes arerequired by the local government, as long as the uses are consistant wilh economicand physical planning. In addition, as noted above, the budget must be interpretedso that it will concern itself more clearly with the goals that are to be achieved(i.e., program budgeling and/or performance budgeting could be such a mechanism)
rather than with the things and services to be provided. Investment must not beartificially separated from salaries and equipment. It may, thus, be tied in moreclosely also with the question of the physical location of development projects
discussed in the next section. These kinds of objectives can only be reached ifthere is some autonomy at the local level with regard to expenditures, particularly
investment expenditures. 

E. Increasing the Attractiveness of Government Service at the Governorate 
Level 

Public administrators in Egypt are reluctant to live in small towns and villages.They perceive such an assignment as a sacrifice of amenities and opportunities. Inthe past the government has reinforced these attitudes by posting civil servants toQena and Aswan, for example, as a punishment for poor performance or a sign ofdisfavor. The turnover of civil servants outside of Cairo is even greater thanthat for the government as a whole. Also apparent is the large differentiation
in backgrounds of key local government officials. 

What is required is an emphasis upon minimum training for all local governmentofficials and special salary and retirement benefits to attract the best persons toleade,-fhip positions. There must also be greater strides toward realdecentralization -- the power over personnel hiring and advancement and jobclassification must be moved to the Governur-'re level and below. Law No. 124 of 1960stated that most national government personnel would be moved to the regions withinfive years. It is now 20 years later. Real efforts in this direction must begin ifdecentralization is to become a major force in Egypt and if the national urban policy
described above is to be effectively carried out. 
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IV. A SYSTEM OF PLANNING AND LAND DEVELOPMENT CONTROLS 

The First Round Alternatives and several working papers by the NUPS teams8 

have described the present lack of an effective system of planning and land 
development controls in Egypt and the scattered and disorganized development of 
activities in the urban centers of Egypt. Few new subdivisions, with the 
exception of those built by government agencies, now receive official approval. A 
large proportion of housing is being built without receiving building permits
and some of the housing receiving such a permit is being built upon arable land 
where building is prohibited by law. Finally, the location of government 
buildings and industry is being made without reference to planned development 
for a physical area as a whole. 

The 1981 Physical Planning Law would establish the necessary planning framework 
for development by providing for the mandatory preparation of master plans for cities 
and villages. As discussed in Chapter IV, NUPS recommends the irnediate development 
of physical planning data and analysis for the Delta Cities along the lines of our 
Illustrative Development Project work, prior to the development of complete master 
plans. All subdivision and building permit approvals in cities and urban parts of 
villages would have to be consistent with master plans once developed. 9 Detailed 
plans would be prepared by the local unit (city/village) following the approval of 
the master plan. The development of the master plans would be done with the 
assistance of the national Ge ,eral Organization for Physical Planning (GOPP) and the 
relevant governorate Department of Housing and Development. Industrial activities 
would be placed in industrial zones which would have to be in conformity with master 
plans and detailed plans. Building permits would be issued only when the project and 
the location were in conformity with approved plans. 

In addition, the 1981 Physical Planning Law would eliminate some of the specific
standards regarding subdivisions found in Law No. 52 of 1940, although it keeps a 
maximum percentage of land for public uses (50 percent), a minimum width of streets 
and a maximum building/plot ratio. More importantly, exemptions could be made with 
regard to any of these standards or the standards regarding buildinq permits,
for either a specific area or a specific building (Articles 65, 66).'0 This 
flexibility, not present in the existing law, would allow for the setting of 
different standards for subdivisions and buildings both within different parts of the 
same city and in different cities in Egypt. Further, the law has specific sections 
dealing with urban renewal (Articles 37-42) and the central business district (CBD) 
(Articles 27-31). 

The 1981 Physical Planning Law has a more broad-ranging group of control 
measures regarding subdivisions than the previous law. It also tightens already
existing measures in this area. Thus, the developer may not advertise his 
subdivision until a copy of the official approval has been submitted to the local 
Department of Land Registration and until he has provided or guaranteed payment
for basic public utilities. (The latter is a new provision.) Subdivision approval 
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must be included in all contracts of sale or rent, or they are void. As anaddition to existing law, the new law states specifically that the conditions stated
in the subdivision approval must be stated upon transfer propertyof by
inheritance. Also, the Local Popular Council may require that a subdivisioninclude some adjacent lands to that of the person seeking subdivision approval
if such inclusion will provide for more rational development of that particulararea. If the owners of such properties do not voluntarily participate inproject, their lands can be expropriated (Article 19). 

the 
Finally, the Minister

of Development, after consuhlation with the governor and the approval ofcity/vidlage Local Popular Council, can modify 
the 

the conditions regarding
subdivisions granted approval in 1he past (Article 26). 

A third set of provisions would allow for restrictions on subdivision approvals.The governor, with the approval of the city/village, can stop approval ofsubdivisions in a particular town or quarter for n period of two years, with amaximum extension for another two years (Article 20). The 	governor may also excludecertain parts of a town vi'age fromor 	 subdivision for specific time periods based 
upon lack o capacity of existing public utilities and other reas ons (Article
S9). This prohibition can be removed if the developer provides such utilities at his expense. Further, stages of development can be establishedown 	 for a town andsubdivision approval denied in certain areas for certain periods based uponconsider,:;;ons of control of population and building density, potential to providepublic utilities and conservation of agricultural land (Article 18). Such a stagedplan requires the approval of the Minister of Development. 

Finally, the penalties for violations of the above provisions have been greatlystrengthened as compared to previous laws and to the previous drafts of thePhysical Planning Law. Penalties for dealing with property 
1981 

before subdivisionapproval are increased to imprisonment for a period of from five to ten years and a
fine of not less than L.E. 10,000 (Article 68) (as compared to a 	maximum fine of L.E.10 under Law No. 52 of 1940 and of L.E. 2,000 under the 1977 version of this proposed

law). I I Penalties for intentional violations have the same 
 possib!e imprisonment
period but a minimum fine of L.E. 50,000 (Article 69). Such fines may be doubled 

not paid within the time required (Article 69). Perhaps more important, these fines

if 

may be collected through administrative procedures rather than requiring a court 
order (Article 68). 

Thus, the 1981 Physical Planning Law would provide a good general legal
framework for planning in Egypt. It has good control and enforcement
provisions and sufficient flexibility with regard to the setting of differentstandards to fit differing situations between cities and within cities. However,
there are still several modifications which would make it an even stronger
piece of legislation: 

A. 	 An Express Statement that New Urbcn Corrunities Come Under the 
Provisions of the Physical Planning Law 

It is not now explicit that the new urban comrnunities that are registered by the
New Urban Corrnunities Authority under Law No. 59 1979 would have follow theprocedures of the 1981 Physical Planning Law. 

to 
That result must be achieved if thereis to be real planning coordination at the nalional and governorate levels in Egypt. 
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B. 	 A Requirement that Building Occur within a Certain Period After Subdivision 
Approval
 

Consideration should be given to automatic revocation of subdivision approval if 
land is not built upon within a prescribed period, for example three years. If the 
land is state land that was sold to a developer, then the land should be taken back 
by the state if not built uponi in that period. There is a precedent for this 
approach. The Nasr City Company has a clause in its basic sales contract allowing
cancellation of the sale and the taking back of the land if a grourn rloor is not 
built within three years. Unfortunately, that provision is not enforced. 

C. 	 Elimination of the Requirement that all Drawings for a Subdivision must be 
Approved by a Certified Architect 

This provision will increase the cost, of compliance with subdivision and 
building regulations, especially for low incorr1e housing, and will further encourage 
non-compliance. Review of the drawings by the local planning unit itself should be 
sufficient. 

D. 	 Provision of an Escalator Clause for the Fines Stated as Penalties so that the 
Amount Remains a Significant Deterrent after a Five or Ten Year Period 

It is recommended that the maximum fine for violations of planning, subdivision 
and building requirements increase by a fixed percentage annually (perhaps 10 
percent), rather than there being a specified review after a period of three to five 
years. The latter process has not proved successful in Egypt in the assessment of 
real properties for property tax purposes or in the. setting of construction costs for 
rent control purposes. The problem of insignificany fines has shown itself to be a 
real one in this area with regard to the deterrence of violations. 

E. 	 A More Explicit Procedure for Determining Urban Boundaries of Settlements Needs 
to be Stated so that Necessary Boundary Changes Can Occur in an Orderly 
Manner. 

Articles I through 6 of the Physical Planning Law provide the basis for the 
establishment of master plans for settlements and require that these master plans be 
updated every five years to accommodate changes in economic, social 'nd building 
conditions. However, the law falls short of establishing a procedure whereby urban 
houndaries can be modified if necessary to bring additional land under the control of 
local government to either provide new expansion areas or to control illegal
development. During the NUPS Illustrative Development Project of Tanta, it was found 
that local governorate planning units had prepared master plans in 1958 and updated
them in 1970. In the early master plan, new boundaries were proposed for Tanta which 
would have included fast developing peripheral areas within Tanta's urban 
boundaries. However, these boundary changes have never been approved by the 
Ministry of Agriculture. Thus, despite master planning efforts, the old, 
out-of-date 1942 boundaries still prevail frustrating planning efforts to control 
Tanta's development. If the master planning efforts proposed by the Physical
Planning Law are to be effective, a procedure must be developed to enable 
governorate planning offices to change urban boundaries when necessary. As is 
suggested by the law, the approval of boundary changes could be made by the 
governor with advice of the GOPP and concurrence with Local Popular Councils. 
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During the approval process (which the planning law proposes occur every five
years), a coordinating committee composed of the governorate physical planning
stoff, local council staff, the Ministry of Agriculture's governorate
representative and a representative from the GOPP be set up toshould actually
determine the new boundaries. 

The passage of the 1981 Planning Law, however, will only provide an adequate
legal framework for planning and development control, such as does not exist at 
present. It will be required to enforce the provisions of such a law and ensure that 
the enforcement of the Physical Planning Law is coordinated with the enforcement of
the conditions regarding the use of land and the lawarable regarding building
permissions. It will be especially important that decisions regarding industrial 
location and investment, in which the Ministry of Industry plays a large role, are
coordinated with the overall plan for development of an area. It will also be
required that planning for the Cairo and Alexandria metropolitan areas is coordinated 
with the planning of the new towns and satellite cities. 

The basic principle involved in the enforcement of planning and development
controls should be that selective enforcement in priority areas, making maximum
effective use of the minimum number of staff, is more likely to be successful Ihan
efforts at blanket enforcements. What is required is a restricted system of targetted
priorities for industrial location, housing location and new subdivision :ocation,
and for the control of arable land. At present, incentives for development and
restrictions against development are not area specific but cover too many locations 
to be effectively enforced. Thus, the value of the incentives is negated and the
ability to enforce the restrictions is diluted. Steps must be taken to set priority 
areas for enforcement of both incentives and restrictions. Such priority areas would
be based upon master planning and regional planning and upon priorities set for
economic investments. The effort would be tied to the coordination of the system of 
inducements and resirictions to the provision of critical infrastructure, especially
of water sewerage, electricity and public roads. 

The following is how such a policy might operate with regard to the three major

issues of development control in Egypt:
 

Preservation of priority agricultural land. 

a An effective industrial location policy. 

* An effective housing location policy. 

* Environmental Control. 

I. Preservation of Priority Agricultural Land 

a. Present Conditions 

The NUPS Study has already described in detail the problem of the loss of arable 
land in Egypt, especially over the last decade, and the legal and administrative
procedures that have been instituted to attempt to halt building upon agricultural
land, 12 particularly the provisions of Law No. 59 of 1973, as anended by Law No. 59
of 1978, and as amending Basic Agricultural Law No. 53 of 1966. That law prohibits 
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the erection or construction of any buildings or establishments on agricultural land 
without the express permission of the Ministry of Agriculture. This prohibition
applies to all agricultural lands outside of the boundaries of towns. Within towns, 
the use of such lands may be changed as long as the land is used for the benefit of 
the town itself or for buildings which will serve as homes for their owners, within 
guidelines set by the Cabinet. 

Further, it is prohibited to issue permits for the subdivision ot such 
agricultural lands except with the approval of the Ministry of Agriculture. 
Violators of these provisions are subject -o imprisonment or to a fine of from 
L.E. 200 to L.E. 500. This sentence shall include an order for the demolition 
of whatever buildings have been erected at the expense of the violator. This 
penalty is not to be suspended for any reason. The law also prohibits the 
digging up of agricultural land and the transfer of agricultural soil to be used 
for the making of bricks or for other purposes except with the permission of the 
Ministry of Agriculture. Law No. 59 of 1978 extended this law to specifically
prohibit large-scale development on agricultural land with the exception of 
land acquired by the government for public uses and for agro-industry projects.
That prohibition has already resulted in the cancellation of several proposed
projects being planned in Giza Governorate.13 

Unfortunately, these provisions have not been enforced widely in practice.
Partly this is due to the lack of budget and staff of the Ministry of Agriculture at 
the local level and to the uncertain position of local offices of ministries 
following the passage of Local Government Law No. 43 of 1979 with its emphasis upon
decentralization of authority. Articles 25 and 26 of Law No. 43 of 1979 states that 
a governor shall be treated as a Minister and as the representative of the President 
in his governorate. Recently, the First Deputy Prime Minister issued a decree that 
all decisions regarding the granting of exceptions for building upon agricultural
land should he approved by his office, rather than by the governor. However, such a 
procedure evades the issue of who is to act at the governorate level. It also 
probably makes it more difficult for any exceptions to be approved and, thus, in 
practice may contribute to ignoring of the law. 

b. Definition of Priority Agricultural Land 

The critical point that emerges from a review of the implementation of this 
legislation is that such a prohibition cannot be effectively enforced on all arable 
land outside of urban areas. A definition of 'priority agricultural land" is 
required. This definition must be related to the setting of priority areas for 
inaiustrial location and for housing location and the ability of local officials to 
enforce restrictons on building in specific locations. Not all fe-tile agricultural
land can be protected. Its protection will depend upon its location and upon the 
strength of the competing land uses. Thus, agricultural land located in the path of 
urban development, such as much of the land near the city of Giza, probably cannot be 
protected under any situation. It is more important that such land be planned well 
for future urban development than that vain efforts be made to protect its 
agricultural use. At the same time, every attempt should be made to protect Class I 
and I!agricultural land, wherever possible, and to direct urban development toward 
less valuable agricultural land when it cannot be placed completely upon desert land. 
The Tanta and Qena/Naga Hamadi Illustrative Development Projects and the Cairo and 
Alexandria Concept Plans make recommendations regarding specific priority areas for 
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further urban development and for agricultural preservation making use of the above 
principle. 

c. Establishment of Priority Agricultural Zones by District (Markaz ) for 
Enforcement of Restrictions 

The definition of "priority agricultural land" in general must be followed by the
designation of "priority agriculture zones" in which restrictions would be enforced. 
Such a classification should be oriented toward the viacnka_ level since adequate
data appears to be often collected at that level which appears to offer a
sufficiently fine-grained distinction with regard to cropping patterns. In addition,
enforcement officials operating from the governorate level would better be able to 
monitor a selected group of districts than a group of scattered villages. 

It is an open question whether such zones should be established within urban 
areas. Some of the richest agricultural land in Egypt is located within city
boundaries. 14 However, such land is very difficult to protect from the forces of 
urban development and the protection of such uses would probably require a change in 
the present tax laws which classify all land within urban areas differently from land 
in agricultural areas. 

d. Strengthening of Enforcement Procedures 

Even selective enforcement of the provisions prohibiting building upon
agricultural land would require the strengthening of present enforcement procedures. 
The following changes would assist in that effort: 

* Place enforcement responsibility at the governorate level but with planning
and approval responsibility in the hands of a joint national-governorate 
committee. 

The governor acts as the representative of the President within his jurisdiction
and has specific responsibility for food security and efficient agricultural
production. The control of state-owned lands and the granting of subdivision
permissions are handled at the governorate level. With the passage of the 
1981 Physical Planning law, the governor will be responsible for the drafting of
development plans in conjunction with the General Organization for Physical
Planning (GOPP) in the Ministry of Developmment and Reconstruction. Thus, this 
is the proper level for enforcement of a system of agricultural zones and 
restriction of use of agricultural lands. 

In addition, the governor is in control of the enforcement apparatus within his
jurisdiction. A part of the problem in the past has been that a complaint
against a violation has been issued by the Minister of Agriculture, rather than 
by a Local Popular Council. The local people have resented the intrusion of this 
national government body into what is considered a local affair. 

However, the question of enforcement can be separated from the question of
policymaking and the granting of exceptions. Policy guidelines should be set at 
the national level to achieve uniformity throughout country. thethe For same 
reason, th- designation of specific agricultural zones should receive approval by 
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the Ministry of Agriculture. Further, decisions upon exceptions to that policy 
in designated priority zones should be made with input both from the national 
government (mos+ importantly, the Ministry of Agriculture) and the governorate. 
The governorate level corrmittee headed by a representative to the First Under 
Secretary of Agriculture and with representatives from the Ministries of Housing 
and Irrigation might be expanded to include representatives of the governor. In 
cases where these lower level officials do not agree, the final decision could be 
rnade by the Higher Committee at the national level headed by the First Under 
Secretary of Agriculture with representation from the Ministries of Planning, 
Housing and Irrigation. However, all such decisions should also have the 
approval of the governor concerned to ensure their active enforcement. 

0 	 Establishment of special land courts and a special administrative process to 
handle cases for the prohibition against conversion of arable land. 

Many countries have special courts thGt handle land problems. There is precedent 
in Egypt for special courts. Municipal courts were established in Cairo about 25 
years ago to render speedy justice in ccse of violations of municipal 
regulations, such as those regarding the cleaning of streets. 

* 	 Amendment of Law No. 59 of 1973 to specifically define a "building" so as to 
include a foundation. 

Ai present, it is impossible to get an order to demolish an offending building 
until at least one storey of that building has been erected. 

* 	 Emphasize demolition of the building and short jail sentences as penalties likely 
to have a greater deterrent effect than fines and provide bulldozers and other 
equipment at the town and district level for the enforcement of the present legal 
restrictions and the decisions of the special Land Court, if established. 

2. 	 Anl Effective Industrial Location Policy 

(See 	 also Chapter V) 

a. Present Situation 

The same policy of the establishment of priority areas should be followed with 
regard le controlling the location of industry. At present, industry is expected to 
be locatec in industral zones designated by the governorates under Articles 110-112 
of Local G'1vernment Law No. 43 of 1979 and Law No. 28 of 1949. The governorate has 
the resonsibility for selecting locations of new factories inside its boundaries, 
provided that the necessary approvals have been granted by the Ministry of Industry 
and that all required public utilities have already been established. It determines 
the boundaries of the industrial zones and forms I'he industrial services cormmittees 
that are to operate within these zones. In towns where such zones are designated, it 
is prohibited to issue a permit for an industrial establishment or to set up such an 
establishment outside of the designated 7:ones. A t. cond type of design ied 
industrial location is the free zones and the new urban conunities which were 
granted incentives to lure investors under Law No. 43 of 1974 and Law No. 59 of 
1979, respectively. 

However, despite this restrictive legislation, it is appare ,t that many 
industrial permits are approved for other locations when the investment monies are 
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available and ready to be spent. Thus, one finds the industrial corridor inQalyubia
Governorate which starts long before one reaches the boundaries of the city ofShoubra El Kheima. The need of the governorates to provide income and employment
within their boundaries, the lack of an adequate physical planning framework toprovide guidance to the location of different types of industries and to coordinate
the actions of the Ministry of Industry with other ministries and with thegovernorates, and the lack of personnel aulhorityand for enforcement at thegovernorate level and below all contribute to the present state of affairs.
Similarly, Law No. 53 of 1978 prohibiting the location of industry, other thanagro-industry, on agricultural land has not been successfully enforced, although asnoted above, it has stopped some large-scale projects in Giza Governorate. 

b. Designation of Preferred Industrial Locations by ofType Industry;
Designation of Industrial Zones within Urban Areas 

As in the case of the preservation of arable land, the principal need is for thedesignation of preferred industrial locations by type of industry in Egypt and
for the designation of specific zones for industrial 

then 
activities within urban areas

based upon the preferred industrial locations set by national economic policy.15 Todate, economic planners in Egypt have set preferred levels of investment by type of
economic activity and have allocated those monies by governorate. However, they have
not made special efforts to set such industry in the place within the city orgovernorate where it is best located with regard to the future development of thatjurisdiction as a whole. This is partly due to the absence of a Physical Planning
Law and, thus, the iack of master plans and detailed plans for such areas. It isalso due to the rush to accept any kind of industry at almost any cost. This
situation must change if industry is to be located so that it is most effective with 
regard to future urban development as a whole. 

What is required is an industrial development plan which designates specific
towns as priority industrial areas, based upon type of industry. The investment
incentives accorded to free zones and new cormiunities would also be granted to suchtowns. Within such towns specific industrial zones would be designated. In othertowns existing industrial zones would remain where industry is already located but

without the above incentives. InvestneOi could be taxed in the core 
of the Cairometropolitan area and other areas where locationits should be discouraged, but no
absolute moratorium should be imposed. Other countries, notably Korea, have been
successful with a taxing policy which has a different tax rate for industry located
in different cities in the country. This system could tried in Egypt thebe butoverall situation for attracting investment is not so high that it is likely to work
unless the rates are very carefully calibrated. An incentives system seems better 
suited to the investment climate here. 

c. Greater Enforcement Capability and Stronger Penalties for Violations of 
Controls 

The enforcement of control of the location of indusiry suffers from the sameproblems as the enforcement of the prohibition against the conversion of agricultural
land. It is now difficult for the governorate to deny permission to any industrythat already has the approval of one of the ministries or of the General Authority
for Foreign and Arab Investment and Free Zones. It is rare that the governorate does 
not vunt industrial development within its boundaries, in any case. 
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The establishment of an industrial development plan must also include penalties
for enforcement, and such enforcement should be at the governorate level. That 
enforcement would concentrate upon the large-scale industries with 50 or more 
employees (mainly public sector companies) and other industries that are a public
nuisance or noxious to health. In addition, a large daily fine on the enterprise
itself for each day of violation of these regulations would put pressure .-j the 
enterprise to remove the violation immediately. It is important to note that the 
establishment may be closed by administrative decision for the second violation 
within a six month period, although an earlier closing would need to be by court 
order. It should be specified that the governorate can demolish any buildings and 
remove machinery for sale, if required, as part of the administrative procedure. One 
should take note that this is another instance in which the term "construction" of 
the building should be redefined so as to allow immediate demolition from the moment 
that the foundation is laid. This is a stumbling block in removing illegal dwellings 
on agricultural land. 

The enforcement penalties provided in the 1981 Planning Law would also be 
available for industries located in violation of a master plan. Thus, the passage of 
that law is important not only for the coordination of planning but also for the 
enforcement of orderly planning and development. 

3. An Effective Housing Location Policy 

a. Present Situation 

The third important component of at. effective system of land development controls 
and the ordering future urban development is an effective housing location policy.
The part of Chapter V on shelter policy reviews the present situation. Most of the 
housing being constructed annually is constructed without a building permit on land 
that has not been granted subdivision approval and without conforming to any type of 
master plan for development. The costs of obtaining building permits are very high
and have discouraged people from getting them. 6 The standards for building
required are also high. Buildings continue to go up on agricultural land without 
permits in areas such as Qena and Tunta due to lack of coordination between the city
department issuing the building permits and the Ministry of Agriculture officials who 
administer the granting of exceptions to the prohibition against such building. 

Building goes up on agricultural laid without permits because water is available 
there and the penalties for violation are small in relation to the value of the 
building. 17 Almost no subdivision approvals have been granted over the last 20 
years in most of the cities of Egypt. These provisions have been ignored because of 
the lack of planning which would allow a city official to quickly make a judgment
about the location of a specific development. The absence of such planning has meant 
thai few efforts have been made to control new subdivisions, both those of phased
development and those constructed for housing cooperatives. What little controlled 
development has been done has largely been in the Cairo and Alexandria areas through 
the public sector housing and development companies. 

4. An Effective Set of Environmental Controls 

The arable land issue as it relates to the environment has already been 
discussed, however,there is another set of environmental issues affecting the health 
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and well being of both urban and rural people which need to be identified and for 
which a policy needs to be established. Among these issues are air and water quality,
preservation of important historic and cultural areas, preservation and development
of urban recreational area, and improvement of urban r-nenities generally. Presently,
responsibility for environmental issues is divided among several ministries, agencies
and the governorates. What is needed is a single environmental policy statement 
which identifies environnimeil objectives to be reached, develops environmental 
standards and controls for maintaining those standards and clearly identifies 
agencies responsible for enforcing those standards. 

Once this policy is set, legislation should be developed which would identify an 
agency or ogencies responsible for setting envirorvnental standards and controls and 
for enforcing them. A portion of the study of envircnmental policy should he to
determine if existing agencies can or continue to have forshould responsibility 

environmental control 
 or if a new agency should be created to have overall 
responsibility for environmental issues. While the legislation should broadly
indicate environmc tal issues where standards need to be established, it should not 
set the standards themselves. This should be done by the environmental agency or 
agencies responsible for developing the standards. The legislation should, however,
require periodic review of the standards to ensure that they are meeting
environmental policy objectives and should establish procedurea for changing 
those standards to make them more effective. 

In setting environmental po!icy, it will be important to coordinate it within the 
broader context of notional urban policy. The two should not have conflicting
objectives. Further, when setting environmental standards, the experience in other 
countries should be reviewed to determine the likely effectiveness of the proposed
standards. Also, when establishing the standards the costs of achieving those 
standards should be clearly measured against benefits of achieving those 
standards. It may well be determined that the costs of one particular set of 
standards may outweigh their benefits and another set of standards would be more
appropriate. Finally, in setting environmental standards, they should be viewed as a 
means of not only implementing environiental policy, but of also achieving the 
objectives of national urban policy. Particular attention should be given to 
alleviating those aspects of environmental distress associated with large population
concentrations. As ernpha.,ized elsewhere in this report iSee Appendix II-A), there is 
a serious tradeoff to be tmde which results from the fact that both urban benefited 
(in terms of output, income, and service levels) and urban diseconomies and 
disamenities pollution, congestion, health problems increase with city size. The 
policy choice may involve accepting the size to get higher growth and the utilization 
of the growth surplus to reduce disamenities or their effects. 

b. Recommendations 

0 Housing Location According to a Master Pla. 

The control of housing development is a very difficult process. The vigorous
informal building sector in Egypt has meant that despite occasional shortages of 
construction materials and lack of formal housing credit, building is being done. 
However, such building is occurring in a disorderly fashion, related particularly 
to the location of basic physical infrastructure. What is required is a master 
plan that would designate specific areas of a city for housing, and then 
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particular areas where standards are targetted to the affordability of different 
income groups. This designation of areas should be tied to specific building and 
sub-division conditions for that area. As noted previously, the 1981 Physical
Planning Law would allow for such differences in those types of standards both 
within cities and among cities. The present building law (Law No. 106 of 1976)
and the present subdivision law (Law No. 52 of 1940) do not appear to have that 
flexibility. Proposed projecTs by cooperative government agencies and private 
companies could then be tied to a general set of priorities for housing 
location. 

The Provision of Serviced Urban Land for Housing by a Land Development 
Agency
 

In practice, it is easier to control housing location if the supply of urban land 
is being increased. An institutional structure is required tkat will provide 
such land to be used by public and private bodies for housing. Such an agency 
can also help to control the use of public land. Presently, there is no real 
coordination of the use of public land in Egypt as such land is under the control 
of a number of ministries and authorities (the Military, Aw'af, the Ministry of 
Development, the New Urban Communities Authority) as well as of the governorates. 
The latter have the general power to sell state-domain land within their 
jurisdiction. The sale and use of such public land in the past has been on a 
project-by-project basis, which has led to inconsistent and conflicting land 
uses.
 

One possible answer is a Land r velopment Agency such as have been successfully 
used in Sweden and the Nethei iands. 18 Such an agency would have three major 
functions: 

- To acquire Ikid by purchase, gift, exchange, expropriation or by allcoation 

from the government. 

- To control the development on such lands. 

- To sell or lease developed plots for housing and other uses. (If plots are 
leased, the agency would be responsible for their administration and for 
enforcing building and other restrictions placed upon the plots.) 

Such agencies have been established at the governorate level in Ismailia and Suez 
and have been considered for the Cairo metropolitan area. They could either be 
an aqency of the governorate or nationui government or a public sector 
corporation. The latter approach of a semi-autonomous body has been 
favored in other countries for their land development agencies because 
semi-autonomy allows greater emphasis on self-financing and financial 
independence after an initial contribution of capital from the government. A 
semi-autonomous land agency in Egypt would be independent enough to be 
secretive in its land purchase activities. 

For either type of organization it would L' best to have specific legislation 
exempting such bodies from many of the restrictions on public sector companies, 
such as restrictions on scale of wages and the requirement that almost all 
profits be returned annuu'iy to the national Treasury. Such a requirement would 
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make a self-financing operation almost impossible (See Public Law No. 60 of 1971, 
as a-nended.) Presently, the development agencies have been exempted from the 
requirements of returning profits to the central Treasury. However, these 
exemptions are not sanctioned explicitly by law. 

Such Land Development Agencies would have major problems in
implementation due to the lack of sufficient trained personnel to carry out
projects either through the Agency itself or by public or private sector
companies. However, the concept deserves serious consideration as one means
of providino serviced urban land. If such land is not provided, it will be
much more difficult to control location of new housing. 

9 Control of Housing Location and Land Speculation Through Taxation 

In the past several years, Egypt hus added a vacant land tax (Law No. 34 of 1978)and a transactions tax on the sale of land, although the implementation of the 
vacant land tax is clouded by a Supreme Court decision ruling against itsvalidity. These types of taxes should prove of some benefit in controlling land
speculation and, thus, helping to order housing location, although the 2 percent
rate for the vacant land tax may be too low to be an effective deterrent given
present rates of return.' 9 However, the main ordering force would have to be astronger system of real property taxation. Such a system is presently hampered
by rent control. What should be considered is a system of property taxation
based upon an assessment at market value with the tax split between the landlord
and the tenant, along the same lines as maintenance and repair costs are divided
according to the latest Landlord-Tenant Law (Law No. 136 of 1981).20 Based 
upon age of the building. The distribution of the tax might also be based 
on length of tenancy, cost of construction and other factors that would provide
greater equity. It is difficult to escape from rent control. However, it
is also necessary to have a strong property tax to provide for the efficient 
use of urban land. 

Such a tax system is also vital for the financial condition of local 
governments. For these reasons, a method of distribution of payment between 
the owner and tenant should be actively considered. 

* Control of Housing Location Through the Use of Betterment Taxes 

Law No. 222 of 1955 permits municipal councils to levy betterment charges to help
pay for enlargement of public roads, drainage projects, bridge construction or
renovation projects and other projects, as determined by the Council of
Ministers. Such charges are means of providing for the payment ofinfrastructures required for housing and, thus, to finance developments. In
Egypt, this law has been almost exclusively used to pay compensation where
expropriation is required in road widening projects. In addition, the chnrge is 
not paid at the time of the improvement but only at the time of transfer of 
property ownership. Such a law can be an effective means of paying for all types
of infrastructure projects required to extend urban development to new areas. It
lessens the financing burden on the national government for such services and
should be acti,ely used, especially for middle income and luxurious housing
developments, including most cooperative developments. However, a large
proportion of the charge would have to be recaptured at the time that the 
improvement is made. 
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V. ADMINISTRATION OF THE DELTA: EFFECTIVE REGIONAL PLANNING 

A. Present Situation 

The management of the Delta over the next 20 years is one of the most critical 
problems facing Egypt and a necessary requirement for a successful urban policy. It 
is from the Delta that the vast majo";ty of the migrants to Cairo and Alexandria 
originate. Over 65 percent of the migrants to the urban governorates reported in the 
1976 Census came from the Delta. It is the Delta that contains most of the arable 
land in the country and, thus, is the major factor regarding future internal food 
supply. This abundance of arable land also means that the Delta is a likely site for 
agro-processing industries. The Delta can also be used as a model for the 
development of regional planning in Egypt, particularly for regional planning for 
areas other than the Cairo and Alexandria metropolitan areas and the Canal 
Zone. 

At present, the Delta shows the past deficiencies in physical and economic 
planning and the enforceme,,t of existing controls regarding the siting of industry
and housing and the preservation of priority arable land. As indicated in the Tanta 
Illustrative Development Project, and also evident from inspection of the other major
cities in the area, prime agricultural land is being used up at a rapid rate for 
housing and industry and for the provision of roads without plans to guide
development. Scattered development is the rule, rather than the exception, and much 
oF this scattered development is a result of decisions made by national ministries in 
Cairo without much consultation with the governorate or lower level local government
concerned. Five Delta governorates are covered by one economic regional planning 
agency headquartered in Tanta. This agency is in an early state of development.
Effective working relationships with other government ministries and the five 
involved governorates are still being established. One drawback to effective 
Delta-wide planning is that the authority includes only five governorates of the 
Delta with the other three governorates scattered among three other planning regions 
-- Sharkia with the Canal Zone, Beheira with Alexandria and Qalyubia with Cairo. 

Further, planning, control of development, and the coordination to carry out 
different sets of specific planning decisions are undertaken at various levels of 
government. Thus, the granting of building permits is handled at the city ur 
district level and the granting of subdivision permission at the governorate leve!, 
while the granting of exemptions for the use of arable land is now handled by the 
First Deputy Prime Minister, after an intermural jurisdictional battle between the 
governor and the Minister of Agriculture. Permits for industrial locations are 
granted by the Ministry of Industry with perfunctory review by the governor.
Planning and implementation of basic infrastructure -- water, sewerage and drainage,
electricity, mass transport -- are also made by the relevant national ministries, 
with only some participation by the governor. Thus, the legal status of the governor 
as a Minister and representative of the President within his governorate under Law 
No. 43 of 1979, has yet to be effectively implemented. This situation is true 
throughout the country but is seen most in the Delta governorates which have fairly
large populations but without the special status accorded Cairo, Alexandria and the 
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Canal Cities in the allocation of national government attention and funds. The early
stage of staff development means also that the governor not be able towill fully
carry out his legal authority in the near future. Administrative and technical areas 
must be strengthened in order to improve the functioning of the governor's office. 

B. 	 Reconrrnendations 

With regard to the successful execution of a national urban policy in the Delta,
it will be necessary to carry out a number of administrative steps: 

I. Formal Recognition of the Delta as a Region Which Should be Treated as an Entity
for Planning Purposes 

One consequence of the national urban policy study is the need for a very small
number r,. planning areas with specific requirements for development. The division
of Egypt into the Cairo and Alexandria metropolitan areas, the Canal Cities, the
Remote Areas, Northern Upper Egypt, Southern Upper Egypt, and the Delta provides thepolicymaker with a finite number of areas each with a different set of problems.
this context, the Delta represents the heavily populated agricultural heartland

In 

between the two major metropolitan areas with the key problems of preservation of
arable land and the provision of some additional non-farm employment to supplement
large-scale migration to the metropolitan areas. Thus, major decisions regardingagricultural and industrial policy and the supplying of basic infrastructure should
be considered for the eight governorctes as a whole, including Sharkia, Beheira and
Qalyubia. Qalyubia Governorate is also an integral part of the Cairo metropolitan
area and, thus, should be considered as a part of that region also. Similarly,
Beheira Governorate should be considered cis a part of the Alexandria region as well 
as a part of the Delta region. This overlapping of definition of the region is messybut reflects the economic and planning realities. The problem of definition of the 
Delta region is critical with regard to urban growth as some of the best agricultural
land and sites for agro-processing industries in the region lie in the three 
governorates mentioned above. 

2. 	 Establishment of Formal Coordination Procedures for the Delta Regarding
Economic Planning and Physical Planning 

The 	 critical status of the Delta makes it a good place to establish a model 
system for the formal coordination of economic planning and physical planning,
following the recognition of its legal status as a planning region. The shape of
such coordination procedures is one of the most critical decisions facing Egypt in
the 	establishment of a future urban development policy. The 	Delta is an ideal place
to experiment with such possibilities as the governorates are more populous anddeveloped than in rest thethose the of country, excluding the metropolitan areas
and, thus, more ready for some form of decentralization. 

A necessary first step is the establishment of a more effective system of
planning. A Development Plan is required for the region which not only 	allocates
investment on a priority basis but also designates priority sites by type ofinvestment within the Region. These priorities would be related to the national
policy with regard to priority sites for specific types of investment. The presently
economic policy is not concrete enough with regard to location. This is clearly 
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illuminated in the case of the Delta (Sec Tanta Illustrative Development Project).The economic planning could on basis, at present,be a five year as with its most
important component being project budgeting and annual budgeting. 

Such economic planning with a locational component must rely upon, and beintegrated with, long term master plans and detailed plans. Such plans wouldpreferably be developed within the legal framework of Ihe new Physical Planning Law.At present, Delta cities do not have up-to-date functioning master plans. If theDelta region is recognized as a priority for urban management, then the GOPP wouldhave to work together with the governorate and cities to produce such plans for thegovernorate capitals and other Deltalarge cities, especially Mahalla El Kubra andKafr El Dawar. Such plans must be produced over the next several years. They neednot be detailed but merely need to show priority areas for future development forhousing and industry and priority areas for the preservation of arable land. Such aplan has been recommended guiding development Tanta.for the in (See Tanta
Illustrative Development Project.)2z 

Once physical master plans have been produced for the large cities, an effectiveformal coordination mechanism can be established between economic planning andphysical planning. The most important administrative levers to influence developmentare the siting of basic physical infrastructure (water, sewer, electricity, roads),the siting of industry, the siting of housing and priority areas for the granting ofbuilding permits, and the setting of priority areas for the preservation of arable 
land. 

This coordination system will need a strong national component. It does notappear presently possible in Egypt to fully decentralize the implementation of alleconomic and physical decisions to the governorate level, nor is suchdecentralization necessarily with towise regard industrial location, thepreservation of arable land and the siting of major inter-urban infrastructural
investments. With regard to the setting of policy, the governorate should have amajor role but always within the context of more general national policy
guidelines. 

The recomnended model for coordinated planning, to be tested in the Delta Region.

is as follows:
 

a. The proposed Office of Urban Policy Affairs of the Deputy Prime Ministerfor Economic and Financial Affairs, working through the Delta Planning Authority,
would be respr>,nible for the development of the regional economic plan. As atpresent, the A.istry of Plonning gathers various proposed projects from the
national ministries and from the various levels 
 of local government through thegovernorates. These projects must be shown to be in conformity with master plansand national priorities for industrial location, preservation of arable land, etc. 

The lists of projects are then considered by a Delta Regional Planning Council,consisting of the concerned governors and the most important development ministries.The formal approval of this Council would be required for the annual list of priorityprojects for the Region and for the Region's Five Year Plan. The final approved listwould then be sent up to the Deputy Prime Minister and the concerned MinisterialCommittees for final approval as part of the national plan and budget by the Ministry
of Finance. 
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The concerned officials of the Ministry of Finance would not have final approval 
of this budget, but it would have to be countersigned by the Deputy Prime Minister as 
also being consistent with economic planning and physical planning objectives. 

b. Certain amounts of central government monies would be set aside as block 
grants for investment projects at each local government level -- governorate, 
city/village, district. Such monies would not require approval above the level of 
the governorate except where they conflicted with other projects. These monies might 
be restricted to use for basic public services. They would be a first step toward 
budget responsibility for local government and would be one means of alleviating the 
problem that few investment projects recommended by levels of government below the 
governorate now get into the final annual budget. 

c. Each approved project would have to have a brief description and rationale 
for exactly how it fits into the physical development plan for the city, village or 
district where it is located and how it is linked to other projects. That level of 
government would be able to object to this rationale before the Delta Regional 
Planning Council. 

d. The budget at each level would be integrated on a project and actvity basis, 
not merely as salaries, operational costs and investment. Thus, maintcnance costs 
would have to be considered in investment decisions. The activities would be 
specified in the Delta Regional Plan. 

This kind of a system would not radically differ from the present way of doing 
things except to force formal coordination and to allow some autonomy to local 
government units to execute their own master plan. It should help to escape the 
present situation where the Ministry of Planning seems only to collect the programs 
of other ministries, rather than imposing priorities upon them, and where the 
Ministry of Finance approves budgets without much attention to priorities of physical 
planning. It should also force attention to priorities of performance budgeting 
-- asking how a project fits with the national and regional plans and implements a 

particular goal of those plans. To be carried out successfully in the Delta Region 
it will require a greater number of planning saff at the governorate level. It is 
upon that level that ever greater reliance than at present will be made to coordinate 
plans and budget proposals from below. 

3. Establishment 
Development 

of Formal 
Planning 

Coordination Procedures for the Imple-nentation of 

As important as the coordination is at the planning level, participation and 
coordination at the enforcement level for physical planning controls are required for 
the effective execution of planning policies. Once priorities for development have 
been set at the Delta regional level with regard to location, such priorities must be 
enforced with primary responsibility at the governorate level through the existing 
planning and engineering offices in close coordination with the local representative 
of the Ministry of Development for the governorate. Subdivision permissions should 
be granted only for areas approved under a master plan. Exceptions for large scale 
developments (say ovwr 50 units for housing) should be considered by the Delta 
Regional Planning Council in cooperation with the appropriate national ministry. 
Building permits would continue to be issued at the city level bUt only for 
designated housing areas and prohibited in priority agricultural areas for other than 
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homes for farmers themselves and for necessary farm buildings. At present, all 
buildings on agricultural land without special permission are excluded with the 
result that no permissions are sought and building proceeds in an indiscriminate and 
disorderly fashion. 

What is required in all of these cases is selective enforcement for priority 
areas, with primary responsibility at the governorate level. This seems possibly
achievable given present staffing conditions. Thus, physical planning controls would 
be basically enforced at the governorate level under guidelines set for the regional 
level of the Delta by the coordination of the national government and the 
governorates concerned. The principal national government actor would be the 
Ministry of Development with important roles played by the Ministries of Planning, 
Industry and Agriculture. Some specific recommendations for areas for priority for 
housing and industrial location and protected agricultural status for Tanta have been 
made in the Tanta Illustrative Developrnent Plan. That plan specifies types of 
industry and housing for specific areas of the city and recommends that the Tanta 
City center be redeveloped appropriate with its role as a regional service center and 
a selected special emphasis center for the Delta over the next 20 year period. 
Tanta, then, could serve as the first test for implementation of physical planning 
controls in the Delta. 

VI. THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE CAIRO AND 

ALEXANDRIA METROPOLITAN AREAS 

A. Present Situation 

The Cairo and Alexandria metropolitan areas present special problems of 
administration of growth, both because of their size and the fact that their urban 
areas encompass parts of more than one governorate. Further, approximately 60 
percent of the prcjected urban growth over the next 20 years will occur in these 
metropolitan areas. Thus, the management of these areas must be a primary concern 
for the successful execution of a rational urban policy. 

At present, both of these metropolitan areas suffer from the lack of an effective 
coordinating body to plan for the entire urban area and from fragmentation of 
government functions between u, ,imber of governmental agencies and 
semi-governmental bodies, such as the public sector housing and land development 
companies. 

The Cairo metropolitan area consists of the Cairo Governorate and parts of the 
Giza and Qalyubia Governorates. In the past, efforts were rnade to provide for 
effective regional planning but at present no effective organization exists to 
coordinate development efforts in the metropolitan area. The Greater Cairo Planning 
Commission provided such an institutional focus between 1965 and 1973. However, 
since its dissolution coordination has been only on an informal basis, despite the 
provision for a Greater Cairo Regional Planning Agency as one of eight planning 
regions under the Local Government Law No. 43 of 17/. In addition, there are four 
metropolitan-wide special-purpose authorities that provide basic services: the 
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Greater Cairo Public Transport Authority, the Greater Cairo Water Supply Authority,the Greater Cairo Sewerage and Sanitary Drainage Authority, and the Greater CairoElectricity Supply Company. These authorities started as semi-autonomousorganizations. However, changes in the authority of the governorates under thevarious Local Government Laws since 1975 have placed them, to some degree, under thesupervision of the governors concerned. Thus, the greater Cairo Sewerage andSanitary Authority has a board of directors consisting of 13 members, 6 selected bythe Cairo Governor (one as a governorate representative) and one each selected by theGovernors of Giza and Qalyubia. Any of the governors can call a meeting of the boardand the Governor of Cairo will preside at any meeting which he attends. Inaddition, all decisions of the Board must be approved by the Governor of Cairo. 

However, there is no metropolitan-wide organization for physical or economicplanning. 
been 

The Master Plan developed by the Greater Cairo Planning Commission has notactively enforced, partly due to the lack of a national physir'-' planning law
provide an adequate legal basis. In addition, the fragmentation of authority for

to 

development has exacerbated ihe process. Large scale development projects in NasrCity, Maadi, and Heliopolis are under the authority of separate puolic housing andland development companies which are independent of the Cairo Governorate, althoughthe Governor of Cairo serves as Chairman of the Board of the Nasr City Company. Thissemi-independent slatus has led to problems of coordination with directorates of theGovernorate. Further, the development of the new cities and satellite cities isunder the contrel of the New Urban Corrrnunities Authority, whose board does notinclude representation from the governorates. Finally, the semi-autonomous status ofthe four public infrastructure authorities mentioned above has meant that water,
sewerage, transport and electricity plans have been made independently of each otheralthough the execution of such plans is clearly interrelated. In addition, theirservice areas are not exactly overlapping. Thus, functional fraymentation remains a
major problem in the Cairo metropolitan area. 

The second problem area is that of structural fragmentation. The presentgovernment siructure of the Cairo metropolitan area no longer reflectscharacteristics of its population. 
the 

Thus, the city of Cairo has the powers of both agovernorate and a city, while the two other major urban centers of Giza city andShoubra El Kheimcj city have only the powers of a city. Further, the territorial
division and powers of the lower units (urban quarters) are not sufficient. Thepresent such subdivisions do not reflect historic, socio-economic and physicalcharacteristics of the sites. Thus, Maadi and Helwan, two very differentcorrrnunities, are joined 
and 

in the same urban quarter. -their needs are very differentit is difficult to encourage citizen participation :n local government in such asituation. In addition, the urban quarters and districts haw yet to be givensufficient powers and responsibilities to operate as effective units of localgovernment. They are responsible for carrying out a number of important municipalfunctions -- issuing of building permits and licensing of shops, public cleanliness,maintenance of roads, public parks and government buildings, and enforcement of lawsregulating entertainment. However, they do not have any independent financial ortaxing authority and very little ability to influence the provision of basic servicessuch as water supply and drainage, garbage collection and mass transportation
supplied to their areas. In addition, the city of Shoubra El Kheima does not yet

have any urban quarters.
 

Alexandria metropolitan area faces similar problems, although on a lesser scale.
Its urban area now encompasses parts of the Beheira and Matruh Governorates, as well 
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as the Alexandria Governorate. However, there is no effective regional planning 
agency for the area and less informal cooperation between governorates than in 
Cairo. 2 2  The planning of New Ameriya City, located ii Matruh Governorate, is not 
being considered by the Alexandria Governorate in its decisions regarding land use in 
areas between that new town and the city of Alexandria. Alexandria also has special 
purpose authorities for water, sewage and transport, as well as public land 
development companies which add to the problems of coordination of urban 
development. 

The structural fragmentation problems in Alexandria appear to be less than those 
in Cairo, partly due to a lower number of irrrnigrants which has meant that the urban 
quarters have not changed their composition to the same extent. Further, the 
chairmen of the urban quarters in Alexandria are given more responsibility by the 
Governorate to carry out day-to-day operations and to supervise construction works 
than is true in Cairo. 2 3 However, the scme problems remain of lack of autonomy and 
of power to finance services than the urban quarter is responsible for carrying out. 
With regard to the hierarchy of governorates, Alexandria does not have other large
urban centers located in its metropolitan area as does Cairo. Thus, the differences 
in resources are not so evident as in the Cairo metropolitan area. 

B. Reco'nendations 

To deal with the problem of functional fragmentation it is necessary both to
strengthen the local units of government at the governorate level and below and to 
provide for a metropolitan entity to coordinate planning and development activities 
in Greater Cairo and Greater Alexandria. The set of recommendations regarding th 
strengthening of local units of government are similar for Cairo and Alexandria as 
for other governorates and have been discussed above in more detail in the section 
concerning the management of growth centers. However, the problem of metropolitan 
government is one that is unique to Cairo and Alexandria. 

A metropolitan agency for Cairo and Alexandria should be specifically limited in 
scope so as not to impinge too strorgly upon the basic local government structure of 
Egypt which is centered on the governorate. However, it would have to play a major
role in any system for effectively controlling development. Planning and development
controls are only effective if they are consistent for an entire urban area. In 
addition, physical plans themselves should be prepared and adopted at a metropolitan
level to provide rationality in preferred locations for housing and industry while 
discouraging development in particular areas for reasons of protection of arable land 
and environmental policy. Thus, permissions for industrial location and the location 
of large-scale housing developments (over 20 units) should be approved at the 
metropolitan level. Master plans would also be approved at that level as well as 
detailed plans. It is at this level that a land development agency would most 
effectively operate, or at least this would be the level for the setting of policy
and for coordination of land development implementation efforts. 

Further, the metropolitan agency would be responsible for the planning and 
approval of basic infrastructure projects, especially for water, sewage and drainage, 
mass transportation and electricity. It would also be responsible for such 
environmental concerns as air pollution. These functions are now handled by the 
semi-autonomous public authorities which do not coordinate among themselves. It 
would be better if such functions were handled by one agency, which would also 
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provide that the functions are carried out for the same service areas rather than 
varying service areas, as at present. 

This metropolitan body should be a policy-making and planning agency rather than 
an implementing agency. It would not have separate taxing powers and only a small 
staff. It would rely upon the governorates and cities for enforcement of its
policies. Its Board of Directors would consist of representatives of the 
governorates concerned, as well as representatives of the cities, villages and 
districts whose boundaries are within the designated urban area. The Board might
also consist of representatives of the various national ministries concerned, as did 
the Greater Cairo Planning Corrrnission. Such membership would provide a
direct formal channel to the ministries concerned with basic infrastructure 
projects. However, it would also weight the membership of the Board toward
central government agencies and, thus, away from the effective implementation of 
a decentralization policy. For that reason, it would be preferable to keep
the metropolitan body as an agency of the governorates concerned rather than 
an agency of the national government. 

The boundaries of the metropolitan regions should be changed ovei time,
reflecting changes in location of urban population. The initial boundary of the
Cairo rretropolitan area would be the entire Governorate of Cairo, plus the cities of
Giza and Shoubra El I<heima and the new towns of 10th of Ramadan, 6th of October, I5th
of May, El Amal and El Obour. The initial boundary of the Alexandria metropolitan 
area would be the entire Alexandria Governorate, part of West Alexandria, New
Ameriyah City the city of Kafr El Dawar and possibly Idku. The boundaries would
include basically urban populations. It might be possible to get better control 
over the use of arable land with expanded boundaries that include rural 
areas. Howtver. it is more likely that the provision of basic infrastructure
services to or i,;ar to such designated arecs would encourage development
without providing control. 

The need for such a metropolitan coordinating agency is most urgent in Cairo,
although the Alexandria region also has tremendous problems of coordination of 
developments as indicated in the Alexandria Concept Plan. 
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NOTES 

CHAPTER VII 
ADMINISTRATION OF THE PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE 

1 The Deputy Prime Minister for Economic and Financial Affairs was recently 
replaced (January 4, 1982). 

2 A reorganized Central Agency for Organizationand Administrationmight also be 
able to carry out this Implementation function as its head holds the rank of 
Minister. It should be noted that the previous Cabinet formed in 1975 did include a 
Minister of State for Administrative Development and a Minister of State for Control 
and Follow-up. 

3 Law No. 119 of 1980. 

4 See Sobhi Moharram, Albert Gorvine, F. ElKhatib, Organizationof the Government 
of Eqypt: Administrative Framework in a National Urban Policy (Cairo: National 
Urban Policy Study, February 1981), Figure 11, p. 30. 

5 There have been three major local government laws or amending laws in the last 
six years: Law No. 52 of 1975, Law No. 43 of 1979 and (Amending) Law No. 50 of 1981. 
See Sobhi Moharram and Albert Gorvine, Decentralizationin Egypt. Law and Practice 
(Cairo National Urban Policy Study, October 1980) for a description of the first two 
of these laws and of their predecessor, Law No. 124 of 1960. 

6 See J. Jaffe, The Public Financing Aspects of NUPS (NUPS, October 1981), 
Table 2, p. 3, with data taken from the Ministry of Finance as reported in 
IMF, Arab Republic of Egypt: Recent Economic Developments (January 16, 1981), 
p. 76. 

7 IBRD, Arab Republic of Egypt, National Urban Sector Report (draft) (February 
1981), Table 2.2. 

8 See Samuel A. Sherer, Legislative means of Regulating Urban Development in the 
Arab Republic of Egypt: Current Situation, Recommendations for Change and 
Comparison with Other Countries (NUPS, May 1981); Samuel A. Sherer, 
Industry: Controls and Incentives for Development in the Context of a National 
Urban Policy (NUPS, April 1981); Wesley Weidemann, The Agricultural Resource 
Base: Status and. Expectations (NUPS, December 1980); and Samuel A. Sherer, The 
Protection of Agricultural Land: A Legal and Administrative Discussion (NUPS, 
March 1981.) 

9 The present draft of the 1981 Planning Law gets rid of the exception contained in 
a previous draft by which subdivisions that did not include modernized roads were 
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excluded from the statute, as we!' as the exceptions in Law No. 52 of 1946 for areas 
where all plots e.re not directly located upon an existing road, for areas where no 
new roads are created, and for Heliopolis and other subdivisions which are provided
with their own special regulations. Thus, the latest draft covers all subdivisions. 
However, subdivisions which are not created for the purpose of construction and do 
not require the opening of new streets need be approved only by the local planning
unit and not also by the Local People's Council (Article 7). 

10 Specific notations of articles in the 1981 Physical Planning Law are to the 
version approved by the Housing Committee of the People's Assembly in August 
1981. 

11 Thus, the discussion of penalties found in the First Round Alternatives must be 
updated, as above. 

12 See Wesley Weidemann,_The Agricultural Resource Base: Status and Expectations 
(NUPS, December 1980); Wesley Weidemann, New Directions in Agricultural
Policy: Relations to Industrial and Urban Development (NUPS, August 1981); and 
Samuel A. Sherer, The Protection of Agricultural Land: A Legal and Administrative 
Discussion (NUPS, March 1981). See also the Cairo and Alexandria Concept Plans and 
the Tanta and Qena/Naga Hamadi Illustrative Development Project. 

13 A number of strong provisions regarding the use of arable land for urban 
development are also containedin the New Urban Communities Law (Law No. 59 of 1979). 
That law not only prohibits the establishment of new towns on agricultural land, but 
also prohibits all government bodies, private agencies and individuals from 
subdividing any agricultural land for building purposes which is located outside of 
the boundaries of existing towns, except with the express approval of the New Urban 
Communities Authority. In fact, this latter provision extends the prohibitions of 
Law No. 59 of 1973 to land under the control of this authority. 

14 Approximately 35 percent of the land within the boundariesof the city of Tanta 
is agricultural land. See Tanta Illustrative Development Project. 

15 This is not to ignore the difficulties of an institutional nature, among others 
including a banking system not geared toward financing the risky ventures of 
entrepreneurs, difficulties in obtaining necessary government permits, and problems
in getting goods into the country, that bedevil the development of industry in Egypt
(see IFC, Report and Recommendations on Development of Capital Markets in Egypt
Washington, January 1981), nor the lack of effective support for small-scale 
enterprises (see World Bank, Survey of Small-Scale Industry in the Arab Republic of 
Egypt (Washington, December 1977). 

16 However, it should be noted that the most recent Landlord-TenantLaw took a step 
in the right direction by repealing Part 1 of Law No. 106 of 19173 which required
committee approval for all buildings of cost of L.E. 5,000. The requirement of 
repairs for luxurious buildings only Law No. 136 of 1981, Article 12. 

17 See Tanta and Qena Illustrative Development Project and Abt Associates, 
Informal Housing in Egypt (USAID, November 1981). 
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18 A more detailed discussion of the possibilities for a Land Development Agency is 
found in S. Sherer, Legislative Means of Regulating Urban Development in the Arab 
Republic of E.ypt: Current Situation, Recommendations for Usage and 
Comparison with other Countries (NUPS, May 1981), pp. 46-52. 

19 See extended discussion in Joint Housing Team, Urban Land Use in Ep 

Appendix, pp. 74-75, which suggests a rate of at least 3-4 percent annually. 

20 Law No. 136 of 1981, Article 9. 

21 Aerial mapping would be an enormous aid in the production of such plans and for 
subsequent detailed plans and site plans for specific infrastructure projects. It is 
also a necessary basi& for improved land registration and property taxation and for 
the design of urban -enewal. Most cities only have maps dating from the 1920's. 

22 See NUPS, Alexandria Concept Plan. 

23 See Foda, et al., Financialand Management Analysis Report of Local Government 

Units (USAID, June 1981). 
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